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PREFACE.

1 HIS new edition of the Mythology of Greece and Italy is

properly speaking a new work. Few pages or even paragraphs

remain unaltered, and nearly two-thirds of it are new matter,

or have been rewritten. The causes of this change (of which

I think an explanation is due) are as follows. The work was

originally intended to be a mere school-book, and it was com-

menced on that plan : circumstances caused it to be continued

on another, and to be completed on a third ; hence the in-

equality in it which every one must have observed. Further,

it was written at such hours as I could withdraw from other

literary avocations, and with but a moderate apparatus of

books ; hence the errors in facts, as I did not always recollect

to verify what I had written from perhaps a bad edition of a

classic author. Finally, I was only a learner when I aspired

to become a teacher ; and though I had attained to correct

principles, I had not acquired the habit of applying them with

readiness and accuracy.

Considering these real defects, and that the work was by

an author who was little known, and on a subject against

which there was rather a prejudice, and that it appeared du-

ring the very height of the Reform fever, wThen few could

think of the calm pursuit of literature, it may be said to have

had more success than could have been reasonably anticipated.

The praises which it has received from Mr. Thirlwall and

other competent judges have naturally given me much gra-

tification ; for as they must have been well aware of its de-

fects, it is plain that they thought them to be more than com-

pensated by its merits.

Of the present Edition I think I may venture to speak with
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more confidence. It is the result of my reading for the last

six years, during which I have gone through the whole of the

Greek and Latin classics with a view to it ; and I can assert

with truth that there are very few of the references in the fol-

loAving pages which I have not made myself directly from the

originals. It will also be found to contain the results of the

inquiries of those eminent scholars whose works are so fre-

quently referred to, my obligations to whom I at all times

most cheerfully acknowledge. Should it chance to come

under the eye of any of them, and should he happen to find

his ideas anywhere adopted without a reference to his work,

I trust he will have the candour to impute the omission to in-

advertence rather than to design.

The soldier in Cervantes' comic romance sings,

To the wars my necessities take me away,

But if I had money at home I would stay ;

so I may say of myself, it was necessity, not any idle visions

of fame that led me to make literature my profession ; for had

I been free to choose, I had certainly trodden the fallentis se-

mita vitce. Engaged however in the literary career, my first

thought was how I might at the same time promote my own

interest, and render some service, however trifling, to my
country, that it might be said of me, Hand inutiliter vixit.

It appeared to me that histories of a better kind than the

compilations of Goldsmith were wanting in our schools, and

I felt that I could supply the deficiency. The event has more

than justified my anticipation ; and the adoption of my books

at Eton, Harrow, Rugby, Winchester, and most of the other

great public schools, besides a number of private ones, imme-

diately on their appearance, proved, I may say, their merit

;

for to nothing else can it be justly ascribed. I have thus the

satisfaction of thinking that I shall be instrumental in im-

pressing correct ideas in history and politics on the minds of

those who will be future legislators, or occupy other important

stations in society.

The present work is of a different character ; its object is

to keep up and extend the taste for classic literature, which
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in my opinion tends so strongly to refine, and at the same

time to invigorate the intellect, but which I sometimes fear is

rather on the wane in this country. Its size and necessary

price (the present containing more by a fifth than the former

edition) are perhaps insuperable impediments to its general

adoption in schools ; but I should hope that it will continue

to be used in the Universities, and that in schools the read-

ing of it will be recommended to, though not enjoined on, the

higher classes. I think I may speak with some confidence of

the correctness of the narratives : it must be of advantage

to know the opinions of the leading scholars of the continent;

and as to my own, as I advance them without dogmatism, I

can see them rejected without displeasure. I confess I wish

to entice as many as possible into the pleasing regions of my-

thology, for I know from experience how delightful it is to

escape at times from the dull realities of the actual world, and

lose one's self in the enchanted mazes of primeval fiction.

In selecting Mythology I took possession of a field which

lay totally unoccupied. This can hardly be said of any other

part of classic literature, but many may be better cultivated

than they have been hitherto. Thus the private life of the

ancient Greeks and Romans may be more fully elucidated.

That of the latter people I intend to make the subject of a

future work; the former has for many years engaged the

attention of my friend Mr. St. John, whose enthusiasm for

Greece far exceeds mine ; and his work, when it appears, will,

I am confident, be found to contain a vast store of curious

knowledge, and will prove a valuable aid to the classic stu-

dent.

The reader will observe that I employ the Greek termina-

tions os and on in mythic names instead of the Latin us and

urn. There is no good reason for this last usage, and I think

Greek names should be so written as that they might be at

once transferred to the original Greek characters. For this

purpose the long e and o should be marked as they are in the

Index, and if we were to use k instead of*c before e and i,

writing for instance Kimon and Kephalos instead of Cimon and

Cephalus, it would be all the better.
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The subjects of the plates are all genuine antiques, chiefly

taken from the Galerie Mythologique. The errata, which I

have carefully marked, are I think very few considering the

bulk and nature of the work. In this praise however I claim

no share ; it all belongs to the printers, to whom also belongs

the praise or blame of the peculiarities in orthography or

grammar.

The following digression will I hope be excused. It is on

a subject—that of literary property—in which, from the nature

of my works, I feel myself interested. As our silence is made

an argument against us, it becomes every author to take an

opportunity of expressing his sentiments on it. The follow-

ing are mine.

No fallacy can be greater than that of supposing that the

public have any rights in this matter unless it be the right of

the stronger, according to

the simple plan,

That they should take who have the power,

And they should keep who can.

A literary work, whether the creation of genius, like Waverley,

or the product of toil and patient industry, like the present,

is I conceive property in the fullest sense of the word, as much

so as lands or houses. To these last the public have a right, but

it is only on giving the full value of them, and on the prin-

ciple that private feelings and interests are not to stand in the

way of the public good. But this principle does not apply

in any way to literature. What, we may ask, is to be derived

from Waverley and such books ? Simply amusement ; and it

surely seems very absurd to say that the public has a right

to be amused, to which right those of individuals must give

way. It is very much as if the public were to insist on ad-

mission to theatres and exhibitions on its own terms, the prin-

ciple of the O. P. riots of our younger days. No man, be it

observed, will be the worse statesman, lawyer, or physician for

not having read Waverley, so that the plea of public utility

cannot be urged. Even in books of instruction I deny any

right in the public. Supposing (a most improbable event)
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that the study of mythology should ever become general, the

public would have no right to my book except on my own

terms. The legitimate course, if these were exorbitant, would

be to get some one to write a cheaper and better work on the

subject, and thus punish cupidity while respecting the rights

of property.

I am far however from expecting that full justice will be

done us by the legislature. We are a small and a disunited

party. It cannot be said of us

Hie multum in Fabia valet, ille Velina

;

Cui libet is fasces dabit eripietque curule

lmportunus ebur.

Our enemies are numerous ; the booksellers have caused print-

ers, book-binders, etc. to petition against us ; the newspaper

press is, with a few honourable exceptions, arrayed against us

;

the political oeconomists, who will sacrifice anything, how

sacred soever, on the altar of their idol, misnamed Utility, are

opposed to us ; and the diffusion of knowledge, the march of

intellect, the public good, and similar specious phrases, enable

legislators to perpetrate injustice under the show of patriotism

and public spirit.

I do not think that the great publishing houses can be pro-

perly classed among our opponents. They have no objection

to the extension of the period of copyright provided the au-

thor be empowered to transfer all his rights to them, and that

any extension of the term of those copyrights which they have

purchased should go to them also, and not to the author.

Theirs indeed is but too often the lion's share, as I know by

my own experience. For the Outlines of History in Lard-

ner's Cyclopaedia I received only 130/., and if I am not greatly

misinformed, that sum bears little proportion to what the pro-

prietors have already made by it, and the copyright has yet

twenty years to run. I applied in vain for some small share

in the gain ; it was contrary I was told to the rules of trade.

Nay, when they wanted me to write another work, likely to

be as popular, they said they could not afford to give more

than 150/. 1 I mention these facts not out of ill-will to the
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proprietors, some of whom are the publishers of most of my
other works, but simply to let the world see how inadequate

is the remuneration sometimes received by the authors of

even the most successful works.

I would say then, as the publishers say they would not give

more for a long than for a short term ofcopyright, let the public

be the gainer ; and if an author has parted, or will part, with

his copyright, let it become common property at the end of

his life, or of the twenty-eight years. Otherwise the great

publishers will be almost the only gainers by a change in the

law ; for most authors will transfer to them all their rights if

they have the power to do it.

For my own part, I viewT the question wTith tolerable indif-

ference, as even under the present law I know howT to extend

my copyright. My books, thank Heaven and the liberality

of the gentlemen at whose office they are printed, are my own.

When the booksellers had refused the present work, they en-

abled me to give it to the world, and thus lay the foundation

of a moderate independence ; and in that our first transaction

originated a friendship which nothing I am confident will

dissolve but that event which terminates all human relations.

Another friend, Mr. Brooke, was equally liberal with respect

to the plates ; and should mythology ever become popular by

means of this work, they surely are entitled to share in the

praise.

T. K.

London, Oct. 7th, 1838,



ADDITIONS.

The following remarks and suggestions have occurred to me, in the

course of study, since the publication of the present Edition of this

work : I have printed them separately, with the intention of inserting

them in the remaining copies.

T. K.

Binfield, Berks, Nov. 12th, 1843.

Page 136.—Neither of the derivations given of the name Artemis

appears to be satisfactory. The following may seem perhaps to

come nearer to the truth. Artemis is quasi Althemis or Aldemis or

Ardemis, from aA9w"AAA£2 (aXSaivu)), to nourish or cause to grow, or

apdoj, to water and thence to nourish. This perfectly unforced ety-

mology accurately accords with the moon, whose influence on vege-

tation and growth in general the ancients held to be so very consi-

derable (see p. 194, note b
), and wThich they regarded as the mother

of dews (p. 61). Another name of the goddess may have been

7] aXdeovau, aXdeovaa or apheovaa, and d and (p being commutable

(as d>)p, (f>vp), the name may have become aXtyelovaa, etc., to which
'

AXcbeios (aXdeios the nourisher) would correspond as a masculine

power, and therefore an appropriate name for a river. Altheusa it

is plain might easily become Arethusa. Possibly too ElXeidmu

(p. 194), which has the form of a per/, part., may have come from

7jXdriv7a, or some word of similar form and signification.

Page 284.—The names of the water-deities seem to be all express-

ive of the qualities and powers of the sea. Nereus is the Flowei-

(from raw); Triton the Wearer-away (from rpvu), tero); Amphitrite is

nearly the same ; Proteus is quasi Ploteus (from 7rXa»w), the sailor

or swimmer ; Glaucos plainly denotes the colour of the sea; Pake-

mon was probably in its origin Halsemon, and the change was made

after the institution of the Isthmian games.

Page 339.—The notion of regarding the sun and the earth under

a conjugal relation, by wThich we have explained the mythe of Niobe,



was, we find, a favourite one with our elder poets. See Phin. Flet-

cher, Purple Island, c. ix. St. 1 ; Idem, Pise. Eclogues, v. 2 ; G. Fletcher,

Christ'sVictory, i. 37; Cowley, The Gazers; Idem, Parting, last stanza.

The original seems to have been Sidney's Arcadia, which commences

thus : "It was in the time that the earth begins to put on her new

apparell against the approach of her lover, and that the sunne runing

a most even course becomes an indifferent arbiter between the night

and the day." Perhaps the idea was suggested to Sidney by Psalm

xix. 5. Tasso in his Rime Amorose (canz. viii. 25), has

" Rose dico e viole,

A cui madre e la Terra e padre il Sole ;
"

and in his note on it he says, " E detto ad imitazione del Pontano." In

a work named 'Tales of an Indian Camp,' which seems to be not a

work of mere fiction, the chief Tecumseh says (vol. iii. 234), " The

Sun is my father and the Earth is my mother, and I repose on her

bosom." It would therefore seem that the view of nature on which

we have explained the mythes of Attis and Cybele, and of Amphion

and Niobe, is one pretty generally diffused.

Page 359.—Though we could not perhaps satisfactorily prove it,

we have a strong notion that Geryoneus (from yrjpvoj) is only another

form of Hades. They both, we may observe, had herds of oxen, and

the two-headed dog of the former answers to the three-headed dog

of the latter. Admetos, apparently another form of Hades (p. 122),

was also famous for his herds. We find the herds of Hades (p. 360)

pasturing under the care of Mencetius, near those of Geryoneus in

the isle of Erithyia, and (p. 363) we meet them in the under-world

under the care of the same herdsman. This looks very like two dif-

ferent forms of the same legend; the hero in the one seeking the

abode of Hades in the west, in the other in the under-world. The

name Geryoneus might correspond in signification with kXvtos and

i:\vfjievos, epithets of Hades.

Page 394.—Butes (Bovtjjs, i. e. (36tt}s, from BO£2 fioaKio, to feed) is

the Herdsman, and is the same as Hermes. The name of his- wife,

we may observe (see p. 381), is Chthonia. He was probably to the

Athenians what Hermes was to the Arcadians, and the two deities

were united in the usual manner.

Page 511.—The following inscriptions to the Junones of women
may be seen in the Capitoline and Vatican collections:

—

" Junoni Julie Aufidene Capitoline sacrum d.m."

"Phoebadi et Junoni heius."

"Junoni Dorcadis Julie Augusts L. verne caprensis orna-

tricis Lycastus conlibertus rogator conjugi carissime sibi."
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"JUNONI JlJNLE C. SlLANI F. ToRQUAl\E SACERDOTI VESTALI

ANNIS LXIIII. CCELESTI PATRONS AcTIUS L."

The practice of swearing by the Juno is alluded to by Juvenal

;

when, lashing the unnatural effeminacy of some of the Roman nobles,

he says (ii. 98), "Et per Junonem domini jurante ministro."

The name Juno is contracted from Jovino, as prudens is from pro

videns.

Page 517.— It appears to us to be quite erroneous to suppose that

the Ceres, Liber and Libera of the Romans were the Demeter, Diony-

sos and Kora of the Greeks, by whom Dionysos does not seem to

have been united with the two goddesses, as Liber was at Rome.

We would propose the following hypothesis on the subject.

The temple usually called that of Ceres at Rome was in reality

one of the three conjoined deities (Liv. iii. 55. Dionys. vi. 17. 44.

Tac. Ann. ii. 49). It stood at the foot of the Aventine and belonged

to the plebeians, to whom it seems to have been what the Capitoline

temple was to the patricians. In this latter was worshiped a Tri-

ad,—Minerva, Jovis, Jovino (Juno), i. e. Wisdom, and the God and

Goddess kclt kloyjw ', in the latter there was also adored a Triad,

—

Ceres, Liber, Libera. May we not then suppose, that as the priestly

nobles, the patricians, adored a triad of celestial or mental deities,

so the agricultural plebeians worshiped a triad of deities presiding

over the fruits and products of the earth ? From the employment

of the plural (raoJj', vaovs) by Dionysius we may further infer that

the temple at the Aventine contained three cellce like that on the

Capitoline.

Page 522.—The critics seem to be unanimous in regarding the Pater

Matutinus of Horace (Serm. ii. 6, 20) as Janus ; for which they are

certainly not to be blamed, the poet himself having set them the

example. To us however this appears to be an error, though as we

see a very ancient one. The Latin language abounds above all others

in adjectival terminations (see Hist, of Rome, p. 4), many of which

are perfectly equivalent. Such were those in us and inus. Libertus

and Libertinus were, there is no doubt, originally the same. Valerius

was Corvus or Corvinus ; Postumius was Albus or Albinus ; the cog-

nomina Luscinus, Grsecinus, Calvinus, Longinus, Lsevinus, etc., were

probably equivalent to Luscus, Greecus, Calvus, etc. In the latter

centuries of the republic the preference seems to have been given to

the termination in inus, and hence we meet with Censorinus and

Marcellinus. If these observations be correct, Matutinus is the

same as Matutus, and is not Janus, i. e. the Sun, but a male deity

answering to Matuta, the goddess of the dawn.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.
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1. Zeus conquering the Giants. Cameo, engraved by Athenion. G. M. 33. Bracci,
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i. 28.
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the sitting figure a servant.
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MYTHOLOGY OF GREECE.

Part I.—THE GODS.

Chapter I.

INTRODUCTION.

Of Mythology in general.

MYTHOLOGY is the science which treats of the mythes*,

or various popular traditions and legendary tales, current

among a people and objects of general belief.

These mythes are usually the fabulous adventures of the

imaginary beings whom the people worship; the exploits of the

ancient heroes of the nation ; the traditions of its early migra-

tions, wars, and revolutions ; the marvellous tales of distant

lands brought home by mariners and travellers ; and the moral

or physical allegories of its sages and instructors.

The legends which compose a nations mythology may be

divided into two classes. The first will contain the true or

fabulous Events which are believed to have occurred either

among the people itself, as its own adventures, and those of

a MvQoi. The word fivOos is in Homer equivalent to Xoyos. In the time of

Pindar it had acquired the signification in which it is here employed.

B
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its princes and heroes, and which may therefore be called do-

mestic ; or those of ancient or distant nations, handed down
by tradition or brought home by voyagers, and these we may
entitle foreign. The second class will consist of Doctrines
or articles of popular belief, and will comprise the earliest at-

tempts of man to account for the various phenomena of the

heavens and the earth, and the changes which appear to have

taken place among them. These last are however, in the po-

pular mode of viewing them, as much events as the former,

as they were propounded by their inventors in the historic or

narrative form.

The wonderful is usually a component part of mythology.

The deities of popular belief are very frequent actors in its

legends, which differ from ordinary tales and fables in this

circumstance, and in that of their having been at one time

matters of actual belief.

Mythology may therefore be regarded as the depository of

the early religion of the people. It also stands at the head

of their history, for the early history of every people, with

whom it is of domestic origin, is mythic, its first personages

and actions are chiefly imaginary a
. It is only gradually that

the mist clears away, and real men and deeds similar to those

of later times begin to appear ; and the mythic period is fre-

quently of long duration, the stream of history having to run

a considerable way, before it can completely work off the mar-

vellous and the incredible.

Origin of Mythology

.

It is an interesting but by no means an easy task to trace

out and explain the various causes and occasions that have

given origin to the different legends which form the mytho-
logy of a people, such as the Greeks for example, with whom
it is rich and complicated. We regard the following as the

most probable mode of accounting for their existence.

Polytheism, or the belief in a number of beings of a nature

superior to man, and who can be of benefit or injury to him,

seems congenial to the human mind. It is always the reli-

a See the author's History of Greece, p. 9.
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gion of unenlightened tribes, and even in lettered and polished

nations it still retains its hold upon the minds of the weak and

the ignorant a
. An appearance so general can only be the

result of some law of the mind ; and those who have directed

their attention to the language and ideas of man, in different

stages of culture, will probably concede that there is a law

which impels the human mind to ascribe the attribute of in-

telligence to the efficient cause of natural phenomena, par-

ticularly those which are of rare occurrence. The less the

mind is expanded by culture, the more powerful is the opera-

tion of this law ; and while the philosopher ascribes all effects

to one great intelligent cause, and usually views not so much
Him as the secondary unintelligent causes which He employs,

—the simpler children of nature, who cannot rise to so just and

elevated a conception, see multitude where he contemplates

unity, and numerous intelligent causes actively engaged in

producing the effects which he refers to one single mind.

Either then the true idea of One God has been resolved by

the vulgar into that of a plurality ; or the numerous deities

of the people have been by the philosopher reduced to one,

possessed of the combined powers of all ; or, which is more

probable, rather we may say is the truth, both hypotheses are

true : man commencing with the knowledge of one God, gra-

dually became a polytheist ; and philosophy, slowly retracing

the steps of error, returned to the truth which had been lost.

It is utterly impossible to fix historically the date of the

rise of polytheism among any people. Supposing, for the

sake of hypothesis, a race to have been from some unassign-

able cause in a state of total or partial ignorance of the Deity,

their belief in many gods may have thus commenced. They

saw around them various changes brought about by human
agency, and hence they knew the power of intelligence to

produce effects. When they beheld other and greater effects,

independent of and beyond human power, they felt them-

selves, from the principle we have already stated, invincibly

impelled to ascribe their production to some unseen being,

similar but superior to man. Thus when the thunder rolled

a The belief in fairies and similar beings, for example, among the common
people in various countries. See the ' Fairy Mythology,' passim.

B 2
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and the lightning flamed along the sky, the terrified mortal

regarded them as sent forth by a god who ruled the heavens;

when the sea rose in mountains and lashed the shore or tossed

the bark, the commotion was referred to a god of the sea ; the

regular courses, the rising and the setting of the sun and

moon, appeared to him plainly to indicate the presiding care

of peculiar deities ; the rivers which flowed continuously,

which swelled and sank, must be under the control of intel-

ligences; and trees at regular seasons put forth and shed

their foliage beneath the care of unseen deities a
. In this

manner all the parts of external nature would have become

animated ; and the thoughts of courage, wisdom, and love,

which involuntarily rise in the soul of man, and the ready

eloquence which at times flows from his lips, being referable

to no known cause, would be attributed to the unseen work-

ing of superior beings b
.

Man is incapable of conceiving pure spirit, and he knows

no form so perfect or so beautiful as his own, and none so

well adapted to be the vehicle of mind c
. He naturally, there-

fore, fell into the habit of assigning a human form to his

gods; but a human form divested ofweakness and imperfection,

and raised to his highest ideal of beauty, strength and power,

yet still varying according to the character and occupation of

the deity on whom it was bestowed. Thus the Grecian votary

viewed manly strength and vigour as the leading attributes of

the god who presided over war and inspired daring thoughts;

while in the god of archery and music beauty and strength

appeared united, and dignity and majesty of mien and coun-

tenance distinguished the father of gods and men and ruler

of heaven.

These deities, so like to man in form, were held to exceed

him far in power and knowledge, but to be, like him, under

the influence of passion and appetite. They had their fa-

vourites and enemies among mankind, were gratified by

prayers and offerings, and severely punished slight, neglect

or insult. They dwelt in celestial houses, but similar in form

a See Volcker; Myth, der Jap. 253, 254.

»> Horn. II. i. 55. with Wolf's note. Od. v. 427. See also II. ix. 459.

e Aristotle, Pol. i. 3.
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to those of man ; and, like man, they stood in daily need of

food and repose. Chariots drawn by horses or other animals

of celestial breed conveyed them over earth, ' sea, and air

;

their clothing and arms were usually of the form of those of

mortals, but of superior workmanship and materials a
. The

gods were not, strictly speaking, eternal : they were born, ac-

cording to most systems of mythology ; and some, at least,

assigned a period to their duration.

In the eyes of their worshipers these gods had each his

distinct personal existence and sphere of action. The Greek,

for example, fully believed that Helios, the Hindoo that

Surya, guided the course of the sun each day. When, there-

fore, we shall in future speak of gods of the sea, the sun, the

moon, we would not be understood to mean personifications

of these objects. In truth, a personification of the sea or sun

is not a very intelligible expression. We mean by these gods,

deities presiding over and directing them, but totally distinct

from them ; regents of them, in the sense in which the arch-

angel Uriel is by Milton called the regent of the sun. Per-

sonification properly accords only with qualities and attri-

butes ; and we shall in our progress meet with a class of dei-

ties, such as Mischief, Strife, Prayers, which are strictly speak-

ing such.

When a people had thus formed for themselves a system

of gods so like to man, and yet ruling over the world, it was

natural that a body of mythes, or legends of their adventures,

and of their dealings with mankind, should gradually arise

;

and as they passed from hand to hand, receive various embel-

lishments and additions, till what was at first but a mere dry as-

sertion or conjecture became a marvellous or an agreeable tale.

It is the opinion of one of the ablest mythologists of the pre-

sent day, that there is a certain stage in the culture of a people

in which the mythic is the natural mode of representation, to

which men are led by a kind of necessity, and in which they

act almost unconsciously. He gives as an instance the pesti-

lence in the commencement of the Ilias. Allowing, he says,

the carrying away captive of the daughter of Chryses and the

a See the minute description of Hera dressing herself in Homer, II. xiv. 170 seq.
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pestilence itself to be actual and real facts, all those who heard

of them, and who had at the same time a firm belief in the

avenging power of Apollo, whose priest Chryses was, would

pronounce, with as full conviction as if it had been something

which they had seen and experienced themselves, that it was

the god who had sent the pestilence on the prayer of his

priest a
. How far this theory is well founded, and whether it

will apply with equal force to other mythologies as to that of

Greece, is a question which we will not now discuss.

The sources, or the occasions of the production, of mythes

may, we think, be arranged under the following heads, which

fall into two classes, namely, of things and of names.

1. The sages of remote antiquity appear to have had a pe-

culiar fondness for enveloping moral and physical truths in

the garb of symbol, mythe, and allegory ; and the legends

which they thus devised form no inconsiderable portion of

the various bodies of mythology.

2. As a second source may perhaps be added the pride of

family and the flattery of poets, which would seek to cast

lustre on the origin of some noble house by placing a deity

at the head of its pedigree, or to veil the transgression of one

of its daughters by feigning that a god had penetrated the

recesses of her chamber, or met her in the wood or at the

fountain. Legends of this kind are to be placed among the

latest. Indeed we very much doubt if this be a real original

source of mythes b
, and we place it here only because it has

been generally so regarded.

3. A great number of legends in all countries are indebted

for their origin to the extreme desire which men have to as-

sign a cause for the various phenomena of the natural world.

The Scandinavian mythology is full of instances, and the sub-

sequent pages will present them in abundance. We cannot

however refrain from giving in this place the following in-

stance, as it combines the ancient and modern legendary ex-

planations of the same natural appearance.

It is well known that most of the rivers of the Peloponnese

have their sources in lakes situated in the high valley-plains

a
Muller, Prolog. 78. Ill, 112, and elsewhere.

19 The earliest allusion to this practice we have met with is in Eurip. Bac. 26.
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of Arcadia, which are so completely shut in by mountains

that the streams leave them by subterranean passages,, called

by the ancient Arcadians Zerethra (^ep€0pa, i. e. ftepedpa),

and by the moderns Katavothra. The plain of the district of

Pheneos had two of these passages piercing the surrounding

mountains, one of which gives origin to the river Ladon. On
the rocky faces of two of the hills, which advance into the

plain, at a height of about fifty feet, runs a line, below which

the colour of the rocks is lighter than it is above. The na-

tural, though probably incorrect inference is, that the waters

stood one time at that height. The ancient Arcadians said

that Apollo, incensed at Hercules' having carried off the tripod

from Delphi and brought it to Pheneos, inundated the valley,

and that Hercules formed the chasms by which the waters

ran ofFa . Others said that Hades carried off the daughter of

Demeter through one of these chasms under Mount Cyllene b
.

The moderns account for the origin of the chasm by the fol-

lowing legend. Two devils once possessed the lake: they

dwelt on opposite sides of it, and were continually quarrelling;

a furious contest at length took place between them on the

top of Mount Sacta, whose base was washed by the lake.

The devil who lived on the west side adopted the ingenious

expedient of pelting his adversary with balls of ox-fat, which

sticking to his body and there taking fire, annoyed him be-

yond measure. To free himself from this inconvenience, the

worsted fiend plunged into the lake and dashed through the

side of the mountain Sacta, thus forming the passage through

which the waters flowed off and left the plain dry c
.

To this head may be referred the practice of the Greeks to

assign the origin of animals and plants to transformations ef-

fected by the power of the gods, a practice of which we shall

have to record numerous instances d
. Even in the Moham-

medan East examples of this procedure (which was probably

learned from the Greeks) are to be found ; the origin of the

a Paus. viii. 14. 2. Plut. de Sera Numinis Vindicta, 12. Catull. lxviii. 109.

b Conon. Narrat. 15. It is not quite certain, however, that it is of these chasms

he speaks.

c Leake's Travels in the Morea, hi. 148.

d We meet an instance even in Homer, Od. xix. 518.
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rose is ascribed to the Prophet% and the tulip is said to have

sprung from the blood of the unhappy painter Ferhad, the

lover of the fair Shirin b
. Many changes in the natural world

have also been effected by the Saints, according to the popular

creed in most parts of Europe.

4. The desire to account for the phenomena of the moral

world has also led to the invention of legends. Thus the

laws of Mend explain the difference of castes in India, by

saying that the Bramins, that is the priests, were produced

from the mouth of Bramah ; the warriors from his arms ; the

traders from his thighs ; the Parias, or lowest class, from his

feet. The poor Laplanders account for the difference between

themselves and their more fortunate southern neighbours by

the following legend. The Swede and the Laplander, they

say, were brothers in the beginning, but when there came on

a storm the former was terrified, and sought shelter under a

board, which God caused to become a house, but the latter

remained without ; whence ever since the Swede dwells in a

house, while the Laplander lives in the open air c
.

5. Many legends have arisen from the necessity of giving

some account of the invention of arts and implements, and of

assigning a cause for traditionary ceremonies and observances,

the memory of whose true origin had been lost. The festival

of the Hyacinthia at Sparta, for example, originally it would

seem celebrated in honour of Demeter d
, was probably indebted

for its name to the flower Hyacinthos ; and the legend of the

boy beloved by Apollo was a later fiction. The Fasti of Ovid

will present instances of the application of this principle, and

in the following pages we shall have occasion to notice it.

The second class of legends will come under the three fol-

lowing heads.

6. The epithets of gods, when their true origin was un-

known or had been lost, were usually explained by some

legend. Of this practice also we shall meet with instances

as we proceed ; for the present Ave will content ourselves with

a single example.

a Ouseley, Persian Miscellanies, p. 145. Fairy Mythology, i. 3.

b Malcolm, Sketches of Persia, ii. 98.

c
Geijer, Svea Rikes Hafdar, i. 417. d Muller, Dor. i. 373.
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In the island of Samos stood a temple dedicated to the

Gaping Dionysos, of whose origin the following legend was

related. A Samian named Elpis, having made a voyage to

Africa, saw as he was one day on the seashore a huge lion

approaching him with his mouth wide open. In his terror

he uttered a prayer to Dionysos and fled to a tree, up which

he climbed. The lion came and laid himself at the foot of

the tree with his mouth still open, as if he required compas-

sion, and Elpis saw that a bone was stuck fast in his teeth

which prevented him from eating ; he took pity on him, and

came down and relieved him. As long as the ship stayed on

the coast the grateful lion brought each clay a portion of the

produce of his hunting, and Elpis on his return to Samos

built a temple to the Gaping Dionysos a
.

7. Casual resemblance of sound in words, and foreign, ob-

solete or ambiguous terms, were another abundant source of

legends. In Greek Xaa? is a stone, and X,ao? a people ; hence

the legend of Deucalion and Pyrrha restoring the human

race by flinging stones behind them b
. There was a place at

Rome called Argiletum : this word, which evidently signifies

a place abounding in potter's earth (argilla) c
, may be divided

into two words (Argi letum), signifying death of Argus-, and

hence arose a legend noticed by Virgil d
. A part of the pro-

vince of Seistan in Persia is named Neem-roz, i. e. half-day ;

and the popular tradition is, that it was once covered by a

lake, which was drained by the Jinns (i. e. Genii) in half a

day e
. But, as the writer from whom we have taken this le-

gendjustly observes, Neem-roz is also mid-day ; a term which,

in several languages, denotes the south ; and Neem-roz lies

due south of Balkh, the first seat of Persian dominion. To

return home, there is a point of land between Hastings and

Pevensey, on the coast of Sussex, called Bulverhithe ; that is,

plainly, Bulver-landing-place, such being the meaning of the

old word hithe. But as this term has gone out of use, the

a
Plin. H. N. viii. 16. 56.

b Pind. 01. ix. 68 seq. cum Schol. Apollod. i. 7. 2.

c Varro L. L. p. 44. (Bip.)

d Mn. viii. 345. Servius in loc.

e Malcolm's History of Persia, i. 41. 8vo edit.
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honest fishermen there will gravely tell you, that when Wil-

liam the Conqueror, after landing in Pevensey-bay, was ad-

vancing to Hastings, on coming to this place he took a bull's

hide and cut it into thongs, which he tied together, resolving

to halt and give battle at the spot where the line he made of

them should terminate. These instances may suffice to show

the generality of this principle.

8. Finally, metaphorical language understood literally may
have given occasion to many legends. Thus cause and effect,

and other relations, are in various languages, particularly the

Oriental, expressed by terms of kindred. The Hebrews termed

sparks, sons of the burning coal; one who is to die, a son of

death. The Arabs call a traveller, a son of the way ; a war-

rior, a son of battle ; springs, daughters of the earth ; mist,

daughter of the sea ; tears, daughters of the eye ; and dreams,

daughters of night: an ass is with them the father of hanging

ears*. A similar mode of expression prevailed among the

Greeks. Pindarb calls the showers of rain children of the

cloud. ^Eschylus terms smoke the brother of fire c
, and dust

the brother of mud d
; and Hipponax e said that the fig-tree

was the sister of the vine. A person born on the bank of a

lake or river may have been called its son f
; one coming by

sea have been styled a son of the sea ; and when the metaphor

came to be understood literally, persons thus spoken of may
have been looked upon as children of the river- or sea-god,

and legends have been devised accordingly?. A branch or

shoot of Ares (6%os "ApTjos) is the Homeric appellation of a

warrior, and in Latin a lucky fellow was styled a son of For-

tune 11
. Our English king Richard I. was called Lion-heart

(Cceur de Lion), on account of his valour and intrepidity;

and this title gave occasion to a legend, alluded to by Shak-

a This phraseology is still employed in the south of Europe. Sancho Panza is

in Don Quixote called the father ofproverbs (padre de los refranes).
h 01. xi. 3. c Seven against Thebes, 496.
d Agam. 505. e Athen. hi. 78.
f

11. ii. 865. (lleyne in loc.) See also II. xvi. 174.
G " Hie Messapus per mare ad Italiam venit ; uncle Neptuni dictus est Alius."

Serv. on Mn. vii. 691. See Paus. iv. 2, 2.

h Hor. Serin, ii. 6. 49. It is in a somewhat different sense that the (Edipus of
Sophocles ((Ed. Tyr. 1080.) calls himself a son of Fortune.
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speare a
, of his combat with a lion, and pulling out his heart.

The rich melodious language of poets and orators has been

often compared by the Greeks and others to the delicious

food of the bees ; hence it was fabled that bees settled on the

infant lips of Pindar and Plato, of Lucan and St. Ambrose.

Theories of the Origin of Mythology.

The theory already given appears to us to be the one which

most simply and satisfactorily explains the origin of by far

the greater portion of the legends of mythology : but, both

in ancient and modern times, theories of a different kind have

been advanced, and supported with much ingenuity and

learning. The ancient systems we shall notice when treating

of the progress of Grecian mythology ; in this place we will

enumerate those which have been most prevalent in modern

times. These may, we think, be divided into three classes

:

the Historic, the Philosophic, and the Theological.

I. The Historic: according to which all the mythic

persons were once real human beings, and the legends are

merely the actions of these persons poetically embellished.

The chief maintainers of this hypothesis are Bochartb and

Bryant c
, who see in the Grecian mythes the true history of

the personages of Sacred Scripture; Rudbeck d
, who regards

them as being drawn from the history of the North of Europe;

the Abbe Banier e
, who maintains that Grecian mythology is

Egyptian and Grecian history in a poetic dress. Banier's

countrymen, Larcher, Clavier, Raoul-Rochette, and others

have of late years supported this theory, and it has been

maintained by Bottiger f in Germany.

II. The Philosophic : which supposes mythology to be

merely the poetical envelope of some branch of human science.

The illustrious Bacons exercised his ingenuity in deriving

ethical and political doctrines from some of the Hellenic

mythes. Their concealed wisdom is Ethics according to Na-

a King John, Act ii. scene i.
b Canaan and Phaleg.

c Analysis of Heathen Mythology. d Atlantica.

e Mythologie et Fables expliquees par l'Histoire.

* See Amalthea, i. 12. Ideen zur Kimst-Mythologie, ii. 7.

g De Sapientia Veterum.
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talis Comes a
; Chemistry according to Tollius b

. Finally,

Dupuis c and some other ingenious writers, chiefly French,

look to Astronomy for the solution of the enigmatic legends

of antiquity.

III. TheTheological: which assigns mythologya higher

rank ; regarding it as the theology of polytheistic religions,

and seeking to reduce it to harmony with the original mono-

theism of mankind. Vossius endeavours to show that the

fables of heathenism were only a distortion of the revelations

made to man by the true God; and, at the present day,

Gorres, Creuzer and others d
, assigning a common source to

the systems of India, Egypt, Greece, and other countries,

and regarding the East as the original birthplace of mytho-

logy, employ themselves in tracing the imagined channels of

communication ; and as they esteem every legend, ceremony,

usage, vessel, and implement to have been symbolical, they

seek to discover what truth, moral, religious, or philosophical

lies hid beneath its cover. These men are justly denominated

Mystics*. Their whole science is founded on accidental re-

semblances of names and practices, their ideas are conveyed

in a highly coloured figurative style, and a certain vague

magnificence appears to envelope their conceptions,—all cal-

culated to impose on the ignorant and the unwary f
. It is

against this system that we are most anxious to warn and

guard our readers. In our eyes it is disgusting from its in-

delicacy as well as its absurdity ; it approaches the confines

of impiety, and at times seems even to pass them. The study

and adoption of it can hardly fail to injure the intellectual

powers, and to produce an indifference toward true religion.

a Mythologiae, sive Explicationis Fabularum, Libri X.
b Fortuita Critica.

c Origine de tous les Cultes.

d Lobeck terms these writers synchytic mythologists, " who think that the re-

ligions of all nations, old and new, were the same from the beginning, and deduce

the most recent fables from the springs of the primogenial doctrine."—Aglaoph.

p. 1268.
e " Mysticism is an irregular mixing and confounding of feelings and ideas," says

Hermann, Ueber das Wesen, &c. p. 26.

f It is remarkable enough that the German mystic mythologists have either em-
braced Popery or shown a strong tendency toward it.
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In fact, if the theory of these men be true, the necessity for

Christianity becomes a question a
.

Of these three classes the last alone is peculiar to modern

times : the two former theories were, as we shall presently

see, familiar to the ancients. We must also observe, that all

are true to a certain extent. Some mythes are historical,

some physical, some moral, some theological ; but no single

one of these theories will suffice to account for the whole body

of the mythology of any people. Some of them, too, apply

more to one system than another: the Scandinavian my-

thology, for example, is of a more physical character than the

Grecian: the Indian is more metaphysical than either the

Grecian or the Scandinavian.

The mythologies which offer the widest fields for inquiry

are those of ancient Greece, of India, and of Scandinavia.

To these may be added that of ancient Egypt. Italy has left

no mythology, properly speaking, though for the sake of uni-

formity we so denominate the account of its deities and reli-

gion given in the present work. The Persian cycle, which is

preserved in the Shah-nameh of Ferdousi, is purely heroic

;

and the Celtic tribes of Ireland and the Scottish Highlands

had also a small heroic cycle, of which Cuchullin, Fingal,

Gaul, Oscar, and other personages whose names are familiar

to the readers of the pseudo-Ossian are the heroes b
.

It is chiefly to the explanation of the rich and elegant my-
thology of Greece that modern inquirers have applied them-

selves ; and by the labours of Voss c
, Buttmann, Miiller,

Volcker, Welcker and other writers, whose names will appear

in the following pages, it has in our opinion been reduced

a We would advise those who have studied the writings of Creuzer, Gorres,

Schelling, Sickler, and other writers of this school, to read as a sure antidote the

Antisynibolik of Voss, and the Aglaophamus of Lobeck.
b In the author's ' Tales and Popular Fictions,' chap, iv., will be found some ac-

count of the Shah-nameh, and one of its most interesting narratives. The reader

will also meet in the same place with some remarks on Ossian.
c We shall frequently find ourselves under the necessity of differing in opinion

with tins estimable critic, but we most heartily concur in the following just pane-

gyric on him :
" Dum haec studia vigebunt, dum patrius sermo coletur, dum recto

veroque suum constabit pretium

Semper honos nomenque viri laudesque manebunt."

(Lobeck, Aglaoph. 1295.)
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to its true principles, and brought within the sphere of useful

and necessary knowledge. The scholars of the North, espe-

cially the learned Finn Magnusen, have exerted themselves,

and not without success, in developing the true nature and

character of the venerable mythology of their forefathers, espe-

cially on the physical theory. For the mythology of India

philosophy has as yet done but little ; it has been the sport

of the wildest mysticism, and has led to the degradation of

those of other countries. The Asiatic Researches, and the

works of Polier, Ward and some others, with the various

translations that have been made from the Sanscrit, present

a large mass of materials to the inquirer. Jablonski and

Zoega have laboured diligently in the field of Egyptian my-
thology.

Rulesfor the Interpretation of Mythes.

The following rules should be attended to in mythological

inquiries.

1

.

To consider the mythology of each people separately

and independently, and not to suppose any connexion be-

tween it and any other till both have been examined minutely

and carefully, and so many points of resemblance have pre-

sented themselves as to leave no doubt of the original identity

of the systems a
. It is to the neglect of this rule that we owe

so much of the absurdity to be found in the works of many
mythologists, and nothing has tended more to the bringing

of the science of mythology into neglect and contempt. The
ancient Greeks were led from ignorance to give credit to the

cunning priesthood of Egypt, and to believe that they had

received their religion from that country ; and it is but too

veil known how, in our own days, Sir William Jones and his

followers have been deceived by their own imaginations, and

the impostures of artful pundits, in their efforts to connect the

religions of Greece and India.

2. In like manner the mythes themselves should be con-

sidered separately, and detached from the system in which

they are placed ; for the single mythes existed long before the

a
Volcker, Myth, der Jap. pp. vi. vii.
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system, and were the product of other minds than those which

afterwards set them in connexion, not unfrequently without

fully understanding them a
.

3. We should pay particular attention to the genealogies

which we meet with in mythology, as they frequently form

the key to the meaning of a mythe, or even of a whole cycle b
.

Great caution however should be used in the application of

this rule, or it may lead us into error and absurdity if carried

beyond its legitimate bounds.

4. The same or even greater caution is required in the ap-

plication of etymology to this subject . If applied judiciously

it will at times give most valuable results ; if under no guid-

ance but that of caprice and fancy, it will become the parent

of all sorts of monsters and lusus naturae.

5. Finally, though we should never pronounce a mythe
which we have not examined to be devoid of signification, we

should not too confidently assert that every mythe must have

an important meaning, for certainly some have been but the

creation of capricious fancy d
. On these occasions it would

be well to bear in mind the following words of Johnson

:

" The original of ancient customs," says he, " is commonly

unknown, for the practice often continues after the cause has

ceased ; and concerning superstitious ceremonies, it is vain to

conjecture, for what reason did not dictate reason cannot ex-

plain 6." We use the words bear in mind, for if adopted as a

principle it will only serve to damp ardour and check inquiry.

The rule should be,—this mythe most probably has a mean-

ing, but it is possible it may not have one.

a Buttmann, Mytholog. i. 155. 157. Miiller, Proleg. 218, 219. Orchomenos, 142.

Hermann, Ueber das Wesen, &c. 71. 125. 132.

b Volcker, Myth, der. Jap. passim. Miiller, Proleg. 274, seq.

c Miiller, Proleg. 232.

d Volcker, however, asserts positively that there is no mythe without a meaning.

Myth, der Jap. 50. This may be true, but the meaning is often a very trifling one.

e Rasselas, chap. 48. See Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, i. 480. Lobeck, Aglaoph.

672 seq. Buttmann, Mytholog. ii. 294, 295. Welcker, Tril. 249.
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Chapter II.

GRECIAN MYTHOLOGY.

Its Origin.

The remote antiquities of Greece are involved in such total

obscurity, that nothing certain can be adduced respecting the

origin of the people or their mythology. Reasoning from

analogy and existing monuments, some men of learning ven-

ture to maintain, that the first inhabitants of that country

were under the direction of a sacerdotal caste, resembling

those of India and Egypt ; but that various circumstances

concurred to prevent their attaining to the same power as in

those countries. In the Homeric poems, however, by far the

earliest portion of Grecian literature, we find no traces of

sacerdotal dominion ; and in the subsequent part of our work
we shall bring forward some objections against this hypo-

thesis a
.

It is certainly not improbable that these ancient priests, if

such there were, may have had their religion arranged sy-

stematically, and have represented the various appearances

and revolutions of nature under the guise of the loves, the

wars, and other actions of these deities, to whom they as-

cribed a human form and human passions. But the Grecian

mythology, as we find it in the works of the ancients, offers

no appearance of a regular concerted system. It is rather a

loose collection of various images and fables, many of which
are significant of the same objects.

The ancient inhabitants of Greece were divided into a great

variety of little communities, dwelling separately, parted in

general by mountains and other natural barriers. As they

were naturally endowed with a lively imagination, there gra-

dually grew up in each of these little states a body of tales

and legends. These tales of gods and heroes were commu-

a See Midler, Proleg. 249-253. Min. Pol. 9.
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nicated by wandering minstrels and travellers from one part

of the country to another. Phoenician mariners probably in-

troduced stories of the wonders of the East and of the West,

which in those remote ages they alone visited; and these sto-

ries, it is likely, were detailed with the usual allowance of tra-

vellers' licence. Poets, a race indigenous in the favoured

clime of Hellas, caught up the tales, and narrated them with

all the embellishments a lively fancy could bestow ; and thus

at a period long anterior to that at which her history com-
mences, Greece actually abounded in a rich and luxuriant

system of legendary lore. This is proved by the poems of

Homer and Hesiod, which, exclusive of the ancient legends

they contain, make frequent allusion to others ; some of which

are related by subsequent writers, and many are altogether

fallen into oblivion.

These poems also bear evident testimony to the long pre-

ceding existence of a race of poets,—a fact indeed sufficiently

evinced by the high degree of perfection in the poetic art

which they themselves exhibit. Modern mycologists have

therefore been naturally led to the supposition of there hav-

ing been in ancient Greece acedic schools, in which the verses

of preceding bards were taught, and the art of making similar

verses was acquired a
. One of the ablest of our late inquirers 13

is of opinion that the original seat of these schools was Pieria,

at the northern foot of Mount Olympos. He has been led

to this supposition by Heyne's remark, that Homer always

calls the Muses Olympian, which remark he extends by ob-

serving that the Homeric gods are the Olympian, and no

others. In this however we can only see that, as we shall

presently show, Olympos was in the time of Homer held to

be the seat of the gods. It does not appear to us that any

one spot can be regarded as the birth-place of the Grecian

religion and mythology; they were, like the language and
manners of the people, a portion of their being; and the

a Wolf, it is well known, held this opinion. The Schools of the Prophets among
tl e Hebrews were evidently of the same nature.

b Volcker, Myth, der Jap. p. 5. seg. Bottiger, Ideen zur Kunst-Myth. ii. 50.

See also Miiller, Proleg. 219.

C
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knowledge of the origin of the one is as far beyond our at-

tainment as that of the other.

The Greeks, like most of the ancient nations, were little

inclined to regard as mere capricious fiction any of the legends

of the different portions of their own race or those of foreign

countries. Whatever tales they learned, they interwove into

their own system ; taking care, however, to avoid contradic-

tion as far as was possible. When, therefore, they found any

foreign deities possessing the same attributes as some of their

own, they at once inferred them to be the same under dif-

ferent names ; but where the legends would not accord, the

deities themselves were regarded as being different, even when

they were in reality perhaps the same.

"This," says Buttmann a
, "was the case when they found

traditions of other kings of the gods whom they could not

reconcile with their own Zeus, and of queens who could not

be brought to agree with their Hera. But a newT difficulty

here presented itself; for they could not assume several kings

and queens reigning at one time. The ancients appear to me
to have gotten over this difficulty by saying, that those gods

had indeed reigned, but that they had been overcome by their

Zeus ; and that the goddesses had indeed cohabited with Zeus,

but they had not been his lawful wives. And this, if I mis-

take not, is the true origin of the tale of the Titans being

driven out of heaven, and of the concubines of Zeus, who
were reckoned among the Titanesses, the daughters of Heaven,

and among the daughters of the Titans, such as Metis, The-

mis, Leto, Demeter, Dione, who were all, according to dif-

ferent legends, spouses of Zeus."

With these views of this most ingenious writer we agree,

as far as relates to the consorts of the Olympian king, each

of whom we look upon as having been his sole and lawful

wife in the creed of some one or other of the tribes of Greece.

Of the Titans we shall presently have occasion to speak some-

what differently.

* Mythologus, i. 24. Welcker, Tril. 95.
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Historic View of Grecian Mythology*.

The poets having taken possession of the popular legends,

adorned, amplified, added to them, and sought to reduce the

whole to a somewhat harmonious systemb
. They however

either studiously abstained from departing from the popular

faith, or were themselves too much affected by all that en-

vironed them to dream of anything which might shock the

opinions of their auditors. Accordingly we may be certain

that the mythes contained in Homer and Hesiod accord with

the current creed of their day, and are a faithful picture of

the mode of thinking prevalent in those distant ages.

As knowledge of the earth, of nature, her laws and powers,

advanced, the false views of them contained in the venerable

mythes of antiquity became apparent. The educated some-

times sought to reconcile tradition and truth ; but the vulgar

still held fast to the legends hallowed by antiquity and sanc-

tioned by governments . A prudent silence therefore became

the safest course for those who exceeded their contemporaries

in knowledge.

The philosophers of Greece early arrived at the knowledge

of one only God, the original cause and support of all. Anax-

agoras is said to have been the first who openly taught this

truth ; and he was in consequence charged with atheism, and

narrowly escaped the punishment of death. Philosophers

took warning, and truth was no longer brought into public

view. But such is the nature and connection of things, so

profuse the resemblances which the world presents to view,

such is the analogy which runs between the operations of

mind and those of matter, that several of the mythes afforded

the philosophers an opportunity of holding them forth as the

husks in which important moral or physical truths were en-

veloped ; in which in reality many such truths had been stu-

diously enveloped by ancient priests and sages d
.

After an intercourse had been opened with Asia and Egypt,

a Heyne ad Apollod. p. 911. seq. b Miiller, Proleg. 212.
e Buttmann, Mythol. i. 45. Miiller, Proleg. 171. In Lucian (De Luctu, 2.)

may be seen a convincing proof of how firmly the vulgar, even in his time, clung

to the old notions.
d Miiller, Proleg. 66, 99. Welcker, Tril. 89.

c 2
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mysteries came greatly into vogue in Greece. In these it is

thought*, but perhaps not with sufficient evidence, the priests

who directed them used, for the credit of the popular religion

whose reputation they were solicitous to maintain, to endea-

vour to show its accordance with the truths established by

the philosophers, by representing them as being involved in

the ancient mythes, which they modified by the aid of fiction

and forgery so as to suit their purposes.

About this time, also, the system of theocrasy (Oeofcpaala),

or mixing up, as we may call it, of the gods together, began

to be employedb
. It was thus that the wine-god Dionysos

was made one with the sun-god Helios, and this last again,

as some think, with the archer-god Phoebos Apollo. As wTe

proceed we shall have frequent occasion to notice this prin-

ciple.

While in the schools of the philosophers, and the temples

devoted to the mysteries, the ancient legends were acquiring

a new and recondite sense, another class of men, the artists,

had laid hold of them. The gods of their forefathers were now

presented under a new guise to the Greeks, who, as they

gazed on the picture or the statue, saw the metaphors of the

poets turned to sense, and wings, for example, adorning those

deities and mythic personages to whom the poet had in figu-

rative style applied the expression ivinged to denote extraor-

dinary swiftness .

The poets soon began to regard the ancient legends as mere

materials. The belief in their truth having in a great measure

vanished, the poets, especially the later dramatists, thought

themselves at liberty to treat them in whatever manner they

deemed best calculated to produce the meditated effect on the

feelings of their audience d
. They added, abstracted, united,

separated, at their pleasure ; ideas imported from Egypt were

a This is the theory of Voss. We share the doubts of Lobeck (Aglaoph. 1295.)

respecting its soundness. The Exegetes, or guides, were more probably the persons

who gave explanations of this kind to strangers.

b Lobeck, Aglaoph. 78, 79, 614, 615. Miiller, Proleg. 91.

' Voss, Myth. Br. passim.
d Midler, Proleg. 89-91, 209. Orchomenos, 269. Dorians, i. 59. Welcker,

Tril. 462, 469. " Quam fecunda tragicorum ingenia in fabulis variandis, per tot

exempla edocti, fuisse putabimus !"—Heyne ad Apollodor. p. 859. Id. ib. 920.
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mixed up with the old tales of gods and heroes ; and the fable

to be represented on the stage often varied so much from that

handed down by tradition, that, as is more especially the case

with Euripides, the poet appears at times to have found it

necessary to inform his audience in a long prologue of what
they were about to witness.

Such was the state of the ancient mythology of Greece in

her days of greatest intellectual culture. Few of the mythes
remained unaltered. Priests, philosophers, and poets com-
bined to vary, change, and modify them. The imagination

of these various classes produced new mythes, and the local

tales of foreign lands were incorporated into the Grecian

mythic cycle.

When the Ptolemies, those munificent patrons of learning,

had assembled around them at Alexandria the scholars and
the men of genius of Greece, the science of antiquity was, by
the aid of the extensive royal library, assiduously cultivated

;

and the ancient mythology soon became a favourite subject

of learned investigation. Some worked up the mythes into

poems ; others arranged them in prose narratives ; several oc-

cupied themselves in the explication of them.

At this time what is named Pragmatism, or the effort to

reduce the mythes to history, began greatly to prevail a
. It

is probable that this took its rise from the Egyptian priests,

who, as we may see in Herodotus, represented their gods as

having dwelt and reigned on earth b
. Hecataeus of Miletus,

one of the earliest Grecian historians, would seem to have

laboured to give a rational form to the old legends ; and we
may observe in the explanation given by Herodotus, after the

Egyptian priests, of the legend of the soothsaying pigeon of

Dodona, and in other places of that historian, a similar de-

sire d . This mode of rationalising was carried to a much
greater extent by Ephorus : but the work which may be re-

garded as having contributed by far the most to give it vogue,

a Midler, Proleg. 97-99. Lobeck, Aglaoph. 987. seg. Buttmann, i. 197.
b Herodotus, ii. 144.
c

Hecataeus began bis work in these words :
" I write as it appears to me to be

true ; for the narratives of the Hellenes are very various and ridiculous, as it

seems to me." He said that Cerberos was a serpent that lay at Tjenaron,
d Herod, ii. 54-57.
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was the Sacred History (lepy 'Avaypa<j>r}) of Euhemerus,

which was so celebrated in antiquity that we shall here stop

to give a brief account of ita .

Euhemerus said, in this work, that having had occasion to

make a voyage in the Eastern ocean, after several days' sail

he came to three islands, one of which was named Panchaia.

The inhabitants of this happy isle were distinguished for their

piety, and the isle itself for its fertility and beauty, in the de-

scription of which the writer exerted all the powers of his

imagination. At a distance of several miles from the chief

town, he says, lay a sacred grove, composed of trees of every

kind, tall cypresses, laurels, myrtles, palms, and every species

of fruit-tree, amidst which ran rivulets of the purest water.

A spring within the sacred district poured forth water in such

abundance as to form a navigable river, named the Water of

the Sun b
, which meandered along, fructifying the whole re-

gion, and shaded over by luxuriant groves, in which during

the days of summer dwelt numbers of men, while birds of the

richest plumage and most melodious throats built their nests

in the branches, and delighted the hearer with their song.

Verdant meads, adorned with various flowers, climbing vines,

and trees hanging with delicious fruits, everywhere met the

view in this paradise. The inhabitants of the island were

divided into priests, warriors, and cultivators. All things

were in common except the house and garden of each. The

duty of the priests was to sing the praises of the gods, and

to act as judges and magistrates : a double share of every-

thing fell to them. The task of the military class was to de-

fend the island against the incursions of pirates, to which it

was exposed. The garments of all were of the finest and

whitest wool, and they wore rich ornaments of gold. The
priests were distinguished by their raiment of pure white

linen, and their bonnets of gold tissue.

a The chief remains of this work are to be found in the fifth book of Diodorus

(42. seq.), and in the fragment of the sixth book preserved by Eusebius in his Evan-

gelic Preparation. There are fragments remaining of the Latin translation of En-

nins ; and the work is frequently referred to by Sextus Empiricus and the Fathers

of the Church.
b This name is borrowed from the Fount of the Sun (Kprjvt] 'HXi'oi') at the

temple of Amnion. Herod, iv. 181.
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The priests derived their lineage from Crete, whence they

had been brought by Zeus after he had succeeded his prede-

cessors Uranos and Kronos in the empire of the world. In

the midst of the grove already described, and at a distance of

sixty stadia from the chief town, stood an ancient and mag-

nificent temple sacred to Triphylian Zeus, erected by the god

himself while he was yet among men ; and on a golden pillar

in the temple the deeds of Uranos, Zeus, Artemis, and Apollo

had been inscribed by Hermes in Panchaeic letters, which the

voyager says were the same with the sacred characters of the

Egyptian priests. Zeus had, according to this monument,
been the most potent of monarchs : the chief seat of his do-

minion had been Crete, where he died and was buried, after

having made five progresses through the world, all whose
kings feared and obeyed him.

The object of Euhemerus in inventing this Utopia, which

by the way many navigators sought after but no one ever

found, was evidently to give a blow to the popular religion,

and even to make it ridiculous ; for though he seems to have

treated some of the higher gods, as Zeus for example, with

a degree of respect, he was less particular with the infe-

rior ones and with the heroes. Thus of Aphrodite he says,

that she was the first who reduced gallantry to an art, and
made a trade of it, that she might not appear more wanton
than other women a

. Cadmos was cook to a king of Sidon,

and he ran away with Harmonia, a female flute-playerb .

The work ofEuhemerus was vehemently attacked by all who
retained a veneration for the old religion, and the writer him-

self was stigmatised as an atheist : but it exerted a great in-

fluence over the subsequent historians, as we may perceive

in the case of Diodorus of Sicily. It was translated into Latin

by Ennius, of whose work some fragments remain d
; and the

^Ene'is of Virgil alone will suffice to show the degree in which

it affected the old Italian mythology e
. Finally, the Fathers

a Ennius ap. Lactant., Div. Inst. i. 17. b Athenseus, xiv. 658.

c See Callimachus, Fr. (Bentl.) 86. Plut. de Is. et Os. 23. Lobeck, 138.

d " Infidelity was introduced by the Calabrian Greek Ennius, and became na-

turalised as morals declined."—Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, i. 137.
e See ^En. vii. 47-49, 177-182; viii. 355-359.
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of the Church employed it to advantage in their conflicts with

the supporters of the ancient religion.

While Euhemerus thus fixed on an imaginary island in the

Eastern ocean as the original abode of the deities adored in

Greece, others, among whom Dionysius of Samos or Myti-

lene was the most celebrated, chose the Western coast of

Africa for the same purposed For this they seemed to have

Homeric authority ; as the poet calls Oceanos, whose abode

was placed in the West, the origin of the gods b
. According

to these writers the coast of Ocean on this side, fertile as Pan-

chaia itself, was inhabited by a people named Atlanteians, dis-

tinguished for their piety and their hospitality to strangers.

The first king who ruled over them was named Uranos. He
collected the people, who had previously dwelt dispersedly,

into towns, and taught them agriculture, and thus reformed

their manners. He gradually reduced under his sway the

greater part of the world. By study of the heavens, and thus

learning to foretell the celestial phenomena, he obtained the

reputation of being of a nature superior to man ; and when

he died, his people gave him divine honours and named the

heavens after him.

By several wives Uranos wras the father of forty-five chil-

dren, eighteen of whom, the offspring of Titaia or Earth, were

named Titans. The most distinguished of their daughters

were Basileia and Rhea, also named Pandora. The former,

who was the eldest, aided her mother to rear her brothers

and sisters, whence she was called the Great Mother. She

succeeded her father in his dominion ; and after some time

she married Hyperion, one of her brothers, to whom she bore

two children, endowed with marvellous sense and beauty,

named Helios and Selena. But the other Titans now grew

jealous, and they murdered Hyperion, and flung Helios into

the river Eridanos, where he was drowned. At the tidings

Selena, who loved her brother beyond measure, cast herself

from the roof of the palace and perished. Basileia lost her

senses through grief, and went roaming in madness through

the country Avith dishevelled locks, beating drums and cym-

3 Diodorus, iii. 56. scq.

b 'Qicearov re, 9eHv ylvcoiv icai ////repa TrjOvv.— II. xiv. 201.
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bals. She disappeared at length in a storm of rain, thunder,

and lightning. The people raised altars to her as a goddess,

and they named the sun and moon after her hapless children.

The Titans then divided the realm of their father among

themselves. The coast of Ocean fell to Atlas, who named the

people and the highest mountain of the country after himself.

Like his father he was addicted to astronomy ; he first taught

the doctrine of the sphere, whence he was said to support the

heavens. Kronos, the most impious and ambitious of the

Titans, ruled over Libya, Sicily, and Italy. He espoused his

sister Rhea, who bore a son named Zeus, in all things the

opposite of his grim sire ; whence the people, delighted with

his virtues, named him Father, and finally placed him on the

throne. Kronos, aided by the other Titans, sought to re-

cover his dominion ; but the new monarch defeated him, and

then ruled, the lord of the whole world and the benefactor of

mankind. After his death he was deified by his grateful

subjects.

We will not pursue any further these dreams of the my-

thographer, for the tasteless system never seems to have gained

general credit. We therefore proceed to relate the further

course of the Grecian mythology.

As we have already observed, the allegorical system of in-

terpretation prevailed at the same time with the historical.

This mode of exposition was introduced by the sophists ; So-

crates and Plato occasionally employed it ironically ; but its

greatest cultivators were the philosophers of the Stoic sect.

It was chiefly physical and ethical truths that they deduced

from the ancient mythes, and they generally regarded the gods

in the light of personifications of the powers of nature.

When the Romans became acquainted with Grecian litera-

ture, they identified the gods of Greece with such of their

own deities as had a resemblance to them. Thus Hermes

became Mercurius, Aphrodite Venus, and the mythes of the

former were by the poets, and perhaps in the popular creed,

applied to the latter. As in Greece, some believed, some dis-

believed in the popular deities, and the former sought the

solution of the mythes in the schools of philosophy or the

temples of the mysteries. The valuable work of Cicero ' On
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the Nature of the Gods' shows in an agreeable manner the

ideas entertained on this subject by the most accomplished

Romans of his time.

After the conflict had commenced between Heathenism and

Christianity, the allegorising principle was applied to the

former with still greater assiduity than heretofore. The New
Platonists endeavoured by its aid, in union with Oriental

mysticism, to show, that the ancient religion contained all

that was required to satisfy the utmost needs of the human
soul. The Fathers of the Church laid hold on the weapons

thus presented to them, to defend the new and attack the old

religion. By the aid of the principles of Euhemerus they

robbed the gods of Greece of their divinity ; by that of the

allegorising principle of the Stoics they extracted truth from

the legends of Greek theology, and discovered mystery in the

simplest narratives and precepts of the Hebrew Scriptures.

Unfortunately in this process many of the mythes and prac-

tices of Heathenism became incorporated with the pure reli-

gion of the Gospel, and Christianity also had soon a mythology

of its own to display. On the final overthrow" of Heathenism

its mythology slept along with its history and literature the

sleep of the dark ages ; but at the revival of learning it was

eagerly laid hold on by poets and artists% and it attracted

the attention of antiquarians and philosophers. The various

theories by which it was sought to reduce it to system, which

we have already enumerated, were then revived or devised

;

and mythology forms at present an important branch of

learning and philosophy.

Of late years the mythology of Greece has in the hands of

men of genius and learning, especially in Germany, resumed

the simple and elegant attire which it wore in the days of

Homer and Hesiod, and in which the following pages will

attempt to present it to the reader.

Literature of the Grecian Mythology.

A brief view of the literature of the Grecian mythology, or

of the works whence our knowledge of it has been derived,

a The earliest modern work on this suhject is Boccaccio's Genealogia Deorum

,

•written in the fourteenth century.
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seems a necessary supplement to the preceding sketch of its

history.

The Ilias and the Odyssey, as the two great heroic poems

which are regarded as the works of Homer are named, are

(with the exception of some parts of the Hebrew Scriptures)

the earliest literary compositions now extant. Their origin

is enveloped in the deepest obscurity, and the questions

whether they are the production of one or of many minds,

whether they were originally written, or were orally trans-

mitted for centuries, have for some years engaged the pens

of critics. It seems to be now generally agreed that the two

poems are the productions of different minds, and that in

both there are interpolations, some of which are of no small

magnitude, but that notwithstanding they may be regarded as

faithful pictures of the manners and opinions of the Achae-

ans or Greeks of the early ages a
. Beside the Ilias and the

Odyssey, the ancients possessed some other narrative poems,

which were ascribed, but falsely, to the same author. All

these poems, however, have long since perished.

The age of Hesiod is equally uncertain with that of Homer.

Three only of the poems ascribed to him have come down to

us, viz. the didactic poem named Works and Days, the Theo-

gony, and the Shield of Hercules. Hesiod was also said to

be the author of a poem in four books named the Catalogues,

or Eoiaeb, which related the histories of the heroines or distin-

guished women of the mythic ages ; but of this also only a

few fragments have been preserved. The same is the case

with the poems named the Melampodia and iEgimios, like-

wise ascribed to this ancient bard.

Homer and Hesiod were succeeded by a crowd of poets,

who sang all the events of the mythic ages. The chief of

a In the former edition of this work we entered at some length into this sub-

ject. We are now aware that it is impossible to say anything satisfactory on it

in so limited a compass, and therefore reserve our materials for the composition

of a volume on some future occasion. We will here only observe, that besides our

general agreement with the critics who regard the poems as interpolated, we hold

with Wolf the last six books of the Ilias to be the work of a different poet from

the author of the Ilias in general.

b 'Koiai, from the words ?'? oirj, or such as, with which each narrative began.

See the commencement of the Shield.
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these were Stasinos of Cyprus, Arctinos of Miletus, Lesches

of Lesbos, Cynaethos of Chios, Eumelos of Corinth, Agios of

Troezen, and Eugammon of Cyrene. Their poems were the

Cypria, the iEthiopis, the Little Ilias, the Iliupersis or Ta-

king of Ilion, the Nostoi or Returns of the Chiefs, the Tele-

gonia, or Death of Odysseus, etc. There were also Heracleiae,

or poems on the subject of Hercules, by Peisander, Panyasis,

and other poets, a Theseis on the adventures of Theseus,

poems on the wars of Thebes a
, a Titanomachia, an Amazonia,

a Dana'is. a Phoronis, etc.

In the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, king of Egypt, the

critic Zenodotus of Ephesus united several of these poems

with the Ilias and Odyssey into one whole, commencing with

the marriage of Heaven and Earth, and ending with the death

of Odysseus. This was named the Epic Cycle, and it con-

tinued to be read during some centuries of the Christian aera b .

Of this, however, the Homeric portion alone has come down
to us : for our knowledge of the events contained in the re-

mainder of the Cycle we are indebted to the works of the

later poets Quintus Smyrnaeus, Coluthus, and Tryphiodorus,

and the various scholiasts or commentators and compilers.

The lyric succeeded the epic poets. Mythic legends were

necessarily their principal materials, as their verses were

mostly dedicated to the worship of the gods, or the praise of

victors in the public games, or were sung at banquets or in

funeral processions. These too have disappeared, excepting

a portion of those of Pindar. It is much to be lamented, in

a mythologic view, that so little remains of Stesichorus of

Himera.

The tragedians followed : they took their subjects from the

epic poems, and their remaining works preserve much mythic

lore.

After the epic poetry had ceased, and writing, by means of

the Egyptian papyrus, was become more common in Greece,

a The Thebais was ascribed to Homer. In the opinion of Pausanias (ix. 9. 3.)

it was next in merit to the Ilias and Odyssey. There was another Thebais by

Antimachus, but written at a much later period.
b By far the best account of the Epic Cycle, its authors and contents, will be

found in Wehker's excellent work ' Der epische Cyclus.' (Bonn, 1835.)
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a set of writers arose who related in succinct prose narratives,

arranged in historic order, the various mythic legends which
formed the Epic Cycle, the Eoiae, and other poems of the

same nature. The principal of these writers were Pherecydes,

Acusilaiis, and Hellanicus ; of their works also only fragments

remain.

The historians, Herodotus, Thucydides, and their followers,

occasionally took notice of the mythic legends. Ephorus and
Theopompus were those who devoted most attention to them,

as their fragments still remaining show.

The sophists and philosophers employed the mythic form
as the vehicle of their peculiar systems and ideas. Such was
Prodicus' beautiful fiction of the Choice of Hercules, and Pro-

tagoras5 story of Prometheus and his brother a
.

We are now arrived at the Alexandrian period. In this

the mythes were treated in two different ways. Lycophron,
Euphorion, Apollonius, Callimachus, and the remainder of

the Pleias, as they were named, formed poems from them

;

while Apollodorus, following Pherecydes, and adding the fic-

tions of the tragedians, framed a continuous narrative, of

which an epitome alone has come down to us ; and Crates,

Aristarchus, and the other editors of the ancient poets gave

the legends a place in their commentaries.

The Latin poets of the Augustan age drew largely on the

Alexandrian writers, after whom chiefly they related in their

verses the mythic tales of Greece, in general pure and unal-

tered, as appears from the Metamorphoses of Ovid, of whose
legends the Greek originals can, with few exceptions, be pointed

outb
. It was also in this period that Hyginus wrote the my-

thological work which we now possess.

The summaries of Parthenius, Antoninus Liberalis and
others contain numerous mythic legends, as also do the

Scholia, or notes on the classic writers of Greece, especially

those on Homer, Pindar, Apollonius, and Theocritus ; those

of Tzetzes on Hesiod and Lycophron, and the tedious com-
mentary of Eustathius on Homer. The notes of Servius on
Virgil are also very valuable in this respect, as likewise is the

a
Plato, Protagoras, p. 320.

b As we proceed we shall be careful to do so whenever they can be discovered.
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Violet-bed a of the empress Eudocia. It would be tedious to

particularise all the other sources of information, for in fact

there is hardly a classic writer in either language who does

not relate or refer to some of the mythic legends of Greece

;

even the Fathers of the Church contribute to augment our

knowledge of the mythic tales of the religion against which

their literary artillery was directed.

There is one author of a peculiar character, and whose work

is of the most interesting nature, we mean Pausanias, who
travelled in Greece in the second century of the Christian

aera, and gathered on the spot the legends of the temples and

the traditions of the people. He has thus preserved a number
of mythic narratives unnoticed by preceding writers, which

had probably been transmitted from father to son from the

most remote times.

If to the sources already enumerated we add the long poem
of Nonnus on the adventures of Dionysos, we shall have

given the principal authorities for the contents of the follow-

ing pages. We have been thus succinct on the present oc-

casion, as it is our intention to give a view of the literature

of each of the mythic cycles in its proper place b
.

* 'liovia, or Violarium. It forms the first volume of Villoison's Anecdota Graeca.
b On the subject of this section see Muller, Proleg. 81. seq.
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Chapter III.

MYTHIC VIEWS OF THE WORLD AND ITS ORIGIN.

Mythic Cosmology.

For the due understanding of the mythology of a people, a

knowledge of their cosmology, or views of the world, its na-

ture, extent, and divisions, is absolutely requisite. Without

it we shall be for ever falling into error ; and by applying to

the productions of the remote and infantile periods of society

the just conceptions of the present day in geography and

astronomy, give to them a degree of folly and inconsistency

with which they cannot justly be charged 3
-.

The earliest view of Grecian cosmology that we possess, is

that contained in the poems of Homer. Next in antiquity is

that of the poems of Hesiod, who flourished somewhat later,

for he displays a much more extended knowledge of the

earth than Homer appears to have possessed.

As navigation and the intercourse with foreign countries

increased, just ideas respecting the more distant regions be-

came more common among the Greeks, and districts were

continually reclaimed from fable, and brought into the circuit

of truth and knowledge. Not to speak of the philosophers

and historians, we may discern in the poets of each succeed-

ing age the progressively extending knowledge of the real

character of distant lands. Yet still we must not always ex-

pect to find in poets all the knowledge of the age they live in;

they love to imitate their predecessors, they often are unac-

quainted with the advance of knowledge, they write for the

people, who still retain old prejudices. It is thus that in the

poets of the Augustan age we shall find the Homeric ideas of

the universe, just as in some modern poets we may meet the

Ptolemaic astronomy and judicial astrology, after both had

been exploded.

a We recommend the excellent works of Volcker on the Homeric and Mythic

Geographies ; and also that of Ukert on the Geography of the Greeks and Romans.
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The Greeks of the days of which Homer sings, or rather

of the poet's own time, though well acquainted with navi-

gation, do not appear to have been in the habit of making

distant voyages. The Cretans and the Taphians (a people

who inhabited some small islands in the Ionian sea) perhaps

form an exception. We read in the Odyssey of their piracies

committed on Egypt and Sid6n a
, and of their bartering

voyages to Temesab
,
(perhaps the place of that name in Italy,)

where they exchanged iron for copper. But the great autho-

rities of the Greeks respecting foreign lands were probably

the Phoenicians, who in the most distant ages visited Africa,

Spain, and possibly the shores of the Atlantic ; and it is likely

that, after the fashion of travellers and sailors, mingling truth

and fiction, they narrated the most surprising tales of the

marvels of the remote regions to which they had penetrated.

According to the ideas of the Homeric and Hesiodic ages,

it would seem that the World™* a hollow globe, divided into

two equal portions by the flat disk of the Earth c
. The ex-

ternal shell of this globe is called by the poets brazen^ and

iron*, probably only to express its solidity. The superior he-

misphere was named Heaven, the inferior one Tartaros. The

length of the diameter of the hollow sphere is given thus by

Hesiod f
. It would take, he says, nine days for an anvil to

fall from Heaven to Earth ; and an equal space of time would

be occupied by its fall from Earth to the bottom of Tartaros.

The luminaries which gave light to gods and men shed their

radiance through all the interior of the upper hemisphere

;

while that of the inferior one was filled with eternal gloom

and darkness, and its still air unmoved by any wind.

The Earth occupied the centre of the World in the form of

of a round flat disk, or rather cylinder, around which the

river Ocean flowed. Hellas was probably regarded as the

centre of the Earth, but the poets are silent on this point.

They are equally so as to the exact central point, but pro-

a Od. xiv. 248-264, 452 ; xv. 426, 451. b Od. i. 184.

c
II. viii. 16. lies. Th. 720.

d II. v. 504 ; xvii. 425. Od. iii. 2. Pind. Pyth. x. 42. Nera. vi. 6.

* Od. xv. 328 ; xvii. 565.
f Th. 722.
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bably viewed as such Olyinpos, the abode of the gods. In

after times Delphi became the navel of the earth*. The Sea

divided the terrestrial disk into two portions, which we may
suppose were regarded as equal. These divisions do not seem

to have had any peculiar names in the time of Homer. The
northern one was afterwards named Europe b

; the southern,

at first called Asia alone c
, was in process of time divided

into Asia and Libyad
. The former comprised all the country

between the Phasis and the Nile, the latter all between this

river and the western ocean e
.

In the Sea the Greeks appear to have known to the west

of their own country southern Italy and Sicily, though their

ideas respecting them were probably vague and uncertain

;

and the imagination of the poets, or the tales of voyagers, had
placed in the more remote parts of it several islands, such as

Ogygia the isle of Calypso, ^Esea that of Circe, iEolia that of

yEolos, Scheria the abode of the Pheeacians,—islands in all

probability as ideal and as fabulous as the isles of Panchaia,

Lilliput, or Brobdingnag, though both ancients and moderns

have endeavoured to assign their exact positions. Along its

southern coast lay, it would appear, the countries of the Lo-

tus-eaters, the Cyclopes, the Giants, and the Laestrigonians.

These isles and coasts of the western part of the Sea were

a "Q/iipaXos tt)s yf»s, Pind. Pyth. iv. 131. ; vi. 3. Paus. x. 16. 3. There may be

some connexion between Delphi and 8e\(pv$, womb, which gave occasion to the

notion. Welcker (Kret. Kol. 45.) makes AeX(pos equivalent to TrjXe.Qos. The habit

of regarding their own country as the centre of the earth prevails at the present day

among the Chinese and the Hindoos ; it was also a principle in the cosmogony of

the ancient Persians and Scandinavians.
b The term Europe first occurs in the Homeridian hymn to the Delian Apollo

(v. 251 ), where it is opposed to the Peloponnese and the islands, and apparently

denotes continental Greece. It would seem therefore to come from evpvs, and to

signify mainland. (See Volck. Horn. Geog. 103.) Bochart, Buttmann (Mythol.-

ii. 176.) and others derive it from the Hebrew Ereb (3*iy), evening, as signifying

the West. See Welcker, Kret. Kol. 55.
c Pherecydes (Sch. Apoll. Rh.iv. 1396.) first mentions this division into Europe

and Asia. We find it even in Isocrates (Panegyr. 48.) and in Varro (De L. L. iv.

p. 13. Bip.).

d Herod, iv. 37-41.
e Asia seems to have been at first nothing more than the rich land on the banks

of the Cayster. (II. ii. 461. Heyne in loco.) Libya is in Homer merely a district

west of Egvpt.

n
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the scenes of most of the wonders of early Grecian fable.

There, and on the isles of the Ocean, the passage to which

was supposed to be close to the island of Circe, dwelt the

Sirens, the Hesperides, the Graeae, the Gorgons, and the

other beings of fable.

The only inhabitants of the northern portion of the earth

mentioned by Homer are the Hellenes and some of the tribes

of Thrace. But Hesiod a sang of a happy race, named the

Hyperboreans, dwelling in everlasting bliss and spring be-

yond the lofty mountains, whose caverns were supposed to

send forth the piercing blasts of the north windb
, which

chilled the people of Hellas. According to Pindar c the

country of the Hyperboreans, from which the river Ister

flowed, was inaccessible either by sea or land. Apollo was

their tutelar deity, to whom they offered asses in sacrifice,

while choirs of maidens danced to the sound of lyres and

pipes, and the worshipers feasted having their heads wreathed

with garlands of the god^s favourite plant, the bay. They
lived exempt from disease or old age, from toils and warfare,

and, conscious of no evil thoughts or acts, they had not to

fear the awful goddess Nemesis d
.

On the south coast of the Sea, eastwards of the fabulous

tribes above enumerated, lay Libya and Egypt. The Sido-

nians, and a people named the Erembians e
, are also men-

tioned by Homer, and the Greeks appear to have been well

acquainted with the people of the west coast of Lesser Asia.

They do not seem to have navigated the Euxine at this time,

though they were doubtless not ignorant of it, as Homer
names some of the peoples on its southern coast. They must
of course have regarded it as a portion of the Sea. We have

no means of ascertaining whether they supposed it to commu-
nicate with the Ocean, like the western part of the Sea. Of
Colchis and Caucasus they seem to have had no knowledge

a Herod, iv. 32.

b 'Plirai, Masts, whence these mountains were named Rhipseans.
c

Pind. 01. iii. 24 seq. ; viii. 63. Pyth. x. 50 seq. Isth. vi. 33.
d See Appendix (A).
e Perhaps the Syrians (Aram) or the Arabs (Strabo, i. 2.), the fx being inserted

before ft, as was done so frequently ; ex. gr. df.iftporos.
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whatever in these early ages. They were equally ignorant of

the interior of Asia.

On the eastern side of the earthy close to the stream of

Ocean, dwelt a people happy and virtuous as the Hyperbo-

reans. They were named the ^Ethiopians a
: the gods favoured

them so highly that they were wont to leave at times their

Olympian abodes and go to share their sacrifices and ban-

quets 13
. A passage of the Odyssey c divides the ^Ethiopians

into two tribes, the one on the eastern, the other on the western

margin of the earth. d . In later ages, w7hen knowledge of the

earth had increased;, the ^Ethiopians or sun-burnt men were

placed in the south ; but this is contrary to the views of Ho-
mer, who e assigns the southern portion of the terrestrial disk

to a nation of dwarfs named, from their diminutive stature f
,

Pygmies, to whose country the cranes used to migrate every

winter, and their appearance was the signal of bloody warfare

to the puny inhabitants, who had to take up arms to defend

their corn-fields against the rapacious strangers.

On the western margin of the earth, by the stream of Ocean,

lay a happy place named the Elysian Plain, whither the mor-

tal relatives of the king of the gods were transported without

tasting of death, to enjoy an immortality of bliss. Thus Pro-

teus says to MenelaosS,

But thee the ever-living gods will send

Unto the Elysian Plain, and distant bounds

Of earth, where dwelleth fair-haired Rhadamanthys :

There life is easiest unto men ; no snow,

Or wintry storm, or rain, at any time

Is there ; but Ocean evermore sends up
Shrill-blowing western breezes to refresh

The habitants ; because thou hast espoused

Helena, and art son-in-law of Zeus.

3 That is, black or sun-burnt men, from a'lQw, to burn.

b
II. i. 423 ; xxiii. 205. Od. i. 22 ; v. 282.

c Od. i. 23, 24.

d See Appendix (B).
e

II. hi. 3-7. Heyne doubts of the genuineness of this passage. Payne Knight

would be content with rejecting w. 6 and 7. It is to be observed that it is not

Homer's custom to use two particles of comparison (w§ and ijvTe) together, and

that the Pygmies seem to contradict the analogy which places races superior to

ordinary men on the shores of Ocean.
f That is, men only as tall as the fist, from Trvy firj, fist, like our Tom Thumb.
g Od. iv. 563.

D 2
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In the time of Hesiod a the Elysian Plain was become the

Isles of the Blest. Pindarb appears to reduce the number of

these happy isles to one.

We thus see that the Greeks of the early ages knew little

of any real people except those to the east and south of their

own country, or near the coast of the Mediterranean. Their

imagination meantime peopled the western portion of this

seawith giants, monsters, and enchantresses; while theyplaced

around the edge of the disk of the earth, which they probably

regarded as of no great width, nations enjoying the peculiar

favour of the gods, and blessed with happiness and longevity,

—a notion which continued to prevail even in the historic

times c
.

We have already observed that the Ocean of Homer and

Hesiod was a river or stream. It is always so called by these

poets d
, and they describe the sun and the other heavenly bo-

dies as rising out of and sinking into its placid current e
. Its

course was from south to north up the western side of the

earth. It flowed calmly and equably, unvexed by tempests

and unnavigated by man. It was termed bark-flowing, deep-

flowing, soft-flowing, from its nature f
. Its waters were sweet,

and it was the parent of all fountains and rivers on the earth.

As it was a stream, it must have been conceived to have a

further bank to confine its course, but the poet of the Odyssey

a Works and Days, 169.
b 01. ii. 129.

c Herod, iii. 106.

d Uorafibs, poos poai, II. iii. 5 ; xiv. 245 ; xvi. 151 ; xviii. 240. 402. 607 ;
xix. 1

;

xx. 7. Od. xi. 21. 156. 638 ; xii. 1 ; xxii. 197 ; xxiv. 11. Hesiod, W. and D. 566.

Th. 242. 841.
e

II. vii. 422 ; viii. 485 ; xviii. 239. Od. iii. 1 ; xix. 433 ; xxiii. 242. 347. Hes.

W. and D. 566. Thus Milton also, P. L. v. 139.

the sun, who scarce uprisen,

With wheels yet hovering o'er the ocean-brim,

Shot parallel to the earth his dewy ray

;

and Tasso, Ger. Lib. i. 15.

Sorgeva il novo sol dai lidi Eoi,

Parte gia fuor, ma '1 piu ne l'onde chiuso.

' 'A\p6ppoos, II. xviii. 399. Od. xx. 65. (ai// avaaeipalovTOs ebv poov eis ebv

Mcop, Nonnus, xxxviii. 317.) Hes. Th. 776. fiaQvppoos, II. vii. 422 ; xiv. 311.

Od. xi. 13; xix. 434. (3a9vppeirr}s, II. xxi. 195. Hes. Th. 265. a/ca\appeiV>;?,

II. vii. 422. Od. xix. 403. An epithet of Oceanos in Hesiod (Th. 274. 288. 291.)

is k\vt6v, illustrious, or perhaps bright. See Appendix (C).
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alone notices the transoceanic land, and that only in the

western part. He describes it as a region unvisited by the

sun, and therefore shrouded in perpetual darkness, the abode

of a people whom he names Kimmerians. He also places

there Erebos, the realm of Aides and Persephoneia, the final

dwelling of all the race of men, a place which the poet of the

Ilias describes as lying within the bosom of the earth a
.

As Homerb represents the heaven as resting on pillars kept

by Atlas, and which were on the earth, and Hesiod c describes

the extremities of heaven, earth, sea (ttovtos), and Tartaros as

meeting, it would seem to follow that the Ocean lay outside of

the hollow sphere of the world, and encompassed the middle

of it like a rim. The armillary sphere would thus give us an

idea of the Homeric world.

The portion of the hollow sphere above the earth contained

Olympos, the abode of the gods ; but there is great difficulty

in ascertaining its exact nature and situation. As it is always

represented as a mountain, it must have rested on the earth,

and yet one passage of the Ilias d would seem plainly to speak

of it as distinct from the earth ; and the language of the

Odyssey respecting it is still more dubious.

Were we to follow analogy, and argue from the cosmology

of other races of men, we would say that the upper surface of

the superior hemisphere was the abode of the Grecian gods.

The Hebrews seem, for example, to have regarded the concave

heaven as being solid (hence Moses says, that Jehovah would

make their heaven brass and their earth iron) e
, and its upper

surface as the abode of Jehovah and his holy angels, the place

where he had formed his magazines of hail, rain, snow, and

frost f
. According to the notions of the ancient Scandinavians

the heaven was solid, and its upper surface, which they named
Asgardr {God-abode), was the dwelling of their gods, and the

a
II. iii. 278 ; ix. 568 ; xix. 259 ; xx. 61 ; xxii. 482 ; xxiii. IOC.

b Od. i. 54.
c Theog. 736.

d
II. viii. 18-26. Zenodotus however rejected vv. 25, 26, in which all the

difficulty lies. See Schol. in loco.

e Deut. xxviii. 23.

f The very rational supposition of some learned and pious divines, that it did

not suit the scheme of Providence to give the Israelites more correct ideas on na«

tural subjects than other nations, relieves Scripture from many difficulties.
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place to which the souls of the virtuous and the valiant dead

ascended along the celestial bridge Bifrost, i. e. the Rainbow.

The ideas of the ancient Italians and other nations seem to

have been similar. Hence we might be led to infer that

Olympos, the abode of the Grecian gods, was synonymous
with Heaven, and that the Thessalian mountain, and those

others which bore the same name, were called after the ori-

ginal heavenly hill a . A careful survey, however, of those pas-

sages in Homer and Hesiod in which Olympos occurs, will lead

us to believe that the Achaeans held the Thessalian Olympos,

the highest mountain with which they were acquainted, to be

the abode of their gods b
.

The entrance to the city of the gods on Olympos was closed

by a gate of clouds kept by the goddesses named the Seasons;

but the cloudy valves rolled open spontaneously to permit the

greater gods to pass to and fro on their visits to the earth c
.

It is an utterly unfounded supposition of the learned Voss d
,

that there were doors at the eastern and western extremities

of the heaven, through which the sun-god and other deities

ascended from and went down into the stream of Ocean. The

celestial luminaries seem rather, according to Homer and He-

siod, to have careered through void air,
£ bringing light to

men and gods.' When in after times the solid heaven was

a The Scholiast onApollonius Rhodius (i. 598.) enumerates six, namely, in Ma-
cedonia, Thessaly, Mysia, Cilicia, Elis, Arcadia ; to which are to be added those of

Cyprus, Lesbos, Acarnania and Laconia. (Polyb. ii. 65 ; v. 24.)
b Yet how could the poet, who (Od. xi. 312-15.) describes the Aloeids as piling

Ossa and Pelion on Olympos, regard this last as the abode of the gods ?

c
II. v. 749 ; viii. 393. Thus Milton

:

Heaven open'd wide

Her ever-during gates, harmonious sound

On golden hinges moving, to let forth

The King of glory.—P. L. vii. 205.

And again, v. 374 :

He through heaven,

That open'd wide her blazing portals, led

To God's eternal house direct the way.

d Mythol. Briefe, i. 190. Note on Virg. Geor. iii. 261. The passages there

quoted (Pind. Fr. incert. 100. Apoll. Rh. iii. 159. and Q. Smyrnaeus, xiv. 223.), as

is too often the case with him, by no means bear him out in his theory. Statins

Is the earliest poet who speaks of these gates. (See Thebais, i. 158 ; vii. 35 ; x. I.)

Nonnus (xxvii. 2.) describes Eos as opening the gates of the east.
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established as the abode of the gods, the necessity for these

doors was perhaps felt ; and they were accordingly invented

by those who were resolved to leave nothing unexplained.

The stars appear to have been regarded as moving under
the solid heaven, for they rose out of and sank into the Ocean
stream. The only ones mentioned by name' by Homer and
Hesiod are the constellations Orion, the Bear, the Pleiads,

and the Hyads, the single stars Bootes or Arcturus, and
Sirius, and the planet Venus, which they seem to have viewed

as two distinct stars, in its characters of Morning-star (Eos-

phoros) and Evening-star (Hesperos). There is no reason to

suppose the Greeks to have had any knowledge of the signs

of the Zodiac until after their intercourse with Asia and Egypt
had commenced.

Tartaros was, as we have already remarked, unvisited by
the light of day. It was regarded as the prison of the gods,

and not as the place of torment for wicked men, being to the

gods what Erebos was to men,—the abode of those who were

driven from the supernal world a
. The Titans when conquered

were shut up in it, and in the Ilias b Zeus menaces the gods

with banishment to its murky regions.

Such were the opinions respecting the world and its parts

held by the Greeks of the heroic times, and even some ages

later. With the advance of knowledge, however, their ideas

altered, and they began to conceive more justly on these sub-

jects. The voyages of the Samians and the Phocaeans to the

West, and the establishment of the Milesian colonies on the

shores of the Euxine, and the intercourse thus opened with

the interior of Asia, led to the supposition that the earth was

oval rather than round, its greater diameter running east and

west c
. In like manner in the time of Pindar d and ^Eschylus e

the Ocean had increased to the dimensions of a sea, and He-
rodotus f derides those who still regarded it as a river. Finally,

the change of religious ideas gradually affected Erebos, the

abode of the dead. Elysion was moved down to it as the

3
II. viii. 478-481. Hes. Th. 717-721. b

II. viii. 13.
c

Strabo (iii. 5.) makes the earth the shape of a chlamys.
d Pyth. iv. 447. e Prom. 431. f Herod, ii. 23 ; iv. 8. 36. 45.
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place of reward for the good, and Tartaros was raised up to

it to form the prison in which the wicked suffered the punish-

ment due to their crimes a
.

It may not be uninteresting ere we quit the subject of the

cosmology of the ancient Greeks, to compare with it that in-

vented by our own great poet in his Paradise Lost, more es-

pecially as it is a subject which does not seem to have attracted

much of the attention of his commentators.

According to Milton the universe previous to the fall of the

angels consisted of only two parts, the Heaven of Heavens,

or Empyreal Heaven, and Chaos. The former was the abode

of God himself and his angels ; it was of immense magnitude,

being
extended wide

In circuit undetermined, square or round,

With opal towers and battlements adorned

Of living saphir.

It stretched into plains and rose into hills, was watered by
lucid streams, produced plants and flowers, and contained

minerals in its bowels like earth ; like which also it had the

vicissitudes of night and day b
. Chaos was

, a dark

Illimitable ocean, without bound.

Without dimension, where length, breadth and height,

And time and place are lost.

it contained the 'embryon atoms' which the Almighty em-
ployed in his creations, being

The womb of Nature, and perhaps her grave.

a In Hesiod's Shield of Hercules, w. 254. 255., Tartaros is placed in the realm

of Aides,—a proof among many that critics are right in assigning a later age to

that part of the poem.
b In reading the Paradise Lost one is apt to be struck with the definite mate-

rial nature of heaven and its inhabitants, so different from the Paradise of Dante.

This last, however, cannot be fairly placed in comparison with it, being, as Ros-

setti has shown, only a figurative representation of things on earth, while Milton

gave utterance to his genuine conception of what heaven might really be. The

fact is, that our great poet was, as any one who reads with attention the speech of

the angel (Book vii. 469-505.) will see, a materialist, and in him certainly ma-

terialism has proved compatible with piety and purity of heart.
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When the rebel angels were cast out of Heaven they fell

for the space of nine days tf through the frighted deep.' At
length Hell, which had meantime been created,

Yawning received them whole and on them closed.

The bottom of this place of torment was of both liquid and
solid fire ; it was over-canopied by a ' fiery concave/ and its

only entrance was closed with lofty portals.

And thrice threefold the gates : three folds were brass,

Three iron, three of adamantine rock

Impenetrable, impaled with circling fire

Yet unconsumed.

These gates were kept by Sin and Death.

After the expulsion of the rebel angels the Son of God,

on the wings of Cherubim
Uplifted in paternal glory, rode

Far into Chaos and the world unborn
;

and placing his golden compasses set off the space for the

world he was about to create. It formed a hollow globe, and
hung from Heaven by a golden chain,

in bigness as a star

Of smallest magnitude close by the moon a
.

The globous earth < self-balanced on her centre hung' in the

midst of the round world ; and the sun, the moon, and the

other heavenly bodies were set in the firmament to illuminate

the earth. The firmament itself was not solid ; it was an

expanse of liquid, pure,

Transparent, elemental air.

Creation being thus completed, the Universe consisted of

Heaven, Hell, Chaos, and the World with its contents.

It is thus that the most imaginative of modern poets, as we
may perhaps venture to style him, created a universe for the

scene of the poem, whose object (the noblest that can be con-

ceived) was to

assert eternal Providence,

And justify the ways of God to men.

Its agreement in some parts with the cosmology of Homer
a What an idea is given of the immense extent of Heaven by making the World

appear in comparison with it but as one of the smallest stars to the moon

!
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and Hesiod is worthy of attention, as it is probable that in

Milton's days the latter was not generally understood.

Cosmogony and Theogony.

The origin of the world and the origin of the gods, i. e. cos-

mogony and theogony, are in the Grecian system, as in those

of some other nations, closely united. The sages of antiquity

seem to have had a strong persuasion that, to bring creation

and similar acts down to the comprehension of tribes led by^the

senses, it was necessary to represent natural agents as living

and active persons ; or they felt a pleasure in exciting admi-

ration, by the narration of the strange and wonderful adven-

tures of beings older and more powerful than mankind a
.

The lively and creative genius of the Greeks seems parti-

cularly to have delighted in this species of fiction. They loved

to represent the origin, the union, and the changes of the va-

rious parts of nature, under the guise of matrimony and birth

(their more cheerful system, unlike those of Asia and Scandi-

navia, excluding the idea of the death of a god) ; causes with

them becoming parents, effects children, the production of an

effect being the birth of a divine child.

Every cosmogonic system commences with a Chaos, or state

of darkness and confusion. The chief difference among these

systems lies in the circumstance that some viewed the earth,

others the water, as the immediate origin of organised bodies.

In Grecian cosmogony Homer would appear to have followed

the former, for he terms Oceanos the origin of all b ; the latter

is the theory adopted in the Theogony of Hesiod. Thales and

the Ionian school of philosophy followed the Homeric cosmo-

gony. In the Timseus of Plato it is said that the offspring of

Heaven and Earth were Oceanos and Tethys, and that from

these sprang Kronos, Rhea, and the other deities. This is ap-

parently, however, an attempt at bringing Homer and Hesiod

into harmony.

The venerable Theogony of Hesiod is evidently the parent

of all the succeeding ones, and it is itself but the echo of those

of bards of far higher antiquity than the Ascraean to whom it

A
Miffler, Prolog. 270. " II. xiv. 201.
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is ascribed, and who often was ignorant of the meaning of

what he delivered. We will here relate the portion of it

which extends from Chaos to the establishment of the em-

pire of Zeus and origin of the gods worshiped in Greece.

Chaos a (Void Space) was first; then came into being

< broad-breasted ' Earth, the gloomy Tartaros, and Love.

Chaos produced Erebos and Night, and this last bore to

Erebos Day and iEther.

Earth now produced Uranos (Heaven), of equal extent with

herself, to envelope her, and the Mountains and Pontos (Sea).

She then bore to Uranos a mighty progeny : the Titans ; six

males, Oceanos, Coios, Crios, Hyperion, Iapetos, and the

youngest of them Kronos ; and six females, Theia, Rheia (or

Rhea), Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, and Tethys. She also

bore the three Cyclopes, Brontes, Steropes, and Argesb
, and

the three Hundred-handed (e/caroyxeipesi), Cottos, Briareos,

and Gyes. These children were hated by their father, who, as

soon as they were born, thrust them out of sight into a cavern

of Earth c
, who, grieved at his unnatural conduct, produced

the 6 substance of hoary steel/ and forming from it a sickle,

roused her children, the Titans, to rebellion against him : but

fear seized on them all except Kronos, who lying in wait with

the sickle with which his mother had armed him, mutilated

his unsuspecting sire. The drops which fell on the earth

from the wound gave birth to the Erinnyes, the Giants, and

the Melian nymphs : from what fell into the sea sprang

Aphrodite, the goddess of love and beauty.

Earth bore to her other son Pontos the e truth-speaking 5

Nereus,Thaumas (Wonder), Phorcys, and cfair-cheeked5 Keto.

3 From %aw, to gape. Ginnunga Gap {Swallowing Throat) is the Chaos of

Scandinavian mythology.
b Gottling (on v. 501.) asserts that the Cyclopes were the progeny of Earth

alone. He says this is proved by a comparison of v. 139.

Teivaro d' av KuK\o>7ras, k. t. \.

with v. 147.

"AXXoi S' av TaiTjs re icai Ovpavov e^eyevovro.

We do not see the force of this argument.
c Apollodorus says that it was the Cyclopes and Hundred-handed alone whom

Uranos treated thus. Volcker (Myth, der Jap. 283.) says the Titans were also

shut up.
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Nereus had by Doris, a daughter of the Titan Oceanos, the

fifty Nereides or sea-nymphs. Thaumas was by Electra

[Brightness), another daughter of Oceanos, father of the swift

Iris (Rainboiv), and of the f well-haired' Harpies. Keto bore

to her brother Phorcys the Graeae, the Gorgons, the Echidna,

and the serpent that guarded the golden apples of the He-

sperides.

Earth finally bore by Tartaros her last offspring, the hun-

dred-headed Typhoeus, the father of storms and whirlwinds.

The progeny of the Titans was numerous. Oceanos had

by his sister Tethys all the rivers that flow on the earth, and

the Ocean-nymphs, three thousand in number. Theia bore

to Hyperion, Helios (Sun), Selena (Moon), and Eos (Dawn)
;

and Phoebe to Coios, Asteria (Starry) and Leto. Crios had

by Eurybia (Wide-strength), the daughter of Pontos a
, Astraeos

(Starry), Pallas, and Perses. To Astraeos Eos bore the winds

Zephyros, Boreas, and Notos, and Eosphoros (Dawn-bearer),

or Morning-star, and the stars of heaven. Styx, a daughter

of Oceanos, was by Pallas the mother of Envy and Victory,

Strength and Force ; and Asteria, the daughter of Coios, bore

to Perses Hecate.

The fifth Titan, Iapetos, was by Clymene, a daughter of

Oceanos, the father of four sons, Atlas, Menoetios, Prome-

theus and Epimetheus.

Rhea was united to Kronos, and their offspring were He-
stia, Demeter, Hera, Aides, Poseid6n, and Zeus. Kronos, hav-

ing learned from his parents, Heaven and Earth, that he was

fated to be deprived by one of his sons of the kingdom which

he had taken from his father, devoured his children as fast as

they were born. Rhea, when about to be delivered of Zeus,

besought her parents to teach her how she might save him.

Instructed by Earth, she concealed him in a cavern of Crete,

and gave a stone in his stead to Kronos. This stone he after-

wards threw up b
, and with it the children whom he had de-

a See v. 239.
b It was shown in after times in the neighbourhood of Delphi (lies. Th. 498.

Pausanias, x. 21. 6.), the legend having been transplanted thither from Crete, its

original soil. The whole fable seems to have been unknown to Homer, who al-

ways speaks of Zeus as the eldest son of Kronos.
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voured. When Zeus was grown up, he and the other children

of Kronos made war on their father and the Titans. The
scene of the conflict was Thessaly ; the former fought from

Olympos, the latter from Othrys. During ten entire years

the contest was undecided ; at length by the counsel of Earth

the Kronids released the Hundred-handed, and called them
to their aid. The war was then resumed with renewed vigour,

and the Titans were finally vanquished and imprisoned in

Tartaros under the guard of the Hundred-handed. The Kro-

nids then, by the advice of Earth, gave the supreme power to

Zeus, who in return distributed honours and dominion among
the associates of his victory.

In this theogony order and philosophical consequence are

plainly discernible. We find it faithfully adhering to the

cosmological ideas above developed a
. Void Space must na-

turally have been first: Earth, which was to occupy the

centre of the World ; Tartaros, the lowest and deepest gloom;

and Love, the generating principle of life and motion, follow

in their due order. As in all cosmogonies darkness precedes

light, so Erebos and Night, the one the darkness beneath, the

other that above the earth, succeed, and from them spring

Day the lower, and JEther the higher light above the earth.

Without the intervention of Love, Earth now produces the

Heaven, which arches over her; the Mountains, which rise on

her surface and support the heaven ; and the barren salt Sea.

United then by Love with Uranos, she gives birth to the Ti-

tans, the origins of gods and men, of the celestial luminaries,

and the fructifying streams.

The making thunder, lightning, and other celestial phaeno-

mena to be children of Heaven and Earth might seem to imply

a deeper knowledge of physics than can be justly assigned to

these early ages. The cause, however, was a simple one.

Uranos being masculine could not produce of himself, and
Earth was the only female being that could be united with

a For the explanation of the Theogony see Hermann, De Antiq. Grsecor. My-
thologia (Opusc. vol. ii. 167. seq.), Briefen an Creuzer, and Ueber dasWesen und
die Behandlung der Mythologie. See also Miiller, Proleg. pp. 371-379.
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him. The Cyclopes, that is the Whirlers*, whose individual

names signify Thunder, Lightning, and Brightness, or Swift-

ness, represent one kind of celestial phamomena, and the Hun-

dred-handed must therefore be the personifications of another,

but what kind is more difficult to ascertain. It is, however,

probable that they refer to winter, as the Cyclopes seem more

especially related to summer, and that they are the hail, rain

and snow of that season : Kottos, that is Smiter, being the

hail; Gyes, the Furrovjer, the rain; and Briareos, the Presser,

the snow, which lies deep and heavy on the groundb
;
and

they were naturally named Hundred-handed, from their act-

ing so extensively at the same moment of time .

Of the Titans we shall presently treat at length, and the

progeny of Earth and Pontos shall be noticed in another

place d
. There remain therefore only to be considered the

beings which sprang from the blood of the mutilated Uranos.

These are the Erinnyes, the Giants, and the Melian nymphs.

Productiveness is the consequence of that act, for which ana-

logy would incline us to look ; and when we divest our mind

of the idea of the Giants given by Homer, and which became

the prevalent one, we may without difficulty find that they

simply signify Producers*. By the Melian nymphs may

perhaps be signified the producers of fruits or cattle f
. The

a
Kvic\(o\p, rendered by Hermann Volvulus, from kvkXos, is a simple, not a

compound substantive, of the same class with fih>\u>\p, with Kep/cw^, Keicpoxp,

TIeXoip, &c. Like Argiletum (above, p. 9.), its form admitting of decomposition

gave origin to the one-eyed giants of the Odyssey, who were also known to the

author of the Theogony : see v. 143. The three lines following are an interpolation.

b Kottos, from kotttm, to smite; Tvijs (Tvyijs is wrong, see Gottling in loc.)

is the part of the plough to which the share is fixed ; Bpidpews is akin to /3pia'w

(Spiapos, (3piQu), (3pi9vs, all denoting weiglit and strength.
c The above explanation is that given by Hermann (Ueber das Wesen, &c. p. 84.).

He had given a different one previously (De Myth. Ant. Opusc. ii. 176.), which he

rejected for the present more probable one. Welcker (Tril. 147.) understands by

the Hundred-handed the water.

d See below, chap. xvii. and xviii.

e TiyavTes, Genitales, from yevw, yiyvio, yiyvdo). Hermann, ut sup. Opusc.

ii. 177. Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 272. note.

f MeXi'ca, from /xriXov, sheep, or apple, pomum (Volcker, ut sup.). Others un-

derstand by them Ash-nymphs, from fieXia. In this last case they might denote

the production of timber-trees. Hermann renders fxeXiai Cicurina, deriving it

from the same root with fieiXLaffeiv.
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Erinnyes offer most difficulty ; they may be, as some think,

telluric powers a
, and have undergone a change of character

like the Giants, Hermes, and other similar beings ; or their

late character— that of punishers of the violators of the order

of nature—may have been their original one, and their origin

have been ascribed to the first violation of filial duty.

We now proceed to the important mythe of the Titans, and
as the view of it given by Volcker seems to us to be more
correct than any preceding one, we will lay it before our

readersb .

The six sons and six daughters of Heaven and Earth above

enumerated alone are Titans, and the most probable deriva-

tion of the name is that which makes it equivalent to Earth-
bom*. The germs of all beings afterwards to be formed lie

in them, but they are inclosed within the earth, and cannot

act till Uranos is deprived of his procreative power, and
Aphrodite is produced. Then the Titans Oceanos and Te-
thys give origin to the rivers and streams of the earth ; from

Coios, Crios, Hyperion, Theia, and Phoebe spring the sun,

moon, and other luminaries and light-beings ; and the mate-

rial world being thus completed, Kronos and Rhea give birth

to the gods, and Iapetos becomes the father of men d
. Their

task being thus completed, and the earth replenished with its

fitting inhabitants, the Titans are dismissed, to remain inac-

tive in Tartaros.

The Titan-war therefore could have formed no part of the

original mythe. It had its origin in the figurative terms bind

and loose, used to signify the checking and permitting of the

a Volcker, ut sup., from kv epa valeiv (Tzetz, Lye. 152.), referring to Demeter

Erinnys. According to Hermann epivvves is quasi eXivvves, Maturing, from eXiv-

vevu).

b Myth, der Jap. 280. seq.

c Namely, that given by Diodorus (hi. 57.) from riTaia, same as jr} : and sup-

posing the root to be ala, rata (by reduplication rirala) would come as easily from

it as yaia and Sala. Volcker (285. note) gives a long list of cognate terms.
d Kronos and Iapetos are joined together by Homer (II. viii. 479.). In the

hymn to Apollo, w. 336, 337. we read

Tirrjves re Oeol, tol vtto j^Bovi vaierdovres

Tdprapov ctiMpi [leyav, twv e£ dvdpes re Oeoi re.

A similar view is given in the 37th Orphic hymn.
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productive powers of the Titans. Homer knows nothing of

this war ; he merely says that Zeus placed Kronos beneath
c the earth and barren sea a/ and in him the opposition between

the Olympian gods and the Titans is merely a local one ; the

one being the dwellers of the brilliant Olympos, the other the

inmates of the gloomy Tartaros b
. Hesiod, who evidently

misunderstood the sense of the mythe, first gave it the form

of a war, and narrated its details in the most splendid poetry;

but the contradictions and variations in his narrative give con-

vincing proof of its being alien from the ancient cosmogonic

mythe. In the hands of the logographers and poets, such as

/Eschylus, the cosmogony becomes the history of a series of

dynasties, and, contrary to Hesiod, the children of all the Ti-

tans, except Kronos and Rhea, are counted among the Titans,

and set in hostility with the Kronids. Thus Pherecydes c

commences with saying that Uranos reigned first, and had by

Earth the Cyclopes and the Hundred-handed. He casts all

these into Tartaros, and then the Titans are born; who all, ex-

cept Oceanos d
, at the instigation of their mother, fall on their

sire, whom Kronos mutilates. They liberate their imprisoned

brethren ; but Kronos, to whom the kingdom is given, binds

them again in Tartaros. Then follows the account of the

birth of the Kronids, who by freeing the Cyclopes and their

brethren win the victory, and the three brothers divide the

dominions of their father among them by lot e
.

The Titan-war, as this critic thinks, had its origin and ex-

ample in those of Typhdn, the Aloeids, and the Giants against

the gods. The circumstance of Zeus being termed King
(though for another reason), the change of the three celestial

sovereigns, and the mutilation of Uranos, aided in making the

mythe take this form. The question how Zeus came to the

throne was naturally answered by the tale of a revolution and

hostility between the two classes of gods. Imitation is also

everywhere to be traced. Zeus is made to mutilate Kronos

a
II. xiv. 202-204. *> II. xv. 224 et seq.

c That is, supposing (as there is every reason to do) that Apollodorus followed

him in his theogony.
d The Titanesses are evidently also to he excepted.
* See II. xv. 187. seq.
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as Kronos did Uranos a
. The latter hides his children under

the earth, the former swallows his. Kronos is the youngest

child, so is Zeus ; the Titans divide the dominion of the world,

so do the Kronids. As Kronos devours his children for fear

of their dethroning him, so something similar is recorded of

Zeus b
. Earth always gives the counsel ; and in the Ilias an

attempt of the Olympians to bind Zeus is mentioned, in which

Briareos again comes to his aid d .

There would also appear to have been some other ancient

system of the celestial dynasties, which assigned the place of

Uranos and Gaea to Ophion and Eurynome. As this last is

said to be an Oceanis, and the former name is manifestly de-

rived from the symbol for the earth e
, it would seem to have

been one of the systems in which earth and water were re-

garded as the origin of all beings. It reverses however the

usual order, the earth being generally looked on as the female

principle. We find no traces of it anterior to the Alexandrian

period, when it is noticed by Lycophron f and ApolloniusS.

At a much later age it is alluded to by Nonnus h
. Milton,

who, like the Alexandrians, loved to bring forward recondite

mythes and traditions, nearly translates the Rhoclian poet in

the following lines

:

And fabled how the serpent whom they called

Ophion with Eurynome (the wide-

Encroaching Eve perhaps) had first the rule

Of high Olympus, thence by Saturn driven

And Ops, ere yet Dictuean Jove was born.

—

Par. Lost, x. 580.

a
Sch. Apoll. Rh.iv. 983. Tzetz. Lye. 761. 869. This however seems to be a

very late fiction.

b Theog. 886. seq.
c

lb. 159. 475. 626. 891.
d

II. L 396. seq. Hermann (Ueber das Wesen, &c. 85.) gives the following,

more ingenious perhaps than solid, explanation of this celebrated mythe. Hera,

Poseidon, and Athena set about binding Zeus ; that is, mankind would wish to keep

summer always for their agriculture (Hera, the earth), their navigation, and their

civil institutions and occupations, and have no winter. But Thetis, the Soother

(9iio), who reduces all strife to peace and order, calls Briareos up to heaven, and men
must now give over their thoughts of getting the fine weather into their power.

e "O0ts, a serpent. f Cassandra, 1192. with the note of Tzetzes.

g Argonaut, i. 503. It is remarkable that there is no scholion on the place.

h Dionys. ii. 573; viii. 161 ; xii. 44 ; xli. 352.
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Chapter IV.

THE TITANS AND THEIR OFFSPRING :—NIGHT, OCEANOS,
AND TETHYS, HYPERION AND THEIA, HELIOS, SELENE,
EOS, COIOS AND PHOEBE, CRIOS, HECATE, KRONOS AND
RHEA.

We are now to consider the Titans and their offspring in par-

ticular^ omitting Iapetos, whom we shall set in his proper place

at the head of mankind. Though Night, i eldest of things/

does not belong to the Titans, we will commence with an ac-

count of her.

Nuf. Nox. Night.

In the Theogony Night is the daughter of Chaos, and sister

of Erebos, to whom she bore Day and ^Ether a
. She is then

said to have produced without a sire Fate (M 0/309) and Ker,

Death, Sleep and Dreams, Momos [Mockery),Woe, the Hespe-
rides, Nemesis, Deceit, Love (^tXoT^?), Old-age, and Strife b .

It is not difficult to discern the reasons for giving this pro-

geny to Night. It is a principle of all cosmogony that dark-

ness preceded light, which sprang from it ; a truth here ex-

pressed by making Night the parent of Day and ^Ether.

Night is also naturally regarded as the parent of Death, Sleep,

Dreams, and their kindred ideas. Philotes, or the union of

love, is also for a similar reason the child of Night c
. Deceit,

Age, Strife, and Woe are figuratively her offspring ; the Hespe-

rides are so because their abode was near hers in the West.

Nemesis is probably a daughter of Night to indicate the secret

concealed path which the divine justice often treads to inflict

the punishment due to vice. The reason is not so apparent

why Night should be the parent of Mockery.

Hesiod places the abode of Night in the West, behind where

Atlas supports the heavens d
. Night and Day, he says, are

there by turns ; when one goes in the other goes out. Day
a Theog. 123. b lb. 211. seg.
c 'Ev (piXoTtjri fnye~i(j(t and iv (j>i\6ti)ti kui evvy are constant phrases in

Homer and Hesiod. d Theog. 746. seg.
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bears light to mortals; Night, e wrapt in a sable cloud, carries

Sleep in her arms/ It is not quite clear whether the poet places

the dwelling of Night on this side of or beyond Oceana
.

In Homer Sleep says to Hera that, when once at her desire

he had cast Zeus into a slumber, the god on waking sought

him, and would have flung him from the sky down into the

sea, but that he took refuge with Night, c the subduer of gods

and men/ whom Zeus revering remitted his angerb . The poet

gives here no intimation of any kindred between Night and

Sleep. The dwelling of both would seem to be on Olympos.

Alcman c and Sophocles d speak of the abode or springs of

Night in the North, whilst Apollonius e appears to place them

within the earth.

It was, as we shall see, the custom of the poets (or perhaps

such had been previously the popular creed) to bestow cha-

riots and horses on those deities who had a long course to

perform. We do not however find a vehicle assigned to Night

by Homer or Hesiod; but succeeding poets furnished her

with one. ^Eschylus f speaks of her 'dark chariot'; Euri-

pides S describes her as driving through Olympos,—the sky

according to the views of his time; Theocritus 11 calls the stars

'the attendants on the car of quiet Nighf ; Apollonius 1 re-

presents Night as yoking her horses at sunset ; and Statius k

makes Sleep her charioteer.

As the name of this deity is common to most of the lan-

guages which are akin to the Greek 1
, its derivation is not

perhaps to be found in any of them.

'fl/ceavo? koX TrjOvs. Oceanus et Tethys.

Oceanos, the first-born of the Titans, espoused his sister

Tethys. Their offspring were the rivers of the earth, and three

thousand daughters, named Oceanides, or Ocean-nymphsm .

a See Volcker, Horn. Geog. p. 39. b
II. xiv. 249. seq.

Fr. 123. Welcker. d Fr. Incert. 93.
e Argonaut, iv. 630. f Coeph. 656.
E Fr. Androm. 28. h Idyll, ii. 166.
'' Argonaut, iii. 1193. k Theb. ii. 59.
1 Nox Lat., Night Eng., Nacht Germ., Nott, Nat, Scandinav.
m Theog. 337. seq.

E 2
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This is all the account of Oceanos given in the Theogony.
Homer speaks of him and Tethys as the origin of the gods a

.

When Zeus, he says, placed his sire in Tartaros, Rhea com-
mitted her daughter Hera to the charge of Oceanos and Te-

thys, by whom she was carefully nurtured 13
.

The abode of Oceanos was in the West c
. He dwelt, ac-

cording to ^Eschylus, in a grotto-palace ; beneath his stream,

as it would appear d
. In the f Prometheus Bound' of this poet

Oceanos comes borne through the air on a griffon, to console

and advise the lofty-minded sufferer ; and from the account

he gives of his journey it is manifest he came from the West.

When Hercules was crossing his stream in the cup of the sun-

god to fetch the oxen of Geryon, Oceanos rose, and by agi-

tating his waters tried to terrify him, but on the hero's bend-

ing his bow at him he retired e
. In the Ilias f Oceanos is said

to dread the thunder of Zeus. As in similar cases, it is not

always easy to distinguish the god from the stream over which
he rules.

The name Oceanos is apparently connected with a family

of words signifying uxiters ; that of Tethys is probably the

Rearer, the Nurse, or Grandmother^ ; some understand by it

Mother Earth 1
.

'Tirepltev teal (delr). Hyperion et Thia.

Hyperion and Theia are in the Theogonyk the parents of

the Sun, Moon, and Dawn. In Homer Hyperion is equiva-

lent to Helios 1
. Pindar extols Theia as the bestower of wealth

on mortals 111
.

a
II. xiv. 201. 302. In v. 246. he is called the origin of all {-rravTeaai),—whether

gods or things is uncertain.

b
II. 202. 303. c

II. 200. 301.
d Prom. 300. e Pherecydes ap. Athen. xi. 470.

* II. xxi. 195. e See Appendix (D).
h Akin to TJjQt] or TirOn, nurse ox grandmother, titOij, nipple, riQijvtj, nurse, &c.

Hermann renders it Alumnia.
1 Schwenk, 102. k Theog. 371. seq.

1
11. xix. 398. (compare, however, vi. 513.) Od. i. 24. 'IVeptW ijiXios occurs

in II. viii. 480. Od. i. 8 ; xii. 133. 263. 346. 374. It is very probable that 'Tirepitav

is the contraction of 'Yireptovituv. See Passow s. v. Volcker, Horn. Geog. 26.
m

Isth. v. 1.
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The interpretation given by the ancients of Hyperion as

Overgoer, seems liable to little objection*1
. Some interpret

Theia Swift h
; Miiller renders it Bright .

'HeTuos/'HXto?. Sol. Sun.

Helios was the son of Hyperion by Theia, or according to

a Homeridian hymn by Euryphaessa {Wide-shining). His

office was to give light to men and gods during the day.

In the Odyssey, when Helios ends his diurnal career, he is

said to go under the earth d
: it is not easy to determine

whether the poet meant that he then passed through Tartaros

back to the East during the night. At all events neither

Homer nor Hesiod evinces any knowledge of the beautiful fic-

tion of the solar cup or basin. The origin of this seems to lie

in the simple fact that men, seeing the sun rise in the east and

set in the west each day, were naturally led to inquire how his

return to the east was effected. If then, as there is reason to

suppose, it was the popular belief that a lofty mountainous

ring ran round the edge of the earth, it was easy for the poets

to feign that on reaching the western stream of Ocean Helios

himself, his chariot and his horses, were received into a magic

cup or boat made by Hephsestos, which, aided by the current,

conveyed him during the night round the northern part of the

earth, where his light was only enjoyed by the happy Hyper-

boreans, the lofty Rhipaeans concealing it from the rest of

mankind e
.

The cup (Xe/3^9 or Se7ra?) of the Sun-god appeared first, we

a This is adopted by Volcker, ut sup., and Midler, Proleg. 375. Hermann ren-

ders it Tollo (snbst.).

b From 9ko. Volcker, ut supra. Hermann makes it Ambulona.
c

Proleg. ut supra. d Od. x. 191. Compare Apoll. Eh. iii. 1191.

e The most learned of poets is the only one that has alluded to this fiction in

modern times. He evidently had it in view in the following hues

:

The gilded car of day

His glowing axle doth allay

In the steep Atlantic stream

;

And the slope sun his upward beam

Shoots against (he dusky pole,

Pacing toward the other goal

Of bis chamber in the cast.

—

Comus, 95-101.
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are told, in the Titanomachia of Arctinos or Eumelos a
. Pei-

sander, in his Heracleia, represented Oceanos giving the hero

the Sun-god's cup to pass over to Erytheia ; and Stesichorus

said in his Geryoneis,

Helios Hyperionides

Into the golden cup went down
;

That, having through the Ocean passed,

He to the depths of sacred gloomy Night might come,

Unto his mother and his wedded wife,

And his dear children ; but the grove with laurel shaded

The son of Zeus went into c
.

Mimnermus had the following lines in his poem named

Nanno.
Helios is doomed to labour every day

;

And rest there never is for him
Or for his horses, when rose-fingered Eos

Leaves Ocean and to heaven ascends.

For through the waves his loved bed beareth him,

Hollow and formed of precious gold

By Hephsestos' hand, and winged ; the water's top

Along, it bears the sleeping god,

From the Hesperides' to the iEthiops' land,

Where stand his horses and swift car

Until the air-born Eos goeth forth :

Then Helios mounts another car.

In these lines of Mimnermus the god, as described above, is

carried round the earth during the night ; and in the following

passage of the same poet his palace is evidently situated in the

East.

iEetes' city, where swift Helios' beams

Within his golden chamber lie,

By Ocean's marge, whither bold Iason went e
.

It is also in the East that i the stables' of Helios are placed

by Euripides in his Phaethon f
; while in another passage s he

speaks of the c dark stable' of the Sun-god, doubtless meaning
the West. In Stesichorus, as we may observe, the abode of

Helios would seem to be in the realm of Night, beyond Ocean.

a Athen. xi. 470. b Id. I c.

Id. 1. c. This grove Miiller (Dorians, i. 536.) thinks was in the country of

the Hyperboreans.
A Id. I. c.

e Strabo, i. 2. f Fr. Phaethon.

\leest. 608.
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Alexander the iEtolian a
, when speaking of the plant by means

of which Glaucos became a sea-god, says that it grew for He-
lios in the Isles of the Blest, and that he gave his horses their

evening meal (hopTrov) of it to recruit their vigour. Ovid also,

the faithful follower of the Greeks, places the pastures of the

solar steeds in the West, where they have ambrosia for grass b
;

and Statius c,in a beautiful passage, describes the Sun as loosing

his steeds on the margin of the western sea, where the Nereides

and Seasons take off their harness. In Nonnus d
, when the

god arrives in the West, Phosphoros unyokes the sweating

steeds, washes them in the waves of ocean, and then leads

them to their stall ; and when they are rested the god drives

them round the Ocean to the East. In two other passages of

his wild poem e Nonnus places the abode of the Sun in the

East. It is remarkable that neither he nor the Latin poets

ever allude to the cup. The park and gardens of Helios are

thus richly described by Claudian f
:

Thus having said, his gardens all bedewed

With yellow fires he (Sol) enters, and his vale,

Which a strong-flaming stream surrounding pours

Abundant beams upon the watered grass,

On which the Sun's steeds pasture. There he binds

With fragrant wreaths his locks, and the bright manes
And yellow reins of his wing-footed steeds.

He does not, however, tell the site of this brilliant spot ; but

as the Sun sets out from it on his diurnal course, when his

steeds' manes have been adorned by Lucifer and Aurora, we
may presume that it was in the East. It is also in the East

that Ovid places the splendid palace of the Sun, where the

lucid god sat enthroned, surrounded by the Days, Months,
Years, Seasons, Ages, and Hours?.

From a consideration of all these passages it may seem to

follow, that the ideas of the poets on this subject were very

vague and fleeting. Perhaps the prevalent opinion was that

the Sun rested himself and his weary steeds in the West, and
then returned to the East. We are to recollect that the cup
was winged, that is endowed with magic velocity.

a Athen. I. c. b Met. iv. 214. c Theb. hi 407.
d Dionys. xii. 1. seq.

e
lb. xxxii. 51 ; xxxviii. 297.

f In Prim. Cons. Stil. ii. 407. E Met. ii. 1. seq.
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Neither Homer nor Hesiod speaks of the chariot of the

Sun ; but as the former poet names the horses of Eos, he must

naturally have supposed Helios to have driven similar steeds

along the sky. In the Hymns a Helios appears in a chariot;

Pindarb calls him e the ruler of fire-breathing steeds'. It is

probable that, like the other Homeric gods, Helios had ori-

ginally only two horses ; but Euripides and the succeeding

poets c give him four, which, according to the Latin poets, are

of a dazzling white colour d
. Their names are E6s or Eoos

(Eastern), ^Ethon or iEthiops (Burning), Bronte (Thunder),

Astrape or Sterope (Lightning) e
.

On the island of Thrinakia, says Homer f
, fed the flocks and

herds of Helios, under the charge of his daughters, the nymphs
Phaethusa and Lampetia (Shining and Gleaming). These were

seven herds of oxen, and as many flocks of sheep, fifty in each

flock and herd: they neither bred nor died. At Taenaron

also this god had a flock of e long-wooled' sheep?. He had

also herds of oxen at Gortyna in Creteh, and sacred sheep at

Apollonia in Epeiros 1
.

The Sun was not singular in this circumstance of possessing

sacred cattle, but they were dedicated to him more frequently

than to other deities for obvious reasons, such as his being, as

it were, the celestial shepherd or overseer of the stars, and the

god who gave increase to the earth k .

By Perseis or Perse (Brightness}), a daughter of Oceanos,

Helios was father of iEetes, and his sister Circe the great en-

chantress 1
, and of Pasiphae, who espoused Minos the son of

Zeusm . The nymphs just mentioned, who kept his cattle, were

his children by Neaera (New)iess ?)
n

. Augeas, king of Elis, so

rich in flocks and herds, was said to be the offspring of the

a Hymn to Demeter, 88. 89. b 01. vii. 130.
c Eur. Ion. 82. Electr. 871. Pr. Archelaos, ii. Fr. Phaethon, i.

d Accius, Fr. in Porson's note on Eur. Phoen. 1. Ovid, Amor. ii. 1. 24. Com-
pare Propert. ii. 15. 32.

e Hygin. 183. Sch. Eur. Phoen. 1. For Bronte and Sterope, Ovid (Met. ii. 153.)

gives Pyroeis {Fiery), and Phlegon {Burning).

f Od. xii. 127. seq. g Horn. Hymn to Apoll. Pyth. 233.
h Servius, Virg. Buc. vi. 60. ' Herod, ix. 93.
k YWrfv tov Tpe<poi'To? 'HXt'ou \floros- tpvaiv.—iEsch. Again. 041.

1 Od. x. 137.
m

Apollod. i. 9. 1.
n Od. xii. 133.
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Sun-god by Iphiboe a
. By the nymph Rhodos, the daughter

of Aphrodite, Helios had the seven Heliades, who were the

first inhabitants of the isle of Rhodes 1
*. The Graces are also

said to have been daughters of Helios by ^Egle {Splendour) c
.

The Ocean-nymph Clymene {Bright}) bore to Helios a son

named Phaethon {Gleaming). The claims of this youth to a

celestial origin being disputed by Epaphos the son of Zeus,

he journeyed to the palace of his sire, from whom he extracted

an unwary oath that he would grant him whatever he asked.

The ambitious youth instantly demanded permission to guide

the solar chariot for one day, to prove himself thereby the un-

doubted progeny of the Sun-god. Helios, aware of the con-

sequences, remonstrated, but to no purpose. The youth per-

sisted, and the god, bound by his oath, reluctantly committed

the reins to his hands, warning him of the dangers of the road,

and instructing him how to avoid them. Phaethon grasps the

reins, the flame-breathing steeds spring forward, but soon

aware that they are not directed by the well-known hand,

they run out of the course ; the world is set on fire, and a

total conflagration would have ensued, had not Zeus, at the

prayer of Earth, launched his thunder, and hurled the terrified

driver from his seat. He fell into the river Eridanos. His
sisters, the Heliades, as they lamented his fate were turned

into poplar trees d on its banks, and their tears, which still

continued to flow, became amber as they dropped into the

stream. Cycnos, the friend of the ill-fated Phaethon, also

abandoned himself to mourning, and at length was changed
into a swan {kvkvos) e

.

The age of this story is uncertain 1*, but it has all the appear-

a Apoll. Rh. i. 172. Apollod. ii. 5. 5. Tzetz. Lye. 41.

b Pind. 01. vii. 25. seq.
c Antimachus ap. Paus. ix. 35. 38.

d Virgil in one place (JEn. x. 190.) says poplars, in agreement with the current

of authorities ; in another (Buc. vi. 62.) he calls them alders.
e Ovid, Met. i. 750. seq. ; ii. 1. seq. Hygin. 152. 154. Nonn. xxxviii. 105. 439.

Apoll. Rh. iv. 597. seq. Virg. Buc. vi. 62. (Servius and Voss, in loc.) Mn. x. 189.

Serv. in loc. Lucret. v. 397. seq. Lucian, D. D. 25. De Electro.
f There are still some fragments remaining of the Heliades of .ZEschylus and

the Phaethon of Euripides. Ovid appears to have followed closely the former

drama. Hyginus and the Scholiast on Homer (Od. xi. 325.) give Hesiod as their

authority, but it was probably the Astronomy ascribed to that poet, a late pro-

duction, to which they referred.
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ance of being a physical mythe devised to account for the origin

of the electron or amber% which seems to have been brought

from the Baltic to Greece in the very earliest times. In the

opinion of Welckerb it is only the Greek version of a German

legend on that subject; for the tradition of the people of the

country was said to be c
, that the amber was produced from

the tears of the Sun-god, that is Phcebos Apollo according

to the Greeks, who added that he shed these tears when he

came to the land of the Hyperboreans, an exile from heaven

on account of the fate of his son Asclepios. But as this

did not accord with the Hellenic conception of either Helios

or Apollo, the Heliades were devised to remove the incon-

gruity. The foundation of the fable lay in the circumstance

of amber being regarded as a species of resin which drops

from the trees that yield it. The tale of Cycnos is only one

of the numerous legends devised by the Greeks to account for

the origin of remarkable animals. The Eridanos is said to

have been a mere poetic name, there being no stream actually

so called ; though it was afterwards given by the poets to the

Rhine, the Rhodanus or Rhone, and the Padus or Po, on the

banks of which last stream the fable of Phaethon was localised.

According to another legend Clytia, a daughter of Oceanos,

was beloved by the Sun-god ; but he transferred his affections

to Leucothea, daughter of Orchamos {Ruler), king of the

eastern regions. The god visited her during the night, in the

form of her mother. The virgin was obliged to comply with

his wishes, and Clytia filled with jealous rage discovered the

secret to Orchamos, who buried his hapless daughter alive.

The god, unable to save her, turned her into the frankincense

plant, and the neglected Clytia pining away became a sun-

flowerd.

Here also we have one of the legendary origins of natural

productions. The date of the tale is unknown, but it is pro-

bably not very ancient ; it is only to be found at present in

a "HXeKTpov, as Welcker observes, resembles r/XeKriDp, an epithet of the Sun.

Buttmann (Ueber das Elektron Mytholog. ii. 337. seq.) derives eXeicTpov from

cXkw, to draw.
b

Tril. 566. seq.

c Apoll. Rh. ut supra. d Ovid, Met. iv. 190. seq.
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the Latin poet Ovid a
; but beyond question he took it from a

Greek original.

Helios, as the god whose eye surveyed all things 15
, was in-

voked as a witness to solemn oaths c
. As he was not one of

the Olympian gods he was not honoured with temples in

Greece, but he had altars at Corinth, Argos, and some other

places. The chief seat of his worship was the isle of Rhodes,

where stood the celebrated Colossus, or statue of brass seventy

cubits high, in his honour d
. The legend said e that, when Zeus

and the other Immortals were dividing the earth among them

by lot, the Sun happening to be absent got no share. On his

reminding Zeus of this, the god was about to make a new al-

lotment, but Helios would not suffer him, saying that he had

seen a fertile land lying beneath the f hoary sea', with which

he would be content. The gods then swore that it should be

the undisturbed possession of the Sun-god, and the isle of

Rhodes emerged from the deep.

Helios is represented by artists driving his four-horse cha-

riot, his head surrounded with rays, a whip in his hand, and

preceded by Eosphoros. Sometimes he is standing with a

flambeau in his hand, and two of his horses near him.

This god was styled f
, 1. Mortal-delighting ; 2. Mortal-illu-

minating; 3. Unwearied; etc.

The name Helios ("H^Uo?) is perhaps derived from e\a, e\?;,

brightness. It seems, however, akin to the names of the Sun in

the languages which are of the same family with the Greeks.

a Lactantius Placidus, in his Arguments of Ovid's Metamorphoses, quotes Hesiod

for this story.

b Hymn to Demeter, 62.

c II. hi. 277 ; xix. 259. Compare Virg. iEn. xii. 176.

(1 Pliny, H. N. xxxiv. 7.
e Pind. 01. vii. 100. seq.

f 1. rep^('ju/3poros: 2. <pae<rtn(3poTOs: 3. a/ca/ias.

B When we recollect that s and h are commutable (eirTa, septem, v\ij, silva),

as also the semivowels /, n, r (Panormus, Palermo, etc.), we may perhaps say that

Helios, Sol (Latin and Scandinav.), Sonne, Sun (Germ, and Eng.), Surya (Sanscrit),

are akin.
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XeXijvT]. Luna. Moon.

Selene, the sister of Helios, drove her chariot through the

sky while he was reposing after the toils of the day. There
is, however, no allusion in Homer or Hesiod to the chariot of

Selene. One of the Hymns a describes her as bathing in

Ocean, putting on gleaming raiment, and ascending a chariot

drawn by glittering steeds. Theocritus b also gives Selene

horses ; but we do not meet any other mention of her chariot

and horses in the Greek poets. In Ovid c her steeds are snow-

white. Statius d places her in a car drawn by two horses,

Pausanias e says that one of the figures on the base of the

throne of Zeus at Olympia was Selene driving a single horse,

as it appeared to him ; but others said it was a mule, and
they had a silly legend respecting it. The Latin Festus f is the

only writer who speaks of the car of the Moon being drawn
by mules s.

The later poets make steers or heifers the draught-cattle of

Selene h
. This notion had its very natural origin in the con-

templation of the horned moon 1
.

In the general and natural mode of representation Selene

a
Horn. Hymn xxxii. 7. b Idyll, ii. 163.

c Rem. Amor. 258. Fasti, iv. 374.
d Theb. i. 336. See also viii. 271. e Paus. v. 11. 8.

f " Mulus vehiculo Lunae adhibetur quod tarn sterilis ea sit quam mulus, vel quod

ut mulus non suo genere sed equi creetur, sic ea solis non suo, fulgore luceat."

g See Voss, Mythol. Briefe, ii. 7. 8. This able critic makes two most extraor-

dinary mistakes on this subject. He says that Euripides gives Selene a chariot

(Phoen. 178. seq.), whereas the poet in that place is evidently speaking of the cha-

riot of Amphiaraos. Again, he says, " In Nonnus (vii. 244.) she drives in a silver

car with unbridled mules." It is the chariot of Semele, not of Selene, that is

described by that poet.

h Nonnus, i. 331. 455; ii. 405; vii. 247; xi. 187; xii. 5; xlviii. 320. (j3oojv

eXdreipa 2e\i)vri is his usual expression). Claudian, R. P. iii. 403. Eidyl, i. 60.

Authol. Lat. i. 1. 56. See also the epigram in the fragments of Ovid.
1 Moschus (Idyll, ii. 87.), when describing the bull into which Zeus changed

himself in order to carry off Europa, says,

"""lea t eir' dXXrjXoicn icepa dvereXXe icaprjvov

"Avrvyos r)p.iTopov KepaTjs are kvkXci aeXr)v?]s.

It may be that a similar view was also the origin of the epithet ravpoiroXos

given to Artemis at Athens (Eur. Iph. in Taur. 1469. Aristoph. Lys. 447.), and
to Athena (another moon-goddess) according to Xenomedes (Sell. Lys. /. c).
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is the sister of Helios, but another view of the subject made

her his daughter, he being the source of her light a ; while a

third view made her the mother by him of the four Seasons b
.

In one of the Homeridian Hymns c Selene is called the daughter

of Pallas, son of Megamedes.

It was said that Selene was enamoured of Endymion, on

whom Zeus had bestowed the boon of perpetual youth, but

united with perpetual sleep ; and that she used to descend to

him every night on the summit of Mount Latmos, the place

of his repose d
. The god Pan was also said to have gained

her love under the form of a snow-white ram e
. She bore to

Zeus a daughter named Pandia f
; and Ersa {Dew) was also the

offspring of the king of heaven and the goddess of the moon?.
This last is a pleasing fiction of the lyric poet Alcman. The

moon was naturally, though incorrectly, regarded as the cause

of dew n
; and nothing therefore was more obvious than to say

that the dew was the progeny of the moon and sky personified

after the usual manner of the Greeks.

a Eur. Phcen. 178. 179. Nonnus, xliv. 191. The scholiast on Euripides (I. c.)

says that " iEschylus and the (pvauciorepoi say she is his daughter, because she

partakes of the solar light, and changes her form according to the solar positions,"

or " because she thence, as from a fount, draws light." This, by the way, strongly

resembles Milton's

Hither as, to their fountain other stars

Repairing in their golden urns draw light."

—

P. Z. vii. 364.

b Quintus Smyrnaeus, x. 334. seq.
c Hymn iii. 100.

d See below, Part II. chap. x. Endymion.
e Virg. Geor. iii. 391. Philargyrius (in loc.) says that the fable was related by

Nicander.

f Horn. Hymn xxxii. 15. TIavSTa, all-divine or all-bright, is plainly the Moon.
g Aids Bvyarep epaa Tpecpei /cat 'EeXdvas Sias

are the words of Alcman, as quoted by Plutarch. Quaest. Nat. 24. De Fac. in Orb.

Luna?, 25. Sympos. iii. 10, 3.

h " Roscida Luna." Virg. Geor. iii. 335. In the Icarornenippus (13.) of the witty

Lucian Empedocles lives in the moon, where he feeds on dew ; and in the same
writer's True History (i. 20.) the Selenites agree to pay the Heliotes an annual tri-

bute of 10,000 urns of dew. The same notion will be found in modern poets.

Thus Tasso—
E gia, spargea rai luminosi e gelo

Di vive perle la sorgente Luna.

—

Ger. Lib. vi. 103.

Shakspeare (Midsum. Night's Dream) speaks of ' Cupid's fiery dart'

Quenched in the chaste beams of the wat'ry moon ;
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In the Homeridian Hymn to Selene she is styled a
: 1 .

White-

armed; 2. Well-tressed—two of the usual epithets of the god-

desses.

Empedocles b and Euripides give the Moon an epithet

(yXavfcuins) usually appropriated to Pallas Athene, and of

which we shall treat in its due place.

The name Selene (teXrjvy) is plainly derived from aeXas,

brightness, and is one of the large family of words of which

eXa or eXy (Helle, Germ.) may be regarded as the root.

'H&)9. Aurora. Dawn.

The third of the children of Hyperion and Theia was Eos,

or the Dawn. Like Selene she was named by later poets A

from Pallas, and their reason for so doing is not easy to be

discerned. ^Eschylus would seem to term her the child of

Night e
,—a very obvious and natural genealogy.

In Homer and Hesiod Eos is simply the goddess of the

dawn, but in the works of succeeding poets she is identified

with Hemera, or the Day f
.

Homer, who is silent respecting the chariots of Helios and

Selene, names the steeds which drew that of Eos. He calls

themLampos {Shining) and Phaethon {Gleaming) s. iEschylush

and Fletcher says,

letting fall apace

From those two little heavens upon the ground

Showers of more price, more orient and more round

Than those that hang upon the moon's pale brow.

Faithful Shepherdess, Act iv.

a
1. \evKU)\evos ; 2. ev7r\6icafios.

b Plut. De Fac. in Orb. Lunac, 16. 21,
c Fr. Incert. 209.

d Ovid, Met. ix. 420 ; xv. 191. 700. Fasti, iv. 373. The title Pallantias given

here to Aurora is, we believe, only to be found in this poet, but we may be certain

that he had Greek authority for it. In another place (Fasti, iv. 943.) he calls her

Titania, unless the reading Tithonia is to be preferred,

e Agam. 275.

f jEschylus, Pers. 384. Eur. Troad. 844. Bion, Idyll, vi. 18. Quint. Smyrn. i.

119. 823 ; v. 62; viii. 2. Nonnus, vii. 286. 294 ; xxv. 567. Musaeus, 110. Try-

phiodor. 204. Virg. Mn. vi 535. Val. Flac. Arg. i. 283.

E Od. xxiii. 245. h Ut supra.
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and Theocritus a name the goddess ' white-horsed5
, and Eu-

ripides b describes the ' white-winged' Hemera carrying off

Tithonos in her golden four-horsed chariot. In another pas-

sage of this poet c we meet the c one-horsed5 Eos, whether

riding or driving is not said. Lycophrdn d gives her the

winged horse Pegasos for her steed, and the scholiasts inform

us that, when this horse had thrown Bellerophon down to

earth, Eos asked and obtained him from Zeus e
.

Eos was, by Astrseos, the mother of the winds Boreas, Ze-

phyros and Notos, and of the stars of heaven f
.

The lovely goddess of the dawn was more than once smitten

with the love of mortal man. She carried off Orion, and kept

him in the isle of Ortygia, till he was slain there by the darts

of ArtemisS. Cleitos (Bright}), the son of Mantios, was for

his exceeding beauty snatched away by her, ' that he might

be among the gods 11/ She also carried off Cephalos, and had

by him a son named Phaethon 1
. But her strongest affection

was for Tithonos, son of Laome'don, king of Troy. When she

had carried him off, she besought Zeus to bestow on him im-

mortality. The sovereign of Olympos assented, and Tithonos

became exempt from death ; but the love-sick goddess, having

forgotten to have youth joined in the gift, began with time to

discern old-age creeping over the visage and limbs of her

beautiful lover. When she saw his hairs blanching, she abs-

tained from his bed, but still kept him and treated him with

due attention in her palace on the eastern margin of the Ocean-

stream, c giving him ambrosial food and fair garments'. But

when he was no longer able to move his limbs, she deemed it

the wisest course to shut him up in his chamber, whence his

feeble voice was incessantly heardk . Later poets say that out

of compassion she turned him into a tree-hopper (rem!;, ci-

cada) 1
. In Homer the goddess is less fastidious, and she is

a
Idyl. xiii. 11. See also Quint. Smyrn. i. 49.

h Troad. 843. For xpvveos Barnes reads icpoiceos, which reading is followed

by Voss, M. B. ii. 79.
"
c Orest. 1001. d Cass. 16. 17.

e Sch. II. vi. 155. Sch. Eur. Orest. ut supra. Tzetz. Lye. ut supra. Eudocia, 89.

f Hes. Th. 378. g Od. v. 121. h Od. xv. 250.

! Hes. Th. 986. Eur. Hyp. 456. See Part II. ch. v. Ceph. and Proc.

k Horn. Hymn to Aphrodite, 218. seq. ' Sch. II. xi. 1. Tzetz. Lye. 18.
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described as rising from the bed of the c illustrious Tithonos,

to bear light to mortals and immortals a/ Memnon and ^Ema-
thion were the children whom Eos bore to Tithonos b

.

In the works of the artists Eos drives a four-horsed car.

Night, the moon, and the stars retire before her. Sometimes
she is winged, at other times not.

Eos was styled by the poets , 1. Rose-fingered; 2. Rose-

armed; 3. Yellow-robed; 4. Gold-seated; 5. Well-seated;

6. Well-tressed; 7- Snow-footed; 8. Fair-lighting; 9. Mortal-

illuming; 10. Much-seeing ; 11. Air-born d
, etc.

The most probable derivation of the name Eos ('Hob?, Dor.

'Aw?) seems to be that from aw, to blow, regarding it as the

cool morning air, whose gentle breathing precedes the rising

of the sun e
.

Koto? koI QolftT). Coeus et Phoebe.

The offspring of this pair of Titans were ' sable-vested* Leto

(Darkness}), and ( well-named* Asteria (Starry) f
, which last

espoused Perses, the son of Crios. Leto was destined to be

the mother of Apollo and Artemis under the new order of

things, which succeeded the time of the Titans.

The name Phoebe plainly signifies Lucids, and a very ob-

vious etymon will give a similar signification for that of Coios h
.

a
II. xi. 1. Od. v. 1. Nonnus, xxvii. 3. Propert. ii. 18. 7.

b Hes. Th. 984. The taking away by the Dawn of Orion (the constellation), of

Cephalos (Kve<pa\os, darkness), are easy of explication. That of Cleitos may sig-

nify the union of the dawn with light. The tale of Tithonos has the air of a mere
poetic fiction.

c
1. poSoda.KTv'bos: 2. po$oTrnxv $ • 3. KpoKoirenXos : 4. xpuo-oOpoi'os : 5. ev-

Opovos : 6. ev7r\oKafios : 7. xwvoTre^a : 8. Ka\\i(peyyrjs : 9. <pae<rifi[3poros :

10. 7ro\v8epicr)s: 11. tfpiyeveia.
d See Appendix (E).
e Hermann, Ueber das Wesen, &c, 98. The Latin Aurora is similarly related

to aura.

f Hes. Th. 404.
g From 0a'w, to shine. Phoebe, according to Hermann, is Februa, Purger, and

Coios, Turbulus.
b From Krtt'w, to burn.
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K^to?. Cr'ms.

This Titan is in the Theogony a said to be the sire of Astraeos,

Pallas and Perses, by Eurybia {Wide-force), probably the

daughter of Pontos and Earth b
. Astraeos, as we have just

seen, was by Eos the father of the Winds. Pallas had by
Styx the Ocean-nymph, Envy and Victory, Strength and
Force; and Perses married Asteria the daughter of Coios and
Phoebe, by whom he had Hecate.

There is some difficulty about these personages, who are

hardly ever mentioned by the poets. The origin of the name
Krios is not apparent . Pallas (Shaker ?) would seem from
the names of his offspring to be of a moral, not of a physical

nature, unlike the progeny of the three preceding Titans.

With Astrasos (Starry) and Perses (Bright ?), and their chil-

dren, the difficulty is much less, for they are all physical beings.

We cannot avoid here intimating our suspicion that the two
moral beings Themis and Mnemosyne d were not originally

among the Titans. According to all analogy the sage or poet

who devised the mythe of the six male and six female Titans

must have intended to employ them in pairs in the task of

production ; and yet we find Crios united with a daughter of

Pontos and Earth, one of a class of beings quite alien from
the Titans, and Iapetos with an Ocean-nymph ; while Themis
and Mnemosyne are reserved to be the parents of moral beings

by Zeus in the new order of things. This is surely not the

order one might have anticipated. It is now, however, hardly

possible to rectify the error, if it should be such.

'Yifcdrrj. Hecate.

In the Theogony e this goddess is the daughter of Perses

and Asteria. Bacchylides made her a daughter of Night, and
Musaeus gave her Zeus for a sire in place of Perses f

, while

a Theog. 375. »> lb. 239.

° Hermann renders it Sejugus, from icpivio, to se})arate.

d Hermann however makes them both natural beings, rendering Themis Sta-

tina, and Mnemosyne Moneta, or Mover.
e Theog. 409.

' f Sch. Apoll. Rh. hi. 467.

F
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others said that she was the offspring of the Olympian king

by Pheraea, the daughter of iEolos a
, or by Demeterb

. Ac-

cording to Pherecydes her sire was Aristseos .

It is said in the Theogony d that Hecate was highly ho-

noured by Zeus, who allowed her to exercise extensive power

over land and sea, and to share in all the honours enjoyed by

the children of Heaven and Earth. She rewards sacrifice and

prayer to her with prosperity. She presides over the delibe-

rations of the popular assembly, over war, and the administra-

tion of justice. She gives success in wrestling and horse-

racing. The fisherman prays to her and Poseidon ; the herds-

man, to her and Hermes,—for she can increase and diminish

at her will. Though an only child (in contrast to Apollo and

Artemis, who have similar power) she is honoured with all

power among the immortals, and is by the appointment of

Zeus the rearer of children, whom she has brought to see the

light of day.

This passage is, however, plainly an interpolation in the

Theogony, with which it is not in harmony. It has all the

appearance of being an Orphic composition, and is perhaps

the work of the notorious forger Onomacritus e
.

The name Hecate is the feminine of Hecatos, one of the

epithets of Apollo f
, and is itself an epithet of his sister Ar-

temis £. It was a common practice with the Greeks (of which

we shall find many instances as we proceed) to form from the

epithets of a deity other similar deities, or even hostile and rival

beings, sometimes nymphs, or other companions of the original

deity. In this manner, supposing Artemis to have been an

original moon-goddess, her epithet of Far-shooter (eKarrj) may
have separated from her, and have become another moon-

goddess, for such is the real character of Hecate ; or Hecate

may have been the primitive name of the moon-goddess of

one of the tribes of Greece.

The system of Theocrasy which we have already mentioned

a Tzetz. Lye. 1180. Hecate was worshiped at Pherae in Thessaly, hence this

genealogy.
b Sch. Theocr. ii. 12.

c
Sch. Apoll. Rh. I c. d Theog. 412. seq,

e See Gottling in loc. Thiersch, Ueher Hesiodos, p. 24.

f "E/caros, Far-shooter (from t/ca's). II. vii. 83 ; xx. 295.

6 "Apre/uiv 8' eKcirav, /Eschyl. Sup. 690.
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frequently confounded deities who were originally distinct,

but it sometimes only re-united those which were really the

same, but which had been separated in the progress of time.

In Hecate we seem to have instances of both processes ; she

was identified with Selene, Artemis, and Eileithyia, all pro-

bably moon-goddesses, and with Persephone, of whom the

original conception was totally different.

In consequence of this confusion Hecate became the pa-

troness of magic and mistress of the under-world a
. She was

invoked as the triple goddess b
, and believed to wander by

night along the earth, seen only by the dogs, whose baying

announced her approach. She was regarded as beneficent,

and the averter of evil c
. Her statues, which were dog-headed d

,

were set up at Athens and elsewhere in the market-places

and at cross-roads ; and at the time of new moon the wealthy

persons used to send suppers to be placed before her, which

the poor would then come and eat, saying Hecate had eaten

them e
. The reason of this offering is said to have been that

she might prevent the souls of the dead from appearing^

A name of this goddess was BrimoS. This seems to have

been chiefly employed to denote her terrific appearance, espe-

cially when she came summoned by magic arts. Apollonius 11

describes her as having her head surrounded by serpents

twining through branches of oak, while torches flamed in her

hands, and the infernal dogs howled around her. Lucian's

f liar of the first magnitude/ Eucrates 1

,
gives a most terrific

description of her appearance. In this character she was also

sometimes called Empusak
. These were evidently all compa-

ratively late ideas and fictions.

a
Apoll. Rh. iii. 862. Ovid, Met. vii. 194. seq.

b Virg. Mn. iv. 512. Servius, in loc. The fish called TpiyXt] (Mullet) was of-

fered to her, did rrjv rijs ovofiaffias KoivoTtjTa ; she was rpioSirr]s and rpi-

yXrjvos; and her suppers were on the thirtieth of the month (rals rpiciKaai).

Athen. vii. 325.
c Sch. Aristoph. Wasps, 804.

d Aristoph. ap. Eustath. p. 1467. 1. 35. (Fr. Incert. 133.) Euripides ap. Pint,

de Is. et Os. 71.
e Sch. Aristoph. Plut. 594. Eudocia, 144.

f See Voss, M. B. iii. 190. seq.
g From /3pe^w, to roar.

* Argonaut, iii. 1214-1217. '' Philopsend. 22-24. k Eudocia, 147,

F 2
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Kpovo? koX 'Veil) rj Tea. Saturmis et Ops.

We are now arrived at the immediate origin of the Olym-

pians, the gods worshiped throughout all Greece.

The mutilation of Uranos by his youngest son Kronos, and

the overthrow of the latter by Zeus and his other children, the

Kronids, have been already narrated. According to the The-

ogony a all the Titans (Oceanos, it would appear, excepted)

were on this occasion shut up in Tartaros. Homer only names

Kronos and Iapetos b, but he evidently included the others in

his view of the subject . At a later period it was said that

Zeus had released the Titans d
. Hesiod in his didactic poem e

says that Kronos ruled over the Isles of the Blest at the end

of the earth by the ( deep-eddying' ocean ; and Pindar f gives

a luxuriant description of this blissful abode, where the de-

parted heroes of Greece dwelt beneath the mild rule of Kro-

nos and his assessor Rhadamanthys. In the e Prometheus

Loosed' of ^Eschyluss the chorus consisted of the twelve Ti-

tans, and they came as it would appear from the eastern part

of the Ocean-stream.

It was fabled at a late period that Kronos lay asleep, guarded

by Briareos, in a desert island near Britannia in the Western

Ocean h
.

a Theog. 716. seq.
b

II. viii. 479.
c

II. xiv. 274; xv. 225.

d Pind. Pyth. iv. 518.
e Works and Days, 167. seq.

r
01. ii. 123. seq.

g ^schyl. Fr. 178. Welcker, Tril. 35. seq.

b Pint, de Defect. Orac. 18. De Fac.in Orb. Luna?, 26. Procopius Bell. Goth,

iv. 20. " On the coast of the ocean opposite Britannia," says Tzetzes (Lye. 1204.),

" dwell fishermen who are subjects of the Franks, but they pay them no tribute, on

account, as they say, of their ferrying over the souls of the departed. They go to

sleep in their houses in the evening, but after a little time they hear a knocking at

the doors, and a voice calling them to their work. They get up and go to the

shore, not knowing what the need is ; they see boats there, but not their own,

with no one in them ; they get in, row away, and perceive that they are heavy as

if laden with passengers, but they see no one. In one pull (po7nj) they reach the

isle of Britannia, which with their own boats they can hardly reach in a day and a

night. They still see no one, but they hear the voices of those that receive their pas-

sengers, and name their fathers and mothers, and themselves, and their ranks and

occupations. They then return with their boats much lighter, and in one pull they

reach their homes." There is a curious legend somewhat similar to this in the Fairy

Mythology (i. 202.), the scene of which is in nearly the same spot.
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The golden age, so celebrated by poets^ is said to have been

in the reign of Kronos, when, according to Hesioda
,

Men lived like gods, with minds devoid of care,

Away from toils and misery : then was not

Timid old-age, but aye in feet and hands

Equally strong the banquet they enjoyed,

From every ill remote. They died as if

O'ercome with sleep, and all good things were theirs.

The bounteous earth did of herself bring forth

Fruit much and plenteous, and in quietness

Their works midst numerous blessings they pursued.

According to a fragment of the poetic philosopher Empe-
docles, Kronos married the f blooming5 Euonyme, who bore to

him f beautiful-haired golden' Aphrodite, the ' deathless' Fates,

and the 'variety-bestowing' Erinnyes b
.

The only adventure recorded of this god is his amour with

the Ocean-nymph Philyra : dreading the jealousy of his wife

Rhea, he changed her into a mare, and himself into a horse.

The produce of their love was the Centaur Cheiron, half-man

half-horse. Virgil c
5 in describing a horse of perfect strength

and beauty, says,

Such, at the coming of his wife, the swift

Saturnus' self upon his equine crest

Poured out a mane, and lofty Pelion filled

With his shrill neighings as away he fled.

This legend, it is said, first appeared in the poem of the Gi-

gantomachia d
. It is also noticed by Pindar e

. Probably the

praise of Cheiron by Homer f for his love of justice, led to the

making him the offspring of the god who ruled over the golden

race of men ; and if, as it would appear, he taught his heroic

pupils music as well as other accomplishments^ a more suitable

a Works and Days, 112. seq. Gottling rejects v. Ill,

Oi fih' h.irl Kpovov r\<sav or' ovpavoj e[j,(3a(Ti\evev,

as not Hesiodic. It is certainly utterly at variance with the Theogony and with

Homer.
b

T?)iia.TO o Evovvfxijv 9a\epbv Kpovos dyicv\ofir)7T)s,

'Ek tov KCtWiKopios yevero XP vcr^ 'Atppodirt),

MoTpai r' ddavaroi nai 'Epivvves aloXoSwpoi.—Tzetz. Lye. 406.

There does not appear the slightest allusion to this strange genealogy anywhere

else. We should perhaps read Eurvnome for Euonyme, and then Kronos might

take the place of Ophion.
c
Geor. hi. 193. d Sch. Ap. Rh. iii. 551. e Pyth. iii. 1-0. f

II. xi. 832.
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mother could not be assigned him than the nymph Lyre-

loving^

It is highly probable that the whole history of this god was

originally merely a philosophical mythe. Kronos evidently

signifies timeh : he is the son of Heaven, by the motion of

Avhose luminaries time is measured ; he is married to Rhea
(pea, flowingly) , and time flows; he devours his own children,

and time destroys what it has brought into existence.

Perhaps, as has been ingeniously conjectured c
, Zeus, the

god of the heaven, was poetically named Kronion, that is the

Son of Time, and this led to the giving a separate and distinct

existence to this deity.

Kronos was in after times confounded with the grim deity

Moloch, to whom the Tyrians and Carthaginians offered their

children in sacrifice. The slight analogy of this practice with

the legend of Kronos devouring his children, may have sufficed

for the Greeks to infer an identity of their ancient deity with

the object of Phoenician worship. It was not improbably the

circumstance of both gods being armed with a sickle, which
led to the inference of Kronos being the same with the Sa-

turnus of the Latins d
. The fabled flight of this last from

Olympos to Hesperia, and his there establishing the golden

age, may have been indebted for its origin to the legend of

the reign of Kronos over the Islands of the Blest in the west-

ern stream of Ocean.

There were no temples of Kronos in Greece e
; but the

Athenians had a festival in his honour named the Kronia,

which was celebrated on the twelfth day of the month Heca-
tombaeon, i. e. in the end of July f

, and which, as described to

us, strongly resembles the Italian Saturnalia?.

a
<t>i\vpa, quasi QiXiXvpa. Welcker, Nachtrag zur Tril. 53. note.

h There is scarcely any difference between Kpovos and xpovos. " Kpovos 6

navTiov 7rarrjp." Pind. 01.ii.32. Hermann renders Kronos Perficus, from Kpaivio.

Welcker, Tril. 96. We cannot, however, agree with this critic that Rhea is

equivalent to Gaea, Earth.
d See below, Mythology of Italy, Saturnus ; and Buttmann, Ueber den Kronos

oder Saturnus, Mytholog. ii. 28. seq.
e There was a chapel of Kronos and Rhea at Afhens (Paus. i. 18, 7.), and sacri-

fices were made to him on the Kronian hill at Olympia. {Id. vi. 20, 1.)
f Demosth. Timocr. 708.
E Philochorus ap. Macrob. i. 10. " Ut patres familiarum et frugibus et fruc-
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The only epithet given to Kronos by the elder poets is

Crooked-counselled*. This probably refers to his art in muti-
lating his sire.

tibus jam coactis passim cum sends vescerentur.-.delectari enim deum honoreser-
vorum contemplatu laboris." Macrobius also gives the following lines from the
Annals of the old poet Accius.

Maxima pars Graium Saturno et maxime Athenae

Conficiunt sacra quae Cronia esse iterantur ab illis :

Cumque diem celebrant, per agros urbesque per omnes
Exercent epulas lseti, famulosque procurant

Quisque suos. Nostrisque itidem est mos traditus illinc

Iste, ut cum dominis famuli epulentur ibidem.

It seems hardly credible that so remarkable a festival should be unnoticed by
all the extant Greek writers ; and we cannot help thinking that the Greeks of
the later times attempted to pass off their Kronia as the origin of the Saturnalia.

Surely the vintage was not over in July. See Bbttiger, Kunst-Myth. i. 222.
a

'AyKvXofxriTtjs. Nonnus (xxv. 234.) calls him Broad-bearded (evpvyeveios).
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Chapter V.

THE HOMERIC GODS IN GENERAL.

Familiarity is productive of indifference, and the greatest

charms of nature and art lose most of their attractions in the

eyes of those who are long and intimately acquainted with

them. This is particularly the case with the beautiful my-

thology of Greece : we are in general familiar with its legends

from an early age, but we view them detached and uncon-

nected., ignorant of their place and importance in the system

(though a loose one) to which they belong ; they therefore

rarely produce their full effect on our minds. But did the

Grecian mythology not enter into our literature, and were we

to remain unacquainted with it till we should open the vo-

lumes of Homer, what a new world would burst on our sight,

—how splendid would Olympos and its dwellers then arise

to view ! To present the gods in their Olympian abode, and

exhibit a sketch of their life and occupations, are the objects

of the present chapter.

As has been already stated, the Greeks of the early ages

regarded the lofty Thessalian mountain named Olympos as

the dwelling of their gods. In the Odyssey, where the deities

are of a character far more dignified and elevated than in the

Ilias, the place of their abode shares in their exaltation ; and

it may almost be doubted if the poet who drew the following

picture of Olympos could have conceived it to be no more

than the summit of a terrestrial mountain.

Olympos, where they say the ever firm

Seat of the gods is, by the winds unshaken,

Nor ever wet with rain, nor ever showered

With snow, but cloudless aether o'er it spreads,

And glittering light encircles it around,

On which the happy gods aye dwell in bliss
a

.

TYc have observed above, that man loves to bestow his own

a
Ofl. vi. 42-16. Sec Lucret. iii. 18-22.
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form upon his gods, as being the noblest that he can conceive.

Those of Homer are therefore all of the human form, but of

far larger dimensions than men a
;
great size being an object

of admiration both in men and women in those early and mar-

tial ages. Thus when the goddess Athenab ascends as. driver

the chariot of Diomedes,

Loud groan'd the beechen axle with the weight,

For a great god and valiant chief it bore.

When in the battle of the gods c Ares is struck to the earth by

Athena, he is described as covering seven plethra of ground,

and the helmet of the goddess herself would, we are told d
,

cover the footmen of a hundred towns. The voices of Po-

seidon and Ares are as loud as the shout of nine or ten thou-

sand men e
.

The gods can however increase or diminish their size, as-

sume the form of particular men f
, or ofany animals s, and make

themselves visible and invisible at their pleasure 11
. Their

bodies are also of a finer nature than those of men. It is not

blood, but a blood-like fluid named ichor, which flows in their

veins 1
. They are susceptible of injury by mortal weapons

:

the arrows of Hercules violate the divine bodies of Hera and

Hadesk
; Diomedes wounds both Aphrodite and Ares 1

. They
require nourishment as men do ; their food is called Ambrosia,

their drink Nectarm . Their mode of life exactly resembles that

of the princes and nobles of the heroic ages. In the palace

of Zeus on Olympos they feast at the approach of evening,

and converse of the affairs of heaven and earth; the nectar is

handed round by Hebe (Youth), Apollo delights them with

the tones of his lyre, and the Muses in responsive strains

a Even in the historic days the gods were in the popular idea of larger size than

men. See Herod, i. 60.

b
II. v. 837. See Horn. Hymn iv. 173.

c
II. xxi. 407.

« II. v. 744. Heyne, in loc.
e

II. v. 860; xiv. 148.
f

II. iv. 86 ; xiii. 45. 216. Od. i. 105 ; ii. 268.
g

II. vii. 58 ; xiv. 290. Od. iii. 371. Heyne however (on II. vii. 58.) denies

these changes.
h

II. i. 198. » II. v. 340. 416. k
II. v. 392. 395.

1
II. v. 335. 855.

m A passage in the Odyssey (xii. 63.) would seem to say that the ambrosia was

brought each day by pigeons to Olympos from the shores of Ocean in the blissful

West. See Appendix (F.).
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pour forth their melodious voices in song. When the sun

descends, each god retires to repose in his own dwelling*1
.

They frequently partake of the hospitality of men b
3
travel

with them c
, and share in their wars and battles d

.

With the form, the Homeric gods also partake of the pas-

sions of men. They are capricious, jealous, revengeful, will

support their favourites through right and wrong, and are im-

placable toward their enemies, or even those who have slighted

them e
. Their power was held to extend very far; men re-

garded them as the authors of both good and evil ; all human

ability and success was ascribed to them. They were believed

to have power over the thoughts of men, and could imper-

ceptibly suggest such as they pleased f
. They required of

men to honour them with prayer, and the sacrifice of oxen,

sheep, goats, lambs and kids, and oblations of wine and corn,

and fragrant herbs e. When offended, they usually remitted

their wrath if thus appeased 11
.

The Homeric gods have all different ranks and offices;

Olympos being in fact regulated on the model of a Grecian

city of the heroic ages. Zeus was king of the region of the air

and clouds, which had fallen to him by lot on the dethrone-

ment of his father Kronos ; the sea was the realm of his bro-

ther Poseidon; the under-world fell to Aides, in the division

of their conquests ; Earth and Olympos were common pro-

perty 1
. Zeus however, as eldest brotherk, exercised a supre-

macy, and his power was the greatest. The other inhabitants

of Olympos were Hera the sister and spouse of Zeus, Apollo

the god of music and archery, his sister Artemis the goddess

of the chace, and their mother Leto, Aphrodite goddess of

love, and her mother Dione, Ares god of war, Pallas Athene

goddess of prudence and skill, Themis goddess of justice,

Hermeias god of gain, Hebe the attendant of the Olympian

king and queen, and Iris their messenger, Hephaestos the ce-

lestial artist and Paeeon the physician, and the Muses, the

a
II. i. 601. seg.

b
II. i. 423. Od. i. 26. 125. seg. ; vii. 201. seg. (Nitzsch in loc.)

c Od. ii. 399. seg.
d

II. v. 592. seg. ; xiii. 43. seg.

e
II. ix. 538. f II. i. 53 ; viii. 218 ; xvii. 468.

8 11. iv. 49; xxiv. 70. h
II. ix. 497.

i
II. xv. 193. k II. xiii. 355; xv. 161.
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Graces, and the Seasons. Poseidon was frequently there

;

but Demeter the goddess of agriculture, and Dionysos the

god of wine, do not appear among the residents of Olympos.

The Nymphs and the River-gods occasionally visited or were

summoned to it a . Eos, Helios, and Selene rose every day

out of the Ocean-stream, and drove in their chariots through

the air, shedding their cheering beams abroad.

Of the residents of Olympos, its king and his son Hephae-

stosb alone knew the pleasures or the pains of the wedded

state. Ares and Hermeias intrigued occasionally with mortal

women, but the character of Phoebos Apollo was of unstained

purity . Of the goddesses, Aphrodite alone could be charged

with breach of chastity d
; Artemis, Pallas Athene, Hebe, and

Iris were all spotless virgins.

All the dwellings of the gods upon Olympos were of brass

(^aX/co?), the metal which was in the greatest abundance in

Greece. Hephaestos was architect and smith ; he formed all

the arms, household furniture, chariots, and other articles in

use among the Celestials ; but their dress, especially that of

the goddesses, appears to have been the workmanship of

Athena or the Graces e
. The gold which proceeded from the

workshop of Hephaestos was filled with automatic power ; his

statues were endowed with intelligence f
; his tripods could

move of themselves; he made the golden shoes, or rather

soles {irehCka) S with which the gods trod the air and the waters,

or strode from mountain to mountain upon the earth, which

trembled beneath their weight 11
, with the speed of winds or

even of thought 1
. The chariots of the gods and their ap-

a
II. xx. 7.

b
II. xviii. 382. Od. viii. 266. seq.

c We shall give in the sequel some reasons for regarding II. ix. 559-64. as an

interpolation.

d Od. viii. ut supra. II. v. 247. 248.
e

II. v. 735; xiv. 178.

f
II. xvhi. 417.

8 We much doubt if the favourite theory of Voss (of which the idea appears to

have been given by Eustathius) of these soles having a magic power, and that the

gods were transported by them, be correct (See Heyne on II. v. 768.) ; another

notion of his, that the horses of the gods were shod by Hephaestos, is certainly er-

roneous, for the Greeks did not shoe their horses.

h
II. xiii. 18. ' II. xv. 80.
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purtenances were formed of various metals. That of Hera,

for example, is thus described a
:

Then Hebe quickly to the chariot put

The round wheels, eight-spoked, brazen, on the strong

Axle of iron. Gold their fellies were,

And undecaying, but thereon of brass

The tires b well fitting, wondrous to behold.

Of silver was the rounded nave of each
;

The seat was hung by gold and silver cords,

And two curved sides encompass'd it about.

The pole was silver, and upon its end

She tied the beauteous golden yoke, and bound

On it the golden traces fair : the steeds

Swift-footed then beneath the yoke were led

By Hera, eager for the war and strife.

These chariots were drawn by horses of celestial breeds

which could whirl them to and fro between heaven and earth

through the yielding air, or skim with them along the surface

of the sea without wetting the axle. They were only used on

occasions of taking a long journey, as when Hera d professes

that she is going to the end of the earth to make up the

quarrel between Oceanos and Tethys; or on occasions in

which the gods wish to appear with state and magnificence e -

On ordinary occasions the gods moved by the aid of their

golden shoes : when at home in their houses, they, like the

men of those ages, went barefoot.

The Titans, as we have seen, were twelve in number, six of

a
II. V. 722. seq.

b The old, now provincial, terra streaks (German Stricken), signifying the sepa-

rate pieces of iron which were nailed round the wiieels of vehicles, seems exactly

to correspond to the Greek eTriaawTpa. We can hardly suppose the smiths of

Homer's days to have understood the mode of shoeing in a hoop.
c The earliest instances to be found of any other species of animal drawing the

chariots of the gods are in Sappho's Hymn to Aphrodite, where she describes the

chariot of that goddess as drawn by sparrows ; and that of Alcaeus to Apollo

(below, ch. viii.), where the god has a team of swans. d
II. xiv. 300.

e
II. viii. 41. seq. ; xiii. 23. seq. It is worthy of notice that while the chariots of

men had sometimes three horses (II. viii. 80-87 ; xvi. 148-154.), or perhaps even

four (viii. 185.), those of the gods had never more than two. II. v. 768 ; viii. 41-45
;

xiii. 23. Od. xxiii. 245.
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each sex. In like manner we find twelve Olympians, similarly

divided. The gods were Zeus, Poseid6n, Hephaestos, Hermes,

Apollo, Ares; the goddesses were Hera, Demeter, Hestia,

Athena, Aphrodite, and Artemis a
. This arrangement could

hardly have been known to Homer, who never mentions He-

stia, and but incidentally Demeter. The earliest writer by

whom we find the twelve gods noticed is Hellanicus, who says 1}

that Deucalion built altars to them after the flood. It was

perhaps the number of the months of the year that caused

twelve to be fixed on as that of the Titans and the Olympians
;

or it may have been because twelve was the political number

of the Ionian race, for it seems probable that it was only

among them, particularly at Athens d
, that altars were erected

to these twelve gods. At Olympia there were six altars to six

pairs of deities, but they were not exactly the same with those

above enumerated 6
. In later times it became a common prac-

tise to raise altars to the twelve gods f
.

a Sch. Apoll. Rh. ii. 532. b Id. iii. 1085. Eudocia, 108.
c Welcker, TriL 180. Bottiger, Kunst-Myth. ii. 52.

d Herod, ii. 7 ; vi. 108. Thuc. vi. 54. Plato, Laws. v. 745.
e They were Zeus and Poseidon, Hera and Athena, Hermes and Apollo, the

Graces and Dionysos, Artemis and Alpheios, Kronos and Rhea. Herodorus, ap.

Sch. Pind. 01. v. 10.

f Straho, xiii. 1. 3. Polyb. iv. 39. Diodor. xvi. 92 ; xvii. 95.
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Chapter VI.

THE KRONIDS :—ZEUS, POSEIDON, HADES, HESTIA.

The Kronids, or children of Kronos and Rhea, were Zeus,

Poseidon, Hades, Hestia, Hera, and Demeter. The four first

we shall place here : the two last, as wives of Zeus, will find

their more appropriate situation along with their children.

Zeu?. Jovis, Jupiter.

Zeus is in the Ilias the eldest son of Kronos and Rhea. He

and his brothers, Poseidon and Hades, divided the world by lot

among them, and the portion which fell to him was the ' ex-

tensive heaven in air and clouds a .' All the aerial phenomena,

such as thunder and lightning, wind, clouds, snow, and rain-

bows, are therefore ascribed to him b
; and he sends them ei-

ther as signs c and warnings, or to punish the transgressions of

man, especially the perversions of law and justice, of which

he is the fountain d
. Zeus is called the ' father of men and

gods' e
; his power over both is represented as supreme f

, and

his will is fate. Earthly monarchs obtain their authority from

himg; they are but his vicegerents, and are distinguished by

epithets derived from his name h
. In his palace on Olym-

pos Zeus lives after the fashion of a Grecian prince in the

midst of his family ; altercations and quarrels occur between

him and his queen, Hera 1
; and, though in general kind and

affectionate to his children, he occasionally menaces or treats

them with rigourk .

a
II. xiii. 355.

b
II. vii. 479; xiii. 242, 794; xii. 252; xiii. 795. seq. ; v. 552; xii. 278. seq.\

xix. 359 ; xvii. 547 ; x. 5. seq.

c
II. iv. 75 ; xi. 53 ; xiii. 244 ; xvii. 548. d

II. i. 238, 239.

e Tlarrip dvdpCJv re 6ewv re.

* II. ii. 116 ; iv. 55 ; v. 877 ; viii. 5-27, 210 ; ix. 25 ; xii. 242 ; xiii. 355.

* II. ii. 197, 205.
h Zeus-sprung (Aioyev>)$), Zeus-reared (Atorpe</>>)s), Zeus-loved (Aio^iXos).

I II. i. 540. seq.
k IL v. 888. seq.
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In the Odyssey the character of this god is, agreeably to

the more moral tone of that poem, of a higher and more dig-

nified order. No indecent altercations occur ; both gods and

men submit to his power without a murmur, yet he is anxious

to show the equity of his decrees and to ^justify his ways*/

The Theogony, as we have seen, represents Zeus as the last-

born child of Kronos and Rhea, and according to it the su-

preme power was freely conferred on him by his brothers,

and he thus became the acknowledged head of the Olympian

gods, the objects of Grecian worship.

Though Homer names the parents of nearly all the gods

who appear in his poems, and it follows thence that they

must have been born in some definite places, he never indi-

cates any spot of earth as the natal place of any of his gods b
.

A very ancient tradition, however, (for it occurs in Hesiod)

made the isle of Crete the scene of the birth of the monarch

of Olympos. According to this tradition Rhea, when about

to be delivered of Zeus, retired to a cavern near Lyctos or

Cnossos in Crete. She there brought forth her babe, whom
the Melian nymphs received in their arms ; Adrasteia rocked

him in a golden cradle, he was fed with honey and the milk

of the goat Amaltheia, while the Curetes c danced about him

clashing their arms to prevent his cries from reaching the ears

of Kronos d
. According to another account the infant deity

was fed on ambrosia brought by pigeons from the streams of

Ocean, and on nectar which an eagle drew each day with

his beak from a rock e
. This legend was gradually pragma-

a Od. i. 32. seq.

b The notion of Voss, that the gods were all born in the Island of the Blest at

the Fonnt of Ocean, appears to us to be quite unsupported by evidence. He

founds it on II. xiv. 201.
c These beings, which have been confounded with the Corybantes and others,

and made the subjects of much mystery, seem to be nothing but the Cretan young

men (icovpoi), who used to dance the Pyrrhiche, or war-dance, thrown back to

the mythic times, and associated with the deity in whose honour they performed

their dance. See Lobeck, 1111. seq.

d Callimachus, Hymn to Zeus.
e Tdv [lev dpa Tpi]pu>ves virb ^aBecp rpatyov avrpt^,

'Afxflpoairjv Qepeovaai cctt' 'Q.Keav6io poaiov

Ne/crap d' e/c Trerpyjs fieyas aieTOS alev d<pv<T<Tii)v

Tafi(pif\ys (popeeaxe ttqtov Ail /j,t]Ti6evrt.

Mcero of Byzantion (Athen. xi. 490.)
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tised; Zeus became a mortal king of Crete, and not merely the

cave in which he was reared, but the tomb which contained

his remains, was shown by the 'lying Cretans

V

The Arcadians, on the other hand, asserted that Zeus first

saw the light among their mountains. Rhea, they said, came
to Mount Parrhasion, amidst whose thickets she brought forth

her divine son. She sought for water to wash the new-born

babe, but in vain, for Arcadia was then a land unwatered by
streams ; the Ladon, the Alpheios, and their kindred floods

had not yet appeared. "Dear Earth! do thou too bring forth/'

said the goddess, and smiting the mountain with her staff she

caused to gush from it a copious flow of water, which she

named the Neda, from one of the nymphs who assisted at her

labour, and who then conveyed the babe to Cnossos in Crete b
.

The more general tradition, however, was that the nymph
Neda and her sisters, Theisoa and Hagno, reared the infant

deity in a cavern of Mount Lycaeon, where there was a place

named Cretes, as other spots in Arcadia were designated by
names belonging to places in Crete c

.

All, therefore, that we can collect with safety from these

accounts is that the worship of the Dictaaan Zeus in Crete,

and of the Lycaean Zeus in Arcadia, was of the most remote

antiquity, and that thence, when the Euhemeristic principle

began to creep in among the Greeks, each people supposed

the deity to have been born among themselves. The Cretan

legend must however be regarded as the more ancient, for the

Arcadians evidently attempted to transfer the names of places

in it to their own country, a practise of which as we proceed

we shall meet with other instances.

In the Theogony the celestial progeny of Zeus are enume-

rated in the following order d
.

Zeus first espoused Metis (Prudence), who exceeded gods

and men in knowledge. But Heaven and Earth having told

him that her first child, a maid, would equal himself in strength

and counsel, and her second, a son, would be king of gods

and men, he cajoled her when she was pregnant, and swal-

lowed her; and after a time the goddess Pallas Athene sprang

a
Kprires del \pev<rrai. Callim. ut supra, ver. 8. b Callim, ut supra.

c
Paus. viii. 31. 4 ; 38. 3 ; 47. 3. d Theog. 886. seq.
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from his head. He then married Themis, who bore him the

Seasons and Fates. The Oceanis Eurynome next produced

him the Graces ; Demeter was then by him the mother of

Persephone, Mnemosyne of the Muses, and Leto of Apollo

and Artemis. His last spouse was Hera, who bore him Hebe,

Ares, and Eileithyia.

According to Homer a Aphrodite was the daughter of Zeus

by Dione. The Theogony further says that Maia, the daughter

of Atlas, bore him Hermes b
. A later fable said that Asteria,

the sister of Leto, flying the love of Zeus, flung herself from

heaven down to the sea and became the isle afterwards named
Delos c

.

Mortal women also bore a numerous progeny to this amo-

rous monarch of the gods, and every species of transmutation

and disguise was employed by him to accomplish his object.

He assumed the form of her husband Amphitryon to deceive

the modesty of Alcmena, who became the mother of Heracles.

Leda was beguiled by him in the shape of a beautiful white

swan. Under the form of a shower of gold he penetrated the

brazen prison in which Danae was inclosed, and became the

father of Perseus. Antiope, the mother of Amphion and Ze-

thos, was forced by him in the guise of a satyr. To seduce

the Arcadian nymph Callisto he presumed to take the form

of Artemis, the goddess of chastity. A bull was the form in

which he carried off Europa, the sister of Cadmos ; and a

flame of fire or the plumage of an eagle disguised the god from

^Egina, the mother of ^Eacos. By Semele he was the father

of Dionysos, who became a god. By Io he had a son named
Epaphos. Many other heroes could also boast of being the

sons of Zeus by different mothers. Of all these mortal loves

a
II. v. 370, 371. b Theog. 938.

c
It is curious to mark the apparent progress of this tale. In the text we have

followed Callimachus (Hymn iv. 37. seq.), who says, alluding to her name, that

she came down ' like a star.' This was probably the more ancient version, but it

was also said that she took the form of a quail, oprvZ, (see Apollod. i. 4. 1.

Hygin. 53. Serv. on Mn. iii. 73.), whence the isle was named Ortygia. This iden-

tification of Delos and Ortygia was, however, certainly later than the time of Pindar,

who (Nem. i. 4.) calls them sisters. (See below, chap, viii.) The whole legend

seems to owe its origin to the affinity of sense between the words Asteria and

Delos.

G
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we shall give a detailed account when we come to speak of

the heroes who sprang from them.

The love of Zeus (and in this there lies a moral) was not

always a source of happiness to those whom he honoured

Avith it. Io, for example, underwent a dreadful persecution

from Hera, as also did Leto. Semele perished in the flames

which invested the lord of the thunder and lightning. Danae

and her babe were abandoned to the waves of the sea.

We shall presently show that the name Zeus signifies God.

When, therefore, we recollect how usual it was in the oriental

and early Greek style to represent magnitude or excellence

by associating it with the name of the deity a, it will not sur-

prise us to meet so many Zeus-sprung heroes in the mytho-

logy of Greece b
. A mere epithet was probably the germ of

the mythe ; Zeus was then placed at the head of a genealogy

;

and last came the poets, who detailed the amorous history.

It seems to have been an ancient opinion that the gods used

to assume the human form and go among mankind to mark

their conduct . To this notion—which carries our minds

back to those happy ages commemorated in the Book of Ge-

nesis, i when angels dwelt and God himself with man'—we
are indebted for some interesting legends told by poets, of

Zeus taking the human form, and coming down to view more

closely the conduct of mankind over whom he ruled. Such

was his visit to Lycaon king of Arcadia, whom he punished

for his impiety ; and that on occasion of which the piety of

Hyrieus was rewarded by the birth of Orion. The most plea-

sing tale is that of Philemon and Baucis, narrated by Ovid in

his most agreeable manner, to the following effect d .

Zeus and Hermes came one time in the form of men to a

town in Phrygia. It was evening ; they sought for hospitality,

a In Hebrew Cedars of God are lofty cedars. Commentators in general regard

the Sons of God in Gen. vi. 2. as being, to use the words of Milton,

that sober race of men, whose lives

Religious titled them the Sons of God.

See Heyne on Apollod. i. 7. 5.

b In the Tlias, when Hector is routing the Greeks, Poseidon says of him (xiii. 54.)

8s Aids ev%er' ZptoOeveos 7rcas elvai.

c Od. xvii. 481. seq. Ilcsiod, Works, 217. seq.

A Met. viii. G20. seq. We have been unable to discover his Greek original.
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but every door was closed against them. At length they ap-

proached a humble cottage where dwelt an aged man, named
Philemdn, with Baucis his wife, of equal years : by them the

wayfarers were gladly received. The poet pleases his imagi-

nation amidst the luxury of Rome in describing the furniture

of their simple abode, and the homely fare, though their best,

which they set before their celestial guests, whose quality was
at length revealed by the miracle of the wine-bowl being spon-

taneously replenished as fast as it was drained. They told

their hosts that it was their intention to destroy the godless

town, and desired them to leave their house and ascend the

adjacent hill. The aged pair obeyed: ere they reached the

summit they turned round to look, and beheld a lake where

the town had stood. Their own house remained, and, as they

gazed and deplored the fate of their neighbours it became a

temple. On being desired by Zeus to express their wishes,

they prayed that they might be appointed to officiate in that

temple, and that they might be united in death as in life.

Their prayer was granted, and as they were one day stand-

ing before the temple, they were suddenly changed into an

oak and a lime-tree a
.

It was the habit of the Greeks to appropriate particular

plants and animals to the service of their deities. There was

generally some reason for this, founded on physical or moral

grounds, or on both. Nothing could be more natural than

to assign the oakb
, the monarch of trees, to the celestial king,

whose ancient oracle moreover was in the oak-woods of Do-

dona . In like manner the eagle was evidently the bird best

suited to his service d .

The celebrated ^Egis e
, the shield which sent forth thunder,

a The reader will doubtless have observed the resemblance between this legend

and the account of Lot and the angels in the book of Genesis, which last may have

been carried to Greece, or have been learned by the Greeks at Alexandria. See

Leclerc's ' Dissertatio de Sodoma, &c.' in his ' Mosis Prophetae V Libri, &c.' In

the Fairy Mythology (ii. 97.) will be found a Swiss version of this legend.

b 3>>/y6s, quercus esculus. See II. vii. GO.

c II. xvi. 233. Od. xiv. 327 ; xix. 296. Hes. Fr. 54.

d II. viii. 247 ; xii. 200. seq. Od. ii. 146.

e This word is derived from aCcraa) to excite ; but as it greatly resembles the

Greek word for goat {aY£
}
alybs), the legend of its being covered with the skin of

G 2
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lightning, and darkness, and struck terror into mortal hearts,

was formed for Zeus by Hephaestos a
. In Homer we see it

sometimes borne by Apollob and by Athenac
.

The most famous temple of this god was at Olympia in Elis,

where every fourth year the Olympian games were celebrated

in his honour: he had also a splendid fane in the isle of

iEgina. But, though there were few deities less honoured

with temples and statues, all the inhabitants of Hellas con-

spired in the duty of doing homage to the sovereign of the

gods. His great oracle was at Dodona, where, even in the

Pelasgian period, his priests, the Selli, announced his will and

futurity d
.

Zeus was represented by the artists as the model of dig-

nity and majesty of mien ; his countenance grave but mild.

He is seated on a throne, and grasping his sceptre and the

thunder. The eagle is standing beside the throne.

The epithets of this god in Homer are e
, 1. Mgis-holding

;

2. Cloud-collecting; 3. Black-clouding; 4. Thunder-loving;

5. High-seated; 6. Lightening; 7 . Counselling ; 8. Wide-seeing

or Wide-thundering ; and others of similar signification.

The epithets of Zeus derived from his offices, such as Xenios,

as protector of strangers, Horkios, the guardian of oaths, were

numerous. He was also named like the other gods from the

places where he was worshiped, ex. gr. Clarios, Cithaeronios.

Toward the end of the month Anthesterion (beginning of

March), a festival named the Diasia was held at Athens,

in which offerings were made to Zeus, the Mild or Appeased,

(^etXt%to9) f
, answering to the sin-offerings of the Mosaic law.

At Argos there was an ancient wooden statue (goavov) of

Zeus, which had a third eye in its forehead. The tradition

was that it had been the domestic image of Priamos, and had

been brought from Troy by Sthenelos. The three eyes are

rightly explained by Pausanias as indicative of the dominion

the goat which nursed the god was devised at a subsequent period. See Heyne

on II. ii. 148. 448. Welcker, Tril. 153. Bottiger, Kunst-Myth. ii. 88.

* II. xv. 510. b
II. xv. 508.

c II. v. 738. Od. xxii. 297. d
II. xvi. 233.

e
1. aiyioxos: 2. ve^eXf/yeperf/s : 3. Kc\aive(j>ys : 4. Tep7riKepavvos : 5. v\f/i-

£<>yos : G. d<JTepo7n)Tt)s : 7. fujTierrjs : 8. evpvona.
f Thuc. i. 126.
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of Zeus (the God) over heaven, earth, (land and water,) and
the under-world a

.

A very simple process will lead us to the true signification

of the name of this deity. Its iEolic form is Aeu?, which is

almost the same as the deus of the Latin, the affinity of which
language to the iEolic Greek is well known b

. Zeus (Zeu?)

therefore is God, the same as 6eh<;, dens, and akin to the Per-

sian Deev or Dew, and the Sanscrit Deva and Deveta c
. The

oblique cases of Zeus come from At? and Zrjv, or Zav, the

former of which is manifestly equivalent to Zeu?, and the

latter is probably a contraction of the participle facwv, living.

Uoo-ec&dcDv, UoaetScov. Neptunus.

This son of Kronos and Rhea became the ruler of the sea.

His queen was Amphitrite, one of the daughters of Nereus
and Doris d

. Their children were Triton e and Rhode, or

Rhodos, which last became the bride of Helios f
. A late le-

gend said that Amphitrite fled the love of the god, but that

he came riding on a dolphin, and thus won her affection

;

and for his service he placed the dolphin among the stars &.

Poseidon, like his brother Zeus, had a numerous progeny
both by goddesses and mortals. The fleet steed Areion was
the offspring of the sea-god and Demeter, both having as-

sumed the equine form h
. According to one account the

nymph Rhodos was his daughter by Aphrodite 1
.

Tyro, the daughter of Salmoneus, and wife of Cretheus,

loved the river Enipeus, and frequented his stream ; Poseidon,

under the form of the river-god, ' mingled in love 5 with her,

and she became the mother of Pelias and Neleus k
. Iphime-

deia bore him Otos and Ephialtes, those gigantic babes, who
a Paus. ii. 24. 3. 4.

b The Greek £ is frequently d in the corresponding Latin term ; thus pi^a, ra-
dix, oZ,o), odor. See Miiller, Proleg. 289.

c See Fairy Mythology, i. 35.
d Hes. Th. 243. 936. See also Od. v. 422 ; xii. 60. 97. Apollodorus (i. 4. 4.)

says she was an Oceanis.
e Theog. 931. f See above, p. 57.
B Eratosth. Catast. 31. Hygin. P. A. i. 17. n See below, chap. xi.
j Herophilos apud Sch. Pind. 01. vii. 24. * Od. xi. 235,
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in their ninth year attempted to scale heaven a
. As a ram, he

was by Theophane, daughter of Bisaltos, the sire of the gold-

fleeced ram which carried Phryxos to Colchis b
. The sea-

nymph Thoosa bore him the huge Cyclops Pofyphemos .

The invulnerable Cycnos, who was slain by Achilles,, was also

the offspring of this deity d
: so also were Theseus, Eumolpos,

and other heroes.

Poseidon was worshiped in Arcadia under the title of Hip-

pios e
. One legend of that country made him the sire of the

steed Areion f
; and another said that when Rhea brought him

forth, she pretended to Kronos that she had been delivered

of a foal, which she gave him to devour s. The origin of the

horse was also ascribed to this god. According to a Thessa-

lian legend, he smote a rock in that country with his trident,

and forth sprang the first horse, which was named $cyphios h
.

The vain people of Attica affected to believe that it was on

their soil that the sea-god first presented the horse to man-
kind 1

. The winged steed Pegasos is also the offspring of

Poseidonk. In the Ilias, when Zeus returns from Ida to

Olympos, it is Poseidon that unyokes his horses 1
; the same

god is said to have given the Harpy-born steeds of Achilles

to Peleusm ; he is joined with Zeus as the teacher of the art

of driving the chariot 11
; and when Menelaos charges Antilo-

chos with foul play in the chariot-race, he requires him to

clear himself by an oath to Poseidon .

All this indicates a close connexion between the sea-god

and the horse. The usual solution given is, that as, according

to Herodotus, the worship of Poseidon came from Libya to

Greece, and (the Libyans being an agricultural, not a sea-

a Od. xi. 305. >> Hygin. 188. Ovid, Met. vi. 117.

c Od. i. 71. d Ovid, Met. xii. 72. Sch. Theocr. xvi. 49.
e

"l7r7rios, from i/Tiros, a horse. Paus. viii. 10. 2 ; 14. 5 ; 25. 7 ; 36. 2; 37. 10.

f See below, chap. ix.

2 Pans. viii. 8. 2. The legend added that Rhea put her new-born babe among

the lambs (dpves) that pastured thereabouts, whence an adjacent spring was named

Arne.
h Sch. Pind. Pyth. iv. 240. Probus on Geor. i. 13. Lucan, Phars. vi. 390. Scy-

phios is evidently related to <rica<pos, a skiff or boat.

* Soph. (Ed. Col. 714. Servius, Geor. i. 13.

k lies. Th. 278. seq. II. viii. 410. ni
II. xxiii. 277.

n
II. xxiii. 307. ° H. xxiii. 584.
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faring people) the agents must have been the Phoenicians,

who also, we are assured, brought the first horses into Greece

(as the Spaniards did into America, and as much to the asto-

nishment of the rude natives), the knowledge of the horse and
of Poseidon thus came together, and they were therefore asso-

ciated in the popular mind a
.

This, we may observe, is all merely gratuitous hypothesis.

The absurd passion of Herodotus for deducing the religion of

Greece from abroad is so notorious, that few, we should sup-

pose, would lay any stress on his testimony in these matters.

Had a god of the sea been worshiped in Egypt, beyond ques-

tion the historian would have derived Poseidon from that

country. Again, what can be more absurd than to suppose

that Greece, a portion of the continent of Europe, to the north

of which dwelt the Thracians and Scythians, renowned in all

ages for their horses b
, should have first received these animals

from the coast of Africa ? We may therefore, we think, safely

dismiss this hypothesis, and look for an explanation of the

phenomenon elsewhere.

The horse is the principal means of transport by land, as

the ship is by sea ; the one name might therefore be meta-

phorically employed for the other. Thus in Homer c Penelope

says,

Why, herald, is my son gone ? for no need

Had he to mount the swift-coursed ships, which are

For men the horses of the sea, and pass

O'er the great deep
;

in Plautus d one of the characters says, " That is to say, you

have been carried on a wooden horse along the azure roads;"

and the Arabs call their camel the ship of the desert. This

seems to offer a natural solution of the difficulty, the sea-god

being regarded as the author of ships, the horses of the sea,

and thence by an easy transition of the real animals e
. But

still when we reflect how widely spread was the habit of re-

garding the horse as in some mysterious manner connected

a See Bottiger, Kunst-Myth. ii. 325. seq. b See II. xiii. 4. seq.

c Od. iv. 707-709. d Rudens, i. 5. 10.
c See in Volcker (Myth, der Jap. 133. seq.) an excellent discussion of this sub-

ject.
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with the water% we may hesitate to give our full assent to

this theory.

It is rather curious to observe the manner in which Poseidon

and Pallas Athene are associated. They were worshiped to-

gether,—he as Hippios, she as Hippia,— at Colonos near

Athens b
; we find themunited in the legend of Bellerophontesc

;

they contended for the possession of Atticad and Trcezen e
;

in the former case the sea-god was forced to yield, in the latter

Zeus decided that they should hold the dominion in common.

In like manner Poseidon is said to have contendedwithHera for

Argos f
, and with Helios for Corinth s ; with Zeus for JEginah,

and with Dionysos for Naxos 1
; and to have exchanged Delos

and Delphi with Apollo for Calauria and Taenaronk . Mythes

of this kind merely indicate a change or a combination of the

worship of the deities who are the subjects of them, in the

places where the scenes of the supposed contests are laid 1
.

Beside his residence on Olympos, Poseidon had a splendid

palace beneath the sea at iEgoem . Homer gives a noble de-

scription of his passage from it on his way to Troy, his cha-

riot-wheels but touching the watery plain, and the monsters

of the deep gamboling around their king. His most cele-

brated temples were at the Corinthian isthmus, Onchestos n
,

Helice , Trcezen, and the promontories of Sunion, Taenaron,

Geraestos, and other headlands P.

Poseidon is represented, like Zeus, of a serene and majestic

aspect ; his form is strong and muscular. He usually bears

in his hand the trident, the three-pronged symbol of his

power : the dolphin and other marine objects accompany his

a In the ' Tales and Popular Fictions', 79. seq. will be found some instances.

See also Fairy Mythology, passim.
fc Paus. i. 30. 4.

c See Part II. chap. vi. Bellerophontes.
d See Part II. ch. v. Cecrops. e Paus. ii. 30, 5.

* Id. ii. 15, 5. B Id. ii. 1, 6.

h Plut. Symp. ix. 6. i Plut. /. c.

k Paus. ii. 33, 2. Strabo, viii. 6. It was Helios, not Apollo, that was the pos-

sessor of Taenaron. Horn. Hymn ii. 233. seq.

1 See Miiller, jEginetica 26. seq.
m

II. xiii. 21. Od. v. 381.
n

Horn. Hymn ii. 52. ° II. viii. 203 ; xx. 404.
v' Apoll. Rh. iii. 1210. seq.
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The poetic epithets of Poseidon are a
, 1. Earth-keeping;

2. Earth-s/mking ; 3. Dark-haired; 4. Wide-ruling; 5. Loud-
sounding; etc.

In Poseidon we may discern the original god of water in

general^ of springs and rivers as well as of the sea. The le-

gends respecting him (his amour with Demeter, the earth, for

instance,) are on this supposition easy of explanation. The
simple Doric form of his name, UoriSas, shows its true origin

to be from the root IIOH, and that it is of the same family with

7TOTO?, 7rovTo?, 7roTa/io?, all relating to water and fluidityb .

*Afej 'AtSrjs, 'A'CScwevs/'Aprj?, TI\ovtcov. Orcus, Dis*

Hades, the brother of Zeus and Poseidon, was lord of the

subterrane region, the abode of the dead. He is described as

being inexorable and deaf to supplication,—for from his realms

there is no return,—and an object of aversion and hatred both

to gods and men c
. All the latter were sure to be sooner or later

collected into his kingdom. His name appears to denote in-

visibility d, significatory of the nature of the realm over which

he ruled. At a later period he received the appellation of

Pluton e
, as mines within the earth are the producers of the

precious metals. This notion, Voss f thinks, began to prevail

when the Greeks first visited Spain, the country most abun-

dant in gold.

The adventures of this god were few, for the gloomy nature

of himself and his realm did -not offer much field for such le-

gends of the gods as Grecian fancy delighted in
; yet he too

had his love-adventures. The tale of his carrying off Perse-

phone (which we shall relate at length in the sequel) is one

a
1. yai//o%os: 2. evvoaixOoJv, evvoviyatos: 3. Kvavoxairtjs : 4. evpvfxeSuv,

evpvKpeiiov, evpvaOevrjs: 5. {3apv<jp,apayos, (3apvSov7ros, (SapvKTVTros, epi~

KTVTTOS.

* Miiller, Proleg. 289.
c

II. ix. 158. 159.
d From a and elSio, to see. e UXovtos, wealth.
f Myth. Briefe, ii. 175. Heyne (on Apollod. p. 780.) is of opinion that it was

first given in the Mysteries. It is employed occasionally by the Attic dramatists

(Soph. Antig. 1200. Eur. Ale. 370. Aristoph. Plut. 727.), and became the pre-

valent one in later times, when Hades came to signify a place rather than a person.

It was very rarely used by the Latin writers.
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of the most celebrated in antiquity. He loved, we are told*,

and carried off to Erebos the Oceanis Leuce ; and when she

died, he caused a tree, named from her, {\ev/cv, white poplar,)

to spring up in the Elysian Fields. Another of his loves was

the nymph Mentha, whom Persephone out of jealousy turned

into the plant which bears her name b
.

Hades, Homer tells us c
, was once wounded in the shoulder

by the arrows of Heracles; but from the ambiguity of the

phrase used by the poet (eV ttvXo)) it is difficult to determine

the scene of the conflict. Some say it was at the gate of the

nether world, when the hero was sent to drag the dog of

Hades to the realms of day d
; others that it was in Pylos,

where the god was aiding his worshipers against the son of

Zeus e
.

The region over which Hades presides is represented in the

Ilias and in the Theogony f as being within the earth
:
in the

Odyssey B it is placed in the dark region beyond the stream

of Ocean. Its name is Erebos h
; the poets everywhere de-

scribe it as dreary, dark, and cheerless. The dead, without

distinction of good or evil, age or rank, wander about there,

conversing of their former state on earth : they are unhappy,

and they feel their wretched state acutely. Achilles, the son

of a goddess, declares to Odysseus that he would rather be a

day-labourer to the poorest cultivator on earth than a king

in those regions. They have no strength or power of mind

a Servius on Virg. Buc. vii. 61.

b Strabo, viii. 344. Sch. Nicand. Alex. 374. Oppian. Hal. iii. 486. Ovid,

Met. x. 730.
c

II. v. 395. seq.

« Sch. II. v. 395. 397. Sch. Od. xi. 605. Eudocia, 207. The other authorities

are collected by Heyne in his note on II. v. 397. Voss translates in this sense.

e Apollod. ii. 7, 3. Paus. vi. 25, 2. Seneca, Here. Furens, 560-5. See Pind.

01. ix. 50. with the Scholia. Heyne, Miiller, and Buttmann are in favour of this

sense of the phrase.

' II. iii. 278 ; ix. 568. seq. ; xx. 61. seq. ; xxiii. 100. Theog. 455. 767.

G Od. x. 508. seq. ; xi. 1. seq., 635. seq. ; xii. 81.

h It is well known that Hades became afterwards synonymous with Erebos (see

Appendix G.). Heyne (on II. viii. 368.) makes a strange mistake in saying that

Erebos lay between the Earth and Hades, beneath which was Tartaros. Passow

(v. epej3os) adopts this notion, and adds that Erebos was but a passage to Hades,

from which it is expressly distinguished in II. viii. 368. (as person and place cer-

tainly). It is plain that neither of these writers had correct ideas on this subject.
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or body a
. Some few, enemies of the gods, such as Sisyphos,

Tityos, Tantalos, are punished for their crimes, but not apart

from the rest of the deadb
. Nothing can be more gloomy and

comfortless than the whole aspect of the realm of Hades as

pictured in the Odyssey. It is in fact surprising, that men
who had such a dreary prospect before them should not have

been more attached to life, and more averse from war and

everything that might abridge its period, than the ancient

Greeks were c
.

In process of time, when communication with Egypt and

Asia had enlarged the sphere of the ideas of the Greeks, the

nether-world underwent a total change. It was now divided

into two separate regions : Tartaros, which in the time of

Homer and Hesiod was thought to lie far beneath it, and to

be the prison of the Titans, became one of these regions, and

the place of punishment for wicked men ; and Elysion, which

lay on the shore of the stream of Ocean, the retreat of the

children and relatives of the king of the gods, was moved
down thither to form the place of reward for good men. A
stream encompassed the domains of Hades d

, over which the

dead, on paying their passage-money {vavXov), were ferried

by Charon e
; the three-headed dog Cerberos guarded the

entrance*; and the three judges, Min6s, iEacos, and Rhada-

manthys, allotted his place of bliss or of pain to each of the

a Od. xi. 488.
b The genuineness of the passage (Od. xi. 568-630.) in which these personages

are mentioned was doubted by Aristarchus. Notwithstanding the arguments of

Payne Knight (Proleg. § xix.) in defence of it, we incline to the opinion of the

Alexandrian critic.

c See Plato, Rep. iii. 386. b. Voss, Anti-Symb. i. 203, 204. The ancient He-

brews seem also to have had gloomy ideas of Sheol, their under-world; the Celtic

and Germanic tribes the contrary.

d The river which was to be passed is mentioned in the Ilias (xxiii. 73.), but

that may have been the ocean-stream.
e The earliest mention of Charon in Grecian poetry seems to be in the ancient

poem of the Minyas, quoted by Pausanias, x. 28. See Pind. Fr. Incert. 30. iEschyl.

Seven ag. Thebes, 856-62. Again. 1568. Eur. Ale. 371. 451. Aristoph. Lys. 606.

Plut. 278. Frogs, 183.

f Apollod. ii. 5, 12. Homer (II. viii. 368.) mentions the dogoi Hades. Hesiod

(Th. 311.) names him Cerberos, and gives him fifty heads. See also Th. 769-773,

Others gave him one hundred heads. Horace, Carm. ii. 13, 34.
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dead who was brought before their tribunal 3
. The river of

Oblivion (6 7779 \rj0rj<: 7roTa//,o?) b was added to those of Ho-

mer's trans-Oceanic region c
, of whose waters the dead were

led to drink previous to their returning to animate other bo-

dies on earth d
. In the sixth book of Virgil's iEneis will be

found the richest and fullest description of the new-modified

under-world, and for those who love to trace the progress and

change of ideas, it will not be an uninteresting employment

to compare it Avith that in the eleventh book of Homer's

Odyssey. The poet Claudian e too has, with his usual ele-

gance, drawn a luxuriant description of the blissful scenes

which the under-world would present, to console and recon-

cile its future mistress.

In reading the ' portentous lies' (as they have well been

termed*) of the Egyptian priests on this subject, one is at a

loss which most to admire at, their audacity, or the credulity

of the Greeks. For the former asserted, and the latter be-

lieved, that Orpheus and Homer had both learned wisdom

on the banks of the Nile; and that the Erebos of Greece, and

all its parts, personages and usages, were but transcripts of

the mode of burial in Egypt. Here the corpse was, on pay-

ment of an obelos, conveyed by a ferryman (named Charon

in the language of Egypt) over the Acherusian lake, after it

had received its sentence from the judges appointed for that

purpose. Oceanos was but the Egyptian name of the Nile

;

the Gates of the Sun were merely those of Heliopolis ; and

Hermes, the conductor of souls s, was familiar to the Egyp-

a This is probably founded on the passage in the Odyssey (xi. 568.) where the

hero says he saw Minos judging in Erebos, but he only judged there as Orion

hunted, i. e. pursued his occupation as when on earth. According to the fine

mythe in Plato (Gorgias,523.), iEacos and Rhadamanthys sit at the point in the

mead (jpioStp) where the path branches off to the Isles of the Blest and to Tar-

taros (see Virg. JEn. vi. 540.) ; the former judges the dead from Europe, the latter

those from Asia. If any case proves too difficult for them, it is reserved for the

decision of Minos.

b Fluvius, amnis,flumen Lethmis-um, Virg. JEn. vi. 705, 714, 749.

c These were Acheron, Pyriphlegethon, and Cocytos. Od. x. 513, 514.

J Virg. Mn. ut supra. It is not known how or when the doctrine of the Me-

tempsychosis came into Greece. We first meet it in Pindar, 01. ii. 123. Fr. Thren. 4.

c De R. P. ii. 282. seq. See also Sil. Ital. xiii. 524. seq. and Tibul. i. 3. 59. seq.

f Lobeck, Aglaoph. 811. B See Od. xxiv. 1-14.
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tians; and thus they appropriated all the mythic ideas of

Greece. It may give some idea of their hardihood, to ob-

serve that they affirmed, on the authority of their sacred

books and temple-archives, that Orpheus, Musaeos, Melam-
pus and Doedalos—not one of whom probably ever existed

—had all visited Egypt a
. But enough of such mendacity

:

we should not have noticed it, were it not that the fashion of

tracing the religion and institutions of Greece to Egypt is not

yet extinct.

Before we quit Aidoneus and his realms, we must call at-

tention to the circumstance of mankind agreeing to place the

abode of departed souls either beneath the earth, or in the re-

mote regions of the West. The former notion, it is probable,

owes its origin to the simple circumstance of the mortal re-

mains of man being deposited by most nations in the bosom
of the earth ; and the habits of thinking and speaking which
thence arose, led to the notion of the soul also being placed

in a region within the earth. The calmness and stillness of

evening succeeding the toils of the clay, the majesty of the

sun sinking as it were to rest amid the glories of the western

sky, exert a powerful influence over the human mind, and
lead us almost insensibly to picture the West as a region of

bliss and tranquillity. The idea of its being the abode of the

departed good, where in calm islands they dwelt tf from every
ill remote/ was therefore an obvious one b

. Finally, the ana-

logy of the conclusion of the day and the setting of the sun
with the close of life, may have led the Greeks , or it may be
the Phoenicians, to place the dwelling of the dead in general

in the dark land on the western shore of Ocean.

Hades, we are told by Homer, possessed a helmet which
rendered its wearer invisible : it was forged for him by He-
phsestos, the later writers say, in the time of the war against

the Titans. Pallas Athene, when aiding Diomedes, wore it

a Diodor. i. 92, 96.
b The North American Indians place the happy hunting-grounds of the departed

far away beyond a stream in the West. The ideas of the Greenlanders, and of

some of the tribes of South America, are similar. See Volcker, H. G. 142.
c This notion seems almost peculiar to the Odyssey ; the only allusion to it that

we have met with elsewhere is in Sophocles ((Ed. Tyr. 176.), where Hades is

called ' the western god' (uktciv 7rp6s eairepov Oeov).
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to conceal her from Ares a
. When Perseus went on his ex-

pedition against the Gorgons, the helm of invisibility covered

his browsb. This helmet of Hades will find its parallel in

tales both of the East and the West, now consigned to the

nursery.

By artists, the god of the nether-world was represented si-

milar to his brothers, but he was distinguished from them by

his gloomy and rigid mien. • He usually bears a two-pronged

fork in his hand.

The poets called Hades c
, 1. Subterranean Zeus'1

; 2. People-

collecting', 3. Much-receivings 4. Gate-keeping ; 5. Laughter-

less; 6. Horse-renowned; 7- Untamed, or invincible; 8. Strong;

9. Hateful; 10. Cold; etc.

At Hermione in Argolis Hades was worshiped under the

name of Illustrious (k\v/jl€vo^) e
, and Persephone under that

of Subterrane (^dovCa) . The former would seem to have been

placatory, like Eumenides that of the Erinnyes.

The epithet People-collecting, or driving, seems to refer to an

office of Hades, which was afterwards transferred to Hermes.

In the original conception of the god of the under-world, he

was probably supposed to be himself the agent in removing

from the realms of day those who were to be his subjects.

Pindar speaks of the staff of Hades, with which he drives

down (fcardyet) the dead along the hollow way to Erebos f
.

It is also not unworthy of notice, that MacrobiusS, when

speaking of Euripides' drama of Alcestis, calls Death (@d-

varos), who comes to fetch away the heroine, Orcus, the Latin

a
II. v. 845. b Apollod. i. 6, 2.

c
1. Zeis KaTCf)(Qovw<i : 2. ayecri'Xaos : 3. 7roXvSeyfi(iJV, 7ro\vdeKTi]S : 4. irv-

XapTijs: 5. dyeXaaros : 6. kXvtuwojXos : 7. dddfiaaros: 8. 'icpOtfxos: 9. <ttv-

yepos: 10. icpvepos.

d We agree with Heyne and Payne Knight in regarding the line of the Ilias

(ix. 457.) where this epithet occurs as spurious. It is contrary to the analogy of

the whole poem. We however douht of the genuineness of much of this ninth

book.
e Paus. ii. 35. Ovid, Fast. vi. 757.

Adf.uiTpa neX7ra) Kopav re KXv/xevoio dXo\ov NeXifioidv.

Lasos of Hermione, Hymn to Demeter (Athen. x. 455 ; xiv. 624.).

Ty %9oviy [ivgtiku. ArjfiijTpi re kcu TlepcreQovy ku.1 KXvfievq) ra dwpa.

Philicos of Corcyra (Hephaestion, ch. ix.).

r 01. ix. 50. acq. Compare Simonidcs Fr. iv. 14. g Sat. v. 19.
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name of Pluto. In this drama we meet the first mention of

a very remarkable notion of the Greeks. The dead seem to

have been regarded in the light of victims offered to Hades a
;

and as it was the custom in commencing a sacrifice to pluck

some hairs from the forehead of the victim and burn them on

the altar, so Death is here represented as coming to cut off a

lock of the hair of Alcestisb . Of this rite, however, no other

mention is, we believe, to be found in Grecian literature. If

we may trust to the Latin poets c
, the duty of performing it

belonged to Persephone, a view which seems to contradict all

analogy.

'Icnla,
f

EcrTta. Vesta.

An idea of the sanctity of the domestic hearth {karla), the

point of assembly of the family, and the symbol of the social

union, gave the Greeks occasion to fancy it to be under the

guardianship of a peculiar deity, whom they named from it,

Hestia. This goddess does not appear in the poem of Ho-
mer, though he had abundant opportunities of noticing her.

By Hesiod d she is said to have been the daughter of Kronos
and Rhea.

The hymn to Aphrodite relates that Hestia, Artemis, and
Athena were the only goddesses who escaped the power of

the queen of love. When wooed by Poseidon and Apollo,

Hestia, placing her hand on the head of Zeus, vowed perpe-

tual virginity. Zeus, in place of marriage, gave her to sit in

the middle of the house e receiving fat/ and to be honoured

in all the temples of the gods.

In the Prytaneion of every Grecian city stood the hearth,

on which the sacred fire flamed, and where the offerings were

made to Hestia e
. In that of Athens there was a statue of the

goddess f
.

a " Victima nil miserantis Orci."

—

Hor. Carm. ii. 3, 24.

b v. 74. seq.

c Virg. JEn. iv. 698. seq. Hor. Carra. i. 28. 19, 20. Stat. Silv. ii. 1. 147.

d Theog. 454. e Pind. Nem. xi. 1. seq. f Paus. i. 18, 3.
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Chapter VII.

HERA :—ARES, HEPHiESTOS, HEBE.

"Hprj/'Hpa. Juno,

In Homer this goddess is one of the children of Kronos and

Rhea, and wife and sister to Zeus a
. When the latter placed

his sire in Tartaros, Rhea committed Hera to the care of

Oceanos and Tethys, by whom she was carefully nurtured in

their grotto-palace b . She and Zeus had however previously

' mingled in love' unknown to their parents . Hesiod, who

gives her the same parents, says that she was the last spouse

of Zeus d
. According to the Argive legend, Zeus, who had

long secretly loved his sister, watched one day when she was

out walking alone near Mount Thronax, and raising a great

storm of wind and rain fled shivering and trembling, under

the form of a cuckoo, to seek shelter on the knees of the un-

suspecting maiden. She covered the poor bird, as she thought

him, with her mantle, and Zeus then resuming his proper

form accomplished his wishes. But when she had implored

him in the name of her mother to spare her, he gave her a

solemn promise to make her his wife e
,—a promise which he

faithfully performed. Henceforth the hill Thronax was named

Coccygion (Cuckoo-hill) e
.

In the Ilias (for she does not appear in the Odyssey) Hera,

as the queen of Zeus, shares in his honours. The god is re-

presented as a little in awe of her tongue, yet daunting her

by his menaces. On one occasion he reminds her how once,

when she had raised a storm, which drove his son Heracles

out of his course at sea, he tied her hands together and sus-

pended her with anvils at her feet between heaven and earth f
;

and when her son Hephaestos would aid her, he flung him down
from OlymposS. In this poem the goddess appears dwelling in

a
II. iv. 59. b

II. xiv. 202. seq.
c

II. xiv. 295.

d Theog. 921. e Sch. Theocr. xv. 64. from Aristotle. Paus. ii. 17. 4.

f
II. xv. 18. seq. g

II. i. 590. seq. compared with xv. 22.
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peace and harmony with Leto, Dione, Themis and their chil-

dren : later poets speak much of the persecution which Leto
underwent from the enmity of Hera, who also,, as shall here-

after be related, made Io, Semele, Alcmena and other women,
pay dear for their intrigues with the Olympian king.

The children of Zeus and Hera were Ares, Hebe, the Eilei-

thyiae, to which some added the Graces a
. Hephrestos was

the progeny of Hera without a sire; she was also said to

have given origin to the monster Typhaon b
.

In the mythic cycles of Dionysos and Heracles Hera acts

a prominent part as the persecutor of the heroes of them, who
were the offspring of Zeus by mortal mothers. In like man-
ner, as the goddess of Argos, she is active in the cause of the

Achaeans in the war of < Troy divine/ In the Argonautic

cycle she was the protecting deity of the adventurous Iason.

There is, in fact, none of the Olympian deities more decidedly

Grecian in feeling and character than this goddess.

The chief seats of the worship of Hera were Argos, Samos,
and Plataea. She was also honoured at Sparta, Corinth,

Corcyra, and other places. The victims offered to her were

kine, ewe-lambs and sows. The willow, the pomegranate,

the dittany, the lily, were her sacred plants. Among birds,

the cuckoo, and afterwards the gaudy stately peacock, were
appropriated to the Olympian queen.

According to the legend the goddess herself formed this

last bird from the many-eyed Argos, whom she had set as

keeper over the transformed Io. Moschus c (in whom we first

meet this legend), when describing the basket which Europa
had in her hand when, as she was gathering flowers, she was
carried off by Zeus, says,

Around beneath the curved basket's rim

Was Hermes form'd, and near to him lay stretch'd

Argos, with ever-sleepless eyes supplied
;

Out of whose purple blood was rising up
A bird, whose wings with many colours glow'd :

Spreading his tail, like a swift-sailing ship,

The golden basket's edge he cover'd o'er.

Coluth. Rapt. Hel. 88. 173. b Horn. Hymn ii. 127. seq.

Idyll, ii. 55. seq.
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Ovid a says that Hera planted the eyes of Argos in the tail

of her favourite bird; and Nonnus b asserts that Argos him-

self was turned into this bird.

The peacock (ram), we must observe, was unknown in

the days of Homer, when, as we have already shown, the gods

had not as yet any favourite animals. It is an Indian bird,

and was according to Theophrastus introduced into Greece

from the East c
. Peafowl were first brought to Samos, where

they were kept at the temple of Hera ; and gradually the le-

gend was spread that Samos was their native place, and that

they were the favourite birds of its goddess. The comic poet

Antiphanes, a contemporary of Socrates, says d
,

'Tis said the phoenixes are all born in

The City of* the Sun ; at Athens, owls
;

Excellent pigeons Cyprus hath ; and Hera

Of Samos owns, they say, the golden breed

Of birds, the fair-form'd much-admired peafowl.

Whole flocks of them were fed in the sacred grove of the

goddess. They were gradually but slowly spread through

Greece. The later poets yoked them to the chariot of Hera:

thus e
,

The sea-gods granted : in her easy car,

By painted peafowl drawn, Saturnia moves

Through the clear air.

Few passages in the Ilias are more celebrated than the fol-

lowing picture of the love-union of Zeus and Hera on the

summit of Ida f
:

He said ; and in his arms Kronion seized

His spouse. Beneath them bounteous earth sent up

Fresh-growing grass : there dewy lotus rose,

Crocus and hyacinth, both thick and soft,

Which raised them from the ground. On this they lay,

And o'er them spread a golden cloud and fair,

And glittering drops of dew fell all around.

This is, we think justly, regarded as a sportive adaptation

by the epic poet of an ancient physical mythe of the union of

Zeus and Hera (heaven and earth, as we shall presently show)

a Met. i. 722. b Dionys. xii. 72.
c

Its Persian name at the present day is Taous.

1 Athen. xiv. G55. e Ovid, Met. ii. 531. f II. xiv. 364.
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in spring-time producing vegetation. It is in effect the Sa-

cred Marriage (lepbs ydfios) of these deities, which, as we will

now proceed to explain, was represented in those places where

Hera was principally worshiped.

We have above related the Argive legend in which the

cuckoo, the herald of the spring, appears as the agent in the

loves of the two deities. There was a fount at Nauplia near

Argos named Canachos, by bathing in which Hera, the le-

gend said, renewed each year her virginity a
. In the temple

of this goddess near Mycenae (in which stood her statue, the

far-famed labour of Polycleitos) was shown her bedb
; a stream

called Asterion ran by the temple, and on its banks grew the

plant of the same name, which was used for weaving the

(bridal ?) coronals of the goddess . The garland of Hera was

termed irvXecov by the Spartans, and was formed of the plant

named Kyperos, and of the Helichrysos, which is of the same

genus with the Asterion d
. At Argos there was a temple of

Hera, Antheia (Flowery) e
. In all these usages and circum-

stances the idea of the marriage of Hera, and its being the

cause of the spring of plants, may, we think, be discerned.

The tradition of Stymphalos in Arcadia was f
, that Hera

had been brought up there by Temenos, who raised three

temples to her, under the names of Virgin, Married (reXeia),

and Widow ; the first while she was a maid, the second when
she married Zeus, the third when she separated from him.

The real cause of these names will however appear from a

comparison of this legend with the one just given, and with

those which are to follow.

At Samos the temple of Hera stood on the banks of the Im-

brasos, and within its precincts was shown a willow (\v705),

beneath whose shade, according to the temple-legend, the

goddess was borns. Another name of the Imbrasos was said

to be Parthenios h
. Every year an ancient wooden image

(fipiras) of Hera disappeared from the temple ; it was then

diligently sought for, and was always found on the sea-shore

a Paus. ii. 38. 2.
b Id. ii. 17. 3.

c
Id. ii. 17. 2.

d Alcman Fr. 29.
e Paus. ii. 22. 1. { Id. viii. 22. 2.

g Id. vii. 4. 4.

h Sch. Apoll. Ill), i. 187. Aiti tu t-KtiJ TrapOevov ovaav rerpcKpQai Tt)v"l\pav.
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bound to a willow, whose longest branches were drawn down

so as to envelope it. The priestess then loosed it ; it was

washed ; a kind of cakes were set before it, and it was brought

back to the temple a
. In this ceremony also may be discerned

a reference to the marriage of Hera. The disappearance of the

image looks like the carrying away of the betrothed maiden

;

the willow bed, for such it apparently is, refers perhaps to the

chastity of the goddess, the willow being regarded as a great

promoter of this virtueb ; she is bound to it probably to pre-

vent her flight from Zeus. The cakes may have had some

analogy with the confarreatio of the Romans , or our own

usage of bride-cakes. In the temple there was a statue of

the goddess in the bridal-dress d
, and a new bridal-robe was

woven for it every year e
.

Like most of the usages and ceremonies of Greece, this

Samian custom was pragmatised f
. The temple, it was said,

had been built by the Lelegians and the Nymphs ; Admeta,

daughter of Eurystheus, fled thither from Argos ; the goddess

appeared in a vision to her, and she became priestess of the

temple. Some Tyrrhenian pirates, at the instigation of the

Argives, stole the image, in order to draw down the ven-

geance of the people on Admeta. But lo ! their ship became

motionless when the sacred image was brought on board. In

terror the pirates carried it back to the shore, and made an

offering of cakes to appease it. They then departed, and next

day the rude ignorant people of the isle, in their search after

it, finding it on the sea-shore, thought it had run away of

itself, and bound it to a willow to prevent its doing so again.

Admeta then loosed it and restored it to its place in the temple,

and hence it was said arose the annual ceremony.

In the name Admeta, it will be observed, we have here

again a reference to the chastity of the goddess. The ma-

king her an Argive, and daughter of Eurystheus, appears also

to intimate that the worship of Hera came to Samos from

Argos, and that it belonged to the ante-Dorian period.

* Menodotos ap. Athen. xv. p. 672. b Plin. H. N. xxiv. 9.

c " Novseque nnptse farreum prseferebant."—Plin. H. N. xviii. 3.

tl " Nubentis habitu."—Varro.
e In Elis it was woven every fifth year. Pans. v. 16. 2. * Atben. vt sup.
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In Boeotia the popular mythe had taken a somewhat dif-

ferent view of the character of Hera, and she appears as the

jealous wife, such as she is represented in the Ilias.

Hera, the legend said, offended for some cause or another

with Zeus, renounced his bed and society. The god in per-

plexity sought advice from the autochthon Alalcomenos, and
by his counsel gave out that he was going to marry another

;

and cutting down a handsome tree, they shaped it into the
form of a woman, naming it Daedala, and arrayed it in the
bridal habit. The bridal hymn was sung, the nymphs of the
Triton furnished the bath, Boeotia gave pipes and dances,
and the pretended bride was placed on a car drawn by kine.

When this reached the ears of Hera she could not contain
herself, but coming down in a rage from Cithaeron, followed
by the women of Plataea, she rushed to the car, seized the
supposed bride, and tore off her dress. Then discovering the
cheat, she became reconciled to her lord, and with joy and
laughter took herself the place of the bride, and committed
the image to the flames a

.

This legend was invented to explain the origin of a national
festival of Boeotia named the Daedala. Of this there were
two kinds, the Small, celebrated every seven, the Great, every
sixty years. According to Pausanias, there was a wood near
Alalcomenae where grew the finest oaks in Boeotia, to which
the Plataeans repaired, and setting some dressed meat before
it, and wa.tching the ravens, marked which of them took the
meat, and on what tree he sat. They then cut down that
tree, and made an image from it. It is probable that the
other cities of Boeotia did the same ; and this was called
the Little Daedala. When the time of the Great Daedala
came, there were fourteen images ready (one for each of the
cities of Boeotia), with which they repaired to the banks of
the Asopos. Each image was placed on a car, and a bride-
maid (w^evrpta) set beside it. The procession then moved
on, each car taking its place by lot, and ascended to the sum-
mit of Cithaeron, where an altar of wood stood ready pre-
pared

;
a bull was there sacrificed to Zeus, and a cow to Hera;

wine and perfumes, and other victims, were cast on the altar,

a
Plut. Fr. ix. 6. Paus. ix. 3. 41.
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as also were the images, and the whole was set on fire, and a

flame thus raised which was visible to a great distanced

From the very confused account of this festival which has

been transmitted to us, it is a matter of much difficulty to

ascertain its real character. It seems most probable, how-

ever, that it was designed to form an astronomical cycle, and

to serve as a calendar of time, and also to operate as a bond

of union among the Boeotian states. For our present pur-

pose it is sufficient to remark the union expressed in it of

Zeus and Hera, and the sacrifice of the bull and cow to these

deities.

There was another legend of Zeus and Hera, of which Ci-

thaeron was also the scene. The maiden Hera, it said, was

reared in Eubcea ; but Zeus stole her away, and Cithaeron

gave him a shady cavern to conceal her in. When her nurse

Macris came in quest of her charge and wanted to search the

cavern, Cithaeron would not permit her, saying that Zeus was

abiding there with Leto. The nurse then went away, and

Hera in consequence of this associated Leto with herself in

her temple and altar under the title Of-the-Recess (M^ta) b
.

Here again we meet the Sacred Marriage performed in se-

cret, as at Argos. In Eubcea Hera was called Virgin {Jl&p-

6evo<s) c
; and a place there sacred to her was named Parthe-

nion. Macris (which we find personified in the legend) was

a name of that island.

The marriage of Zeus and Hera was viewed as the pattern

of those of mankind, and the goddess was held to preside

over the nuptial league. Hence she was named the Yoker

(Zvyta), the Consecrator (TeXeta), the Marriage-goddess (Ta-

fju/jXcos).

As we have already hinted, we are inclined to assent to the

opinion of those who view in Zeus the heaven, and in Hera

the earth, and regard this holy marriage so continually re-

newed, and of which the memory was kept up in so many
places, as that of heaven and earth in the spring of each re-

turning year, when the showers descend, and foliage, herbage,

and flowers cover the face of nature d
. As the earth exhi-

a Paus. ut .supra. b Pint. Fr. ix. 3.
c Eustath. II. ii. p. 286.

d Sec Welcker in Schwcnk. 267. seq.
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bits no symptoms of becoming effete, but brings forth her

progeny with undiminished vigour in each succeeding year,

the early sages of Greece devised the mythe of the perpetually

renewed virginity of the goddess. The physical union of

earth and heaven is, we think, plainly discernible in the

beautiful passage of Homer above noticed. It is given with-

out any disguise by Euripides a
, in whose time the deities of

the popular creed were generally regarded as personifications

of physical objects and powers ; and he has been imitated by

the Latin Epicurean poets Lucretius b and VirgiK

The consecration of the cow to Hera is also to be consi-

dered as a proof of her being regarded as the earth ; for in

the religion of the ancient Germans (which was akin to that

of the Greeks) the cow was assigned to the service of the

goddess Hertha, or Earth. At Argos the chariot in which

the priestess of Hera rode was drawn by oxen d
, so too were

the cars in the procession of the Daedala, where a cow also

was the victim. It has likewise been supposed, not without

reason, that the ancient epithet of the goddess, Ox-eyed or

Cow-eyed (J3o&ins), refers to this connection between her

and that animal e
.

Hera was represented by Polycleitos seated on a throne,

holding in one hand a pomegranate, the emblem of fecundity;

in the other a sceptre, with a cuckoo on its summit f
. Her

air is dignified and matronly, her forehead broad, her eyes

large, and her arms finely formed ; she is dressed in a tunic

and mantle.

a FaTa ney'iGTi) kcli Aws al6r]p'

'O nkv av9pw7ru)v Kai 9eu>v yevtrup,

'H d' vypo(36\ovs arayovas votiovs

Tlapade^afiev?] tiktci OvciTOVi,

Tiktsl Oc- fiopav (pv\d re 6i]pu>v"

"06ev ovk ddiKuis

Mr]Tt]p ttuvtiov vevofiKTTai.—Frag, of Chrysippos.

b De Rer. Nat. i. 251. seq. ; ii. 991. seq. This poet nearly translates the pre-

ceding lines of Euripides.
c See the heautiful passage, Geor. ii. 325. seq.

d Herod, i. 31. Cows were also sacred to the Egyptian Isis {Id. ii. 41.), whom
he identifies with Demeter (ii. 156.).

c Midler, Proleg. 262. He renders it cow-formed with reference to Io.
f Paus. ii. 17. 4.
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By Homer and Hesiod Hera is styled a
, 1. Ox-eyed', 2.

JVIdte-armed ; 3. Gold-seated-, 4. Gold-shod.

The origin of the name Hera is somewhat difficult to de-

termine. We may venture to reject the derivations from arjp,

air, and from ipdco, to loveh, of which the former refers to a

physical theory, according to which Hera was the air and

Zeus the aether ; and the latter to that part of her character

by which she was the goddess presiding over the nuptial

union. As the goddess of the earth in the religion of Argos,

her name would seem to come very simply from epa, earth

;

yet there is great plausibility in the theory of
r/Hpa being the

feminine of "Hpcos, anciently
r/

H^o? c
, and that they answered

to each other as the Latin herus, hera, and the German Herr,

Herrin, and therefore signified Master and Mistress d
. It is

possible, however, that the two derivations may in a certain

sense be correct. The goddess may have been originally

merely Earth, and then, as she separated from the object over

which she presided and became the Olympian queen, she may
have been regarded as the great Mistress e

.

"Apr]?. Mars.

Ares, the god of war, was the son of Zeus and Hera f
. His

delight was in tumult and strife
;
yet his wild fury was always

forced to yield to the skill and prudence of Pallas-Athene,

guided by whom Diomedes wounds and drives him from the

battle? ; and in the conflict of the godsh, this goddess herself

strikes him to the earth with a stone. To give an idea of his

huge size and strength, the poet says in the former case that

he roared as loud as nine or ten thousand men ; and in the

latter, that he covered seven plethra of ground.

11 1. /3ow7ri<? : 2. \eu(cu»\ej'os : 3. xP V(ToOpovos : 4. xpv<joireoi\os.
b Plato, Cratyl. 404.
c The "Epos of Hesiod is "Epws in the subsequent writers.

d Miiller, Proleg. 244. Bottiger, Kunst-Myth. ii. 222, 223. Ae<nroiva and

dva vera were titles frequently given to the goddesses; the former in particular

belonged to Demeter and her daughter.
e For further information on the subject of Hera the reader is referred to

Welcker, ut supra, and to Bottiger's Kunst-Myth. ii. 213. seq.

f 11. v. 892. 896. Thcog. 922. * II. v. 855. h
II. xxi. 391.
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Terror and Fear (Ae^to? and <X>o/3o?), the sons of Ares, and
Strife ("E/w) his sister, accompany him to the field when
he seeks the battle a

. Another of his companions is Enyo b

(Evvco), the daughter of Phorcys and Keto c according to

Hesiod, a war-goddess answering to the Bellona of the Ro-
mans. The name Enyalios, which is frequently given to him
in the Ilias d, corresponds Avith hers.

The figurative language, which expresses origin and resem-
blance by terms of paternity, gave a mortal progeny to Ares.

As a person who came by sea was figuratively called a son of
Poseidon, so a valiant warrior was termed a son, or, as it is

sometimes expressed by Homer, a branch or shoot of Ares
(o&s "ApTjos). But the only tale of his amours related at any
length by the poets is that of his intrigue with Aphrodite.

Ares—so sang Demodocos to the Phaeacianse—lovedAphro-
dite, and often visited her in the absence of her unsightly hus-

band. These visits were not unobserved by Helios (for what
can escape the piercing eye of the Sun-god ?), and he gave

information to the injured artist. Hephasstos dissembled his

rage, and going to his workshop forged a net so subtile as to

be invisible, so strong as to be infrangible by even the god of

war. He disposed it in such a manner as to catch the lovers:

then feigning a journey, set out as it were for Lemnos. Ares,

who was on the watch, flew to his expecting mistress : the

heedless lovers were caught in the net : the Sun-god gave no-
tice ; the husband returned, and standing at his door called

all the gods to come and behold the captives. The dwellers

of Olympos laughed heartily, and some jokes were passed on
the occasion. Poseidon however took no part in the mirth,

but drawing Hephaestos aside pressed him to accommodate
the affair. The artist, doubtful of the honour of the soldier,

was loath to assent, till Poseidon pledged himself to see him
paid. He then yielded, and released his prisoners. Ares
hastened away to his favourite region of Thrace : Aphrodite
fled to hide her shame in her beloved isle of Cyprus.

This tale is an evident interpolation in the part of the

a
II. iv. 440. «> II. v. 333. « Theog> 273.

d
II. vii. 166; viii. 264; xiii. 519; xvii. 259; xviii. 339; xx. 69; xxii. 132.

e Od. viii. 266. seq. Ovid, A. A. ii. 561.
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Odyssey where it occurs. Its date is uncertain ; but the lan-

guage, the ideas, and the state of society which it supposes,

might almost lead us to assign its origin to a comparatively

late period. It may be, as is generally supposed, an ancient

physical mythe, or rather a combination of two such mythes

;

for beauty might naturally have been made the spouse of the

god from whose workshop proceeded so many elegant produc-

tions of art, and, as we are about to show, another physical

view led to the union of Ares and Aphrodite. Still we can-

not avoid regarding the present tale rather as a sportive effu-

sion of Grecian wit and satire. In Greece, as everywhere

else, wealth and beauty were occasionally united in wedlock

;

and there too, as elsewhere, martial renown and showy exte-

rior were passports to the hearts of the fair. If the tale was

framed on the coast of Asia, wr
e know that warfare was fre-

quent enough among the Grecian cities there to allow of re-

putation being gained by deeds of valour a
.

To the above tale has also been appended by later writers

a legendary origin of the cock (ake/cTpvcov). It is said that

Alectryon was a youth whom Ares placed to watch while he

was with Aphrodite; and, for neglect of his task, he was

changed by the angry god into the bird of his name b
.

Hesiod says c that Harmonia [Order) was the daughter of

Ares and Aphrodite. This has evidently all the appearance

of a physical mythe, for from Love and Strife (i. e. attraction

and repulsion) it is clear, arises the order or harmony of the

universe d
. Terror and Fear are also said by Hesiod e to have

been the offspring of Ares and Aphrodite, of whose union

with Hephaestos (to whom he gives a different spouse) he

seems to have known nothing. In the Ilias we may observe

that Ares and Aphrodite are spoken of as brother and sister,

much in the same manner as Apollo and Artemis f
.

The best known of the children of this god by mortal women
are Ascalaphos and IalmenosS, G^nomaos king of Pisa, Dio-

medes of Thrace, Cycnos, Phlegyas, Dryas, Parthenopaeos,

a See Herod, vi. 42. b Lucian, Alectr. Eudocia, 34. c Theog. 937.
d Plut. de Is. et Os. 48. Arist. Pol. ii. 6. Macrob. Sat. i. 19. Welcker, Kret.

Kol. 40.
e Thcog. 934. ' II. v. 359. seg. ; xxi. 416. seg. * II. ii. 512.
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and Tereus. He was also said to be the sire of Meleagros

and other hero-princes of ^Etolia a .

The Hill of Ares ("Apeto? 7rdyos), at Athens, is said to

have derived its appellation from the following circumstance.

Halirrhothios, a son of Poseidon, had offered violence to Al-

cippe, the daughter of Ares. Her father killed the offender,

and he was summoned by Poseidon before a court of justice

for the murder. The trial was held on this hill, the twelve

gods sat as judges, and Ares was acquittedb . Another tra-

dition derived the name of the hill from the Amazons having

there offered sacrifices to Ares, their sire c
. It is quite mani-

fest therefore that the real origin of the name was unknown.
The temples and images of Ares were not numerous. He

is represented as a warrior, of a severe menacing air, dressed

in the heroic style, with a cuirass on, and a round Argive

shield on his arm. His arms are sometimes borne by his

attendants.

The epithets of Ares were all significative of war. He was
styled by Homer and Hesiod^ 1. Blood-stained ; 2. Shield-

borer; 3. Man-slaying; 4. Town-destroyer ; 5. Gold-helmed;

6. Brazen; % People-rouser ; 8. Impetuous, etc.

The name Ares ("Ap^s) would seem to be connected with

dvyp, apprjv and apery {valour), and therefore to be significant

of the character of the god. But some late critics seem rather

to look to epa, earth, for its origin, and to regard him as

having been one of the telluric powers in the Pelasgian creed,

and to think that, like those of Hermes and Pallas-Athene, his

character changed with the change of manners in Greece e
.

r

'H(£a£<rro?. Vulcanus.

Hephaestos, the Olympian artist, is in Homer the son of

Zeus and Hera f
. According to Hesiods he was the son of

3 For all these sons of Ares see Apollodorus, passim.
b Apollod. iii. 14. Sch. Eur. Orest. 1665.

c
yEschyl. Sup. 683-8.

d 1. /xiai(povos: 2. pivoropos: 3. dvSpei(p6vT7)s, fiporoXoiyus: 4. TrroXnropOos:

5. xpu<7eo7r//\r/£: 6. ^aX/ceos : 7. Xaorrcoos : 8. Govpos.
c Welcker in Schwenk. 292. seq. Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 79.

f
II. i. 572, 578. E Theog. 927.
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Hera alone, who was unwilling to be outdone by Zeus when

he had given birth to Pallas-Athene. He was born lame,,

and his mother was so displeased at the sight of him that she

flung him from Olympos. The Ocean-nymph Eurynome and

the Nereis Thetis saved and concealed him in a cavern be-

neath the Ocean, where during nine years he employed him-

selfin manufacturing for them various ornaments and trinketsa .

We are not informed how his return to Olympos was effected,

but we find him in the Ilias firmly fixed there ; and all the

houses, furniture, ornaments, and arms of the Olympians

were the work of his hands.

It would be an almost endless task to enumerate all the

articles formed by Hephaestos ; we shall however notice some

of the chief of them. One thing is remarkable concerning

them, that they were all made of the various metals ; no

wood, or stone, or any other substance, entering into their

composition : they were moreover frequently endowed with

automatism.

All the habitations of the gods on Olympos were made by

Hephaestos, and were all composed of metal ; as also were

their chariots and arms. He made armour for Achilleus and

other mortal heroes b . The fatal collar of Harmonia was the

work of his hands c
. The brass-footed, brass-throated, fire-

breathing bulls of iEetes king of Colchis were the gift of He-

phaestos to ^Eetes' father Helios d
; and he made for Alcinoos,

king of the Phaeacians, the gold and silver dogs which guarded

his house e
. For himself he formed the golden maidens, who

waited on him, and whom he endowedwith reason and speech f
.

He gave to Minos, king of Crete, the brazen man Talos, who
each day compassed his island three times, to guard it from

the invasion of strangers?. The brazen cup in which the

Sun-god and his horses and chariot are carried round the

earth every night was also the work of this god h
.

The only instances we meet of Hephaestos' working in any

a
II. xviii. 394. seq. b

II. viii. 195.
c Apollod. iii. 4, 3. d April. Kh. iii. 230.
e

Ocl. vii. 91. Nitzsch in loc. f II. xviii. 419.
g Apollod. i. 9, 26. See Part II. chap. xii. Minos.
h Sec above, p. 54.
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other substance than metal are in Hesiod, where at the com-
mand of Zeus he forms Pandora of earth and water% and
where he uses gypsum and ivory in the formation of the

shield which he makes for Heracles b
. That framed by him

for Achilleus in the Ilias is all of metal.

In the Ilias c the wife of Hephaestos is named Charis; in

Hesiod d
, Aglaia, the youngest of the Charites; in the inter-

polated tale in the Odyssey, Aphrodite the goddess of beauty e
.

He is said to have asked Pallas-Athene in marriage of Zeus,

who gave him permission to win her if he could. Hephaestos

was a rough wooer, and attempted to offer violence to the

goddess. An Athenian legend refers the birth of Erichthonios,

one of the mythic kings of Attica, to this circumstanced

The favourite haunt of Hephaestos on earth was the isle of

Lemnos. It was here he fell when flung from heaven by Zeus
for attempting to aid his mother Hera, whom Zeus had
suspended in the air with anvils fastened to her feet. As
knowledge of the earth advanced, iEtna=, Hiera (one of the

Liparaean isles) h
, and all other places where there was sub-

terranean fire, were regarded as the forges of Hephaestos

;

and the Cyclopes were associated with him as his assistants.

In Homer, when Thetis wants Hephaestian armour for her
son, she seeks Olympos, and the armour is fashioned by the
artist-god with his own hand. In the Augustan age, Venus
prevails on her husband, the master-smith, to furnish her son
^Eneas with arms ; and he goes down from Heaven to Hiera,
and directs his men the Cyclopes to execute the order 1

. It

is thus that mythology changes with modes of life.

Hephaestos and Pallas-Athene are frequently joined to-

gether as the communicators to men of the arts which em-
bellish life and promote civilization k . The philosophy of this

view of the two deities is correct and elegant.

a Works and Days, 60.
b Shield of Hercules, 141. Thiersch and Gottling, we think, justly regard

vv. 141-317 as the interpolation of a poet of a much later age.
c n. xviii. 382. d Theog. 945. e See above, p. 105.
f See below, Part II. chap. vi. e ^sch _ Prom 366
h Strabo, vi. 2. Sch. Apoll. Rh. hi. 42. i .Eneis, viii. 407. seq.
k Od. vi. 233 ;

xxiii. 160. Horn. Hymn xx. Plato, Politic, p. 177. Volcker,
Myth, der Jap. 21. seq.
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The artist-god is usually represented as of ripe age, with a

serious countenance and muscular form : his hair hangs in

curls on his shoulders. He generally appears with hammer

and tongs at his anvil, in a short tunic, and his right arm

bare, sometimes with a pointed cap on his head. The Cy-

clopes are occasionally placed with him.

The poetic epithets of Hephaestos were derived either from

his lameness or from his skill. He was called a
, 1. Both-feet-

lame; 2. Lame-foot, or Bow-legged; 3. Feeble; 4. Renowned

Artist; 5. Very-renowned; 6. Wise, etc.

Hephaestos must have been regarded originally as simply

the fire-god, a view of his character which we find even in

the Ilias b . Fire being the great agent in reducing and work-

ing the metals, the fire-god naturally became an artist. The

former was probably Hephaestos' Pelasgian, the latter his

Achaean character. The simplest derivation of his name

therefore seems to be that which, regarding the first letter as

euphonic, and Hephaestos as Phaestos (QalaTos), deduces it

from <f)doo, to give light .

"HftTj. Juventas. Youth.

Hebe was one of the children of Zeus and Hera d
. In

Olympos she appears as a kind of maid-servant ; she hands

round the nectar at the meals of the gods e
; she makes ready

the chariot of Hera f
, and she bathes and dresses Ares when

his wound has been cured s. When Heracles was assumed to

the abode of the gods, Youth was given to him in marriage 11
.

a
Ldfitpiyvifeis: 2. kvXXo7to^iujv: 3. i^7redav6s: 4. KXvrorexv7]s, KXwoepyos :

5. dyaicXvTbs, TrepucXwos : 6. ttoXv/jItjtis, 7roXv<ppu>v.

b II. xx. 73 ; xxi. 330. seq. His name is also synonymous with fire, ix. 4 68 ;

xvii. 88 ; xxiii. 33.

c Plato, Cratyl. 407.

d Od. xi. 004. Hes. Th. 922. Her parentage is not mentioned in the Ilias.

Ovid, we know not on what authority, calls her (Met. ix. 415.) the step-daughter

of Zeus.
e

II. iv. 2. (Heyne in loc.)
f II. v. 722.

B II. v. 905. This, however, was not a servile office ; the daughter of Nestor

renders it to Telemachos, Od. iii. 464.
h Od. xi. 604.
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It was apparently to bring the life of the gods more into

harmony with that of men, that the office of cup-bearer was
afterwards transferred to Ganymedes a

. Alcaeus and Sappho
give it to Hermes, the celestial herald b

, it being the office of

the heralds in Homer. A poet named Capito bestowed it

(we know not for what reason) on Harmoniac
.

At Phlius in the Peloponnese a goddess- was worshiped,

whom the ancient Phliasians, Pausanias says d
, called Gany-

mede, but in his time she was named Hebe. Strabo says e

that Hebe was worshiped at Phlius ,and Sicyon under the

name of Dia. It is not improbable that from the name of

Ganymedes {Joy-promoter), so well suited to a cup-bearer, a

feminine title had been formed for Hebe.

Hebe was called by the poets f
, 1. Fair-ankled ; 2. Gold-

wreathed-, 3. Bright-limbed,

a
II. xx. 234 ; in direct opposition with iv. 2. b Athen. x. 425.

c
Id. ib. d Paus. ii. 13, 3.

e Strabo, viii. G.
f

1. Ka\\iff(pvpos : 2. xpu<ro<7Te0avos : 3. dyXaoyvws.
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Chapter VIII.

LETO :—PHCEBOS-APOLLO, ARTEMIS.

Atjtco. Latona.

Leto was daughter of the Titans Coios and Phoebe a
. In

Homerb she appears as one of the wives of Zeus, and there

occur no traces of enmity between her and Hera. Posterior

poets, however, fable much of the persecution she underwent

from that goddess . Her children by Zeus were Phcebos-

Apollo, and Artemis.

While wandering from place to place with her children,

Leto, says a legend most prettily told by Ovid d
, arrived in

Lycia. The sun was shining fiercely, and the goddess was

parched with thirst. She saw a pool, and knelt down at it

to drink. Some clowns, who were there cutting sedge and

rushes, refused to allow her to slake her thirst. In vain the

goddess entreated, representing that water was common to all,

and appealing to their compassion for her babes. The brutes

were insensible : they not only mocked at her distress, but

jumped into and muddied the water. The goddess, though

the most gentle of her race, was roused to indignation : she

raised her hand to heaven and cried, " May you live for ever

in that pool!" Her wish was instantly accomplished, and

the churls were turned into frogs.

Niobe, the daughter of Tantalos and wife of Amphion,

proud of her numerous offspring, ventured to set herself be-

fore Leto : the offended goddess called upon her children

Apollo and Artemis, and soon Niobe was by the arrows of

a See above, p. 64.

b
II. xxi. 499.

c Hesiod also could have known nothing of this enmity, as (Th. 918.) he makes

her marriage with Zeus precede that of Hera.
d Met. vi. 313. seq. from Nicander; see Anton. Lib. 35. Virgil also seems to

allude to it, Geor. i. 378. This is surely one of those legends which are mere

sports of fancy.
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these deities made a childless mother, and stiffened into stone

with griefa .

Tityos, the son of Earth or of Zeus and Elara, happened
to see Leto one time as she was going to Pytho. Inflamed
with love he attempted to offer her violence : the goddess
called to her children for aid, and he soon lay slain by their

arrows. His punishment did not cease with life: vultures

preyed on his liver in Erebos b
.

Leto was called , 1 . Fair-ankled ; 2. Sable-vested; 3. Gold-

tressed; 4. Much-honoured.

With respect to the origin of this goddess and her name,
the most simple hypothesis, in our opinion, is that which re-

gards herself as Night, and esteems her name to be of the

same family of words with \^6o), Xrjdrj, and with the Latin
lateo and Laverna, and, therefore, to signify concealment or

darkness. The parents assigned to her correspond with this

hypothesis; for light, which is made to spring from darkness,

may, in a reversed order, be regarded as its origin. The
epithet c sable-vested d ' and the mildness of character usually

ascribed to this goddess e
, also accord with Night; and if it

should appear that the children of Leto were Sun and Moon,
there can hardly remain a doubt of this being her true nature.

<£>o?{3o<;
y

A7r6Wo)v. Apollo.

Phoebos-Apollo was the son of Zeus and Leto. In Homer
he is the god of archery, music, and prophecy f

. His arrows

were not merely directed against the enemies of the gods,

such as Otos and EphialtesS: all sudden deaths of men were

a See below, Part II. ch. iv. Zethos and Amphion.
b Od. xi. 576. seq. Apollod. i. 4. 1. Virg. JEn. vi. 595. Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 761.
c

1. tcaXXiaQvpos : 2. KvavoTre-n-Xos : 3. xP V(T07rX6icap:os : 4. epacvSrjs.
d " Sable-vested Night, eldest of tilings."

Milton, P. L. ii. 962.
e

In Plato (Cratyl. 406.) her name is deduced citto rfjs 7rpaoTr]Tos ttjs Qeov,

apparently from \w.
f Thus in the Hymn presently to be quoted, the new-born deity says, ver. 131.—

-

Ei'j/ jxoi KiOapis re <pi\rj /cat KctfjnrvXa ro^a,

XprjVb) d' av9pio7roun Aids vq/xepTea [3ov\riv.

5 Od. xi. 318.

I
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ascribed to his darts ; sometimes as a reward, at other times as

a punishment. He was also by his shafts the sender of pesti-

lence, and he removed it when duly propitiated. At the ban-

quets of the gods on Olympos, Apollo played on his phorminoc

or lyre, while the Muses sang a
.

Thus they the whole day long till set of sun

Feasted ; nor wanted any one his part

Of the equal feast, or of the phorminx fair

Which Phoebos held, or of the Muses' lay,

Who sang responding with melodious voice.

Eminent bards, such as Demodocos b
, were held to have de-

rived their skill from the teaching of Apollo or of the Muses.

Prophets in like manner were taught by him ; at Pytho he

himself revealed the future .

As in Homer and Hesiod no birth-place of any of the gods

is noticed, we must regard the tale of the birth of Phoebos-

Apollo in the isle of Delos as being posterior to the time of

these poets. According to the Homeridian hymn in his ho-

nour, it took place in the following manner. Leto, persecuted

by Hera, besought all the islands of the iEgasan to afford her

a place of rest ; but all feared too much the potent queen of

heaven to assist her rival. Delos alone consented to become

the birth-place of the future god, provided Leto would pledge

herself that he would not contemn her humble isle, and would

erect there the temple vowed by his mother. Leto assented

with an oath, and the friendly isle received her. For nine

days and nights the pains of labour continued. All the god-

desses, save Hera and Eileithyia, (whom the art of Hera kept

in ignorance of this great event,) were assembled in the isle.

Moved with compassion for the sufferings of Leto, they dis-

patched Iris to Olympos, who brought Eileithyia secretly to

Delos. Leto then grasped a palm-tree in the soft mead, on

the banks of the Inopos, Earth smiled around, Apollo sprang

to light, and the goddesses shouted aloud to celebrate his

birth. They washed and swathed the infant deity, and Themis

gave him nectar and ambrosia. As soon as he had tasted the

divine food, his bands and swaddling-clothes no longer retained

him : he sprang up, and called to the goddesses to give him a

a
II. i. 601. * Od. viii. 488.

c
Id. 79.
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lyre and a bow, adding that he would thenceforth declare to

men the will of Zeus. He then, to the amazement of the as-

sembled goddesses, walked firmly on the ground; and Delos
?

exulting with joy, became covered with golden flowers a
.

Callimachus b relates the birth of Apollo somewhat differ-

ently. According to him, Hera, knowing that the son of

Leto would be dearer to Zeus than her own son Ares, was re-

solved if possible to prevent his birth. Determined therefore

that no place should receive the travailing goddess, she took

her OAvn station in the sky : she placed her son Ares upon the

Thracian mountain Hsemos, and her messenger Iris on Mount

Mimas, to watch the islands. All the lands, hills, and rivers

of Hellas refused to hearken to the prayers of the goddess.

Moved with wrath, the unborn Apollo menaced Thebes for

her discourteous refusal, and foretold the future fate of the

children of Niobe. The river-god Peneios alone valued jus-

tice and humanity more than the wrath of Hera : he checked

his stream to give a shelter to the goddess ; but instantly

Ares arose, clashed his arms, that the mountains and all Thes-

saly trembled at the sound, and was about to fling the peaks

of Pangaeos on the generous stream, who undauntedly awaited

the issue ; when Leto passed further on, entreating him not

to expose himself to danger on her account. She now turned

to the islands, but none would receive her ; and the god called

out to her that a floating island was to be his birth-place.

At length she met Delos, then called Asteria, which floated

among the Cyclades c
. Delos generously invited the wearied

goddess to enter her, expressing her willingness to encounter

the anger of Hera. This last goddess, when informed by her

messenger, remits her anger; Apollo is born; a choir of swans

comes from the Maeonian Pactolos, and flies seven times round

the isle to celebrate his birth ; the Delian nymphs receive and

sing the sacred verses of Eileithyia ; the sky gives back the

joyful cry; and Delos, as before, becomes invested in gold.

a Hymn to the Delian Apollo. See Theognis, 5-10. Eur. Hec. 457. seq. We
may observe that the tale of Delos having been an invisible or floating island,

does not appear to have been devised when this hymn was composed. We meet

the latter notion first in Pindar (Fr. Prosod. 2.).

b Hvmn to Delos. c Compare Virg. M\\. iii. 75.

I 2
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In the Homeridian hymn to the Pythian Apollo, the manner

of his first getting possession of Pytho is thus related. When
Apollo resolved to choose the site of his first temple, he came

down from Olympos into Pieria: he sought throughout all

Thessaly; thence went to Euboea, Attica, and Boeotia, but

could find no place to his mind. The situation of Tilphussa,

near Lake Copa'is, in Boeotia, pleased him ; and he was about

to lay the foundations of his temple there, when the nymph

of the place, afraid of having her own fame eclipsed by the

vicinity of the oracle of Apollo, dissuaded him, by represent-

ing how much his oracle would be disturbed by the noise of

the horses and mules coming to water at her stream. She

recommends to him Crissa beneath Mount Parnassos as a

quiet sequestered spot, where no unseemly sounds would dis-

turb the holy silence demanded by an oracle. Arrived at

Crissa, the god is charmed by the solitude and sublimity of

the scene. He forthwith sets about erecting a temple, which

the hands of numerous workmen speedily raise, under the di-

rection of the brothers Trophonios and Agamedes. Mean-

while Apollo slays with his arrows the monstrous serpent

which abode there and destroyed the people and cattle of the

vicinity. As she lay expiring, the exulting victor cried, " Now
rot [irvOev) there on the man-feeding earth ;" and hence the

place and oracle received the appellation of Pytho. The fane

was now erected, but priests were wanting. The god, as he

stood on the lofty area of the temple, cast his eyes over the

sea, and beheld far south of the Peloponnese a Cretan ship

sailing for Pylos. He plunged into the sea, and in the form

of a porpoise sprang on board the ship. The crew sat in terror

and amazement : a south-wind carried the vessel rapidly along

:

in vain they sought to land at Taenaron ; she would not obey

the helm. When they came to the bay of Crissa a west-wind

sprang up, and speedily brought the ship into port ; and the

god in the form of a blazing star left the vessel, and descended

into his temple. Then quick as thought he came as a hand-

some youth with long locks waving on his shoulders, and ac-

costed the strangers, inquiring who they were and whence

they came. To their question in return, of what that place

was to which they were come, he replies by informing them
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who he is, and what his purpose was in bringing them thither.

He invites them to land, and says, that as he had met them
in the form of a porpoise (SeXQlv) they should worship him as

Apollo Delphinios, whence the place should also derive its

name a
. They now disembark: the god playing on his lyre

precedes them, and leads them to his temple, where they be-

come his priests and ministers b
.

As might be expected, the legends of so celebrated an event

as the establishment of the oracle of Apollo at Delphi, the

sacred counsellor of all Greece, are various. The names Pytho
and Delphi alone sufficed to give a foundation for some of

them. The former, which evidently signifies the Place of En-
quiry, a title well suited to an oracle, gave occasion to the le-

gend above related, and also to one of a huge serpent named
Python, which, it is said, came out of his den and attacked

Leto when she was going by with her children in her arms

;

she stood then on a rock, holding the infant Artemis, and
urged on her son by calling to him, te, nral, and he dispatched

the monster with his arrows . This serpent, another version

of the legend says, was named Delphine d
, for the formation

of which name, as we may perceive, Delphi probably gave its

aid, as it did also for that of the change of the god into the

porpoise, and for his title Delphinios.

The Homeric Apollo is a being of remarkable purity, and
the poet seems to have had a strong feeling of the dignity of

his character, for he never ventures to use the same familiarity

with him as Avith the other gods, Zeus himself not excepted.

Apollo is the friend of man, he protects his worshipers, and he

punishes the unjust and impious. At all periods of the Gre-

a " There are a kind of phonetic symbols of towns and districts, according to

which an animal or plant, whose name sounds like theirs, becomes as itwere their

arms. In the department of figures this has been long since recognised from the

medals, but it also frequently appears in the mythic form, and in this it in some
cases loses itself in the most remote antiquity."—Welcker, Kret. Kol. 72.

b See Midler, Proleg. 209. seq. He thinks that this hymn was composed before

the destruction of Cirrha (01. 47.). He also thinks (Dor. i. 241.) that the worship

of Apollo at Delphi was established by Dorians from Parnassus and Cretans from

the island, about 200 years before the Dorian Migration.

c Eur. Iph. Taur. 1246. seq. Clearchus of Soli ap. Athen. xv. 701. Hygin. 140.

Ovid, Met. i. 439. d Apoll. Kb. ii. 706.
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cian literature we find the character of the f pure (a<yvb$) god/

as he was emphatically called, still the same. There is a se-

rene cheerfulness always ascribed to him, he is averse from

gloom and the promoter of joy and innocent pleasure a
; but

at the same time dignified in his sentiments and actions. The
purity of his character appears also in this, that no amours

with either goddesses or mortals are ascribed to him in the

Homeric poems b
. When however, in subsequent times, he-

roes and heroic families were made to derive their lineage from

the residents of Olympos, Phcebos-Apollo was also provided

with his love-adventures by the poets
;
yet it is observable

that he was not remarkably happy in his love, either meeting

with a repulse, or having his amour attended with a fatal ter-

mination, and that none ofthese heroic families could claim him
as the head of their genealogy.

" The first love of Phcebos," says Ovid, " was Daphne, the

daughter of Peneios." Apollo, proud of his victory over the

Python, beholding Eros bending his bow, mocked at the efforts

of the puny archer. Eros incensed flew, and taking his stand

on Parnassos shot his golden arrow of love into the heart of the

son of Leto, and discharged his leaden one of aversion into the

bosom of the nymph of Peneios. Daphne loved the chase,

and it alone, indifferent to all other love. Phoebos beheld her,

and burned with passion. She flies, he pursues ; in vain he

exhausts his eloquence, magnifying his rank, his power, his

possessions ; the nymph but urges her speed the more. Fear

gave wings to the nymph, love to the god. Exhausted and
nearly overtaken, Daphne on the banks of her father's stream

stretched forth her hands, calling on Peneios for protection

and change of form. The river-god heard ; bark and leaves

covered his daughter, and Daphne became a bay-tree (8dcf)vr),

laurus). The god embraced its trunk, and declared that it

should be ever afterwards his favourite tree c
.

a
iEschyl. Again. 1083. Callim. Hymn to Apollo, 20. seq. Plut. De Ei. 20.

b
11. ix. 557, may seem to form an exception, but see the Appendix.

c
Ovid, Met. i. 452. seq. Hygin. 203. The great majority of the authorities

place the legend in Arcadia, making Daphne the daughter of the Ladon by Earth
(the natural parent of a plant), and add that it was her mother that changed her
on her prayer. Talis, viii. 20. 4. Nonnus, xlii. 387. Eudocia, 100. 273. Sch.
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Of this legend we need only observe, that it is one of the

many tales devised to give marvel to the origin of natural pro-

ductions, and that its object is to account for the bay-tree

being sacred to Apollo.

Apollo, it is also said by the same poet, thought himself

happy in the love and fidelity of Coronis, a maiden of Larissa.

His ignorance was his bliss, for the nymph was faithless. The
raven, the favourite bird of the god, and then white as his

swans, saw the maiden in the arms of a Haemonian youth, and

bore the tidings to his master, who immediately discharged

one of his inevitable arrows into the bosom of the frail fair one.

Dying she deplores the fate, not of herself, but of her unborn

babe. The god repents when too late ; he tries in vain his

healing art, and, dropping celestial tears, places her on the

funereal pyre : extracting the babe, he gave him to be reared

by Cheiron, the centaur. To punish the raven, he changed

his hue from white to black a
.

This is probably a legend of some antiquity, for in a frag-

ment of one of the poems ascribed to Hesiod b
, it is said that

the raven brought tidings to Phoebos of the marriage of Ischys,

the son of Eilatos, with Coronis, the daughter of Phlegyas.

The tale is also told by Pindar c
, but he says nothing of the

raven, making the god himself, though at Pytho, discover

what was done through his divine power. At his desire Ar-

temis shot the fair offender with her arrows.

Marpessa, the daughter of Evenos, was beloved by Apollo,

whose suit was favoured by her father. Idas, another lover,

having obtained a winged chariot from Poseidon, carried off

the apparently not reluctant maid. Her father pursued the

fugitives, but coming to the river Lycormas, and finding his

progress stopped by it, he slew his horses and cast himself

into the stream, which from him derived its name Evenos.

Meantime Apollo met and took the fair prize from Idas. The
matter being referred to Zeus, he allowed the maiden to choose

II. i. 14. Statius, Th. iv. 289. Serv. Buc. iii. 63. Lucian De Salt. 48. Apollo

was, however, much more closely connected with the Peneios and Tempe than

with the Ladon and Arcadia.
a

Ovid, Met. ii. 542. seq. b Ap. Sch. Pind. Pyth. iii. 14. 48.
c

Pyth. iii. 14. seq.
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for herself ; and fearing that when she grew old Apollo would

desert her, she wisely chose to match with her equal, and gave

her hand to her mortal lover a.

Cassandra, daughter of Priamos king of Troy, also attracted

the love of this god : the price she set on her favours was the

gift of prophecy. The gift was freely given, but the royal

maid refused the promised return ; and the indignant deity,

unable to recall what he had bestowed, made it useless by de-

priving her predictions of creditb .

Cyrene, a daughter of the river Peneios, was another of the

loves of Phoebos ; he carried her in his golden chariot over the

sea to Libya, where she bore him a son named Aristaeos c
.

The only celestial amour recorded of Apollo is that with the

muse Calliope, of which the fruit was Orpheus d
. No parents

more suitable could be assigned to the poet, whose strains

could move the woods and rocks, than the god of poetiy and

the muse Fair-voice.

Cyparissos and Hyacinthos were two beautiful youths, fa-

vourites of Apollo ; but that favour availed not to avert mis-

fortune. The former, having by accident killed a favourite

stag, pined away with grief, and was changed into the tree

which bears his name e
. The latter, a youth of Amyclae, was

playing one day at discus-throwing with the god. Apollo

made a great cast, and Hyacinthos running too eagerly to

take up the discus, it rebounded and struck him in the face.

The god, unable to save his life, changed him into the flower

which was named from him, and on whose petals Grecian

fancy saw traced at, at, the notes of grieff. Other versions of

the legend say that Zephyros [West-wind) , enraged at Hya-
cinthos

5 having preferred Apollo to himself, blew the discus,

a Apollod. i. 1. 7. Sell. II. ix. 557. This is alluded to, we may perceive, in the

Ilias, and it is the only love-tale of Apollo in Homer. In the Hindoo poem of

Nalas, the heroine Damayanti acts in the same manner as Marpessa, and on the

same principle.

b Apollod. iii. 12.
c

Pindar, Pyth. ix. See helow, Part II. chap. iv. Autonoe, etc.

d See helow, ch. xii. Muses.
e Ovid, Met. x. 106. seq. Sen*. /En. iii. 64. We have not met any Greek au-

thority for this legend, and the same story is told of the Italian god Silvanus.

Serv. Geor. i. 20.

f Ovid, Met. x. 162. seq. Apollod. i. 3. 3. iii. 10. 3. Em. Hel. 1489. seq.
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when flung by Apollo., against the head of the youth, and so

killed him a
. A festival called the Hyacinthia was celebrated

for three days in the summer of each year at Amyclae, in

honour of the god and his unhappy favourite b .

The babe saved from the pyre of Coronis was Asclepios,

who became so famous for his healing powers. Extending

them so far as to restore the dead to life, he drew on himself

the enmity of Hades, on whose complaint Zeus with his thun-

der deprived him of life. Apollo incensed slew the Cyclopes

who had forged the thunderbolts, for which bold deed Zeus
was about to hurl him down to Tartaros, but, on the entreaty

of Leto, he was so far mollified as to be content with the of-

fenders becoming a servant to a mortal man for the space of

a year. Admetos, king of Pherae, in Thessaly, was the per-

son selected to be honoured by the service of the god, who,
according to the more dignified and probable view of the mythe,

pastured this prince's flocks and herds on the verdant banks
of the river Amphrysos, making the kine under his charge all

bear twins ; while according to another he discharged for him
even the most servile offices'1

. "When the term of his servitude

was expired he was permitted to return to 01ympos e
.

In this mythic tale of Apollo serving Admetos, Miiller sees

matter of deeper import than might at first sight be supposed.

According to the Delphian tradition, it was for slaying the

Python that the god was condemned to servitude. Every

a Eudocia, 408. Nonnus, x. 253. seq. ; xxix. 95. seq. Lucian, D. D. 14. De
Salt. 45.

b See Miiller, Dorians, i. 373. This critic gives strong reasons for supposing

the Hyacinthia to have been originally a feast of Demeter. The legend in the
text was merely invented to give a mythic account of its origin.

c
Apollod. i. 9. 15 ; iii. 10. 4. Eur. Ale. Prol. cum sckol., in which Hesiod and

Pherecydes are quoted as authorities. Hygin. 49. 50. Diodor. iv. 71. Virg.

G. iii. 2. Voss. in loc. The Alexandrians, namely Rhianus (ap. Sch. Eur. Ale. 1.)

and Callimachus (Hymn to Apollo, 49.), say that it was out of love he served Ad-
metos.

4 That is if critics be right in referring the following line of Sophocles (ap.

Plut. de Def. Orac. 14.) to this subject,

Ovfibs 8' dXeKTcop (husband) avrbv yye irpbs /ivXtjv.

These Miiller (Dor. i. 339.) says, are the words of Alcestis in a drama named, it

would seem, Admetos.
e See Part II. chap. ii. Admetos.
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eighth year the combat with the Python was the subject of i

mimic representation at Delphi. A boy who personated

Apollo, having in mimic show slain the Python, fled and took

his way along the Sacred Road to the vale of Tempe in the

north of Thessaly, to be purified as it were from the guilt of

the bloodshed ; and having there plucked a branch of bay, in

imitation of the act of the god, he returned to Delphi at the

head of a theoria a
. This mimic flight also represented the

servitude of the god, which the legend placed at Pherae in

Thessalyb
. Miiller therefore, who views in the whole trans-

action a deep moral sense, and a design to impress upon the

minds of men a vivid idea of the guilt of bloodshed, by repre-

senting even the pure god Apollo as being punished for slay-

ing the Python, a being of demon-origin, deems the original

legend to have been a still bolder stretch of fancy, and that it

was to the god of the under-world, to Hades himself, that

Apollo was obliged to become a servant . This hypothesis

he thinks is confirmed by the names which occur in the

legend : for Admetos, he says, must have been an epithet of

Hades ; Clymene, the name of Admetos' mother, is one of Per-

sephone ; and Pherae was a town sacred to the goddess Hecate,

who was connected with the lower-world d
.

It cannot be said positively whether this mythe (which is

apparently a temple-legend of Delphi,) was known to Homer.

In the Catalogue e the mares of Eumelos Pheretiades are

highly praised for their beauty and swiftness, and it is added

that Apollo had reared them in Pieria f
. At the funeral-games,

toward the close of the poems, Eumelos, named Pheretiades

and son of Admetos, is one of the competitors in the chariot-

race. These notices however, we may observe, occur in the

a Pindar and Callimachus ap. Tertul. De Cor. Mil. 7.

b Plut. De Def. Orac. 15. 21. Q. G. 12. yElian. V. H. iii. 1.

c The same notion is expressed in Plutarch (De Def. Or. 21.) if the reading

given by Wyttembach from Eusebius be the true one, as it most probably is.

d Proleg. 300. seq. Dorians, i. 338. Eumenides, 152. 159.
e

II. ii. 7G3.

f The Venetian MS. (which is followed by Wolf) reads Urjeply for Tlieplij.

See Heyne in loco. According to the hymn to Hermes (v. 22. 70. seq.) the herds

of the gods fed in Pieria under the care of Apollo.

* II. xxiii. 287.
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parts of the Ilias of which the antiquity is most dubious. It

may also be doubted if the temple-legend of Delphi could be as

old as the age to which Homer is usually referred. In another

of the latter books of the Ilias it is said that Poseidon and

Apollo, by the command of Zeus (we know not why given)

,

served Laomedon, king of Troy, for a year; at the end of which

time he refused to pay them their wages, and threatened to

cut off the ears of both, and even to sell the latter for a slave.

The task of Apollo had been to tend the herds of the Trojan

king in the valleys of Ida a
.

Apollo, it is saidb, was taught divination by Pan, the son of

Zeus and the nymph Thymbris. For his musical instrument

he was indebted to the invention of his half-brother Hermes.

Pan, the god of shepherds, venturing to set his reed-music in

opposition to the lyre of Apollo, was pronounced overcome

by Mount Tmolos, who had been chosen judge ; and all pre-

sent approved the decision except king Midas, whose ears

were, for their obtuseness, lengthened by the victor to those

of an ass c
. The Silen d Marsyas, having found the pipe which

Athena for fear of injuring her beauty had flung away, con-

tended with Apollo before the Muses, and was by him flayed

for his temerity when vanquished ; and the tears of the nymphs
and rural gods for the fate of their companion gave origin to

the stream which bore his name e
.

This last legend admits of a very simple explanation. Mar-
syas was a river-god of Phrygia, the country in which the

music of wind-instruments was employed in the service of the

gods; the lyre was used by the Greeks in that of Apollo f
.

a
II. xxi. 442. seq. Any one who reflects on the exalted characters of these

two gods in the undoubtedly genuine parts of the poem, must have some suspicion

of this legend. The building of the wall is spoken of elsewhere (vii. 452.), and it

is said to have been the work of both the gods.

b Apollod. i. 4. 1. Some MSS. for Qvjxfipeujs read "Yfipews ; others for Ilavbs

read Trarpos. See Heyne in loc. This critic seems justly disposed to read /naGojv

Tcapa tov irciTpb?, in favour of which is all mythic analogy. According to Ni-

cander (Athen. vii. 296.), the sea-god Glaucos was the instructor of Apollo.
c
This legend is only to be found in Ovid (Met. xi. 153. seq.).

d Herodotus thus justly names him. See below, chap. xvi. Silenos.
e Herod, vii. 26. Apollod. i. 4. 2. Paus. ii. 7, 9. Plut. de Fluv. 10. Diodor.

hi. 59. Hygin. 165. Ovid, Met. vi. 382. seq. Fasti, vi. 703. seq.

f Sonante mixtum tibiis carmen lyra,

Hac Dorium, illis Barbarum.

—

Hor. Epod. ix. 5.
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Hence, to express the superiority of the latter, a contest was
feigned between Apollo and Marsyas. At the cavern in the

town of Celaenae in Phrygia, whence the stream Marsyas

issues, was hung, for some reason which is not very clear, a

leathern bag a
, and hence it was fabled that Apollo flayed his

vanquished rival b
.

The Homeric Apollo is a personage totally distinct from

Helios, though probably, as will shortly appear, originally the

same. When mysteries and secret doctrines were introduced

into Greece, these deities were united, or perhaps we might

say re-united. Apollo at the same period also took the place

of Paeeon, and became the god of the healing art c
.

This god was a favourite object of Grecian worship, and his

temples were numerous. Of these the most celebrated were

that of Delphi in Phocis,—his acquisition of which we have

above related, and where, as the mythe of Python would seem

to intimate, a conflict took place between the religion of

Apollo, proceeding southwards from Pieria, or westwards

from Delos, and the ancient religion of the place, the worship

of Gaea or Themis d
,—and those of Delos, of Patara in Lycia,

Claros in Ionia, Grynion in ^Eolis, Didyma at Miletus ; in all

of which his oracles revealed the future.

A very able mythologist of the present day e maintains that

the worship of Apollo was originally peculiar to the Dorian

race, who were at all times his most zealous votaries. As the

Homeric poems prove the worship of this deity to have been

common to the Achaean race, and well known on the coasts

of Asia long before the Dorian migration, the critic is forced

to have recourse to the not very probable supposition of a

Dorian colony having left the mountains of Thessaly many
years before the Trojan war, and carried the Apollo-religion

to Crete, whence it was spread to the coast of Asia, and also

conveyed to Delos and Delphi. We cannot assent to this

theory. Apollo seems to have been one of the original gods

a Herod, ut supra. Xen. Anab. i. 2, 8. /Elian, V. II. xiii. 20.

b See Miiller, Proleg. 113.
c Eur. Ale. 990. Plato, Critias. Hermann, Ueber das Wesen, etc., 108. See

below, chap. xiii. Patin.

d See /Esch. Eumen. 1. scq. Scb. in loc. • Midler, Dorians, vol. i. book ii.
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of the Grecian race ; and he was worshiped by one people

more than another, on the same principle as in India Vishnoo

is in some places more worshiped than Seeva ; Thor was most

honoured by the ancient Norwegians, and Odin by the Swedes;

St. Jago is more frequently invoked in Spain, and St. Anthony
in Italy,—without the existence and the rights of the others

being denied a
.

Apollo was supposed to visit his various favourite abodes

at different seasons of the year

:

Such as, when wintry Lycia and the streams

Of Xanthos fair Apollo leaves, and comes

To his maternal Delos, and renews

The dances ; while around his altars shout

Cretans, Dryopians, and the painted race

Of Agathyrsians ; he, along the tops

Of Cynthos walking, with soft foliage binds

His flowing hair, and fastens it in gold

;

His arrows on his shoulders sound b
.

One of the most beautiful descriptions of these progresses

of Apollo was that given by the lyric poet Alcaeus. The poem
has unfortunately perished, but we find the following analysis

of it in the works of the sophist Himerius c
.

" When Apollo was born, Zeus adorned him with a golden

headband and lyre, and gave him moreover a team to drive

(the team were swans) d
. He then sent him to Delphi and

the streams of Castalia, thence to declare prophetically right

and justice to the Hellenes. He ascended the car, and de-

sired the swans to fly also to the Hyperboreans e
. The Del-

phians, when they perceived this, arranged a Psean and song,

and setting choirs of youths around the tripod, called on the

god to come from the Hyperboreans. Having given laws for

a whole year among those men, when the time was come which

he had appointed for the Delphic tripods also to resound, he

directed his swans to fly back from the Hyperboreans. It

was then summer, and the very middle of it, when Alcosus

leads Apollo back from the Hyperboreans ; for when summer

a See Hock, Kreta, vol. ii.
b Virg. iEneis, iv. 143.

c
Or. xiv. 10. Voss, M. B. ii. 109.

d Claudian (De VI. Con. Honor. 30.) makes his team on this occasion griffons.
e See above, p. 34.
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shines and Apollo journeys, the lyre itself whispers in a sum-

mer-tone of the god. The nightingales sing to him, as the

birds should sing in Alczeus ; the swallows and cicadas also

sing, not narrating their own fate when among men, but tu-

ning all their melodies to the god. Castalia too flows with

poetic silver streams, and Cephissos swells high and bright

with his waves, emulating the Enipeus of Homer. For, like

Homer, Alcaeus ventures to make the very water capable of

perceiving the access of the god."

It was probably on account of their pure white hue that the

swans were assigned to the pure god Phoebos-Apollo ; and this

connection with the god of music gave origin to the fable, as

it is esteemed, of the melody of these birds a
. The wolf was

also assigned to this god, on account of his bright colour, as

some think, but it is far more likely that it was the similitude

of his name to an epithet of the god which gave occasion to

it. The noisy chirping tettix {cicada), or tree-hopper, was

naturally associated with the god of music ; and as the god of

augury Apollo was the patron of the hawk and raven. The

bay-tree was the plant dedicated to this deity.

Apollo was represented by the artists in the perfection of

united manly strength and beauty. His long curling hair

hangs loose, or bound with the strophium behind ; his brows

are wreathed with bay ; in his hands he bears his bow or lyre.

The wonderful Apollo Belvidere shows at the same time the

conception which the ancients had of this benign deity, and

the high degree of perfection to which they had attained in

sculpture.

Few deities had more appellations than the son of Leto.

He was called Delian, Delphian, Pataraean, Clarian, etc. from

the places of his worship ; and Smynthian from a Phrygian

word signifying mouse, of which animal a legend said he had

a There seems however to be some foundation for it. A naturalist of the pre-

sent day says, "This species of swan deserves the title Musicus; for when in

small troops they fly aloft in the air their melodious melancholy voices sound like

trumpets heard in the distance."—Faber, Geschichte der Vbgel Islands, 1822,

quoted by Finn Magnusen (Edda Saemundar, iii. 530), whose own words are,

" Cygnorum cantus dulcissimus in Islandia, Scotia, et pluribus regionibus ssepissime

auditur, quod etiam nosmet, jjropria cxperientia edocti, attestari jjossumus." We
have ourselves heard the trumpet-tones of a swan. See Voss. Myth. Mr. ii. 132.
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been the destroyer in Troas. He was also styled% 1. Crooked,

probably from the position of the archer when shootingb
;

2. Herding, as keeping the flocks and herds of the gods, or

those of Admetos; and by the poets, 3. Silver-bowed'; 4. Far-

shooter; 5. Gold-sworded ; 6. Well-haired, and Gold-haired-,

7- Unshorn-locked; 8. People-rouser, etc.

This god had several epithets apparently connected with

the Greek name of the wolf (\vkos) ; but as there was an an-

cient Greek word signifying light (ATKH) c
, of a similar form,

the great probability, in the eyes of all who regard Apollo as

the sun-god, or as a moral being of great purity, will be that

this last is the real root of these names, and that, as we said

above, it was merely similarity of sound that caused the Avolf,

or the country Lycia, to be regarded as their origin. Thus
the god is called by Homer Xv/cTjryevijs, which may be ren*

dered with the utmost propriety Light-born^, whereas the

usual interpretation, Lycia-born, contradicts the fact of the

Homeric gods not having birth-places on earth. Two other

epithets of Apollo, \v/clo<; and Xv/cetos, which are usually ren-

dered Lycian, or Wolf-destroying, or rather Wolfish, may sig-

nify Lighted, or Lighting. There are two others (Xvkoktovos

and \v/co6pyr]<;) which evidently signify Wolf-killing, but they

are of late origin, and formed after the derivation from Xu/co?,

wolf, had become the prevalent one.

Apollo was also named Agyieus (Ayvcevs), as the guardian

of the streets and roads (ayvcal). Stone-pillars with pointed

heads, placed before the doors of the houses, were the images

of the god under this name. This practice was peculiar to

the Dorians e
. Apollo was called Paean, either from his heal-

ing power (from Travco or nAfl), in which case he would

a
1. Xo^ias: 2. vdfiios : 3. cipyvporo^os : 4. electros, e/car?7/3eAer?/s, eicaepyos,

jjtos : 5. xpv<Taopos, xpvcawp : 6. ey%air?/s, xPvaoXa ^T7
l
s : ?• aKepaeKOfxrjs

:

8. \<xo(t<t6os.

b Midler, Dor. i. 328. It is usually derived from the crooked ambiguous nature

of oracular responses ; but Artemis, who never gave oracles, was named Loxo.
e This word is connected with Xevxbs, white, and with the Latin lux, luceo, and

the Teutonic Licht and Light. The terms dpKpiXvKT) and Xvicafias prove, we think,

the former existence of ATKH. See Miiller, ut sup. 325. seq.

d Some would derive it from Xvyrj, darkness.

e Sch. Aristoph. Wasps, 875. Sch. Eurip. Phoen. 640.
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be identical with Paeeon ; or from his protecting and avenging

character (from Train). The hymn sung to him on the cessa-

tion of a plague, or after a victory, was thus named.

The name Phcebos-Apollo is generally regarded as of Gre-

cian origin. The former part critics are unanimous in deriving

from cjxict), to shine ; of which the advocates for the original

identity of this deity with Helios see at once the appropriate-

ness : the maintainers of the contrary system interpret Phce-

bos pure, unstained, making it equivalent to the ayvbs #eo?,

as he is sometimes called a
. Apollo is by some derived from

o\o), to destroy ; by others from an old verb aireXkw, akin to

the Latin pello, to drive away ; by others again from aeXtos,

the sun, with the digamma F between the two first vowels. The

strangest etymon of all is that of Buttmann, who, taking

the Cretan form 'A/3eXto? to be the original one, deduces it,

according to his system of tracing the Greek religion from the

East, from Jabal and Jubal, the first musician and herdsman

according to Scripture b
.

"Apre/Lus. Diana.

Artemis was daughter of Zeus and Leto, and sister to

Apollo. She was the goddess of the chase c
; she also pre-

sided over health. The sudden deaths of women were

ascribed to her darts d
, as those of men were to the arrows of

her brother, of whom she forms the exact counterpart. Ar-

temis was a spotless virgin ; her chiefjoy was to speed like a

Dorian maid over the hills, followed by a train of nymphs in

pursuit of the flying game e
:

As arrow-joying Artemis along

A mountain moves, either Taygetos high,

Or Erymanthos, in the chase rejoiced

Of boars and nimble deer ; and with her sport

The country-haunting nymphs, the daughters fair

Of ^Egis-holding Zeus, while Leto joys
;

O'er all she high her head and forehead holds,

Easy to know, though beautiful are all.

a Midler, Dorians, i. 324. b Mytholog. i. 167. seq.

c II. v. 51 ; xxi. 485. Od. vi. 102. seq.

d II. vi. 428 ; xix. 59. Od. xi. 171 ; xv. 476.
e Od. vi. 102. Coir.p. Hymn to Aphrodite, 16-20. and Apoll. llli. lii. b76. seq.
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The Homerids have also sung the huntress-goddess : one of

them in his hymn to her thus describes her occupations a
:

Along the shady hills and breezy peaks,

Rejoicing in the chase, her golden bow

She bends, her deadly arrows sending forth.

Then tremble of the lofty hills the tops
;

The shady wood rebelloweth aloud

Unto the bowstring's twang ; the earth itself

And fishy sea then shudder : but she still

A brave heart bearing goeth all around,

Slaughtering the race of salvage beasts. But when

Beast-marking, arrow-loving Artemis

Would cheer her soul, relaxing her curved bow

She to her brother Phoebos -Apollo's house

Ample repaireth, to the fertile land

Of Delphi, there to arrange the lovely dance

Of Muses and of Graces ; then hangs up

Her springy bow and arrows, and begins

To lead the dance ; her body all arrayed

In raiment fair. They, pouring forth their voice

Divine, sing Leto lovely-ankled, how
She brought forth children, 'mid the Deathless far

The best in counsel and in numerous deeds.

Callimachus thus relates the early history of the goddess b
.

Artemis while yet a child, as she sat on her father's knee,

besought him to grant her permission to lead a life of per-

petual virginity, to get a bow and arrows formed by the Cy-

clopes, and to devote herself to the chase. She further asked

for sixty Ocean-nymphs as her companions, and twenty

nymphs from Amnisos in Crete as her attendants. Of towns

and cities she required not more than one, satisfied with the

mountains, which she never would leave but to aid women in

the pains of child-birth. Her indulgent sire assented with a

smile, and gave her not one but thirty towns. She speeds to

Crete, and thence to Ocean, and selects all her nymphs. On
her return she calls at Lipara on Hephaestos and the Cyclopes,

who immediately lay aside all their work to execute her or-

ders. She now proceeds to Arcadia, where Pan, the chief

god of that country, supplies her with dogs of an excellent

breed. Mount Parrhasios then witnessed the first exploit of

a Hvmn xxvii. b Hvmn to Artemis.
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the huntress-goddess. Five deer larger than bulls, with horns

of gold, fed on the banks of the ' dark-pebbled' Anauros at

the foot of that hill: of these the goddess unaided by her

dogs caught four, which she reserved to draw her chariot

:

the fifth, destined by Hera for the last labour of Heracles,

bounded across the Keladon and escaped.

According to the same poet, the chariot of Artemis and the

harness of her deer are all of gold. When she drives to the

house of Zeus, the gods come forth to meet her. Hermes

takes her bow and arrows, and Apollo used to carry in her

game, till Heracles was received into Olympos, when for his

strength that office devolved on him. He carries in the bull,

or boar, or whatever else she may have brought, exhorting

the goddess to let the hares and small game alone, and attach

herself to the boars and oxen ; for Heracles, the poet observes,

though deified, still retains his appetite. The Amnisiades then

unyoke her stags, and bring to them from Hera's mead some

of the trefoil on which the horses of Zeus feed, and fill their

golden troughs with water. The goddess herself meantime

enters the house of her father, and sits beside her brother

Apollo.

The adventures of Artemis were not numerous. She turned,

as we shall relate below, Actseon into a stag, for having un-

consciously beheld her when bathing a
. Callisto was changed

by her into a bear, for breach of chastityb . Orion perished

by her arrows . With her brother she destroyed the children

of Niobe, who had presumed to prefer herself to Leto d
; and

in a fable later than Homer she is said to have detained the

Grecian fleet at Aulis, in consequence of Agamemnon's having

killed a hind which was sacred to her, and to have required

the sacrifice of his daughter Iphigeneia. The Aloeids, Otos
and Ephialtes, it was said, sought in marriage Hera and Ar-

temis : the latter goddess, changing her form into that of a

hind, sprang out between the two brothers, who aiming their

darts at the supposed beast, by her art pierced each other and
died e

.

a See Part II. chap. iv. Autonoe. b Part II. chap. viii. Callisto.

c Od. v. 121. d
II. xxiv. G02.

e Apollod. i. 7. Callim. Hymn iii. 2Gi. Below, Part 11. chap. iv.
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We have already noticed the practice of the Greeks to unite

similar deities, or to make one of them principal, and the

others companions or attendants ; and also to form nymphs

and other subordinate beings attached to the service of the

gods out of their epithets. Of these practices Artemis fur-

nishes more examples perhaps than any other deity.

The Cretans worshiped a goddess the same as or very si-

milar to Artemis, whom they named Britomartis, which in

their dialect signified Sweet Maid. She was also called Dic-

tynna, a goddess of that name, and of a similar nature, having

been perhaps united with her. There was a similar deity

named Aphrea worshiped at iEgina, and they were all joined

in a legend in the following manner.

The Cretan nymph Britomartis, the daughter of Zeus and

Charme, was a favourite companion of Artemis. Minos falling

in love with her, pursued her for the space of nine months,

the nymph at times concealing herself from him amidst the

trees, at times among the reeds and sedge of the marshes.

At length, being nearly overtaken by him, she sprang from a

cliff into the sea, where she was saved in the nets (Blktvo) of

some fishermen. The Cretans afterwards worshiped her as

a goddess under the name of Dictynna from the above cir-

cumstance, which also was assigned as the reason of the cliff

from which she threw herself being called Dict&on. At the

rites sacred to her, wreaths of pine or lentisk were used instead

of myrtle, as a branch of the latter had caught her garments

and impeded her flight. Leaving Crete, Britomartis then

sailed for iEgina in a boat : the boatman attempted to offer

her violence, but she got to shore and took refuge in a grove

on that island, where she became invisible (a</>aW)?) : hence

she was worshiped in yEgina under the name of Aphaea a
.

The well-known legend of Alpheios and Arethusa offers an-

other remarkable instance of this procedure.

Arethusa, it is said, was an Arcadian nymph, and a com-

panion of the huntress-goddess. As she was one day returning

from the chase she came to the clear stream of the Alpheios,

and enticed by its beauty stripped herself and entered it,

a Callim. Hymniii. 189. Diodor. v. 7G. Anton. Lib. 40. Straljo, x. 4. Paus.

ii. 30, 3. Midler, ^Eginet. 1G4. seq.

K 2
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to drive away the heat and the fatigue. She heard a murmur

in the stream, and terrified sprang to land. The river-god

rose : she fled away naked as she was ; Alpheios pursued her.

She sped all through Arcadia, till with the approach of evening

she felt her strength to fail, and saw that her pursuer was close

upon her. She then prayed to Artemis for relief, and was im-

mediately dissolved into a fountain. Alpheios resumed his

aqueous form, and sought to mingle his waters with hers.

She fled on under the earth and through the sea, till she rose

in the isle of Ortygia at Syracuse, still followed by the amorous

stream a
.

The explanation of this mythe is as follows 13
. Artemis was

worshiped in Elis under the titles of Alpheiaea, Alpheioa,

Alpheionia, and Alpheiusa c
; and there was a common altar to

her and Alpheios within the precincts of the Altis at Olympiad

When in the fifth Olympiad Archias the Corinthian founded

the colony of Syracuse in Sicily, there were among the colo-

nists some members of the sacerdotal family of the Iamids of

Olympiad These naturally exercised much influence in the

religious affairs of the colony, whose first seat was the islet of

Ortygia. A temple was built there to Artemis Of-the-Stream

(IIoTafMLa), to which perhaps the proximate inducement was

the presence of the fount Arethusa, which contained large

fishes, and sent forth a copious stream of water into the sea f
.

From the original connexion between Alpheios and Artemis,

the notion gradually arose, or it was given out, that the fount

contained water of the Alpheios, and thence came the legend

of his course under the seas. Eventually, when the poetic

notion of Artemis as a love-shunning maiden became the pre-

valent one h
, the goddess was made to fly the pursuit of Al-

pheios 1
. The legend at Letrini was k that he fell in love with

a Ovid, Met. v. 572. seq. Moschus, Idyl. vii.

b See Midler, Proleg. 135. Dorians, i. 393.

Paus. vi. 22, 8-10. Strab. viii. 3. Athen. viii. 346.

d Above, p. 77.
e Pind. 01. vi. 8.

f lbycws ap. Sch. Pind.Nem. i.l. Diodor.v. 3. Strabo,vi. 2. Cicero, Verr. iv. 53.

B Ibycus ap. Sch. Theocr. i. 117. Pind. Ncm. i. 1.

h Thus the Eleians changed the name of the Alpheiaea of the Letrinamns to

Elaphipea (from e\a(j>o?, Paus. ut sup.).

1 Telesilla ap. Ursinus. Pind. ut sup. k Pans, ut sup.
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her, but seeing no chance of success in a lawful way he re-

solved to force her. For this purpose he came to Letrini,

where she and her nymphs were celebrating a pannychis or

wake, and mingled with them. But the goddess, suspecting

his design, had daubed her own face and those of her nymphs
with mud, so that he was unable to distinguish her, and thus

was foiled. Finally she was converted into the coy nymph
Arethusa a

. A late pragmatising form of the pleasing mythe
was, that Alpheios was a hunter who was in love with the

huntress Arethusa. To escape from his importunities she

passed over to Ortygia, where she was changed into a foun-

tain, and Alpheios became a riverb .

In proof of the truth of this fable, it was asserted that a cup

(<f)Lakrj) which fell into the Alpheios rose in Arethusa, whose
pellucid waters also became turbid with the blood of the vic-

tims slain at the Olympic games c
.

We may here observe, that in the Peloponnese the relation

between Artemis and the water was very intimate. She was
worshiped in several places as Limnatis and Heleia, and there

were frequently fountains in her temples. She was therefore

probably regarded as a goddess of nature, that gave vigour

and growth to plants and animals by the means of water d
.

Among the various titles of Artemis were Loxo, Hecaerge,

Arge, and Opis, or Upis. She bore the two first as the sister

of Apollo Loxias and Hecaergos. She was styled Arge as

the swift or the bright goddess, and Upis or Opis as her whose

eye was over all. In the isle of Delos however were shown

the tombs of Opis and Arge behind the temple of Artemis,

and the tradition of the place was, that they, who were two

Hyperborean maidens, had been the companions of Apollo

and Artemis when they first came to Delos e
. According to

another account, these Hyperborean maidens were three in

a
It is uncertain when this change took place ; it is the goddess who is pursued

in Telesilla, ut sup. (01. 64.). The oracle given to Archias (Paus. v. 7, 3.) is pro-

bably a late fiction ; it speaks of the fount of Arethusa. Welcker (Schwenk. 263.)

regards this name as being api-9ou><ra. It may be only a corruption of Alpheiusa.

b Paus. v. 7, 2.

c Ibycus ut sujj. Strabo ut sup. Mela, ii. 7. Plin. Hist. Nat. ii. 103.

d Mutter, Dorians, i. 392.
e Herod, iv. 35.
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number, and named Upis, Loxo, and Heeaerge a
, while a third

named only Opis and Hecaerge b
. There was also a legend

of a nymph Arge, who when pursuing a buck cried out to

him, " Though you should follow the course of the Sun I will

overtake you/5
at which the Sun being offended, turned her

into a doe c
. Another legend said that Zeus carried away the

nymph Arge from Lyctos in Crete to a hill named Argillos

on the banks of the Nile, where she became the mother of

Dionysos d
.

If Artemis was merely one of the names under which the

moon was worshiped, it need not surprise us to find her iden-

tified with Selene, with Hecate, and even with Persephone,

the goddess of the under-world, and to be thence called the

three -formed goddess e
, ruling as Selene in the sky, as Artemis

on earth, as Persephone in Erebos. This will also give a very

simple reason for her being like Eileithyia, the aider of women
in labour. If Artemis was not originally a moon-goddess,

these identifications become somewhat difficult of solution f
.

Artemis was also confounded with the goddess worshiped

on the Tauric Chersonese, whose altars were stained with the

blood of such unhappy strangers as were cast on that inho-

spitable shore?. She was identified too with the goddess of

nature adored at Ephesus, whose symbolical figure, by its

multitude of breasts and heads of animals hung round it, de-

noted the fecundity of nature. In Magnesia on the Maeander

there was a most stately temple of Artemis-Leucophryne

[White-browed)^, in which was shown the tomb of a maiden

named Leucophryne 1
, who was probably regarded as bearing

a relation to the goddess similar to that borne by Upis and

Arge at Delos. Leucophryne was therefore no more than an

epithet of Artemis, who had also a temple at Leucophrys on

a
Callim. Hymn to Delos, 292. b Mclanopos of Cyme ap. Paus. v. 7, 8.

c
Hygin. 205. * Pint, de Fluv. xvi. 3.

c See below, chap. xii. Eileithyia.

f Of Artemis-Callisto and Art.-Iphigeneia, or Orthia, we shall treat in the Se-

cond Part.

E Herod, iv. 103. Eurip. Iph. in Taur.
h Tacitus, Ann. iii. G2. s Clem. Alex. Protrept. p. 20. Arnob.

adv. Gcntcs, 6.
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the coast a
; and it becomes a question whether (like Artemis

of Ephesus, with whom she must have been identical) she

derived her appellation from that town, whose name probably

corresponded with its situation on a chalk cliff; or whether it

was expressive of her beauty. As however beauty was not an

attribute of the Asiatic goddess, the former is more likely to

be the true supposition b .

No spot on earth is assigned as the birth-place of Artemis

by Homer, in whose time, as we have more than once ob-

served, that practice had not yet commenced ; but as he men-

tions the island Ortygia as that in which she shot Orion c
,

succeeding poets fabled that she was born there d
. This island

was described by Homer as lying in the western sea, the scene

of all wonders, and was probably as imaginary as Ogygia,

that of Calypso ; but when at a later period the Greeks grew

more familiar with those distant regions, zeal for the honour

of the poet who had sung so well the wanderings of Odysseus,

and the love of definiteness, led them to affix the names which

he employs to various places really to be found, and the islet

at the mouth of the port of Syracuse was determined to be the

Ortygia of the Odyssey e
.

Artemis is generally represented as a healthy, strong, active

maiden,—handsome, but with no gentleness of expression.

She wears the Cretan hunting-shoes (eVS/oo/u'Se?), and has her

garment tucked up for speed. On her back she bears a

quiver, and in her hand a bow or a hunting-spear. She is

usually attended by a dog.

At Trcezen there was a temple of Artemis-Lycsea, the erec-

tion of which was ascribed to Hippolytos, but the guides could

give Pausanias no account of the unusual title Lycaea f
. An-

other ambiguous name of this goddess was that of Tauropolos£.

a Xen. Hell. iii. 2. 19 ; iv. 8. 17.

b Buttmann, Mytliolog. ii. 133-135. c Od. v. 121.

d Hymn to Delian Apollo, 16. Pind. Nem. i. 1-4. Orph. Hymn xxxv. 5.

e See below, chap. xix. Ortygia. f Paus. ii. 31, 4.

g Soph. Ajax, 172. Eur. Iph. Taur. 1469. Aristoph. Lys. 447. the scholiast on

which says, that according to Xenomedes it was sometimes given to Athena.

Steer-driver seems to us the most probable signification (see above, p. 60.). By
some (among whom Euripides may perhaps be classed) it is held to relate to the

worship of the goddess by the Taurians.
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The chief titles given to Artemis by the poets were a
,

1. Arrow-joying ; 2. Gold-bridled; 3. Gold-shafted ; 4. Deer-

slayer ; 5. Beast-marking ; 6. Rushing; 7. Holy; 8. Horse-

urger, etc.

The name Artemis seems identical with apre^, integer,

whole, uninjured, and therefore sound and pure, probably with

reference to the virginity of the goddess. Welcker regards it

as an epithet of the same nature with Opis and Nemesis, and

says that it is apL-®€/ju<; h .

Mythologists are divided into two parties respecting the

original nature of Leto and her children, the one regarding

them as physical, the other as moral beings. Both however

are agreed that the latter is their character in the Homeric

and Hesiodic poetry, where, as we have seen, Apollo appears

only as the god of prophecy, music and archery, and Artemis

as his counterpart in this last office. Voss c therefore (with

whom agree Wolfd, Lobeck e
, Hermann f

, VolckerS, Nitzschh

and Miiller 1

,) maintains such to have been the original concep-

tion of these deities, while Heyne k
, Buttmann 1 and Welckerm,

together with Creuzer and the whole body of the mystics,

think that in the theocrasy of the ancients, by which Apollo

and Artemis were identified with Helios and Selene, they

were only restored to their original nature and character.

We have more than once hinted our inclination to regard this

last as the more correct hypothesis. We will now briefly state

the principal arguments on both sides.

In favour of the theory of Apollo and Artemis being sun

A \.lo\eaipa'. 2. xpixrijvios: 3. ^puo/Xafcaros : 4. e\a(p)]fio\os: 5. Oijpo-

(Tk-ottos: 6. KeXaSeiV)) : 7. ayvt) : 8. iirironod. A number of others will be found

in Aristophanes.
11 In Schwenk, 263.

c Myth. Br. ii. 385 ; iii. 53. seg.

d On II. i. 43, 50.
c Aglaoph. 79.

f Uebcr das Wesen, etc. 10G. seg.

e Myth, der Jap. 306. h On Od. iii. 279.

1 Dorians, i. 309. seg.
k On II. i. 50; and iv. 101.

1 Mytholog. i. 1. " Apollon und Artemis."
m

Tril, 11.65. 222.
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and moon, it is alleged that they were early so considered.

Thus we find the Persian general of Darius sparing the isle

of Delos on their account, and making offerings to them evi-

dently as gods of the two great luminaries (Mithras and Mitra

in the Persian system) a
. We also meet this view in Plato b and

Euripides c
; and in the Alexandrine period it was so prevalent,

that Callimachus d blames those who separate these deities

from the sun and moon. This however might have been

nothing more than the arbitrary procedure of priests and phi-

losophers, and more sure grounds must be sought in the at-

tributes and epithets of these deities anterior to the time of

theocrasy.

Apollo and Artemis then are brother and sister, the chil-

dren of Zeus (that is the deity) and Leto, whose name, by a

perfectly unstrained etymology, may be rendered Night ; and
the origin of the sun and moon, and their affinity, could not
be more appropriately described. Apollo is represented as

full of manly vigour, with long unshorn locks, armed with a

golden sword and a bow and quiver, from which he sends

forth deadly arrows. These waving locks are a simple repre-

sentation of the beams of the sun, who in the Psalms is de-

scribed as f a bridegroom coming out of his chamber, and
rejoicing to run his race f a golden sword is the weapon of

Freyr, the sun-god of Scandinavian mythology; and the

arrows may well express the penetrating beams of the sun5

or the coups de soleil and diseases caused by his action. For
a similar reason arrows were given to the goddess of the moon e

.

The names Phcebos and Artemis, as above explained, agree

perfectly with the sun and moon. Apollo being conceived

armed with bow and arrows, was naturally held to be the god
of archery ; and the sun, whose eye surveys everything, might

a
Herod, vi. 97. b Laws, xii. 3.

c
Fr. Phaethon. 10. d Fr. 48.

e "A man subject to the rays of the moon and the night-damp air, after the

burning heat of the day, was almost sure of a fever. The moon, both here (coast

of Africa) and in the West Indies, is more powerful than the sun ; meat hung in the

rays of the former becomes tainted sooner than if exposed to the latter." Chamier,

Life of a Sailor, i. 270. See Plut. Sympos. hi. 10.

The Spanish women (we have read) will expose themselves without fear to the

rays of the sun, but they cover themselves up against those of the moon.
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be looked on as the most suitable revealer of tlie will of Zeus

to men^, and thence Apollo be the god of prophecy. The

cheerfulness which the appearance of the sun induces over all

nature., vivified and refreshed by the repose of the night, and

the songs of birds which precede or accompany his rising a
,

might easily cause the sun-god to be regarded as the god of

music, though it is more likely that Apollo owes this character

to the employment of the lyre in his worship. Artemis may

in like manner have been regarded as the goddess of the chase

from her being armed with arrows, or as the beasts of venery

feed by night and sleep by day b
, or as the moon-goddess was

held to preside over the birth and growth of animated beings.

Finally, the offering of ripe ears of corn, the e golden summer',

to Apollo, and his being prayed to as the averter of mildew

and the destroyer of mice and grasshoppers, are reasons for

viewing him as a god of nature .

Against all this it is alleged that these identifications were

merely the work of the philosophers of the Ionic school, who

sought to assimilate all the deities of the popular creed with

material powers or the attributes of the universal intellect

;

that the epithets and attributes of Apollo all answer to a moral

being of great purity, while the bow and arrows are a natural

symbol of the god who sends death from afar ; that nothing

can be concluded from his being a patron and protector of

agriculture, as he is such as the averter of misfortune in ge-

neral ; that in his religious character he is no god of nature,

not being a deity of generation and production, but repre-

sented as ever youthful and unmarried, the tales of his amours

being all of a late age, and having no connexion with his wor-

ship. Finally, great stress is laid on the fact of Apollo and

Artemis being so totally distinct from the sun and moon in all

the elder poetry d
.

a 'Qs y'lfiiv i'lOe Xafnrpov yXiov neXas

'E<jja Kivei (pOcy/xaT' 6pvi0u)V cra^f/.

—

Soph. Elect. 17.

b " Nemoribus quoqne adesse dicitur (Diana) quod omnis vcnatio noctc pascatur

dieque dormiat." Fulgent, ii. 19. Eudocia, 118.

c Midler, Dorians, i. 309.

d Midler, Dorians, ut supra. Prolog. 202. Sec also Hermann tit sup. 110. scq.
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Chapter IX.

DIONE -.—APHRODITE, EROS.

Aio)vrj. Dione.

In the Ilias a Dione is a wife of Zeus, and mother of Aphro-

dite. The name Dione also occurs among the Ocean-nymphs b
,

the Nereides and the Hyades d
. At Dodona Dione shared in

the honours and the worship of Zeus, being regarded as his

queen e
. Her name is apparently the feminine of his, and

probably signified simply goddess*.

'AcftpoSiTr). Venus.

The Aphrodite of the IliasS is the daughter of Zeus and

Dione, and by the Alexandrian and the Latin poets h she is

sometimes called by the same name as her mother. Hesiod 1

says she sprang from the foam (a</>po?) of the sea, into which

the mutilated part of Uranos had been thrown by his son

Kronos. She first, he adds, approached the land at the island

of Cythera, and thence proceeded to Cyprus, where grass grew

beneath her feet, and Love and Desire attended her.

One of the Homeridsk sings, that the moist-blowing west-

wind wafted her in soft foam along the waves of the sea, and

that the gold-filleted Seasons received her on the shore of Cy-

prus, clothed her in immortal garments, placed a golden wreath

on her head, rings of orichalcum and gold in her pierced ears,

and golden chains about her neck, and then led her to the as-

a
II. v. 370. b Hes. Th. 853.

c Apollod. i. 2. 6.

d Pherecydes ap. Sen. II. xviii. 486.

e Deraosth. False Emb. 427 ; Meidias 531 ; Epist. 10.

f From Ais, Aios, as from the Doric Zav, Zavoj, from Jovis, Jovino, Juno.

B II. v. 370.

h Theocr. vii. 116. Bion. i. 93. Ovid, A. A. iii. 3. 769. Fasti, ii. 461. Stat.

Silv. ii. 7. 2. Pervig. Veneris passim. Senilis (on /En. iii. 466.) even calls Dione

Venus.
1 Thcog, 188. scq. k Hymn vi.
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sembly of the Immortals, every one of whom admired, saluted,

and loved her, and each god desired her for his wife.

Empedocles said that Aphrodite was the daughter of Kro-

nos a
.

The husband assigned to this charming goddess is usually

the lame artist Hephaestos. Her amour with Ares we have

already narrated ; and Hermes, Dionysos, and Poseidon, it is

said, could also boast of her favours. Among mortals, An-
chises and Adonis are those whose amours with her are the

most famous. The tale of her love-adventure with the former

is noticed by Homerb
, and it is most pleasingly told by a Ho-

merid ; the following is an analysis of his hymn.

Aphrodite had long exercised uncontrolled dominion over

the dwellers of Olympos, uniting in cruel sport both males

and females with mortals. But Zeus resolved that she should

no longer be exempt from the common lot. Accordingly he

infused into her mind the desire of a union of love with mortal

man. The object selected was Anchises, a beautiful youth of

the royal house of Troy, who was at that time with the herds-

men feeding oxen among the hills and valleys of Ida.

The moment Aphrodite beheld him she was seized with

love. She immediately hastened to her temple in Cyprus,

where the Graces dressed and adorned her, and then in the

full consciousness of beauty she proceeded through the air.

When she came to Ida, she advanced toward the stalls, and

was accompanied on her way by all the wild beasts of the

mountains, whose breasts the exulting goddess filled with love

and desire.

Anchises happened to be alone in the cotes at this time, and

was amusing his leisure by playing on the lyre. When he

beheld the goddess, who had divested herself of the usual

marks of divinity, he was amazed at her beauty and the

splendour of her attire. He could not avoid regarding her

as something more than human ; he accosts her as one of the

Immortals, vows an altar to her, and beseeches her to grant

him a long and a happy life. But Aphrodite denies her

a
See above, p. 69. b

II. v. 247. 313.
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heavenly origin, and feigns that she is a mortal maid and

daughter to Otreus king of Phrygia, adding, that while she

was dancing, in honour of Artemis, with the nymphs and
other maidens, and a great crowd was standing around, Hermes
had snatched her away, and carried her through the air over

hills and dales and plains, till he had brought her to Ida,

where he informed her that she was to be the wife of An-

chises ; and then, having instructed her in what she was to

do, had departed, leaving her alone in the mountains. She

earnestly entreats the Trojan youth to conduct her unsullied

to his family, and to dispatch a messenger to her father to

treat of the marriage and the dower.

But while thus speaking, the artful goddess filled the heart

of the youth with love. Believing her now to be mortal, all

his veneration vanishes, and he declares that not even Apollo

should prevent his taking advantage of the favourable mo-
ment. He seized the hand of the goddess, and tf led her

blushing like the morn' into the rustic shed.

When evening approached, and the arrival of the herdsmen

with the sheep and oxen was at hand, the goddess poured a

profound sleep over Anchises. She arose from the skin-

strewn couch, and prepared to depart. Resuming the marks

of divinity, the brilliant eyes and rosy neck, she stood at the

door and called to her slumbering lover to awake and observe

the change. Filled with awe, he conceals his face in the

clothes and sues for mercy ; but the goddess reassures him^

and informs him that she will bear a son, whom she will com-

mit to the mountain-nymphs to rear, and will bring to him

when in his fifth year. He is then to feign that the child is

the offspring of one of the nymphs; but the secret of the

goddess is to remain inviolate, under pain of his being struck

with lightning by Zeus.

So saying, unto breezy Heaven she sped.

Hail, goddess, who o'er well-dwelt Cyprus rulest

!

But I will pass from thee to another hymn,

—

concludes the poet, according to the regular practice of his

brethren.

Myrrha, the daughter of Cinyras, having offended Aphro-
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elite a, was by her inspired with a passion for her own father.

After a long struggle against it, she gratified it by the aid of

her nurse, unknown to its objectb . When Cinyras found what

he had unwittingly done, he pursued his daughter with his

drawn sword, to efface her crime in her blood. He had nearly

overtaken her, when she prayed to the gods to make her in-

visible, and they in pity changed her into a myrrh-tree. In

ten months afterwards the tree opened, and the young Adonis

came to light. Aphrodite, delighted with his beauty, put him

into a coffer, unknown to all the gods, and gave him to Per-

sephone to keep. But as soon as she beheld him, the god-

dess of the under-world refused to part with him ; and the

matter being referred to Zeus, he decreed that Adonis should

have one third of the year to himself, be another third with

Aphrodite, and the remaining third with Persephone. Adonis

gave his own portion to Aphrodite, and lived happily with her;

till having offended Artemis, he was torn by a wild boar c and

died d
. The ground where his blood fell was sprinkled with

nectar by the mourning goddess, and the flower called the

anemone or wind-flower sprang up from it, which by its cadu-

city expresses the brief period of the life of the beautiful son

of Myrrha e
. The rose also derived its present hue from this

fatal event ; for as the distracted goddess ran barefoot through

the woods and lawns to the aid of her lover, the thorns of the

rose-briars tore her delicate skin, and their flowers were

thenceforth tinged with redf
. Other accounts, however, say

a By asserting that her hair was more beautiful than that of the goddess. Sch.

Theocr. i. 109.

b Hesiod (ap. Apollod. iii. 14.) said that Adonis was the son of Phoenix and

Alphesibcea. It is uncertain whether he made the latter daughter of the former

or not. Panyasis (Id. ib.) made him the offspring of Theias, king of Assyria, by

his own daughter Smyrna.
c Ares, out of jealousy, took it is said the form of a boar for the purpose of

killing him. Sch. Theocr. iii. 47. Eudocia, 24. Tzetz. Lyc.831. Nonnus, xxix. 135;

xli. 210.

d Apollod. ut supra. Ovid, Met. x. 298. et seq. Eudocia and Tzetzes, ut supra.

Anton. Liberal. 34. Bion. i.

e Meander ap. Sch. Theocr. v. 92. Ovid. lb. 731. Others said that the ane-

mone, which was white before, was turned red by the blood of Adonis. Eudocia

and Tzetzes, ut supra.

f Eudocia and Tzetzes, ut supra.
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that the goddess changed Adonis himself into this fragrant

flower a
.

The tale of Adonis is evidently an Eastern mythe. His

own name and those of his parents refer to that part of the

worldb
. He appears to be the same with the Thammuz men-

tioned by the prophet Ezekiel,

Whose annual wound in Lebanon allured

The Syrian damsels to lament his fate,

While smooth Adonis from his native rock

Ran purple to the sea, supposed with blood

Of Thammuz yearly wounded;

and to be a Phoenician personification of the sun, who during

a part of the year is absent, or as the legend expresses it,

with the goddess of the under-world ; during the remainder

with Astarte, the regent of heaven. A festival in honour of

Adonis was annually celebrated at Byblos by the Phoenician

women during two days ; the first of which was spent in grief

and lamentation, the second in joy and triumph. In Greece,

whither these rites were transplanted, the festival was pro-

longed to eight days. It is uncertain when the Adoneia were

first celebrated in that country; but we find Plato c alluding

to the Gardens of Adonis, as pots and boxes of flowers used

in them were called, and the ill fortune of the Athenian ex-

pedition to Sicily was in part ascribed to the circumstance of

the fleet having sailed during that festivals The Idyll ofTheo-

critus called the Adoniazusae describes in admirable dramatic

style the magnificence with which the feast of Adonis was

celebrated in the Graeco-^Egyptic city of Alexandria.

This notion of the mourning for Adonis being a testimony

a
Serv. Buc. x. 18. Bion (i. 65.) ascribes the origin of the rose to the blood,

that of the anemone to the tears of the goddess

:

Aljiia pooov riKrei, ret de ddicpva tuv dve\i(ovav.

For a less elegant Mohammedan legend of the origin of the rose, see above, p. 8.

b Adonis is the Semitic p-»K (Jdon) Lord. Cinyras comes from Tiaa {Kinnor),

the Greek icivvpa, whence Kivvpi^io, to lament, as in the Irish keening. Myrrha

is Tin (Mor) Myrrh.
c Phaedrus. Spenser, who treats the Grecian mythology in the most arbitrary

manner, gives, in the Faerie Quene, a peculiar view of the gardens of Adonis. See

also Milton, Comus, 992. seq. The Italian poet Marini has made Adonis the hero

of a long poem. d Plut. Nicias, 13.
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of grief for the absence of the sun during the winter, is not,

however, to be too readily acquiesced in. Lobeck a for ex-

ample asks, with some appearance of reason, why those na-

tions whose heaven was mildest, and their winter shortest,

should so bitterly bewail the regular changes of the seasons,

as to feign that the gods themselves were carried off or slain;

and he shrewdly observes, that in that case the mournful and

the joyful parts of the festival should have been held at dif-

ferent times of the year, and not joined together as they were.

He further inquires, whether the ancient nations, who esteemed

their gods to be so little superior to men, may not have be-

lieved them to have been really and not metaphorically put to

death. And in truth it is not easy to give a satisfactory answer

to these questions.

According to Homer, Aphrodite had an embroidered girdle

(/eeo-ro? Ifxas), which had the gift of inspiring love and desire

for the person who wore it. Hera, when about to lull Zeus

to sleep by filling him with these affections, borrowed the

magic girdle from Aphrodite b
.

The animals sacred to Aphrodite were swans, doves, and

sparrows. Horace places her in a chariot drawn by swans,

and Sappho d in one whose team were sparrows. In one of

the odes ascribed to Anacreon a dove announces herself as a

present from the goddess to the bard. The bird called lynx

or Fritillus, of which so much use was made in amatory magic,

was also sacred to this goddess e
; as was likewise the swallow,

the herald of spring, the season of love. Her favourite plants

were the rose and the myrtle. She was chiefly worshiped at

Cythera and Cyprus f
; in which latter isle her favourite places

were Paphos, Golgoi, Idalion, and Amathus ; and also at

Cnidos, Miletos, Cos, Corinth, Athens, Sparta, etc.

In the more ancient temples of this goddess in Cyprus she

was represented under the form of a rude conical stone. But

the Grecian sculptors and painters, particularly Praxiteles and

a Aglaophamus, p. 691. See Pint, de Is. et Os. 70.

b
II. xiv. 214.

c Carm. iii. 28. 15. iv. 1. 10.

d In the ode preserved by Dion. Hal. De compos, vcrborum.
e See Pind. Pyth. iv. 380. and the scholion.

1 The goddess of Cyprus was plainly the Phoenician Astarte.
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Apelles, vied with each other in forming her image the ideal

offemale beauty and attraction. She appears sometimes rising-

out of the sea and wringing her locks ; sometimes drawn in a
conch by Tritons, or riding on some marine animal. She is

usually naked, or but slightly clad. The Venus de' Medici
remains to us a noble specimen of ancient art and perception
of the beautiful.

The most usual epithets ofAphrodite were a
, 1 . Smile-loving;

2. Well-garlanded; 3. Golden; 4. Quick-winking; 5. Well-
tressed; 6. Care-dissolving ; 7. Artful; 8. Gold-bridled; etc.

There is none of the Olympians of whom the foreign origin

is so probable as this goddess. She is generally regarded as

being the same with the Astarte of the Phoenicians. There
can, we think, be little doubt of the identification of this last

with the Grecian Aphrodite, for the tale of Adonis sufficiently

proves it; and that this took place at a very early period, the

name Cypris given to Aphrodite so frequently by Homer
evinces. Still we look on Aphrodite to be (as her name seems to

denote b
) an originally Grecian deity; at first, probably, merely

cosmogonic, but gradually adopted into the system of the

Olympians, and endowed with some of the attributes of Hera,
(who was also identified with Astarte), and thus becoming the

patroness of marriage . It was probably on account of her
being esteemed the same with xistarte, the moon-goddess and
queen of heaven, that Aphrodite was so frequently styled the

Heavenly (Urania). It is very important to observe that she

was so named at her temple in Cythera, which was regarded

as the holiest and most ancient of her fanes in Greece. Her
antique wooden statue (goavov) in this temple was armed, as

it also was at Sparta and Corinth d
. In this last city she was

also styled Urania e
, and her worship there was eminently

Asiatic in character.

1. <pi\ofi/X6ih)s: 2. evartyavos : 3. XP V(T^1 '• *. eXucofiXei[>apo$, eXiK<o7u$ :

5. euTrXoKafioa : 6. Xwti/igX^s : 7. #o\6/*jjris : 8. xpv<T))vtos.
b 'A<ppodirt], quasi 'AQpocv-)], Foam-sprung.
c

II. v. 429. «» Paus. iii. 23. 1 ; and ii. 5. 1 ; iii. 15. 10.
e Pind. Fr. Schol. 1. Boeckk and Dissen. in lac. Compare Jacobs Antliol.

vii. p. 377.
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"Epo?, "E/30)5. Cupido, Amor. Love.

This deity is unnoticed by Homer ; in the Theogony a he is

one of the first of beings, and produced without parents. In

the Orphic poems he was the son of Kronos b
. Sappho c made

him the offspring of Heaven and Earth, while Simonides as-

signed him Aphrodite and Ares for parents d
. In Olen's hymn

to Eileithyia e that goddess was termed the mother of Love,

and Alcaeus said that c well-sandaled Iris bore Love to gold-

locked ZephyrosV

The cosmogonic Eros of Hesiod is apparently a personifi-

cation of the principle of attraction, on which the coherence

of the material world depends. Nothing was more natural

than to term Aphrodite the mother of Love, but the reason

for so calling Eileithyia, the president of child-birth, is not

equally apparent. It may be perhaps that in the hymn

ascribed to Olen this goddess was identified with Aphrodite

Archaia, to whom Theseus was said to have dedicated an altar

at DelosS: possibly it was meant to express the increase of

conjugal affection produced by the birth of children. The

making Love the offspring of the West-wind and the Rainbow

would seem to be only a poetic mode of expressing the well-

known fact, that the spring, the season in which they most

prevail, is also that of loveh . In the bucolic and some of the

Latin poets the Loves are spoken of in the plural number,

but no distinct offices are assigned them 1
.

Thespice in Bceotia was the place in which Eros was most

worshiped. The Thespians used to celebrate games in his

honour on Mount Helicon. The oldest image of the god in

their city was of plain stone, but Praxiteles afterwards made

a Theog. 120. b Sch. Apoll. Rh. iii. 26.

c
Id. ib. id.

d Id. ib. id.

e Paus. ix. 27. 2.

f Ap. Plut. Amator. 20. Nonnus, xxxi. 110. 111. This strange poet had a

little before (xxix. 334.) called Heplmestos the sire of Love.

B Miiller, Dor. i. 333.

h 'Gjoouos fccu"Epws e7rire\\erat, yviica irep yfj

"AvOeaiv elapivols OciXXei de^ofievt].—Theognis, 1275.

See Plut. ut supra, for another explication of this fiction.

' Theocr. vii. 96. Bion. i. passim. Ilor. Carm. i. 19. 1.
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for them one of Pcntelican marble of rare beauty a
. Eros also

had altars at Athens and elsewhere.

The poetic epithets of this deity were b
, 1. Gold-haired

;

2. Gold-winged ; 3. Sweet-minded.

The god of love was usually represented as a plump-cheeked

boy, rosy and naked, with light hair floating on his shoulders.

He is always winged, and armed with a bow and arrows .

There was a being named Anteros (avrl epa)?), who was in

some cases viewed as the avenger of slighted love d
; in others

as the symbol of reciprocal affection e
. The Platonic philo-

sopher Porphyrius tells the following pretty legend.

Aphrodite, complaining to Themis that her son Eros con-

tinued always a child, was told by her that the cause was his

being solitary, and that if he had a brother he would grow

apace. Anteros was soon afterwards born, and Eros imme-

diately found his wings enlarge, and his person and strength

greatly increase. But this was only when Anteros was near;

for if he was at a distance, Eros found himself shrink to his

original dimensions. The meaning of this fable is so appa-

rent that it needs not explication.

At the time when it was become the mode to exalt the

characters of philosophers by ascribing to them all kinds of

wonderful works, the sophist Eunapius told the following

curious legend in his life of Jamblichus, the author of as mar-

vellous a life of Pythagoras. Jamblichus and his companions

having gone to the warm baths of Gadara in Lycia, and bathed

in them, a conversation arose among them on the nature of

the baths. The philosopher smiled and said, " Though it is

not strictly right in me to do so, yet I will show you some-

thing new." He then desired them to inquire of the inhabit-

ants, what were the traditional names of two of the smaller

but handsomer of the warm springs. They replied that one

of them was called Eros and the other Anteros, but that they

knew not the cause of their being so styled. Jamblichus,

a Paus. ix. 27. 1 ; 31.3.

b 1. xpv (tokoju/js ; 2. xP V(ro7TTepos ; 3. yXvKvOvfjios.

c Nonnus (vii. 194.) seems to represent his arrows as tipt with flowers. The

arrows of Cama, the Hindoo Eros, are thus pointed.

d Paus. i. 30. 1. Pint. Amat. 20.

e Plato, Pluxdr. 255. Paus. vi. 23. 4.

L 2
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who was just then standing at the brink of the fount of Eros,

touched the water, and murmured a few words over it. Im-

mediately there rose from the bottom a little boy of a fair com-

plexion and moderate size : his hair, of a rich golden hue, hung

down his back, which was bright and clean as that of a per-

son who had just bathed. All present were in amazement:

the philosopher then leading them to the other spring did as

he had done before ; and instantly another Love, similar to

the first, except that his hair was of a bright dark hue, rose

to light. The two embraced, and clung round the philoso-

pher as if he had been their father ; and after caressing them

for some time, he restored them to their native element. His

companions, who had been previously disposed to regard him

as an impostor, convinced by this wonder, henceforth received

his words as those of a divinity.

The adventures of Eros are not numerous. Some pretty

little trifles respecting him will be found in the bucolic poets,

and his adventure with Apollo has been already noticed. The

most celebrated is that contained in the agreeable tale of his

love for Psyche tyvxh) ^e soul), preserved by Apuleius in his

Metamorphoses, and which we will here give in an abridged

form.

There were one time a king and a queen who had three

daughters, of whom the youngest named Psyche was one of

the loveliest creatures earth ever beheld. People crowded

from all parts to gaze upon her charms, altars were erected to

her, and she was worshiped as a second Venus. The queen

of beauty was irritated on seeing her own altars neglected,

and her adorers diminishing. She summoned her son ; and

conducting him to the city where Psyche dwelt, showed him

the lovely maid, and ordered him to inspire her with a pas-

sion for some vile and abject wretch. The goddess departed,

leaving her son to execute her mandate. Meantime Psyche,

though adored by all, was sought as a wife by none. Her

sisters, who were far inferior to her in charms, were married,

and she remained single, hating that beauty which all ad-

mired.

Hei father consulted the oracle of Apollo, and was ordered
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to expose her on a rock, whence she would be carried away
by a monster, the terror of heaven, earth, and hell. The
oracle was obeyed, and Psyche amidst the tears of the people
placed on a lofty rock. Here, while she sat weeping, a zephyr
sent for the purpose gently raised and carried her to a charm-
ing valley. Overcome by grief she falls asleep, and on awa-
king beholds a grove with a fountain in the midst of it, and
near it a stately palace of most splendid structure. She ven-
tures to enter this palace, goes over it lost in admiration at

its magnificence; when suddenly she hears a voice, telling her
that all there is hers, and all her commands will be obeyed.
She bathes, sits down to a rich repast, and is regaled with
music by invisible performers. At night she retires to bed

;

an unseen youth addresses her in the softest accents, and she
becomes his wife.

Her sisters had meanwhile come to console their parents
for the loss of Psyche, whose invisible spouse informs her of
this event, and warns her of the danger likely to arise from it.

Moved by the tears of his bride, he however consents that her
sisters should come to the palace. The obedient zephyr con-
veys them thither. They grow envious of Psyche's happiness,

and try to persuade her that her invisible lord is a serpent,

who will finally devour her. By their advice she provides
herself with a lamp and a razor to destroy the monster.
When her husband was asleep she arose, took her lamp from
its place of concealment, and approached the couch ; but there

she beheld, instead of a dragon, Love himself. Filled with
amazement at his beauty, she leaned in rapture over his

charms : a drop of oil fell from the lamp on the shoulder of
the god : he awoke, and flew away. Psyche caught his leg

as he rose, and was raised into the air, but fell ; and as she
lay, the god reproached her from a cypress for her breach of
faith.

The abandoned Psyche attempted to drown herself in the
neighbouring stream ; but, fearing Love, it cast her upon a
bank of flowers, where she was found and consoled by the
god Pan. She now goes through the world in search ofCupid

:

she arrives at the kingdom of her sisters ; and, by a false tale

of Cupid's love for them, causes them to cast themselves from
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the rock on which she had been exposed, and through their

credulity they perish. She still roams on, persecuted and sub-

jected to numerous trials by Venus. Pitied but unaided by

the higher goddesses Ceres and Juno, the plants and the ani-

mals, the reed, the owl, and the eagle give her their advice

and assistance. Venus, bent on her destruction, dispatches

her to Proserpina with a box to request some of her beauty.

Psyche, dismayed at the peril of the journey to the lower re-

gions, ascends a tower, determined to cast herself from it and

end her woes ; but the tower pities her, and instructs her how
to proceed. She accomplishes her mission in safety. As she

is returning, she thinks she may venture to open the box and

take a portion for herself, that she may be the more pleasing

to her husband. She opens the box, when instead of beauty

there issues from it a dense black exhalation, and the impru-

dent Psyche falls to the ground in a deep slumber from its

effects. In this state she is found by Cupid, who had escaped

by the window of the chamber where he had been confined

by his mother : he awakens her with the point of one of his

arrows, reproaches her with her curiosity, and then proceeds

to the palace of Jupiter to interest him in her favour. Jupiter

takes pity on her, and endows her with immortality : Venus
is reconciled, and her marriage with Cupid takes place. The
Hours shed roses through the sky, the Graces sprinkle the

halls of Heaven with fragrant odours, Apollo plays on his

lyre, the Arcadian god on his reeds, the Muses sing in chorus,

while Venus dances with grace and elegance to celebrate the

nuptials of her son. Thus Cupid was at length reunited to

his long-lost Psyche, and their loves were speedily crowned

by the birth of a child, whom his parents named Pleasure 51
.

This beautiful fiction is perhaps a philosophic allegory,

intended by its inventor for a representation of the mystic

union between the divine love and the human soul, and of

the trials and purifications which the latter must undergo, in

order to be perfectly fitted for an enduring union with the

3 And from her fair unspotted side

Two blissful twins arc to be born,

Youth and Joy ; so Jove hath sworn.

—

Comus, 1009.
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divinity. It is thus explained by the Christian mythologist

Fulgentius a
.

" The city in which Psyche dwells is the world

;

the king and queen are God and matter; Psyche is the

soul ; her sisters are the flesh and the free-will : she is the

youngest, because the body is before the mind ; and she is

the fairest, because the soul is higher than free-will, more

noble than the body. Venus, i. e. lust, envies her, and sends

Cupido, i. e. desire, to destroy her ; but as there is desire of

good as well as of evil, Cupid falls in love with her : he per-

suades her not to see his face, that is, not to learn the joys of

desire
; just as Adam, though he could see, did not see that

he was naked until he had eaten of the tree of desire. At the

impulsion of her sisters she put the lamp from under the

bushel, that is, revealed the flame of desire which was hidden

in her bosom, and loved it when she saw how delightful it

was ; and she is said to have burned it by the dripping of the

lamp, because all desire burns in proportion as it is loved,

and fixes its sinful mark on the flesh. She is therefore de-

prived of desire and her splendid fortune, is exposed to perils,

and driven out of the palace/'

This fanciful exposition will probably not prove satisfactory

to many readers. The following one of a modern writerb

may seem to come nearer the truth. " This fable, it is said,

is a representation of the destiny of the human soul. The

soul, which is of divine origin, is here below subjected to

error in its prison the body. Hence trials and purifications

are set before it, that it may become capable of a higher view

of things, and of true desire. Two loves meet it,—the earthly,

a deceiver who draws it down to earthly things ; the heavenly,

who directs its view to the original, fair and divine, and who
gaining the victory over his rival, leads off the soul as his

bride.
5'

According to a third expositor the mythe is a moral one.

It is intended to represent the dangers to which nuptial fide-

lity was exposed in such a country as degenerate Greece, and

at the same time to present an image of a fidelity subjected

to numerous temptations and victorious over them all.

a M\ thologicon, iii. 6. b Hirt. ap. Creuzer, Symbolik, iii. 573.
c

Thorlacius, ap. cundem, id.
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The interpretation of an allegory is always hazardous : for

fancy presided over its birth, and fancy must always have a

large share in the attempts made to develope its secret and

real nature. All, therefore, we should ever hope to arrive at

is a view of the general sense and meaning. In truth many

a tale seems to be allegorical which was never meant to be so

by its author, and many a tale is allegorical in which the

vulgar discern nothing but amusing narrative. The story of

Cupid and Psyche may after all have been, as some think,

nothing more than a Milesian tale like that of the Matron of

Ephesus a
. We, however, rather incline to the opinion of its

having been originally a philosophic allegory.

Ere we quit this subject we must observe, that a Greek

name for the moth was Psyche {tyvxv) • The fondness of this

insect for approaching at night the flame ofthe lamp or candle,

in which it so frequently finds its death, reminds a mystic

philosopher of the fate of the soul destroyed by the desire of

knowledge, or absorbed and losing its separate existence in

the deity, who dwells in light according to the philosophy of

the East. But further, the world presents no illustration so

striking or so beautiful of the immortality of the soul, as that

of the moth or butterfly bursting on brilliant wings from the

dull groveling caterpillar-state in which it had previously ex-

isted, fluttering in the blaze of day, and feeding on the most

fragrant and sweetest productions of the spring. Hence it

was, in all probability, that the Greeks named the butterfly

the soul.

The fable of Love and Psyche has been the original ofmany
a pleasing fairy-tale. It has been told in French prose by

the naif and charming La Fontaine. The united powers of

Corneille, Moliere, and Quinault produced a tragedie-ballet

named Psyche, for the amusement of the court of Louis XIV.
In English, the amiable and accomplished Mrs. H. Tighe has

narrated the tale of Psyche and her celestial lover in elegant

and harmonious Spenserian verse.

a See Paldamus, Romischc Erotik, p. 92. seq.
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Chapter X.

PALLAS-ATHENE, AND HERMES.

We place these deities together, dissimilar as they may ap-

pear in office and character, as they form two remarkable in-

stances of gods altering their characters and attributes with

a change of manners or institutions in the people.

TIaWag 'KOrfvairj, real 'AdrjvT], 'AOr/va. Minerva.

The Pallas-Athene of both the Homeric poems is the

daughter of Zeus ; in one place a it seems to be intimated that

she had no other parent. In the Theogony Zeus swallows

Metis, and the * blue-eyed Tritogeneia* is born from his head b
5

which Pindar c says Hephasstos opened with a brazen axe;

Athena then sprang forth with a shout which terrified Heaven
and Mother Earth, while the king of the gods poured a shower

of gold on Rhodes, the sacred isle of the Sun-god. Stesicho-

rus d had already sung how the goddess issued from the head

of her sire in perfect panoply,—a circumstance however evi-

dently to be understood in the narrative of Pindar. Accord-

ing to the Homerid e Olympos shook at the divine birth, the

earth resounded, the sea was moved, and Helios checked his

steeds in their career till the new-born goddess took off her

radiant armour. Later authorities assign the task of opening

the head of Zeus to Prometheus f
, or Hermes s.

a
II. v. 875-80.

b Th. 886. seq. 924. The scholion on v. 890, is as follows : Aiyerat on i)

Mfjns roiavTrjv el^e Suvctfiiv wore fiercifiaXkeiv eis oirolav av e(3ou\eTO. II\a-

vrjeras ovv avrtjv 6 Zeus kcu iriKpav 7rou]<ras Kareiriev eytcvov ovaav. For

TriKpav, which gives little or no sense, Lobeck (Aglaoph. p. 613.) would read

[xvlav ; we however prefer fxiKpuv, which Gottling proposes. This critic points

out the similarity between this fiction and that of Puss in Boots and the Ogre.

See above, p. 80.

c 01. vii. 63. seq. cum Schol. d Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 1310.
e Horn. Hymn xxviii.

f Eur. Ion 462. Apollod. i. 3.

E Sch, Tind. 01, vii. 66,
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Pallas-Athene is in Homer, and in the general popular sy-

stem, the goddess of wisdom and skill. She is in war op-

posed to Ares, the wild war-god, as the patroness and teacher

of just and scientific warfare. She is therefore on the side of

the Greeks, and he on that of the Trojans. But on the shield

of Achilleus, where the people of the besieged town are repre-

sented as going forth to He in ambush, they are led by Ares

and Athena together a
,
possibly to denote the union of skill

and courage required for that service b
. Every prudent chief

was esteemed to be under the patronage of Athena, and Odys-

seus was therefore her especial favourite, whom she relieved

from all his perils, and whose son Telemachos she also took

under her protection, assuming a human form to be his guide

and director. In like manner Cadmos, Heracles, Perseus,

and other heroes were, as we shall see, favoured and aided by

this goddess.

As the patroness of arts and industry in general, Pallas-

Athene was regarded as the inspirer and teacher of able artists.

Thus she taught Epeios to frame the wooden horse, by means

of which Troy was taken c
; and she also superintended the

building of the ship Argo d
. Athena was likewise expert in

female accomplishments ; she wove her own robe and that of

Hera, which last she is said to have embroidered very richly e
.

When the hero lasdn was setting forth in quest of the Golden

Fleece, Athena gave him a cloak wrought by herselff. She

taught this art to mortal females, who had won her affection £.

When Pandora was formed by Hephaestos for the ruin of man,

she was attired by Pallas-Atheneh .

By the Homerid i Athena and Hephaestos are united as the

benefactors and civilisers of mankind by means of the arts

which they taught them, and we shall find them in intimate

union in the mythic system of Attica.

Homerk thus describes Pallas-Athene arraying herself in

the arms of Zeus, when preparing to accompany Hera to the

plain where the Greeks and Trojans were engaged in conflict.

a
II. xviii. 516. b II. xiii. 277. Ocl. xiv. 217.

c Od. viii. 493.

rt See also II. v. 61

;

xv. 412. e
II. v. 735 ; xiv. 178.

f ApolL Rh. i. 721. E Od. xx. 72. >» lies. Th. 573.

1 Horn. Hymn, xx. k
II. v. 733.
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But Athensee, child of Zeus supreme,

The aegis-holder, on her father's floor

Let fall her peplus various, which she

Herself had wrought, and laboured with her hands.

The tunic then of cloud-collecting Zeus

She on her put, and clad herself in arms
For tearful war ; and round her shoulders cast

The fringed «egis dire, which all about

Was compassed with fear. In it was Strife,

In it was Strength, and in it chill Pursuit

;

In it the Gorgon-head, the portent dire,

—

Dire and terrific, the great prodigy

Of segis-holding Zeus. Upon her head

She placed the four-coned helmet formed of gold,

Fitting the foot-men of a hundred towns.

The flaming car she mounted, seized the spear,

Great, heavy, solid, wherewith the strong-sired

Maiden the ranks of heroes vanquisheth,

With whom she is wroth.

A Maeonian maid named Arachne, proud of her skill in

weaving and embroidery, in which arts the goddess had in-

structed her, ventured to deny her obligation, and challenged

her patroness to a trial of skill. Athena, assuming the form
of an old woman, warned her to desist from her boasting; and
when she found her admonitions were vain, she resumed her
proper form and accepted the challenge. The skill ofArachne
was such, and the subject she chose (the love-transformations

of the gods) so offensive to Athena, that she struck her several

times in the forehead with the shuttle. The high-spirited

maid unable to endure this affront hung herself, and the god-
dess relenting changed her into a spider {apd^vrj) a

.

The invention of the flute or pipe (auAo?) is also ascribed

to this goddess. When Perseus, says Pindar b
, had slain Me-

dusa, her two remaining sisters bitterly lamented her death.

The snakes which formed their ringlets mourned in concert

a
Ovid, Met. vi. 1. seq.,—the name as usual giving origin to the fable. We

know not what Greek authority Ovid followed in this legend, probably Nicander.
Virgil alludes to it,

aut invisa Minervse

Laxos in foribus suspendit aranea casses.

—

Geor. iv. 24 G.

See Servius and Probus in loc.

b Pyth. xii. 15. seq. cum Schol. Nonnus, xxiv. 37; xl. 227. seq.
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with them, and Athena hearing the sound was pleased with

it, and resolved to imitate it : she in consequence invented

the pipe, whose music was named many-headed (TroXv/cicjiaXos),

on account of the number of the serpents whose lugubrious

hissing had given origin to it. Others a say the goddess formed

the pipe from the bone of a stag, and bringing it with her to

the banquet of the gods began to play on it. Being laughed

at by Hera and Aphrodite, on account of her green eyes and

her swollen cheeks, she went to a fountain on Mount Ida, and

played before the liquid mirror. Satisfied that the goddesses

had had reason for their mirth, she threw her pipe away

:

Marsyas unfortunately found it, and learning to play on it,

ventured to become the rival of Apollo. His fate has been

already related.

The favourite plant of Athena was the olive, to which she

had given origin. Among animals the owl and the serpent

were sacred to her. Athena was most honoured in Athens,

the city to which she gave name, where the splendid festivals

of the Panathenaea were celebrated in her honour. She had

also temples at Thebes, Argos, Sparta, and elsewhere. At

Tegea she was worshiped under the title of Alea. She con-

tended, as we have seen, with Poseidon for Athens and Trcezen,

and, according to one account, for Argos.

This goddess is represented with a serious thoughtful coun-

tenance, her eyes are large and steady, her hair hangs in ring-

lets on her shoulders, a helmet covers her head; she wears a

long tunic and mantle, she bears the aegis on her breast or on

her arm, and the head of the Gorgon is on its centre. She

often has bracelets and ear-rings, but her general air is that of

a young man in female attire.

Pallas-Athene was called by the poets b, 1. Blue- or rather

Green-eyed; 2. Town-destroying; 3. Town-protecting; 4. Plun-

dering ; 5. Unwearied ox Invincible ; G. People-rouser, &c.

We are now to inquire into the signification of the name

of this goddess and her original nature.

a Hyginus, Fab. 165.

5. arpvriori) : 6. Xaoacrvos.
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The simplest and most natural interpretation of Pallas

Athenaee appears to be ' Athenian Maid/ and she thus forms

a parallel to the ( Eleusinian Maid' (Kopa), Persephone a
. As

this is her constant title in Homer, it is manifest that she had
long been regarded as the tutelar deity of Athens. We may
therefore safely reject the legends of her being the same with

the Neith of Sais in Egypt, or a war-goddess imported from

the banks of the lake Tritonis in Libya, and view in her one

of the deities worshiped by the agricultural Pelasgians, and
therefore probably one of the powers engaged in causing the

productiveness of the earth. Her being represented in the

poetic creed as the goddess of arts and war alone, need not

cause us any hesitation, as that transition from physical to

moral agents, of which we shall presently give an explanation,

was by no means uncommon.
The most probable theory, in our opinion, is that which

views in Pallas-Athene the temperate celestial heat and its

principal agent on vegetation, the moon b
. This idea was not

unknown to the ancients ; Athena is by Aristotle expressly

called the moon c
; on the coins of Attica, anterior to the time

of Pericles, there was a moon along with the owl and olive-

branch 11

; there was a torch-race (Xa/jLTraSocffopia) at the Pan-

athenaea, a contest with which none but light-bearing deities

were honoured e
; at the festival of the Skirophoria the priest

of the Sun and the priestess of Athena went together in pro-

cession f
; a title of Athena was All-dew (Pandrosos) s • in the

ancient legend of Athens there was a Sacred Marriage be-

tween Athena and Hephsestosh, in whose temple stood a statue

of the goddess 1
; she was also said to have given fire to the

Athenians k
; perpetual flame was maintained in her temples

at Athens and Alalcomense 1
. It could hardly have been from

a
Midler, Proleg. 2U. See also Eudocia, 4. Schwenk, 230. Welcker, Tril. 282.

n«\\ds is the same as 7rd\\a£, originally maid. There was a temple of Athena
Koria near Cleitor in Arcadia. Paus. viii. 21. 4.

b MiiUer, Minerva Polias, 5. Proleg. 213. Welcker, Tril. 277. seq.
c Arnoh. iii. 31. d Eckhel, D. N. ii. p. 163. 209.
e As Heplnestos, Prometheus, etc. See Miiller, Min. Pol. ut supra.
f Sch. Aristoph. Eccles. 18. g Id. Lys. 439.
h See below, Part II. c. v. Erichthonios. > Paus. i. 14. 5.
k Plut. Cim. 10. i Paus. i. 2G. 7 ; ix. 34. 1.
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any other cause than that of her being regarded as the moon,

that the nocturnal owl, whose broad full eyes shine so brightly

in the dark, was consecrated to her ; the shield or corselet

with the Gorgon's head on it seems to represent the full-orbed

moon ; and finally the epithet Glaucopis, which is as it were

appropriated to Athena, is also given to Selene a
.

To these proofs respecting the Athenian goddess we may
add that at Tegea Athena was called Alea, that is probably

Warmer^. At Sparta she was named Ophthalmitis or Eyed,

and at Argos Sharp-sighted*,

If this theory be correct, the best explanation of the per-

plexing epithet Tritogeneia would seem to be that which

derives it from the three phases of the moon. There are two

other interpretations of this name which have had more ge-

neral currency. The one supposes it to signify Head-sprung,

as the word rpirco is said to have signified Head in some of

the obscurer dialects of Greece d
. But accounts like this are

very suspicious, and the later Greeks would have made little

scruple about coining a term if they wanted it to suit any

purpose. The other interpretation, which makes the banks

of the river or lake Triton the birth-place of Athena, has

found a greater number of supporters ; but as so many coun-

tries sought to appropriate the Triton to themselves e
, the

choice among them might seem difficult. The contest, how-

ever, has lain between the river or lake Triton in Libya and

a small stream of the same name in Boeotia. The ancients in

general were in favour of the former ; but as there is no reason

to suppose that the Greeks knew anything of the Libyan

Triton in the days of Homer, or probably till after the colony

had been settled at Cyrene, this theory seems to have little in

its favour. Miiller f therefore at once rejects it, and fixes on

the banks of the Boeotian brook as the natal spot of the god-

a See above, p. 62. and Appendix, C.

b Paus. viii. 4. 3 ; 9. 3. c Id. i. 26. 7 ; ix. 34. 1.

d That of the Atharaanes, according to Nicander of Colophon, Hesych. s. v.

Etym. Mag. and Photius, s. v. ; that of the Cretans, Eustath. on II. iv. p. 524. viii.

p. 696. Od. iii. p. 1473 ; that of the Boeotians, Tzetz. Lye. 519.
e There were Tritons in Bceotia, Thessaly (Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 109.), Arcadia (Pans,

viii. 26. 6.), Crete (Diodor. v. 72.), Thrace (Interp. to Vih. Sequester, p. 285.).

f Orchom. 355.
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dess. Here, however, again Homer presents a difficulty, for,

as we have already observed, the practice of assigning birth-

places on earth to the gods does not seem to have prevailed in

his age. Indeed we strongly suspect that the streamlet that

flowed by Alalcomenoe got its name in the same manner as

the hill Delos at Tegyra, and the grove Ortygia at Ephesus a
.

The moon-goddess of the Athenians probably came by her

moral and political character in the following manner. It

was the practice of the different classes and orders in a state

to appropriate the general tutelar deity to themselves by some
suitable appellation. The Attic peasantry, therefore, named
Athena the Ox-ijoker (BovSeia), the citizens called her Worker
(Epydvrj), while the military class styled her Front-fighter

(Tlpofjuaxos). As these last were the ruling order, their view
of the character of the goddess became the prevalent one 5

;

yet even in the epic poetry we find the idea of the goddess

presiding over the arts still retained.

Some of the ancients regarded Athena as the air c
, others

as the earth d
. There are some mythes which can be ex-

plained with so much more ease on this last hypothesis, that

we think it not improbable that the Pelasgian goddess of

Argos and other places, who had been identified with the

Athenian Maid, may have originally been the same with Hera
and Demeter e

.

'Ep/^/a?,
f

E/9^?,
r

E/oyu,ao)v. Mercurius.

Hermeias (as Homer and Hesiod always name this god f
,)

is in one place of the Ilias called the son of Zeus?, but his

mother is unnoticed. When, in the same poem, Dione is

consoling her wounded daughter 11
, she reminds her how others

of the Celestials had suffered similar calamities inflicted by

a See below, chap, xv., Artemis of Ephesus.
b See Miiller, Min. Pol. p. 1.

c Diodor. i. 12. Tzetz. Lye. 519.
d Heraclid. Alleg. Horn. p. 444. Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 191.
e For Athena Hippia and Gorgo, see below, Part II. Bellerophontes and Perseus.
f Wherever the form 'Epfifjs occurs, the passage may be regarded as an inter-

polation.

g
II. xxiv. 333. «• II. v. 390.
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mortals. Thus Ares, she says, was once shut up in a brazen

prison by Otos and Ephialtes, where he languished till Her-

meias, being informed of his state, contrived to steal him out

of his dungeon. Elsewhere the poet tells us that of all the

Trojans Hermeias most loved Phorbas {Feeder), rich in sheep,

and bestowed on him wealth (fcrrjo-iv) a
; and that Eudoros

(Wealthy or Munificent) was the son of Hermeias by Polymela

(Sheep-full), the daughter of Phylas (Keeper*).

Hermeias is opposed in the battle of the gods to Leto, but

declines the combat on the plea of the impolicy of making an

enemy of one of the consorts of Zeus ; at the same time cour-

tier-like telling her that, if she pleases, she may boast of having

vanquished him by main strength . When the corse of

Hector was exposed by Achilleus, the gods, pitying the fate of

the hero, urged Hermeias to steal it away. On king Priamos'

setting forth to ransom the body of his son, Zeus desires

Hermeias to accompany him, reminding him of his fondness

for associating with mankind d
. The god obeys his sire, puts

on his < immortal golden sandals, which bear him over the

water and the extensive earth like the blasts of the wind/ and

takes < his rod, with which he lays asleep the eyes of what

men he will, and wakes again the sleepers.' He accompanies

the aged monarch in the form of a Grecian youth, telling him

that he is the son of a wealthy man named Polyctor (Much-

possessing),

In the Odyssey Hermeias takes the place of Iris, who does

not appear at all in this poem, and becomes the messenger of

Zeus. He still retains his character of a friend to man, and

comes unsent to point out to Odysseus the herb Mohj, which

will enable him to escape the enchantments of Circe e
. Eu-

maeos the swine-herd makes an offering to Hermes and the

nymphs f
. At the commencement of the spurious twenty-

fourth book, Hermeias appears in his character of conveyer

of souls to the realms of Hades.

a
II. xiv. 490.

b
II. xiv. 180. Perhaps Phylas, like 0v\\ds, tyvWov, comes from </.«'<<>.

c
II. xx. 35 ; xxi. 498. d

II. xxiv. 333.
e Od. x. 277. et seq.

f Od. xiv. 135. This verse however is manifestly spurious.
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Hesiod says a
, that the Atlantis Maia bore to Zeus the i

il-

lustrious Hermes, the herald of the Immortals.' In another

place b he speaks of him very explicitly as the deity presiding

over flocks and herds, saying that the herdsmen prayed to

him and Hecate. This poet also ascribes to him the only act

injurious to man with which he is charged, namely, a share

in the formation of the fatal Pandora, to whom he gave her

' currish mind and artful disposition /

One of the last of the Homerids thus sang the story of the

birth and first exploits of this sly deity.

Hermes was born of the mountain-nymph Maia, in a cavern

of Mount Cyllene in Arcadia. He had scarcely been laid in

his cradle, when he got up and set off for Pieria to steal cows

from Apollo. As he was going out he met a tortoise, which

he caught up and carried back into the cave ; where quick as

thought he killed the animal, took out the flesh, adapted reeds

and strings to the shell, and formed from it the phorminx or

lyre, on which he immediately played with perfect skill. He

then laid it up in his cradle, and resumed his journey.

He arrived by sunset in Pieria, where the oxen of the gods

fed under the care of Apollo. He forthwith separated fifty

cows from the herd and drove them away, contriving to make

them go backwards ; and throwing away his sandals, bound

branches of myrtle and tamarisk under his feet, that the

herdsman-god might have no clue by which to trace his cattle.

As he passed by Onchestos in Boeotia^ he saw an old man

engaged in planting his vineyard, whom he straitly charged

not to tell what he had seen. He then pursued his way by

' shady hills, resounding vales, and flowery plains/ and as the

moon was rising arrived with his booty on the banks of the

Alpheios in the Peloponnese. He there fed and stalled the

kine, made a fire, killed, cut up, and dressed two of them,

and even made black-puddings of their blood, and then

thriftily spread their skins to dry on a rock. He burned the

heads and feet, and put out the fire, effacing all signs of it,

and flung his twig-sandals into the river. With day-break

a Theog. 938. b Theog. 441. See above, p. 66.

c Works and Days, 67.

M
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he slunk home and stole into his cradle,, not unobserved by

his mother, who reproached him with his deeds ; but he re-

plied, that he was resolved by his actions to procure admis-

sion for her and himself to the assembly of the gods.

In the morning Apollo missed his kine : he set out in

search of them, met the old man, who informed him of his

having seen a child driving cows along. He comes to Pylos,

where he sees the traces of his cattle, but is amazed at the

strange footprints oftheir driver. He proceeds to the fragrant

cave of the nymph, and Hermes on seeing him gathers him-

self up under the clothes, afraid of the god. Apollo takes

the key, opens and searches the three closets where the nymph

kept her clothes, ornaments, and food, but to no purpose.

He then threatens the child that he will fling him into Tar-

taros unless he tells him where the cows are : but Hermes

stoutly denies all knowledge of them, and even very inno-

cently asks what cows are. Apollo pulls him out of his cradle,

and they agree to go and argue the matter before Zeus. Ar-

rived in Olympos, Apollo relates the theft, and tells what rea-

sons he had for suspecting the baby of being the thief. All

this is, to the great amusement of the Celestials, manfully de-

nied and its absurdity shown by the little fellow, who still has

his cradle-clothes about him. Zeus however gives it against

him, and the two brothers are sent in quest of the missing

kine. They come to Pylos, and Hermes drives the cattle out

of the cave : Apollo misses two of them ; to his amazement

he sees their skins upon the rock, and is still more surprised,

when, on going to drive the others on, he finds that the art of

Hermes had rooted their feet to the ground. Hermes then

begins to play on his lyre, the tones of which so ravish Apollo

that he offers him the cows for it. The young god gives him

the lyre, and receives the cattle. The divine herdsman also

bestows on him his whip, and instructs him in the manage-

ment of the herds.

They now proceed together to Olympos, where Apollo still

suspicious exacts an oath from Hermes that he will never steal

his lyre or bow ; and this being complied with, he presents

him with c a golden, three-leafed, innocuous rod,' the giver of

wealth and riches.
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The stealing of the cattle of Apollo is somewhat differ-

ently related by other writers. According to them a
, Apollo,,

delighted with the society of Hymenaeos son of Magues, a

Thessalian youth, neglected the care of his oxen, which pas-

tured along with those of Admetos. Hermes, who in this

version of the legend is not a babe, thought the opportunity

favourable for stealing a few of the heedless herdsman's cattle.

He first cast the dogs into a deep slumber, and then drove

off twelve heifers, a hundred unyoked cows, and a bull. He
took the precaution of tying a bundle of twigs to the tail of

each to efface their footprints, and brought his prize safely on

to the place called the Look-out of Battos, in the Peloponnese.

Hearing the lowing of the kine, Battos ran out to look, and

immediately knew them to be stolen, but agreed for a certain

reward not to give information to any one respecting them.

Hermes having arranged this matter drove on, and concealed

his stolen kine in a cavern. He then resolved to make trial

of the fidelity of Battos, and, changing his form, came and in-

quired if he had seen any one driving stolen cattle by, offer-

ing a cloak as a reward for intelligence. The covetous Battos

took the cloak, and turned informer : the god, incensed at his

duplicity, struck him with his rod and changed him into a

rock, c which the cold or the heat never leaves.
5

The following prank is also laid to the charge of this sly

deity. Watching one clay his mother and her sisters when

they went to bathe, he stole their clothes, and did not return

them till he had amused himself well with laughing at their

perplexityb .

A god with so many agreeable qualities as Hermes was not

very likely to fail of success with the fair sex, both among

gods and mankind. Homer, as we have observed above, says

that Eudoros, one ofAchiileus
5 captains, was the son ofHermes

by Polymela the daughter of Phylas. The god having seen

a Ant. Lib. 23. He quotes as his authorities Hesiocl in the Eoirc, Nicander,

Didymarchus and Antigonus in their respective Metamorphoses, and Apollonius

Rhodius in his Epigrams. It is uncertain which of these authorities Ovid followed

(Met. ii. 676. seq.) ; his narrative differs in some points from that in the text ;
in

particular, he makes Elis and Messene the scene of Apollo's pastoral life, v. 679.

b Sch. II. xxiv. 24.

M 2
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her, singing in the choir of Artemis, had fallen in love with her.

She bore him privately a son, who was reared by her father,

herself having married Echecles. By Chione the daughter of

Daedalion a
, or as others said by Stilbe or Telauge the daughter

of Eosphoros b
, Hermes was the father of Autolycos the noted

cattle-stealer. The Thessalian maiden Antianeira bore him two
sons, c rich in corn-fields/ Echion and Eurytos c

. Myrtilos, the

charioteer of CEnomaos, was the son of Hermes by one of the

daughters of Danaos d
. The celebrated Sicilian shepherd Daph-

nis was the offspring of this god and one of the nymphs e
.

One day Hermes beheld Herse, the daughter of Cecrops,

among the maidens who were carrying the sacred baskets to

the temple of Pallas-Athene. Smitten with her charms, he
entered the royal abode, where the three sisters, Aglauros,

Pandrosos and Herse, occupied three separate chambers.

That of Herse was in the middle, that of Aglauros on the left.

The latter first saw the god, and inquired of him who he was
and why he came. Hermes immediately informed her of his

rank, and his love for her sister, entreating her good offices

in his suit. These she promised on the condition of receiving

a large quantity of gold, and drove him out of the house till

he should have given it. Pallas-Athene incensed at her un-
hallowed cupidity, and provoked with her also for other causes,

sent Envy to fill her bosom with that baleful passion. Un-
able then to endure the idea of the felicity of her sister, she
sat down at the door, determined not to permit the god to

enter. Hermes exerted his eloquence and his blandishments
on her in vain ; at length, provoked by her obstinacy, he turned
her into a black stone. Herse became the mother of Ce-
phalos f

.

The only amour of Hermes with any of the dwellers of
Olympos was that with Aphrodite, of which the offspring was
a son named Hermaphrodites, from the names of his parents,

B Pherecyd. ap. Sch. Od. xix. 432. Hygin. 200. Ovid, Met. ix. 312.
b Sch- II- x. 267. c

Pind. Pyth. iv. 318. Apoll. Rh. i. 51. sea.
d Sch. Eur. Orest. 995.
e Diodor. iv. 84. Parthenius, Erot. 24,—both from Timams.
{ Ovid, Met. ii. 708. seq. Apollod. iii. 14. Hyginus (160.) says that Cephalos

was the son of Hermes by Creusa, the daughter of Ercchtheus.
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and whose adventure with the Nais Salmacis is narrated by

Ovid in his Metamorphoses a
. Hermes is in some legends

said to be the father of the Arcadian god Pan b
, and he is

even charged with being the sire of the unseemly god of

Lampsacus c
. Both were rural deities.

At Tanagra in Bceotia Hermes was worshiped under the

names of Ram-bearer (Kpiofyopos) and Defender (Upopaxos) :

the former was given him for having delivered the citizens

from a pestilence, by carrying a ram round the walls ; and on

the festival of Hermes, the most beautiful of the Tanagrian

youths bore a lamb on his shoulders round the walls in ho-

nour of the god. The latter title was conferred on him be-

cause, when the Eretrians attacked the Tanagrians, Hermes

as a young man, and armed with a currycomb, led the latter

to victory d
.

Hermes was regarded as the god of commerce, of wrestling

and all the exercises of the palaestra, of eloquence, even of

thieving ; in short, of everything relating to gain or requiring

art and ingenuity. A certain good-humoured roguery was at

all times a trait in his character. In the pleasing tale of Ares

and Aphrodite already noticed, the gallant reply of Hermes

to the question of Phcebos-Apollo called forth the laughter of

the Olympians.

This god is usually represented with a chlamys or cloak

neatly arranged on his person, with his petasus or winged hat,

and the talaria or wings at his heels. In his hand he bears

his caduceus* or staff, with two serpents twined about it, and

which sometimes has wings at its extremity. The ancient

statues of Hermes were nothing more than wooden posts with

a rude head and a pointed beard carved on them. They were

what is termed ithijphallic, and were set up on the roads and

a Met. iv. 285. b See below, chap. xvi.
c Hygin. 160.

d Pausan. ix. 22. These are both silly expositions ; the first is confuted by the

fact that in the Caraasian grove in Messene there was a statue of Hermes carrying

a ram (Paus. iv. 33, 4.), and a similar statue at Olympia {Id. v. 27, 8.). At Corinth

there was a ram beside his statue, on /xaXiora dotceT Oeiov e<popav ical av'ieiv

7roi'ft^as {Id. ii. 3, 4.).

e Caduceus -urn is a Latin corruption of ia)pviceiov, the herald's staff. This was

an olive-staff twined with fillets {arefifiara), which were gradually converted to

wings and serpents.
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footpaths, and in the fields and gardens. The Hermse were

also pillars of stone, and the head of some other deity at times

took the place of that of Hermes ; such were the Hermeracles,

Hermathenae and others. One of these compounds may have

given origin to the tale of Hermaphroditos.

By Homer and Hesiod Hermes is called a
, 1. Argos-slayer

;

2. Beneficent^ ; 3. Kind; 4. St?'ong or Powerful*; 5. Per-

former or Messenger^; 6. Well-spying; J, Gold-rodded ;

8. Glorious,

Mythologists are pretty generally agreed in recognizing in

the Hermes of the original Pelasgian system a telluric power.

The simplest derivation of his name is from epa, the earth ;

and he is, Ave may observe, the son of Zeus and Maia, pro-

bably Mother Earth e
. He seems to have been the deity of

productiveness in general, but he came gradually to be re-

garded as presiding more particularly over flocks and herds f
.

From this last view some of his Hellenic attributes may be

simply deduced. Thus the god of shepherds was naturally

regarded as the inventor of music; the lyre is ascribed to

Hermes as the pipes are to his son Pan, music having been

always a recreation of the shepherds in the warm regions of

the south. In like manner as the shepherd-lads amuse them-

selves with wrestling and other feats of strength and activity,

their tutelar god easily became the president of the palcestra.

z
1. ctpycHp6vTt]s : 2. epiovvios : 3. a'/ca/cj/ra: 4. (tvjkos : 5. SidicTopos: 6. ev-

vK07ros: 7. xpvcroppcnris: 8. tcvdifios.

b 'Epfieiav Se TraTtjp 'Epiovviov lovofiacr' avTOV'

TlavTcts yap [u'tKapaa re Oeovs Ovyjrovs r dvOpiorrovs

Kepdeai K\e7rroavvais r e%aivvTb rcxvtjeaaais.

The Phoronis in Etyra. Mag. v. epiovvios.

c " As guardian of the herds, as the Dioscuri, Sw/co/, guardians of shipmen."

Welcker, Tril. 217.

d Buttmann (Lexil. *. v.) makes dicacropos to he from the same root with did-

kovos, and identical in signification, i. e. messenger. Midler (Proleg. 355.) consi-

ders it too dubious a term to admit of any positive conclusion heing drawn from it.

e T^J Maias ay porn pi Kovpip.—Eurip. Elcc. 466.

f Hence he was called vojuos (Aristoph. Thcs. 977. c^opos yap tu>v Opemidriov

b Oeos says the Scholiast) ; and he was worshiped at Coroneia under the title of

«>'/'»/\iov (Pans, ix, 31, 3.).
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So also, trade having of old consisted chiefly in the exchange

of cattle, Hermes, the herdsman's god, was held to be the

god of commerce a
; and the skill and eloquence employed in

commercial dealings made him to be the god of eloquence,

artifice, and ingenuity, and even of cheating b
. As herdsmen

are the best guides in the country, it may be thence that

Hermes was thought to protect wayfarers , and thence to be

a protector in general 11
. For this cause, among others, it may

have been that godsends or treasure-trove were ascribed to

him e
.

The rural deity, when thus become active, sly, and eloquent,

was well adapted for the office which was assigned him of

agent and messenger of the king of the gods, to whom we
also find him officiating as cup-bearer f

. As a being whose

operations extended into the interior of the earth, Hermes
would seem to have been in some points of view identified

with Hades. In Pindar s this latter deity himself performs the

office generally assigned to Hermes, that of conducting the

departed to Erebos. Possibly it may have been on this ac-

count that Solon directed the Athenians to swear by Zeus,

Poseidon, and Hermes.

On looking over the adventures of Hermes above related,

it will appear that most of them refer to his character as a

rural deity 11
. Such are his patronage of Phorbas, and his being

the sire of Eudoros in Homer ; the hymn in his honour, which

plainly represents him as a rural deity 1
; his being the sire of

a This is the only point of similarity between the Grecian Hermes and the

Italian Mercurius.

b Hence probably his epithet 86\ios. Aristoph. Plut. 1158. Thes. 1202. Paus.

vii. 27, 1. As the giver of gain he was called KepSCoos. Luc. Tim. 41. Eudocia,

p. 256.

c 'Ep/xris 7rofi7raTos.

JTojU7T a~L os icrOe TovSe 7roif.iaivo)v e/xbv

'Ik&tiiv.—jEsch. Eum. 91.

where we may observe the allusion to the rural character of the god.
d He is said to have been called crroo^alos (Et. Mag. s. v.), from the turning

(crrpocp))) of the door on its hinges, as his statue was placed at the door.
e What was thus found was called epfiaiov. When Lucian's Timon comes on

the treasure he cries out 'Eo/jfj icepdojc.

f See above, p. 111. s 01. ix. 50. seq. See above, p. 94.

h Midler, Troleg. 355, » See vv. 491, 567.
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the cattle-stealer Autolycos
(
Very-vjolf) by Chione (Snow) ;

of the two heroes ' rich in corn-fields* ; and of the shepherd

Daphnis, and the gods Pan and Priapos. The rural character

of Herse and Aglauros will be shown in the sequel. We shall

also find that it was Hermes who gave to Nephele the gold-

fleeced ram to save her children from their malignant step-

mother 11
. In the poems of the Greek Anthology Hermes is

usually represented as a rural deity. In one place b the of-

fering to him is milk and honey; in other parts of it c fisher-

men when grown old dedicate their implements to Hermes,

either as the god of arts and trade, or as the deity presiding

over increase in general.

We will now consider the well-known epithet Argeiphontes,

or Argos-slayer, given to this god. The general opinion de-

rives it from the legend of Io, but it has been doubted if that

adventure was known to Homer, who calls the deity by this

name in passages the genuineness of which cannot well be

disputed d
. The sense of that legend shall be discussed in its

proper place ; here we will only observe, that if it should ap-

pear to be as old as the age of Homer, there can be no further

dispute about the origin of the epithet, though its meaning

will still remain a subject of inquiry. Supposing however

such not to be the case, it may be asked how the rural deity,

the field-god, came by the appellation Argeiphontes ? The
word Argos bears in Greek the following senses : 1. White or

Shining ; 2. Swift (in speaking of dogs, and thence the name
of a dog) ; 3. Idle ; to which we may venture to add, 4. Land,

as identical with aypos. The latter half of the compound was
generally derived from (frevco, to kill or destroy ; by some how-

ever from (f>alvco, to show or shine. Hence some interpreted

Argeiphontes Free-from-bloodshed, others White- or clear-

showing* ; and a modern mythologist f renders it White-shi-

ning, equivalent to White (Aeiwo?), a name by which Hermes
was worshiped in Bceotia&. We must confess that we are not

a By his touch, it was said, he turned the fleece to gold. Sch. Apoll. Rh. ii. 1144.
b Anthol. ix. 72.

c
Id. vi. 5, 23, 28, 29. d

II. ii. 103. Od.i.38.
e Sch. II. ii. 103. " The poet," he says, " knows nothing of the love of Io, and

all about Argos was feigned by the later writers." Id. xxiv. 24. Sch. Od. i. 38.

* Schwenk, 125. e Tzetz. Lye. 680.
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satisfied with any of these explanations ; and should the de-

rivation from the story of Io not be approved of, none ap-

pears more probable than the one we ourselves formerly sug-

gested, that the term may signify Field-slayer*, and be ap-

plied to Hermes as the god of husbandry, under whose aus-

pices the land was ploughed up, and the grass or corn cut

down. The eyes of Argos might then have originally signified

the flowers with which the meads are bespreadb
. It is to be

observed that, in the version of the story of Io followed by

Ovid c
, Hermes appears as a goatherd, and kills Argos with

the harpe, a rural implement.

We offer this hypothetis, however, only as a conjecture,

perhaps we should say as a mere sport of imagination ; for

wre are inclined to regard the mythe of Io as one of the most

remote antiquity.

a Nonnus (xxxvi. 421.) calls Dionysos 6a\a<r<ro<p6vos. Graefe however queries

if it should not be OaXaaaovSfios. Could that strange poet have alluded to the

practice of mixing sea-water with wine ?

b Ye vallies low, where the mild whispers use

Of shades and wanton winds and gushing brooks,

On whose fresh lap the swart-star sparely looks,

Throw hither all your quaint enamelled eyes,

That on the green turf suck the honied showers,

And purple all the ground with vernal flowers.

Milton, Lycidas 136. seq.

c Met. i. 717.
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Chapter XI.

DEMETER,—PERSEPHONE.

ATjfjLTjTrjp, A?7&>. Ceres,

Uepo-eQoveia, Uepaecpovrj, Proserpina, Libera,

Demeter and her daughter Persephone are so closely con-

nected, that it would be extremely difficult, or rather impos-

sible, to treat of the one without the other : we therefore com-
bine the two deities.

Demeter, a daughter of Kronos and Rhea, and by Zeus

mother of Persephone a
, was evidently the goddess of the earth,

Mother-Earth (yf/ ^rijp), whom some ancient system married

to Zeus, the god of the heavensb
. In Homer she is but slightly

mentioned , and she does not appear among the gods on Olym-
pos. She seems to have been early distinguished from the

goddess called Earth d
, and to have been regarded as the pro-

tectress of the growing corn and of agriculture in general.

The most celebrated event in the history of Demeter is the

carrying off of her daughter Persephone by Hades, and the

search of the goddess after her through the world. It is no-

ticed by Hesiod e
; but the Homeridian hymn in her honour

contains perhaps the earliest narrative of this event, which,

though apparently unknown to Homer, became a favourite

theme with succeeding poets, after whom Ovid has related it f
,

and Claudian has sung it in a peculiar poem, of which unfor-

tunately a part is lost.

Persephone, sang the Homerid, was in the Nysian plain

a Hes. Th. 454. 912.
b The Scythians said Earth was the wife of their Zeus. Herod, iv. 59.
c

II. v. 500. ' blond Demeter' is represented as presiding over the winnowing of

corn. In Od. v. 125. her amour with Iasiun is related.

d Gaja is joined with Zeus and Helios as a person. II. iii. 104. 278,

Officium commune Ceres et Terra tuentur

;

Haec praebet causam frugibus, ilia locum.— Ovid, Fasti i. 673.

c Theog. 914. ' Met. v. 311. seg. Fasti iv. 417- seq.
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with the Ocean-nymphs a gathering flowers. She plucked

the rose, the violet, the crocus, the hyacinth, when she beheld

a narcissus of surprising size and beauty, an object of amaze-

ment to e all immortal gods and mortal men,' for one hundred

flowers grew from one rootb
;

And with its fragrant smell wide heaven above

And all earth laughed, and the sea's briny flood.

Unconscious of danger the maiden stretched forth her hand

to seize the wondrous flower, when suddenly the wide earth

gaped, Aidoneus in his golden chariot rose, and catching the

terrified goddess carried her off in it shrieking to her father

for aid, unheard and unseen by gods or mortals, save only by

Hecate the daughter of Persajos, who heard her as she sat in

her cave, and by king Helios, whose eye nothing on earth es-

capes.

So long as the goddess beheld the earth and starry heaven,

the fishy sea and beams of the sun, so long she hoped to see

her mother and the tribes of the gods ; and the tops of the

mountains and the depths of the sea resounded with her di-

vine voice. At length her mother heard ; she tore her head-

attire with grief, cast a dark robe around her, and like a bird

hurried 6 over moist and dry.5 Of all she inquired tidings of

her lost daughter, but neither gods nor men nor birds could

give her intelligence. Nine days she wandered over the earth,

with flaming torches in her hands, she tasted not of nectar or

ambrosia, and never once entered the bath. On the tenth

morning Hecate met her, but she could not tell her who it

was had carried away Persephone. Together they proceed

to Helios ; they stand at the head of his horses, and Demeter

entreats that he will say who the ravisher is. The god of the

sun gives the required information, telling her that it was

Aidoneus, who by the permission of her sire had carried her

a According to some accounts Aphrodite, Athena, and Artemis were the com-

panions of their sister Persephone on this occasion (Hygin. 14G. Claud. K. P. ii.

11-35. Stat. Achil.ii. 150.). Others gave her the Sirens as attendants (Apoll. Rli.

iv. 896.)-

b Her plucking the narcissus was noticed in an ancient hymn ascribed to Pam-

phos. Pans. ix. 31, 9.
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away to be his queen ; and he exhorts the goddess to patience,
by dwelling on the rank and dignity of the ravisher.

Helios urged on his steeds ; the goddess, incensed at the
conduct of Zeus, abandoned the society of the gods, and came
down among men. But she now was heedless of her person,
and no one recognised her. Under the guise of an old woman,—f such/ says the poet, <as are the nurses of law-dispensing
kings' children, and housekeepers in resounding houses/—she
came to Eleusis, and sat down by a well, beneath the shade
of an olive a

. The three beautiful daughters of Keleos, a
prince of that place, coming to the well to draw water, and
seeing the goddess, inquired who she was and why she did
not go into the town. Demeter told them her name was Dos,
and that she had been carried off by pirates from Crete, but
that when they got on shore at Thoricos, she had contrived
to make her escape, and had wandered thither. She entreats
them to tell her where she is ; and wishing them young hus-
bands and as many children as they may desire, begs that
they will endeavour to procure her a service in a respectable
family.

The princess Callidice tells the goddess the names of the
five princes, who with her father governed Eleusis, each of
whose wives would, she was sure, be most happy to receive

into her family a person who looked so god-like : but she
prays her not to be precipitate, but to wait till she had con-
sulted her mother Metaneira, who had a young son in the
cradle, of whom if the stranger could obtain the nursing her
fortune would be made.
The goddess bowed her thanks, and the princesses took up

their pitchers and went home. As soon as they had related

their adventure to their mother, she agreed to hire the nurse
at large wages

:

And they, as fawns or heifers in spring-time
Bound on the mead when satiate with food

;

So they, the folds fast-holding of their robes
Lovely, along the hollow cart-way ran

;

Their locks upon their shoulders flying wide,
Like unto yellow flowers.

a The tradition was that she sat on the stone thence named Laughterlcss (aye-
Xaaros). Sch. Aristoph. Knights, 782.
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The goddess rose and accompanied them home. As she en-

tered the house a divine splendour shone all around ; Meta-

neira filled with awe offered the goddess her own seat, which

however she declined. Iambe the serving-maid then pre-

pared one for her, where she sat in silence, thinking of her

6 deep-bosomed' daughter, till Iambe by her tricks contrived

to make her smile, and even laugh. But she declined the

cup of wine which Metaneira offered her, and would only

drink the kykedn, or mixture of flour and water. She under-

took the rearing of the babe, who was named Demophoon,

and beneath her care ' he throve like a god/ He ate no food,

but Demeter breathed on him as he lay in her bosom, and

anointed him with ambrosia, and every night she hid him
c like a torch within the strength of fire/ unknown to his pa-

rents, who marvelled at his growth a
.

It was the design of Demeter to make him immortal, but

the curiosity and folly of Metaneira deprived him of the in-

tended gift. She watched one night, and, seeing what the

nurse was about, shrieked with affright and horror. The god-

dess threw the infant on the ground, declaring what he had

lost by the inconsiderateness of his mother, but announcing

that he would be great and honoured, since he had ' sat in

her lap and slept in her arms/ She tells who she is, and di-

rects that the people of Eleusis should raise an altar and

temple to her without the town on the hill Callichoros.

Thus having said, the goddess changed her size

And form, old-age off-flinging, and around

Beauty respired ; from her fragrant robes

A lovely scent was scattered, and afar

Shone light emitted from her skin divine :

And yellow locks upon her shoulders waved

;

While, as from lightning, all the house was filled

With splendour.

She left the house, and the maidens awakening at the noise

found their infant-brother lying on the ground. They took

him up, and kindling a fire prepared to wash him; but he cried

bitterly, finding himself in the hands of such unskilful nurses.

a The Egyptians had a similar story of their Isis, borrowed no doubt, like so

many others, from the Greeks. See Plut. De. Is. et Os. 15. 16.
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In the morning the wonders of the night were narrated to

Keleos, who laid the matter before the people,, and the temple

was speedily raised. The mourning goddess took up her abode

in it, but a dismal year came upon mankind ; the earth yielded

no produce, in vain the oxen drew the curved ploughs in the

fields, in vain was the seed of barley cast into the ground

;

6 well-garlanded Demeter' would suffer no increase. The

whole race of man ran risk of perishing, the dwellers of

Olympos of losing gifts and sacrifices, had not Zeus discerned

the danger and thought on a remedy.

He dispatches 6 gold-winged Iris' to Eleusis to invite De-

meter back to Olympos, but the disconsolate goddess will

not comply with the call. All the other gods are sent on the

same errand, and to as little purpose. Gifts and honours are

proffered in vain ; she will not ascend to Olympos, or suffer

the earth to bring forth, till she shall have seen her daughter.

Finding that there was no other remedy, Zeus sends 6 gold-

roclded Argos-slayer* to Erebos, to endeavour to prevail on

Hades to suffer Persephone to return to the light. Hermes
did not disobey: he quickly reached the c secret places of

earth/ and found the king at home seated on a couch with

his wife, who was mourning for her mother. On making-

known to A'idoneus the wish of Zeus, c the king of the Sub-

terraneans smiled with his brows 5 and yielded compliance.

He kindly addressed Persephone, granting her permission to

return to her mother. The goddess instantly sprang up with

joy, and heedlessly swallowed a grain of pomegranate which

he presented to her.

Then many-ruling A'idoneus yoked

His steeds immortal to the golden car

:

She mounts the chariot, and beside her mounts

Strong Argos-slayer, holding in his hands

The reins and whip : forth from the house he rushed,

And not unwillingly the coursers flew.

Quickly the long road they have gone ; not sea

Nor streams of water, nor the grassy dales,

Nor hills retard the immortal coursers' speed,

But o'er them going they cut the air profound.

Hermes conducted his fair charge safe to Eleusis : Demeter
on seeing her ( rushed to her like a Mamas on the wood-shaded
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hill/ and Persephone sprang from the car c like a bird/ and

kissed her mother's hands and head.

When their joy had a little subsided, Demeter anxiously

inquired if her daughter had tasted anything while below

;

for if she had not, she would be free to spend her whole time

with her father and mother ; whereas if but one morsel had

passed her lips, nothing could save her from spending one-

third of the year with her husband ; she should however pass

the other two with her and the gods

:

And when in spring-time, with sweet-smelling flowers

Of various kinds the earth doth bloom, thou 'It come

From gloomy darkness back,—a mighty joy

To gods and mortal men.

Persephone ingenuously confesses the swallowing of the grain

of pomegranate, and then relates to her mother the whole

story of her abduction. They pass the day in delightful con-

verse :

And joy they mutually received and gave.

c Bright-veiled Hecate' arrives to congratulate Persephone,

and henceforward becomes her attendant. Zeus sends Rhea

to invite them back to heaven. Demeter now complies,

And instant from the deep-soiled cornfields fruit

Sent up : with leaves and flowers the whole wide earth

Was laden :

and she taught c Triptolemos, horse-lashing Diodes, the

strength of Eumolpos, and Keleos the leader of the people/

the mode of performing her sacred rites. The goddesses then

returned to Olympos. u But come," cries the Homerid,

But come, thou goddess who dost keep the land

Of odorous Eleusis, and round-flowed

Paros, and rocky Anthron, Deo queen,

Mistress, bright-giver, season-bringer, come :

Thyself and child, Persephoneia fair,

Grant freely, for my song, the means of life.

But I will think of thee and other songs.

Such is in all probability the oldest account of this cele-

brated event. In progress of time it underwent various al-

terations ; the scene was as usual changed, and circumstances
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were added or modified. In the beautiful versions of it given

by the above-mentioned Latin poets, the scene is transferred

to the grove and lake in the neighbourhood of Henna in Si-

cily, the nymph Arethusa gives intelligence of the ravisher,

and Ascalaphos (who for his mischief-making is turned into

an owl) a tells of Persephone having plucked a pomegranate
in the garden of Hades and put seven of the seeds into her

mouth. In this, as in other legends, the fancy of poets and
vanity of the inhabitants of different places have taken abund-
ance of liberties with the ancient tale.

There are, as we have already observed, no traces of this

legend in Homer. Demeter is only incidentally mentioned
by him ; and he does not intimate any connexion between
her and Persephone, who appears merely as the daughter of

Zeus b and queen of Hades. There can be little doubt we
think of its being an allegory. Persephone signifies the seed-

corn, which when cast into the ground. lies there concealed,

—that is, she is carried off by the god of the under-world : it

reappears,—that is, Persephone is restored to her mother, and
she abides with her two-thirds of the year. As however the

seed-corn is not a third part of the year in the ground, it is

probable that by the space of time which Persephone was to

spend with the god in the invisible state, was intended to be
expressed the period between the sowing of the seed and the

appearance of the ear, during which the corn is away ; and
which space of time in some species of grain, barley for in-

stance, is about four months.

The vanity of the people of the hungry soil of Attica made
them pretend that corn was first known and agriculture first

practised in their country. They fabled that the goddess gave
to Triptolemos (Thrice-plough) , who occupies the place of De-
mophoon in the foregoing legend, her chariot drawn by dra-

gons, in which he flew through the air, distributing corn to

the different regions of the earth c
. This last circumstance

a Another legend says that Demeter placed a stone atop of him in Erehos, which
Heracles rolled away. Apollod. i. 5, 3 ; ii. 5, 12.

b Od. xi. 217.
c Callim. Hymn vi. 22. Paus. i. 14, 2. Ovid, Met. v. G45. Hygin. 147. P. A.

ii. 14. Serv. on Geor. i. 19.
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betrays the late age of the fiction ; for, as we have already

observed, in the time of Homer celestial horses were the only

draught-cattle of the gods.

Demeter, though of a gentle character in general, partook

of the usual revengeful disposition of the gods. The origin

of the Stellio, or spotted lizard, is referred to her having thrown

in the face of a boy, who mocked at her as she was drinking

some gruel, what was remaining of it in the vessel a
. She more

justly punished with ever-craving hunger Erysichthon, who
impiously cut down her sacred grove. This infliction gave

occasion for the exercise of the filial piety and power of self-

transformation of the daughter of Erysichthon, who by her as-

suming various forms enabled her father to sell her over and

over again, and thus obtain the means of living after all his

property was gone b
.

This last legend, we may observe, admits of a very simple

explication. Erysichthon is a name akin to ipvo-iftrj, mildew
;

and Hellanicus c said that he was also called ^Ethon (AWcov,

burning), from his insatiate hunger. The destructive mildew

is therefore the enemy of Demeter, to whom, under the title

of Erysibia, the Rhodians prayed to avert itd .

Homer says e that Demeter lay with lasion in a 'thrice-

ploughed* field, and that Zeus, offended at the deed, struck

the mortal lover with his thunder. Hesiod f makes Crete the

scene of this event, and adds that Plutos {Wealth) was their

offspring. Authorities differ as to the parentage of lasion;

some make him a son of Zeus and Electra, and brother of

DardanosS ; others a son of Minos or Krates, and the nymph
Phroniah . The meaning of the mythe is apparent.

At Onceion near Thelpusa, on the banks of the Ladon in

Arcadia, stood a temple of Demeter-Erinnys. The legend

connected with it was as follows 1
. When the goddess was in

search of her lost daughter, Poseidon, filled with desire, con-

a Nicander ap. Anton. Lib. 24. Ovid, Met. v. 451.

b Nicander ap. Anton. Lib. 17. Ovid, Met. viii. 738. seq. Tzetz. Lye. 1393.

It is related somewhat differently by Callimachus, Hymn vi.

c Athen. x. 416. d Midler, Proleg. 162.

e Od. v. 125. f Theog. 969.

g Helianicus ap. Sch. Od. v. 125.

h Sch. Od. ut mp. Sch. Theocr. iii. 50. * Paus. viii. 25, 4.

N
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tinually followed her. To elude him she changed herself into

a mare, and mingled with the mares of Oncos ; but the sea-

god assumed the form of a horse, and thus accomplished his

wishes. The produce of their union was the celebrated steed

Areion; and from the anger of the goddess at being thus

abused she was named Erinnys a
. It was also a part of the

tradition that beside Areion she bore a daughter to the god,

who, the Phigalians said, was the Despoena (Persephone).

They also showed a cavern on Mount Elaeon, to which De-

meter retired when her daughter had been carried off, cloth-

ing herself in deep black. The absence of the goddess, said

the tradition, caused a general failure of the crops, and man-

kind were in danger of famine ; but no one knew the place of

her retreat till Pan in his huntings chanced to see her. He

gave information to Zeus, who sent the Fates to her, at whose

persuasion she remitted her anger, and ceased from mourning.

She was worshiped at this cave under the name of Black (Me-

\aiva), and her statue in it was clad in black, with the head

and mane of a horse b .

This last legend has nothing perhaps very peculiar in it

;

the former is regarded as one of the many forms in which the

physical fact of earth and water being the causes of growth

and increase in the natural world have been enveloped .

Perhaps the Demeter-Erinnys was viewed as the fgrim5 earth d

of winter when torrents spring forth from its womb. These

might very aptly be represented by the steed Flowing (pelwv

or pecov) e
; and this view of nature was peculiarly appropriate

in Arcadia.

The chief seats of the worship of these deities were Attica;

Arcadia, where they were called the Great Goddesses*, and

a "On to Qvfxtp x|of)<T0tti KaXovmv epivveiv ol 'ApKaces. Pans, ut supra.

b Pans. viii. 42, 1.
c

Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 165. seq.

d Grim Nature's visage hoar.—Burns' Vision.

e Like Kpe'aov, /cpewv, the a is merely euphonic. The cyclic Thebais named

Areion jcwavo%oirj)s, and Antimachus said of him,

Avtij yai' dveduice, cre/3as Qvijtolgiv ifikoQai.

The place of his birth is Onceion the tumid (oyfcos) ; he is the steed of Adrastos

the fruitful (aSpb?, aSpoavvr)). Paus. ut supra.

' Paus. viii. 31, 1 ; iv. 26, 8. Soph. (Ed. Col. 682.
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Persephone in particular Mistress (AicrTroiva) a
; and the fertile

isle of Sicily, which was given by Zeus to his daughter on her

day of unveiling (dvaKaXvTTTrjpia), that is, at her marriage b
;

as also was Thebes according to the poet Euphori6n c
.

The form of Demeter is copied from that of Hera. She has

the same majestic stature and matronly air, but of a milder

character. Her usual symbol are poppies, which sometimes
compose a garland for her head, sometimes are held in her

hand. She is frequently represented with a torch in her

hand,—significant of her search after Persephone. At times

she appears in her chariot drawn by dragons.

Persephone is represented seated on a throne with Hades.

The only epithets given to Demeter by Homer are d
, I. Blond

or Yellow-haired ; and 2. Fair-tressed, the appropriateness of

which to the goddess of the corn is apparent. Beside these

epithets Hesiod gives her two others; 3. Well-garlanded-, and
4. Food-full. She was termed by other poets, 5. Youth-rearing

•;

6. Bright-fruited-, 7- Bright-gifted-, 8. Season-bringrer; 9. Gold-

sickled; 10. Green; all epithets well suited to the goddess of

agriculture. Demeter was also named, 11. Law-giver, as

agriculture was regarded as the source of civil regulations.

Under this title she was honoured in a festival named Thes-

mophoria at Athens and Ephesus. She had a temple at Me-
gara under the title of, 12. Sheep-bringer e

. In Bceotia she

was worshiped as Demeter-Achaia f
.

The Homeric epithets of Persephone are£, 1. Illustrious;

a Pans. viii. 10, 10; 27, 6; 35, 2 ; 36, 9; 37, 1-10; 42, 1.

>> Plut. Timol. 8.

c
Sch. Eur. Phcen. 693. See Miiller, Orcliom. 217. Dor. i. 415.

d 1. %av9ij: 2. KaWnrXoKa/jios : 3. evaretpavos: 4. 7roXv(p6p(3tj: 5. KOi>poTp6(f)Os:

6. dy\auKap7ros : 7. dyXaodcopos: 8. wpt]<p6pos : 9. ^pwcaopos: lO.xXor]-. 11. Oea-

lic<p6po$: 12. fxa\o<p()pos.

e Paus. i. 44, 3.

f Plut. De Is. et Os. 69. Hesych. and Et. Mag. s. v. said to be derived from the

grief (a%os) °f tne goddess. Welcker (Schwenk, p. 293.) says it is the same as

yaia; and Miiller (Proleg. 291.) renders it good, from the Laconic %«os, %«jos,

dxaios, which have that signification in Aristoph. Lys. 9L 1157. and Ilesychius v.

dx<*i<x-

g l.dyavrj: 2. t7raivi'i : 3. aym) : 4. Xew/cwXevos ; 5. /ue\«/i7re7r\os : 6. XevK-

nnros. By the Latin poets Proserpina was termed pnlcra,furva, severa, and Juno

inferna.

N 2
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2. Terrible-, and 3. Holy. Hesiod gives her one of the usual

epithets of beauty, 4. White-armed. She was also named,

5. Sable-vested-, 6. White-horsed, etc.

The name of Demeter offers, as we have seen, no difficulty

whatever ; but that of her daughter is by no means so easy

of explanation ; and here, as in similar cases, the question is,

what was the original conception of this goddess ? Was she

simply regarded as the queen of the monarch of Erebos, or

as the daughter of Mother Earth, and a personification of the

corn ? In the latter case critics consider her name to signify

Food-shower 3
- ; in the former it might mean Light-destroyer,

a name corresponding well with Aides and Erebos b
.

We have ventured to offer this conjecture concerning the

origin of the name Persephone, because we think critics have

gone into an extreme respecting the religious opinions of the

ancient Pelasgians. For as there appears reason to suppose

their religion to have been of a very rural character, the view

generally taken is that they were, like our modern political

ceconomists, a race who thought only of production and con-

sumption, and regarded no deities but such as were pro-

moters of increase. We however deem that^ like every other

people, the Pelasgians believed in a future state, and worshiped

a deity presiding over that unseen world. It may be doubted

whether they gave him a consort (for in the Italian system

such was not the case), but the probability is that the Achasans

derived that principle of their religion from their Pelasgian

forefathers. In such case the spouse of the invisible god
might very naturally be termed the Light-destroyer, The
epithets of Persephone certainly accord far better with an ori-

ginal queen of Erebos than with the gentle innocent daughter

of Demeter.

a Volcker, Myth, der Jap. p. 201,202. Welckcr in Schwenk, 299. These critics

derive the name from ^epw, 0ep/3a>, to feed, and <pau>, <paiva), to show. Schwenk
(247.) renders it Lighting, regarding, as we think justly, the first part of the name
as akin to irvp, and to the Pers in Perse, Perseus. See helow, Perseus.

b It is commonly rendered Death-bearer, from <pepo) <p6vov. The Persephatta

of the dramatists seems to he only a corruption of Persephone.
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We cannot take our leave of Demeter and the Kora a
, with-

out saying a few words on the subject of the so celebrated

mysteries of Eleusis, in which they were the great objects of

adoration. But instead of going into all the mysticism which

has been written respecting them, both in ancient and modern
times, we will content ourselves with giving some of the re-

sults of the inquiries of the learned and judicious Lobeck, re-

ferring those anxious for fuller information to his valuable

work entitled Aglaophamus.

In the very early ages of Greece and Italy, and probably of

most countries, the inhabitants of the various independent

districts into which they were divided had very little commu-
nication with each other, and a stranger was regarded as little

better than an enemy. Each state had its own favourite dei-

ties, under whose especial protection it was held to be, and

these deities were propitiated by sacrifices and ceremonies,

which were different in different places. It is further to be

recollected, that the Greeks believed their gods to be very

little superior in moral qualities to themselves, and they feared

that if promises of more splendid and abundant sacrifices and

offerings were made to them, their virtue might not be ade-

quate to resisting the temptation. As the best mode of esca-

ping the calamity of being deserted by their patrons, they

adopted the expedient of concealing their names, and of ex-

cluding strangers from their worship. Private families in like

manner excluded their fellow-citizens from their family-sacri-

fices ; and in those states where ancient statues, aerolites, and

such like were preserved as national palladia, the sight of them

was restricted to the magistrates and principal persons in the

state 15
.

We are to recollect that Eleusis and Athens were long in-

dependent of each other c
. The worship of Demeter and the

Kora was the national and secret religion of the Eleusinians,

from which the Athenians were of course excluded as well as

all other Greeks. But when Eleusis was conquered, and the

two states coalesced, the Athenians became participators in

a Kopi], the maiden, an Attic name for Persephone.

b Aglaoph. 65. 273, 274.
c

Id. 214. 1351. Midler, Dor. i. 201
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the worship of these deities ; which however remained so long

confined to them as to have given origin to a proverb (AttikoI

ra 'EXevalvca) applied to those who met together in secret for

the performance of any matter a
. Gradually, with the advance

of knowledge and the decline of superstition and national illi-

berally, admission to witness the solemn rites celebrated each

year at Eleusis was extended to all Greeks of either sex and

of every rank, provided they came at the proper time, had

committed no inexpiable offence, had performed the requisite

previous ceremonies, and were introduced by an Athenian

citizen b .

These mysteries, as they were termed, were performed

with a considerable degree of splendour, at the charge of the

state and under the superintendence of the magistrates;

whence it follows as a necessary consequence, that the rites

could have contained nothing that was grossly immoral or

indecent . There does not appear to be any valid reason for

supposing, as many do, that a public discourse on the origin

of things and that of the gods, and other high and important

matters, was delivered by the Hierophant, or person who bore

the highest office in the mysteries ; whose name would rather

seem to be derived from his exhibiting the sacred things,—
ancient statues, probably of the goddesses,—which were kept

carefully covered up, and only shown on these solemn occa-

sions. The delivering of a public discourse would in fact have

been quite repugnant to the usages of the Greeks in their

worship of the gods, and the evidence offered in support of

this supposition is extremely feeble. But the singing of

sacred hymns in honour of the goddess always formed a part

of the service d
.

The ancient writers are full of the praises of the Eleusinian

mysteries, of the advantage of being initiated, i. e. admitted

to participate in them, and of the favour of the gods in life,

and the cheerful hopes in death, which were the consequence

of it. Hence occasion has been taken to assert, that a sy-

stem of religion little inferior to pure Christianity was taught

in them. But these hopes, and this tranquillity of mind and

a Aglaoph. 271. b Id. 14. 28. 31. c Id. 116.

6 Id. 63. 193. Midler, Prolog. 250. 251.
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favour of Heaven, are easy to be accounted for without having

recourse to so absurd a supposition. Every act performed in

obedience to the will of Heaven is believed to draw down its

favour on the performer. The Mussulman makes his pil-

grimage to the Kaaba at Mecca, the Catholic to Loretto, Com-

postella, or elsewhere ; and each is persuaded that by having

done so he has secured the divine favour*. So the Greek

who was initiated at Eleusis,—whose mysteries, owing to the

fame in which Athens stood, the able writers who so loudly

extolled her and everything belonging to her, the splendour

and magnificence with which they were performed, eclipsed

all others,—retained ever after a lively sense of the happiness

which he had enjoyed when admitted to view the interior of

the illuminated temple, and the sacred things which it con-

tained, when to his excited imagination the very gods them-

selves had seemed visibly to descend from their Olympian

abodes, amidst the solemn hymns of the officiating priests b .

Hence there naturally arose a persuasion, that the benign re-

gards of the gods were bent upon him through after-life ; and,

as man can never divest himself of the belief of his continued

existence after death, a vivid hope of enjoying bliss in the

next life.

It was evidently the principle already stated, of seeking to

discover the causes of remarkable appearances, which gave

origin to most of the ideas respecting the recondite sense of

the actions and ceremonies which took place in the Eleusinian

mysteries. The stranger, dazzled and awed by his own con-

ception of the sacredness and importance of all that he beheld,

conceived that nothing there could be without some myste-

rious meaning. What this might be, he inquired of the offi-

ciating ministers, who, as various passages in Herodotus and

Pausanias show, were seldom without a legend or Sacred

Account (tepo? ^0709), as it was called, to explain the dress or

ceremony, which owed perhaps its true origin to the caprice

or sportive humour of a ruder period. Or if the initiated

a Aglaoph. 70. 71.

b Id. 44. seq. 63. See Mortimer's description of the effect of the solemn service

in St. Peter's at Rome on his mind, in Schiller's Marie Stuart, act i. sc. 6. See

also Shakspcarc's Winter's Tale, act hi. sc. 1.
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person was himself endowed with inventive power, he ex-

plained the appearances according in general to the system

of philosophy which he had embraced a
. It was thus that

Porphyrius conceived the Hierophant to represent the Pla-

tonic Demiurgos or creator of the world ; the Torch-bearer

(Daduchos), the sun ; the Altar-man (Epibomios), the moon ;

the Herald [Hierokeryx), Hermes ; and the other ministers,

the lesser stars. These fancies of priests and philosophers

have been by modern writers formed into a complete system,

and Ste Croix in particular describes the Eleusinian mysteries

with as much minuteness as if he had been actually himself

initiated 5 .

It is to be observed, in conclusion, with respect to the

charges of impiety and immorality brought against the Eleu-

sinian mysteries by some Fathers of the Church, that this

arose entirely from their confounding them with the Bacchic,

Isiac, Mithraic, and other private mysteries, mostly imported

from Asia, which were undoubtedly liable to that imputation.

It must always be remembered, that those of Eleusis were

public, and celebrated by the state c
.

a Aglaoph. 180. 181.

b See Warburton, Divine Legation. S te Croix, Recherches sur les Mysteres, &c.

Creuzer, Symbolik.
c Aglaoph. 116. 197. 202. 1263. Miiller, Proleg. 248. seg,
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Chapter XII.

SISTER-GODDESSES,—MUSES, SEASONS, GRACES,

EILEITHYI.E, FATES, KERES, FURIES.

Movgcll*. Camence. Muses.

In the early ages of the world, when the principle of assign-

ing a celestial cause to every extraordinary effect was in full

operation, the powers of song and memory were supposed to

be excited by certain goddesses who were denominated Muses.

In Homer they are called the daughters of Zeus b
, and de-

scribed as exhilarating the banquets of the gods by their lovely

voices, attuned to the lyre of Apollo c
. When about to give

the catalogue of the ships of the Achaeans, the poet invokes

the Muses, the daughters of Zeus, to prompt his memory d
.

No definite number of the Muses is given by Homer, for

we cannot regard as his the verse e in which they are said to

be nine. Perhaps originally, as in the case of the Erinnyes

and so many other deities, there was no precise number.

Pausanias f gives an old tradition, according to which they

were three,—Melete [Practice), Mneme [Memory), and Aoede

[Song). Aratus said they were four, the daughters of Zeus

and the nymph Plusia [Wealthy), and that their names were,

Thelxinoe [Mind-soother), Acede, Melete, and Arche [Begin-

ning)^. Alcman and some other poets made the Muses the

daughters of Heaven and Earth h
. The more received opi-

nion makes them, as in the prooemium to the Theogony*, nine,

the daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne [Memory).

The names ofthe Muses were k
, Calliope, Cleio, Melpomene,

Euterpe, Erato, Terpsichore, Urania, Thaleia, and Polymnia.

a Dor. Mw<Tot, J£o\. Moiaai. b
II. ii. 490. Od. i. 10.

c
II. i. 604. d

II. ii. 484. e Od. xxiv. 60.

« Paus. ix. 29. 1. g Cic. De N. D. iii. 21. Endocia 294.
h Diod. iv. 7. Paus. ut sup. 4. » Theog. 53. seq. 76.

k Ka\\i67rtj (Fair-Voice), KXetw (Proclaimer), Me\7ropevn (Songstress),

Evrepirti (Delighter), 'Epario (Amiable), '\\-p\\ji^6pn (Dance-lover), Ovpavia

(Celestial), QaXeia (Blooming), YloXvpria (Hymnful).
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Later ages assigned a particular department to each of the

Muses, and represented them in various postures and with
various attributes a

.

Calliope presided over Epic Poetry ; she was represented

holding a close-rolled parchment, and sometimes a trumpet.
Cleio presided over History ; and appeared holding a half-

opened roll. The invention of the lute or guitar (iciOapa) was
ascribed to her.

Melpomene, over Tragedy ; she was veiled, and was lean-

ing on a club, and holding a tragic mask in her left hand.
Her instrument was the lyre named Barbiton.

Euterpe, over Music ; she held two flutes, and the inven-
tion of the tragic chorus was ascribed to her.

Erato, the muse of Marriage-feasts and pantomimic dancing

(opxna-t,?), played on the stringed instrument namedphorminv.
She is said to have invented hymns to the gods.

Terpsichore, the muse of the choric Dance (xopeia), ap-
peared in a dancing posture. She was said to have invented
the pipe (av\os).

Urania, the muse of Astronomy, held in one hand a globe,

in the other a rod with which she was employed in tracing

out some figure.

Thaleia, the patroness of Comedy, held a comic mask in one
hand, and in the other a crooked staff. She was also regarded
as the patroness of husbandry and planting.

Polymnia, the muse of Eloquence and the Mimic art, had
the fore-finger ofher right hand on her mouth, or carried a roll.

Pieria in Macedonia is said by Hesiodb to have been the

birth-place of the Muses ; and everything relating to them
proves the antiquity of the tradition of the knowledge and
worship of these goddesses having come from the North into

Hellas c
. Almost all the mountains, grots, and springs from

which they have derived their appellations, or which were
sacred to them, are, we may observe, in Macedonia, Thessaly,

or Bceotia (Aonia). Such are the mountains Pimpla, Pindos,

a
Diodor. iv. 7. Sch. Apoll. Eh. iii. 1. Eudocia, 293. Anthologia, ix. 504, 505.

b Theog. 53.
c Buttmann, Mytholog. i. 293. Voss. Myth. Br. iv. 3. Midler, Orchom. 381.

Proleg. 219. above, p. 17.
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Parnassos, Helicon, the founts Hippocrene, Aganippe, Leibe-

thron, Castalia, and the Corycian cave.

The Muses, says Homer a
, met the Thracian Thamyras in

Dorion (in the Peloponnese), as he was returning from CEcha-

lia. He had boasted that he could excel them in singing

;

and enraged at his presumption they struck him blind, and

deprived him of his knowledge of music.

Shortly after the birth of the Muses, the nine daughters, it

is said, of Pierios king of iEmathia challenged them to a con-

test of singing. The place of trial was Mount Helicon. At

the song of the latter the sky became dark and all nature

was put out of harmony, but at that of the Muses the heaven

itself, the stars, the sea, and rivers stood motionless, and He-

licon swelled up with delight, so that his summit would have

reached the sky had not Poseidon directed Pegasos to strike

it with his hoof. The Muses then turned the presumptuous

maids into nine different kinds of birds b
.

The Muses did not escape the darts of Love. Calliope

bore to CEagros a son named Linos c
, who was killed by his

pupil Heracles. She also had by the same sire Orpheus,

whose skill on the lyre was such as to move the very trees

and rocks, and the beasts of the forest assembled round him

as he struck its chords. He was married to Eurydice d
, whom

he tenderly loved ; but a snake having bitten her as she ran

through the grass, she died. Her disconsolate husband de-

termined to descend to the under-world, to endeavour to mol-

lify its rulers, and obtain permission for her to return to the

realms of light. Hades and Persephone listened to his prayer

;

she was allowed to return, on condition of his not looking on

her till they were arrived in the upper-world. Fearing that

she might not be following him, the anxious husband looked

3
II. ii. 594.

b Nicander ap. Anton. Lib. 9. where the names of the birds are given ; these

of course were the names of the nine maids in Nicander. Ovid, who also relates

the legend (Met. v. 300. seq.), says they were turned into magpies, and he is fol-

lowed by Statius (Sdv. ii. 4. 19.). The tale seems indebted for its origin to the

Muses' name, Pierides, from Pieria.

c Apollod. i. 3. 2. Others made Apollo the sire of Linos and Orpheus. Hesiod

(Fr. 97.) said that Urania was the mother of Linos. See Conon 19.

A Argiope according to Hermesianax.
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back; and thereby lost her. He now avoided human society;

and despising the rites of Dionysos, was torn to pieces by the

Maenades. The Muses collected the fragments of his body,

and buried them, and at their prayer Zeus placed his lyre in

the skies a
.

Cleio, having drawn on herself the anger of Aphrodite by

taunting her with her passion for Adonis, was inspired by her

with love for Pieros the son of Magnes. She bore him a son

named Hyacinthos b
. Euterpe, or according to some Calliope,

or Terpsichore, bore Rhesos to the god of the river Strymon c
;

Melpomene was by Acheloos the mother of the Sirens. Hy-
menals, the god of marriage, was said to be the offspring of

the divine Urania, but the name of his sire is unknown d
.

Those who took a less sublime view of the sanctity of mar-

riage gave him Dionysos and Aphrodite for parents e
. He

was invoked at marriage festivals f
. By the Latin poets he

is presented to us arrayed in a yellow robe, his temples

wreathed with the fragrant plant amaracus, his locks dropping

odour, and the nuptial torch in his hands.

Beside the usual epithets common to all goddesses, and

derived from beauty and dress, the Muses were styled b
,

1. Sweet-speaking; 2. Perfect-speaking; 3. Loud-voiced;

4. Honey-breathing.

a Apollod. ut sup. Apoll. Rh. i. 23. Hermesianax ap. Athen. xiii. 597. Ovid,

Met, xxi. Virg. Georg. iv. 454. seq. Conon, 45. Eudocia, 318. Diod. iv. 25.

No mention of Orpheus occurs in Homer or Hesiod. Pindar (Pyth. iv. 313. seq.)

reckons him among the Argonauts. It were idle to notice the fancies of Creuzer

and others respecting the mysteries introduced by him into Greece long before the

time of Homer. According to these mystics (Symb. iii. 148. seq.) he was a priest

of the Light-religion,—that of Apollo or Vishnoo,—and vainly resisted the raving

orgies of the Dionysos- or Seeva-worship when it reached Greece. See Lobeck's

Aglaophamus for all that the most extensive learning, joined with sense and sane

philosophy, has been able to do toward elucidating the real nature and character

of the poems and institutions ascribed to Orpheus. See also Midler, Proleg. 379.

seq. The name Orpheus is perhaps connected with optyvos, opcpavos, ispefios, orbus,

furvus.
b Apollod. ut sup.

c
Id. ib. Eur. Rhes. passim. Sch. II. x. 435.

d Catullus, lxi. 2. Nonnus, xxxiii. 67.
e

Servius, ;En. iv. 127.

*
TQ 'Yjm)i>, 'Yixevai' aval. Eur. Troad. 310. Hymen o Hymencee. Catull.

ut sup.

g Catull. ut sup. Ovid. Her. xx. 157. seq. Met. x. 1. seq.

h 1. rjSveireis : 2. dpTUTteiai : 3. \iyv<p9oyyoi : 4. pcXiwi'ooi.
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The most probable derivation of the name Muse (Movaa),

seems to be that which deduces it from the obsolete verb MAO
to inquire or invent. The Lydians, who spoke a language

akin to the Greek, called, we are told, the Muses Nymphs, or

the Nymphs Muses, apparently using the terms as synony-
mous a

. We everywhere find the Muses connected with founts;

Eumelos of Corinth said they were three in number, the

daughters of Apollo, and he called them Cephiso, Apollonis,

and Borysthenis b
, two of which names are evidently derived

from those of rivers ; and the comic poet Epicharmus in his

drama named e Hebe's Wedding/ where the gods appeared as

thorough hon-vivans, made the seven Muses the daughters
of Pieros and Pimpleia (Fattener and Filler), and named them
after seven rivers c

. They probably figured in this comedy as

the presidents of the fish-market. If, however, the Muses
were not generally regarded as connected in some way with
the water the poet would hardly have thus represented them
as the humour would not have been fully appreciated by the
audience. We may further observe that the musical Sirens
were placed by the poets at the edge of the water, possibly
from a feeling of a connexion between that element and music.
The Latins, it would also appear, connected their Camenze

with the fountains ; for Egeria was one of them, and her fount
long continued to be an object of veneration. The Gotho-
German race (whose language and religion bear so great an
affinity to those of Greece) seem also to have connected music
with the water in their ancient religious system; and this no-
tion still remains part of the popular creed in northern Europe,
as is proved by the many legends of the songs of Mermaids,
Nixes, Necks, and similar beings of the waters current among
the people in Germany and Scandinavian In fact, this, like

a
Steph. Byz. v. rvpptjpos. Sch. Theocr. vii. 92. Suidas, Photius, Hesych.

v. vvfj,<p?]. Serv. Buc. vii. 21.
b Eudocia, 294. Tzetz. Hesiod, Works, but.
c Eudocia and Tzetzes, ut sup. The names as amended by Hermann are Neilo,

Tritone, Asopo, Achelois, Heptapora, and Rhodia, (the two last from rivers named
by Homer, II. xii. 20. and Hesiod, Th. 341.) the seventh, Tiriplo, is evidently cor-

rupt ; Hermann proposes Pactolo.
d The reader will find several of these legends in the Fairy Mythology. See for

example, vol. i. 234-244.
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almost every other article of popular belief has its origin in

nature. There is music in the sound of water as it purls or

murmurs along in the rivulet, (the very terms prattling, bab-

bling, tinkling, and such like, applied to brooks by our poets

prove it,) and even the waterfall, especially when heard in the

distance, makes melody to the attentive ear. The rivulet is

also the favourite haunt of the poet ; its quiet murmur induces

calmness over the spirit, and puts the mind into a frame for

the reception of poetic images a
. Hence it has been said, by

him who like the early bards of Greece was one of Nature's

own poets, that

The Muse nae poet ever fand her

Till by himsel he learned to wander

Adoun some trotting burn's meander

And think na lang.

We are therefore inclined to regard as correct the theory

which sees in the Muses original nymphs of the springs, to

whom the poets ascribed their inspiration 15
.

f,

£lpcu. flora. Seasons or Hours.

When in the Ilias c Hera and Athena drive out of Olympos

in the chariot of the former goddess, to share in the conflict

of the Achaeans and the Trojans, the gates of heaven, which

the Seasons keep, whose charge is to open and close the dense

cloud, creak spontaneously to let them pass. On the return

of these goddesses, at the mandate of Zeus, the Seasons un-

yoke their steeds, fasten them in their stalls, and lay up the

chariot. They are also mentioned by Poseidon d as bringing

round the period at which he and i polio were to be paid their

wages by Laomedon.

Hesiod says e that the Seasons were the daughters of Zeus

and Themis, and he names them Eunomia {Order), Dike {Jus-

tice), andEirene {Peace), who, he adds, watch over {copevovac)

» Such sights as youthful poets dream

On summer-eves by haunted stream.—Milton.

b See Hermann ' De Musis fluvialibus Epicharmi et Eumeli' (Opusc. ii. 288.)

and Buttman, Mytholog. i. 273-294. Creuzer first advanced this theory.
c

II. v. 749 ; viii. 393. d
II. xxi. 450. e Theog. 903.
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the works ofmortal men. In another place a he says, that Dike

is a virgin revered by the gods of Olympos ; and that when

any one acts unjustly, she sits by her father Zeus, and com-

plains of the iniquity of man's mind, e that the people may

suffer for the transgressions of their kings.'

By an unknown poetb the Horae are called the daughters

of Kronos (Time ?), and by late poets they were named the

children of the year, and their number was increased to

twelve . Some made them seven or ten in number d
.

The Horae seem to have been originally regarded as the

presidents of the three seasons into which the ancient Greeks

divided the year e
. As the day was similarly divided f

, they

came to be regarded as presiding over its parts also ; and when

it was further subdivided into hours, these minor parts were

placed under their charge and named from them£.

Order and regularity being their prevailing attributes, the

transition was easy from the natural to the moral world ; and

the guardian goddesses of the seasons were regarded as pre-

siding over law, justice, and peace, the great producers of

order and harmony among men.

It is possible however, but not agreeable to analogy, that

the reverse was the case, and that the transition was from

moral to physical ideas.

By Pindarh the Horae are named, in their moral capacity,

the bestowers of wealth, a poetic clothing of the homely maxim
6 honesty is the best policy.' The Athenians worshiped two

Horae, named Thallo Bloom-giver, and Carpo (Fructifier),

viewing them as physical beings 1
. By the poets they were

frequently confounded with the Graces, and regarded as the

bestowers of beautyk
.

Homer calls the Horae 1
, 1. Gold-filleted, The epithets in

the Orphic hymns are chiefly derived from the flowers which

they produce; such as, 2. Flower-full-, 3. Odour-fullm ; etc.

a Works, 254. b Apud Stobseum. See the lines in Lobeck, p. 600.

c Nonnus, xi. 486; xii. 17. d Hygin. 183.
e Welcker, Tril. 500. note.

f II. xxi. 111. g Quint. Smyr. ii. 595. Nonnus, ut sup. h 01. xiii. 9.

* Paus. ix. 35. 2.

k Theocr. i. 150. Mosch. ii. 160. Apoll. Rh. op. Athen. vii. 283.

1 1. xP v <J(*lJi7rvKes: 2. TroXvavOefioi : 3. 7ro\voc?/iot.

m The Greek tto\i>s and the Germanic voIl,full, are plainly the same word, and
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Xdpires. Gratia. Graces.

The Graces, like the Muses and other sister-goddesses, are

spoken of by Homer in the plural, and their number is inde-

finite. They are graceful and beautiful themselves, and the

bestowers of all grace and beauty both on persons and things.

They wove the robe of Aphrodite a
; the beauty of the two

attendants of Nausicaa 5 was given them by the Charites ; and

the ringlets of the beautiful Euphorbos are compared to

those of these lovely goddesses. Aphrodite d joins in their

dance ; and in the song of Demodocos, they wash and anoint

her, when filled with shame she flies to Paphos e
. Yet though

they seem to have been particularly attached to the goddess

of love, the queen of heaven had authority over them f
; and

she promises Pasithea, one of the youngest of the Graces, for

a wife to Sleep, in return for his aid in deceiving Zeus. By

later writers she is even said to be their mothers.

The Homeridian hymn to Artemis describes that goddess

as going to the ' great house 9 of her brother at Delphi, and

regulating the dance of the Muses and the Graces.

Zeus, says Hesiodh, was by Eurynome, the daughter of

Ocean, the father of the ' three fair-cheeked Graces 5
Aglai'a

{Splendour), Euphrosyne (Joy), and lovely Thalia (Pleasure).

' From their eyes/ continues the poet, i as they gazed, distilled

care-dispelling love ; and they looked lovely from beneath their

brows/ According to Antimachus 1
, the Graces were the

daughters of Helios and ^Egle (Splendour) ; and Hermesianaxk

made Peitho (Persuasion) one of their number. In Nonnus

their names are Pasithea, Peitho and Aglaia 1
.

Orchomenos in Boeotia was the chief seat of the worship

of these goddesses. Its introduction was ascribed to Eteo-

used alike in composition. The former is placed at the beginning, the latter at

the end of the compound.
a II. v. 338. and that of Dionysos, Apoll. Rh. iv. 425. b Od. vi. 18.

c
II. xvii. 51. d Od. xviii. 194.

e Od. viii. 364. See also the beautifid fragment of the Cypria. Athen. xv. 682.

' II. xiv. 267. g Nonnus, xxxi. 184. Eudocia, 430.

h Theog. 907. '' Paus. ix. 35. 5. k Id. ut sup.

1 Dionvs. xxiv. 263.
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cles, the son of the river Cephissos. They were three in num-
ber, but it was not known what names he had given them a

.

The Lacedaemonians worshiped but two, whom they named
Cleta [Renowned) and Phaenna [Bright) b

. The Athenians origi-

nally adored the same number, under the names of Hegemone
[Leader) and Auxo [Increaser) c

.

The Graces were at all times in the creed of Greece the

goddesses presiding over social enjoyments, the banquet, the

dance, and all that tended to inspire gaiety and cheerfulness d
.

They are represented as three beautiful sisters, dancing toge-

ther : sometimes they are naked, sometimes clad.

The Charites had the epithets common to goddesses.

JLikeidvLaL. Ilitliyia.

The Eileithyias, whose office it was to preside over the

births of mankind, are in the Ilias e called the daughters of

Hera. In the Odyssey f and in Hesiods their number is re-

duced to one. We also meet with but one Eileithyia in Pin-

dar 11
, and the subsequent poets in general.

There was a cave at the river Amnisos, near Gortyna in

Crete, sacred to Eileithyia, who according to the tradition of

the country was born there 1
. Eileithyia was worshiped at

Delos, where a hymn was sung in her honour ascribed to the

ancient Lycian poet Olen. In this she was said to be the

mother of Love k
.

Eileithyia was called 1
, 1. Labour-aiding; 2. Gentle-mind-

ed™, etc.

It is not by any means an improbable supposition, that

a
Paus. ut sup. Hesiod, ap. Sch. Pind. 01. xiv. 1. Pind. 01. xiv. 1. seq. Theocr.

xvi. 104.

b Paus. ut sup. and iii. 18, 6.
c

Paus. ut sup.
& Pind. 01. xiv. 7-18.
e

II. xi. 270. Paus. i. 44, 3. In II. xvi. 187, and xix. 103. Eileithyia occurs

in the singular. f Od. xix. 188. g Theog. 922.
h 01. xi. 72. Nem. vii. 1. ! Od. ut supra.
k Paus. i. 18, 5; viii. 21, 3; ix. 27, 2. l 1. /xoyocTToicos : 2. 7rpavfinTi<i.

Mild as any maid

Full of sweet hope her [Lucina's] brow seemed, and her eyes

Darting fresh comfort like the morning skies.

—

Drayton, Mooncalf.

O
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Eileithyia was originally a moon-goddess, and that the name

signifies Light-wanderer*. Hence, if Artemis was originally

a moon-goddess, the identification of them was easy. The

moon was believed by the ancients to have great influence

over growth in general 13
; and as moreover a woman's time

was reckoned by moons, it was natural to conceive that the

moon-goddess presided over the birth of children.

Moipcu. Parcce, Fata. Fates.

In the Ilias, with the exception of one passage , the Moira

is spoken of in the singular number and as a person, almost

exactly as we use the word Fate. But in the Odyssey this

word is used as a common substantive, followed by a genitive

of the person, and signifying Decree.

The Theogony of Hesiod limits the Fates, like so many

other goddesses, to three, and gives them Zeus and Themis

for their parents d
. In an interpolated passage of the Theo-

gony 6 they are classed among the children of Night e
, and

Plato makes them the daughters of Necessity f
. Their names

in Hesiod are Clotho (Spinster), Lachesis (Allotter), and

Atropos (Unchangeable) ; but he does not speak of their spin-

ning the destinies of men. This office of theirs is however

noticed both in the Ilias and the Odyssey. In the former it

is saids by Hera of Achilleus, that the gods will protect him

that day, but that hereafter he will suffer c what Aisa [a name

synonymous with Moira] span with her thread for him when

his mother brought him forth ;' and in the latter n, Alcinoos

says of Odysseus, that he will hereafter suffer 'what Aisa

and the heavy Cataclothes span with the thread for him when

his mother brought him forth/

a From e\i) light, and Qua to move rapidly. See Welcker, Kret. Kol. pp. 11. 19.

b " Crescente luna frumenta grandescunt." Plin. H. N. xviii. 30. See also ii. 99,

x. 54, and elsewhere. Plut. de Is. et Os. 41. Q. R. 77. Eudocia, 11. Lucil. ap.

Gell. xx. 8. Hor. Serm. ii. 4, 30. Fulgent, ii. 19. "The moon is believed by

the Hindoo naturalists to have a powerful effect on vegetation, especially on certain

plants." Wilford in Asiat. Res. hi. 385. 4to edit.

« II. xx. 49. d Theog. 904.
e Theog. 217.

f Rep. x. 617. g II. xx. 127.

h Od. vii. 197. Buttmann, following the Scholia, Eustath and Hesychius, would

read Kara icXiWes, instead of KaraK\6)9cs. Nitzsch defends the common reading.
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It is probable that Homer, in accordance with the sublime

fiction in the Theogony, regarded the Fates as the offspring

of Zeus and Order, for in him they are but the ministers of

Zeus, in whose hands are the issues of all things a
. iEschylus b

makes even Zeus himself subject to the Fates, whose decrees

none could escape.

The poets styled the Fates c
, 1. Unerring; 2. Severe-minded,

etc.

Moira probably comes from fietpoo, and Aisa from halw,

both signifying to divide. It is a very extraordinary coinci-

dence, that the Norns, the Destinies of Scandinavian theology,

should also be spinsters, and three in number d
.

Kfjpes. Mortes.

The Keres are personifications of violent deaths e
. The word

Ker is used by Homer in the singular and in the plural num-
ber, and both as a proper and as a common noun, but much
more frequently as the former. When a common noun, it

seems to be equivalent to fate. Achilleus says, that his mother

gave him the choice of two heresy—one, to die early at Troy;

the other, to die after a long life at home f
.

On the shield of Achilleus s Ker appears in a blood-stained

robe, with Strife and Tumult, engaged in the field of battle

;

and on that of Heracles h the Keres are described as raging

in the tight, and glutting themselves with the blood of the

wounded. By Apollonius 1 they are named c the swift dogs

of Hades,5 a character under which they are also represented

by Sophoclesk .

In the Theogony these goddesses are the daughters of

a See Nitzsch on Od. iii. 236. b Prom. 515. See also Herod, i. 91.
c

1. drrXavees: 2. fiapvcppoves.
d The Norns are named Urdur, Verdandi, and Skuld (Past, Present, Future).

Plato (I. c.) introduces the Moirae singing to, yeyevora, to. ovra, rd fieWovra,
" quo nullus mihi succurrit auctor," says Lobeck, 970.

e
II. xi. 332 ; xii. 326. See Wolf on II. i. 97 ; ii. 302. Nitzsch on Od. iii. 236.

Paus. v. 19, 6.

f II. ix. 410. E
II. xviii. 535. Compare Hes. Shield, 156.

h Hes. Shield, 249. (See above, p. 40.) Paus. ut sup. Welcker, Nach. zur Tril.

346. j Argon, iv. 1666. * Elec. 1387.

o 2
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Night and sisters of the Moirae a
, who also appear on the shield

of Heracles, and with whom they are sometimes confounded b
,

as they also are with the Erinnyes c
. They bear a strong re-

semblance to the Valkyries (Choosers of the Slain) of Northern

mythology.

The Keres were styled d
, I. Implacable; 2. Stern-looking,

etc.

'Eptvvue?. Furice. Dirce. Furies.

These goddesses are frequently named by Homer, but he

says nothing of their origin. In the Theogony they spring

from the blood of Uranos when mutilated by his son Kronos,

whose own children they are according to Empedocles e
, while

^Eschylus and Sophocles call them the children of Night f
,

and the Orphic Hymns assign them the rulers of Erebos for

parents?. In the time of the Alexandrians, the Erinnyes, like

the Fates and others, were three in number, named Alecto

(Unceasing), Megasra (Envier or Denier), and Tisiphone (Blood-

avenger).

The Erinnyes were worshiped at Athens as the Venerable

(<r€fjLval) Goddesses, and at Sicyon as the Gracious (Ev/ievlSes) h
,

both of which were apparently placatory appellations. They

had a temple in Achaia, which if any one polluted with crime

dared to enter he lost his reason 1
.

In the poets we find the Erinnyes styled k, 1. Hateful; 2.

Gloom-roaming; 3. Dark-skinned; 4. Swift-footed.

The Greek term ipivvs has, we think, been justly defined 1

as a (i feeling of deep offence, of bitter displeasure, at the im-

pious violation of our sacred rights by those most bound to

a Theog. 217. b Quint. Sm. ii. 510; x. 286; xiii. 235.
c

iEschyl. Seven ag. Thebes, 1058. Eum.959. Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 472. Eur. Her.

Fur. 866. Elec. 1250. Virg. JEn. viii. 701.

d 1. d/.iei\ixoi : 2. deivwjroi.

c See above, p. 69.

f .Esch. Eumen. 317,413. Soph. (Ed. Col. 40, 106. Compare Virg. ^En. vi. 250

;

vii. 320 ; xii. 845. Ovid, Met. iv. 451.

p Hymn lxx. h Pans. ii. 11, 4. * Id. vii. 25, 7.

k
1. vrvyepai: 2. >/epo</>omes : 3. Kvnrnyfuorvi : 4. Tavv7rodes.

1 Mullcr, Eumen. 186.
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respect them." This perfectly accords with the origin of the

Erinnyes in the Theogony, and with those passages of the

Homeric poems in which they are mentioned ; for they are

there invoked to avenge the breach of filial duty a
, and are

named as the punishers of perjury b
: even beggars have their

Erinnyes, that they may not be insulted with impunity ; and

when a horse has spoken in violation of the order of nature,

the Erinnyes deprive him of the power of repeating the act d
.

The Erinnyes, these personified feelings, may therefore be re-

garded as the maintainers of order both in the moral and the

natural world. There is however another view taken of these

goddesses, in which they are only a form of Demetcr and

Kora, the great goddesses of the earth. For everything in

nature having injurious as well as beneficial effects, the boun-

teous earth itself becomes at times grim, as it were, and dis-

pleased with mankind, and this is Demeter-Erinnys. In the

Arcadian legends of this goddess, and in the concluding cho-

ruses of the Eumenides of ^Eschylus, may be discerned ideas

of this nature e
. The epithet given to them by Empedocles

would seem to confirm a view of them already noticed f
.

a
II. is. 454, 568 ; compare II. xxi. 412. Od. ii. 135.

b
II. xix. 258 ; compare II. iii. 278. c Od. xvii. 175.

d
II. xix. 418. e See above, p. 178. See Miiller, Eumen. 191. seq.

f See above, p. 69.
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Chapter XIII.

THEMIS, IRIS, P^EON, SLEEP, DEATH, MOMOS, NEMESIS,

FORTUNE, PERSONIFICATIONS.

©e/u?. Themis. Law.

This goddess appears in the Uias a among the inhabitants of

Olympos, and in the Odyssey b she is named as presiding over

the assemblies of men, but nothing is said respecting her rank

or her origin. By Hesiod c she is said to be a Titaness, one

of the daughters of Heaven and Earth, and to have borne to

Zeus, the Fates, and the Seasons, Peace, Order, Justice,—the

natural progeny of Law (©e/u?), and all deities beneficial to

mankind. In Pindar and the Homeridian Hymns Themis
sits by Zeus on his throne to give him counsel d

.

Themis is said e to have succeeded her mother Earth in the

possession of the Pythian oracle f
, and to have voluntarily

resigned it to her sister Phoebe, who gave it as a christening-

gift s to Phoebos-Apollo.

v
I/cu?. Iris.

The office of Iris, in the Ilias, is to act as the messenger of

the king and queen of Olympos, a duty which is performed

by Hermes in the Odyssey, in which poem there is not any
mention made of Iris. Homer gives not the slightest hint of

who her parents were ; but analogy might lead to the suppo-

a
II. xv. 87 ; xx. 4. b d. ii. 68.

c Theog. 135. 901. seq. Pind. 01. xiii. 6. Fr. Incert. 100.
d Pind. 01. viii. 28. Horn. Hymn xxiii.

e .Esch. Eum. 1. seq. Eur. Iph. Taur. 1260. Ovid, Met. i. 321.
f Welcker (Tril. 39.) says that Themis is merely an epithet of Earth. Hermann

also makes Themis a physical being, rendering her name Statina ; while Bottiger

(Kunst-Myth. ii. 110.) more justly, we apprehend, says, " she is the oldest purely

allegorical personification of a virtue."

g yeveOXiov 86<riv. We know not how else to express it. It was the gift be-

stowed on the child the day it was named, which was usually the eighth day after

the birth. See Terence, Phormio, i. 1,12.
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sition of Zeus being her sire, by some mother who is unknown.

Hesioda says that swift Iris and the Harpies, who fly f like

the blasts of the winds or the birds/ were the children of

Thaumas (Wonder) by Electra (Brightness) the daughter of

Oceanos. It is evidently the Rainbow (Ipt?) that is meant,

which is thus personified in the usual theogonic manner.

There is little mention of Iris in the subsequent Greek poets;

but, whenever she is spoken of, she appears quite distinct from

the celestial phenomenon of the same name. In Callimachus b

and the Latin poets c Iris is appropriated to the service of

Hera ; and by these last she is invariably, and even we may
say clumsily, confounded with the rainbow. According to the

lyric poet Alcaeus, who is followed by Nonnus, Iris was by

Zephyros the mother of Love d
.

Homer styles Iris Gold-wingede
, and, according to Aristo-

phanes, he likens her to a trembling dove. In the Birds f of

that poet Epops says

But how shall men esteem us gods, and not

Jackdaws, since we have wings and fly about?

To which Peisthetaeros replies,

Nonsense ! Egad, Hermes, who is a god,

Wears wings and flies, and many other gods

Do just the same. Thus Victory, mark ye, flies

With golden wings ; and so, egad, does Love :

And like a trembling dove, old Homer saith,

Was Iris.

Iris is called s, 1. Storm-footed; 2. Wind-footed; 3. Svnft-

footed; 4. Swift; 5. Gold-winged, etc.

The name Iris is usually derived from ipco, dpco, to say,

a Theog. 265. b Hymn to Delos, 216. seq.

c Virg. Mn. iv. 694. seq. ; v. 606. seq. ; ix. 2. Ovid, Met. i. 270 ; xi. 585. seq.

Stat. Th. x. 81, 118. Val. Flac. vii. 186.

d See above, p. 146.
e

II. viii. 398; xi. 185. This is the only line in Homer which makes against

Voss's theory, of none of Homer's gods being winged. It is remarkable that

P. Knight, who seems to have known nothing of that theory, rejects the episodes

viii. 350-484; xi. 179-217.

f Ver. 574. He probably had in view Horn. Hymn i. 114.

B 1. de\\67rovs: 2. noSrfvefio?: 3. irodas wfcea : 4. raxeta : 5. xpvaoirTepos.
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which suits the office of the goddess,, and will accord with the

rainbow in a view of it similar to that given in the Book of

Genesis. Hermann renders Iris Sertia, from elpco to knit or

unite, as the rainbow seems to unite heaven and earth.

Ucurfcov, Ucuodv, Uaiav. Paeon, Pceon.

Paeeon is in Homer the family surgeon of Olympos. No-
thing is said about his origin. All we are told is, that he

cured Ares when wounded by Diomedes a
, and Hades of the

wound in his shoulder given him by Heracles b
, and that the

Egyptian physicians were of his race c
. His attributes were

afterwards transferred to Apollo, with whom he was perhaps

originally identical.

"T7rvo9 /cal ®dvaro$. Somnus et Mors. Sleep and Death.

These two deities are called by Hesiod e the children of

Night. By Homer they are, for a very natural and obvious

reason, said to be twins. When, in the Ilias f
, Sarpedon the

heroic and noble-minded son of Zeus falls by the hands of

Patroclos, Apollo at the command of his father washes his

body in the waters of the stream, anoints it with ambrosia,

and, clothing it in ambrosial garments, commits it to the twin

brothers Sleep and Death to convey to Lycia, there to be in-

terred by his relatives and friends.

In the same poem, when HeraS resolves by her arts and
beauty to melt the soul of Zeus in love, and lay him asleep on
Mount Gargaros, that Poseidon may meanwhile give victory

to the Achaeans, she takes her way thither from Olympos over

Lemnos, where she meets Sleep. She accosts him as the king
of all gods and men, and prays him to aid in her project, pro-

mising as his reward a seat and footstool, the workmanship

a n. v. 899. b
II. v. 401.

c Od. iv. 232. " Merum scholion,"—P. Knight.
d See above, p. 124. Miiller, Dor. i. 319-21. See Nitzsch on Od. iv. 232. Hesiod

(Sch. Od. iv. 231.) as well as Homer made Paeon distinct from Apollo. Solon

would appear to have done the same, ver. 57. compared with ver. 53.
e Theog. 212. 758. f II. xvi. 676. seq.

z
11. xiv. 230. seq. imitated by Nonnus, xxxi. 103. seq.
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of Hephoestos. Sleep reminds the goddess of the imminent

danger which he formerly ran, for having at her desire sealed

the eyes of Zeus in slumber when Heracles was on his return

from Troy, during which she raised a storm that drove the

hero to Cos ; and Zeus, awaking in a rage, knocked the gods

about the house, searching for Sleep, who only escaped by

seeking the protection of Night, whom Zeus revered too much
to offend. Hera, by urging that the affection of Zeus for the

Trojans could not be supposed equal to that for his own son,

and finally by offering and swearing to give him one of the

younger Graces for his spouse, overcomes the fears of Sleep,

who accompanies her to Ida, where taking the shape of a bird

he sits in a tree till she has beguiled her lord. Sleep, having

accomplished his task, speeds to the battle-field to inform

Poseidon of what he has done.

The Latin poet Ovid a
, probably after some Grecian pre-

decessor, as was usually the case, gives a beautiful description

of the cave of Sleep near the land of the Kimmerians, and of

the cortege which there attended on him, as Morpheus, Icelos

or Phobeter, and Phantasos ; the first of whom takes the form

of man to appear in dreams, the second of animals, the third

of inanimate objects.

Death was brought on the stage by Euripides in his beau-

tiful drama of Alcestis. He is deaf to the entreaties of Apollo

to spare the Thessalian queen, but, vanquished by Heracles, is

forced to resign his victim.

Mewyu,o?. Momus.

This god of raillery and ridicule does not appear to have

been known to Homer. By Hesiod b he is classed among the

children of Night. He is alluded to by Plato and Aristotle

;

and Lucian c
, as might be expected, makes some use of him.

a Met.xi. 592. seq. Compare Stat. Th. x. 84. seq. ; and Ariosto, Orl. Fur. c. xiv.

st. 92.

b Theog. 214.
c

Ilermot. 20. True Hist. ii. 3. Nigr. 32.
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NeyLtecrt?. Nemesis.

This goddess is in the Theogony a daughter of Night a
.

The tradition at Rhamnus in Attica, where she had a temple
(whence she was named Rhamnusia), was that Oceanos was
her fatherb . Helena, the cause of the war of Troy, was figu-
ratively styled the offspring of Zeus and Nemesis .

The name of this goddess comes most simply from vifxco,

to distribute
; and she was originally regarded as a personifi-

cation of the power which regulates and orders the natural
and the moral worlds. As the castigation of infractions of
order was a part of her office, she was chiefly viewed as the
punisher of pride, insolence, and arrogance. This is her usual
character in the dramatists.

At Smyrna two Nemeses were worshiped d
. The goddess

adored at Cyzicos under the name of Adresteia, said by the
poet of the Phoronis to be the same with Cybele e

, is named
Nemesis by Antimachus f

. This Asiatic Nemesis is probably
the goddess of nature £.

Tvxn- Fortuna. Fortune.

Fortune, that unseen power which exercises such arbitrary
dominion over human affairs, was also deified, and had her
temples and altars in Greece. By Hesiod and by one of the
Homerids h she is classed among the Ocean-nymphs. Pindar
in one place 1 calls her < the child of Zeus Eleutherios ;' else-
wherek he says that she is one of the Destinies. Alcman
called her the sister of Law and Persuasion, and daughter of
Forethought {Upo^eela) \ In her temple at Thebes™ For-

a
Theog. 223. * Paus. i. 33, 4. c See below> Part n ch ix

d Paus. vii. 5, 3. e A2md Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 1129.

"E(tti Be tis Nt'jueo-ts fieyaXt] 9ebs, i'/ rade Travra
Upas fiaKapwv eXaxe' pwfxov di oi eiaaro irptiros

*ASpi]<TTOs, TTOTajxolo -rcapa poov Ai<TT}7roio,

"EvQa TerifirjTai re icai 'Adp^vTeia K<x\eirai.--JjMd Strab. xiii. 1.

s See Welcker in Schwenk, 261. 304.
h Theog. 260. Horn. Hymn to Dem. 420. « 01. xiii. 1. seq.
k Fr. Incert. 75. Paus. vii. 26, 8.

1 Apud Plut. de Fort. Rom. 4. m paus> jx< jg 2 .
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tune held Wealth (TIXouto?) in her arms, whether as mother

or nurse was uncertain. The image of this goddess made by

Bupalos for the Smyrnaeans had a hemisphere (770X09) on its

head, and a horn of Amaltheia in its hand a
.

Personifications,

The practice of personifying natural and moral qualities (of

which the preceding articles are instances), seems to have

been coeval with Grecian poetry and religion. It was not

however by any means peculiar to Greece ; it will probably

be found wherever poetry exists b . But it was only in ancient

Greece and Italy that these personifications were objects of

worship, and seemed to be regarded as having a real personal

existence.

In Homer, to whom as the original fountain we continually

revert, wre meet a number of these moral qualities appearing

as persons. Terror and Fear, the children of Ares and Strife

his sister, rouse with him the Trojans to battle . Strife is

said to be small at first, but at last to raise her head to the

heaven. She is sent forth d amidst the Achaeans by Zeus,

bearing the signal of war ; and, standing on the ship of Odys-

seus in the centre of the fleet, shouts so as to be heard at

either extremity. When Ares e hears of the death of his son

Ascalaphos, Terror and Fear are commanded to yoke the

steeds to his car for the war.

Prayers (Airal), says the poet f
, are the daughters of great

Zeus, lame and wrinkled, with squinting eyes. They follow

Mischief ("At??), and tend those whom she has injured: but

Ate is strong and firm-footed, and gets far before them, af-

flicting men whom they afterwards heal. Elsewhere s he re-

lates that Ate is the daughter of Zeus, who injures (ddrat)

all ; that her feet are tender, and that she therefore does not

walk on the ground, but on the heads of men. Having con-

spired with Hera to deceive her father, he took her by the hair

a Paus. iv. 30, 6.

b See the fine personification of Wisdom in the Proverhs of Solomon, ch. viii.

c
II. iv. 440. d

II. xi. 3.
e

II. XV. 120.

f II. ix. 502. s II. xix. 91. seq.
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and flung her to earth, with an oath that she should never re-

turn to Olympos.

The Theogony of Hesiod contains a number of these per-

sonified qualities ; they also occur in the subsequent poets.

Thus JEschylus introduced on the stage Strength (Kpdros)

and Force (Bt<z) a
. Sophocles, by a very beautiful and correct

figure, terms Fame 'the child of golden Hope' b
; and the

Athenians erected an altar to this personification , as they

also did to Shame and Impetuosity, and above all to Mercy d
;

for with all their faults, and though from the defects of their

political constitution they were occasionally stimulated to deeds

of cruelty by their unprincipled demagogues, the Athenians

were by nature one of the most humane people in Greece.

The more stern Spartans, we may observe, erected temples

to Fear, to Death, and to Laughter e
.

Wealth (LTXoOto?) was also deified. The Theogony makes

him very appropriately the offspring of Demeter by Iasios f
.

He appears as an actor in the comedy of Aristophanes named

from him, and in the Timon of Lucian.

8 Prom. init.
b OEd. Tyr. 157.

c Paus. i. 17, 1. See Hesiod, Works, 760-4. iEschines ag. Timarch. 18. False

Embassy, 47. Virg. iEn. iv. 173. seq. Stat. Th. iii. 426. Val. Flac. ii. 116. seq.

For the House of Fame see Ovid, Met. xii. 39. seq. and Chaucer and Pope.

d Paus. ut sup.
e Plut. Cleom. 9. f Theog. 969 ; see above, p. 177.
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Chapter XIV.

DIONYSOS.

Auovvaos, Atovucro?, BttAr%o?. Liber.

No deity of Grecian mythology has given occasion to greater

mysticism than Dionysos, the god of wine. Creuzer a
, for

example, the prince of mystics, deduces his worship from

India, and makes him identical with the Seeva of that country.

According to him, the Vishnoo-religion had, at a period far

beyond that of history, spread itself over the West, and in

Greece was known as that of Apollo, the god of the sun and

light. The wild religion of Seeva, which had overcome the

milder one of Vishnoo on their natal soil, followed it in its

progress to the West, proceeded as the religion of Dionysos

through Egypt and anterior Asia, mingling itself with the

systems of these countries, and entered Greece, where, after a

long struggle with the Apollo-system, the two religions finally

coalesced, the Dionysiac casting away some of its wildest and

most extravagant practices.

This hypothesis rests on no stable evidence ; and it has

been, as appears to us, fully refuted and exposed by the sober

and sagacious Voss b
, who, rejecting all air-built theory, bases

his system on fact and testimony alone. We shall here at-

tempt, chiefly under his guidance, to illustrate the changes

which it is probable the mythology of this god gradually un-

derwent after the time of Homer.

It has been very justly observed by Lobeck c
, that almost

all the passages in Homer in which there is any mention of

or allusion to this god have been suspected by the ancient

critics, either on account of some circumstances in themselves,

or because they occur in places justly liable to suspicion. The

first of these passages is that in the sixth book of the Ilias d
,

a Symbolik.
b Anti-Symbolik.

c Aglaophamus, p. 285.
d H. vi. 130.
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where Diomedes and Glaucos encounter in the field of battle.

Here the former hero, who had just wounded no less than two

deities, asks the latter if he is a god, adding, " I would not

fight with the celestial gods ; for the stout Lycurgos, son of

Dryas, who contended with the celestial gods, was not long-

lived, who once chased the nurses of raging Dionysos through

the holy Nyseion, but they all flung their sacred utensils

{OvaOXa) to the ground, when beaten by the ox-goad of the

man-slaying Lycurgos ; and Dionysos in affright plunged into

the waves of the sea, and Thetis received him in her bosom
terrified,—for great fear possessed him from the shouting of

the man. The gods, who live at ease, then hated him, and

the son of Kronos made him blind ; nor was he long-lived,

since he was odious to all the immortal gods." Language
more unsuitable surely could not be put into the mouth of

Diomedes ; and we may observe that there is a kind of in-

stinct of propriety, as we may term it, which always guides

those poets who sing from inspiration and not from art, lead-

ing them to ascribe to the personages whom they introduce

no ideas and no language but what accurately correspond to

their situation and character. This consideration alone, Avhen

well weighed, may suffice to render the above passage ex-

tremely suspicious.

The passage in the fourteenth book a
, in which Zeus so in-

decorously recounts his various amours to Hera, is liable to

the same objection, and was rejected by Aristarchus and se-

veral of the best critics of antiquity. In this the god says

that c Semele bore him Dionysos, a joy to mortals.'' The place

in which Andromache is compared to a Maenas b
, besides that

it occurs in one of the latter books, is regarded as an interpo-

lation.

These are the only passages in the Ilias in which there is

any allusion to Dionysos. In the Odyssey c it is said that

Artemis slew Ariadne in the isle of Dia, ' on the testimony

(fiapTvpirjo-Lv) of Dionysos'; but the circumstance of the o in

the second syllable of his name being short in this place sa-

tisfied the grammarian Herodian, and ought to satisfy any

* 11. xiv. 325. b
II. xxii. 460. c Od. xi. 325.
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one, that the line in question is spurious. In the last book

of this poem a Thetis is said to have brought an urn (a^o-

(j>opfja), the gift of Dionysos, to receive the ashes of Achilleus

;

but the spuriousness of that part of the poem is well known.

It was further observed by the ancient critics, that Maron, who

gave the wine to Odysseus, was the priest of Apollo, not of

Dionysos.

Hesiodb says, that Cadmeian Semele bore to Zeus ' the joy-

full Dionysos, a mortal an immortal, but now they both are

gods.' Again c
,

f gold-tressed Dionysos made blond Ariadne

the daughter of Minos his blooming spouse, and Kronion made

her ageless and immortal.'

Far perhaps inferior in point of antiquity to Hesiod is the

Homeridian hymn to Dionysos, which contains the following

adventure of the god,—a tale which Ovidd has narrated some-

what differently.

Dionysos once let himself be seen as a handsome youth on

the shore of a desert island. Some Tyrsenian pirates were

sailing by, who when they espied him jumped on shore and

made him captive, thinking him to be of royal birth. They

bound him with cords ; but these instantly fell off him, and

the god sat smiling in silence. The pilot perceiving these

apparent signs of divinity, called to the crew that he was a

god, and exhorted them to set him on shore, lest he should

cause a tempest to come on. But the captain rebuked him

sharply, desired him to mind his own business, and declared

that they would take their captive to Egypt or elsewhere and

sell him for a slave. They then set sail, the wind blew

fresh, and they were proceeding merrily along ; when, behold!

streams of fragrant wine began to flow along the ship ; vines

with clustering grapes spread over the sail ; and ivy, laden

with berries, ran up the mast and sides of the vessel. His

shipmates in affright now called aloud to the pilot to make

for the land ; but the god assuming the form of a grim lion

seized the captain, and the terrified crew to escape him leaped

into the sea and became dolphins. The pilot alone remained

a Od. xxiv. 74.
b Theog. 940.

c
Theog. 947.

d Met. iii. 532. seq. Hygin. 134.
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on board ; the god then declared to him who he was, and took

him under his protection.

Another of these hymns relates, that the Nymphs received

Dionysos from his father, and reared him in a fragrant cavern

of the valleys of Nysa. He was counted among the Immor-

tals ; and when he grew up, he went through the woody vales

crowned with bay and ivy : the Nymphs followed him, and the

wood was filled with their joyous clamour.

In these poems the mention of the ivy, and the epithet

noisy {iptfipofjios), testify, as we shall see, their late age. Pin-

dar also calls Dionysos Ivy-bearing (/ao-o-o</>6po?) and noisy

(Ppofiios). Herodotus and the tragedians describe what we

consider to be the mixed religion of Dionysos.

The idea of mere mortals, or the offspring of gods and mor-

tals, being raised to divine rank and power, does not occur in

the Ilias. Ganymedes and Tithonos, who were mortal by

both father and mother, were carried off, the former by the

gods to be the cup-bearer of Zeus a
, the latter by Eos ; and it

is to be presumed, though Homer does not expressly say so,

that they were endowed with immortality. But all the half-

caste, as we may call them, Heracles, Achilleus, Sarpedon,

^Eneias, have no advantage over their fellow-mortals, except

greater strength and more frequent aid from the gods.

But in the Odyssey we find the system of deification com-

menced. The sea-goddess Ino-Leucothea, who gives Odys-

seus her veil to save him from being drowned, was, we are

told, a daughter of Cadmos (a name which does not occur in

the Ilias), ' who had before been a speaking mortal, but was

now allotted the honour of the gods in the depths of the sea/

And again; Odysseus beholds in the realms of Hades the

image (ei&wXov) of Heracles, pursuing his usual occupations

when on earth ; but himself we are told c enjoys banquets

among the immortal gods, and possesses fair-ankled Hebe/

It is not however said that he had obtained the power of a

god b
.

a
II. xx. 234.

b Od. v. 333 ; xi. 601. The last of these passages is undoubtedly spurious, and

the first is perhaps not altogether free from suspicion.
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Supposing therefore Dionysos to have been, as his name

might appear to indicate, one of the original Grecian deities,

(and it is difficult to think that the vine and its produce, with

which the e sons of the Achseans' were so familiar, could have

been without a presiding god,) he may have been regarded as

a son of Zeus by a goddess named Semele, who in after-times,

in pursuance of a practice hereafter to be explained, may have

been degraded to the rank of a heroine, and Dionysos have

consequently become the son of Zeus by a mortal mother.

The vintage is in wine-countries at the present day, like hay-

making and harvest-home in England, a time of merry-making

and festivity ; and the festival of the deity presiding over it

may have been a very joyous one, and celebrated with abun-

dance of noise and mirth. Such, we say, may have been (for

we venture not to assert it) the original Dionysiac religion of

Greece ; and when we recollect the very incidental manner in

which Demeter, undoubtedly one of the most ancient deities,

is noticed in the Ilias, it should not excite any great surprise

to find the poet totally omitting all mention of the wine-god a
.

To pass from conjecture to certainty, it appears quite clear

that the part of Thrace lying along the northern coast of the

^Egaean was in the earliest times a chief seat of the Dionysiac

religion, where the worship of the god of wine was celebrated

with great noise and tumult by the people of that country

;

and, supposing the passage in the sixth book of the Ilias to

be genuine, some account of it had possibly reached the ears

of Homer. The Thracian worship of Dionysos, it is not im-

probable, was not introduced into Greece till after the time

when the /Eolians colonised the coast of Asia about the Hel-

lespont 15
. Here they became acquainted with the enthusiastic

orgies of the Great Mother, and of the god Sabazios ; who, as

it would appear, was similar to Dionysos , and an object of

veneration both to Phrygians and Thracians, and who was

worshiped under the form of an ox, as being the patron of

agriculture. As polytheism is not jealous, and readily permits

a See end of this chapter.

b Not till a century or two after the time of Homer, in the opinion of Lobeck

(Aglaophamus, p. 672.).

c Sch. Aristoph. Birds, 873. Lys. 388. Wasps, 9.

P
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the introduction of new deities into the system, particularly

if their attributes or festivals have a resemblance to any of the

old ones*, the worship of this new god was adopted by the

Grecian colonists, and diffused over the isles and continent of

Greece : not, however, without considerable opposition from

the sober common-sense of several individuals of eminence,

as appears by the mythic tales of Labdacos, Pentheus and

Perseus, which are apparently real occurrences thrown back

into the mythic ageb . The original Grecian festivals, though

of a joyous cheerful character, were so widely different from

the raving orgies and wild licentiousness of this Dionysiac re-

ligion, that it is quite evident the latter could not have been

known in Greece during the Achaean period .

There can be no doubt of the Dionysiac religion, with its

nocturnal orgies and indecent extravagance, having been very

prevalent among the Greeks at the time when the Ionians

were permitted to settle in Egypt. It is in no small degree

surprising with what facility the Grecian and Egyptian sy-

stems coalesced, with what open-mouthed credulity the Gre-

cian settlers and travellers swallowed all the fictions of the

cunning priesthood of that country, and with what barefaced

assurance the latter palmed on their unsuspecting auditors

the most incredible lies. In reading the Euterpe of Hero-

dotus, one might fancy one's self beholding Captain Wilford

listening with devout belief to his artful Pundit d
; so little sus-

picion does the Father of History betray of his having been

played upon by the grave linen-clad personages who did him

the honour to initiate him in their mysteries.

The theory boldly advanced by the Egyptian priesthood

was, that all the religion of Greece had been imported into

a
It was thus that there was a great resemblance observed between the Dio-

nysia of Athens and the Saturnalia of Rome.
b Had the consul Postumius (Livy, xxxix. 8.) lived before history was written

at Rome, and had the Bacchic orgies obtained a footing in that city, he would

probably have figured as a Pentheus in the mythic annals of Rome. " Mythology,"

says Midler (Dor. i. 293.), " often first clothes the events of history in a fabulous

garb, and then refers them to an early and unknown time."
c
Miiller, Dor. i. 10. " iEgyptia nuniina gaudent plangoribus, Grseca choreis, Bar-

bara strepitu cymbalistarum et tympanistarum et ceraularum."—Apul. de Gent.

p. 49.

d Sec the Asiatic Researches.
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that country by colonies of Egyptians—a people, by the way,

without ships, or materials for building them, who had no

ports, and who held the sea in abhorrence a—who civilised

the mast-eating savages that roamed its uncultivated wilds,

and instructed them in the nature and worship of the gods.

The deities of Greece were therefore to find their prototypes

in Egypt ; and Dionysos was honoured by being identified

with Osiris, the great god of the land of Nile b
. Herodotus

informs us how Melampus, who introduced his worship into

Greece, had learned it from Cadmos the Phoenician, who had
derived his knowledge of course from Egypt c

. As the realm

of Osiris did not abound in vines d
, the ivy with its clustering

berries which grew there was appropriated to the god e
; and

it now became one of the favourite plants of Dionysos, as ap-

pears by the Homeridian hymn above-cited.

The Egyptians had fabled that their god Osiris had made
a progress through the world, to instruct mankind in agri-

culture and planting f
. The Greeks caught up the idea, and

represented the son of Semele—for the popular faith did not

give up the old legend of his Theban birth—as roaming

through the greater part of the earth. In the Bacchae of

Euripides the god describes himself as having gone through

Lydia, Phrygia, Persia, Bactria, Media, Arabia, and the coast

of Asia, inhabited by mingled Greeks and barbarians, through-

out all which he had established his dances and his religious

rites.

When Alexander and his army had penetrated to the mo-

dern Caubul, they found ivy and wild vines on the sides of

Mount Meros and on the banks of the Hydaspes ; they also

met processions, accompanied by the sound of drums and

party-coloured dresses, like those worn in the Bacchic orgies

of Greece and Lesser Asia. The flatterers of the conqueror

a Ukert, I. i. 41. Heeren, Idem II. ii. 225. 288. 377.

* Herod, ii. 144.
c

Id. ii. 49.

A Herodotus (ii. 77.) says positively that there were no vines in Egypt. Egyp-

tian vines are mentioned in Genesis, xl. 9. Num. xx. 5 ; and the vintage is the

subject of one of the ancient Egyptian paintings now in the British Museum.
e Plutarch (De Is. et Os. 37.) says that the Egyptians called it Chenosiris, i. e.

Plant of Osiris.

f Diodor.i. 17. Plut. dels. etOs. 13. Eudocia, 110. Compare Tibull. i. 7. 29. seo.

p 2
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thence took occasion to fable that Dionysos had, like Heracles

and their own great king, marched as a conqueror throughout

the East ; had planted there the ivy and tHe vine ; had built

the city Nysa ; and named the mountain Meros, from the cir-

cumstance of his birth from the thigh (/jLTjpbs) of Zeus a
. At

length, during the time of the Graeco-Bactric kingdom, some

Greek writers, on whom it is not impossible the Bramins im-

posed, as they have since done on the English, gave out that

Dionysos was a native Indian, who, having taught the art of

wine-making in that country, made a conquering expedition

through the world, to instruct mankind in the culture of the

vine and other useful arts. And thus the knowledge of the

vine came to Greece, from a land which does not produce that

plantb .

This last is the absurd hypothesis which we have seen re-

newed in our own days, and supported by all the efforts of

ingenious etymology.

The story of the Grecian Dionysos is as follows . Zeus,

enamoured of the beauty of Semele the daughter of Cadmos,

visited her in secret. Hera's jealousy took alarm, and under

the form of an old woman she came to Semele, and, by ex-

citing doubts of the real character of her lover, induced her

when next he came to exact a promise that he would visit her

as he was wont to visit Hera. An unwary promise was thus

drawn from the god before he knew what he was required to

perform; and he therefore entered the bower of Semele in his

chariot, the lightning and thunder flaming, flashing and roar-

ing around him. Overcome wTith terror, Semele, who was now
six months gone with child, expired in the flames, and Zeus

took the babe, which was prematurely expelled from her

womb, and sewed it up in his thigh. In due time it came to

the birth, and Zeus then naming it Dionysos gave it to

a Diodor. ii. 38- Arrian, Hist. Indie, sub init.

b Plut. Aq. et Ig. Comp. 7. Diodor. iii. 63. A. W. Schlegel, though in general

inclined to what we call the mystic theory, expressly denies in his Indian Lihrary

that the Greeks had, previous to the conquests of Alexander, any idea of an expe-

dition of Bacchos to or from India. We ask the advocates of the Indian origin of

the Bacchic religion for their proofs, and get nothing in reply but confident asser-

tion or slight resemblances of names and ceremonies.
B Apollod. iii. 4-5. Ovid, Met. iii. 253. seq, Hygin. 167. 179. Eudoc. 118. 373.
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Hermes to convey to Ino, the sister of Semele, with direc-

tions to rear it as a girl.

Hera, whose revenge was not yet satiated, caused Athamas,

the husband of Ino, to go mad ; and Zeus, to save Dionysos

from the machinations of Hera, changed him into a kid, under

which form Hermes conveyed him to the nymphs of Nysa,

who were afterwards made the Hyades, and by whom he was

reared. When he grew up he discovered the culture of the

vine, and the mode of extracting its precious liquor ; but Hera

struck him with madness, and he roamed through great part

of Asia. In Phrygia Rhea cured him, and taught him her

religious rites, which he nowT resolved to introduce into Hellas.

When passing through Thrace he was so furiously assailed by

Lycurgos, a prince of the country, that he was obliged to take

refuge with Thetis in the sea ; but he avenged himself by

driving Lycurgos mad, who killed his own son Dryas with a

blow of an axe, taking him for a vine-branch ; and his sub-

jects afterwards bound him and left him on Mount Pangseon,

where he was destroyed by wild horses, for such was the will

of Dionysos.

When Dionysos reached his native city, the women readily

received the new rites, and ran wildly through the woods of

Cithaeron. Pentheus, the ruler ofThebes, however, set himself

against them ; but Dionysos caused him to be torn to pieces

by his mother and his aunts. The daughters of Minyas, Leu-

cippe, Aristippe and Alcathoe, also despised his rites, and con-

tinued plying their looms, while the other women ran through

the mountains. He came as a maiden, and remonstrated,

but in vain ; he then assumed the form of various wild beasts
;

serpents filled their baskets ; vines and ivy twined round their

looms, while wine and milk distilled from the roof; but their

obstinacy was unsubdued. He finally drove them mad ; they

tore to pieces the son of Leucippe, and then went roaming

through the mountains, till Hermes touched them with his

wand, and turned them into a bat, an owl, and a crow a
.

a Corinna aud Nicander ap. Anton. Lib. 10. iElian V. H. iii. 42. Plut. Q. G. 38.

Ovid, Met. iv. 1. seq. The pleasing tale of Pyramus and Thisbe introduced by this

poet (perhaps a Milesian one) is nowhere else to be found. Nonnus (vi. 339. seq.)

tells a strange legend of the love of Pyramos (so he names the Nile) for Thisbe.

Are these Pyramid and Thebes ?
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Dionysos next proceeded to Attica, where he taught a man
named Icarios the culture of the vine. Icarios having made

wine, gave of it to some shepherds, who thinking themselves

poisoned killed him. When they came to their senses they

buried him ; and his daughter Erigone, being shown the spot

by his faithful dog Moera, hung herself through griefa . At

Argos the rites of Dionysos were received, as at Thebes, by

the women, and opposed by Perseus, the son of Zeus and

Danae ; Zeus however reduced his two sons to amityb
, and

Dionysos thence passed over to Naxos, where he met Ariadne.

It was on his way thither that his adventure with the Tyrrhe-

nians occurred. Dionysos afterwards descended to Erebos,

whence he fetched his mother, whom he now named Thyone,

and ascended with her to the abode of the gods c
.

Like every other portion of the Grecian mythology, the

history of the vine-god was pragmatised when infidelity be-

came prevalent. That most tasteless of historians Diodorus

gives us, probably from the cyclograph Dionysius, the follow-

ing narrative d
.

Amnion, a monarch of Libya, was married to Rhea, a

daughter of Uranos ; but meeting near the Ceraunian moun-

tains a beautiful maiden named Amaltheia, he became ena-

moured of her. He made her mistress of the adjacent fruitful

country, which from its resembling a bull's horn in form was

named the Western Horn, and then Amaltheia^s Horn, which

last name was afterwards given to places similar to it in fer-

tility. Amaltheia here bore him a son, w7hom, fearing the

jealousy of Rhea, he conveyed to a town named Nysa, situated

not far from the Horn, in an island formed by the river Triton.

He committed the care of him to Nysa, one of the daughters

of Aristaeos ; while Athena, who had lately sprung from the

earth on the banks of the Triton, was appointed to keep guard

against the assaults of Rhea. This delicious isle, which was

precipitous on all sides, with a single entrance through a

narrow glen thickly shaded by trees, is described in a similar

manner with Panchaia, and other happy retreats of the same

a
Apollod. iii. 14. 7. Hygin. 130. b See Part II. eh. vii. Perseus.

c
Apollod. iii. 5. 3. Pans. ii. 31, 2 ; 37, 5. Diodor. iii. 62 ; iv. 25. Hor. Carm.

ii. 19. 29. seq.

'• Diodor. iii. 68. seq.
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nature. It therefore had verdant meads, abundant springs,

trees of every kind, flowers of all hues, and evermore re-

sounded with the melody of birds a
. After he grew up, Dio-

nysos became a mighty conqueror and a benefactor of man-
kind, by whom he was finally deified.

Though the adventures of Dionysos were occasionally the

theme of poets, especially of the dramatists, they do not ap-

pear to have been narrated in continuity, like those of He-

racles, until long after the decline of Grecian poetry. It was

in the fifth century of the Christian aera, that Nonnus, a na-

tive of Panopolis in Egypt, made the history of Dionysos the

subject of a poem, containing forty-eight books, the wildest

and strangest that can well be conceived, more resembling

the Ramayuna of India than anything to be found in ancient

or modern occidental literature. Its chief subject is the war

of Dionysos against Deriades king of the Indians, the details

of which are probably the inventions of the poetb
; in other

parts he seems to have adhered with tolerable fidelity to his

authorities, and the ' Dionysiacs 5 may be regarded as a vast

repertory of Bacchic fable, perhaps deserving of more atten-

tion than has hitherto been bestowed on it c .

The worship of this god prevailed in almost all parts of

Greece. Men and women joined in his festivals, dressed in

Asiatic robes and bonnets ; their heads wreathed with vine-

and ivy-leaves, wTith fawn-skins (vePpiSes) flung over their

shoulders, and thyrses or blunt spears twined with vine-leaves

in their hands, they ran bellowing through the country Io

a
that Nyseian isle

Girt with the river Triton, where old Cham,

Whom Gentiles Amnion call and Libyan Jove,

Hid Amalthea and her florid son,

Young Bacchus, from his step-dame Rhea's eye.

Milton, P. L. iv. 275.

The Poet makes here one of his usual slips of memory (Tales and Popular Fictions,

p. 22.), for Amalthea was not hid in the isle.

b Stephanus Byzantinus (v. TaZ,a) quotes the ' Bassarics', a poem by one Dio-

nysius, which treated of this war.
c Nonnus appears to have been well versed in the various poems ascribed to

Orpheus, in which Dionysos was the subject of strange mystery. As our object is

alone the genuine mythology of Hellas, we do not enter on those matters. See

Lobeck's Aglaophamus.
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Bacche ! Euoi ! Iacche ! etc., swinging their thyrses, beating

on drums, and sounding various instruments. Indecent em-

blems were carried in processions, at which modest virgins

assisted ; and altogether few ceremonies more immoral or in-

decent are celebrated in India at the present day, than po-

lished Athens performed in the Phrygio-Grecian Dionysia a
,

though ancient and modern mystics endeavour to extract pro-

found and solemn mysteries from them.

The women, who bore a chief part in these frantic revels,

were called Mcenades, Bacchce, Thyiades, Evades, names of

which the origin is apparent.

Dionysos was represented in a variety of modes and cha-

racters by the ancient artists. The Theban Dionysos appears

with the delicate lineaments of a maiden, rather than those of

a young man ; his whole air and gait are effeminate ; his long

flowing hair is, like that of Apollo b
, collected behind his head,

wreathed with ivy or a fillet ; he is either naked, or wrapped

in a large cloak, and the nebris is sometimes flung over his

shoulders ; he carries a crook or a thyrse, and a panther ge-

nerally lies at his feet. In some monuments Dionysos appears

bearded, in others horned (the Bacchos-Sabazios), whence in

the mysteries he was identified with Osiris, and regarded as

the Sun. He is sometimes alone, at other times in company

with Ariadne or the youth Ampelos.

His triumph over the Indians is represented in great pomp.

The captives are chained and placed on wagons or elephants,

and among them is carried a large crater full of wine ; Dio-

nysos is in a chariot drawn by elephants or panthers, leaning

on Ampelos, preceded by Pan, and followed by Silenos, the

Satyrs, and the Msenades, on foot or on horseback, who make
the air resound with their cries and the clash of their instru-

ments. The Indian Bacchos is always bearded.

It is with reason that Sophocles styles Dionysos many-

named (7ro\va)vv/j,o<;) } for in the Orphic hymns alone we meet

a See Demosth. Neaera, 1371. Aristoph. Peace.

b Solis seterna est Phoebo Bacchoque juventas

;

Nam decet intonsus crinis utrumque deum.

—

Tibull. i. 4. 37.

* Antigone, 1115.
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upwards of forty of his appellations. Some of the principal

of them are, Bacchos 9
- and Bromios, from the noise with which

his festivals were celebrated; Bassareus, from the fox-skin

dresses named bassarce worn by the Thracians ; Dithyrambos,

from the odes of that name, or from his double birth (81$ Ovpa)
;

Eleleus and Euios, from the shouting ; Lyceos, as loosing from

care ; Lenceos, from the wine-press.

Dionysos was also called b
, 1 . Muse-leader ; 2. Bull-headed',

3. Fire-born; 4. Dance-rouser ; 5. Mountain-rover ; 6. Sleep-

giver, etc.

It seems probable that in the original conception of Dio-

nysos he was not merely the wine-god, for such restricted

notions are contrary to the genius of the ancient Grecian re-

ligion, in which each people assigned its peculiar deities a

very extensive sphere of action, as gods of the sun, the moon,
the heaven, the earth, and other parts of nature. Dionysos
was therefore, it is likely, regarded as a deity presiding over

growth and increase in general ; and as Hermes, who seems

to have been originally of coextensive power with him, was
gradually restricted and made a god of cattle alone, so Dio-

nysos may have been limited to the care of plants, particu-

larly the vine c
.

Water and heat being the great causes of growth, we find

this deity closely connected with both these elements. Thus
the infant Dionysos is committed to the water-goddess Ino,

and to the Hyades and to Silenos. His temples at Athens d

and Sparta e were in places named marshes (iv Xlfjivais), and
he was styled Of-the-Marsh (Ki^valo$), and Marsh-sprung

(Aifivrjyevr)?). In some places he was called the Rainer ("T???) f
;

a The maintainers of the Indian hypothesis observe that Bagis is one of the

names of Seeva. According to Miiller (Orchom. p. 384.), Bacchos (the same
perhaps with Iacchos) was the TrapeSpos of Demeter of Thebes, and was totally

distinct from the Thracian Dionysos.
b

1. fiovcrayerrjs : 2. ravpoiceQaXos : 3. Trvpiyevrjs : 4. eyepaixopos : 5. opei-

/.uivrjs: 6. virvodorrjs.

c Among the epithets of Dionysos we meet 2vKirr)s (from <JVKo$,fig, Athen. hi.

78.) and AevSpirrjs (Creuz. Sym. ii. 360.).

,l Sch. Aristoph. Frogs, 216. e
Strabo, viii. 5.

{ See Passow, s. v.
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his festival, the Anthesteria, was celebrated in the spring, the

season of showers, and it was so named from the flowers and

blossoms, of which he was the author; whence he was named

the Flowery*.

The relation of Dionysos to the celestial heat is expressed

in the story of his birth, and also in the dog Maera (Mcupa),

another name for Sirius the dog-starb ; the name of his com-

panion Maron c also seems to refer to heat; and perhaps the

true origin of the god's own epithet, Mrjpoyevr)?, usually ren-

dered Thigh-born, lies in this word. It is not impossible that

the real root of his mother's name may be c-e\<z9 d .

In favour of this god's, presiding over cattle is alleged the

well-known circumstance of the goat being the victim offered

to him ; his being in his infancy conveyed to Nysa in the

form of a kid, and his being worshiped under that name. He
also wore the goatskin dress of the goatherds ; and in Attica

and Hermione he was named Mekdvaiyis, a name which in

the former place was connected with the fabulous origin of

the festival of the Apaturia. Welcker is of opinion that

Dionysos was originally the object of worship to the lower

classes, the goatherds, and such like (in Attica the tribe of

the iEgicoreis) ; and that as they gradually rose in consi-

deration, their god was associated with those of the nobles

;

and that thence he always appeared of an inferior rank to

those with whom he was joined. This critic accounts on

the same principle for the very slight mention of Dionysos

in the Homeric poems, namely, that he was of too low a

rank to be an actor of importance in those aristocratic verses,

which only told of kings and nobles, and the gods whom they

adored e
.

The name Dionysos is one of the most difficult to explain

a "Av0ios(Paus.i.31,4.): 'Av06vs(/rf.vii.21,6.): EvavQfis (Athen. viii. 563.)

:

*ln\apdijs (Eurip. Fr. lncert. 169.). A name of Dionysos was EipcKpubrns, which

Schwcnk (p. 150.) very ingeniously supposes to be equivalent to eiapotyvibnis,

Spring-born. Compare Welcker, Nach. zur Tril. 187, 188.

b See above, p. 214. Icarios would seem to be connected with iKfxas, ixwp> and

therefore to denote moisture. His daughter is Erigone {Spring-born).

e Mdpiov EvdvOeos vios. Od. ix. 196. d Schwenk, 147.

c Welcker, Ueber das Satyrspiel (Nach. zur Tril. 186-211.), where much va-

luable matter on the subject of Dionysos will be found.
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in Grecian mythology. After Voss's able exposure we may
venture to reject the notion of its being the same with De-

vanishi, a title of the Hindoo god Seeva, and view in Dio-

nysos a Grecian god with a Grecian name. The most pro-

bable (though by no means quite satisfactory) interpretation

of it is God-of-Nysa, which last place occurs frequently in his

legend. Like Triton, however, it has been multiplied, for we

find a Nysa on Helicon in Bceotia a
, in Thrace, in Naxos, at

the foot of Mount Tmolos in Lydia, in Arabia, in India, in

Africa, and elsewhere 1'; besides that indefinite one whence

Persephone was carried away by Hades. It therefore is a

matter of uncertainty which was the original Nysa.

a Strabo, ix. 1. See Muller, Orchom. 89. 383 : he decides in favour of this

Nysa.
b Sch. II. vi. 123. Voss, Myth. Br. iv. 100. seq.
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Chapter XV.

FOREIGN DEITIES :—CYBELE, COTYTTO AND BENDIS,

ARTEMIS OF EPHESUS, ISIS.

Our object in introducing the present chapter is to give a

slight view of the manner in which the intercourse with Asia

and Egypt, which had such an injurious effect on the religion

of Greece, commenced. We know not how we can better

open the subject, than by quoting the following just and phi-

losophical observations of a writer a for whom we entertain

the highest respect and esteem.

" After that most happy age whose image we behold ex-

pressed in the poems of Homer had passed away, a great

change took place in civil affairs, but a still greater in religions,

in pursuits, and inclinations ; and the whole of Greece was

so much altered, that if any one passes from the perusal of

Homer to that of those writers who lived in the time of the

Persian war, he will feel as if removed to another region, and

seem hardly to recognise those old Achaeans, who, happy with

the present, careless of the future, prompt to act, mindless of

what they had done, were aloof from all the causes of anxiety

and superstition. But when, as reason gradually ripened, the

Greeks began to examine the involved conceptions of the mind,

and to know themselves, there succeeded that more mature

and solicitous age, at which when men arrive they feel more

strongly and acutely the incentives of pleasure and of virtue,

fluctuating alternately, with great commotion of mind, and

often with extreme ennui, between what they condemn and

what they desire. Hence that anxiety about hidden matters,

and those presages of the future, and the various supersti-

tions which consciousness of guilt and despair of salvation

are wont to produce. The entrance and traces of this new

age of Greece we are prevented from clearly discerning by

the obscurity of those times, which, being illumined by hardly

a Lobeck, Aglaophamus, 312. seq.
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any literary monuments, may be said to resemble a region

covered with dark clouds, through which the tops of the towers

and castles elevate themselves, while the ground and founda-

tion lie concealed. But that there was a great agitation of

the human mind, and some new efforts, is proved by the per-

fection of lyric poetry, which commenced a little after the

time of Hesiod, and by the origin of philosophy and the ad-

vance of the elegant arts. We presently see magnificent tem-

ples raised to the gods and heroes, solemn games instituted

throughout the towns, the number and the insignia of the

priests, especially when the regal power had been abolished,

increased. But that at the same time the mystic ceremonies,

whose first traces appear in the Hesiodic and Cyclic poems,

were diffused far and wide, and occupied the whole of life with

new superstitions, is manifest from the number ofjugglers who
then roved through Greece, expiating by certain secret rites

not only blood and man-slaughter, but also prodigies, sacri-

leges, and whatever piacular offences either individuals or

states had committed."

Having enumerated the principal of these men, such as

Abaris, Aristeas, Onomacritus of Locris, and Epimenides, our

author thus proceeds

:

" Meantime Egypt, the parent of superstition and sacer-

dotal falsehood, was laid open ; and who that reflects on the

long and frequent intercourse of the two nations, and the

vaniloquence of the one and the credulity of the other a
, will

hesitate to concede that the contagion had secretly insinuated

itself into Greece before the time of Pythagoras ? But it is not

without reason believed, that during the same period the

mystic poems of Musaeos, Eumolpos, Orpheus, and that which

was called the Minyas, were made public ; in all of which

were scattered new fables about the lower-world, and hopes of

a more happy life and Elysian abodes promised to those who
received the sacred decrees of the gods, and equal punish-

ments threatened to the despisers of them. What ! is not the

religion of the subterrane deities sanctioned by those Athe-

nian laws, which direct that those who have committed man-
slaughter should be brought before the King of the Sacred

a Compare Paus. ix. 3G, 5. Ukert, I. i. 51. note.
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Affairs, and being absolved by the judgement should be so-

lemnly purified,—of which laws Dracon is said to have been

the author ? This religion was also confirmed by Solon ; who,

in cases of manslaughter, directed to swear by three deities,

Ikesios, Catharsios, and Exakesterios. Nor were the psycho-

manty and evocations of the dead, which we read of in the

stories of Archilochus, Periander, and Pausanias, built on any

other foundation : and these were posterior to Homer ; for if

his contemporaries had known anything of that art, he needed

not to have sent Odysseus to the nether-world. After a little

interval succeeded Pythagoras, the author of a portentous

wisdom, and that twilight-season in which poets began to phi-

losophise and philosophers to poetise.

" In these four centuries, therefore, which elapsed between

Homer and the Persian wars, the greatest change was made

in all matters pertaining to the worship of the gods. They

contain the origin and growth of solemn lustrations, mysteries,

hieratic medicine, and fanatic poetry : in these too the most

ancient poems of Bacis, Pamphos, Olen, and the Sibyls, ap-

pear to have been patched up, and all the avenues of pious

frauds thrown open. Whence the conclusion is easy, that

the web of the Orphic fable, which is all composed of the same

kind of threads with those, was not woven by Proselenian

philosophers, but was commenced perhaps a century or two

after Homer, and completed a little before the time of Ono-

macritus a."

It is needless to remind our readers, that we have no ac-

count on which we can place reliance of any intercourse be-

tween the Greeks and foreign nations previous to the Trojan

war, save the commercial one with the Phoenician merchants

who visited their harbours. The revolution named the Return

of the Heracleids, which is said to have occurred somewhat

less than a century after that event, caused portions of the

Achaean race to abandon their country and seek new settle-

ments. They seem to have turned their eyes to the former

realms of the Trojan monarchs, whose power had been broken;

and the first colonies were planted by the iEolians along the

coast, from the island of Cyzicos in the Propontis to the mouth
a Compare Miiller, Proleg. 387.
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of the Hermos. The Ionians and the Dorians afterwards

came and settled to the south of that river; and thus the

coast of Asia was occupied to a considerable extent by the

Grecian colonies.

We cannot trace in Homer any difference between the re-

ligion of the AcliEeans and that of the Asiatics. In the case

of the Trojans, who are regarded (and we think justly) as a
*

portion of the Pelasgic race, this need not surprise us ; but

the poet is equally silent with respect to anything of the kind

between them and the Phrygians, whose religion we know to

have been different 8
. It does not however seem to have been

the practice of the Acedi to attend to distinctions of this kind;

for Odysseus, we may observe, in all his wanderings never

found any want of an interpreter, as good Greek was spoken

wherever he came, and he everywhere met with Grecian man-

ners and customs. The silence therefore of the poet throws

no impediment in the way of our assuming that, when the

Grecian colonies settled on the Hellespont, they found there

a religion very different from their own ; the one being calm

and cheerful, the other wild and orgiastic. This religion was

that of

Kv{3e\7], Kvftrjfirj. Rhea. Ops.

Cybele, called also the Great Mother, was regarded by the

Phrygians and Lydians b as the goddess of nature or of the

earth. Her temples stood on the summits of hills ; such as

that of Dindymos in the isle of Cyzicos, of Berecynthos, Si-

pylos, Cybelos ; from which last she is said to have derived

her name, though the reverse is more likely to be the truth.

At Pessinos was preserved the aerolite which was held to be

her heaven-sent image.

The following pragmatised account of Cybele is given by
Diodorus.

Cybele was daughter to king Maeon and his queen Din-

djmie. She was exposed by her father on Mount Cybelos,

where she was suckled by panthers and lionesses, and was

afterwards reared by shepherdesses, who named her Cybele.

a Muller, Dor. i. 10. b Herod, v. 102.
c See our note on Ovid's Fasti, iv. 276.
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When she grew up she displayed great skill in the healing

art, and cured all the diseases of the children and cattle.

They thence called her the Mountain-Mother. While dwell-

ing in the woods she formed a strict friendship with Marsyas,

and had a love-affair with a youth named Attis. She was
afterwards acknowledged by her parents ; but her father, on

discovering her intimacy with Attis, seized that unhappy
youth and put him to death. Grief deprived Cybele of her

reason : with dishevelled locks she roamed, to the sound of

the drums and pipes which she had invented, over various re-

gions of the earth, even as far as the country of the Hyper-

boreans, teaching mankind agriculture : her companion was

still the faithful Marsyas. Meantime a dreadful famine

ravaged Phrygia: the oracle, on being consulted, directed

that the body of Attis should be buried, and divine honours

be paid to Cybele. A stately temple was accordingly erected

to her at Pessinos by king Midas a
.

It is apparent from this account that Cybele, Marsyas, and

Attis were all ancient Phrygian deities. Marsyas, as we have

seen, was a river-god; and Attis, whose name occurs frequently

in the dynasties of the Lydian kings, (who according to the

usual practice were named after their god,) was probably, like

Adonis, a personification of the Sun, of whose union with

Earth we have apparently another instance in Amphion and

Niobe. The Lydian legend of the birth of Attis is curious and

significant 13
.

Like Asiatic worship in general, that of Cybele was enthu-

siastic. Her priests, named Galli and Corybantes, ran about

with dreadful cries and howlings, beating on timbrels, clash-

ing cymbals, sounding pipes, and cutting their flesh with

knives. The box-tree and the cypress were considered sacred

to her ; as from the former she made the pipes, and Attis was

said to have been changed into the latter.

We find from Pindar and the dramatists that the worship

a Diodor. iii. 58, 59. He probably took his account of Cybele from Dionysius

of Samos, not from Xanthos the Lydian, as Creuzer (Symb. ii. 46.) supposes. See

Lobeck, 640. note.

b Paus. vii. 17, 10.

c Pind. Pyth. iii. 137. cum Schot. Eur. Hyp. 143. Bac. 78. Hel. 1321. Fr.

Cretens.
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and the mysteries of the Great Mother were common in

Greece, particularly at Athens, in their time.

The worship of Cybele was introduced into Rome a.u.c.

547, when a solemn embassy was sent to Attalus king of Per-

gamus, to request the image at Pessinos which had fallen from

heaven. The monarch readily yielded compliance, and the

goddess was conveyed to Rome ; where a stately temple was

built to receive her, and a solemn festival named the Mega-
lesia was celebrated every year in her honour a

. As the Greeks

had confounded her with Rhea, so the Latins made her one

with their Ops, the goddess of the earth b
.

In works of art Cybele exhibits the matronly air and com-

posed dignity which distinguish Hera and Demeter. Some-
times she is veiled, and seated on a throne with lions at her

side ; at other times riding in a chariot drawn by lions. Her
head is always crowned with towers. She frequently beats

on a drum, and bears a sceptre in her hand.

The name Cybele is probably derived from the cymbals

(kv/jl{3os, KUfjujBaXa) used in her worship.

Korf? i) KoTfTTcw zeal BevSt?. Cotytto et Bendis.

Cotys or Cotytto was a goddess worshiped by the Thra-

cians, whose kings were frequently named from her. She
was apparently identical with the Phiygian Cybele c

. Her
worship was introduced at Athens and at Corinth, where it

was celebrated in private with great indecency and licentious-

ness 11
.

Bendis, another Thracian goddess, had some analogy with
Artemis and Hecate e

, and she was probably the same with
Cybele. Her worship also was adopted at Athens ; her tem-
ple named the Bendideion was in the Peiraeeus f

, and a festival

named the Bendideia was celebrated in her honour s.

a
Liv. xxix. 14. Ovid, Fasti, iv. 179. seq.

b Lucret. ii. 598. seq. Virg. Mn. iii. 104 ; vi. 785 ; x. 252. Ovid, ut supra.

Id. Trist. ii. 24. Tibull. i. 4, 68.
c Strabo, x. 3.

d See Buttmann, Mytholog. ii. 159. seq. Lobeck, 1007. seq. These writers have
collected all the passages in the ancients relating to this subject.

e Palaephat. 32. Eudocia, 418. Hesych. v. diXoyos.
{ Xen. Hell. ii. 4. s Plat0? Rep i# 3i-, 4

Q
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"A/)Te/4t? iv 'E^eo-ft). Diana Ephesia.

The Ephesian Artemis was another Asiatic goddess whose

worship was adopted by the Greeks. From their confound-

ing her with their own Artemis, it would seem that they re-

garded her as the Moon-goddess ; though her attributes might

lead to an identification of her with Cybele a
.

The most ancient statue of the Artemis of Ephesus was a

black stone which had fallen from heaven,—an aerolite of

course. Her subsequent ones were a sort of Pantheon, a

compound of various attributes. She is covered with breasts

and with the heads of animals, and stands an image either of

the natural fecundity of the earth, or of that supposed to be

induced by the influence of the moon.

Nothing can be clearer than that this goddess was origin-

ally distinct from the Artemis of the Greeks. Yet in after

times we find them so completely identified, that the Ephe-

sians in the reign of Tiberius maintained b
, "that Apollo and

Diana were not born in Delos, as was commonly supposed

;

but that the river Cenchrius and the grove Ortygia, where

the travailing Latona, resting against an olive-tree which still

existed, brought forth these deities, were with them/5 In

like manner the people of Tegyra in Bceotia appropriated to

themselves the birth of Apollo, calling a hill near his temple

Delos, and two springs Palm and Olive ; they also took to

themselves the Delphian legends of Tityos and Python . We
even find the whole mythic cycle of Leto, Apollo, and Artemis,

transferred to Egypt,—Leto becoming Buto, Apollo Oros,

and Artemis Bubastes, and an island in the Nile, said (for

Herodotus could not perceive it to move) to be a floating one,

Delos d
.

"Io-t?. his.

Isis was one of the chief deities of Egypt and spouse of

Osiris. Her worship was introduced during the Alexandrian

period into Greece, and afterwards into Rome. The Isiac

a See Muller, Dor. i. 403.
b Tacitus, Ann. iii. 61. See also Strabo, xiv. 1.

c
Plut. Pelop. 16. d Herod, ii. 155. 156.
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mysteries were among the secret ones, and abounded in gross

superstition, vile juggling, and scandalous indecency. As the

goddess herself is by Herodotus a identified with the Grecian

Demeter, we are to suppose that she was one of those per-

sonifications of nature, or of the productive power of the

earth, which we find among most ancient nations.

Egypt is once mentioned in the Ilias b . In the Odyssey c

Egypt, the Egyptians, and the river ^Egyptos are spoken of;

and from these passages we may perhaps collect, that the

Greeks, particularly the Cretans, used in those times to make
piratical incursions on Egypt. Hesiodd names the Nile.

(i Homer's Egypt," says Zoega e
,
" seems to me altogether

fabulous; it presents nothing local, nothing characteristic.

His Egyptians are Greeks, the presents which they give to

Menelaos are such as a Greek would have given. Egyptian

antiquity knows nothing of tripods. The poet had merely

picked up some obscure reports of a rich city, Thebes, an

island, Pharos, and that the Egyptians were good physicians,

and used a kind of opium. The historic circumstances of the

voyage of Menelaos, his adventures there, etc. are fictions.

From this point of view many difficulties are removed, and

many fine systems fall to pieces. The land of Egypt no longer

increases in extent a whole day's journey toward the north,

Memphis is no longer founded after the destruction of Troy.

The more ancient Greeks named the Delta Egypt, the rest

Thebes, for which reason Memphis might very well be the

Thebes of Homer. This poet had no knowledge of the true

site of Thebes/'

From Herodotus f we learn, that when (01. 270 tne Egyp-

tian prince Psammitichos was driven by his competitors for

the throne to seek shelter in the marshes of the Delta, he was

told by the oracle of Buto that brazen men from the sea would

a Herod, ii. 156. Diodor. i. 13. 14. Elsewhere he says (i. 11.) that Osiris and

Isis were Sun and Moon. Isis was also as the goddess of Sais identified with

Athena. Plut. de Is. et Os. 9.

b II. ix. 381.
c Od. hi. 351. 355. 477. 483 ; xiv. 246. 257. seq. ; xvii. 426. seq.

d Theog. 338.
e Volck. Horn. Geog. 129.

f Herod, ii. 152. 153. The historian asserts positively, that previous to this

time the Greeks knew nothing certain about Egypt.

Q 2
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be his avengers. Shortly afterwards some Carians and Io-

nians, who were out a-pirating, were driven by stress of wea-

ther to Egypt, where they landed and began to plunder the

country. As, after the Grecian fashion, they wore brass ar-

mour (a sight unusual to the Egyptians a
), word was brought to

Psammitichos that brazen men had landed and were plunder-

ing. Calling to mind the oracle, he sent to invite them to

enter his service : they consented, and with their aid he made

himself master of Egypt. He assigned them a settlement

near the Pelusiac mouth of the Nile, whence their descend-

ants were about eighty years afterwards removed to Memphis

by Amasis to serve as his guards b
. This monarch appointed

the town named Naucratis, which he allowed the Greeks to

build on the Canobic arm of the Nile, to be the emporium

of the trade of Greece and Egypt, just as Canton is that of

the trade between China and Europe. Vessels were allowed to

enter that port alone ; and if driven into any other by stress

of weather, they were obliged to sail for it, or their cargoes,

if the wind was still rough, were conveyed thither in barges

round the Delta. Amasis, who was a great favourer of the

Greeks, permitted them to erect altars and consecrate pieces

of land (re/jbevea) to their national deities. These religious

colonies extended far up the country, and we even find the

Samians in one of the Oases c
.

When the Ionians and Carians settled in Egypt, Psammi-

tichos put some Egyptian children under their care, to be in-

structed in the Greek language ; and, as everything in that

countrywas regulated on the principle of castes, these and their

descendants formed the caste of Interpreters, whom Herodo-

tus found there two centuries afterwards d
. We may thus see

at once how in a space of two hundred years, by means of

these interpreters, and of the introduction of the worship of

the Grecian deities, the artful priesthood of Egypt may have

contrived to frame the system above noticed, of the derivation

of the religion and civilization of Greece from the land of Nile.

From this digression we return to the gods of Greece.

a Yet in the Odyssey (xiv. 268 ; xvii. 437.) the Egyptians are armed in brass.

> Herod, ii. 154.
c

Id. iii. 26. d Id. ii. 154.
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Chapter XVI.

RURAL DEITIES :—PAN, SATYRS, SILENOS, PRfAPOS,

NYMPHS.

Hdv. Pan.

This god is unnoticed by Homer and Hesiod, but according

to one of the Homerids he was the son of Hermes by an Ar-

cadian nymph a
. Hermes, he says, smitten with love for the

daughter of Dryops (Woody), abandoned Olympos and took

service as a shepherd in Arcadia. He succeeded in gaining

the heart of the 6 well-tressed nymph/ and a child was the

result of their secret interviews. But so monstrous was his

appearance, that the nurse on beholding him fled away in

affright. Hermes immediately caught him up, wrapped him

carefully in a hare-skin, and carried him away to Olympos

:

then taking his seat with Zeus and the other gods, he produced

his babe. All the gods, especially Dionysos, were delighted

with the little stranger ; and they named him Pan (i. e. All),

because he had charmed them all.

Others fabled that Pan was the son of Hermes by Pene-

lope, whose love he gained under the form of a goat, as she

was tending in her youth the flocks of her father on Mount
Taygeton b

. Some even went so far as to say that he was the

offspring of the amours of Penelope with all her suitors .

According to Epimenides d
, Pan and Areas were the children

of Zeus and Callisto. Aristippus made Pan the offspring of

Zeus and the nymph (Enei's e
, others again said he was a child

of Heaven and Earth f
. There was also a Pan said to be the

son of Zeus and the nymph Thymbris or Hybris, the in-

structor of Apollo in divination s.

a Horn. Hymn xix.

b Herod, ii. 145. Sch. Theocr. vii. 109. Eudocia, 323. Tzetz. Lye. 772.
c

Sch. Theocr. i. 3. Eudocia, /. c. Sen*. JEn. ii. 44.
d Sch. Theocr. i. 3. Eudocia, I. c e

Id. ib.

' Sch. Theocr. vii. 123. g Above, p. 123.
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The worship of Pan seems to have been confined to Arcadia

till the time of the battle of Marathon, when Pheidippides,

the courier who was sent from Athens to Sparta to call on the

Spartans for aid against the Persians, declared that, as he

was passing by Mount Parthenion near Tegea in Arcadia, he

heard the voice of Pan calling to him, and desiring him to ask

the Athenians why they paid no regard to him, who was

always, and still would be, friendly and assisting to them.

After the battle the Athenians consecrated a cave to Pan

under the Acropolis, and offered him annual sacrifices a.

Long before this time the Grecian and Egyptian systems

of religion had begun to mingle and combine. The goat-

formed Mendes of Egypt was now regarded as identical with

the horned and goat-footed god of the Arcadian herdsmenb
;

and Pan was elevated to great dignity by priests and philo-

sophers, becoming a symbol of the universe, for his name sig-

nified all. Further, as he dwelt in the woods, he was called

Lord of the Hyle (6 rrj<; vXtjs fcvpLos) c
; and as the word kyle

{ifkrj) by a lucky ambiguity signified either wood or primitive

matter9 this was another ground for exalting him. It is

amusing to read how all the attributes of the Arcadian god

were made to accord with this notion. ee Pan," says Servius d
,

" is a rustic god, formed in similitude of nature ; whence he

is called Pan, i. e. All : for he has horns in similitude of the

rays of the sun and the horns of the moon : his face is ruddy,

in imitation of the aether : he has a spotted fawn-skin on his

breast, in likeness of the stars : his lower parts are shaggy,

on account of the trees, shrubs, and wild-beasts : he has goat^s

feet, to denote the stability of the earth : he has a pipe of

seven reeds, on account of the harmony of the heaven, in

which there are seven sounds : he has a crook, that is a curved

staff, on account of the year, which runs back on itself, be-

cause he is the god of all nature. It is feigned by the poets,

that he struggled with Love and was conquered by him, be-

cause, as we read, Love conquers all, omnia vincit amor."

In Arcadia, his native country, Pan appears never to have

a Herod, vi. 105. Plut. Arist. 11. b Herod, ii. 46.

c Macron. Sat. i. 22.

d On Virg. Buc. ii. 31. Sec also Sch. Theocr. i. 3. Eudocia, 323.
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attained to such distinction. So late as the days of the Pto-

lemies, Theocritus a could thus allude to the treatment which

he sometimes there experienced from his worshipers

:

And if thou do so, Pan beloved, may ne'er

The Arcadian boys thy shoulders and thy sides

Pelt with their squills when little meat is had

;

But if thou otherwise incline, may pain

Seize thee when all thy skin is torn with nails,

And in hot nettles may thou lie to rest

:

which the scholiast tells us was the Arcadians' mode of treat-

ing the god when they were unsuccessful in huntingb
.

The Homerid already quoted, who is older than Pindar ,

describes in a very pleasing manner the occupations of Pan.

He is lord of all the hills and dales : sometimes he ranges

along the tops of the mountains, sometimes pursues the game

in the valleys, roams through the woods, floats along the

streams, or drives his sheep into a cave, and there plays on

his reeds music not to be excelled by that of the bird " who

among the leaves of flower-full spring laments, pouring forth

her moan, a sweet-sounding lay."

And with him the clear-singing mountain-nymphs

Move quick their feet, by the dark-watered spring

In the soft mead, where crocus, hyacinths,

Fragrant and blooming, mingle with the grass

Confused, and sing, while echo peals around

The mountain's top.

The god meanwhile moves his feet rapidly as he joins in the

dance, with the skin of a lynx on his back, and delighted with

the sweet song.

In after times the care of Pan was held to extend beyond

the herds. We find him regarded as the guardian of the bees d
,

and as the giver of success in fishing and fowling e
.

a
Idyll, vii. 106.

b The Samoyedes, when successful in hunting, smear their gods with fat ; if

unsuccessful, they beat them and throw them in the dung. Voss. Myth. Br. i. 84.

Compare Suetonius, Calig. 5. and Blunt's Vestiges of Ancient Manners and Cus-

toms in Italy and Sicily, pp. 125. 126.

c Voss. ut sup. d MeXuTffoaoos, Anthol. ix. 226.
e

Id. vii. 11-14. 179-187.
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The god ofherdsmen was not without his amours ; he is said

to have captivated the goddess of the night, Selene, under the

form of a white ram a
. He was fortunate in an amour with

the nymph Echo, by whom he had a daughter named Iambe b
;

but he could not gain the love of Syrinx, another of the

nymphs. Syrinx was a Nais of Nonacris in Arcadia, and

devoted to the service of Artemis : as she was returning one

day from the chase, and passed by Mount Lycaeon, Pan be-

held her and loved ; but when he would address her, she fled.

The god pursued : she reached the river Ladon, and unable

to cross it implored the aid of her sister-nymphs ; and when
Pan thought to grasp the object of his pursuit, he found his

arms filled with reeds. While he stood sighing at his disap-

pointment, the wind began to agitate the reeds, and produced

a low musical sound. The god took the hint, cut seven of

the reeds, and formed from them his syrinx (crvpty^) or pas-

toral pipe c
. Another of his loves was the nymph Pitys, who

was also loved by Boreas. The nymph favoured more the

god of Arcadia, and the wind-god in a fit ofjealousy blew her

down from the summit of a lofty rock. A tree of her own
name (Trtrvs, pine) sprang up where she died, and it became

the favourite plant of Pan d
.

What are called Panic terrors were ascribed to Pan ; for

loud noises, whose cause could not easily be traced, were not

unfrequently heard in mountainous regions; and the gloom

and loneliness of forests and mountains fill the mind with a

secret horror, and dispose it to superstitious apprehensions

:

hence perhaps it is, that madness was believed to be the con-

sequence of encountering the rural deities.

The ancients had two modes of representing Pan. The
first, according to the description already given, as horned

and goat-footed, with a wrinkled face and a flat nose e
. But

the artists sought to soften the idea of the god of shepherds,

a See above, p. 61. There was a cave in Arcadia sacred to the Moon and Pan

Lycseos. Porphyr. de Antr. Nymph.
b Luc. D. D. 22. Et. Mag. v. 'ldfi(3rj.

c Ovid, Met. i. 690. seq. This legend does not occur elsewhere.
d Nonnus, xlii. 259. seq. Luc. ut sup. Geopon. xi. 4. See Brouk. on Propert.

i. 18. 20.
e See Luc. Bacchus, 2.
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and they portrayed him as a young man hardened by the toils

of a country life. Short horns sprout on his forehead, to cha-

racterize him ; he bears his crook and his syrinx ; and he is

either naked, or clad in the light cloak called chlamys 3
-.

Like many other gods who were originally single, Pan was

multiplied in course of time, and we meet Pans in the plural b .

Pan was called , 1. Goat-footed ; 2. Noise-loving ; 3. Dance-

loving ; 4. Bright-locked; 5. Cave-divelling ; 6. Sea-roaming.

The name Pan (IIdv) is probably nothing more than the

contraction of irdcov, feeder or owner d
, and was probably in

its origin an epithet of Hermes. Buttmann connects Pan

with Apollo Nomios, regarding his name as the contraction

of Paean e
. Welcker says it was the Arcadian form of <X>cW,

<&dv, apparently regarding him as the sun f
.

Hdrvpoi. Satyri. Satyrs.

Hesiods is the first who mentions the Satyrs; he says that

they, the Curetes and the mountain-nymphs, were the off-

spring of the five daughters of Hecataeos by the daughter of

Phoroneus.

The Laconian term for a Satyr was Tityros 11
, which also

signified the buck-goat or the ram 1 that led the flock. iEschy-

lus calls a Satyr Buck-goat (rpdyos) k
. In all views of the Sa-

tyrs they appear to be a rough, shaggy kind of beings.

The Satyrs were associated with Dionysos, and they formed

the chorus of the species of drama named from them. It is

not unlikely that they are indebted for their deification to

* See Sil. Ital. xiii. 326. seq.

b Plato, Laws, vii. 815. Aristoph. Eccles. 1089. Moschus, iii. 22. Anthol. vi. 108.
c

1. alynrodtjs: 2. QiXoKpOTOS : 3. (piXoxopos: 4. dyXatOeipos: 5. dvrpoSiai-

ros : 6. dXiTrXayKTOS.
d " Tciv for rdajv, from raw, whence imper. rrj : so Tldv, TLaidv, 'Epfxdv, vedv,

%wdv, ixeyiGTav." Schneider on Soph. (Ed. Tyr. p. 138.

e Mythol. i. 169. He refers to Alcmaon, Alcman; Amythaon, Amythan.
f Kret. Kol. 45. note. See also Schwenk. 213.

g Ap. Strabo. x. 3.

h Sch. Theocr. vii. 72. Eustath. II. xviii. p. 1214. .<Elian, V. II. iii. 40. Tt-

rvpos is merely the Doric form of SaTvpos.

1 Sch. Theocr. iii. 2. Serv. Buc. i. 1.

k Pr. op. Pint. De Cap. etc. 2.
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the festivals of that god, and that they were originally merely

the rustics who formed the chorus, and danced at them in

their goat-skin dresses a
. Their name may be merely the re-

duplication of 6rjp h,

^eikrjvbs, HiXrjvos. Silenus.

Hermes and the Silens < mingle in love
5 with the nymphs

in pleasing caverns, according to a Homerid c
, and Pindar d

calls Silenos the NaiV husband. Socrates used to compare

himself, on account of his wisdom, his baldness, and his flat

nose, to the Silens born of the divine Naides e
. Others said

that Silenos was a son of Earth, and sprung from the blood-

drops of Uranos f
. Marsyas is called a Silens. Like the sea-

gods, Silenos was noted for wisdom.
'

It would therefore appear that a Silen was simply a river-

god 11
; and the name probably comes from i\\a>9 elkim, to roll,

expressive of the motion of the streams 1
. The connexion be-

tween Silenos and Dionysos and the Naides thus becomes

easy of explanation, all being deities relating to moisture.

Midas, king of the Brygians in Macedonia, had at the foot

of Mount Bermion a garden, in which grew spontaneously

roses with sixty petals, and of extraordinary fragrancek. To

this garden Silenos was in the habit of repairing ; and Midas 1

,

or his people, by pouring wine into the fount from which he

was wont to drink, intoxicated him, and he was thus cap-

tured 111
. Midas put various questions to him respecting the

a Welcker, Nach. zur Tril. 211. seg. See above, p. 79. note
c

.

b Euripides (Cyc. 620.) calls them 97)pes ; the Ionians named them <pvpes. See

Voss, Myth. Br. ii. 291.
c Hymn iv. 262.

d
F!r. Incert. 73.

e Xen. Symp. v. 7. See also iElian, V. H. in. 18.

f Serv. Buc. vi. 13. Nonnus, xiv. 97 ; xxix. 262. E Above, p. 123.

h See Nonnus, xix. 285. seg. 343 ; xxiii. 160. seg. Diodor. iii. 72. The blood-

drops of Uranos would then be the rains.

1 In Latin silanus is a tube or pipe for conveying water. Festus v. Tullii. Thus

" Corpora silanos ad aquarum strata jacebant." Lucret. vi. 1263. " Cum eduxisset

fuscinam, tres silani sunt secuti." Hygin. 169. " Confert aliquid ad somnum si-

lanus juxta cadens." Celsus, ii. 19.

k Herod, viii. 138. ' Paus. i. 4, 5.

m Herod, ut supra. Xen. Anab. i. 2. Conon. 1.
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origin of things, and the events of past times a
. One was,

What is best for men ? Silenos was long silent ; at length,

when he was constrained to answer, he said, " Ephemeral
seed of a toilsome fate and hard fortune, why do ye oblige

me to tell what it were better for you not to know ? Life is

most free from pain when one is ignorant of future evils. It

is best of all for man not to be born the second is, for

those who are born to die as soon as possible h " He also, it

is said c
, gave the king a long account of an immense country

which lay without the Ocean-stream, the people of which once
invaded the land of the Hyperboreans.

According to another version of this legend d
, as Dionysos

was in Lydia on his return from the conquest of the East,

some of the country people met Silenos staggering about, and
binding him with his own garlands, led him to their king.

Midas entertained him for ten days, and then conducted him
to his foster-son, who, in his gratitude, desired the king to

ask what gift he would. Midas craved that all he touched
might turn to gold. His wish was granted ; but when he
found his very food converted to precious metal, and himself

on the point of starving in the midst of wealth, he prayed the

god to resume his fatal gift. Dionysos directed him to bathe

in the Pactolos, and hence that river became auriferous e
.

Silenos was represented as old, bald, and flat-nosed, riding

on a broad-backed ass, usually intoxicated, and carrying his

can (cantharus), or tottering along supported by his staff of

fennel (ferula) f
.

TlpiaTros. Priapus.

Priapos was introduced late into Grecian mythology 8. He
was a rural deity, worshiped by the people of Lampsacus, a

city on the Hellespont famous for its vineyards. Priapos was

a
Serv. Buc. vi. 13.

b Aristot. De Anima. Plut. Consol. ad Apoll. Op. vii. p. 352. edit. Hutten.
c Theopomp. ap. iElian, V. H. iii. 18.

d Ovid, Met. xi. 85. seq. Hygin. 191. Serv. Mn. x. 142. Max. Tyr. 30.
e Compare the story of Pythes and his wife in Plutarch. {De Mul. Virt. adfin.)
f On the subject of Silenos see Welcker, Nach. zur Tril. 214-219.
g Strabo, xiii. 1.
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not—as is supposed, from the employment usually assigned

him by the Romans after they had adopted his worship

—

merely the god of gardens, but of fruitfulness in general.

"This god/' says Pausanias a
, "is honoured elsewhere by

those who keep sheep and goats, or stocks of bees ; but the

Lampsacenes regard him more than any of the gods, calling

him the son of Dionysos and Aphrodite." In Theocritus b
,

the shepherds set his statue with those of the Nymphs at a

shady fountain, and a shepherd prays to him, promising sa-

crifices if he will free him from love ; and by Virgil c bees are

placed under his care. Fishermen also made offerings to him

as the deity presiding over the fisheries d
; and in the An-

thology 6 Priapos Of-the-Haven (A^ev/ra?) is introduced,

giving a pleasing description of the spring, and inviting the

mariners to put to sea. The Priaps are enumerated by Mos-

chus f among the rural gods

:

And Satyrs wailed and sable-cloaked Priaps
;

And Pans sighed after thy sweet melody.

It was fabled s that Priapos was the son of Aphrodite by

Dionysos 11
, whom she met on his return from his Indian ex-

pedition at the Lampsacene town Aparnis. Owing to the

malignity of Hera, he was born so deformed that his mother

was horrified and renounced [airapvelro) him, whence the

place derived its name. Others said 1 that he was the son of

Dionysos by Chione, or a Na'is ; othersk, that he had a long-

earedfather,—Pan or a Satyr perhaps, or it may be his own
sacred beast the ass 1

; others gave him Hermesm or Adonis 11

,

or even Zeus himself for a sire°.

Priapos, like the other rural gods, is of a ruddy complexion.

His cloak is filled with all kinds of fruits : he has a sithe in

his hand, and usually a horn of plenty. He is rarely without

his indecent symbol of productiveness.

a Pausan. ix. 31. b Theocr. Idyll, i. 21. Epigr. iv.
c

Geor. iv. 110.

d Anthol. vi. 33. 190. 192. e
Id. x. 1-9.

' Idyll, iii. 27. g Seh. Apoll. Rh. i. 932.

h Priapos was an epithet of this god. Athen. i. p. 30.

' Sch. Theocr. i. 21. k Afranius ap. Macrob. Sat. vi. 5.

I Ovid, Fast. i. 391 ; vi. 345.
nl

Ilygin. 160.
II

Eudocia, 24. Sch. Apoll. Rh. ut mp. Tzetz. Lye. 831. ° Eudocia, 345.
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Nv/jL(j>cu. Nymphce. Nymphs.

The imagination of the Greeks peopled all the regions of

earth and water with beautiful female forms called Nymphs,

divided into various orders, according to the place of their

abode. Thus a 1. the Mountain-nymphs (Oreiades) haunted

the mountains ; 2. the Dale-nymphs (NapcBcz), the valleys

;

3. the Mead-nymphs (Lcimoniades) , the meadows; 4. the

Water-nymphs (Naides, Naiades), the rivers, brooks, and

springs; 5. the Lake-nymphs (Limniades), the lakes and

pools. There were also, 6. the Tree-nymphs (Hamadryades),

who were born and died with the trees ; 7- the Wood-nymphs

in general (Dryades) h
; and 8. the Fruit-tree-nymphs or Flock-

nymphs (Meliades) c
, who watched over gardens or flocks of

sheep.

The Nymphs occur in various relations to gods and men.

Their amours, of which we have seen some instances, were

numerous. The charge of rearing various gods and heroes

was committed to them : they were, for instance, the nurses

of Dionysos, Pan, and even Zeus himself; and they also

brought up Aristaeos and ^Eneias. They were moreover the

attendants of the goddesses ; they waited on Hera and Aphro-

dite, and in huntress-attire pursued the deer over the moun-

tains in the company of Artemis.

In the Fairy Mythology d
, a work, for which, as our first

effort in this department of literature, and which recalls the

memory of many agreeable hours, we certainly feel a partiality,

we thus expressed ourselves on the subject of the Nymphs.
" In the Homeric poems, the most ancient portion of Gre-

cian literature, we meet the various classes of Nymphs. In

the Odyssey, they are the attendants of Calypso, herself a

goddess and a nymph. Of the female attendants of Circe,

a
1. opeiaSes: 2. vairaiai: 3. XeifiwviaSes: 4. vaiSes, va'iddes: 5. XinviaSes :

6. afiaSpvades: 7. SpvaSea: 8. fitjXidSes.

b It is plain that Spvs and the Germanic tree are the same word. Apvs has

apparently this signification II. xxii. 126. Od. xix. 163. Herod, vii. 218. Soph.

Trach. 768. In Nonnus dpvs is constantly tree, and dpvoeis wooden. See ' Tales

and Popular Fictions.'

c Mr,\or is an apple or a sheep.
d h\ 224. seq.
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the potent daughter of Helios, also designated as a goddess

and a nymph, it is said,

They spring from fountains and from sacred groves,

And holy streams that flow into the sea a
.

Yet these Nymphs are of divine nature ; and when Zeus, the

father of the gods, calls together his council,

None of the streams, save Ocean, stayed away,
Nor of the Nymphs, who dwell in beauteous groves,

And springs of streams, and verdant grassy slades b
.

The good Eumaeos prays to the Nymphs to speed the return

of his master, reminding them of the numerous sacrifices

which Odysseus had offered to them. In another part of the

poem c their sacred cave is thus described:

But at the harbour's head a long-leafed olive

Grows, and near to it lies a lovely cave,

Dusky and sacred to the Nymphs, whom men
Call Naiades. In it large craters lie,

And two-eared pitchers, all of stone ; and there

Bees build their combs. In it, too, are long'looms

Of stone, and there the Nymphs do weave their robes,

Sea-purple, wondrous to behold. Aye-flowing

Waters are there. Two entrances it hath

;

That to the north is pervious unto men

;

That to the south more sacred is, and there

Men enter not, but 'tis the Immortals' path.

Yet though thus exalted in rank, the Homeric Nymphs fre-

quently e blessed the bed' of heroes ; and many a warrior who
fought before Troy could boast descent from a Nais or a

Nereis.
u One of the most interesting species of Nymphs are the

Hamadryades, those personifications of the vegetable life of

a Od. x. 350.
b

II. xx. 7. We believe there is no word in the English language which so
nearly expresses the Greek iziaea as this old, now provincial, term. The Anglo-
Saxon j-laeb is certainly a valley ; all the spots denominated slades that we have
seen were rich, grassy, irriguous, but somewhat depressed lands. Mr. Todd says
that Lye gives in his Anglo-Saxon Dictionary the Icelandic Slaed. Certainly not
in the copy which we consulted. Slett, by the way, is the Icelandic word, and it

signifies a plain. Slade is frequently employed in the Poly-Olbion of Drayton thus

:

Through the slades where beauteous Severn plays.

e Od. xiii. 102.
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plants a
. In the Homeridian hymn to Aphrodite, we find the

following full and accurate description of them. Aphrodite,

when she informs Anchises that she is pregnant, and of her

shame to have it known among the gods, says of the childb,

—

But him, when first he sees the sun's clear light,

The Nymphs shall rear, the mountain-haunting Nymphs,

Deep-bosomed, who on this mountain great

And holy dwell, who neither goddesses

Nor women are c
. Their life is long ; they eat

Ambrosial food, and with the Deathless frame

The beauteous dance. With them, in the recess

Of lovely caves, well-spying Argos-slayer

And the Sileni mix in love. Straight pines

Or oaks high-headed spring with them upon

The earth man-feeding, soon as they are born

;

Trees fair and nourishing ; on the high hills

Lofty they stand ; the Deathless' sacred grove

Men call them, and with iron never cut.

But when the Fate of death is drawing near,

First wither on the earth the beauteous trees,

The bark around them wastes, the branches fall,

And the Nymph's soul at the same moment leaves

The sun's fair light.

" They possessed power to reward and punish those who

prolonged or abridged the existence of their associate-tree.

In the Argonautics of Apollonius Rhodius, Phineus thus ex-

plains to the heroes the cause of the poverty of Peraebios d
:

But he was paying the penalty laid on

His father's crime ; for one time, cutting trees

Alone among the hills, he spurned the prayer

Of the Hamadryas Nymph, who, weeping sore,

With earnest words besought him not to cut

The trunk of an oak tree, which, with herself

Coeval, had endured for many a year.

But, in the pride of youth, he foolishly

Cut it ; and to him and his race the Nymph
Gave ever after a lot profitless.

* See Callim. Hymn iv. 83. seq.
b v. 256. seq.

c ai p ovre Qvi}Tys ovt aOavaToiaiv eirovrai. This passage is very obscure,

but we think the above is the sense of it. Hermann, we observe, has rendered it

in the same manner. Ilgen regards the whole as an interpolation, taken perhaps

from some theogony.

d Argonautica, ii. 475. seq.
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" The scholiast gives on this passage the following tale

from Charon of Lampsacus :

" A man, named Rhcecos, happening to see an oak just

ready to fall to the ground, ordered his slaves to prop it up.

The Nymph, who had been on the point of perishing with

the tree, came to him and expressed her gratitude to him for

having saved her life, and at the same time desired him to

ask what reward he would. Rhoecos then requested her to

permit him to be her lover, and the Nymph acceded to his

desire. She at the same time charged him strictly to avoid

the society of every other woman, and told him that a bee

should be her messenger. One time the bee happened to

come to Rhoecos as he was playing at draughts, and he made
a rough reply. This so incensed the Nymph that she de-

prived him of sight.

(£ Similar was the fate of the Sicilian Daphnis. A Nais

loved him, and forbade him to hold intercourse with any other

woman under pain of loss of sight. Long he abstained, though

tempted by the fairest maids of Sicily. At length a princess

contrived to intoxicate him : he broke his vow, and the threat-

ened penalty was inflicted a."

The nymph Echo had been, as we have seen, beloved by
the god Pan. She was also, we are assured, of a most ac-

commodating disposition to Zeus ; and while he was engaged

in his pranks with the other nymphs, Echo, being of a very

loquacious character, used to keep Hera in chat till the nymphs
had time to make their escape. When Hera discovered the

artifice, she declared by way of punishment, that in future

she should have but little use of her tongue ; and immediately

she lost all power of doing any more than repeat the sounds

which she heard. Echo happening to see the beautiful youth

Narcissos, the son of the river-god Cephissos by the nymph
Leiriope (Lily-voice), as he was hunting, became deeply ena-

moured of him. She followed his steps everywhere, but was

long unable to accost him. At length

It happed the youth was from his faithful band

Of comrades parted, and he called aloud,

a
Sch. Theocr. i. 66; viii. 93. Serv. Buc. v. 20. Parthen. Erot. 29. .Elian, V. H.

x. 18. Diodor. iv. 87. Ovid (Met. iv. 276-8.) says she turned him into a rock.
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Is any here ? and Echo answered, Here.

Amazed, on every side he turns his view,

And in loud tones cries, Come ; and Echo calls

The caller. Back he looks, and, no one yet

Approaching, cries, Why fliest thou} and receives

As many words in answer. By the sound

Of the alternate voice deceived, he still

Persists, and says, Let us meet here ; and, ne'er

To sound more grateful answering, Echo cried.

Let us meet here, and issued from the wood.

But at the sight of her the youth fled. Vexed at the ill suc-

cess of her advances, and ashamed to appear, she henceforth

lurked in solitary caverns, and her love wore her away till

nothing remained but her voice and bones. The former still

remains, and may be heard among the hills ; the latter were

turned to stone. Narcissos, however, suffered the penalty of

his hard-heartedness to her and other nymphs and maidens

;

for seeing his own figure in a clear spring, he became ena-

moured of it, and pined away till he was converted into the

flower which bears his name a
.

These are fables invented, in the usual manner, to account

for the origin of the echo and the narcissus. The Scandina-

vians say that the echo is the voice of the Trolls ; the original

natives of the West Indies regarded the echoes as the voices

of the departed, who still dwelt in the woods and mountains'3
.

The narcissus grows abundantly about Mount Helicon, the

scene of Narcissos' transformation. Its name in Persian is

Nirgis, which proves the derivation from vapfceco to be wrong.

It was sacred to Demeter and the Kora c
.

It was fabled, that in the early ages of Southern Italy, when
the people there were in the pastoral state, the Epimelian- or

Flock-nymphs were once seen dancing at a place called the

Sacred Hocks in Messapia. The young shepherds quitted

their flocks to gaze on them ; and, ignorant of their quality, de-

clared that they could dance better themselves. The nymphs
were offended, and after a long dispute the shepherds began

to contend with them. The motions of the rustics were of

a Ovid, Met. iii. 341. seq. Paus. ix. 31, 7, 8. Conon. 24. Eudocia, 304.

Hygin. 271.

b Peter Martyr in Irvine's Life of Columbus. l Soph. (Ed. Col. 682.

R
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course awkward and ungraceful, those of the nymphs light

and elegant, as became goddesses. The former were van-

quished ; and the nymphs cried out to them, " O youths, you

have been contending with the Epimelian nymphs ! you shall

therefore be punished." The shepherds instantly became

trees where they stood, at the temple of the nymphs ; and to

this day, says Nicander, a voice as of lamentation is heard at

night to issue from the grove. The place is called that of the

Nymphs and the Youths a
.

Dryops, the son of the river Spercheios, who dwelt at

Mount GEta, had a daughter named Dryope. She fed the

flocks of her father, and the Hamadryades conceived a strong

affection for her. They made her their playfellow, and taught

her to dance and sing hymns to the gods. Apollo beheld her

dancing with them, and fell in love with her. He changed

himself into a tortoise, with which they began to play and

amuse themselves. Dryope placing it in her bosom, the god

changed himself into a serpent : the nymphs fled in affright,

and he gained his object. Dryope returned home, and shortly

afterwards married Andraemdn the son of Mylos. Her son

by Apollo was named Amphissos, who founded at the foot of

CEta a town of the same name, and ruled over the whole of

that part of the country. He built a temple to Apollo ; at

which when Dryope appeared one day, the Hamadryades car-

ried her away and concealed her in the wood. In her stead

they caused a poplar to grow up, and a spring of water to

gush out beside it. The nymphs communicated their own
nature to Dryope ; and her son Amphissos out of gratitude

raised them a temple, and instituted games, at which no

woman was permitted to be present ; because when Dryope

was taken away, two maidens who were present informed the

people of it, and the nymphs incensed turned them both into

fir-trees b .

Terambos, who dwelt at the foot of Mount Othrys, abound-

ed in flocks, which he himself fed on the mountains. The
nymphs assisted him, for they were charmed with his singing

and his music, in which he excelled all the men of his time,

a Nicander, ap. Ant. Lib. 31. Ovid, Met. xiv. 514.
b Nicander, ap. Ant. Lib. 32. Ovid, Met. viii. 330.
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being the inventor of the lyre and the shepherd's pipe, and
they often danced to his melody. Pan also loved him, and
one time warned him to drive his flocks down into the plain,

as a most terrific winter was coming on : but Terambos, elate

with youth and confidence, despised the admonition of the

friendly deity, and even mocked at and ridiculed the gentle

amiable nymphs, saying that they were not the children of

Zeus at all, but of Deino daughter of the Spercheios, and that

Poseidon had once when in love with one of them turned the

rest into poplars, and kept them in that form as long as he
thought proper. Soon however the presage of Pan proved
true : the winter came on ; all the streams and torrents were

frozen, the snow fell in great quantities, and the flocks of

Terambos vanished along with the paths and the trees. The
nymphs then changed Terambos himself into the animal

called by the Thessalians kerambyx (/cepdfAftv!;) , or cock-

chafer, * of which the boys make a plaything, and cutting off

the head carry it about ; and the head with the horns is like

the lyre made from the tortoiseV

The word Nymph (vvfJL<j>rj) seems to have originally sig-

nified bride, and was probably derived from a verb NTBO,
to cover or veilh . It was gradually applied to married or

marriageable young women, for the idea of youth was always

included. It is in this last sense that the goddesses of whom
we treat were called Nymphs.

a Nicander, ap. Ant. Lib. 22. Ovid, Met. vii. 354. We need hardly observe that

the legend was invented to account for the origin of the cockchafer.

b Akin to the Latin nubo and nubes.
c

II. hi. 130. Od. iv. 743. In this last place it is used of Penelope, who was

not very young ; but it is the old nurse who speaks.

R 2
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Chapter XVII.

WATER-DEITIES :—OCEANIDES, NEREUS, NEREIDES, PHOR-
CYS, TRITON, PROTEUS, GLAUCOS, LEUCOTHEA AND
PAL^EMON, RIVER-GODS.

TLrceavlSes, 'O-iceavlvcu. Ocean-nymphs.

The Ocean-nymphs, three thousand in number,were daughters

of Oceanos and Tethys, and sisters of the rivers. Their office

was to rear the children of men. From their names they ap-

pear to be personifications of the various qualities and appear-

ances of watera
.

ISrjpevs. Nereus.

Nereus, though not mentioned by name in Homer, is fre-

quently alluded to under the title of the Sea- elder (akios

yepcov), and his daughters are called Nereides. According to

Hesiodb he was the son of Pontos and Earth, and was distin-

guished for his knowledge and his love of truth and justice,

whence he was termed an elder : the gift of prophecy was also

assigned him. When Heracles was in quest of the apples of

the Hesperides, he was directed by the nymphs to Nereus

:

he found the god asleep, and seized him. Nereus on awaking

changed himself into a variety of forms, but in vain : he was
obliged to instruct him how to proceed before the hero would
release him c

. He also foretold to Paris, when he was carrying

away Helena, the evils he would bring on his country and
family d

.

Nereus was married to Doris, one of the Ocean-nymphs,
and by her he had the nymphs named Nereides e

.

a See Hes. Th. 346. seq. Gottling in loc.

b Theog. 233. c
Apollod. ii. 5.

11 Hor. Carm. i. 15. from Alcaeus.
e Hermann (Opnsc. ii. 1 78.) renders Nereus Nefluus{vn pelv), and understands

by it the bottom of the sea. Others derive it from vd<o, to flow. The Nereides,

Hermann savs, are the waves.
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NyprjiSes. Nereides.

The Nereides, or nymphs of the sea, were fifty in number;

but the mythologists do not agree exactly in the names which

they put into the catalogue. The best known of them are, Am-
phitrite the wife of Poseidon, Thetis the mother of Achilleus,

and Galateia, who was loved by the Cyclops Polyphemos.

The Nereides, like all the other female deities, were ori-

ginally conceived to be of a beautiful form, with skin of a de-

licate whiteness and long flowing hair. A constant epithet

of Thetis is silver-footed {dpyvpo7re^a) ; and it was for ven-

turing to compare herself in beauty with the Nereides, that

Cassiope brought such misfortune on her daughter Andro-

meda. But the painters and sculptors, who contributed so

much to degrade the other gods, robbed the sea-nymphs also

of their charms, by bestowing on them green hair, and turn-

ing their lower parts into those of a fish ; thus giving them

a form exactly corresponding with the modern idea of a mer-

maid.

The individual names of the Nereides are significatory of

the qualities and phsenomena of the sea.

<3>o/?/cu?, <t>6/?/co?. Phorcas.

Phorcys is called by Homer a Ruler (fiiScov) of the Sea and

a Sea-elder. A harbour in Ithaca a is said to belong to him.

Hesiodb makes him a son of Pontos and Earth, and father

by Keto of the Grajae, the Gorgons, the Echidna, and the

serpent which watched the golden apples .

TpLTwv. Triton.

According to Hesiod d
, Triton was a son of Poseidon and

Amphitrite, who, ' keeping to the bottom of the sea, dwelt

with his mother and royal father in a golden house.
5 Later

a Od. xiii. 96.
b Theog. 270.

c Hermann (tit sup. 179.) renders Phorcys Fitreus, and makes him to signify the

rocks and cliffs. Kcto {ncl^ai), he says, is the sunken rocks. It rather seems

akin to »cf?ros.

a Theog. 930.
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poets made him his father's trumpeter. He was also multi-

plied, and we read of Tritons in the plural number.

Like the Nereides, the Tritons were degraded to the fish-

form. Pausanias a tells us that the women of Tanagra in

Bceotia, going into the sea to purify themselves for the orgies

of Bacchos, were, while there, assailed by Triton ; but on pray-

ing to their god, he vanquished their persecutor. Others,

he adds, said that Triton used to carry off the cattle which

were driven down to the sea, and to seize all small vessels

;

till the Tanagrians placing bowls of wine on the shore, he

drank of them, and becoming intoxicated threw himself down

on the shore to sleep ; where as he lay, a Tanagrian cut off

his head with an axe. He relates these legends to account

for the statue of Triton at Tanagra being headless. He then

subjoins,

—

" I have seen another Triton among the curiosities of the

Romans, but it is not so large as this of the Tanagrians. The

form of the Tritons is this :—the hair of their head resembles

the parsley that grows in marshes, both in colour and in the

perfect likeness of one hair to another, so that no difference

can be perceived among them : the rest of their body is rough

with small scales, and is of about the same hardness as the

skin of a fish : they have fish-gills under their ears : their

nostrils are those of a man, but their teeth are broader, and

like those of a wild beast : their eyes seem to me azure ; and

their hands, fingers and nails are of the form of the shells of

shell-fish : they have, instead of feet, fins under their breast

and belly, like those of the porpoise."

nptwreu?. Protem.

In the fourth book of the Odyssey Homer introduces this

sea-god. He styles him, like Nereus and Phorcys, a Sea-

elde?*h, and gives him the power of foretelling the future . He

calls him Egyptian, and the servant of Poseidon d
, and says

that his task was keeping the seals or sea-calves c
. When

Menelaos was wind-bound at the island of Pharos, opposite

a Pans. ix. 20. 21. b Od. iv. 384. r Id. v. 561. soq.

* Id. v. 385.
c

Id. v. 111.
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Egypt, and he and his crew were suffering from want of food,

Eidothea the daughter of Proteus accosted him, and bringing

seal-skins directed him to disguise himself and three of his

companions in them ; and when Proteus at noon should come

up out of the sea and go to sleep amidst his herds, to seize

and hold him till he disclosed some means of relief from his

present distress.

Menelaos obeys the nymph ; and Proteus drives up and

counts his herds, and then lies down to rest. The hero im-

mediately seizes him, and the god turns himself into a lion, a

serpent, a parcl, a boar, water, and a tree. At length, finding

he cannot escape, he resumes his own form, and reveals to

Menelaos the remedy for his distress. He at the same time

informs him of the situation of his friends, and particularly

notices his having seen Odysseus in the island of Calypso,

—

a clear proof that his own abode was not confined to the coast

of Egypt.

This part of the Odyssey has been beautifully imitated by

Virgil in the fourth book of his Georgics, where Aristaeos on

the loss of his bees seeks in a similar way a remedy from Pro-

teus. The scene is here transferred to the peninsula of Pal-

lene, and the god is described as of a blue colour, the hue

which painters had been pleased to bestow on the marine

deities : he has also a chariot drawn by the biped sea-horses.

Homer does not name the parents of this marine deity, and

there is no mention of him in the Theogony. Apollodorus

makes him a son of Poseidon a
, and Euripides would seem to

make Nereus his sire b .

Those who embraced the theory of representing the gods

as having been originally mere men, said that Proteus was a

king of Egypt ; and the Egyptian priests told how he de-

tained Helena when Paris was driven to Egypt, and gave him

an image or phantom in her stead, and then restored her to

Menelaos c
.

The name of this deity, signifying First {rnrpb, 7T/ocoto?) , was

too inviting to escape the mystics. They regarded him as a

a
Apollod. ii. .3. 0.

b Helena, 15.

c
CeloAv. Tart II. chap, the last. The Returm
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symbol of the original matter which developed itself into the

four elements whose form he took : the lion was aether, the

serpent earth, the tree air, and the water itselfa .

T\av/co<;. Glaucus.

Glaucos, as is evident from his name, was an original god

of the sea, probably only another form of Poseidon, whose

son he is in some accounts b
. Like the marine gods in ge-

neral, he had the gift of prophecy ; we find him appearing to

the Argonauts and to Menelaos d
, and telling them what had

happened, or what was to happen. In later times sailors

were continually making reports of his soothsaying e
. Some

said he dwelt with the Nereides at Delos, where he gave re-

sponses to all who sought them f
; according to others, he

visited each year all the isles and coasts with a train of

monsters of the deep (/ojrea), and unseen foretold in the

iEolic dialect all kinds of evil. The fishermen watched for

his approach, and endeavoured by fastings, prayer and fumi-

gations to avert the ruin with which his prophecy menaced

the fruits and cattle. At times he was seen among the waves,

and his body appeared covered with muscles, sea weed and

stones. He was heard evermore to lament his fate in not

being able to dies.

This last circumstance refers to the common pragmatic

history of Glaucos. He was a fisherman, it was said h, of

Anthedon in Bceotia, and observing one day the fish which

he had caught and thrown on the grass to bite it, and then to

jump into the sea, his curiosity excited him to taste it also

;

immediately on his doing so he followed their example, and

thus became a sea-god. It was also said 1 that he obtained

his immortality by tasting the grass which had revived a hare

he had run down in ^Etolia; also k that he built and steered

a Sec Orphic. Hymn xxv. b Euanthes ap. Allien, vii. 296.
c

Apoll. Eh. i. 1310. seq. d Eur. Orest. 356. seq.

' Cms. ix. 22, 7.
f Aristot. ap. Athen. ut supra.

Plat. Rep. x. 611. cum Schol.

h Tans, vt supra. Ovid, Met. xiii. 904. seq.

1 Nicander ap, Athen. ut supra* k Possis op, eund.
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the Argo, and that during the voyage Zeus made him a god

of the sea.

Glaucos, we are told a, seeing Ariadne in Naxos, where she

had been abandoned by Theseus, became enamoured of her

;

but Dionysos seized him, bound him with a vine-band, and

drove him from the* island. His love for Scylla we shall pre-

sently relate.

AevKoOea real YIoXcil/jlcov. Matuta et Portunus.

Ino, the daughter of Cadmos and wife of Athamas, flying

from her husband, with her little son Melicertes in her arms,

sprang from a cliff into the sea. The gods out of compassion

made her a goddess of the sea under the name of Leucothea,

and him a god under that of Palaemon. Both were held pow-

erful to save from shipwreck, and were invoked by sailors.

The fable appears to be ancient ; as Leucothea, who gives her

veil to Odysseus when tossed in a storm, is called c fair-ankled

Ino, daughter of Cadmos/ and her transformation is men-

tioned^

Palaemon was usually represented riding on a dolphin. The

Isthmian games were celebrated in his honour .

We should suppose it hardly necessary to remind the reader,

that, according to all analogy of Grecian mythology, Palaemon

and lno-Leucothea (a form like Phcebos-Apollo, Pallas-Athene)

were original water-deities. Leucothea is supposed to be de-

rived from the ivhite waves, and Ino may be merely Ilo, and

be connected with e\o?, JXv^. Palaemon (Champion) seems

to refer to the Isthmian games e
. Melicertes is said to be a

name of Poseidon ; it may however be the Phoenician Melcart,

introduced into the Cadmeian cycle when Cadmos became a

Sidonian.

* Euanthes ap. mnd. Several other opinions about Glaucos will be found in

this place of Athenaeus.

b Od. v. 333. Nitzsch in loc.
c Paus. i. 41, 88.

d Volck. Myth, der Jap. 125.

' Welcker, Nach. zur Tril. 131. Others make it quasi akaifuov, from «\s,

Volck. ut sup. and Schwenk, 181.
.
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Tlora/LLOL. Fluvii. River-gods.

Each river was held to have its presiding deity, who dwelt

in it and directed its waters. These gods had their houses

and children ; and the love-adventures of some of them, such

as Alpheios and Acheloos, are recorded by the poets. The
rivers were all the sons of Oceanos and Tethys a

.

The River-gods were represented of a handsome human
form, crowned with reeds, and wearing dark-blue mantles of

fine texture. They were often given the head or horns of a

bull, indicative of their roaring or winding, of their strength

or of their influence on agriculture b . A bull was the sacrifice

to them, as to Poseidon .

a Hes. Th. 237. b Sch. Eur. Orest. 1573. .Elian, V. H. ii. 33.
c

II. xi. 728.
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Chapter XVIII.

DEITIES OF THE ISLES AND COAST OF OCEAN :—HESPE-

RIDES, GRtE^ GORGONS, HARPIES, WINDS.

'Eo-irepiSes. Hesperides. Westem-Maids.

According to Hesiod the ' clear-voiced* Hesperides dwelt8

'beyond (Treprjv) the bright Ocean' opposite where Atlas stood

supporting the heaven, and they had charge of the trees that

bore the golden fruit. In this task they were aided by a ser-

pent named Ladonb
. These apples were said to have been

the gift of Earth to Hera on her wedding-day c
. One of the

tasks imposed on Heracles was that of procuring some of

them for Eurystheus.

Hesiod says that the Hesperides were the daughters of

Night without a father. Others, however, to assimilate them

to their neighbours, the Graeae and Gorgons, gave them Phor-

cys and Keto for parents d
. Their names are said to have

been Mg\e, Erytheia, Hestia, and Arethusa e
, or rather iEgle,

Hespere, and Erytheis f
.

The abode of these Western-Maids was evidently an island

in the Ocean, and not the gloomy land beyond its ; for the

* Theog. 315. 518.

b Hesiod (Th. 333.) enumerates among the progeny of Phorcys and Keto the

' dread serpent which in a cavern of dark earth at its great extremity watches the

golden apples,' but he does not intimate any connexion between him and the He-

sperides. Peisander it would seem (Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 1396.) first named him

Ladon, and called him the offspring of Earth.
c Pherecydes ap. Sch. Apoll. ut sup. A Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 1399.

c Apollod. ii. 5. 11.

f Apoll. Rh. iv. 1427. seq. Milton has (Comus, 981.)

Hesperus and his daughters three

That sing about the golden tree,

and he places their gardens ' up in the broad fields of the sky.'

g U.eprjv merely signifies out in, as

Nj/cwv ai vaiovtn irepr]v cikbs, "HXiSos avra.

II. ii. 626. (Heyne, in toe.)
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poets, led by the analogy of the lovely appearance of the

western sky at sunset, viewed the West as a region of bright-

ness and glory. Hence they placed in it the Isles of the

Blest, the ruddy isle Erytheia, on which the bright oxen of

Hades and Geryoneus pastured, the isle of the Hesperides,

in which grew the golden fruit, and other places of light and

bliss.

When Atlas had been fixed as a mountain in the extremity

of Libya, the dwelling of the Hesperides w7as usually placed

in his vicinity ; others set it in the country of the Hyperbo-

reans a
. Their apples are supposed, and not entirely without

reason, to have been a fiction, indebted for its origin to the ac-

counts of the oranges of Africa and Spain.

Tpalat. Greece. Grey-Maids.

The e fair-cheeked ' Graeae were daughters of Phorcys and
Keto ; they were hoary-haired from their birth, whence their

name. They were two in number, 6 well-robed 5 Pephredo

(Horrifier), and c yellow-robed ' Enyo (ShaJcer) b
. We find

them always united with the Gorgon s, whose guards they

were according to ^Eschylus . This poet d describes them as
' three long-lived maids, swan-formed, having one eye and

one tooth in common, on whom neither the sun with his

beams nor the nightly moon ever looks ?e
. Perseus, he says,

intercepted the eye as they were handing it from the one to

the other, and having thus blinded the guards was enabled

to come on the Gorgons unperceived. The name of the

third sister given by the later writers is Deino {TerrlfierY

.

Topyoves. Gorgones. Gorgons.

Homer speaks of an object of terror which he calls Gorgo,

and the Gorgeian Head. He places the former on the shield

a Apollod. ut sup.

b Hesiod, Th. 270. seq. In Ovid also (Met. iv. 773.) their number is only two.
c

Eratosth. Cat. 22. Hygin. P. A. ii. 12. See VSlcker, Myth. Geog. 41*

d Prom. 800. seq.

e Eratosth. Hygin. Volcker, id sup. JSschylus, as it would appear, said that he

flung the eye into Lake Tritonis.

f Apollod. ii. 1. 2.
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of Agamemnon a
; and when describing Hector eager for

slaughter, he says that he had ' the eyes of Gorgo and of man-

destroying Ares' b
. The Gorgeian Head was on the aegis of

Zeus c
, and the hero of the Odyssey fears to remain in Erebos

lest ' Persephoneia should send out the Gorgeian head of the

dire monster* d against him e
. Along with the Graeae, accord-

ing to the Theogony f
, Keto bore to Phorcys the Gorgons, 'who

dwelt beyond the bright Ocean in the extremity toward

night, where the clear-voiced Hesperides abide/ It names

them Stheino, Euryale and Medusa, which last alone was

mortal. Poseidon, it is added, lay with her in a ' soft mead

amid the spring-flowers,' and when her head was cut off by

Perseus, the 'great' Chrysaor {Gold-sword) and the steed

Pegasos {Fount-horse) sprang forth. iEschylus calls the Gor-

gon s the 'three sisters of the Graeae, winged, serpent-fleeced,

hateful to man, whom no one can look on and retain his

breaths/ They were also represented as winged on the an-

cient coffer of Kypselos at Olympiad On the shield of He-

racles the Gorgons are girt with serpents 1
. Others describe

them as having their heads environed with scaly snakes, and

wTith huge teeth like those of swine, brazen hands and golden

wings. Their looks, it is added, turned all who beheld them

to stone k
.

The Gorgons and the Graeae are always mentioned together,

and they seem to have been appropriated to the mythe of

Perseus. We might therefore suppose them to have been

a pure poetic fiction, were it not that, as we shall show, the

Gorgon in that mythe, Medusa, is merely another form of

Pallas-Athene. It is therefore not improbable that the

theory of some mythologists of the present day may be the

true one ; namely, that the two Gorgons and two Graeae are

a
II. xi. 36. b

II. viii. 348.
c

II. v. 741. d Od. xi. 633.

e
It may be doubted if Homer was acquainted with the story of Perseus : the

passage in which he is mentioned (II. xiv. 519.) is, we think, justly regarded as

an interpolation. Volcker (Myth. Geog. 15.) refers to II. xix. 116. 125 ; but that

passage, besides its being in one of the later books, is liable to objection. See

Heyne and Payne Knight in loc.

f Theog. 274. seq.
B Prom. 804. seq. h Paus. v. 18, 5.

' Hesiod, Shield, 233.

k Apollod. ii. 4. 2. Tzetz. Lye. 838. Sch. /Esch. Prom, ut sup.
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only personifications of the terrors of the sea, the former de-

noting the large strong billows of the ivide open main, the

latter the ivhite-crested waves that dash against the rocks of

the coast a
. They must have originally belonged to the Sea

(Pontos), whose grandchildren they are, and not to the calm

soft-flowing Ocean, whither they were transported when they

had ceased to be regarded as personifications, and had been

introduced into the mythe of Perseus. As in this mythe Me-

dusa (Mistress)—whose name is of a nature totally different

from theirs—was added to the Gorgons, the principle of uni-

formity probably led to a similar increase of the Graeae.

All these beings are, we think, placed by the Theogony in

Oceanic isles ; they may however have dwelt on the opposite

coast, though we believe few who are well versed in the cos-

mology of those times will assign them that gloomy region

;

most certainly they are not on this side of Ocean. Hither,

however, they Avere all removed in the course of time, and

even to the Syrtes and Cyrene b
. In short, with the exception

of Hesiod, every writer of antiquity places them somewhere

in Libya. This however is not to be wondered at, for it is

only a part of the system of localisation, which assigned a

definite abode in well-known countries to all the beings of

fable, which brought for example the transoceanic Kimme-

rians over to the fertile plains of Campania in Italy .

"ApTTviai. Harpyice. Harpies.

The Harpies or Snatchers d of Homer e and Hesiod are

personifications of storm-winds (OveWat). The former says

nothing of their form or parentage ; the latter terms them

well-haired, (a usual mark of beauty,) and says that they

were sisters of Iris, daughters of Thaumas and Electra, swift

a Hermann. De Mythol. etc. (Opusc. ii. 180.) Vblcker, Myth, der Jap. 212.

Myth. Geog. 17. Hermann renders Pephredo and Enyo, Auferona and Inundona.

b There seems to us to be much probability in Volcker's (Myth. Geog. 22.1. seq.)

reading of Kvptjvrjs for KicrOrjvijs in /Eschylus' Prometheus, 799 ; for this poet,

as we have just seen, places the Gorgons near lake Tritonis.

c
Serv. JEn. vi. 106. Strabo, v. 4.

d From ap-ira'Cu. There was a species of hawk named lip-in) (II. xix. 359.).

Leclcrc derived Harpy from the Semitic Arba (n3")K) [ocust.

e
II. xvi. 149. Od. i. 241 ; xiv. 371 ; xx. 61. seq.
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as birds or as the blasts of wind a
. Their names, he says/ are

Aello {Storm) and Ocypete {Swift-flyer), Homer says that

Xanthos and Balios, the steeds of Achilleus, were the offspring

of Zephyros by the Harpy Podarge {Swift-foot), whom he

met grazing in a mead by the stream of Ocean b
. Virgil names

one of the Harpies Celaeno c
.

In the Argonautic cycle the Harpies appear as the torment-

ors of Phineus. They are there represented as odious offen-

sive monsters with female faces, and the bodies, wings, and

claws, of birds d
.

"Ave/jboc. Venti. Winds.

The winds are represented in the Ilias as gods e
: Iris goes

to them as they are feasting in the dwelling of Zephyros, to

inform them of the prayer of Achilleus that they would in-

flame the pyre of Patroclos. In the Odyssey f
, the winds are

not directed by separate deities, but are all under the charge

of iEolos. We may, as a matter of course, observe that the

Wind-gods of Homer are not winged.

The Winds were divided into wholesome and noxious. The

former, which were Boreas {North), Zephyros {West), and

Notos {South), were according to Hesiods the children of

Astrjeos {Starry) and Eos {Dawn) . The other winds, he says h,

(probably meaning only those which blow from the East,)

are the race of Typhoeus, whom he describes as the last and

most terrible child of Earth. In Greece, as over the rest of

Europe, we may observe the east-wind is pernicious.

Boreas (Bopea?) was called Clear weather- or Frost-producer

{aWprjyevns) {
. He loved Oreithyia, the daughter ofErechtheus

king of Athens, and carried her offk . The Athenians ascribed

a Theog. 267. seg.

b
II. xvi. 149. From this and from Od. xx. 65. 77. it may be perhaps inferred

that the shore of Ocean was the abode of the Harpies.

« Mn. iii. 211. Tzetz. Lye. 166.

d Below, Part II. chap, the last. Argonautics. See also iEschyl. Eum.50. Virgil,

ut supra, 216.
e

II. xxiii. 192. f Od. x. 1. Apoll. Rh. iv. 765. Virg. ^En. i. 52.

s Theog. 378. h Id. 869.

II. xv. 171 ; xix. 358; also aidp^everts, Od. v. 296. Sec Appendix (E.).

k See below, Part II. chap. v.
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the destruction of the fleet of Xerxes by a storm to the par-

tiality of Boreas for the country of Oreithyia, and built a tem-

ple to him after that event a
. Boreas is also said by Homerb

to have turned himself into a horse out of love to the mares

of Erichthonios, and to have begotten on them twelve foals.

Zephyros (Zecfrvpos) is described by Homer as a strong-

blowing wind, but he was afterwards regarded as gentle and

soft-breathing. Love was the offspring of Zephyros and Iris ,

and one of the Seasons bore to this wind-god a son named
Carpos (Fruit) d

.

The South- (Noro?) and East-wind (Evpos) have been left

without adventures. The Winds have all wings or horses

and chariots in the works of the later poets and the artists.

The names Euros and Zephyros probably come from ?}&><?

and Zocpos, which denoted the East and West e
. Boreas is

thought to be Oreas (from opo$), as rushing from the moun-
tains. Notos perhaps signified ivet, and is akin to the Ger-

man nass.

a Herod, vii. 189. b
II. xx. 223. c

See above, p. H6.
d Serv. Buc. v. 48. e Buttmann, Lexil. v. dijp.
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Chapter XIX.

INHABITANTS OF THE ISLES AND COASTS OF THE WEST-

SEA.—LOTUS-EATERS, CYCLOPES, GIANTS, ^EOLOS, L.E-

STRYGONIANS, CIRCE, SIRENS, SCYLLA AND CHARYBDIS,

PHAETHUSA AND LAMPETIA, CALYPSO, PHJEACIANS, SY-

RIA AND ORTYGIA.

The romantic geography of the most romantic poem of

Greece, the Homeric Odyssey, is now to occupy our atten-

tion. Its poet is in our eyes a Grecian Ariosto, and we
should as soon hope to discover the true position of the isle

of Alcina as of those of Circe and Calypso. The moment he

conducts his hero away from Greece, he engages him in ma-

gic regions amidst ogres, fairies, and monsters of various

kinds, as numerous as ever were encountered by the knights

of Gothic romance. To form these he took possession of the

cosmogonic Cyclopes and Giants and transformed them ; he

adopted the tales of Phoenician mariners, and he transferred

the wonders of other mythic cycles to the West-sea, which he

made the scene of his hero's adventures.

It is a question among critics whether the Odyssey is or is

not the work of one mind, whether the domestic scenes in

Ithaca, and the wondrous adventures related to Alcinoos, are

parts of one continuous preconceived narrative. Into this in-

teresting subject we are not required at present to enter, for

the geography of these parts is distinct, the one lying in the

domains of romance, the other confining itself to the sober

realms of the actual earth. We shall first direct our atten-

tion to the latter a
.

In the Ilias the only places noticed out of Greece to the

a On the Homeric geography the best work by far is that of Volcker, so fre-

quently alluded to in these pages. The ' iElteste Weltkunde' of Voss has two great

defects ; he will localise every place and people, and he is resolute in maintaining

the two poems to be the produce of one mind, and denies all interpolation.

S
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west are the isles over which Odysseus ruled. The Odyssey

would seem to intimate a knowledge of Italy and Sicily ; for

a place named Temesa, whither the Taphians used to sail to

barter iron for copper, is mentioned*1
; and in Italy, in ancient

times a most cypriferous region, there was a place named Te-

mesa, or rather Tempsab
. The people of this place are said to

speak a language different from Greek , and this circumstance

also would accord well with Italy. But on the other hand the

Greeks, when they began to plant colonies in Italy and Sicily,

got the habit of localising all the names of peoples and places

in the romantic fictions of their aoedi ; and further, Tempsa
lies on the west side of Italy, and there was also a place named

Taminos in the isle, which bestowed its appellation on the

metal it yielded—Cyprus d
, and the Taphians, we are told, used

to sail even as far as Sidon e
. Nothing therefore can be col-

lected with certainty from Temesa. But it may be said that

the Sikelans, who dwelt in Italy and Sicily, are spoken of in

the Odyssey f
; this people however are also said to have in-

habited EpeirosS, in which case nothing definite results from

the mention of them. Sicania is also spoken ofh, but it is in

the part of the poem which ancient critics pronounced to be

spurious. We think ourselves therefore justified in suppos-

ing that the Singer of the Odyssey may have chosen to re-

gard all westwards of Greece as one wide sea, in which he was

at liberty to place what isles he pleased, and people them as

his fancy prompted. On this principle we now will trace the

wanderings of Odysseus, the Sindbad of Greece 1
.

a Od. i. 183. b Strabo, vi. 1. Mela. ii. 4. Ovid, Met. xv. 52. 707.
c 'A\\o9p6ov$ dv9pu)7rovs. Od. ut supra. This may only denote a different

pronunciation. See Nitzsch in loc.

d The majority of the critics (Nitzsch, tit supra) are of opinion that this is the

place meant.
e Od. xv. 425. seq. { Od. xx. 383.
B See Sch. Od. xviii. 85., and Niebuhr's Essay in the Cambridge Philolog. Mu-

seum, i. 174. seq.

h Od. xxiv. 307.

* " People," said Eratosthenes, " will discover whither Odysseus wandered when
they find the artist who stitched the leathern bag that held the winds." Strabo,

i. 2. Compare Volcker, Myth. Geog. 11. 12.
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A(0TO(f)d>yoi. Lotophayi. Lotus-eaters.

Odysseus, when doubling the Cape of Malea in Laconia

on his return from Troy a
, encountered a violent north-east

wind (/3op€i?$), which drove him for nine days along the sea,

till he reached the country of the Lotus-eaters. Here, after

watering, he sent three of his men to discover who the inha-

bitants were. These men on coming among the Lotus-eaters

were kindly entertained by them, and given some of their own

food, the Lotus-plant, to eat. The effect of this plant was

such, that those who tasted of it lost all thoughts of home,

and wished to remain in that country. It was by main force

that Odysseus dragged these men away, and he was even

obliged to tie them under the benches of his ship.

As the coast of Cyrene lies opposite the Peloponnese, and

is much nearer to it than Egypt is to Crete, we must sup-

pose the country of the Lotus-eaters to have been far more

to the west. They seem in the poet's view to have been the

last tribe of ordinary men in that direction, and to have dwelt

on the verge of the land of fable. The Lotus, under the name

of Jujuba, is, we may observe, a part of the food of the people

of the north coast of Africa at the present day.

Kv/ckcoTres. Cyclopes.

When Odysseus left the country of the Lotus-eaters, he

sailed on further, i. e. westwards 13
, and came to that of the

Cyclopes, which could not have been very far distant, or the

poet would in that case, as he always does, have specified the

number of days occupied in the voyage. The Cyclopes are

described as a rude lawless race, who neither planted nor

sowed, but whose land was so fertile as spontaneously to pro-

duce them wheat, barley, and vines. They had no social in-

a Od. ix. 80.

b "EvQev Se Trporepo) irXeofiev. The wind had been north-east, and it is not

said that it had changed. Wc apprehend that by irporepu) the poet always

means further on in the same direction. See Thiersch, Urgestalt der Odyssee,

pp. 110, 111. Volcker, Horn. Geog. 111.

s 2
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stitutions, neither assemblies nor laws, but dwelt separately,

each in his cave, on the tops of lofty mountains, and each

without regard to others governed his own wife and chil-

dren.

In front of a harbour of their land lay a well-wooded fertile

isle, abundantly stocked with goats. But the Cyclopes, having

no ships, could not derive any advantage from it. Odysseus,

leaving the rest of his fleet at the island, went with one ship

to the country of the Cyclopes. Here he entered the cave of

the Cyclops Polyphemos, who was a son of Poseidon by the

nymph Thoosa, the daughter of Phorcys. The Cyclops on

his return in the evening with his flocks, finding strangers

there, inquired who they were ; and on Odysseus saying that

they had been shipwrecked, and appealing to his mercy and

reverence for the gods, he declared that the Cyclopes regarded

not the gods, for they were much more powerful than they

:

he then seized two of the Greeks, and dashing them to the

ground like young whelps killed and devoured them. When
he fell asleep Odysseus was going to kill him, till recollecting

the huge rock,—one which the teams of two-and-twenty four-

wheeled waggons could not move,—with which he had closed

the door, he refrained. Against the next evening Odysseus

had prepared a piece of the Cyclops' own olive-staff, which

was as large as the mast of a merchant-vessel; and when the

monster had devoured two more of his victims gave him wine

to drink, and then while he was sleeping profoundly, heated

the stick in the fire, and aided by four of his companions

bored out his eye with it. Polyphemos roaring out with pain,

the other Cyclopes came to inquire what had befallen him

;

but on his informing them that Nobody (Ovtis)—the name
which Odysseus had given himself—was killing him, thinking

it was some disease they left him, recommending him to pray

to his father. Next morning, when Polyphemos turned out

his sheep and goats, his prisoners fastened themselves under

their bellies, and so escaped. Odysseus, when a little way

out at sea called out his real name, and the Cyclops hurled

immense rocks at him, which were near sinking his ship.

Nothing is said by the poet respecting the size of the Cy-
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elopes in general, but every effort is made to give an exagge-

rated idea of that of Polyphemos. When Odysseus first sees

him, he compares him to e a woody peak of lofty mountains,

when it appears separate from others/ The crash of the

bundle of wood which he brings home in the evening, when
it is cast on the ground, terrifies the Greeks who were hiding

in his cave : the teams of twenty-two waggons could not

move the rock with which he closed his door : his staff was

in length and thickness equal to the mast of a large ship : the

first rock which he flings at the ship of Odysseus was ' the

top of a great hill/ and falling before the vessel it drove her

back to the shore ; the second was still larger.

Yet, possibly, we are not to infer that the Cyclopes were in

general of such huge dimensions or cannibal habits. Poly-

phemos was not of the ordinary Cyclops-race, being the son

of Poseidon and a sea-nymph : he is also said a to have been

the strongest of the Cyclopes. It is not a little remarkable,

that neither in the description of the Cyclopes in general, nor

of Polyphemos in particular, is there any notice taken of

their being one-eyed
;
yet in the account of the blinding of

the latter, it seems to be assumed as a thing well known. We
may hence perhaps infer that Homer followed the usual de-

rivation of the name b
.

Both ancients and moderns agree in regarding Sicily as the

country of the Cyclopes : we however cannot help thinking

that it was on the coast of Libya. It lay at no great distance

from that of the Lotus-eaters, which was evidently on that

coast. The poet merely says, ' We then sail on further, and

come to the land of the Cyclopes ;' and if it had been an island,

he would, as usual, have noticed the circumstance : he would

also have told us with what wind they sailed to it, if it had

been at anything like the distance which Sicily is from Libya

:

and further, though the fertility of Sicily may accord with

that of the Cyclopes5 land, yet it does not offer the caverns

on mountain-tops in which they abode, nor can any island

answering to that of the Odyssey, stretching before a harbour,

a Od. i. 70. b See above, p. 46.
c

Strabo, i. 2. Vblcker, H. G. 110. seq. This critic places the Cyclopes and

the other fabulous tribes which we shall meet with on the west coast of Sicily.
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be shown in it. If the little islet of Ortygia in front of Sy-
racuse should be thought of, we reply, that it in no point ac-

cords with the description in the poem.
It is thus that the Thunder, Lightning, and Flame of the

Theogony became one-eyed giants in the hands of our poet.

When they had been localised in the neighbourhood of vol-

canoes it was a simple process to convert them into smiths,

the assistants of Hephsestos 8
. As they were now artists in

one line, it gave no surprise to find them engaged in a task

adapted to their huge strength, namely that of rearing the

massive walls of Tiryns, thence named Cyclopian, for which
purpose they were brought by Proetos from Lyciab .

Polyphemos' love for the Nereis Galateia is well known
from the bucolic poets c

. The river Acis in Sicily was origi-

nally a shepherd, whom in his jealous rage the monster crushed

beneath a rock for being more acceptable to the nymph of the

waters than himselfd .

Tvyavres. Gigantes. Giants.

The Giants would seem to have dwelt westwards of the Cy-
clopes, the original country of the Phasacians lying between

their respective territories 6
. They are called wild tribes (aypea

<f)d\a), but akin to the gods f
, by whom it would appear they

were destroyed for their impiety £. They were apparently of

huge stature h
;
yet the daughter of Eurymedon, their last

king, was by Poseidon mother of the king of the Phasacians,

a people of the ordinary size 1
.

It was probably the poefs saying that they were destroyed

by the gods (though the reverse may be the truth) that gave
occasion to the fiction of a Giant-war. The peninsula of

Pallene is said to have been the place of conflict, and with
the aid of the hero Heracles the gods subdued their formidable

foes. The principal champions on the side of the Giants were
Porphyrion, Alcyoneus and Encelados, on the last of whom

a Callim. iii. 46. Virg. Geor. iv. 173. Mn.xiu.il6.seq.
b Sch. Eur. Orest. 955. Strabo, viii. 6.

c
Theocr. xi.

«' Ovid, Met. xiii. 750. seq.
e Od. vi. 4. seq. * Od.vii. 205.206.

E Od. vii, GO. *» Od. x. 120. » Od. vii, 56. seq.
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Athena flung the isle of Sicily, where his motions cause the

eruptions of iEtna a
.

It is said b that Earth, enraged at the destruction of the

Giants, brought forth the huge Typhon to contend with the

gods. The stature of this monster reached the sky, fire flashed

from his eyes ; he hurled glowing rocks with loud cries and

hissing against heaven, and flame and storm rushed from his

mouth. The gods in dismay fled to Egypt, and concealed

themselves under the forms of various animals. Zeus how-

ever, after a severe conflict, overcame him, and placed him be-

neath ^Etna c
, or, as others said d

,

that Serbonian bog,

Betwixt Damieta and Mount Casius old,

Where armies whole have sunk.

Typhon, or Typhaon, is apparently the same with Ty-

phoeus, though Hesiod makes a difference between them.

Their names come from tikjxo, to smoke, and they are evident

personifications of storms and of volcanic eruptions. Typhdn

is made the sire of the Chimasra, Echidna, and other mon-

sters. The Greeks gave his name to the Egyptian daemon

Baby, the opponent of Osiris.

The flight of the gods into Egypt is a bungling attempt at

connecting the Greek mythology with the animal worship of

that country e
.

AloA-o? ev KloXlrj. Molus in Molia.

After their escape from the Cyclops, Odysseus and his com-

panions sailedfurther on, and came to the. floating-isle (ttXcott;

vrjaos) of ^Eolos Hippotades f
, 'dear to the immortal gods/

This island was entirely surrounded by a wall of brass and by

smooth precipitous rocks : and here ^Eolos dwelt in continual

a Pind. Pyth. viii. 15. Nem. i. 100 ; iv. 40. Eur. Ion. 204. seq. Apollod. i. 6.

Claudian, Gigantomachia.

b Apollod. ut supra.

c Pind. Pyth. i. 29. seq. Fr. Epinic. 5. iEsch. Prom. 351-372.

a Apoll. Rh. ii. 1215.

e This change of form was related by Pindar. See Porph. de Abst. iii. p. 251.

1

i. e. fVindman. son of Horseman.
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joy and festivity, with his wife and his six sons and as many
daughters, whom, after the fashion set by Zeus, he had mar-

ried to each other. The isle had no other tenants. The office

of directing and ruling the winds had been conferred on ^Eolos

by Zeus ; and when he was dismissing Odysseus, after having

hospitably entertained him for an entire month, he gave him
all the winds but Zephyros tied up in a bag of ox-hide. For
nine days and nights the ships ran merrily before the wind

:

on the tenth they were within sight of Ithaca ; when Odys-
seus, who had hitherto held the helm himself, fell asleep : his

comrades, who fancied that iEolos had given him treasure in

the bag, opened it : the winds rushed out, and hurried them
back to ^Eolia. Judging from what had befallen them that

they were hated by the gods, the director of the winds drove

them with reproaches from his isle.

As ^Eolia was a floating isle, it is evidently as needless to

look for its exact position as for that of Laputa a
. At the time

when Odysseus came to it, it must have been lying near the

country of the Cyclopes ; but we are not told whether it re-

mained immovable during the month that he spent in it, or

the time that elapsed between his departure and return. The
Latin poets, following the later Greeks, have placed ^Eolos in

the Liparaean islands b
.

AcucTTpvyove?. Laestrygonians.

The country of the Laestrygonians lay very far to the west.

Odysseus,when driven from his isleby^Eolos, sailed on further

for six days and nights, at the end of which time he reached

the land of the Laestrygonians ; and the distance thence to

the isle of iEaea, which we shall show to be near the extremity

of the Sea, could not have been considerable, as the length of

time consumed in the passage thither is not specified.

The Laestrygonians are another of those huge androphagous

races, whom the invention of the poet has placed on the coast

of Libya. Unlike the Cyclopes, they lived in the social state;

a
It seems strange that Volcker should have left this circumstance so entirely

out of view, and have determined /Eolia to be one of the iEgatian islands. Horn.

Gcog. 114. b Strabo, i. 2 ; vi. 2. Virg. /En. i. 52 ; viii. 417.
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their king was named Antiphates, their town Laestrygonia or

Telepylos (it is uncertain which), and the fountain near it

Artakia. There was a port at a little distance from the city,

which all the ships of Odysseus, but the one he was himself

on board of, entered. A herald with two others were then

sent to the city : they met the daughter of Antiphates at the

fount Artakia, and were by her directed to her father's house.

On entering it they were terrified at the sight of his wife, who

was e as large as the top of a mountain/ She instantly called

her husband from the market-place, who seized one of them

and killed and dressed him for dinner. The other two made

their escape, pursued by the Laestrygonians, who with huge

rocks destroyed all the ships and their crews which were within

the harbour,—that of Odysseus, which had not entered, alone

escaping.

When describing the country of the Laestrygonians, the

poet says a
,

Latinos' high town,

Far-gated Laestrygonia, where aloud

The herdsman as he drives in calls, and he

Who drives out hears him. There a sleepless man
Might double wages earn ; as neatherd one,

And one as keeper of the snowy sheep

;

For near the paths are of the day and night.

The ancients explained this by the custom of pasturing the

oxen at night, on account of the gad-fly (olarpos), whose per-

secution was thereby avoided: but, as Volcker justly observes,

there was nothing so remarkable in this practice as to induce

the poet to place it among the wonders of the West. It is

much more probable that the solution of the difficulty will be

found in the notion, presently to be noticed, of the abode of

the Sun and Dawn being in the West, which may have en-

gendered a belief that at the western extremity of the earth

the night was of extremely short continuance 15
.

Notwithstanding the great distance which lay between the

country of the Cyclopes and that of the Laestrygonians, most

of the localisers of the Homeric fables place both of them in

a Od. x. 81.

b See Circe and Ortyyia in this chapter: also Volcker, Horn. Geog. p. 116.
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Sicily a
. Others regarded Formiae on the west coast of Italy b

as the abode of the Laestrygonians ; acting in this consist-

ently : for when the floating island of ^Eolos was determined

to be one of the Liparaean isles, and the cape of Circaeum to

be that of Circe, it followed of course that the land of the

Laestrygonians which lay somewhere between them must be

on the coast of Italy.

KipKT) iv Alatrj. Circe in JEcea,

When Odysseus and his surviving companions had escaped

from the Laestrygonians, they sailed on, that is still westwards,

till they came to the isle of ^Eaea c
, the abode of Circe. This

isle may be regarded as the most westerly of those scattered

by the poet over the Mediterranean, for it appears to have

lain on the very edge of the Ocean-stream ; and all the other

isles and coasts mentioned in the poem, except Ogygia the

isle of Calypso, lie manifestly between it and Greece.

Circe is one of those deities whom Homer calls human-
speaking (avBrjeo-aat), and who do not seem to have possessed

the power of moving through the air or along the water, but
dwelt continually in one place. She is said by him d to be the

daughter of Helios by the Oceanis Persa, and own sister of

the wise (6Xo6<f>pcov) e zEaetes.

The island of Circe was small ; her abode was in the centre

of it, deeply embosomed in wood. She dwelt alone, attended

by four nymphs ; and all persons who approached her dwell-

ing were turned by her magic art into swine. When the com-
rades of Odysseus, whom he sent to explore her residence,

had tasted of the drugged draught which she set before them,

a Thuc. vi.2. Strabo, i. 2. Tzetz. Lye. 956. Sil. Ital. xiv. 125. Plin. H. N.iii. 8.

They fixed on the country about Leontini. Volcker prefers the north-west point

of the island.

b Hor. Carm. iii. 16, 34; 17, 1. In this last we cannot help regarding with
Buttmann w. 2-5. as an interpolation.

c Though we say JExa., /Eolia, Thrinakia, and Ogygia, they are all adjectives, as

vt)(tos is always joined with them.
d Od. x. 135.
e Od. i. 52. This term is applied in the Ilias to the serpent, the boar, and the

lion, and signifies grim. In the Odyssey it is an epithet of Atlas, Minos and
jEactcs, and its most appropriate sense is icise. I'assow, s. v. Nitzsch.
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she struck them with her wand, and immediately they under-

went the usual change. But when Odysseus himself, hearing

of their misfortune, set out to release them or share their fate,

he was met by Hermes, who gave him a plant named Moly, po-

tent against her magic, and directed him how to act. Accor-

dingly when she reached him the medicated bowl he drank of

it freely, and Circe thinking it had produced its usual effect,

striking him with her wand bade him go join his comrades

in their sty. But Odysseus drawing his SAVord threatened to

slay her ; and the terrified goddess bound herself by a solemn

oath to do him no injury. She afterwards at his desire re-

stored his companions to their pristine form, and they all

abode in her dwelling for an entire year.

At the end of that period they were anxious to depart, but

the goddess told the hero that he must previously cross the

Ocean, and enter the abode of Aides, to consult the blind

prophet Teiresias. Accordingly they left iEaea rather late in

the day, as it would appear, and impelled by a favouring

north wind their ship reached by sunset the opposite coast

of Ocean, the land of perpetual gloom. Odysseus obeyed the

directions of the goddess in digging a small pit, into which

he poured mulse, wine, water, flour, and the blood of the vic-

tims. The dead came trooping out of the house of Aides, and

Odysseus there saw the heroines of former days, and con-

versed with the shades of Agamemnon and Achilleus. Terror

at length came over him ; he hastened back to his ship ; the

stream carried it along, and they reached ^Eaea while it was

yet night.

We have here a proof that the course of the Ocean was

northwards; the north-wind (ftopeas) is required to carry

them over (the House of Aides lying probably south-west of

^Eaea), and the current and the breeze of its surface bring

them back. It would also appear that, as soon as the ship

left the Ocean and entered the Sea, it was at ^Eaea.

Circe is said to have had by Odysseus a son named Tele-

gonos (Far-born), who, as we shall see, unwittingly slew his

own father. The Theogony a gives them for offspring Agrios

and Latinos, ' who afar in the recess of the holy isles ruled

* Thcog. 1011.
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over all the renowned Tyrsenians.' Hesiod said elsewhere a

that Helios had brought Circe in his chariot to her isle off the

coast of Tyrrhenia.

It is curious to observe the liberties which the later writers

allowed themselves to take with the narratives of Homer and
Hesiod. These poets expressly say that iEaetes and Circe

were brother and sister, and children of the Sun, yet Diony-
sius the cyclographer makes Circe the daughter of iEaetes by
Hecate, the daughter of his brother Perses. This pragmatiser

goes on to say that she was married to the king of the Sar-

matians, whom she poisoned, and seized his kingdom ; but go-
verning tyrannically she was expelled, and then fled to a de-

sert isle of the Ocean, or as some said to the headland named
from her in Italy b

; for in the localisation of the imaginary
isles and regions visited by Odysseus, the promontory of

Circaeum on the coast of Latium was fixed on for the abode of

Circe. The fact of its not being an island offered no difficulty,

as it was asserted that it once had been surrounded with water
to a great extent .

The Latin poets thence took occasion to connect Circe with
their own scanty mythology. It was fabled, for example, that

she had been married to king Picus, whom by her magic art

she changed into a bird d
. Another legend made her the mo-

ther of Faunus by the god of the sea e
.

The Moly (ji&Xv), is said by these late writers to have sprung
from the blood of a giant slain by Helios, in aid of his daughter
in her island. Its name, we are told, comes from the fight

(ficbXos) ; its flower is white, as the warrior was the Sun f
.

In JEaea, the poet sayse, are e the house and dance-place of
Eos, and the rising of the Sun/ By this he is usually under-
stood to mean that JEsea, in opposition to the country beyond
the Ocean, from which his hero had just returned, lay within
the realms of day h

. This may very possibly be the truth

;

a Sch. Apoll. Rh. iii. 311.
b Diodor. iv. 45. Eudocia, 261. Sch. Apoll. Rh. iii. 200.
c

Plin. Hist. Nat. iii. 5. Serv. Mn. iii. 386. Comp. Apoll. Rh. iv. 659. seq.
d See below, Mythology of Italy. e Nonnus, xiii. 328.
f Ptol. Hephaest iv. b Qd. xii. 3.
h Sch. in loc. Volckcv, Horn. Geog. 131.
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but we cannot help fancying that our poet, in the plenitude of

his authority, had seized on the Argonautic cycle, and trans-

ferred Msetes and Msea to the West, from then proper place in

the East a
; and he may have retained the description of JEsca,

which accords perfectly with its eastern position b, but which

requires a sleight of ingenuity, like that just noticed, to make

it suit the West.

On surveying the < beautiful wonders' of the Odyssey, it is

impossible not to be struck with the resemblance which many

of them bear to those of the Thousand and One Nights.

Odysseus and Circe remind us at once of king Beder and

queen Labe ; and the Cyclopes and the Laestrygonians will

find their parallel in the adventures of Sindbad. Are these,

it may be asked, mere coincidences, or did the tales of the

West find their way to the East ? On this question we have

offered some remarks elsewhere, to which we must refer the

curious .

Xeipfjves. Sirenes. Sirens.

Leaving iEaea on their homeward voyage, Odysseus and

his companions came first to the island of the Sirens. These

were two maidens d who sat in a mead close to the sea, and

with their melodious voices so charmed those who were sailing

by, that they forgot home and everything relating to it, and

abode there till their bones lay whitening on the strand. By
the directions of Circe, Odysseus stopped the ears of his com-

panions with wax, and had himself tied to the mast, and thus

was the only person who heard the song of the Sirens and

escaped.

Hesiod e described the mead of the Sirens as blooming with

flowers (avOefjboeaaa), and their voice he said f stilled the winds.

Their names were said to be Aglaiopheme (Clear-voice) and

Thelxiepeia (Magic-speech) ; and it was feigned that they threw

themselves into the sea with vexation at the escape of Odys-

seus s. But the author of the Orphic Argonautics places them

a See below, Argonautics.
b See above, p. 54.

c
Tales and Popular Fictions, p. 125. d Od. xii. 52. 167.

e Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 892.
f Sch. Od. xii. 169.

8 Sch. Od. xii. 39.
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on a rock near the shore of /Etna, and makes the song of Or-

pheus end their enchantment, and cause them to fling them-

selves into the sea, where they were changed into rocks a
.

It was afterwards fabled that they were the daughters of

the river-god Acheloos by the Muse Terpsichore or Calliope,

or by Sterope, daughter of Portha6n b
. Some said that they

sprang from the blood which ran from him when his horn was
torn oifby Heracles . Sophocles calls them the daughters of

Phorcys d
; and Euripides terms them the children of Earth e

.

Their number was also increased to three, and their names
are given with much variety. According to some they were

called Leucosia, Ligeia and Parthenope f
, while others named

them Thelxiope or Thelxinoe, Molpe, AglaophonosS; and
others, again, Peisinoe, Aglaope, Thelxiepeiah . One was said

to play on the lyre, another on the pipes, and the third to

sing 1
.

Contrary to the usual process, the mischievous part of the

character of the Sirens was in process of time left out, and
they were regarded as purely musical beings with entrancing

voices. Hence Plato in his Republic k places one of them on
each of the eight celestial spheres, where their voices form

what is called the music of the spheres ; and when (Ol. 94, 1.)

the Lacedaemonians had laid siege to Athens, Dionysos, it is

said, appeared in a dream to their general, Lysander, order-

ing him to allow the funeral rites of the new Siren to be cele-

a Orph. Argon. 1284. seq. Comp. Nonnus, xiii. 312.
b Apoll. Rh. iv. 895 Apollod. i. 3. 4. Tzetz. Lye. 712. Eudocia, 373.
c Theon Sophista. d Ap. Plut. Sympos. ix. 14. e Hel. 168.
f Eudocia, 373. Tzetz. Lye. 712. The tomb of Parthenope gave name to the

city afterwards called Neapolis (Naples). Milton thus alludes to these names of

the Sirens

:

By Thetis' tinsel-slippered feet,

And the songs of Sirens sweet,

J3y dead Parthenope's dear tomb,

And fair Ligea's golden comb,

Wherewith she sits on diamond rocks,

Sleeking her soft alluring locks.

—

Comus, 877.

We may observe how he confounds them with the Teutonic mermaids.
g Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 892. Eudocia, 373.
h Tzetz. ut sup. ! Tzetz. ut sup. Serv. iEn. v. 804.

k Lib. x. p. 017. Com)). Milton. Arcades, 02. seq.
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brated, which was at once understood to be Sophocles, then

just dead a
.

Eventually, however, the artists laid hold on the Sirens, and

furnished them with the feathers, feet, wings, and tails of

birds.

The ordinary derivation of the word Siren is from aelpa, a

chain, to signify their attractive power. To us the Semitic

Shir (vw), song, seems more likely to be the true root, and

we regard them as one of the wonders told of by the Phoeni-

cian mariners b
.

2,/cvXkr) teal XdpvfiSis. Scylla and Chanjbdis.

Having escaped the Sirens, and shunned the Wandering

Rocks, which Circe had told him lay beyond the mead of these

songsters, Odysseus came to the terrific Scylla and Charybdis,

between which the goddess had informed him his course lay.

She said c he would come to two lofty cliffs opposite each other,

between which he must pass. One of these cliffs towers to

such a height that its summit is for ever enveloped in clouds,

and no man even if he had twenty hands and as many feet

could ascend it. In the middle of this cliff, she says, is a cave

facing the west, but so high that a man in a ship passing under

it could not shoot up to it with a bow. In this den dwells

Scylla [Bitch), whose voice sounds like that of a young whelp:

she has twelve feet, and six long necks, with a terrific head and

three rows of close-set teeth on each. Evermore she stretches

out these necks and catches the porpoises, sea-dogs, and other

large animals of the sea which swim by, and out of every ship

that passes each mouth takes a man.

The opposite rock, the goddess informs him, is much lower,

for a man could shoot over it. A wild fig-tree grows on it,

stretching its branches down to the water : but beneath, ( di-

a Paus. i. 21, 1. Plut. Numa, 4. SocpoicXeovs /3i'os. Plin. Hist. Nat. vii. 29.

b Many of the names placed in the West by the poet of the Odyssey appear to

be of Phoenician origin. Thus, besides the one in the text, the Elysian Plain may

be fairly derived from alatz (vby) to rejoice ; Erebos from ereb (my) evening •.

Kimmerians from kamar (iM) darkness.
c Od. xii. 73.
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vine Charybdis' three times each day absorbs and regorges the

dark water. It is much more dangerous, she adds, to pass Cha-

rybdis than Scylla.

As Odysseus sailed by, Scylla took six of his crew ; and

when, after he had lost his ship and companions, he was car-

ried by wind and wave, as he floated on a part of the wreck,

between the monsters, the mast by which he supported him-

self was sucked in by Charybdis. He held by the fig-tree till

it was thrown out again, and resumed his voyage.

Such is the earliest account we have of these monsters, in

which indeed it may be doubted if Charybdis is to be regarded

as an animate being. The whole fable is evidently founded

on the wonderful tales of sailors respecting the distant regions

of the Mediterranean. The ancients, who were so anxious to

localise all the wonders of Homer, made the straits of Messina

the abode of Scylla and Charybdis ; but as there is no whirl-

pool there at all resembling Charybdis, the most that can be

said is, that that strait may have given occasion to the fable.

Homer, however, would seem to place the cliffs of Scylla and

Charybdis somewhere between the Wandering Rocks and

Thrinakia (if this last be Sicily) ; for it is after passing those

rocks that Odysseus comes to the latter island, on which the

oxen of the Sun grazed.

In Homer the mother of Scylla is named Crataeis a
; but her

sire is not spoken of. Stesichorus called her mother Lamia b
;

Hesiod said she was the daughter of Phorbas and Hecate c
;

Arcesilaos said, of Phorcys and Hecate d
; others asserted that

Triton was her sire e
.

Later poets feigned that Scylla was once a beautiful maiden,

who was fond of associating with the Nereides. The sea-god

Glaucos beheld and fell in love with her f
; and being rejected,

applied to Circe to exercise her magic arts in his favour. Circe

8 Od. xii. 124. b Eudocia, 377.
c

Sch. Apoll. Eh. iv. 828.

d Id. ib. Sch. Od. xii. 85. e Eudocia, 377.

f The poetess Hedyla said (Athen. vii. 297.) that he used to come to Scylla's cave.

*H Koyyov Sdjpojfxa <j>epovr' 'EpvOpaias aVo 7rerpj/s-,

*H tovs dXicvovcov irciidas e:r' a.7TTepvyov$,

Ty vvfityy SvGTrei<TT(i> dOvp/jLara. Adicpv S' ctceivov

Kai Seip/}*' yeirwv wapQevos (pKriaaro,
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wished him to transfer his affections to herself; and filled with

rage at his refusal, she infected with noxious juices the water

in which Scylla was wont to bathe, and thus transformed her

into a monster a
. According to another account the change

in Scylla's form was effected by Amphitrite, in consequence

of her intimacy with Poseidon b
. Charybdis was said to have

been a woman who stole the oxen of Heracles, and was in

consequence struck with thunder by Zeus, and turned into a

whirlpool ,

^aiOovaa real AafiTrertf] iv ®pivatcir]. Phaethusa and Lam-
pet ia in Thrinakia,

Both Teiresias and Circe d had straitly charged Odysseus

to shun the isle of Thrinakia, on which the flocks and herds

of the Sun-god fed, under the care of his daughters Phaethusa

and Lampetia, and to which he would come immediately after

escaping Scylla and Charybdis. Odysseus was desirous of

obeying the injunctions which he had received ; but as it was

evening when he came to the island, his companions forced

him to consent to their landing and passing the night there.

They promised to depart in the morning, and took an oath to

abstain from the cattle of the Sun. During the night a violent

storm came on ; and for an entire month afterwards a strong

south-east wind (Euros and Notos) blew, which confined them

to the island. When their provisions were exhausted, they

lived on such birds and fish as they could catch. At length,

while Odysseus was sleeping, Eurylochos prevailed on them to

slaughter some ofthe sacred oxen in sacrifice to the gods, and

to vow by way of amends a temple to Helios e
. Odysseus on

awaking was filled with horror and despair at what they had

done ; and the displeasure of the gods was manifested by pro-

* Ovid, Met. xiv. 1. seq. Hygin. 199. b Tzetz. Lye. 650.

c Serv. JEn. iii. 420.

d Od. xi. 106 ; xii. 127. See above, p. 56.

e The episode (xii. 374-390.) of the complaint of Helios to Zeus was rejected

by the ancient grammarians. We may observe that the cosmology in it is at va-

riance with that of the Odyssey, for Helios menaces a descent to ErebOs

:

Avaoiicii e/s 'AiSao, teal cv VGKveaoi <paeivo).

T
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digies ; for the hides crept along the ground, and the flesh

lowed on the spits. They fed for six days on the sacred cattle;

on the seventh the storm fell, and they left the island ; but as

soon as they had lost sight of land, a terrible west-wind, ac-

companied by thunder, lightning, and pitch darkness, came

on. Zeus struck the ship with a thunderbolt: it went to

pieces, and all the sacrilegious crew were drowned.

The resemblance between Thrinakia and Trinacria a
, a name

of Sicily, has induced both ancients and moderns to acquiesce

in the opinion of the two islands being identical. Against this

opinion we will observe, that Thrinakia was a desert isle (vrjaos

eprjfjbrj)
b
, that is, an uninhabited isle; and that during the whole

month that Odysseus and his men were in it they did not

meet with any one, and could procure no food but birds and

fish ; that it is called the excellent isle of the god c
, whose pe-

culiar property it therefore must have been ; that according to

the analogy of the Odyssey it must have been a small island,

for such were Msea, Ogygia, and all that we meet ;—not one

of which circumstances agrees with Sicily. It seems there-

fore the more probable supposition, that the poet regarded

Thrinakia as an islet of about the same size as those of Circe

and Calypso, belonging to the Sun-god, and tenanted only by

his flocks and herds, and his two daughters their keepers. He
must also have conceived it to lie much more to the west than

Sicily, for it could not have been more than the third day after

leaving ^Eaea that Odysseus arrived at it.

KaXvyfrcb iv ^Q,yvyirj. Calypso in Ogygia.

Odysseus, when his ship had gone to pieces, fastened the

mast and keel together, and placed himself on them. The

wind changing to the south-east (votos) carried him back tc

Scylla and Charybdis. As he came by the latter, she absorbed

the mast and keel, but the hero caught hold of the fig-tree, and

held by it till they were thrown out again. He then floated

along for nine days; and on the tenth reached Ogygia d
, the

a Thucyclides (vii. 1.) is we believe the first writer who uses the name Tiinacria

b Od. xii. 351. c Od. xii. 261.
d Properly the ' Ogygian Isle.' See Appendix (D).
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isle of Calypso, by whom he was most kindly received and en-

tertained. She detained him there for eight years, design-

ing to make him immortal, and to keep him with her for

ever : but Hermes arriving with a command from Zeus, she

was obliged to consent to his departure. She gave the hero

tools to build a raft or light vessel, supplied him with provi-

sions, and reluctantly took a final leave of him.

Calypso, that is The Concealer (the poet after his usual man-

ner giving her a significant name), is called by Homer a the

daughter of Atlas : Hesiod b makes her an Oceanis, and Apol-

lodorus c a Nereis. Like Circe she was a human-speaking god-

dess, and dwelt in solitary state with her attendant nymphs

;

but her abode was a cavern, while the daughter of Helios pos-

sessed a mansion of cut stone. Her isle presented such a

scene of silvan beauty as charmed even Hermes, one of the

dwellers of 01ympos d
.

The poet seems to have conceived Ogygia to lie in the north-

western part of the West-sea, far remote from all the other

isles and coasts ; and he thus brought his hero into all parts

of that sea, and informed his auditors of all its wonders. A
south-east wind carried Odysseus thither on his mast in nine

days and nights from Charybdis. When he left Ogygia,

sailing on his raft, as directed by Calypso, with the constella-

tion of the Bear on his left, that is in an easterly or south-

easterly direction, he came on the eighteenth day within sight

of Scheria, the country of the Phaeacians.

Ol <&aL7)fce<; iv 2%ep^. The Phaacians in Scheria.

The Phaeacians dwelt originally, we are told, in Hypereia,

near the Cyclopes e
; but being oppressed by that savage race,

they migrated to the isle of Scheria. They were led thither

by their king Nausithoos, the son of Poseidon by Periboea the

youngest daughter of Eurymedon king of the Giants f
. They

vere, like the Cyclopes and Giants, a people akin to the gods?,

a Od. i. 52 ; vii. 245. b Theog. 359. Horn. Hymn v. 422.

c Apollod. i. 2.
d Od. v. 72. seq.

e Od. vi. 4.
f Od. vi. 7 ; vii. 56.

g Od. v. 35. Nitzsch in loc. vii. 205.
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who appeared manifestly, and feasted among them when they

offered sacrifices a
. and did not conceal themselves from soli-

tary wayfarers when they met them b
. They had abundance of

wealth, and lived in the enjoyment of it undisturbed by the

alarms of war ; for as they c dwelt remote from gain-seeking

man' c
, no enemy ever approached their shores; and they did

not even require to make use of bows and quivers d
. Their

chief employment was navigation : their ships, which went

with the velocity of the wing of birds or of thought e
, were,

like the Argo, endued with intelligence : they knew every port,

and needed no pilot when impelled by the rowers f
.

As Odysseus sailed on his raft from Ogygia, the isle of

Scheria appeared to him on the eighteenth day £ like a shield

in the dark sea? ;' and when the storm by which Poseidon

destroyed his raft had subsided, he was carried along, as he

swam, by a strong northerly wind for two days and nights,

and on the third day he got on shore in that island 11
. The

princess Nausicaa, when reproving the false alarm of her

maids at the sight of him, says 1
,

iC Do you think he is an

enemy ? There is not a living mortal, nor will there be, who
will come bearing war to the land of the Phaeacians ; for they

are very dear to the Immortals. We dwell apart in the wave-

full sea, the last; nor does any other mortal mingle with us

:

but this is some unfortunate wanderer who has come hither/5

In another place, when noticing the occasion for scandal which

her appearance in company with Odysseus might give, she

supposes some one to say k,
" Is it some stranger who has

strayed from his ship that she has taken under her care, since

there are no people near us ?" All this would seem to indi-

cate some very remote position ; and a passage in which Al-

cinoos says, that the Phaeacians had conveyed Rhadamanthys
to Eubcea 1 and returned on the same day, might lead to the

supposition of Scheria being to the west of Ithaca ; for the

a Od. vii. 201. Nitzsch in loc. b Od. vii. 204. c Od. vi. 8.

d Od. vi. 270. e Od. vii. 36. f Od. viii.556.wy.
E Od. v. 279. seg. h Od. v. 385. seg.

1 Od. vi. 200. k Od. vi. 278.
1 Od.vii. 321. seg. Payne Knight pronounces the whole passage 311-333 to be

spurious, and we think his reasons satisfactory. Aristarchus suspected the first

six lines.
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abode of Rhadamanthys was the Elysian Plain on the shore

of Ocean a
. It was on the west side of Ithaca, we may ob-

serve, that the Phaeacians landed Odysseus ; and if we are

right in placing the Cyclopes on the coast of Libya, Scheria

most probably lay in the sea somewhere to the north of it.

The truth is, the Phaeacians and their island are altogether

as imaginary as any of the isles and tribes which we have

already noticed,—all as ideal as those visited by Sindbad or

Gulliver,—a circumstance which in reality gives additional

charms to this most delightful poem b
.

The place determined by both ancients and moderns to be

Scheria is the island ofCorcyra c
, the modern Corfu, which lies

at a very short distance from the coast of Epeiros. It would

not perhaps be allowable to urge, that the circumstances of

the preceding paragraph do not by any means apply to Cor-

cyra, for we know not what the Ionian Singer's idea of it may
have been. All we will say is, that his language respecting it

accords much better with some imaginary western isle than

with Corcyra ; and that if the Cyclopes were on the coast of

Libya, Corcyra could not have been Scheria. The firm per-

suasion of the identity of these two islands seems to have been

produced by two passages of the poem, the one in which Eu-

rymedusa, the attendant of Nausicaa, is said to have been

brought from Apeiros, which is taken to be Epeiros d
; the

other the fictitious narrative of Odysseus to Penelope e
, in

which, speaking in an assumed character, he says that Odys-

seus, when shipwrecked after leaving Thrinakia, had reached

Scheria, and had gone thence to Thesprotia, which was con-

sequently supposed to be near it ; and as Corcyra was the

principal island in that direction, it was at once inferred to be

that of the Phaeacians. Volcker lays great stress on the cir-

cumstance of Penelope seeing nothing incongruous in the

narrative ; but it surely does not follow that she knew any-

a Od. iv. 564.

b This is also the opinion of Nitzsch. Erkldr. Anmerk. zur Odyssee, ii. 72-78.
c Thuc. i. 25 ; iii. 70. Apoll. Rh. iv. 982. seg. cum Schol. Tzetz. Lye. 818.

d The first syllable of a-n-eipos is short, that of ijn-eipos is long. On this how-

ever we should lay no stress.

c Od. xix. 271. seq.
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thing of either Thrinakia or Scheria, and Odysseus may have

taken the liberty of assigning a false position to this last place.

We finally think, that if Thesprotia and its oracle at Dodona

were so well known to the poet as they seem to have been, he

never could have described the Phaeacians, supposing Corcyra

to be their island, as dwelling so remote.

Two islands remain to be considered, in order to finish our

view of the isles and coasts of the Homeric West-sea. These

are

'OpTvyla KaX %vpia. Ortygia and Syria.

Calypso says a to Hermes, that ' rose-fingered 5 Eos took

Orion, and that ' gold-seated 5 Artemis slew him with her

gentle darts in Ortygia. Eumaeos b
, describing his native isle

Syria, says that it lies beyond (tcaOvirepOev) Ortygia, where are

the turnings {rpoiral) of the sun. Syria, he proceeds, is not

large, but it is fruitful, abounding in sheep, in pasturage, in

vines, and in corn : it is never visited by famine or by any

disease ; but when the people grow old, ' silver-bowed Apollo

comes with Artemis and kills them with his gentle darts/ It

contained two towns ; between the inhabitants of which, who

were governed by one king, all things in it were divided. The

Phoenicians and Taphians visited it for the sake of trade.

It is almost impossible, we should think, not to recognise

in Ortygia and Syria two happy isles of the West-sea, appa-

rently sacred to Apollo and Artemis ; and we must marvel at

those ancients and moderns who place them in the ^Egaean,

making the one the same as Delos c
, and the other identical

with Syros, one of the Cyclades d
. The Phoenicians, be it ob-

served, who stole away Eumaeos, sailed with a favourable wind

a Od. v. 121.
b Od. xv. 403. seq.

c Apoll. Rh. i. 419. Virg. Mn. hi. 124. 143. 154. Servius on ver. 73. Midler

(Die Doner, i. 377.) maintains that the Ortygia of this place in the Odyssey is

Delos. As this passage does not appear in the English translation of bis work, we

may perhaps infer that his opinion is changed.

d Strahc, x. 5. Midler asserts positively in the Orchomenos (p. 126.) that this

is the island meant in the Odyssey. Terhaps (see preceding note) he now thinks

differently.
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homewards during six days : on the seventh Eumaeos' nurse

died, and wind and water carried them on to Ithaca, where

they sold him to Laertes. Their course was therefore evi-

dently from the west or north-west toward Sidon, as Ithaca

lay in their way. When however the Greeks settled in Sicily,

they named the islet before the port of Syracuse Ortygia ; and

the tongue of land opposite to it was probably pronounced to

be Syria.

The e turnings of the sun'' seems merely to denote a westerly

position, and to be an expression of the same nature with that

of the ' risings of the sun' being in ^Eaea. Miiller a sees in it

a reference to the sun-dial of Pherecydes of Syros, and re-

gards the verse which mentions it as the interpolation of a

rhapsodist.

The narrative of Eumseos may serve to throw7 some light

on the trade of the Phoenicians in those early ages. Sup-

posing Syria to have lain to the west of Greece, it follows that

this people were known to make commercial voyages in that

direction ; and we may also collect from it that it was chiefly

ornamental articles (aOvpfjuara) which they offered for sale.

The ship whose crew carried ofFEumaeos continued an entire

year at Syria, to dispose of her cargo and lay in one in return,

—a circumstance which may tend to illustrate the three years'

voyages of the fleets of king Solomon b
. It also appears that

the Greeks made voyages to both the East and the West ; for

the nurse of Eumaeos was daughter of Arybas a wealthy Si-

donian, who had been carried away from her native country

by Taphian pirates, and sold to the father of Eumseos.

We have now completed our survey of the magic isles and

coasts, the mild and savage tribes, the gentle or pernicious

goddesses, with which poetic imagination, working probably

on the c shipman's tale' of marvellous adventure and frequent

peril, had filled the little-explored waters of the Mediterra-

nean. While presenting our own hypothesis respecting them,

11 Orchom. 326.
b Compare Pliny, xii. 19.
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we wish not to conceal those of others, or dogmatically de-

mand assent to what we advance. Our object has been to

endeavour by these elucidations to enhance the delight which
every person of taste must feel when perusing one of the

most charming monuments of human genius,—the Odyssey
of Homer.

Farewell ye continents, and of the deep

Ye isles, and Ocean's waters, and the Sea's

Great streams, ye springs and rivers, and ye hills

Wood-hung ; for I have now gone o'er the whole
Flood of the sea, and all the winding track

Of continents. But may the blissful gods

Themselves the meed due to my song bestow 3
.

* Dionysius. Periegesis, 1181. seq.
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Part II.—THE HEROES.

Chapter I.

INTRODUCTION.

Origin and First State of Man.

.1 HE origin of mankind, like that of the earth their abode,

is a subject which will be found to have engaged the thoughts

of almost every race that occupies its surface. The mind feels

itself invincibly impelled to this reflection, from observing the

changes and revolutions which continually take place around

it. Each revolving year brings to the vegetable world the

seasons of decay and of reviviscence ; mankind are born,

flourish, and die ; a new generation is ever filling up the va-

cancies caused by death ; races migrate ; where population

once flourished, there is desolation ; where once the wilder-

ness spread, is heard the busy hum of men, and commerce

and agriculture display their stores. Has it always been so ?

is the question man naturally asks himself. Has the world

ever gone on thus decaying and renewing ?—and he carries

back his thoughts through ages and generations, till for very

weariness he is obliged to stop somewhere and suppose a be-

ginning.

A remnant of original tradition, or the natural operation of

the mind itself, has led almost all races to conceive the original

state of man to have been one of peace and happiness. At all

periods of his life man looks back to the gay and careless days

of childhood with pleasure and regret. Then, while his facul-

ties were new and unworn, each part of nature was a source

of bliss ; then suns shone more brightly, plants diffused more
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fragrance, the melody of groves was poured forth more rap-

turously, the day closed in joy, the morning awoke to renewed
delight. It was easy and it was natural to transfer these ideas

to the race of man ; to suppose them also to have commenced
in blissful infancy, amid the abundant wealth and careless ease

of nature, and to have progressively passed through different

stages, deteriorating in each successive stage as unhappily the

greater part of mankind do, and from the innocence of child-

hood, advancing to the selfishness and hardened vice of ma-
ture and declining age. Most mythic systems therefore have

their golden age a
.

Ayes of the World.

Homer nowhere speaks of cosmogony or of the ages of the

world. Hesiod, who is the first that treats of them, gives in

his didactic poem the following venerable mythe b
.

The gods first made the golden race of men, who were in

the time when Kronos ruled in heaven. They lived like gods,

free from toils and care, and death was to them a sinking into

gentle slumber ; and when earth had covered this race, they
became good terrestrial daemons, the guardians of mortal men,
to mark their just and unjust deeds. They move along the

earth shrouded in darkness, and are the bestowers of wealth.

Such is their regal honour .

The gods made a second far inferior race, called the silver

race, resembling the golden neither in appearance nor in dis-

position. A hundred years each child spent in ignorant sim-

plicity with its mother, and when they attained to youth they
lived but a,short time, for they would not abstain from mutual
injury, nor pay the service due to the gods. Zeus in indig-

nation put a period to the race.

Zeus now made a third, the brazen race of men, unlike the

silver race. These were formed from ash-trees : their delight

was in war and deeds of violence. They ate not corn, but
they had souls of steel, and prodigious strength. Their arms
were brass, their houses brass, with brass they wrought, ' for

a Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 256. " Works, 108. See above, p. 69.

See Plato, Laws, iv. p. 713.
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black iron was not yet.
5 At length, slain by each other's hands,

they went down to the 6 mouldy house of cold Aides/ and left

no fame behind them.

A fourth and better race was next placed on the earth by

Zeus, namely the divine race of heroes, in former times called

Semigods. These also were carried off by Avar and combat.

They fought at Thebes, on account of the sheep of GEdipus,

and sailed to Troy for 'well-haired Helena/ When they died,

Zeus removed them to the ends of the earth, where they dwell,

away from man, in the Islands of the Blest, and live in bliss,

earth producing for them * honey-sweet fruit
5

thrice in each

revolving year.

The poet draws a dismal picture of the fifth or iron race of

men ; a picture often since his time re-drawn by moralists

and poets in every region of the earth, for this is the race who
still possess it. This race, says Hesiod, will never cease day or

night from toil and misery ; the gods will give them grievous

cares, yet good will still be mixed with the evil. Zeus will

destroy this race also, when they become e hoary-templed/

Fathers will not be at unity with their children, nor brethren

Avith each other ; friends and guests Avill be discordant, chil-

dren will not honour their aged parents. Club-law Avill pre-

A7ail, faith and justice will be in no repute, the evil-doer and

the violent will be most esteemed, c evil-loving Envy5
will ac-

company Avretched man. Shame and Aversion (Nemesis) Avill

Avrap themselves in their 'Avhite mantles' and depart to the

gods, leaving misery to man ; and there Avill be no defence

against evil.

Aratus a is the next in order of time aa ho mentions the ages

of the AAorld. He speaks of but three races of men,—the

golden, the silver, and the brazen. Justice (Alter)), he says,

dwelt familiarly among the first, teaching them Avhat Avas right

and good. When the silver race succeeded she retired to the

mountains, AAhence she occasionally came doAvn in the even-

ing-time, and approaching their abodes upbraided them Avith

their evil doings. Unable to endure the third race, Avho first

forged arms and fed on the flesh of the labouring ox, she fleAv

a Phenomena, 100. acq.
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up to heaven and became the constellation of Astrsea or the

Virgin.

Ovid a makes the races of men four in number,—golden,

silver, brazen, and iron. The first enjoyed a perpetual spring,

the earth producing everything spontaneously for them : in

the time of the second the division of the seasons took place

:

the third were martial,, but not yet utterly wicked : the fourth

gave way to every species of vice and crime, Astraea left the

earth, and Zeus destroyed them by a deluge of water.

In all these accounts it is to be observed that it is races of

men, not ages of the world, which are spoken ofb . Hesiod

makes these races separate creations : the two first, he says,

were made by the gods, the three last by Zeus, who attained

the supremacy of heaven in the time of the second or silver

race. Earth covers each race before its successor is made.

Aratus expressly says that the golden were the parents of the

silver, and these of the brazen race of men. Ovid would ap-

pear to view the subject in the same light.

To dispel the gloomy prospect presented by the delineation

of the vices and miseries of man in the last stage of the pro-

gression, it was asserted, that as the four seasons, commenc-
ing with a bright golden spring and ending with a gloomy
iron winter, form the solar year, which is continually renewed;

so the four ages of the world compose a mundane year which

will also be renewed, and the iron race be succeeded by a

new one of gold, when Kronos will once more assume the go-

vernment, and the former innocent and happy state return .

A mythologist, of whom even when we dissent from his

opinions we must always admire the sound learning, ingeni-

ous reasoning, and high moral feeling d
, gives the following

view of the mythe of the races of man.
This mythe is an oriental one, derived from the same

source with the narrative in the first chapters of Genesis,

and introduced into Grecian literature by Hesiod, who may

a Met. i. 89. seq.

b So also Virgil (Buc. iv. 9. Geor. ii. 537.) and Claudian (Rapt. Pros. ii. 286.).
c Virg. Buc. iv. 6. Voss. in loco. Seneca, Octavia, ii. 1.16. seq. On the other

hand see Loheck, Aglaoph. 791. seq.

A Buttmann, Mytholog. ii. 1. seq.
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be regarded as the Plato of his age. It contained originally,

as it is given by Aratus, but the three first ages. Its ob-

ject was not to give a view of the gradual deterioration of

mankind, but to exhibit the relation of the deity to the wick-

edness of the human race, and particularly to impress the be-

lief that when evil has attained its maximum the gods 'will de-

stroy mankind. To this intent it was necessary to commence

with a state of innocence ; and the original framer of the mythe

probably made the silver and brazen races, instead of succes-

sively following that of gold, exist simultaneously after it,

—

effeminacy and violence, the two vices into which virtue is

most apt to degenerate, being their respective characters,

—

and feigned that the former was gradually extirpated by the

latter, which was then destroyed by the gods ; but this was

misunderstood by Hesiod. The account of the fourth and

fifth races was an application of the ancient mythe to the ac-

tual world, and from a moral it became a continuation of the

narrative. As the working of iron was regarded as a later in-

vention than that of brass or copper, and as it is a harder

metal, it was naturally selected to express the last and worst

race of men ; but as tradition spake distinctly of the Heroic

race who fought at Thebes and Troy, it was necessary to di-

stinguish it from the iron one : hence the cycle is, as it were,

repeated ; but the latter one, being founded on reality, consists

of only two parts. The heroes who correspond to the golden

race are like them rewarded after death, but in an inferior

degree : the iron are menaced with utter destruction like the

brazen.

This critic is further of opinion that in the original narrative

the three races were represented as becoming after death three

different classes of spirits, the golden celestial, the silver ter-

restrial, and the brazen infernal ; answering to the good and

evil angels of the religions of the East ; but that, as the Gre-

cian religion acknowledged no evil spirits, the poet found it

necessary to cut away this last part of the original mythe.

Vblcker a on the other hand considers the Heroic race to

have been an essential part of the original mythe, which he

regards chiefly on that account as being a post-Homeric com-
a Myth, der Jap. 250. seq.
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position, framed with a regard to the Homeric and other con-

temporary poems. He also thinks that the lines in which

Hesiod describes the deification of the golden race are an in-

terpolation, inserted at the time when the intercourse prevailed

with Egypt, and Grecian philosophers visited that country.

As we do not esteem the notion of a community of mythology

between Greece and Asia and Egypt in the ante-Homeric

times to rest on any solid foundation, though we freely ac-

knowledge the sublimity of that theory, we feel disposed to

acquiesce to a certain extent in this last opinion, and to re-

ject the ingenious theory stated above.

'Ia-TreTo?, "ArXas, Mevomo?, Upo/uLrjdevs /cat ^in^dev^.
Iapetus, Atlas, Mencetios, Prometheus et Epimetheus.

According to the Theogony the Titan Iapetos espoused

Clymene b
, a daughter of Oceanos, by whom he was the father

of four sons, Atlas, Mencetios, Prometheus and Epimetheus.

We find Iapetos frequently joined with Kronos, apart as it

were from the other Titans; and it is worthy of notice, that in

the Theogony (where there is more of order and method than

is usually supposed) the account of Iapetos and his progeny

immediately succeeds that of Kronos and the gods sprung

from him. These circumstances, combined with the plain

meaning of the names of his children, lead to the conclusion

of Iapetos being intended to represent the origin of the hu-

man race.

The gods are the offspring of Time, and man, say the sa-

cred Scriptures, is ' born unto misery/ It is not unreason-

able therefore to find in the name of their progenitor a refe-

rence to this condition, and to render Iapetos the Afflicted or

the Oppressed. The name of his wife may refer to that faded

splendour which still adheres to man, and those of his sons

express the qualities of the human mind ; Atlas being the pa-

a On the subject of Iapetos and his children, see the excellent work of Volcker

so frequently quoted in the preceding pages.

fa Theog. 507. seq. Some said /Ethra (Timaeus ap. Sch. II. xviii. 486.), others

Asia, others Libya ; these two last refer to the abodes of Prometheus and Atlas.

c From iVrojuai (<7rrw) to oppress, or IcnrTio to strike. Its connexion with the

Japhct of Scripture we can neither affirm nor deny.
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tient and persevering, Mencetios the hot and impetuous, Pro-

metheus the prudent, and Epimetheus the imprudent a
. These

we shall now proceed to illustrate.

Mencetios is called by Hesiod b the insolent and the haughty,

and Zeus, it is added, struck him with his thunder and preci-

pitated him into Erebos on account of his ' insolence and ex-

cessive manhood f perhaps intimating that pride and haugh-

tiness and extreme reliance on his powers hurry man to

death. It is said by later writers that for his share in the

Titan-war Mencetios was hurled into Tartaros, but this arose

from the misunderstanding of that mythe c
.

Atlas (T7ie Endurer) occupies a much larger space in my-
thology than Mencetios. Homer d calls him the wise or deep-

thinking (6\o6(j)po)v), 'who knows all the depths of the sea, and

keeps the long pillars which hold heaven and earth asunder.'

In the Theogony e he is said to support the heaven on his

head and hands in the extreme West, a task assigned him by

Zeus, in punishment, the later writers say, for his share in the

Titan-war f
.

Atlas was the father of the fair nymph Calypso, who so

long detained Odysseus in her umbrageous isle in the distant

Wests. Pleione, an Ocean-nymph, bore him seven daughters,

named Pleiades after their mother 11
. He was also said to be

the father of the nymphs named Hyades 1
. When, therefore,

we consider the signification of his name in connexion with

the position assigned him by Homer and Hesiod, and the spe-

cies of knowledge ascribed to him, and his being the father

of two of the celestial constellations, it will be perhaps diffi-

a Atlas, vrith a euphonic, from tXoloj to endure ; Mencetios, from pevos strength,

passion, rage. (See Welcker, Tril. 68. note.) Some derive it from peveiv tov olrov,

as significatory of man's mortality. The derivations of Prometheus and Epime-

theus are ohvious.

b Theog. 510. 514.
c Apollod. i. 2. 3. The accuracy of the Theogony is deserving of notice ; as

Mencetios belonged to the human race, Erebos and not Tartaros was his proper

prison.

d Od. i. 52.
e Theog. 517. seq. f Hygin. 150. g Od. i. 51.

h Hesiod, Works, 383. Sch. II. xviii. 486. from the Cyclic poets.

1 Tim tens, ap. Sch. II. ut sup.
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cult to avoid assenting to the opinion of one of our ablest

mythologists, that in Atlas we may view a personification of

" navigation, the conquest of the sea by human skill, trade,

and mercantile profit a."

It is perhaps hardly necessary now to remind the reader

that the Atlas of Homer and Hesiod is not the personification

of a mountain. In the days however when the true sense of

the venerable mythes ofthe old time was lost, Atlas, the keeper

of the pillars that support the heaven, or the daemon who dis-

charged that office himself, became a mountain of Libya. It

is however remarkable that in all the legends of this kind it

is the god or man Atlas who is turned into or gives name
to the mountain. Thus according to one b Atlas was a king

of the remote West, rich in flocks and herds, and master of

the trees which bore the golden apples. An ancient prophecy

delivered by Themis had announced to him that his precious

trees would be plundered by a son of Zeus. When therefore

Perseus, on his return from slaying the Gorgon, arrived in

the realms of Atlas, and seeking hospitality announced him-

self to be a son of the king of the gods, the western monarch,

calling to mind the prophecy, attempted to repel him from

his doors. Perseus, inferior in strength, displayed the head

of Medusa, and the inhospitable prince was turned into the

mountain which still bears his name.

Another said that he was a man of Libya devoted to astro-

nomy, and that having ascended a lofty mountain to make
his observations he fell from it into the sea, and both sea and

mountain were named from him c
. His supporting the heaven

was usually explained by making him an astronomer and the

inventor of the sphere d
.

In Prometheus and Epimetheus are personified the intel-

lectual vigour and weakness of man. In this mythe however

there is great confusion, for its original sense seems to have

been lost very early, and Prometheus to have been viewed as

a Titan and the creator or instructor of man.

a Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 51., with whose views Miiller agrees.
b Ovid, Met. iv. 631. seq. Serv. JEn. iv. 246. Tzetz. Lye. 879.
c

Tzetz. Lye. 879.
d Diodor. iii. 60; iv. 27. Virg. Mn. i. 741. Serv. in loc.
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In Homer there is no allusion whatever to Prometheus.

Hesiod says a
, that when the gods and men had a controversy

at Mecone, Prometheus took an ox, and dividing it put the

flesh and entrails in the hide, and wrapping the bones up in

the inside fat, desired Zeus to take which he would. The god,

though aware of the deceit, selected the bones and fat, and in

revenge he withheld fire from man ; but Prometheus again de-

ceived him, and stealing the fire in a hollow stafFb, brought

it and gave it to man. Zeus then sent Pandora on earth to

deceive man to his ruin, and he bound Prometheus with chains

to a pillar, and sent an eagle to prey without ceasing on his

liver, which grew every night as much as it had lost in the

day. After a long interval of time, however, he consented to

Heracles' slaying the eagle and freeing the sufferer.

In this narrative there is a combination of a local mythe of

Sicyon (anciently called Mecone), with a doctrine of a much
higher nature. The former legend was manifestly devised to

account for the custom at Sicyon, as at Sparta, of offering to

the gods in sacrifice the bones of the victim wrapt in the

caul, instead of some of the choicest parts of the flesh as else-

where ; the latter mythe may be perhaps thus explained.

The first men lived in a state of bliss on the abundant pro-

ductions of the earth. The spring was perpetual d and cold

was unfelt, and they therefore needed not fire, which Zeus in

kindness withheld from them. But the inquisitive, inventive

genius of man (i. e. Prometheus) introduced fire, and the arts

wThich result from it, and man henceforth became a prey to

care and anxiety, the love of gain, and other evil passions

which torment him e
, and which are personified in the eagle

a Theog. 521. seq. Works, 47. seq.

b N«p0?/^, ferula.
c Welcker, Tril. 78. Voss, Myth. Br. ii. 353. seq.

d " Ver erat sternum," Ovid; " Ver magnus agebat Orbis," Virg. speaking of

the beginning of the world ; and Milton says,

universal Pan,

Knit with the Graces and the Hours in dance,

Led on the eternal spring.

The human imagination feels in fact compelled, as it were, to conceive an endless

spring as a condition of a place of bliss.

e See Midler, Proleg. 122.

U
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that fed on the inconsumable liver of Prometheus a
. In a word

we have here a Grecian mythe of the Fall of man, which we
shall presently find carried out in that of Pandorab

.

The simple narrative of Hesiod was as usual expanded by
later writers, and Mount Caucasus was fixed on as the place

of Prometheus5 punishment. The pragmatisers also explained

the mythe after their own fashion. Prometheus was, they

say, a king of the Scythians, and his country was wasted by
a river named Eagle (Aerbsf), whose inundations when he was

unable to prevent, his subjects laid him in chains. But Hera-

cles coming thither opened a passage for the Eagle into the sea,

and thus freed the captive monarch .

The name of Prometheus led to his being viewed as the

bestower of all knowledge on mankind d
. A philosophical

mythe in Plato e says that the gods formed man and the other

animals of clay and fire within the earth, and then committed

to Prometheus and his brother the task of distributing powers

and qualities to them. Epimetheus prayed to be allowed to

make the distribution. Prometheus assented ; but when he

came to survey the work, he found that the silly Epimetheus

had abundantly furnished the inferior animals, while man was

left naked and helpless. As the day for their emerging from

the earth was at hand, Prometheus was at a loss what to do

;

at length as the only remedy he stole fire, and with it the

artist-skill of Athena and Hephaestos, and gave it to man. He
was also regarded as the creator of the human race. Another

a Qui vultiir jecur intimum pererrat,

Et pectus trahit intimasque fibras,

Non est quern tepidi vocant poetae,

Sed cordis mala, livor atque luxus.

Petronius, ap. Fulgent, ii. 9.

Compare Lucret. iii. 992. seq.

b We are fully aware of the difficulty presented by the Hesiodic narrative of the

stealing of the fire, and that it would seem from it that Zeus had deprived man-

kind of it in consequence of the trick played him by Prometheus. Still we think

with Vblcker that the sense of the original mythe is the one given above.
c See Apoll. Rh. ii. 1248.
d iEsch. Prom. 442. seq.

Bpa^fit Si iivQij) iravTa crvWi)(3()i]v fiaQe,

Hartal rex vai fipoTolmv 6K ITpo/uyOfc'w?.—vv. 505, 506.

e
Polit. p. 274. Protag. p. 320. Phileb. p. 16.
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legend said that all mankind having perished in Deucalion's

flood, Zeus directed Prometheus and Athena to make images

of clay, on which he caused the winds to blow, and thus gave

them life a . A third said that Prometheus had formed a man

of clay, and Athena beholding it offered him her aid in pro-

curing anything in heaven that might contribute to its per-

fection. Prometheus said that he could not tell what there

might be in heaven to his purpose, unless he could go thither

and judge for himself. The goddess then bore him to heaven

in her sevenfold shield, and there seeing everything animated

by the celestial heat, he secretly applied his ferula to the

wheel of the Sun's chariot and thus stole some of the fire,

which he then applied to the breast of his man and thus ani-

mated him. Zeus, to punish Prometheus, bound him and ap-

pointed a vulture to prey on his liver, and the incensed gods

sent fevers and other diseases among men b
.

As Care, says the fable, was crossing a river she observed

the marly clay, and began to make a man out of it. Jupiter

happening to come by, she asked him to animate it ; he did

so, but when Care went to give it her own name, he insisted

on its being named from himself. While they were disputing,

Earth arose and asserted her right to it, as she had furnished

the body. They took Saturn for arbitrator, and he decided

that, as Jupiter had given it life, he should have the body, but

that as Care had formed it she should possess it while it lived,

and that it should be called Man {Homo), because it was made

of earth (humus) c
.

On the story of Prometheus has been founded the following

very pretty fable, which adds another instance to the many

legends we have already given, invented to account for pro-

perties and relations of animals.

a Etym. Mag. and Steph. Byz. v. 'Ikoviov.

b Apollod. i. 7. 1. Ovid, Met. i. 82. Hor. Carm. i. 3. 29. seq. Fulgent. Myth. i. 9.

Serv. Buc. vi. 42. As Servius quotes Sappho as an authority, Welcker (Tril. 71.

note) seems to have reason for thinking that this legend should be assigned to

that poetess. It is remarkable that there is no mention of Pandora in it. See

in Horace (Carm. i. 1G. 13.) and Claudian (De IV Cons. Honor. 228. seq., and In

Eutrop. ii. 490. seq.) other accounts of this creation of man.

c Hygin. 220. The etymology at the end proves this to be a Latin fiction.

Parnell's beautiful imitation of it is well known.

u 2
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When Prometheus had stolen fire from heaven for the good
of mankind, they were so ungrateful as to betray him to Zeus.

For their treachery they got in reward a remedy against the

evils of old-age ; but not duly considering the value of the gift,

instead of carrying it themselves, they put it on the back of

an ass, and let him trot on before them. It was summer time,

and the ass quite overcome by thirst went up to a fountain to

drink ; but a snake forbade all approach. The ass, ready to

faint, most earnestly implored relief: the cunning snake, who
knew the value of the burden which the ass bore, demanded
it as the price of access to the fount. The ass was forced to

comply, and the snake obtained possession of the gift of Zeus,

but with it as a punishment for his art he got the thirst of

the ass. Hence it is that the snake by casting his skin an-
nually renews his youth, while man is borne down by the

weight of the evils of old-age. The malignant snakes more-
over, when they have an opportunity, communicate their thirst

to mankind by biting them a
.

The wife of Prometheus was Pandorab
, or Clymene c

, or

Hesione d
, or Asia e

. His only child was Deucalion.

HavScopa. Pandora.

The celebrated mythe of the introduction of evil into the

world by means of a woman is related at large by Hesiod in

his didactic poem, and is touched on in the Theogony f
. The

following is the ingenious, and in general correct, view of it

given by an able mythologists.

According to some very ancient mythe the first of mankind
were two brothers, Prometheus and Epimetheus, that is, Fore-

thought and After-thought. These first men lived in intimate

relation with the gods, who, as we may have already seen, were
by no means beings of pure benevolence ; on the contrary, they

and mankind were to one another somewhat like patrons and
a

jElian, tie Nat. An. vi. 51. and Nicand. Ther. 310. seq. with the Scholia. Ni-

cander terms it an wyvyios fivOos. They derived it from the Kio<poi, a satyric drama
of Sophocles now lost.

D Hesiod, ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. hi. 1086. c Sch. Od. x. 2.

d iEsch. Prom. 560. e Herod, iv. 45.
f Works, 47. seq. Theog. 570. seq.

e Buttmann, Mythol. i. "Pandora."
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clients, lords and vassals. The latter recognised the power of

the former, who on their part could not well dispense with

the gifts and respect of men ; and men, like the tenants of

griping landlords, were obliged to be very circumspect, that

is, to use a good deal of forethought in their actions, to get

every advantage they could in their dealings with the gods.

This is intimated in the transaction respecting the fire of

which Zeus is said to have deprived men, and which Prome-

theus stole and brought back to earth.

Zeus then, the mythe goes on to relate, was incensed at this

daring deed, and resolved to punish the men for it. He there-

fore directed Hephrestos to knead earth and water, to give it

human voice and strength, and to make the fair form of a

virgin like the immortal goddesses : he desired Athena to en-

dow her with artist-knowledge, Aphrodite to give her beauty

and desire, and Hermes to inspire her with an impudent and

artful disposition. When formed she was attired by the Sea-

sons and Graces ; each of the deities gave the commanded

gifts, and she was named Pandora [All-gifted). Thus fur-

nished she was brought by Hermes to the dwelling of Epime-

theus ; who, though his brother had warned him to be upon

his guard and to receive no gifts from Zeus, dazzled with her

charms took her to his house and made her his wife. The evil

effects of this imprudent act were speedily felt. In the house

of these first men stood a closed jar, which they had been for-

bidden to open. Forethought, as may be supposed, had ri-

gidly obeyed this direction, and had hitherto kept his brother

also from transgressing it. But the case was now altered : a

woman, whose chief attribute is curiosity, was come into the

house : dying to know7 what the jar contained she raised the

lid, and all the evils hitherto unknown to man poured out and

spread over the earth. In terror at the sight of these mon-

sters, she clapped down the lid just in time to prevent the

escape of Hope, who thus remained with man, his chief sup-

port and comfort.

This fable of Pandora is certainly not capable of being re-

conciled with other Hellenic mythes of the origin of mankind,

such as the one which we have given above ; but incongrui-

ties little discomposed those ancient bards, and if a mythe

contained a moral that pleased them, they were indifferent
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about its harmonising with others. Contradictions however

becoming apparent, Prometheus and his brother ceased to be

looked on as the first men, but Pandora still kept her place

as the first woman. Prometheus and Epimetheus were soon

regarded as the symbols of Prudence and Folly, and were held

to be gods. From the remote period in which the legends

placed them they could only be regarded as Titans, and ac-

cordingly by Hesiod and ^Eschylus they are placed among
that ante-Kronid race. Prometheus was also speedily raised

to the rank of creator of mankind, to whom he gave the fire

which he had stolen from heaven. Yet even so late as the

times of Augustus some vestige of the old sense of the mythe
seems to have remained ; for Horace classes Prometheus with

Daedalos and Heracles, and speaks of him as a man a
. It is

remarkable however that iEschylus represents him only as

the benefactor and instructor of mankind.

The next step in the corruption of the mythe, says the critic,

was to change the jar (7r/0o?) b in which the evils were inclosed,

and which lay in the house of the men, into a box brought

with her from heaven by Pandora. It is rather strange how
this notion could have prevailed, when the species of vessel

was so expressly stated by Hesiod, who also mentions its

great lid (fMeya irw^a), a phrase that does not at all accord

with such a box as Pandora could have carried with her.

Further it is said that ' Hope alone remained in the infrangible

house within the jar c
f where, though interpreters in general

a Audax omnia perpeti

Gens humana ruit per vetitum nefas.

Audax Iapeti genus

Ignem fraude mala gentibus intulit

:

******
Nil mortalibus arduum est.

Carm. i. 3, 25.

The Epicurean poet was however disposed to regard all the popular gods as having

been originally mere men.
b TlLOos, akin to the Latin vas, the German /ass, and our words butt andjjot,

was a kind of large pitcher or jar with a wide mouth and a close-fitting lid. It

was usually earthen, and was mostly employed for holding wine.

r N6vv>] !$' abrodi 'E\7tjs ev dppi}KToiai So/xoim

"EvSov e/xifive 7rt9ov into \eiKe(nv, ovSc OvpaZ,e

E^nrty 7rpo<j9ev yap cncfifivXc 7TU)fia 7ri0oin.

Works and Boyv, ver. 96.
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have understood the word house to signify the jar, an unpreju-

diced reader will rather conceive the passage to denote that a

house was the scene of the event, and that Hope alone stayed

in the dwelling of man.

When higher notions of the Deity prevailed, this mythe

underwent a further change, and it was fabled that Zeus had

inclosed all blessings in a jar, which he set in the abode of

man. But, tormented with curiosity, man raised the lid, and

all the blessings flew away to heaven, where they abide shun-

ning the earth. Hope alone remained, as he let down the lid

before she had escaped a
.

Such is what may be regarded as the best explanation that

has been given of this ancient mythe. We will now make a

few observations on the subject.

In the first place, as Buttmann and many others have ob-

served, the resemblance between this mythe and the Scripture

narrative of Eve and the forbidden fruit is so very striking,

that one might be induced to regard it as a rivulet derived

from the original fount of tradition. It is however more pro-

bably an ebullition of that spleen against the female sex oc-

casionally exhibited by the old Grecian bards, and of which

Simonides has left a notable instance b . The points of resem-

blance between the Grecian mythe and the Hebrew narrative

are these . Pandora and Eve ; the tree of the knowledge of

good and evil, and the jar of evils ; and the introduction of

evil into the world by the first woman. But Eve was tempted,

Pandora was not ; the former was actuated by a noble instinct,

a Babrius. See Tyrwhitt, Diss, de Babrio, and the Museum Criticum.

b Frag. 2. Gaisford, Poetae Minores, i. 410. Phocyllides, Fr. 2.

c Milton runs the parallel pretty closely

:

What day the genial angel to our sire

Brought her in naked beauty more adorned,

More lovely than Pandora, whom the gods

Endowed with all their gifts, and Oh, too like

In sad event, when to the unwiser son

Of Japhet brought by Hermes, she ensnared

Mankind with her fair looks, to be avenged

On him who had stole Jove's authentic fire.

Par. Lout, iv. 712. seq.
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the love of knowledge ; the latter merely by vulgar female cu-
riosity.

It seems very strange that the ancients should have taken
so little notice of this mythe. There is no allusion to it in

Pindar or the tragedians-, excepting Sophocles, one of whose
lost satyric dramas was named Pandora or the Hammerers.
It was equally neglected by the Alexandrians ; Apollodorus
merely calls Pandora the first woman. In fact, with the ex-

ception of a dubious passage in Theognis a
, where Hope is

said to be the only good deity that remained among men,

—

Temperance, Faith, and the others having left the earth and
gone to Olympos,—which may be founded on this mythe, we
find no illusion to it in Grecian literature, except in the fable

of Babrius, who is said to have been anterior to Phaedrus, in

Nonnus b
, who left nothing untouched, and in the epigram-

matist Macedonius c
. It seems to have had as little charms

for the Latin poets ; even Ovid (strange as it may appear)

passing it over in perfect silence. Hyginus d merely says that,

when Prometheus formed men of clay, Zeus directed He-
phsestos to make a woman of clay also, whom Athena ani-

mated and the other gods adorned with gifts ; and that she
was given in marriage to Epimetheus, and became the mother
of Pyrrha, the first mortal woman.

It is also deserving of notice, that Hesiod and all the others

agree in naming the vessel which Pandora opened ajar (iridos),

and never hint at her having brought it with her to the house
of Epimetheus. Yet the idea has been universal among the

moderns that she brought all the evils with her from heaven
shut up in a box (irv%k). We can only account for this by
supposing that at the restoration of learning the narrative in

Hesiod was misunderstood; and of this we have a convincing

proof in Natalis Comes, one of the earliest of the modern my-
thologists. He says that Zeus sent Pandora to Prometheus
with all the evils inclosed in a vessel (vasculo), and that when
Prometheus refused to receive her she went to Epimetheus,

who took the lid off the vessel and let out all the evils, but

a
Parfenesis, 1135. seq. Compare Ovid, Ex Pont. i. 6. 29.

b Dionys. vii. 56. seq.
c Anthologia (Palat.), x. 71. H Fab. 112.
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that he shut up Hope, and kept the vessel with her in it a .

This then became the current idea, and we see how even so

eminent a scholar as Buttmann was deceived by it, and led

to suppose such to have been the prevalent opinion among
the ancients.

Aev/caXicov koX Uvppa. Deucalion et Pyrrha.

We have seen that the ancient mythology of Greece con-

tained accounts of the two great events of the Creation and
Fall of man. In like manner the important event of the De-
luge has a place among the ancient Hellenic mythes ; but un-

fortunately it has come down to us only in a late form, and
apparently mixed up with circumstances borrowed from the

narrative in the Mosaic history. It is to the following effect.

Deucalion, the son of Prometheus, was married to Pyrrha
the daughter of Epimetheus and Pandora, and he reigned over

the country about Phthia. When Zeus designed to destroy

the brazen race of men, Deucalion by the advice of his father

made himself an ark (Xapvaica), and putting provisions into it

entered it with his wife Pyrrha. Zeus then poured rain from

heaven and inundated the greater part of Greece, so that all

the people, except a few who escaped to the neighbouring

lofty mountains, perished in the waves. At that time the

mountains of Thessaly were burst, and all Greece without the

Isthmus and the Peloponnese was overflowed. Deucalion was
carried along this sea in his ark for nine days and nights until

he reached Mount Parnassos. By this time the rain had
ceased, and he got out and sacrificed to Zeus Fliylit-giving

(<&v%los), who sent Hermes desiring him to ask what he would.

His request was to have the earth replenished with men. By
the direction of Zeus he and his wife flung stones behind them;
and those which Deucalion cast became men, those thrown by
Pyrrha women ; and from this circumstance came the Greek
name for people^.

This narrative, it may easily be seen, is of a very narrow

a Mythol. lib. iv. chap. vi. Lylius Giraldus, who tells the story in the same way,

puts the evils inpyxide.
b Apollod. i. 7, 2. The escape to Parnassos, and the origin of men from stones,

are noticed by Pindar, 01. ix. 64. seq.
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and even unpoetic character ; it restricts the general deluge

to Greece Proper, indeed perhaps originally to Thessaly a
;

and it most incongruously represents others having escaped

as well as Deucalion, yet at the same time intimates that he

and his wife alone had been preserved in the catastrophe.

What is said of the Brazen Age is quite at variance with the

narrative in Hesiod, and is a very clumsy attempt at con-

necting two perfectly independent and irreconcilable mythes.

The circumstance of the ark would seem to have been learned

at Alexandria 1
*, for we elsewhere find the dove noticed. u The

mythologists," says Plutarch c
,

ee say that a pigeon let fly out

of the ark was to Deucalion a sign of bad weather if it came

in again, of good weather if it flew away/' The sacrifice and

the appearance of Hermes also strongly remind us of Noah.

The Latin writers d take a much nobler view of the Deluge.

According to them, it overspread the whole earth, and all

animal life perished except Deucalion and Pyrrha, whom
Ovid, who gives a very poetical account of this great cata-

strophe, conveys in a small boat to the summit of Parnassos

;

while others make ^Etna e or Athos f the mountain which

yielded them a refuge. According to this poet, they consulted

the ancient oracle of Themis respecting the restoration of

mankind, and received the following response

:

From the fane depart,

And veil your heads and loose your girded clothes,

And cast behind you your great parent's bones.

They were at first horror-struck at such an act of impiety

being enjoined them, but at length Deucalion penetrated the

sense of the oracle s.

a See Aristot. Meteor, i. 14.

b It may however have owed its origin to the resemblance between XapvaZ and

Ilapvaaabs, which we are told was originally called Aapva<j<rbs from it. Sch.

Apoll. Rh. ii. 705.
c De Sol. Animal. 13.

d Ovid, Met. i. 253. seq. Hygin. 153. Serv. Buc. vi. 41. Nonnns (vi. 20§.seq.)

gives, as usual, a most extravagant account of this deluge, which he represents as

universal.

c Hygin. ut mp. f Servius, ut sup.

E The Greek poets called the stones by a very natural figure yf/s oiyrea. We
know not what Greek authority Ovid followed in this narrative.
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Deucalion and Pyrrha are evidently pure beings of fiction,

personifications of water and fire a, meant, as some thinkb, to

indicate, that when the passage through which the Peneios

carries off the waters that run into the vale of Thessaly, which
is on all sides shut in by lofty mountains, had been closed by
some accident, they overflowed the whole of its surface,, till

the action of subterranean fire opened a way for them. We
are not by any means to assert that this inundation was a real

event, of which the memory had been retained by tradition

from times long anterior to Homer and Hesiod, who make no
mention of it ; neither should we perhaps be too forward to

maintain that a tradition of the great deluge was preserved

by the early inhabitants of Greece. Where there are not let-

ters to fix it, tradition is, as abundant instances prove, re-

markably fleeting and unstable ; and we should perhaps come
nearest to the truth if we were to say, that those tribes who
appear to have retained a recollection of that great event,

have inferred it from the evident tokens of inundation which

are to be seen on various parts of the earth's surface; a circum-

stance which, so far from invalidating, tends rather to confirm

the truth of the Mosaic account of the Deluge.

Another Grecian tradition made Ogyges (also a personi-

fication of water d
) to be the person who was saved at the time

of the deluge which overflowed Greece, but the accounts re-

maining of him are very scanty. The historians made him a

king of Attica or Boeotia.

Deucalion was regarded as the great patriarch of Greece,

or the progenitor of those races which derived their origin

from Thessaly, and were believed to have advanced south-

wards, conquering and displacing the tribes which previously

occupied the more southern parts. This flood, we may ob-

serve, did not extend to the Peloponnese, and the traditions

a Pyrrha is evidently derived from -rrvp. Deucalion probably comes from 8eva>

(whence devices) to wet. Welcker, Tril. 549. note. Volcker ut sup.

b Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 342.

Paus. ix. 5, 1. Tzetz. Lye. 1206. Eudocia, 438. Euseb. Praep. Ev. x. 10.

Syncellus, p. 63. Nonnus, iii. 204.

d See Appendix (D.).
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of that country spoke of different progenitors of the human
race a

.

Early Inhabitants of Greece,

The Homeric poems exhibit to us the people of Greece at

the time of the Trojan war as a race very far removed from the

savage state, as being well acquainted with agriculture, com-

merce and navigation, though probably ignorant of money
and letters, and exhibiting in all their institutions a consider-

able degree of civilisation. They had not yet any common
name, and seem to have had but little previous intercourse

with foreign nations. Nothing can be collected from these

poems respecting the origin of the people.

As some nations of Asia were under the system of castes

and the direction of the sacerdotal caste, and as some of the

early tribes of Europe seem to have been similarly situated,

some modern writers assume such to have been the early state

of Greece, and even fancy that they discern in certain places of

the Ilias (such for example as the quarrel between Agamem-
non and Calchas,) traces of the conflict between the temporal

and the sacerdotal powerb
. The gigantic buildings which still

exist in the Peloponnese and elsewhere, and which are al-

luded to in the Homeric poems, also seem to them to indicate

a state of society resembling that of Egypt or India, where

huge pyramids and temples were raised by serfs, beneath the

direction of a caste of priests, whom they were bound to obey.

But unfortunately for this hypothesis, the various huge mo-
numents of this kind which Egypt, India, and f the Celtic

'

present, are works of show rather than of real utility, being

almost all altars, temples, tombs, or obelisks ; while those of

Greece are massive walls and strong treasuries, manifestly de-

signed to preserve the wealth of an industrious and civilised

people from the rapacity of invaders by sea or by land. The

a Pelasgos in Arcadia (Asios ap. Paus. viii. 1, 4.), Inachos or Phoroneus in Ar-

gos (Acusilaiis and Plato : see Sturz. Pherecyd. 233.), Oros in Trcezen (Paus. ii.

30, G.).

b See Sehlegel's ^Yell-kno^vn review of Nicbuhr's History of Rome.
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evidence in effect of sacerdotal dominion having ever prevailed

in Greece is so slight that it hardly needs an examination a
.

Language, manners, religion, and monuments indicate that

Greece and Italy, and a part of Lesser Asia were at an early

period the abode of one race of men, who were devoted to

the arts of peace and eminently skilled in agriculture. This

people are generally called the Pelasgians or Pelargians, a

name which was probably given to a portion of them by more
warlike tribes, from their favourite occupation of cultivating

the land, but which we have no reason to suppose was ever

common to the whole race b
: they are mentioned by Homer c

.

Cauconians d
, Lelegians e

, and other tribes are spoken of as

dwelling in Greece in the ante-Hellenic period.

Whether the Achoeans f
, the race whose exploits the Ho-

meric poems record, were this Pelasgian races, or one which
had conquered them, is what we have no means of determi-

ning. The poems give not a hint on the subject, and conjec-

ture will yield but little that is satisfactory. No traces occur

in them of previous invasions and conquests, and it is not at

all improbable that the martial character of the race who
fought at Thebes and Troy may have been developed by pe-

culiar circumstances from the peaceful one which is usually

supposed to have distinguished the Pelasgians h .

Previous to the Dorian migration, which is an undoubted
historic event, there is supposed to have been some commo-
tion in Thessaly, produced probably by the irruption of a

a See Nitzsch on Od. iii. 439.
b The Pelasgians were fond of cultivating the rich soil on the banks of streams.

Strabo, xiii. 3. Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 3G4. Midler, Min. Pol. 3. Orchom. 125.
c

II. ii. 840 ; x. 429 ; xvii. 248. They are among the allies of the Trojans

:

Od. xix. 177.

d Od. iii. 366. Compare II. x. 429.
e Hes. Fr. 25. Compare II. x. 429 ; xxi. 86.

f Also called Danaans and Argeians. 'A^aios, according to Vblcker (ut sup.

365.), is of the same family with aqua, and relates to agriculture also. Midler

(Proleg. 291.) says it signifies good, and is equivalent to dpiarevs.
s Herod, vii. 94. 95. Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, i. 29.

h See Wachsmuth, Hellenische Alterthumskunde, i. 44. Thus the people of

Scandinavia, who afterwards became so terrible to more southern countries, are

described by Tacitus (Germ. c. 44.) as being of rather a mild and peaceful cha-

racter.
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Thesprotian tribe into that country% which caused a portion

of the former inhabitants to emigrate into Boeotia and expel

some of those whom they found there b
. But it was the Do-

rian migration which produced the greatest changes in Greece,

and sent so many colonies to the East and the West. It was

probably at this time that the word Hellenes came into use

;

for the Greeks, finding themselves to differ in language and

manners from the tribes with which they now came in contact,

adopted a common name by which to distinguish themselves .

It would therefore seem to be the most probable hypothesis

on this subject, to suppose the Greeks to have been always one

people, under different denominations, with that diversity of

character and manners among the various portions of them

which will be produced by local situation and other accidental

circumstances 11
, and which should cause no greater surprise

than the diversity of dialects of the one language which pre-

vailed in ancient Greece as in modern Italy.

Religion will always vary with modes of life, and there is

therefore no improbability in the supposition of that of the

Pelasgians, that is of the people of Greece before the Achaean

period, having been chiefly of a rural character e
, such as it

continued to be in Arcadia to a late period ; and that, as we

have seen in the case of Hermes, when the Achaean and Hel-

lenic characters prevailed, the deities like the people put off

the rustic character, their attributes changed, and offices dis-

similar to their original ones were assigned them. The ori-

ginal meaning also of many mythes may have gone out of

use ; what had been symbolical and allegorical may have been

understood literally and regarded as a real event; purely ima-

ginary beings have been esteemed actual personages, and the

a Herod, vii. 176. Miiller, Orchom. 377.
b These are said to have been the Bceotians, who conquered and expelled the

Cadmeians from Thebes. This event is a mere conjecture, and it would rather

seem to have been the Epigoni who destroyed the Cadmeian power. The word

Boeotian occurs in Homer in the Catalogue, and in II. v. 710; xiii. 687; which

last however is considered spurious. See also II. xiv. 476 ; xvii. 597.
c Hesiod (Works, 528. 653.) first employed the term Hellenes to designate the

whole people. See Miiller, iEginet. 19. 155. seq. Wr
elcker, Kret. Kol. 49. Nie-

buhr, ut sup.

d Miiller, Proleg. 336. e Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 369. seq.
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legends relating to them have been treated as genuine history

;

and hence have arisen many of the mythic persons, whose

names indicate them to have been personifications of natural

objects, or epithets of the divinity in whose mythology they

became actors. There is, further, much probability in the hy-

pothesis that what afterwards became mysteries wrere ancient

Pelasgian forms of worship, preserved in particular places, and

jealously confined to a particular people, but which were gra-

dually communicated to others a
. In short, it w-ould appear,

that the religion, manners, genius, and national character of

the Greeks of the historic times had their roots in those of

the ante-historic and even ante-mythic inhabitants of the

country, whom we denominate Pelasgians. We have already

pointed out the incredibility of the hypothesis of the coming

of foreign colonists to Greece. The various supposed in-

stances will be examined as they occur.

In Grecian history we are to distinguish three periods, the

Pelasgian, the Achaean, and the Hellenic. The first is ante-

historic and even ante-mythic, and its existence is only to be

inferred from a few feeble traces : the second is the mythic,

which is rich in events, though the far greater part, if not the

entire, are but the creations of fancy : the third, commencing

with the Dorian migration, and being for some space of time

mytho-historic or history mingled with fable b
, assumes to-

ward the time of Solon the lineaments of truth, and becomes

real history. It is this last period alone which presents ma-

terials for the historian.

The mythic history of Greece, to which the present portion

of our work is devoted, will present numerous instances of

the practice of embodying tribes, institutions, religious cere-

monies, etc. in the person of some fabled individual,—the

personification of their name ; a practice by no means con-

fined to Grecian mythology, as it will be found to pervade

that of almost every other people. The names of rivers,

mountains, and other natural objects, made persons, also

largely contribute to swell the amount of our mythic array
;

a See above, p. 181. Also Miiller, Orchom. 453. iEginet. 172. Proleg. 250.

b Buttmanii. Mvthol. ii. 210. 217. 226. Miiller, Proleg. 165.
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to these when we add those noticed in a preceding para-

graph, but few will remain to which we can venture to assign

an actual and real existence*1
.

These mythic personages are usually denominated Heroes

(rjpwes),—a word in Homer only indicative of civil rank and

preeminence 13
. It afterwards became significative of beings

of a class superior to common men c
; and many of those to

whom Homer and Hesiod apply the term hero, in its primary

sense, were in after-times honoured as deities, with temples,

sacrifices, and prayers,—becoming in fact the Saints ofheathen

Greece d
. In general, however, they only resumed their pris-

tine rank ; for the hero of one period was not unfrequently

the god of a preceding one, and he thus became a god once

more in the eyes of posterity.

The whole mythic history of Greece is genealogical ; all the

personifications which we have just noticed are woven through

one another in a most marvellous manner, and the gods also

bear a conspicuous part in the history as progenitors of va-

rious Heroic families. Any attempt therefore at introducing

the accuracy of chronology into such a chaos is absurd in the

extreme e
; and it is only with the glimmer of the dawn of real

Grecian history,—of which the first or mytho-historic portion

commences with the Dorian migration,—that the regular suc-

cession of events can be traced with any appearance of pro-

bability. The mythic portion of a nation3
s annals must be

always regarded as a world in itselff, the creation of fancy,

where the real assumes the garb of the imaginary, and be-

comes indistinguishable from it ; where no event can be pro-

nounced absolutely true ; where fancy and ingenuity are ever

at liberty to sport and lead the inquirer an eager and a de-

a
Miiller, ut sup. 179. 285. seq. Hermann, Ueber das Wesen, etc. 104. Welcker,

Tril. 356. 387.

b The Greek ijpios is plainly the Latin hents, German herr, i. e. master

:

—
t)pu)iva, and the German herrinn, mistress, are nearly the same.

c Pind. 01. ii. 2, 3. Herodotus (iii. 122.) thus distinguishes between Minos and

Polycrates.

d Lobeck, 1233.
e Buttmann, Mythol. ii. 22G. Midler, Orchom. 13G. Compare Proleg. 330.
* M idler, Proleg. 103.
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lightful chase after the forms which float before him in the

distance, but fade into mist when he attempts to grasp them.

It is a region of sunshine and fragrance, in which the song of

the bard evermore resounds, pleasant to view and curious to

explore ; where the search after truth is rewarded by insight

into the powers and operations of the human mind, and the

fancy is continually nourished and inspired by gay and mag-

nificent imagery.

Though chronology, properly so called, cannot be intro-

duced into mythic history, it has however a chronology of its

own, and may be divided into distinct periods. In the mythic

history of Greece, for instance, we find an indefinite period,

in which are to be placed Cadmos, Cecrops, Perseus, and

other heroes ; then follow the times of Heracles and Theseus

and the Argonautic Expedition ; this period is succeeded by

that of the Theban Wars, after which come the War of Troy

and the Returns of the Heroes, with which the mythic portion

of Grecian history terminates.

Two courses present themselves to the narrator of this

mythic history. He may either take the genealogical one,

and relate the history of each mythic family consecutively

;

or he may pursue the subject geographically, and distribute

the mythes according to the regions which are assigned as

the scenes of them. Without venturing to assert that it is

the best, we have given the preference to the latter mode,

and shall commence at Thessaly, the most northerly portion

of Greece.

It must be previously stated, that the genealogists make
Deucalion the father of Hellen, who was the father of Doros,

^Eolos, and Xuthos, which last had two sons, Achaeos and

Ion. Of these personified races ^Eolos alone occupies any

space in mythology. His sons were Cretheus, Athamas,

Sisyphos, Salmoneus and Perieres a
; some of whom belong

to the mythology of Thessaly, others to that of the Pelopon-

nese, and thus seem to indicate a close connexion in the

mythic period between these extremes of Hellas.

a
lies. Fr. 23. Eurip. Fr. iEolos, 23. Apollod. i. 7, 3. This last writer names

several other children of iEolos.

X
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Chapter II.

MYTHES OF THESSALY.

The legends of which Thessaly is the scene are few in num-
ber, and are nearly all confined to the district about Pelion
and the bay of Pagasae 5 their subjects are chiefly the ^Eolids,

or heroes of the race of iEolos, and the ancient Minyans.

"Astros zeal "A\k7)<tti<;. Admetus et Alcestis.

Cretheus the son of ^Eolos married Tyro the daughter of his

brother Salmoneus. By her he had three sons, namely yEson,
Amythaon and Pheres a

. This last built the city of Pherae,

which was named from him : his son Admetos married Al-
cestis the daughter of Pelias, a son of Tyro by Poseidon b

.

When Apollo was banished from Olympos, the legend says
he became the servant of Admetos , and it was during the
period of his service that Admetos sought the hand of Al-
cestis. Pelias would only give her to him who should yoke
a lion and a wild boar to his chariot, and this Admetos ef-

fected by the aid of his divine herdsman. Apollo also ob-
tained from the Fates that, when the day appointed for the
life of Admetos to terminate should come, he might defer it

if any one would die in his place. When the fatal day ar-

rived Admetos implored his aged father and mother to lay

down their small remnant of life for his sake, but they were
deaf to his prayers. With a generous self-devotion Alcestis

then proffered herself as the substitute. She therefore died,

and was laid in the tomb ; but Heracles happening to come
just at this time to the house of Admetos, and hearing what
had occurred, went and sat at the tomb, and when Death (or

according to others Hades himself) came, he seized him, and
forced him to resign his victim, whom he then restored to her

* Od. xi. 257. «> lb. 253. c Above, p. 121.
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husband. It was also said that Heracles fetched Alcestis back

out of Erebos a
.

If, as has been hinted above, Admetos was Hades, Alcestis

the Strong-one (ak/crj) was Persephone. Her name would

then answer to Strong (itpdcfAos), one of his epithets, and to

Awful (iirnwty), one of those of his queen.

'ldacov kclI Mrjheta. Iason et Medea.

Cretheus was succeeded in the dominion over Iolcos, which

he had founded, by his son iEson. This prince married Al-

cimede daughter of Phylacos, or, as others said, Polymede

daughter of Autolycos, by whom he had a son named Iasonb .

By force or fraud he was deprived of his kingdom by his half-

brother Pelias c
, who sought the life of the infant Iason; and

to save him his parents gave out that he was dead, and mean-

time conveyed him by night to the cave of the Centaur Chei-

ron, to whose care they committed him d
.

An oracle had told Pelias to beware of the c one-sandaled

man/ but during many years none such appeared to disturb

his repose. At length, when Iason had attained the age of

twenty, he proceeded unknown to Cheiron to Iolcos, to claim

the rights of his family. He bore, says the Theban poet, two

spears; he wore the close-fitting Magnesian dress, and a

pard-skin to throw off the rain, and his long unshorn locks

waved on his back. He entered the market-place, and the

people, who knew him not, marvelled if he were Apollo or the
f brazen-carred spouse of Aphrodite' (Ares). Just then Pelias

came by in his mule-car ; and the moment he looked on him,

and perceived that he had but one sandal, he shuddered. He
asked him who he was, and Iasdn mildly answered his ques-

tion, telling him that he was come to demand the kingdom of

his fathers which Zeus had given to ^Eolos. He then went

into the house of his father, by whom he was joyfully recog-

a Eur. Alcestis. Apollod. i. 9. 15. Hygin. 50. 51. Fulgent, i. 27.

b Apollod. i. 9. 1G. Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 46. Tzetz. Lye. 175.

c Pind. Pyth. iv. 193. seq. Others said that on the death of jEson Pelias

reigned as guardian to the infant Iason. Sch. Od. xii. 69.

i Apollod. i. 9. 16. Apoll. Rh. i. 10. Hygin. 12. 13.

x 2
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nised. On the intelligence of the arrival of Iason, his uncles

Pheres and Amythaon, with their sons Admetos and Melam-
pus, hastened to Iolcos. Five days they feasted and enjoyed

themselves : on the sixth Iason disclosed to them his wishes,

and went accompanied by them to the dwelling of Pelias, who
at once proposed to resign the kingdom, retaining the herds

and pastures, at the same time stimulating Iason to the expe-

dition of the Golden Fleece a
.

Another account is that Pelias, being about to offer a sacri-

fice on the shore of the sea to his sire Poseidon, invited all his

subjects. Iason, who was ploughing on the other side of the

Anauros, crossed that stream to come to it, and in so doing
lost one of his sandals. It is said that Hera, out of enmity
to Pelias, who had neglected to sacrifice to her, took the form
of an old woman, and asked Iason to carry her over, which
caused him to leave one of his sandals in the mud ; her object

was to give occasion for Medeia's coming to Iolcos and de-

stroying Pelias b . When Pelias perceived Iason with but one
sandal, he saw the accomplishment of the oracle, and sending
for him next day, asked him what he would do, if he had the

power, had it been predicted to him that he should be slain

by one of his citizens. Iason replied, that he would order

him to go and fetch the Golden Fleece. Pelias took him at

his word, and imposed this task on himself .

Iason proclaimed his enterprise throughout Greece, and the

bravest heroes hastened to share in the glory. The fleece was
gained by the aid of Medeia the daughter of the king of Col-
chis, and the Argo, as the vessel in which they sailed was
named, returned to Iolcos in safety d

. But during the absence
of Iason, Pelias had driven his father and mother to self-de-

struction, and put to death their remaining child. Desirous
of revenge, Iasdn, after he had delivered the fleece to Pe-
lias, entreated Medeia to exercise her art in his behalf. He
sailed with his companions to the Isthmos, and there dedi-

a Pind. ut sup.

b Apollonius (iii. 67.seg.) says that Hera did this to make trial of the humanity
of men.

c Pherecydes ap. Sch. Pind. Pyth. iv. 133.
A The particulars of this voyage will be related below.
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cated the Argo to Poseidon ; and Medeia shortly afterwards

ingratiated herself with the daughters of Pelias, and by vaunt-

ing her art of restoring youths and proving it by cutting up

an old ram, and putting him into a pot whence issued a bleat-

ing lamb, she persuaded them to treat their father in the same

manner a
.

Pelias was buried with great splendour by his son Acastos,

and the most renowned heroes of the time in Greece con-

tended at the games celebrated on the occasion. Acastos

drove Iason and Medeia from Iolcos, and they retired to Co-

rinth, where they lived happily for ten years; till Iason,

wishing to marry Glauce or Creusa, the daughter of Creon

king of that place, put away Medeia. The Colchian princess,

enraged at the ingratitude of her husband, called on the gods

for vengeance, sent a poisoned robe as a gift to the bride, and

then killing her own children mounted a chariot drawn by

winged serpents, and fled to Athens, where she married king

^Egeus, by whom she had a son named Medos ; but being

detected in an attempt to destroy Theseus, she fled with her

son. Medos conquered several barbarous tribes, and the

country which he named after himself, and finally fell in

battle against the Indians. Medeia returning unknown to

Colchis, found that her father ^Eetes had been robbed of his

throne by his brother Perses : she restored him, and deprived

the usurper of life b .

In narrating the adventures of Iason and Medeia we have

followed Apollodorus, who seems to have adhered closely to

the versions of the legend given by the Attic tragedians, in

whose hands the hero and heroine have undergone the same

fate with those of other places whose people were politically

opposed to the sovereign democracy of Athens. We will now
give the more trustworthy accounts of others.

In the Theogony Medeia is classed with the goddesses

who honoured mortal men with their love. Iason brought her

from the realm of her father y£etes, where he had achieved

the many grievous tasks which the haughty insolent king

a Apollod. i. 9.
b Hid.

c Medeia is *aid to be immortal by Tindar (Pyth. iv. 18.) and Musaeus (ap. Sch.

Eurip. Med. 9.).
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Pelias had imposed on him. He made her his spouse, and

she bore to the ' shepherd of the people ' a son named Me-
deios, whom Cheiron reared in the mountains, and f the will

of great Zeus was accomplished*1/ It is evident therefore

that this poet supposed Iason to have reigned at Iolcos after

his return from his great adventure.

According to the poem of the Nostoi, Medeia restored iEson

to youth b
, while Simonides and Pherecydes say that she ef-

fected this change in Iason himself , and iEschylus that she

thus renewed the Hyades, the nurses of Dionysos, and their

husbands d
. There is also a difference in the accounts of the

manner in which she contrived to destroy Pelias; for it is said

that before the Argo came to Iolcos Medeia landed secretly

on the coast, and assuming the form of an ancient priestess

of Artemis, went to the house of Pelias, and deceived his

daughters as above related e
. She then made the appointed

signal to Iason, who landed and took possession of the king-

dom, which however he shortly after gave up to Acastos the

son of Pelias, who had accompanied him on his voyage, and

retired with Medeia to Corinth f
.

Iason is said to have put an end to his life after the tragic

fate of his children ; or, as another account has it, when the

Argo was falling to pieces with time Medeia persuaded him

to sleep under the prow, and it fell on him and killed himS.

Medeia herself, we are told, became the bride of Achilleus on

the Elysian Plain h
.

Neither Iason nor Medeia can well be regarded as a real

historical personage. Whether the former, whose name is

nearly identical with Iasion, Iasios, Iasos, is merely a per-

sonification of the Ionian race flaove?), or, in reference to a

mythe to be noticed in the sequel, signifies the healing, ato-

ning god or hero, may be doubted. Medeia seems plainly to

a Theog. 992. seq. Pelias is here to Iason what Eurystheus is to Heracles.

b Argum. Eurip. Medeia. Ovid, Met. vii. 159. seq.

c Arg. Eur. Med. d Arg. Eur. Med. Ovid, ut sup. ver. 294.
e Hygin. 24. Diodor. iv. 51. 52. Paus. viii. 11, 2. Ovid, ut sup. Midler (Or-

chom. 2G8.) thinks this was a mere fiction of the tragedians.

f Hygin. ut sup. Diodor. ut sup. g Arg. Eurip. Medeia.
h Ibycus and Simonides, ap, Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 815.
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be only another form of Hera, and to have been separated

from her in the manner of which we have already given in-

stances. She is the counselling (firjBos:) goddess ; and in the

history of Iason we find Hera always acting in this capacity

toward him who, as Homer says a
, was very dear to her,—an

obscure hint perhaps of the love of Iason and Medeia. Me-

deia also always acts a friendly part ; and it seems highly

probable that the atrocities related in the close of her history

are pure fictions of the Attic dramatists b
. The bringing of

Iason and Medeia to Corinth seems also to indicate a con-

nexion between the latter and Hera, who was worshiped

there under the title of Acraea, and the graves of the children'

of Medeia were in the temple of this goddess. It was an

annual custom at Corinth that seven youths, and as many

maidens, children of the most distinguished citizens, clad in

black, with their hair shorn, should go to this temple, and

singing mournful hymns offer sacrifices to appease the deity.

The cause assigned for this rite was as follows. Medeia

reigned at Corinth, but the people, disdaining to be governed

by an enchantress, conspired against her and resolved to put

her children (seven of each sex) to death. The children fled

to the temple of Hera, but they were pursued and slain at the

altar. The anger of heaven was manifested by a plague, and

by the advice of the oracle the expiatory rite above mentioned

was instituted . There was also a tradition that Medeia re-

sided at Corinth, and that she caused a famine to cease by

sacrificing to Demeter and the Lemnian nymphs ; and that

Zeus made love to her, but she would not hearken to his suit,

fearing the anger of Hera, who therefore rewarded her by

making her children immortald
,—a thing she had vainly at-

tempted to do herself by hiding them in the temple of the

goddess e
, whose priestess, like Io, she probably was in this

mythe.

It is also remarkable that the only place, besides Corinth,

a Od. xii. 72.
b Muller, Orchom. ut supra.

c Parrneniscus ap. Sch. Eurip. Medeia, 9. 275. Paus. ii. 3, 7. It was said that

the Corinthians hy a bribe of five talents gained Euripides to lay the guilt of the

murder of her children on Medeia herself. (Schol. ut sup.)

d Sch. Tind. 01. xiii. 74.
e Paus. ii. 3, 11.
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in which there were legends of Medeia, was Corcyra, an island

which had been colonised by the Corinthians.

^Eetes himself was, according toEumelos a
, the son of He-

lios and Antiope, and born at Ephyra or Corinth, which his

sire gave to him ; but he committed the charge of it to Bunos,
and went to Colchis. It would thus appear that the whole
mythe of ^Eetes and Medeia is derived from the worship of
the Sun and Hera at Corinth.

n^Xeu? Kal 'A^tXXev?. Peleus et Achilles.

By iEgina the daughter of the river-god Asopos Zeus was
the father of iEacos, who dwelt in the island named from his

mother. The children of ^Eacos were, Peleus, Telamon, and
Phocos. The last having been slain by his brothers out of
jealousy, ^Eacos banished them from the island. Peleus fled

to Phthia, and was there purified of the murder by Eurytion
the son of Actor, whose daughter Polymela he married. Being
so unfortunate as to kill his father-in-law by accident at the

Calydonian hunt, he fled to Iolcos, where he was purified by
Acastos the son of Pelias b

. At the funeral games of Pelias

he contended with the fair maid Atalanta ; and Hippolyta or

Astydameia the wife of Acastos beholding fell in love with
him, and solicited him by letters, but in vain, to gratify her
passion. Out of revenge, she then sent to inform his wife

that he was going to marry Sterope the daughter of Acastos

;

and without inquiring into the truth of the tale, the credulous
Polymela strangled herself. Hippolyta, with the usual arti-

fice of a disappointed woman, next accused Peleus to her hus-
band of an attempt on her honour . Acastos believed the
charge, but not thinking that he could lawfully put to death
one whom he had purified, invited him to join in a hunt on
Mount Pelion. A dispute arising there among the hunters
about their respective success, Peleus cut out the tongues of
all the beasts which he killed and put them into his pouch.
The companions of Acastos getting all these beasts, derided

1 Ap. Scli. Pind. 01. xiii. 74.
b This Welcker (Tril. 546.) thinks is merely a genealogical fiction.
c Tind. Nem. v. 48. seg.
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Peleus for having killed no game; but pulling out the tongues,,

he declared that he had killed just so many. He fell asleep

on Mount Pelion, and Acastos taking his famous sword, which

had been made by Hephaestos, and hiding it under the cow-

dung, went away, leaving him there, in hopes that the Centaurs

would find him and kill him a
. When Peleus awoke he sought

for his sword, but in vain ; and the Centaurs coming on him

would have put him to death, but for Cheiron, who saved him,

and then looked for and returned him his swordb .

Shortly after Peleus attacked and took Iolcos single-handed

according to Pindar c
; but aided by Iason and the Dioscuri,

according to others, who add that he put Hippolyta to death

and marched his troops into the town between her severed

members d
.

To reward the virtue of Peleus the king of the gods resolved

to give him a goddess in marriage. The spouse selected for

him was the sea-nymph Thetis, who had been wooed by Zeus

himselfand his brother Poseidon, but Themis having declared

that her child would be greater than his sire, the gods with-

drew 6
. Others say that she was courted by Zeus alone, till

he was informed by Prometheus that her son would dethrone

him f
. Others again maintain that Thetis, who was reared by

Hera, would not assent to the wishes of Zeus, and that the god

in his anger condemned her to espouse a mortal% or that

Hera herself selected Peleus for her spouse 11
.

Cheiron, being made aware of the will of the gods, advised

Peleus to aspire to the bed of the nymph of the sea, and in-

structed him how to win her. He therefore lay in wait, and

seized and held her fast, though she changed herself into every

variety of form, becoming fire, water, a serpent, and a lion \

The wedding was solemnized on Pelion : the gods all honoured

it with their presencek, and bestowed armour on the bride-

a Hesiod, Fr. 85. Pind. Nem. iv. 95. seq.

b Apollod. iii. 13. 1. Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 224. Eudocia, 338.
c Nem. iii. 58 ; iv. 88.

. d Pherecydes ap. Sch. Pind. Nem. iii. 55. Apollod. ut sup.

e Pind. Istli. viii. 58. seq.

f Apollod. ut sup. Sch. II. i. 519.

s Apollod. ut sup. h
II. xxiv. 59. Apoll. Rh. iv. 793. seq.

* Pind. Nem. iv. 101. Soph. Fr. ap. Sch. Nem. iii. 60. k
II. xxiv. 62.
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groom a
; Cheiron gave him an ashen spearb

, and Poseidon
the immortal Harpy-born steeds Balios and Xanthos c

. The
Muses sang, the Nereides danced, to celebrate the wedding,
and Ganymedes poured forth nectar for the guests d

.

When the celebrated son of Peleus and Thetis was born,
his mother wished to make him immortal. She therefore

placed him unknown to Peleus each night in the fire, to purge
away what he had inherited of mortal from his father ; and by
day she anointed him with ambrosia. But Peleus watched,
and seeing the child panting in the fire cried out. Thetis
thus frustrated in her design left her babe, and returned to

her sister-Nereides. Peleus then conveyed the infant to Chei-
ron, who reared him on the entrails of lions and on the mar-
row of bears and wild boars, and named him Achilleus, be-
cause he never applied his lips faefoaj) to a breast e

.

According to the ^Egimios (a poem ascribed to Hesiod),

Thetis cast her children as they were born into a caldron of
boiling water, to try if they were mortal. Several had pe-
rished, unable to stand the test, when Peleus lost patience and
refused to let the experiment be tried on Achilleus. His god-
dess-wife then deserted himf

. These fictions are evidently

posterior to Homer, who represents Peleus and Thetis as dwell-

ing together all the lifetime of their sons,

Of Peleus it is further related, that he survived his son and
even grandson 11

, and died in misery in the isle of Cos 1
. This

history of Achilleus forms an important portion of the events

of the Trojan War.

'I£*W. Ixion.

Ixion was the son of Antion or Peision ; others gave him
Phlegyas or the god Ares for a sire. He obtained the hand
of Dia the daughter of Deioneus, having, according to the

a
II. xvii. 195 ; xviii. 84. t>

II. xvi. 143.
c

II. xvi. 867 ; xvii. 443 ; xxiii. 277.
A Eurip. Iph. in Aul. 1036. seq. Catullus, Nuptiae Pel. et Thet.
e Apollod. ut sup. i Ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 846. »

E
II. i. 396 ; xvi. 574 ; xviii. 89. 332. 440 ; xix. 422.

h Od. xi. 493. Eurip. Andromache.
1 Callimachus, ap. Sch. Pind. Pyth. iii. 167. On the subject of Peleus and Thetis

see below, chap. xii. jEacos.
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usage of the heroic ages, promised his father-in-law large

nuptial gifts (eBva) ; but he did not keep his engagement, and
Deioneus seized his horses and detained them as a pledge.

Ixion then sent to say that the gifts were ready if he would
come to fetch them. Deioneus accordingly came, but his

treacherous son-in-law had prepared in his house a pit filled

with fire, and covered over with bits of wood and dust, into

which the unsuspecting prince fell and perished. After this

deed Ixion's mind became deranged, and its atrocity being

such, neither gods nor men would absolve him, till at length

Zeus himself took pity on him and purified him, and admitted

him to his house and table on Olympos. But incapable of

good, Ixion cast an eye of desire on the wife of his benefactor

and dared to make love to her. Hera in concert with her

lord formed a cloud in the likeness of herself, which Ixion

embraced. He boasted of his fortune, and Zeus precipitated

him to Erebos, where Hermes fixed him with brazen bands
to an ever-revolving fiery wheel a

.

This mythe is probably of great antiquity, as the customs

on which it is founded only prevailed in the heroic age. Its

chief object seems to have been to inspire horror for the vio-

lation of the duties of hospitality on the part of those who,
having committed homicide, were admitted to the house and
table of the prince, who consented to perform the rites by
which the guilt of the offender was supposed to be removed.

The most extreme case is given by making Ixion, that is the

Suppliant*, and the first shedder of kindred blood as he is ex-

pressly called (the Cain of Greece), act with such base in-

gratitude toward the king of the gods himself, who, according

to the simple earnestness of early mythology, is represented

like an earthly prince receiving his suppliant to his house and
board. The punishment inflicted was suitable to the offence,

and calculated to strike with awe the minds of the hearers,

a Find. Pyth. ii. 39. seq. Schol. on ver. 39. Hygin. 62. Sch. II. i. 268.
b From 'Ikm to supplicate. See Welcker, Tril. 549. note. Miiller, Eumen. 144

;

the father given him by iEschylus, Antion (avridio to entreat), and by Pherecydes,

Peision (7rei9oj to persuade), fully answers to this character.
c Pind. Pyth. ii. 57. iEschyL Eumen. 711.
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for we should always remember that these ancient mythes were
articles of real and serious beliefs

Kevravpoc teal AairiOcu. Centauri et Lapitha.

The Centaurs and Lapiths are two mythic tribes which are

always mentioned together. The former are spoken of twice

in the Ilias under the name of Wild-men (<E>%>e?), and once
under their proper name b

. We also find the name Centaurs

in the Odyssey . They seem to have been a rude mountain-
tribe,, dwelling on and about Mount Pelion. There is no
ground for supposing that Homer and Hesiod conceived them
to be of a mingled form, as they were subsequently repre-

sented. In the fight of the Centaurs and Lapiths on the

shield of Heracles, the latter appear in panoply fighting with

spears, while the former wield pine-clubs d
. Pindar is the

earliest poet extant who describes them as semi-ferine. Ac-
cording to him e the offspring of Ixion and the cloud was a

son named Centauros, who when grown up wandered about the

foot of Pelion, where he copulated with the Magnesian mares,

who brought forth the Centaurs, a race partaking of the form

of both parents, their lower parts resembling their dams, the

upper their sire.

By his wife Dia, Ixion had a son named Peirithoos, who
married Hippodameia daughter of Adrastos king of Argos.

The chiefs of his own tribe, the Lapiths, were all invited to

the wedding, as were also the Centaurs, who dwelt in the

neighbourhood of Pelion ; Theseus, Nestor, and other stran-

gers, were likewise present. At the feast, Eurytion, one of the

Centaurs, becoming intoxicated with the wine, attempted to

offer violence to the bride ; the other Centaurs followed his ex-

ample, and a dreadful conflict arose, in which several of them
were slain. The Centaurs were finally driven from Pelion,

and obliged to retire to other regions f
.

According to the earliest version of this legend, Eurytion

a Welcker, Tril. 547. seq. Muller, Eunien. 144. seq.

b II. i. 268 ; ii. 742 ; xi. 832. * Od. xxi. 303.
(1 lies. Shield, 178. seq. See above, p. 109. note (

b
).

c Pyth. ii. 78. seq.

f Ovid, Met. xli. 210. seq. lie seems to have followed the drama of /Eschylus

named the ' Pcnhacbian Women.' Diodor. iv. 70.
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the Centaur, being invited to the house of Peirithoos, got

drunk and behaved so ill, that the heroes rose and dragging

him to the door cut off his ears and nose, which was the oc-

casion of ' strife between the Centaurs and men' a
. In the

Catalogue it is said that Hippodameia bore Polypcetes to Pei-

rithoos, the son of Zeus, on the day that he drove the c shaggy

Wild-men' from Pelion to the land of the ^Ethicans b
; and

Nestor says c that he came from Pylos at the invitation of the

Lapith chiefs to aid them against the Wild-men, whom they

routed with great slaughter. From all this we may collect

the tradition of a protracted conflict between the rude Cen-

taurs and the more civilised Lapiths, which ended in the ex-

pulsion of the former. When Heracles was^on his way to

hunt the Erymanthian boar, he was entertained by the Cen-

taur Pholos ; and this gave rise to a conflict between him and

the other Centaurs, which terminated in the total discomfiture

of the latter d .

One of the most celebrated of the Lapiths was Caeneus,

who was said to have been originally a maiden named Caenis.

Poseidon having violated her, she prayed him as a compensa-

tion to turn her into a man, and grant that she should be in-

vulnerable 6
. The god assented, and in the fight between the

Centaurs and Lapiths, the former finding it impossible to

wound Caeneus kept striking him with e green pines/ and the

earth finally opened and swallowed him f
. It is also said that

Caeneus, filled with confidence in his strength and invulne-

rability, set up his spear in the market and ordered the people

to worship it as a god ; for which act of impiety Zeus punished

him by the hands of the Centaurs e.

The most celebrated of the Centaurs was Cheiron, the son

a Od. xxi. 295. seq.
b D. ii. 742. seq. c

II. i. 269. seq.

d See below, chap. iv. Heracles.
e Ovid. Met. xii. 189. seq. Virg. Mn. vi. 448. (Serv. in loc.) Eudocia, 249.

f 'O Se yXupys ekaryoi rvrreis

"Q^ero Kaivevs, ax'iaas 6p6(fi nodi ydv.

Pind. Fr. Incert. 148.

ApolI.Rh.i. 59. seq. Orph. Argonaut. 168. seq. It was probably from this circum-

stance that the father of Caeneus is named Elatos ; his own name (from Kaivb<s

new) refers to his metamorphose.
e Sch. II. i. 264. Eudocia, 249.
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of Kronos by the nymph Philyra a
. He is called by Homer b

i the most upright of the Centaurs/ He reared Iason and
his son Medeios, Heracles, Asclepios, and Achilleus, and was
famous for his skill in surgery c

, which he taught the two last

heroes. But having been accidentally wounded by one of He-
racles' poisoned arrows, he suffered extreme pain, till, on his

prayer to Zeus for relief, he was raised to the sky and made
the constellation of the Bowman d

.

It is the opinion of Buttmann e that the Centaurs and the

Lapiths are two purely poetic names, used to designate two

opposite races of men ;—the former, the rude horse-riding

tribes which tradition records to have been spread over the

north of Greece ; the latter, the more civilised race, which
founded towns, and gradually drove their wild neighbours

back into the mountains. He therefore thinks the exposition

of Centaurs as Air-piercers (from /cevreiv rrjv avpav) not an

improbable one, for that very idea is suggested by the figure

of a Cossack leaning forward with his protruded lance as he

gallops along. But he regards the idea of /cevravpos having

been in its origin simply fcevrcop* as much more probable. La-
piths may, he thinks, have signified Stone-persuade?^ (from

\aa<; ireiOetv), a poetic appellation for the builders of towns.

He supposes Hippodameia, as her name seems to intimate,

to have been a Centauress, married to the prince of the La-

piths 11
, and thus accounts for the Centaurs having been at the

wedding.

Mtiller 1 regards the Lapiths as being the same people with

the Phlegyans, shortly to be described.

a Above, p. 69. b
II. xi. 832.

c Xeipovpyia : the name Xeiptov plainly comes from xeiP'
d Ovid, Fasti, v. 379. seq. Hygin. P. A. ii. 38.

e Mythologus, ii. 22.

f Like diaKTopos, dXdoTopos. He holds the word Xacrravpos, which he regards

as a corruption of Xdcrriap (from Xav to desire), to be perfectly parallel to tcevrav-

pos. Welcker (Kret. Kol. 34. note) approves of this etymon.
E The Dioscuri were for an opposite reason called Aarrepaa (Frag. Soph, opud

Stob.).

«> See Sch. Od. xxi. 303. » Orchom. 195.
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Kr/vl; koI 'Wkvovi]. Ceyx et Halcyone.

Ceyx was the son of Morning-star (Ecocrcpopos), and king

of Trachis. He married Halcyone a daughter of iEolos the

son of Deucalion. Pride, it is said, caused the ruin of both.

He called his wife Hera, and was by her styled Zeus in re-

turn. Zeus indignant at their impiety turned them both into

birds, making him a sea-gull (/crji)^), and her a Ung-fisher

(oXkvcov) a
.

Another version of this legendb says, that Ceyx going to

Claros to consult the oracle of Apollo perished by shipwreck,

and that his wife on finding his lifeless body on the strand cast

herself into the sea. The gods out of compassion changed

them both into the birds called Halcyons. During seven days

of winter the Halcyon sits on her eggs, and during seven

more she feeds her young on the surface of the sea, which

then is calm and free from storm, and these are called the

Halcyon-days c
.

In this last legend and in all (except the preceding one) re-

lating to him, Ceyx bears a gentle and amiable character.

Ceyx is introduced into the mythe of Heracles, whose friend

he is said to have been. The Marriage of Ceyx (TdfMos

Kr}i)ico<;) was a celebrated event in that hero's history, and the

subject of a poem ascribed to Hesiod d
. The splendid robe

also, which when poisoned by Deianeira caused the death of

the hero, was the gift of Ceyx.

The fable of Ceyx and Halcyone is apparently one of those

legends, of which we have seen so many examples, devised to

account for the names, habits, and properties of animals. Yet

as Ceyx seems to belong to a very ancient mythic cycle, it is

not unlikely that it was the resemblance of his name to that

of the bird that caused his wife to be called Halcyone, and

the legend above to be invented.

a Apollod. i. 7. 4. Sch. Aristoph. Birds, 250.

b Ovid, Met. xi. 410. seq. Hygin. 65.

c Sch. Aristoph. ut sup. Sch. Theocr. vii. 57. Eudocia and Suidas, v. uXkvwv.

yfiep. Plut. de Sol. Anira. 35. Plin. H. N. ii. 47.

d See Midler, Dor. i. 542.
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Chapter III.

MYTHES OF ^TOLIA.

The hero-princes of Calydon in iEtolia derived their origin

from Zeus by Protogeneia the daughter of Deucalion. Her
son, who was named Aethlios a

, came at the head of a colony

of the iEolids to Elis : he was the father of Endymion, who
enjoyed the love of the goddess Selene. iEtolos, one of the

sons of Endymion by a Nais, having accidentally killed Apis
the son of Phoroneus or Iason, fled to Curetis, which he named
after himself ^Etolia. His sons were Pleuron and Calydon,

who built towns of their own name. Agendr the son of Pleu-

ron had by Epicaste (the daughter of Calydon) Porthaon and
Demonica; and Porthaon was by Euryta (grand-daughter

of the river-god Acheloos) the father of Agrios, Melas, and
CEneus b

. From this genealogy may be collected the tradi-

tion of Elis having in ancient times received a colony from
Thessaly, and also of Eleians, or Epeians as they were
named, having migrated to ^Etolia. This last however may
be only a late fiction, to give a colour of right to the ^Etolian

conquest of Elis at the time of the Dorian Migration. We
may observe that the genuine mythic legends of Calydon have

been connected with the ethnographic genealogy.

Olveu?. (Eneus.

CEneus the son of Porthaon married Althaea daughter of

Thestios, a son of Demonica by the god Ares. By her he
had four sons, Toxeus, Thureus, Clymenos, and Meleagros,

and two daughters, Gorgo and Deianeira.

CEneus was devoted to agriculture, and it was said that the

god Dionysos gave him a vine-plant and taught him the mode
of its culture ; in reward it was added for his allowing the

3 Aethlios is the personification of the Olympic games.
b

II. xiv. 115. seq. ; for the ahove genealogy see Apollod. i. 7. 5. seq. Paus. v. 1.
c Apollod. ut sup. Hygin. 129. Compare Athen. ii. 35, and Servius and Probus

on Geor. i. 9.
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god's familiarity with Althaea, by which he became the father

of Deianeira a
. CEneus, it is also said, killed with his own hand

his son Toxeus for leaping over the fence of his vineyardb .

When CEneus offered sacrifices at the conclusion of his

harvest to the gods, he omitted to notice Artemis. The

offended goddess immediately sent a wild boar of huge size

and strength to ravage the lands of Calydon, and destroy the

cattle and people. A general hunt was proclaimed, and the

boar was slain ; but the death of Meleagros the brave son of

CEneus was the consequence. Althaea did not long survive

her son, whose death she had caused. After her death CEneus

married Periboeathe daughter of Hipponoos, by whom he had

a son named Tydeus c
; who, having slain either his uncle, his

cousins, or his brother (for w7riters differ), fled to Adrastos at

Argos. When CEneus was grown old and helpless, and his

son Tydeus was dead, the sons of his brother Agrios dispos-

sessed him of his kingdom, and kept him in prison d
. But

Diomedes the son of Tydeus coming secretly to Calydon slew-

all the sons of Agrios but two, who escaped to the Pelopon-

nese ; and as his grandfather was now too old to reign, he

gave the kingdom to Andraemon, who had married Gorgo the

daughter of CEneus e
. He took the old man with him to the

Peloponnese ; but the two surviving sons of Agrios, watching

their opportunity, killed the aged prince at the house of Te-

lephos in Arcadia. Diomedes brought his body to Argos, and

buried it where the towTn called from him CEnoe was after-

wards built f
.

MeKeaypos. Meleager.

The tale of the Calydonian Hunt is probably a legend of

great antiquity. In the IliasS, w-hen Phoenix joins his entrea-

a Hygin. ut sup. b Apollod. ut sup.
c Tydeus is called an iEtolian by Homer,—II. iv. 399.
d Sen. Aristoph. Achar. 393. e See II. xiii. 216. seq.

f Apollod. ut sup. Paus. ii. 25, 2.

g II. ix. 527. We know not what may be the feeling of others, but for our part

we remember when this tale of old Phoenix and Nestor's narrative (II. xi. 670.) of

the war of the Pylians and Epeians used to give us a peculiar degree of pleasure.

They carried us back from the remote age of the war of Troy into a period removed

still further in gray antiquity. The pleasure is, to our apprehension, something

akin to that inspired by the contemplation of very ancient ruins. See, however,

Appendix (H).

Y
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ties to those of Odysseus to prevail on Achilleus to lay aside

his wrath and aid the Achaeans, he quotes the case of Mele-

agros as an instance of the impolicy of not yielding readily

and in time :
u I remember this event/' says he, " long ago,

not lately, how it was; and I will tell it to you all, my
friends."

He relates the circumstance of the neglect of Artemis by
CEneus at his harvest-home feast (OaXvaca), and her ven-

geance. Hunters and dogs were collected from all sides, and

the boar was, with the loss of several lives, at length destroyed.

A quarrel arose between the Curetes and the iEtolians about

the head and hide, and a war was the consequence. As long

as Meleagros fought, the Curetes had the worst of it, and could

not keep the field ; but when, enraged at his mother Althaea,

he remained with his wife the fair Cleopatra and abstained

from the war, noise and clamour rose about the gates, and the

towers of Calydon were shaken by the victorious Curetes : for

Althaea, grieved at the fate of her brother, who had fallen in

the fight, had with tears invoked Aides and Persephoneia to

send death to her son.

The elders of the ./Etolians supplicated Meleagros : they sent

the priests of the gods to entreat him to come forth and defend

them : they offered him a piece of land (TeyLtevo?), at his own
selection, of fifty gijas*, half arable, half vine-land. His aged
father CEneus ascended his chamber and implored him, his

sisters and his mother supplicated him, but in vain. He re-

mained inexorable, till his very chamber was shaken, when
the Curetes had mounted the towers and set fire to the town.

Then his wife besought him with tears,—picturing to him the

evils of a captured town, the slaughter of the men, the burn-
ing of the town, the dragging away into captivity of the women
and children. Moved by these circumstances, he clad him-
self in arms, went forth, and repelled the enemy ; but not

having done it out of regard to them, the /Etolians did not

give him the proffered recompense.

Such is the more ancient form of the legend, in which it

would appear that the iEtolians of Calydon and the Curetes

of Pleuron alone took part in the hunt. In aftertimes, when
the vanity of the different states of Greece made them send

a
7re.vTi]Kovr6yi)ov. The size of the yva is not known.
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their national heroes to every war and expedition of the my-
thic ages, it underwent various modifications.

Meleagros, it is saida, invited all the heroes of Greece to

the hunt, proposing the hide of the boar as the prize of who-

ever should slay him.

Of the ^Etolians there were Meleagros and Dryas son of

Ares ; of the Curetes the sons of Thestios ; Idas and Lynceus

sons ofAphareus came from Messene; Castor and Polydeukes,

sons of Zeus and Leda, from Laconia ; Atalanta daughter of

Iasos, and Ancasos and Cepheus sons of Lycurgos from Ar-

cadia ; Amphiaraos son of O'icles from Argos ; Telamon son

of Macos from Salamis ; Theseus son of iEgeus from Athens

;

Iphicles son of Amphitryon from Thebes; Peleus son of

^Eacos, and Eurytion son of Actor, from Phthia; Iason son of

JEson from Iolcos ; Admetos son of Pheres from Pherae ; and

Peirithoos son of Ixion from Larissab.

These chiefs were entertained during nine days in the house

of (Eneus. On the tenth; Cepheus and Ancaeos and some

others refused to hunt in company with a maiden ; but Me-
leagros, who was in love with Atalanta, obliged them to give

over their opposition. The hunt began: Ancaeos and Ce-

pheus speedily met their fate from the tusks of the boar : Pe-

leus accidentally killed Eurytion : Atalanta with an arrow gave

the monster his first wound : Amphiaraos shot him in the eye;

and Meleagros ran him through the flanks and killed him.

He presented the skin and head to Atalanta ; but the sons of

Thestios, offended at this preference of a woman, took the

skin from her, saying that it fell to them of right, on account

of their family, if Meleagros resigned his claim to it. Mele-

agros in a rage killed them, and restored the skin to Atalanta.

When Meleagros was seven days old, the Moirae, it was

said, came, and declared that when the billet which was burn-

ing on the hearth should be consumed the babe would die.

Althaea on hearing this snatched the billet, and laid it up

carefully in a chest. But now her love for her son giving way

a Nicander, ap. Anton. Lib. 2. Apollod. i. 8. 2. Ovid, Met. viii. 270. seq. Sch.

Aristopb. Frogs, 1236. Diod. iv. 34. Hygin. 181-5.

b In tbe 'Meleagros' of Euripides there was a long description given of the

arms and appearance of eacb of tbe chiefs. See Fr. Meleag. 6.
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to resentment for the death of her brothers, she took the billet

from its place of concealment, and cast it once more into the

flames. As it consumed, the vigour of Meleagros wasted away

;

and when it was reduced to ashes, his life terminated. Re-

penting when too late of what she had done, Althaea put

an end to her life by a cord or a sword. Cleopatra died of

grief; and his sisters, who would not be comforted in their

affliction, were by the compassion of the gods, all but Gorgo
and Deianeira, changed into the birds called Meleagrides a

.

There was another tradition, according to which Meleagros

was slain by Apollo the protecting deity of the Curetes b
.

Two distinct classes of names may be recognised in these

^Etolian legends, the one relating to agriculture, the other to

war. The former are CEneus
(
Viny), Melas (Black-soil), Agrios

(Wild or Rustic), Althaea (Grower), Meleagros (Land- loving)

;

the latter Portheus or Porthaon (Destroyer), Demonica (Peo-

ple-subduer),Toxeus (Archer), Thureus (Impetuous), Clymenos

(Renoivned), Deianeira (Man's-foe), and several others. The
former would seem to belong to the peaceful rural Pelasgian

times, the latter to owe their origin to the character of the

iEtolians of a later period.

a Apollod. ut sup. Nicander, ut sup. Ovid, ut sup. 446. seq. Hygin. 174. Tzetz.

Lye. 492.
b Paus. x. 31, 3. from the Eoiae and Minyas. He says that the earliest author

extant who mentioned Meleagros' death by the billet, was the tragedian Phryni-

chus in his play of the ' Pleuronian Women,' from which he quotes the following

lines

:

vzpvepbv yap ovk

"K\v'£ev piopov, w/ceta Se viv 0\6£ KareSaLaero

AaXov TcepQofievov fiarpbs v7r' aivds Kaicoprjxovov.

He justly adds that it was probably no original fiction of the poet, but a current

story. iEschylus also alludes to it, Choeph. 600. seq.
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Chapter IV.

MYTHES OF BCEOTJA.

The mythology of Boeotia consists of two cycles, answering

to the natural division of the country. The former belongs

to the southern part, and chiefly relates to Thebes and the

Cadmeians ; the latter to the northern part, and Orchomenos

and the Minyans. This last cycle is closely connected with

that of the Argonautics. We shall commence with the cycle

of Thebes.

KaSyLto?. Cadmus.

Poseidon, says the legend, was by Libya the father of two

sons, Belos and Agenor; the former of whom reigned in

Egypt. The latter having gone to Europe married Tele-

phassa, by whom he had three sons, Cadmos, Phoenix, and

Cilix, and one daughter, Europa. Zeus becoming enamoured

of Europa carried her away to Crete ; and Agenor, grieving

for the loss of his only daughter, ordered his sons to go in

quest of her, and not to return till they had found her. They

were accompanied by their mother and by Thasos a son of

Poseidon. Their long search was to no purpose : they could

get no intelligence of their sister ; and fearing the indignation

of their father, they resolved to settle in various countries.

Phoenix therefore established himself in Phoenicia, Cilix in

Cilicia ; Cadmos and his mother went to Thrace, where Tha-

sos founded a town also named from himselfa.

After the death of his mother Cadmos went to Delphi, to

inquire of the oracle respecting Europa. The god desired him

to cease from troubling himself about her, but to follow a cow

as his guide, and to build a city where she should lie down.

On leaving the temple he went through Phocis, and meeting

a cow belonging to the herds of Pelagon he followed her.

a Apollod. iii. 1, 1. This genealogy is given somewhat differently by Phere-

cydes (Sch. Apoll. Rh. iii. 11 79.). Sec also Seh. Eurip. Phcen. 5.
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She went through Boeotia till she came to where Thebes

now stands, and there lay down. Wishing to sacrifice her to

Athena a
, Cadmos sent his companions to fetch water from

the fount of Ares ; but the fount was guarded by a serpent,

who killed the greater part of them. Cadmos then engaged

with and destroyed the serpent : by the direction of Athena

he sowed its teeth, and immediately a crop of armed men
sprang up, who slew each other, either quarrelling or through

ignorance : for it is said that when Cadmos saw them rising

he flung stones at them ; and thinking it was done by some

of themselves, they fell upon and slew each other. Five only

survived; Echion (Viper), Udaeos (Groundly), Chthonios

(Earthly), Hyperenor (Mighty), and Pelor (Huge). These

were called the Sown (airdpToi) ; and they joined with Cad-

mos to build the city b .

For killing the sacred serpent Cadmos was obliged to spend

a year c in servitude to Ares. At the expiration of that period

Athena herself prepared for him a palace, and Zeus gave him
Harmonia the daughter of Ares and Aphrodite in marriage.

All the gods, quitting Olympos, celebrated the marriage in

the Cadmeia, the palace of Cadmos. The bridegroom pre-

sented his bride with a magnificent robe, and with a collar,

the work of Hephaestos, given to him, it is said, by the divine

artist himself. Harmonia became the mother of four daugh-

ters, Semele, Autonoe, Ino, and Agaue ; and of one son, Po-

lydoros.

After the various misfortunes which befel their children,

Cadmos and his wife quitted Thebes, now grown odious to

them, and migrated to the country of the Enchelians ; who,

being harassed by the incursions of the Illyrians, were told

by the oracle that if they made Cadmos and Harmonia their

leaders they should be successful. They obeyed the god, and
his prediction was verified. Cadmos became king of the II-

n The oracle said to Earth. See above, p. 159.

b Apollod. iii. 4. Pherecydes ut sup. This writer says that Ares gave the teeth

to Cadmos, and desired him to sow them. Hellanicus {ap. Sch. eund.) says that

only the five Spartans were produced from the teeth.
c

'A'ihov ci'uivror. " The year then was eight years," Apollod. See above,

p. 122.
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lyrians, and had a son named Illyrios. Shortly afterwards he

and Harmonia were changed into serpents, and sent by Zeus

to the Elysian Plain, or, as others said, were conveyed thither

in a chariot drawn by serpents a
.

The mythe of Cadmos is, by its relation to history, one of

considerable importance. It is usually regarded as offering a

convincing proof of the fact of colonies from the East having

come to Greece and introduced civilisation and the arts. We
will therefore here briefly examine it.

In the Ilias, though the Cadmeians are spoken of more

than once b
, the slightest allusion is not made to Cadmos ; in

the Odyssey c the sea-goddess Ino-Leucothea is said to have

been a mortal, and daughter to Cadmos. Hesiod d says that

the goddess Harmonia was married to Cadmos in Thebes.

Pindar frequently speaks of Cadmos ; he places him with the

Grecian heroes Peleus and Achilleus in the Island of the

Blest e
; but it is very remarkable that this Theban poet never

even hints at his Phoenician origin. It was however an article

of general belief in Pindar's time f
.

There is a curious coincidence between the name Cadmos

and the Semitic term for the East, Kedem%, and this may in

reality be the sole foundation for the notion of a Phoenician

colony at Thebes ; for none of the usual evidences of coloni-

sation are to be found. We do not, for example, meet with

the slightest trace of Phoenician influence in the language,

manners, or institutions of Boeotia. It is further a thing most

incredible, that a seafaring commercial people like the Phoe-

nicians should have selected as the site of their very earliest

foreign settlement a place situated in a rich fertile valley away

from the sea, and only adapted for agriculture, without mines,

or any of those objects of trade which might tempt a people

3 Apollod. ut sup. Apoll.Rh. iv.517. Ovid, Met. iv. 563. seg. Nonnus, xliv. 115.

Ptol. Heph. 1.

b II. iv. 390; v. 805. c Od. v. 333. d Theog. 937. 975.

e 01. ii. 142.

f It is mentioned, as we have seen, by Pherecydcs and Hellanicus.

g According to this theory Cadmeians would signify Eastmen or Ostmen, the

name the Scandinavians gave themselves in Ireland. But these left traces at least

of their language.
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of that character. It is also strange that the descendents of

these colonists should have so entirely put off the Phoenician

character as to become noted in after-ages for their dislike of

trade of every kind. We may therefore, we think, now ven-

ture to dismiss this theory and seek a Grecian origin for Cad-
mos a

.

Homer and Hesiod call the people of Thebes Cadmeians or

Cadmeionians, and the country the Cadmeian landb
; the ci-

tadel was at all times named the Cadmeia. Cadmos is there-

fore apparently (like Pelasgos, Doros, Ion, Thessalos, and so

many others,) merely a personification of the name of the

people. Here then we might stop, and leave the Cadmeians
to rank with the Ionians, Thessalians and others, of whose
name it is difficult to assign a probable origin. It is however
said that Cadmos signifies Prince or General, that Cadmeia
is therefore Palace, and that the people thence derived their

name c
,—a case we believe contrary to all analogy. Again,

we are reminded that Cadmilos or Cadmos was a name of

Hermes in the mysteries of Samothrace, which were instituted

by the Tyrrhenian Pelasgians, who, at the time of the Dorian
migration being driven from Bceotia, settled on the islands in

the north of the ^Egsean. We are further reminded that the
name Cadmos occurs only at Thebes and Samothrace ; that

Harmonia was an object of worship in this last place, and
that the Cabeiraean deities were also worshiped at Thebes.
Hence it is inferred that Cadmos-Hermes, i. e. Hermes Regu-
lator or Disposer, a cosmogonic power, gave name to a por-
tion of the Pelasgian race, and that in the usual manner the

god was made a mortal king d
.

We must confess that this ingenious theory fails to con-
vince us, and we are inclined to think that it was the cir-

cumstance of Cadmos (the personified Cadmeians) happening
also to signify the Regulator, that gave rise to all this mystery

a See Muller, Orchom. 113. seq. b KadfitiiSi yaiy. Hes. W. and D. J 62.
c Welcker, Kret. Kol. 22. seq. Kad/ios, from /ca£w, to adorn or order. He as

usual gives a profusion of cognate terras. The word Kadfios he regards as exactly

answering to /corr/ios, the name of the chief magistrate in Crete.
d Muller, Orchom. 461. seq. Proleg. 146. seq. See on the other side Welcker

vt sup. 31. seq. Loheck, 1253. seq.
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in which he is enveloped. It was certainly his name that led

to the idea of giving him Harmonia for his bride. The in-

fluence of names is also we think perceptible in the oracle

given to the Enchelians, namely to take Cadmos and Har-
monia for their leaders, that is, to adopt regular discipline, and
they would be victorious in war. The name of this people

('Efy^eAWj eels) may have had its effect on the legend of the

change of Cadmos and Harmonia into serpents.

By the Spartans (Sown) in this legend are probably meant
the Eupatrids, or ancient nobility of Thebes, of which there

may have been only five Houses (yevea). As such were fond

of representing themselves as Autochthons, and the serpent

was the symbol of constant residence a
, and the teeth might

represent military prowess, the legend of the serpent slain by
Cadmos may be interpreted in a political sense, of the conquest

of the country and the origin of the Theban patricians b .

It is rather remarkable that the names of the children of

Cadmos seem all to refer to the element of water. Ino is a

goddess of the sea, Agaue and Autonoe occur in the list of

the Nereides, and Polydora is the name of an Ocean-nymph c
.

Semele herself may refer to the brightness (o-eXa?) of water,

and her name be like Electra, Galateia, Galene, Glauce,
Ianthe, and other names of water-nymphs.

HefzeXr). Semele.

Semele, the daughter of Cadmos, enjoyed the fatal honour
of the love of Zeus. The jealousy of Hera suggested to the

unfortunate fair-one the imprudent request which cost her her
life. Her offspring was Dionysos, who became the god pre-

siding over the vintage d
.

Avtovot], 'ApLaraLos, ical 'A/cralow. Autonoe, Aristceus, et

Actceon.

Autonoe was married to Aristaeos, the son of Apollo by the
nymph Cyrene, the daughter of Hypseus son of the river-god

a Herod, i. 78. b See Welcker ut sup. 78. seq.
c

Hes. Th. 246. 258. 354. * See above, p. 212.
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Peneios, and king of the Lapiths of Thessaly. Cyrene was

averse from all feminine occupations, and passed her days in

hunting the wild beasts, and thus protecting the cattle of her

father. One day as she was engaged in combat with a lion,

Apollo beheld her, and filled with admiration of her beauty

and her courage, he called out to Cheiron to quit his cave and

come to look at her. To the questions of the god respecting

her the Centaur replied, by informing him that he was to be

her spouse, and to carry her in his golden car over the sea to

the rich garden of Zeus, where Libya would joyfully receive

her in a golden abode ; that there she would bear a son, whom
Hermes would take to the ' well-seated Seasons and Earth/

who would feed him with nectar and ambrosia, and render

him immortal ; and that he should be called Zeus, and holy

Apollo, Agreus [Hunter), and Nomios [Herdsman), and Ari-

staeos. The god forthwith seized the nymph and in his car

drawn by swans a conveyed her to the part of Libya afterwards

named from her, and 4 silver-footed Aphrodite^ received them
on their arrival, and spread the bridal couch b

.

The invention of the culture of the olive and of the art of

managing bees was ascribed to Aristaeos c
. Tradition also said

that one time when the isle of Ceos was afflicted by a drought,

caused by the excessive heat of the dog-days, the inhabitants

invited Aristaeos thither; and on his erecting an altar to Zeus

Icmaeos {Moistener), the Etesian breezes breathed over the

isle, and the evil departed. After his death he was deified

by the people of Ceos d
. Virgil e has elegantly related the

story of the love of Aristaeos for Eurydice the wife of Or-

pheus ; his pursuit of her, and her unfortunate death ; on

which the Napasan nymphs, her companions, destroyed all

his bees ; and the mode adopted by him on the advice of his

mother to stock once more his hives.

Actaeon was the offspring of the marriage of Aristaeos with

Autonoe. He was reared by Cheiron, and becoming pas-

a
Plierecydes ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. ii. 498. b Pindar, Pyth. ix.

c
Aristotle (ap. Sch. Theocr. v. 53.) said he was taught them hy the nymphs

who had reared him.
A Apoll. Rh. ii. 506. seq. Sch. on ver. 498. Servius and Probus on Geor. i. 14.
c Geor. iv. 282. seq. Ovid, Fasti, i. 363. seq.
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sionately devoted to the chase, passed his days chiefly in pur-

suit of the wild beasts that haunted Mount Cithaeron. One

sultry day, as he rambled alone, he chanced to surprise Ar-

temis and her nymphs as they were bathing. The goddess,

incensed at his intrusion, flung some water upon him and

turned him into a stag. She also inspired with madness the

fifty dogs that were with him, and they ran down and de-

voured their unhappy master. They then went about whining

in quest of him, till they came at last to the cave of Cheiron,

who appeased their grief by making an image of Actaeon a
.

Another cause assigned for the anger of the goddess was Ac-

tion's boasting that he was superior to her at the chase b
;

while others ascribed his transformation and death to the

jealousy of Zeus, who feared he would marry Semele c
.

Aristaeos, it is quite evident from the names given him by

Pindar, was an original deity, Zeus-Aristgeos, or Aristos, or

Apollo-Agreus, or Nomios. He was a rural god, presiding

over cattle and game, the culture of the vine and olive, and

especially the management of bees. The chief seats of his

worship were Arcadia d (whence it was carried over to Ceos),

Thessaly e
, and as this was inhabited by the Minyans, some

of whom were among the colonists to Cyrene, it was taken

thither; and finally Boeotia, whence we find him united

to one of the daughters of Cadmos f
. Apollo was also an ob-

ject of especial veneration to the settlers at Cyrene ; and in

the oldest part of the city there was a fount named Cyre, sa-

cred to him, whence perhaps came the name of the town

itself?. It was moreover a habit of the early Greek colonies

to fancy or feign that in the mythic ages their patron-gods or

heroes had already taken possession of the place in which

they were now settled under their auspices and protection 11
.

In no place were there more of these traditions than in Cy-

a Callim. v. 107. seq. Apollod. iii. 4, 4. Ovid, Met. iii. 139. seq. Hygin. 180.

181. Nonnus, v. 287. seq.

b Eurip. Bac. 333. seq.
c Stesichorus ap. Paus. ix. 2, 3.

d Virg. Geor. iv. 283. Nonnus, xiii. 275. seq.

e Apoll. Rh. iii. 514.
f Miiller, Orcliom. 348.

E Herod, iv. 158.
h Miiller, Proleg. 143.
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rene, and hence arose the mythe of Apollo's carrying the

nymph Cyrene from the foot of Pelion, and having by her a

son named Aristaeos.

The mythe of Actaeon may be thus explained. On the

summit of Pelion stood a temple of Zeus-Actaeos a
, to which.,

when the dog-days began, a party of noble youths selected

by the priest ascended clad in fresh-stript sheep-skins to pro-

tect them from the cold, and there sacrificed to the god to

avert the evil influence of the dog-star b . Now Actaeon's fa-

ther Aristaeos had done just the same at Ceos, and this shows

a connexion between their mythes, that in fact they wrere two

epithets of the same god. The fifty hounds of Actaeon answer

to the fifty dog-days. One account said that Artemis threw

a stag's-hide over him, and thus caused the error of his dogs,

and this might refer to the sheep-skins ; the cave of Cheiron

was on Mount Pelion. The tale of the image may perhaps

be connected with the following legend. There was an image

in a rock that caused injury to the land of Orchomenos ; the

oracle of Delphi, on being consulted, directed that whatever

was remaining of Actaeon should be hidden in the earth, and

a brazen figure of that image be made, and bound with iron

to the rock, and that then the evil would cease d
.

'Ivoo koX ^AOafjias. Ino et Athamas.

Ino was married to Athamas, son of iEolos, and king of

Orchomenos.

Athamas, it is said, had been already married to Nephele

[Cloud), by whom he had two children, Phrixos and Helle.

He then espoused Ino the daughter of Cadmos, who bore him

tw^o sons, Learchos and Melicertes. Ino feeling the usual jea-

lousy of a step-mother, resolved to destroy the children of Ne-

phele. For this purpose she persuaded the women to parch

the seed-corn unknown to their husbands. They did as she

desired, and the lands consequently yielded no crop. Atha-

mas sent to Delphi to consult the oracle how the threatening

a So named probably from tbe Atjfiijrepos aicrt]. See Welcker in Schwenk. 305.

b Dicpcarchus in tbe Geograph. Minor, ii. 29.
c

Stesichorus ut sup.
(1 Fans. ix. 38, 5.
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famine might be averted. Ino persuaded the messengers to

say that Apollo directed Phrixos to be sacrificed to Zeus.

Compelled by his people Athamas reluctantly placed his son

before the altar ; but Nephele snatched away both her son

and her daughter, and gave them a gold-fleeced ram she had

obtained from Hermes, which carried them through the air

over sea and land. They proceeded safely till they came to

the sea between Sigeion and the Chersonese, into which Helle

fell, and it was named from her Hellespontos {Helle
}

s Sea).

Phrixos went on to Colchis, to ^Eetes the son of Helios, who

received him kindly, and gave him in marriage Chalciope his

daughter. He there sacrificed his ram to Zeus Phyxios, and

gave the golden fleece to iEetes, who nailed it to an oak in the

grove of Ares.

Athamas, through the enmity of Hera to Ino, who had

suckled the infant Dionysos, was afterwards seized with mad-

ness. In his phrensy he shot his son Learchos with an arrow,

or, as others say, dashed him to pieces against a rock. Ino

fled with her other son ; and being closely pursued by her

furious husband, sprang with her child from the cliff of Mo-

luris near Corinth into the sea. The gods took pity on her

and made her a sea-goddess under the name of Leucothea,

and Melicertes a sea-god under that of Palaemon a
.

Athamas, being obliged to leave Boeotia, inquired of the god

where he should settle. He was told to establish himself in

the place where he should be entertained by the wild beasts.

Having wandered over many lands, he came one day to where

some wolves were devouring the thighs of sheep. At the sight

of him they fled, abandoning their prey. Judging this to be

the fulfilment of the oracle, he settled in this place, built a

town which he named from himself Athamantia ; and marry-

ing Themisto the daughter of Hypseus, had by her four chil-

dren, Leucon, Erythroe, Schceneus, and Ptoos b
.

It is thus that we find this important mythe related by Apol-

lodorus. There are however many variations in the tale. Thus

it is said that Ino was Athamas' first wife, and that he put her

away by the direction of Hera and married Nephele, who left

him after she had borne two children, on finding that he still

a See above, p. 249. b Ayullod. i. 9.
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kept up an intercourse with I no. When the response of the

oracle came to Athamas he sent for Phrixos out of the country,

desiring him to come and to bring the finest sheep in the

flock for a sacrifice. The ram then spoke with a human voice

to Phrixos warning him of his danger, and offering to carry

him and his sister to a place of safety. The ram, it was added,

died at Colchis a
. It was also said that the flight of Phrixos

was caused by his rejection of the amorous advances of his

step-mother or his auntb, and again that in the time of dearth

he offered himself as a voluntary victim.

It has been already observed that the tragic poets allowed

themselves great liberties in their treatment of the ancient

mythes. There is none which has suffered more at their hands
than the present one, for it was a favourite subject with them.
Thus Euripides in his Ino said that Athamas thinking that

Ino had perished in the woods married Themisto ; but Ino,

who was alive, came and lived as a maid-servant unknown in

the house of Athamas. Here Themisto made her the confidant

of her design to destroy Ino^s children, and directed her for

that purpose to dress them in black and her own in white,

that she might be able to distinguish them. Ino however
reversed the orders, and Themisto unwittingly killed her own
children, and then seeing what she had done slew herselfc .

We will now endeavour to point out the meaning of this

very obscure legend. Athamas it is plain belonged to the

Minyans, who dwelt in Bceotia and about the bay of Pagasa?

in Thessaly. At Alos in this last region stood a temple of La-
phystian d Zeus, about which there was the following tradi-

tion 6
. To punish the crime of Athamas the oracle directed

that the eldest person of his posterity should abstain from
entering the Prytaneion or senate-house, or if found there

should be offered as a sacrifice. Many of those in this situa-

tion fled the country, and such as returned and were caught

a Philostephanos, ap. Schol. II. vii. 86. b Hygin. P. A. ii. 20.
c Hygin. 4. Nonnus, ix. 247. seq. The last trait reminds one of Petit Poucet

and the Ogre.
d Flight-giving ; \a<pv<T<rio is the same as (nrevdu), fyevyio.
e Herod, vii. 127.
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in the Prytaneion were led forth to sacrifice bound With woollen

fillets. These persons were said to be the descendents of Ky-

tissoros the son of Phrixos, who had come from Colchis and

saved his grandfather Athamas, when the people were about

to sacrifice him as a sin-offering by command of the oracle.

By this act Kytissoros had drawn the anger of the gods on

his posterity.

It is not unlikely then that this mythe of Athamas took its

rise from the sin-offering (/cdOap/jba), a real or symbolic human

sacrifice which prevailed in various parts of Greece ; and of

which this was the most sublime form, as it represented not

criminals, as elsewhere, but the noblest members of society,

the descendents of Zeus himself, expiating by their lives for

the sin not of themselves but of the peopled We shall find

this mythe connected with the Argonautic Expedition.

'Ayavrj real YlevOevs. Agave et Penthens.

Agaue, the remaining daughter of Cadmos, was married to

Echion, one of the Spartans. Her son Pentheus succeeded

his grandfather in the government over Thebes. During

his reign, Dionysos came from the East and sought to in-

troduce his orgies into his native city. The women all gave

enthusiastically into the new religion, and Mount Cithaeron

rang to the frantic yells of the Bacchantes. Pentheus sought

to check the phrensy ; but, deceived by the god, he went se-

cretly and ascended a tree on Cithaeron to be an ocular wit-

ness of the revels. While there he was descried by his mo-

ther and aunts, to whom Dionysos made him appear to be a

wild beast, and he was torn to pieces by them b
.

The name of Pentheus, it is plain, is derived from the grief

(Trevdos) occasioned byhis fate. Agaue (Illustrious) is an epithet

of Persephone, who may have been made a heroine, as Thebes

was a principal seat of the worship of Demeter and Kora.

ZrjOos Kal 'AfM(f)L(ov. Zethus et Amphion.

After the death of Pentheus Thebes was governed by Po-

3 See MLiller, Orchom. 161. seq.

b Eur. Bacchac. Apollod. iii. 5. 2. Ovid, Met. iii. 511. seq.
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lydoros the son of Cadmos, who married Nycteis the daughter
of Nycteus. Their son was Labdacos, who on succeeding

his father opposed himself like Pentheus to the religion of

Dionysos, and underwent a similar fate. As his son Laios

was but a year old, the throne was occupied by Lycos the

brother of Nycteus.

Both Lycos and his brother, it is said, had fled from Euboea
for killing Phlegyas the son of Ares ; and as they were related

to Pentheus, he enrolled them among the citizens of Thebes.
Lycos on the death of Labdacos was chosen polemarch by the

Thebans ; and he seized the regal power, which he occupied
for twenty years, till he was killed by Zethos and Amphion.

These were the sons of Zeus by Antiope the daughter of

Nycteus. Terrified at the threats of her father when the con-

sequences of her frailty became apparent, Antiope fled to Si-

cyon, where she married Epopeus. Nycteus out of grief put
an end to himself, having previously charged his brother Lycos
to punish Epopeus and Antiope. Lycos accordingly marched
an army against Sicyon, took it, slew Epopeus, and led An-
tiope away captive. On the way to Thebes she brought forth

twins at Eleutherag. The unhappy babes were exposed on the

mountain ; but a neatherd having found them, reared them,
calling the one Zethos, the other Amphion. The former de-

voted himself to the care of cattle ; the latter passed his time
in the practice of music, having been presented with a lyre

and taught to play on it by Hermes.
Meantime Lycos had put Antiope in bonds, and she was

treated with the utmost cruelty by him and his wife Dirce. But
her chains loosed of themselves, and she fled to the dwelling of
her sons in search of shelter and protection. Having recog-

nised her, they resolved to avenge her wrongs : they attacked
and slew Lycos, and tying Dirce by the hair to a bull let him
drag her till she was dead : they then cast her body into the
fount which was named from her. They expelled Laios, seized

on the government, and walled-in the town ; for which pur-
pose the stones are said to have moved in obedience to the
lyre of Amphion.

Zethos married Thebe, from whom he named the town.
Amphion espoused Niobe the daughter of Tantalos, who bore
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him an equal number of sons and daughters. Elated with her

numerous progeny she set herself above Leto, who was the mo-

ther of but two children; the latter complained to Apollo and

Artemis, and the sons of Niobe soon fell by the arrows of the

former, while her daughters perished by those of his sister.

Nine days they lay in blood, and there was none

To bury them, for Kronides had made

The people stones ; but on the tenth the gods

Celestial buried them : she then of food

Thought, being tired out with shedding tears.

Now mid the rocks among the lonely hills

In Sipylos, where are they say the beds

Of the goddess-nymphs who by the Acheloos dance,

Although a stone, she yet broods o'er the woes

Sent by the gods a
.

It was said that one son and a daughter named Chloris

escaped, and that Amphion in attempting, out of vengeance, to

destroy the temple of Apollo, perished by the shafts of that

deity b
.

According to another tradition Zethos was married to

Aedon the daughter of Pandareos, by whom he had only a

son named Itylos, and a daughter Neis. Aedon, jealous of the

superior fecundity of her sister-in-law Niobe, resolved to kill

her eldest son Amaleus in the night. As the two cousins slept

together, she directed her own son Itylos to lie inside; but he

mistook or neglected her directions, and in the dark she killed

him instead of Amaleus d
. When she discovered what she had

done she prayed to the gods to take her out of the world, and

she was changed into a nightingale (arjScov). Zethos is also

said to have fallen by the arrows of Apollo.

This legend is thus noticed in the Odyssey e
:

As when Pandareos' daughter, green Aedon,

Sings lovely in the opening of the spring,

Seated amidst the dense leaves of the trees,

She, frequent changing, poureth forth her voice

a II. xxiv. 602-17. It is here said that Niobe had six sons and six daughters.

Hesiod (Sch. Eur. Phcen. 161.) said ten of each sex; the tragedians (Id. ib.) said

seven, but this was probably on account of the chorus.

b Apollod. iii. 5. 6. Ovid, Met. vi. 146. seq. Hygin. 9.

c
Sch. Od. xix. 518. d See above, p. 334.

e Od. xix. 518.

z
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Tone-full, lamenting her son ltylos,

King Zethos' child, whom erst with ruthless brass

She in her folly slew.

We shall find another form of it among the mythes of Attica.

In this history also there are great variations, caused chiefly,

it is probable, by the tragedians. By Homer a Antiope is

called the daughter of Asopos, and Asios made her the wife

of Epopeus at the time of her conception b
. It is indeed not

improbable that this poet represented these twins, like those

of Leda, as being the one immortal the other mortal, corre-

sponding to the nature of their sires. The mythe in every

view of it has, we think, a physical aspect. Lycos and Nycteus
are plainly Light and Night. Antiope the daughter of the

latter is the Beholder (avrl oifr), and may remind us of the

moon, which at the full sits so calmly looking down on the

earth ; her husband's name Epopeus is of similar import; her

mother is Polyxo (Polylyxo), Light-full. Amphion is the Cir-

cler (hence he walls-in Thebes), and Zethos is perhaps the

Searcher. The Twins, the offspring ofthe Deity and the Moon,
may then be the Sun who goes each day his round, and whose
eye searches out all things .

The mythe of Niobe also is capable of a physical sense.

This goddess^1
, whose name denotes Youth or Newness*, is the

daughter of the Flourishing-one (Tantalos), and the mother of

the Green-one (Chloris). In her then we may view the young,

a Od. xi. 259.

'AvTlOTTT) S' €T6K€ Zr)9oi> K 'AfMplOVCl frlOV,

'A<T(i)7TOV KOVptJ 7TOTafXOV fiaOvdivrjevros,

Zrjvi re Kvaaj-ievr) kcii 'E7rw7rei noifiivi Xaiov.

Apud Paus. ii. 6, 4.

c The name of Petes' mother was Antiope (above, p. 312.). The root of Zethos
may be ?do> or £ew. We have elsewhere (above, p. 61.) the Sim the father of the

Moon, and on the hypothesis of night preceding day, the Moon might be the

mother of the Sim. Zeus-Epopens is like Zeus-Tyndareos.
d Soph. Antig. 834. Elec. 150. Dione, one of the Hyades.is her mother (Ovid,

Met. vi. 174. Hygin. 9.). Sappho (Athen. xiii. 571.) says

Aard) Kal Nio/3»7 fxdXa fiep <pi\ai i}aav ercupcti.

e " ~8i6(3i], i. e. Neo/3»j (Wo^, veos, like Gibs, criosfor 9eos) a Tfeatpa or Kau'w."
Welcker, Kret. Kol. 7. Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 356. See above, p. 50.
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verdant, fruitful earth, 'the bride of the sun a ' (Amphion), be-

neath the influence of whose fecundating beams she pours

forth vegetation with lavish profusion. The revolution of the

year, denoted by Apollo and Artemis (other forms of the sun

and moon), withers up and destroys her progeny ; she weeps

and stiffens to stone (the torrents and frost of winter) ; Chloris

the Green-one remains, and spring clothes the earth anew with

verdure b
.

Some however think that in this story of the Antiopids

glimpses are given ofthe ancient political state of Thebes. It

is observed that there is no connexion between them and the

Cadmic line ; that given above being plainly the work of late

times to account for their appearance at Thebes. Miiller c

views in the former a race of priest-kings devoted to the ser-

vice of Demeter and Hermes-Cadmos, while the two c white-

horsed gods' d were gallant warriors who walled and fortified

the city for the defence, it is said e
, of Cadmos the priest-king,

against the warlike Phlegyans. In fine this writer would

seem to view in ancient Thebes a political state of things some-

what similar to that in France under the last Merovingians,

or still more resembling that of Japan at the present day.

Welcker's f views are not very dissimilar. He sees in the story

of the Twins a Diarchy, as at Sparta and at Rome in its origin,

and he conceives it to have been established by one of the

ancient houses, as Nycteus is called the son of Chthonios.

He also discovers that the Antiopids favoured the religion of

Dionysos, to which the Cadmeians were so hostile ; in Am-
phion's love of music and union with Niobe he finds evidence

of the early introduction of the Lydian melody into Thebes.

a We adopt this expression from that very beautiful poem ' The Bride of Siena,'

the fair author of which, led solely by her poetic feeling, has taken the very view

of nature which we ascribe to a Pelasgian sage. Milton in his youth had a similar

idea. In his Hymn on the Nativity he calls the sun Nature's ' lusty paramour/

and in one of his Latin Elegies (v. 55—94.) he describes this ' bride of the sun

'

and her dower at full length

:

Exuit invisam Tellus rediviva senectam,

Et cupit amplexus, Phcebe, subire tuos, etc.

b See Volcker, ut sup., Cambridge Phil. Mus. ii. 354., and above, pp. 56. and 224.

c Orchom. 227. seq.
d Eur. Phcen. 615.

e Pherecydes, ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 755. ' Kret. Kol. 82. seq.
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Aai'o?. La'ius.

Laios, when driven from Thebes by the Antiopids, retired

to the Peloponnese, where he was entertained by Pelops,

whose son Chrysippos he instructed in the art of driving a

chariot. On the death of Amphidn he succeeded to the throne

of Thebes ; and he married the daughter of Menceceus, called

by Homer Epicasta, by others Iocasta. The oracle however

warned him against having children, declaring that he would

meet his death by means of his offspring. He long abstained

from his wife : at length, having one time drunk too much
wine on a solemn occasion, his love overcame his prudence,

and Iocasta gave birth to a son, whom his father delivered to

his herdsman to expose on Mount Cithasron. The herdsman,

moved to compassion, according to one account a
, gave the babe

to a neatherd belonging to Polybos king of Corinth ; or, as

others say, the neatherds of Polybos found the infant after it

had been exposed, and brought it to Peribcea the wife of Po-

lybos, who being childless reared it as her own, and named it

CEdipus on account of its swollen feet h ; for Laios, previous

to its exposure, had pierced its heels. Many years afterwards

Laios, being on his way to Delphi accompanied only by his

herald Polyphontes, met in a narrow road in Phocis a young
man also driving in a chariot. On his refusal to leave the

way at their command, the herald killed one of his horses

;

and the stranger, filled with rage, slew both Laios and his

herald, and then pursued his journey. The body of Laios

was found and honourably buried by Damasistratos king of

Plataea ; and Creon the son of Menceceus occupied the throne

of Thebes c
.

OiSc7r6Sr)<; rj OlBfarov? teal 'lo/cdaTr). CEdipus et Iocasta.

The foundling CEdipus was brought up by Polybos as his

heir. Happening to be reproached by some one at a banquet
with being a supposititious child, he besought Peribcea to in-

form him of the truth ; but unable to get any satisfaction

from her, he went to Delphi and consulted the oracle. The

a Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 1038. b From olSeuj to stvell, and nods afoot.
c

Apollod. iii. 5. 7. Diodor. iv. 64. Eudocia, 312.
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god directed him to shun his native country, or he should be

the slayer of his father and the sharer of his mother's bed.

He therefore resolved never to return to Corinth, where so

much crime as he thought awaited him, and he took his road

through Phocis. He it was who encountered Laios, and un-

wittingly accomplished the former part of the oracle.

Immediately after the death of Laios, Hera, always hostile

to the city of Dionysos, sent to afflict Thebes a monster named
the Sphinx a

, sprung from Typhon and Echidna. She had

the face of a woman ; the breast, feet, and tail of a lion ; and

the wings of a bird. She had been taught riddles by the

Muses, and she sat on the Phicean Hill and propounded one

to the Thebans. It was this :
" What is that which has one

voice, is four-footed, two-footed, and at last three-footed?"

The oracle told the Thebans that they would not be delivered

from her until they had solved her riddle. They often met to

try their skill ; and when they failed, the Sphinx carried off

and devoured one of their number. At length his son Haemdn
having become her victim, Creon offered by public proclama-

tion the throne and the hand of his sister Iocasta to whoever

should solve the riddle of the Sphinx. GEdipus, who was then

at Thebes,hearing this, came forward and answered the Sphinx,

that it was a Man ; who when an infant creeps on all fours,

when a man goes on two feet, and when old uses a staff, a third

foot. The Sphinx flung herselfdown to the earth and perished;

and CEdipus now unknowingly accomplished the remainder

of the oracle. He had by his mother two sons, Eteocles and

Polyneices, and two daughters, Antigone and Ismene.

After some years Thebes was afflicted with famine and pes-

tilence ; and the oracle being consulted, desired the land to be

purified of the blood which defiled it. Inquiry was set on

a The Sphinx is not mentioned by Homer ; but the legend is noticed in the

Theogony (v. 326.), where she is called <J>7£. Though this legend is probably older

than the time of the first intercourse with Egypt, the Theban monster bears a

great resemblance to the symbolical statues placed before the temples of that land

of mystery.

In the pragmatising days it was said (Paus. ix. 26.) that the Sphinx was a female

pirate, who used to land at Anthedon and advance to the Phicean Hill, whence

she spread her ravages over the country. (Edipus came from Corinth with a nu-

merous army, and defeated and slew her.
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foot after the murderer of Laios, and a variety of concurring

circumstances brought the guilt home to CEdipus. Iocasta,

on the discovery being made, ended her days by a cord, and

her unhappy son and husband in his grief and despair put

out his eyes. He was banished from Thebes ; and accom-

panied by his daughters, who faithfully adhered to him, after

a tedious period of miserable wandering he arrived at the grove

of the Erinnyes, at Colonos, a village not far from Athens, and

there found the termination of his wretched life a .

Such is the form in which the story of GEdipus has been

transmitted to us by the Attic dramatists. We will now con-

sider its more ancient forms.

The hero of the Odyssey says, e< I saw (in Erebos) the mo-

ther of CEdipodes, the fair Epicaste, who in her ignorance did

an awful deed, marrying her own son; and he married having

slain his own father, and immediately the gods made this

known to men. But he ruled over the Cadmeians in desirable

Thebes, suffering woes through the pernicious counsels of the

gods ; but she oppressed with grief went to the abode of Aides,

the strong gate-keeper, having fastened a long halter to the

lofty roof, and left to him many woes, such as the Erinnyes

of a mother produce." In the Ilias b the funeral games are

mentioned which were celebrated at Thebes in honour of the

' fallen CEdipodes'. Hesiod c speaks of the heroes who fell

fighting at the seven-gated Thebes on account of the sheep of

CEdipodes. It would also seem that, according to the above

passage of the Odyssey, and to the epic poem the CEdipo-

deia d, Epicasta had not any children by her son, Eurygeneia

the daughter of Hyperphas being the mother of his well-

known children. According to the cyclic Thebais e
, the fatal

a Apollod. iii. 5. 8, 9. Diodor. ut sup. Soph. (Ed. Col.

b II. xxiii. 679. The word Sedovn-oTos is rather amhiguous, but it is probably

merely dead. See II. i. 191.
c Works, 162.

A Paus. ix. 5, 11. Pherecydes (Sch. Phoen. 52.) said that the sons of Iocasta

were Phrastor and Laonytos, who fell in battle against the Minyans. When the

year (of mourning for Iocasta ?) was ended, he adds, (Edipiis married Eurygeneia,

and on her death Astymedusa the daughter of Sthenelos.

e Athcn. xi. 465.
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curse of CEdipus on his sons had the following origin. Poly-
neices placed before his father a silver table which had be-
longed to Cadmos, and filled a golden cup with wine for him;
but when he perceived the heir-looms of his family thus set

before him, he raised his hands and prayed that his sons might
never divide their inheritance peaceably, but ever be at strife.

Elsewhere the Thebais a said that his sons having sent him
the loin instead of the shoulder of the victim, he flung it to the

ground, and prayed that they might fall by each other's hands.

The motives assigned by the tragedians are certainly of a

more dignified nature than these, which seem trifling and in-

significant. This story affords convincing proof of the great

liberties which the Attic tragedians allowed themselves to

take with the ancient mythes. It was purely to gratify Athe-
nian vanity that Sophocles, contrary to the current tradition,

made CEdipus die at Colonos; his blindness seems also a

tragic fiction. Euripides makes Iocasta survive her sons, and
terminate her life by the swordb

.

Teipeo-ia?. Tiresias.

In all the unhappy history of the Labdacids at Thebes this

celebrated soothsayer occupies a distinguished place ; and his

fame was apparently widely extended in the most remote

times. Circe tells the hero of the Odyssey, when anxious to

return to Ithaca, that he must previously ' seek the dwelling

of Aides and awful Persephoneia, to consult the soul of the

Theban Teiresias, the blind prophet, whose mental powers

are perfect ; to whom, though dead, Persephoneia has granted

reason, that he alone should have sense while others flit about

mere shades / When Odysseus afterwards goes to the abode

of Aides, Teiresias approaches him bearing his golden staff;

and he alone of the dead recognises the mortal hero before he

has tasted the blood ; of which, however, he drinks previous

to revealing to him the future d
.

Teiresias is said to have been the son of Eueres and the

Ap. Seh. Soph. (Ed. Col. H40. b Sec below, Theban Wan
Od. x. 490. d Od. xi. 90.
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nymph Chariclo, of the race of Udaaos, one of the Spartans

(Sown). Various accounts are given as to the cause of his

blindness : one ascribes it to his having seen Athena bathing a
;

another, to his having divulged to mankind the secrets of the

gods b
. The Melampodia related , that Teiresias, happening to

see two serpents copulating on Mount Cithaeron, killed the

female, and was suddenly changed into a woman. In this

state he continued seven years ; at the end of which period,

observing two serpents similarly engaged, he killed the male,

and thus returned to his pristine state. On some occasion

Zeus and Hera fell into a dispute, whether the greater portion

of the pleasures of love fall to man or woman. Unable to settle

it to their satisfaction, they agreed to refer the matter to Tei-

resias, who had known either state. His answer was that of

ten parts but one falls to man d
. Hera incensed deprived the

guiltless arbitrator of the power of vision. Zeus, as one god
cannot undo the acts of another, gave him in compensation

an extent of life for seven generations, and the power of fore-

seeing coming events. ,

Teiresias lived at Thebes, where he was contemporary with
all the events of the times of Laios and CEdipus, and the two
Theban wars. At the conclusion of the last he recommended
the Thebans to abandon their city, and he was the companion
of their flight. It was still night when they arrived at the

fountain of Tilphussa. Teiresias, whose period of life was
fated to be coextensive with that of the city of the Cadmeians,
drank of its waters, and immediately died. The victorious Ar-
gives sent his daughter Manto along with a portion of the spoil

to Delphi, according to the vow which they had made. In
obedience to the command of the oracle, Manto afterwards

went thence, and marrying Rhakios of Mycenae or Crete,

founded the town and oracle of Claros. She bore to Rhakios,

a Pherecyd. ap. Apollod. iii. 6, 7. Callim. Ets Aour. TlaX. 75. seq.
b Apollod. ut sup.
c

Id. ut sup. Sch. Od. xii. 494. Tzetz. Lye. 682. 683. Ovid, Met. iii. 328. seq.

Hygin. 75. Apollodorus and Hyginus make Cyllene the scene of Teiresias' adven-
ture. There are other differences also in the narrative.

d Olrjv fiev fioipav deica fioipojp repTrerai dv>)p.

Tds fieTcn d' t
:HTri7r\r)(7i yvin) repnovaa Totj/ta.
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(or, as others said, to Apollo) a son named Mopsos, a cele-

brated prophet a
.

The name Teiresias b is apparently derived from repcis, pro-

digy, and that of his daughter from jjl&vtis.

Mtvvac real <£>\eyvcu. Minyce et Phlegyce.

No names are more completely buried in the depths of my-
thology than those of the Minyans and Phlegyans. Even to

Homer but a slight breath of their fame seems to have come c
.

Pausanias d relates, that the country about Orchomenos in

Bceotia was first possessed by Andreus, the son of the river

Peneios, who named it from himself Andrei's. He was suc-

ceeded by his son Eteocles, who is said to have been the first

who sacrificed to the Graces. Eteocles gave a portion of his

territory to Halmos the son of Sisyphos of Corinth, to whose
posterity, on Eteocles' dying childless, the kingdom came

:

for Halmos had two daughters, Chrysogeneia and Chryse

;

the former of whom was by Ares mother of Phlegyas ; the

latter bore to Poseidon a son named Minyas e
. Phlegyas ob-

a The Thebai's ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 308. Pausanias, vii. 3. Tzetz. Lye. 980.

The legend (Virg. JEn. x. 199.) which makes Manto the founder of Mantua in

Italy evidently owes its origin to similarity of name.
b Milton (P. L. iii. 36.) enumerates Teiresias among those " equall'd with him

in fate," whom he would fain be " equall'd with in renown :"

And Tiresias and Phineus prophets old.

Does not this line afford a presumption that Milton, like Ben Jonson, read Greek

by accent ? Nothing can be more inharmonious than it is if Teiresias be pronounced

in the Latin manner, with the accent on the antepenultimate : few lines are more

harmonious, if, as in the Greek, it be laid on the penultimate. If he did not read

by accent, the line would probably have been, as Pearce proposed to read,

And Phineus and Tiresias prophets old.

Another instance is (i. 720.),

Belus or Serapis their gods.

c Homer never mentions the Minyans ; but he uses the adjective Minyan as an

appellative of the wealthy city Orchomenos in Boeotia to distinguish it from that

in Arcadia, and he also (II. xi. 722.) applies it to a stream in the Peloponnese. He
speaks (II. xiii. 302.) of the Phlegyans.

d Paus. ix. 34. seq.

e According to Pausanias, the son of Chryse was Chryses the father of Minyas ;

but the authors followed by the scholiast on Apollonius (iii. 1094.) give the more

probable genealogy of the text.
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tained the dominion after Eteocles, and named the country

Phlegyantis. He also built a city called Phlegya, into which

he collected the bravest warriors of Greece. These separated

themselves from the other people of the country, and took to

robbing and plundering. They even ventured to assail and

burn the temple of Delphi ; and Zeus, on account of their

impietv, finally destroyed them with lightning and pestilence.

A few only escaped to Phocis.

Minyas reigned next, and was wealthier than any of his

predecessors. He built the first treasury, similar to that of

Atreus at Mycenae. Pausanias saw the ruins of it, and de-

scribes it as being of great size and strength. The son of

Minyas was Orchomenos, who gave name to the town ; and

with him the race of Halmos ended, and the territory fell to

the descendents of Athamas and Phrixos. Clymenos, one of

these, having been slain in a quarrel with the Thebans at the

feast of Poseidon at Onchestos, his son Erginos made war on

them, and reduced them to an annual tribute, which they paid

till relieved from it by Heracles. Erginos was father of the ce-

lebrated architects Agamedes and Trophonios. Two of this

family, Ascalaphos and Ialmenos, were at the siege of Troy,

and with them ends the mythic history of Orchomenos.

The Argonauts were called Minyans, according to the my-

thologists, because the greater part of them were descended

from Minyas on the female side a
; and the daughters of

Minyas are celebrated in the mythe of Dionysos, on account

of their contempt for his rites, and their consequent punish-

mentb
.

The subject of the Minyans has been treated at great length

by Mtiller c and Buttmann d
. The result of their inquiries is

as follows.

The Minyans was the mythic name of one of the early races

of Greece, probably a portion of the iEolian. They inhabited

the northern part of Bceotia and the southern of Thessaly, and

practised and acquired considerable wealth by commerce and

navigation ; this is denoted by the names derived from gold

a
Apoll. Rh. i. 229. b See above, p. 213.

e Orchom. 133. seg. d Mytholog. ii. 194. seg.
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which occur in their genealogy, by Poseidon's forming a part

of it, and by the tradition of the great wealth of Orchomenos.

Their port was Iolcos, and their dock-yard Pagasae. The Ar-

gonautic expedition was one undertaken by them ; and the

assemblage of the heroes from all parts of Greece was the ad-

dition of later times, which also assigned the wrong origin of

the name Minyans given to the heroes, which we have just

mentioned. It is a remarkable fact, that Orchomenos was

one of the seven cities which had a share in the Amphictyonic

assembly on the Argolic island Calauria. The remaining six

were states in the neighbourhood ; and nothing but superior

wealth and naval power could have induced them to admit

the distant Orchomenos into their association. Everything

conspires, they think, to prove, that the whole of the .iEgaean

coast of Greece, especially that possessed by the Minyans,

carried on an active commerce by sea at a period long ante-

rior to history.

The Phlegyans, whose name corresponds with their fate,

are by Buttmann regarded as belonging to the universal tra-

dition of an impious people being destroyed by fire from

heaven,—the well-known history of the origin of the Dead

Sea, which, as the legend of Baucis and Philemon might seem

to show, early made its way into Greece. Muller regards the

Phlegyans as being the same with the Lapiths and the mili-

tary class of the Minyans. It was probably their name which

gave occasion to the legend of their destruction a
.

Tpo^wvto? koX 'A7a/jLrjSrjs. TropJionius et Agamedes.

When Erginos, king of Orchomenos, had been overcome

by Heracles, his affairs fell into such a reduced state, that in

order to retrieve them he abstained from matrimony. As he

grew rich and old, he wished to have children ; and going to

Delphi, he consulted the god, who gave him in oracular phrase

the prudent advice to marry a young wife b
.

Erginos accordingly following the counsel of the Pythia,

a The Phlegyans were probably the Illustrious, from <p\^yio, to make renowned.

Pind. Pyth. v. 60. Nem. x. 4. Isth. vii. 33.

b Paus. ix. 37, 3.
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married, and had two sons, Trophonios and Agamedes;
though some said Apollo was the father of the former. They
became distinguished architects, and built the temple of

Apollo at Delphi% and a treasury for king Hyrieus. In the

wall of this last they placed a stone in such a manner that it

could be taken out, and by this means from time to time

purloined the treasure. This amazed Hyrieus ; for his locks

and seals were untouched, and yet his wealth continually di-

minished. At length he set a trap for the thief, and Aga-
medes was caught. Trophonios, unable to extricate him, and

fearing that when found he would be compelled by torture to

discover his accomplice, cut off his head b
. Trophonios him-

self is said to have been shortly afterwards swallowed up by
the earth c

.

According to Pindar d
, when they had finished the temple

of Delphi they asked a reward of the god. He promised to

give it on the seventh day, desiring them meanwhile to live

cheerful and happy. On the seventh night they died in their

sleep.

There was a celebrated oracle of Trophonios at Lebadeia in

Bceotia. During a great drought the Boeotians were, it was
said, directed by the god at Delphi to seek aid of Trophonios
in Lebadeia. They came thither, but could find no oracle

:

one of them however happening to see a swarm of bees, they

followed them to a chasm in the earth, which proved to be
the place sought e

.

a Horn. Hymn to Pyth. Apoll. 118.
b The same trick is also said to have been played on Augeas, king of Elis, by

Trophonios the step-son of Agamedes the Arcadian architect (Charax ap. Sch. Ari-

stoph. Clouds, 509.)- It also formed an episode of the Telegonia. The reader will

observe the similarity between this legend and that related by Herodotus (ii. 121.)

of the Egyptian king Rhampsinitus. Buttmann and Midler think the supposition

of the story being taken from Herodotus, and told of persons and places in Greece,

too absurd to deserve refutation. But these ingenious writers should have known
that no practice is more common, and that abundant instances of it are to be found
in all times and countries. (See ' Tales and Popular Fictions,' passim.) We are,

however, disposed to regard this as one of the tales which the Egyptians (who, by
the way, seem never to have been an inventive people,) borrowed from the Greeks.

c Paus. ut supra.
d Apud Plut. De Cons, ad Apoll. Op. vii. p. 335. ed. Hutten. Plutarch at the

same time tells the similar stoiy of Cleobis and Biton from Herod, i. 31.
e

Paus. ix. 40. He also relates {ib. 39.) the mode of consulting the oracle.
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Trophonios was named a Zeus-Trophonios, that is, the Nou-

rishing or Sustaining Zeus (from rpe^xu). He is probably

a deity from the Pelasgian times, a giver of food from the

bosom of the earth, and hence worshiped in a cavern. Aga-

medes (the Thoughtful or Provident) is perhaps only another

title of the same being ; and as corn was preserved in under-

ground treasuries or granaries, the brothers may in one sense

have been the builders, in another the plunderers of these

receptaclesb .

*£Ito$ koI 'E^taXr?;?. Otus et Ephialtes.

Otos and Ephialtes the sons of Aloeus, says the Ilias c, kept

Ares confined for thirteen months in a brazen prison (/c€pd/j,a)),

and he had perished there if their stepmother Eriboea had

not informed Hermes, who stole him out of it. Odysseus sees

in Erebos Iphimedeia the wife of Aloeus, who said she had
6 mingled' with Poseidon, and she bore two sons Otos and

Ephialtes, the tallest whom earth reared, and the handsomest

next to Orion. At nine years of age they were nine ells in

height and nine cubits in breadth. They menaced the Im-

mortals, and prepared to pile Ossa on Olympos and Pelion

on Ossa, in order to scale heaven, but Apollo killed them be-

fore the down had grown on their cheeks d
.

Thus far Homer. Pindar e says that they died in Naxos

;

by their own hands, according to a later tradition*'. It was

also a tradition that they dwelt at Ascra (of which they were

the founders) at the foot of Helicon, which mountain they

consecrated to the Muses s. Their tombs were shown at An-

thedon h
.

We know no mythe more difficult than this of the Aloeids.

The names of their father and stepmother 1 relate to agricul-

a Strabo, ix. 2. Liv. xlv. 27. b See Muller, Orchom. 198. 150. seq. 242.

c
II. v. 385. seq.

d Od. xi. 304. seq.

e Pyth. iv. 156. seq.
f Above, p. 130. g Paus. ix. 29, 1.

* Id. ib. 22, 5.

'AXioevs, from d\ua, threshing-floor. 'Epifioia, from epi and BOG, (36<tkio,

to feed.
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ture, and the confining of the war-god and the worship of the

Muses would seem to give them a rural character ; while their

descent from Poseidon and Iphimedeia, and the attempt to

scale heaven, indicate turbulence and impiety. We are dis-

posed however to regard the former as the more ancient form

of the mythe, and the original conception of them may have

been similar to that of the Molionids. It was possibly their

names that led to the fiction of their piling mountains a
, and

Poseidon was the appropriate sire of youths of a fierce and

turbulent character.

r

Hpa/c\%. Hercules h
.

Electryon, the son of Perseus king of Mycenae, had given

his daughter Alcmena in marriage to his nephew Amphitryon.

Having had the misfortune to kill his father-in-law, Amphi-
tryon was forced to fly from Mycenae. Alcmena and her

brother Licymnios accompanied his flight, and he was kindly

received at Thebes by Creon, who purified him from the guilt

of bloodshed.

While Amphitryon was absent on an expedition against

the Teleboans, Zeus, who had become enamoured of Alcmena,
assumed the form of her husband, and was admitted by her

without suspicion to all his privileges. He related to her all

the events of the war, and by his power extended the night

to three times its usual duration. Amphitryon on his return

was surprised at the indifference with which he was received

by his wife ; but on coming to an explanation with her, and
consulting Teiresias, he learned that it was no less a person-

age than Zeus himself who had assumed his form c
.

Alcmena brought forth twins, Heracles the son of Zeus,

the elder by one night, and Iphicles, the progeny of her mortal

lord. The children were but eight months old, when Hera
sent two huge serpents into the chamber to destroy them.

Alcmena in terror called to her husband to save them, but

a T
Qros from QOO, wQeio, to push; 'EtpiaXrris from enl and «a\\&> to put.

b In compliance with established usage we place this hero here, though there is

little reason for regarding him as an original Theban hero. See Appendix (I).

e Pherecyd. ap. Sch. Od. xi. 2GG. Apollod. ii. 4. Diodor. iv. 9.
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Heracles raised himself up on his feet, caught the two mon-

sters by the throat and strangled them a
.

When come to a proper age Heracles was instructed in

the management of a chariot by Amphitryon himself; he was

taught wrestling by Autolycos, archery by Eurytos, the use

of arms by Castor, to play on the lyre by Linos the brother

of Orpheus, whose services were however but ill rewarded by

the young hero, as he killed him with a blow of the lyre for

having struck him. He was called to account for this deed,

and justified himself by citing a law of Rhadamanthys, which

said that "whoever defends himself against any one who

makes an unjust assault on him is guiltless," and he was ac-

quitted 5
.

Amphitryon however, to prevent the recurrence of such an

event, sent him away to where his herds were feeding, and

there he grew up to great strength and size. His look was ter-

rible, for he was the son of Zeus ; his stature was four cubits;

fire flashed from his eyes : his arrow and his dart never missed.

In his eighteenth year, while he was still with his father's

herds, he slew a huge lion which lay in Mount Cithaeron,

whence he used to attack the herds of Amphitryon and of

Thestios king of the Thespians. Heracles when going to

engage the lion was hospitably entertained by Thestios for

fifty days. Each night one of the fifty daughters of his host

ascended the couch of the hero, for Thestios was desirous to

propagate the race of the son of Zeus. But Heracles, un-

aware of this design, fancied that but one of the maidens had

enjoyed his embraces c
. Revolving time, however, beheld fifty

of his progeny. He slew the lion, whose hide he ever after

wore on his shoulders, and made the skin of his head serve

him as a helmet d
.

As he was returning from this hunt, he met the heralds

sent by Erginos to receive tribute from the Thebans. The

a Pind. Nem. i. 49. seq. Theocr. Idyl. xxiv.

b The law according to Aristotle (Eth. v. 8.) was Ei kg iraBoi ra k Zp%e fffcq k'

LQeia yevoiro.
c Apollod. Some said seven, others one night. See Heyne in loc.

d Homer arms Heracles with a how and arrows (II. v. 393. Od. viii. 224

;

xi. 600.) : Hesiod describes him with shield and spear. Peisander and Stesichorus

were the first who gave him the club and lion-skin. Athen. xii. 513.
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cause of the payment of this tribute was as follows : the cha-

rioteer of Menoecios had wounded Clymenos, king of the Mi-
nyans, with a stone in Onchestos the sacred field of Poseidon.

Clymenos, being brought in a dying state to Orchomenos,
charged his son Erginos to avenge his death. Erginos in

consequence led an army against the Thebans, and having

slain a number of them concluded peace on condition of their

paying him for twenty years an annual tribute of a hundred

oxen. It was for this tribute that the heralds were going to

Thebes when they were met by Heracles, who cutting off

their ears and noses, and tying their hands to their necks with

cords, bade them take that tribute to Erginos and the Mi-
nyans. Incensed at this insult offered to his heralds, Erginos

made war anew on Thebes ; but Heracles, having been fur-

nished with arms by Athena, and being appointed by the The-
bans their general, slew Erginos and routed the Minyans, on
whom he imposed a tribute the double of what the Thebans
used to pay. In this battle Amphitryon fell valiantly fighting.

Creon gave his daughter Megara in marriage to Heracles, and
her younger sister to Iphicles a

. Alcmena the mother of the

hero also married Rhadamanthys the son of Zeus, who was
then living in Ocaleia of Boeotia b

. Heracles was presented

with a sword by Hermes, a bow by Apollo, a golden breast-

plate by Hephaestos, horses by Poseidon, a robe by Athena.

He himself cut his club in the Nemean wood .

Some time after his war with the Minyans he fell into

madness, owing to the envy of Hera, and flung his own three

children by Megara, and the two of his brother Iphicles, into

the fire. As a punishment for this deed he went into volun-

tary exile, and was purified by Thestios. He then went to

Delphi, and inquired of the god where he should settle. The

3 Od. xi. 269.

b According to Pherecydes (ap. Ant. Lib. 33.), when Alcmena, who long sur-

vived her son, died, and the Heracleids were about to bury her at Thebes, Zeus di-

rected Hermes to steal her away and convey her to the Isles of the Blest, where

she should espouse Rhadamanthys. Hermes obeyed, and placed a stone instead

of her in the coffin. When the Heracleids went to carry her forth to be buried,

they were surprised at the weight, and opening the coffin found the stone, which
they took out, and set it up in the grove where her Heroon stood at Thebes.

L' Apollod. ut sup. Diodor. iv. 11.
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Pythia then first named him Heracles% for hitherto he had

been called Alceides from his grandfather, and she desired him
to settle at Tiryns, and serve Eurystheus twelve years, and

perform twelve tasks to be imposed by him. She added that

when these tasks were all accomplished, he would be made
immortal. The hero obeyed, went to Tiryns, and there served

Eurystheus.

The cause of Eurystheus' obtaining this power was as fol-

lows : The day on which Alcmena was to be delivered in

Thebes, Zeus, in exultation, announced to the gods that a

man of his race was that day to see the light, who would rule

over all his neighbours. Hera, pretending incredulity, exacted

from him an oath that what he had said should be accom-

plished. Zeus, unsuspicious of guile, swore, and Hera hastened

down to Argos, where the wife of Sthenelos the son of Per-

seus was seven months gone of a son. The goddess brought

on a premature labour, and Eurystheus came to light that day,

while she checked the parturition of Alcmena, and kept back

the Eileithyiae. The oath of Zeus was not to be recalled, and

his son was fated to serve Eurystheus b
.

The first task imposed by Eurystheus was to bring him the

skin of the Nemean Hon. This animal was the progeny of

Typhon c and Echidna, and invulnerable. On his way to en-

gage him Heracles arrived at Cleonae, where he was hospita-

bly entertained by a labouring man named Molorchos. His

host being desirous to offer a sacrifice, Heracles begged of him

to reserve it till the thirtieth day, saying that if he should

then return victorious he might offer it to Zeus the Saviour;

but if he fell in the conflict, to make it a funeral offering to

himself as a hero. When he came to the Nemean wood and

had discovered the lion, he began to ply him with his arrows,

but finding soon that he was invulnerable, he grasped his

club and pursued him to his den, which was pervious. He
then built up one of the entrances, and going in at the other,

and grasping the lion's throat in his hands, held him till he

a 'UpaKkeriv de ae <£oi/3os e-n-MW/xov k^ovo\iaZ,ei,

"Hpa yap dvQpo)iroi<Ji (peptov kXcos ci<p9iTov t
;

£ets.

Et. Mag. v. 'HpaicXTis.

b Horn. II. xix. 198.
c Hesiod (Th. 327.) says of Orthos.

2 A
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was suffocated a
. Then taking him on his shoulders, he pro-

ceeded toward Mycenae, and coming on the last day of the ap-

pointed period to Molorchos' abode, he found him just on the

point of offering the victim for him as being dead. Having
offered the sacrifice to Zeus the Saviour, he brought the lion

to Mycenae. But when Eurystheus saw this proof of the

wonderful strength of Heracles, he prohibited his entrance in

future into the city, and ordered him to announce the per-

formance of his tasks before the gates. Some even say that

the terror of Eurystheus was so great, that he had a brazen

jar made, in which he used to hide himself underground,

and employ the herald Copreus, the son of Pelops, to set him
his tasks b . This Copreus, having slain Iphitos, had fled to

Mycenae, and abode there with Eurystheus who had purified

him.

The second task was to destroy the Lernaean hydra or

water-snake, another progeny of Typhon and Echidna
,

which abode in the marsh of Lerna, whence she used to come
out on the land, and kill the cattle and ravage the country.

This hydra had a huge body with nine heads, eight of them
mortal, and one in the middle immortal. Heracles mounted
his chariot, which was driven by Iolaos, the son of Iphicles

;

and on coming to Lerna, he stopped the horses and went in

quest of the hydra, which he found on a rising ground near

the springs of Amymone, where her hole was. He shot at her

with fiery darts till he made her come out ; and he then grasped

and held her, while she twined herself about his legs. The
hero crushed her heads with his club, but to no purpose, for

when one was crushed two sprang up in its stead. A huge crab

also aided the hydra, and bit the feet of Heracles. He killed

the crab, and then he called upon Iolaos to come to his assist-

ance. Iolaos immediately set fire to the neighbouring wood,

and with the flaming brands searing the necks of the hydra

as the heads were cut off, effectually checked their growth d
.

Having thus got rid of the mortal heads, Heracles cut off the

a See the description of the combat in Theocr. Idyll, xxv.
b

II. xv. 639.
c

Hes. Th. 313.
d The hydra was a sophist, savs Socrates, with his usual irony (Plat. Euthyd.

297.).
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immortal one and buried it ; setting a heavy stone on the top

of it, in the road leading from Lerna to Eleos. He cut the

body of the hydra up into pieces, and dipped his arrows in

her gall. Eurystheus however denied that this was to be

reckoned among the twelve tasks, since he had not destroyed

the hydra alone, but with the assistance of Iolaos.

The third task was to fetch the horned hind alive to My-
cenae. This hind haunted CEnoe, had golden horns, and was

sacred to Artemis. Heracles, not wishing to kill or wound

her, pursued her for an entire year a
. When the animal was

tired with the chase, she took refuge in Mount Artemision,

then fled to the river Ladon, and, as she was about to cross

that stream, Heracles struck her with an arrow, caught her,

put her on his shoulder, and was going with his burden

through Arcadia, when he met Artemis and her brother Apollo.

The goddess took the hind from him, and reproached him for

violating her sacred animal. But the hero excusing himself

on the plea of necessity, and laying the blame on Eurystheus,

Artemis was mollified, and allowed him to take the hind alive

to Mycenae.

The fourth task imposed by Eurystheus was to bring him

the Erymanthian boar also alive. This animal frequented

Mount Erymanthos, and thence laid waste the region of Pso-

phis. Heracles took his road through Pholoe, where he was

hospitably entertained by Pholos the Centaur, the son of Si-

lenos and the nymph Melia. The Centaur set before his guest

roast meat, though he himself fared on it raw. Heracles

asking for wine, his host said he feared to open the jar, which

was the common property of the Centaurs ; but when pressed

by the hero he consented to unclose it for him. The fragrance

of the wine spread over the mountainb
, and soon brought all

the Centaurs armed with stones and pine-sticks to the cave

of Pholos. The first who ventured to enter were driven back

by Heracles with burning brands : he hunted the remainder

with his arrows to Malea. They fled there to Cheiron, who

having been expelled from Pelion by the Lapiths was dwell-

a Pindar (01. iii. 55.) makes the hind, lead the hero a chase to the country of

the Hyperboreans.
b Theocr. vii. 149.
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ing at that place. As Heracles was here shooting at the Cen-

taurs, one of his arrows went through the arm of Elatos and

stuck in the knee of Cheiron. Grieved at this unhappy event.

Heracles ran up, drew out the arrow, and applied to the wound
a remedy given by Cheiron himself; but in vain, the venom
of the hydra was not to be overcome. Cheiron retired into

his cave, longing to die, but unable on account of his immor-

tality, till, on his expressing his willingness to die for Prome-

theus, he was released by death from his misery. The other

Centaurs fled to different places ; some remained at Malea

;

Eurytion went to Pholoe, Nessos to the river Euenos ; Posei-

don took the rest and sheltered them in Mount Eleusis.

When Heracles returned to Pholoe, he found Pholos lying

dead along with several others; for, having drawn the arrow out

of the body of one of them, while he was wondering how so

small a thing could destroy such large beings, it dropped out

of his hand and stuck in his foot, and he died immediately a
.

Heracles buried him, and then set out to hunt the boar, and

driving him from his lair with loud cries, chased him into a

snow-drift, where he caught and bound him, and then took

him to Mycenae.

To clear out in one day all the dung in the stables of Augeas
king of Elis, the son of Poseidon (or according to others of

the Sun), was the fifth task imposed by the relentless Eury-

stheus b
. When Heracles came to Augeas, he said nothing to

him of the commands of Eurystheus, but offered for a tenth

of his herds to clean out his stables in one day. Augeas
agreed, not thinking the thing possible ; and Heracles took

Phyleus, the son of Augeas, to witness the agreement. He
then broke down a part of the wall of the court, and turning

in the rivers Peneios and Alpheios by a canal, let them run
out at the other side. Augeas, on learning that this was one

of the tasks imposed by Eurystheus, not only refused to stand

to his agreement, but denied that he had promised anything,

and offered to lay the matter before judges. When the cause

was tried, Phyleus honestly gave testimony against his father;

a The proper scene of the adventure with the Centaurs must have been Thes-

saly, as in Euripides, Her. Fur. 365. seq.

b Theocr. Idyll xxv.
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and Augeas in a rage, even before the votes had been given,

ordered both his son and Heracles to depart out of Elis. The
former retired to Dulichion : the latter went to Dexamenos at

Olenos, whom he found on the point of being compelled to

give his daughter in marriage to the Centaur Eurytion. Dex-

amenos imploring his aid, he killed the Centaur as he was

coming for his bride. Eurystheus however refused to count

this also among the twelve tasks, saying that he had done it

for hire.

The sixth task was to drive away the Stymphalid birds.

These were water-fowl, which, afraid of the wolves, fled to

lake Stymphalis, which lay embosomed in wood near the

Arcadian town Stymphalos. While Heracles was deliberating

how he should scare them, Athena brought him from Hephse-

stos brazen clappers. He stood under a neighbouring hill,

and rattled them : the birds terrified rose in the air, and he

then shot them with his arrows a
.

His seventh task was to fetch the Cretan bull. This animal

had been sent up by Poseidon when Minos had vowed to

sacrifice whatever should appear from the sea. Struck with

the beauty and size of the animal, Minos substituted another,

and put him among his herds. Poseidon in anger made the

bull run wild and furious. When Heracles arrived, Minos

gave him permission to take him if he could. The hero suc-

ceeded, and brought and showed him to Eurystheus. He
then let him go : and the bull roved over Sparta and Arcadia,

and crossing the Isthmus came to Marathon in Attica, where

he did great mischief to the inhabitants.

For his eighth task he was enjoined to bring to Mycenae

the mares of Diomedes of Thrace. This was a son of Ares

and Cyrene, and king of the Bistonians. His mares were

androphagous. Heracles sailed thither with some volunteers,

and having overcome the grooms, led the mares to the sea.

The Bistonians pursued with arms. Heracles, leaving the

mares in charge of Abderos, his favourite, the son of Hermes,

a Locrian of Opus, went to engage them. Meantime the

mares tore their keeper to pieces ; and the hero, having de-

feated the Bistonians and slain Diomedes, built a city by the

Pherccydes, ap, Sch. Apoll. Rh. ii. 1054.
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tomb of Abderos, and named it after him. He brought the

mares to Eurystheus, who turned them loose; and they strayed

on to Mount Olympos, where they were destroyed by the

wild beasts.

The ninth task was to bring to his master the girdle of Hip-

polyta queen of the Amazons% who dwelt about the river

Thermodon. This nation was composed of women, who were

renowned for their valour. When they bore children, they

reared the females alone. They cut off their right breasts,

that they might not impede them in drawing the bow. Hip-

polyta was mistress of the belt of Ares, as a token of her ex-

ceeding all the Amazons in valour. This girdle Eurystheus

coveted for his daughter Admeta, and he ordered Heracles to

bring it to him.

Having drawn together some volunteers, among whom were

Theseus and Castor and Polydeukes, he sailed to the isle of

Paros, where four sons of Minos dwelt. Two of the ship's

company happening to be slain by them, Heracles killed se-

veral of the Parians, and besieged the rest, till they offered to

give him any two he wished in the place of the companions he

had lost. He chose Alcaeos and Sthenelos, the sons of An-
drogeos, and then sailed on to Mysia, where he was hospi-

tably entertained by Lycos, king of the Mariandynians, whom
he aided against the Bebrycians, and slew their king Mygdon,
the brother of Amycos. He took a large portion of their ter-

ritory and gave it to Lycos, who named it Heracleia. The
hero reached at length the haven of Themiscyra, where Hip-

polyta came to inquire the cause of his arrival, and on hear-

ing it she promised to give him her girdle. But Hera, taking

the form of an Amazon, went and persuaded the rest that the

strangers were carrying off their queen. They instantly armed,

mounted their horses,
1,and came down to the ship. Heracles,

thinking that Hippolyta had acted treacherously, slew her,

and taking her girdle made sail homewards.

He stopped at Troy, then in great distress from the wrath

of Poseidon and Apollo. These gods had contracted with

Laomeclon, king of Troy, to build a wall round the town

;

but when the wall was completed, Laomedon refused to pay

a See Appendix (K.).
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the wages agreed on, and dismissed them, threatening to cut

off their ears. He even menaced to tie Apollo hand and foot

and transport him to the distant islands a
. To punish him

Apollo sent a pestilence, and Poseidon a flood bearing a huge

sea-monster, who carried off all the people to be found in the

plain. The oracle being consulted declared that there would

be no end of the evil till Laomedon had given his daughter

Hesione b for food to the monster. He therefore exposed her,

fastened to a rock which overhung the sea. Heracles, having

seen the maiden, offered to deliver her if Laomedon would

give him the mares which Zeus had presented to Tros, in ex-

change for his son Ganymedes. Laomedon assented, and

Heracles slew the monster and delivered Hesione : but the

faithless Trojan refused to keep his word, and the hero sailed

away, threatening to return and make war on Troy.

His tenth task was to bring the oxen of Geryoneus from the

island of Erytheia {Ruddy-isle), which lay near the Ocean c
,

and was inhabited by Geryoneus the son of Chrysaor d [Gold-

sword), and Callirrhoe (Fair-floiving), an Oceanis. He had

the bodies of three men united : they cohered above, but be-

low the loins they were divided into three. His oxen were

of a purple hue, and were guarded by his herdsman, named

Eurytion, and the two-headed dog Orthos, the progeny of

Echidna and Typhon.

Heracles took his road through Libya, and when he came

to the verge of Europe and Libya he erected two pillars, one

on each side of the strait, as monuments of his journey e
.

a
II. xxi. 441 ; see above, p. 123. The poet (II. xx. 145.) mentions the combat

of Heracles with the sea-monster. He also tells (v. 640.) of the taking of Troy

by Heracles, on account of the horses, relating to which Laomedon had broken

his word.
b Hesione is the same as E'ione (name of a Nereis, Hes. Th. 255.) and comes

from t)'iojv strand.
c Apollodorus, following Pherecydes, says " which is now called Gadeira," but

that island has surely no river or mountain in it. Hesiod (Th. 290, seg.) clearly

places Erytheia beyond the Ocean, that is toward its further coast. It was pro-

bably the temple of the Phoenician Melcart (who was identified with Heracles) at

Gades which gave occasion to this localization of Erytheia, and also to the legend

of the pillars.

d See above, p. 253.
c

Pind. Nem. hi. 35. seq. Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 61.
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Being scorched with the burning rays of the sun, he had the

hardihood to bend his bow against the Sun-god ; who, ad-

miring his courage, gave him his golden cup to pass over to

Erytheia. As he was crossing, Oceanos appeared to him, and

by agitating his waters, and tossing the cup in which he was

sailing, endeavoured to frighten him ; but on the hero's bend-

ing his bow at him he ceased, and called to him to hold his

hand a
. Having reached the island he passed the night on

Mount Abas. The dog Orthos discovering him flew at him,

but Heracles struck him with his club, and killed Eurytion

who came up to his aid. Menoetios, who kept in the same

place the oxen of Hades, having informed Geryoneus of what

had befallen, he pursued and overtook Heracles, as he was dri-

ving the cattle along the river Anthemos. He there attacked

him, but was slain by his arrows ; and Heracles, placing the

oxen in the cup, brought them over to the continent, where

he returned his vessel to the Sun-god. He drove his cattle

through Iberia, and came to Lygia, where Alebion and Der-

cinos, the sons of Poseidon, attempted to cany them offb .

These he slew, and then went on through Tyrrhenia. At

Rhegion one of his bulls broke away c
, ran through the coun-

try, swam over to Sicily, and came to the lands of Eryx the

son of Poseidon, who ruled over the Elymians. Eryx put the

bull among his herds ; and Heracles, committing the care of

his other cattle to Hephaestos, went in quest of the stray one.

When he found him, he required Eryx to give him up ; but

he refused, unless he would wrestle with him. Heracles ac-

cepted the challenge, and flinging him three times to the

ground killed him. He then drove his cattle along the

Ionian Sea. At the c recess of the sea' (i. e. the head of the

gulf) Hera set the oxen mad, and they ran raging through

a Pherecydes ap. Athen. xi. 470. Peisander said it was Oceanos, Panyasis said

Nereus, that gave him the cup (Athen. ut sup.). See ahove, p. 54.

b According to iEschylus (Prom. Loosed, Fr. 128.), Heracles heing hard pressed

by the Lygians in the combat, and having spent his arrows, Zeus aided him with

a shower of stones, with which he pelted and overcame his enemies. This was

Avhen he was on his way to the Hesperides (Strab. iv. 1.). Hyginus (P. A. ii. 6.),

also quoting iEschylus, says it was on his return from Erytheia.
c

' A.7roppi)yvv<ji. The country, said Hellanicus (Dion. Hal. i. 35.), was hence-

forth named Italia, Italos (Vitulus) being an ox in the language of the country.
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the hills of Thrace. Heracles pursued them; and having
overtaken a part of them at the Hellespont, he drove them
toward the Peloponnese, leaving the others to run wild.

When he came to the Strymon, he in anger with that river

filled its bed with stones, so that it became no longer navi-

gable a
. He finally brought the oxen to Eurystheus, who sa-

crificed them to Hera.

The preceding tasks had been performed in the space of

eight years and a month ; but Eurystheus refused to allow

for those of killing the hydra and cleansing the stables of

Augeas. He now imposed the eleventh task,—that of bring-

ing him the apples of the Hesperides b
.

On his way in quest of the apples Heracles came to the

river Echedoros, where he was challenged to a single combat
by Cycnos the son of Ares and Pyrene. Ares defended his

son ; and Zeus ended the conflict by casting a thunderbolt

between the combatants. Heracles passed on through Illyria,

thence to the Eridanos, and came to the nymphs, the daugh-

ters of Zeus and Themis. These directed him to Nereus,

whom he found asleep ; and, in spite of his numerous changes

of form, bound and held him fast, and never let him go till he

had told him where the golden apples were. Having gotten

this information, he went on to Tartessos, and crossing over to

Libya went on till he came to Irassa by lake Tritonis c
, where

Antaeos the son of Poseidon reigned, who was wont to kill all

strangers by forcing them to wrestle with him, and to hang
their skulls on the temple of his sire. Heracles engaged him;

and, finding that every time he threw him to the ground he

rose with renewed strength, he held him in his arms till he
died. Antaeos, on account of this property, was said to be the

son of Earth d
.

From Libya he went to Egypt, where Busiris, another son

of Poseidon, reigned. This king, in consequence of an oracle,

offered up strangers on the altar of Zeus : for Egypt having

a This is a mythic origin of the shallows in the Strymon.
b See above, p. 251. c Sch. Pind. Pyth. ix, 183. See Milton, P. R. iv. 564.
d 'kvTaios {Opponent, from avri). This legend was perhaps invented after the

Greeks had settled in Libya, and was designed to express the incessant opposition

which they experienced from the original inhabitants. Miiller, Dor. i. 458.
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been afflicted with a dearth for nine years, a Cyprian named
Phrasios, a great soothsayer, came thither, and said that it

would cease if they sacrificed a stranger every year to Zeus.

Busiris sacrificed the prophet himself first, and then con-

tinued the practice. Heracles on his arrival was seized and

dragged to the altar ; but he burst his bonds, and slew Busiris,

his son Amphidamas, and his herald Chalbes a
.

He then roamed through Arabia, where he killed JEmathidn
the son of Eos and Tithonos ; and then through the moun-
tains of Libya, which he cleared of the wild beasts with his

arrows ; and having come to the eastern course of Ocean, he
was once more accommodated with the Sun-god^s radiant cup,

in which he crossed to the opposite side b . He came to where
Prometheus lay chained, and, moved by his entreaties, shot

the eagle that preyed on his liver. Prometheus out of grati-

tude warned him not to go himself to take the golden apples,

but to send Atlas for them, and in the mean time to support

the heaven in his stead. The hero did as desired, and Atlas

at his request went and obtained three apples from the Hespe-
rides ; but he said he would take them himself to Eurystheus,

and that Heracles might continue to support the heavens. At
the suggestion of Prometheus the hero feigned consent, but

begged him to hold the heaven till he had made a pad to put

on his head. Atlas threw down the apples, and resumed his

burden ; and Heracles then picked them up, and went away c
.

He brought the apples to Eurystheus, who returned them to

him ; and he then gave them to Athena. The goddess carried

them back to the garden of the Hesperides whence they had
been taken d

.

a The conjecture of Miiller (ut sup.), that Busiris is Osiris with the Egyptian

article pe prefixed, is highly probable. The legend was framed, he thinks, when
the Greeks first began to have intercourse with Egypt, and expresses their idea of

the former inhospitable character of the people of that country.
b Pherecydes ap. Sch. Ap. Rh. iv. 1396. Heyne and Midler, for Ilepyt) read

nepaia. It would almost seem as if the rock of Prometheus was on the opposite

coast of Ocean. It is however more consistent with analogy to conceive it on the

eastern extremity of the earth.
<; Pherecydes ut sup. Others said Heracles killed the guardian-dragon and took

the apples himself. Eurip. Her. Fur. 394. seq. Apollod. ut sup.
A Apollod. ut sup.
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The twelfth and last task imposed by Eurystheus was to
bring Cerberos from the under-world. When preparing for

this expedition, Heracles went to Eumolpos at Eleusis, de-
sirous to be initiated ; but he could not be admitted, as he
had not been purified of the blood of the Centaurs. Eumol-
pos however purified him, and he then saw the mysteries,

after which he proceeded to Taenaron in Laconia, where the

entrance to the under-world was, and went down it, accom-
panied by Hermes and Athena a

.

The moment the shades saw him they fled away in terror,

—all but Meleagros and Medusa the Gorg6n b
. He was draw-

ing his sword on the latter, when Hermes reminded him that

she was a mere phantom. Near the gates of the palace of
Hades he found Theseus and Peirithoos, who had attempted
to cany off Persephone, and had in consequence been fixed

on an enchanted rock by the offended monarch of Erebos.
When they saw Heracles they stretched forth their hands,
hoping to be relieved by his might. He took Theseus by the
hand, and raised him up c

; but when he would do the same
for Peirithoos, the earth quaked, and he left him. He then
rolled off Ascalaphos, the son of Acheron and Gorgyra, the
rock which Demeter had cast on his body. Wishing to give

the shades blood to drink, he took one of the oxen of Hades,
and killed it. Mencetios, the son of Keuthonymos the herds-
man, immediately challenged him to wrestle. Heracles laid

hold on him, broke his ribs, and but for the prayers of Per-
sephone would have killed him on the spot. He then asked
Pluto to give him Cerberos ; and the god consented, provided
he could take him without using his weapons. He found him
at the gate of Acheron ; and, protected only by his corslet and
lion's skin, he flung his arms about his head, and grasping
him by the neck made him submit, though the dragon in his

tail bit him severely. He brought him through Troezen to

Eurystheus ; and when he had shown him, took him back to

the under-world.

II. viii. 867. Perseus was similarly aided by these deities.
b This is founded on Od. xi. 633.
c For an effect of this on the bodily conformation of the Athenians, see Sch.

Aristoph. Knights, 1365.
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The hero having now performed all his tasks, returned to

Thebes, where he gave Megara in marriage to Iolaos. Wish-

ing himself to marry again, and hearing that Eurytos, king of

CEchalia a
, had declared that he would give his daughter Iola

to him who should overcome himself and his sons in shooting

with the bow, he went thither, and won the victory, but did

not obtain the promised prize. Iphitos, the eldest son, was

for giving his sister to Heracles ; but Eurytos and his other

sons refused, lest he should destroy her children, if she had

any, as he had done those of Megara. Shortly afterwards the

oxen of Eurytos being stolen by Autolycos, his suspicions fell

upon Heracles. Iphitos, who gave no credit to this charge,

betook himself to that hero, and besought him to join in

search of the lost oxen. Heracles promised to do so, and en-

tertained him ; but falling again into madness, he precipitated

Iphitos from the walls of Tiryns. In order to be purified of

this murder he went to Neleus, who being a friend of Eurytos

refused to comply with his desire. Heracles then went to

Amyclae, where he was purified by Deiphobos the son of

Hippolytos. But he fell notwithstanding into a severe ma-

lady on account of the murder of Iphitos ; and going to Del-

phi to seek relief, he was refused a response by the Pythia.

In his rage at her denial he went to plunder the temple, and

taking the tripod was about establishing an oracle for him-

self. Apollo came to oppose him ; but Zeus hurled a thun-

derbolt between the combatants, and put an end to their

contest. Heracles now received a response, that his malady

would be removed if he let himself be sold for three years as

a slave, and gave the purchase-money to Eurytos as a compen-

sation for the loss of his sonb
.

a There were three places named (Echalia in Greece ; on the banks of the Pe-

ncios in Thessaly, in Eubcea, in Messene. Each of these claimed Eurytos. Homer
(Od. viii. 22G ; xxi. 22. seq.) is in favour of the last : he says that Eurytos having

challenged Apollo at archery was killed by the god ; and his son Iphitos, coming to

Heracles in quest of his mares and foals, was slain by him in violation of the rights

of hospitality. In the Catalogue (II. ii. 730.) the Thessalian (Echalia is the city

of Eurytos; while the ' Taking of (Echalia' and the iEgimios, as it would seem, are

in favour of that in Eubcea. They are followed by Sophocles, Apollodorus, and

the current of writers.

b Pherecydes ap. Sch. Od. xxi. 23. iEsch. Agam. 1048. Soph. Trach. 252. seq.
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Accordingly, in obedience to the oracle, he was conducted

by Hermes to Lydia, and there sold to Omphale the queen of

the country a
. The purchase-money (three talents, it is said,)

was offered to Eurytos, but he refused to accept it.

When the term of his servitude was expired, he prepared,

being now relieved of his disease, to take his long-threatened

vengeance on Laomedon. He accordingly collected a fleet of

eighteen 11 fifty-oared vessels, manned by a valiant band of vo-

lunteer warriors, and sailed for Ilion. Leaving the fleet under

the charge of Oi'cles, he led his men against the town ; but

while he was advancing toward it, Laomedon fell on the ships,

and Oicles was slain in the attack ; Laomedon was however

driven back and besieged in the town. Telamon succeeded

in making a breach in the walls, and entered. Heracles fol-

lowed with his drawn sword, for he would have no one thought

his superior. When Telamon saw this he began to collect

the stones which were lying near him ; and on Heracles ask-

ing him what he was doing, said that he was raising an altar

to Heracles Callinicos
(
Victor). Heracles slew with his arrows

Laomedon and all his sons but Podarkes. He gave Hesione

to Telamon as a reward of his valour, and allowed her to choose

one among the captives to be set at liberty. When she had

fixed on her brother Podarkes, Heracles replied that he must

first be made a slave, and then she might give something for

him and redeem him. She took her golden veil off her head,

and with it bought him ; and hence he was afterwards named

Priamos {Purchased) instead of Podarkes [Swift-foot).

As Heracles was sailing homewards from Troy, he was as-

sailed by a furious storm, sent by Hera c
, which drove him to

the isle of Cos. The inhabitants taking the strangers for pi-

rates assailed them with stones, and endeavoured to prevent

their landing ; but they were defeated, and their king Eury-

pylos, the son of Poseidon and Astypalaea, was slain. Hera-

cles was himself wounded in the fight by Chalcodon. Having

a The Lydians had a hero named Sandon similar to Heracles (Lyd. de Magist.

iii. 64.). Omphale, we are told, clad him in a robe dyed with sandyx. See Midler,

Proleg. 188.

b Homer (II. v. 641.) says six ships.

c
II. xv. 18.
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ravaged Cos, he went at the call of Athena to Phlegra, where

he fought with the Gods against the Giants.

Not long afterwards he collected an army of Arcadians and

volunteers from most of the towns of Greece, and marched

against Augeas ; who put his Eleians under the command of

his nephews Eurytos and Cteatos, the sons of Molione and

Actor, who excelled all men of that time in strength*. He-
racles happening to fall sick, made a truce with the Molionids;

but when they heard of his illness, they attacked his army,

and killed several of his men. He retired at that time ; but in

the third Isthmiad afterwards, when the Eleians sent the Mo-
lionids to Cleonae to offer sacrifice, he waylaid and killed them.

He then led an army into Elis, took the city, slew Augeas
and his sons, and set Phyleus on the throne. He also esta-

blished the Olympic games, raised an altar to Pelops, and built

altars to the twelve gods in order.

After the capture of Elis he marched against Pylos, took

the city, and killed Neleus and all his sons, except Nestor,

who was living with the Gereneansb
. He is also said to have

wounded Hades and Hera as they were aiding the Pylians c
.

He then marched to Lacedaemon, to punish the sons of Hippo-

coon for having slain CEonos the son of Licymnios. For as

this youth was gazing on the palace of Hippocoon, the house-

dog flew at him : he flung a stone at the dog ; which so en-

raged the sons of Hippocoon, that they rushed out with sticks

and beat him to death d
. Heracles therefore, to avenge his

death, collected an army. At Tegea in Arcadia he asked

Cepheus, who had twenty sons, to join in the expedition : but

Cepheus, afraid lest during his absence the Argives might
make an attempt on Tegea, declined the proposal. Heracles,

who had in a water-urn a brazen ringlet of the Gorgon, which
Athena had given him, presented it to Aerope the daughter

of Cepheus, and told her, that if when a hostile army should

a See below, chap. x. Eurytos and Cteatos.
b

II. xi. 689. See below, chap. x. Neleus.
c
The line, II. v. 397.

'Ev Tlv\q> ev veKvevcn (iaXCov bdvvyaiv eSbtice,

alludes perhaps to this event.
d Pans. iii. 15, 4.
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approach she would show it three times from the walls with-

out looking at it herself, they would take to flight. Cepheus

and his sons now joined Heracles ; but they all fell in battle,

and with them Iphicles the brother of the hero. Hippocoon

himself was slain in the engagement, his sons were taken pri-

soners, and his kingdom was given to Tyndareos.

Returning through Tegea, Heracles violated, without know-

ing her, Auge the daughter of Aleos. She secretly brought

forth a son, whom she laid in the sacred inclosure (refxevos)

of Athena. A famine coming on the land, Aleos went into

the temenos of the goddess ; and searching about, found his

daughter's infant, which he exposed on Mount Parthenion.

But the babe was protected by the care of the gods ; for a

hind, which had just calved, came and suckled him; and the

shepherds finding him named him Telephos from that cir-

cumstance a
. Aleos gave his daughter Auge to Nauplios the

son of Poseidon, to sell her out of the country ; and he dis-

posed of her to Teuthras king of Teuthrania on the Cayster

in Mysia, who made her his wife. Telephos having, when

grown up, consulted the oracle respecting his parents, came

to Mysia, where he was kindly received by Teuthras, whom
he succeeded in his kingdom.

Heracles went afterwards to Calydon, where he sought the

hand of Deianeira the daughter of (Eneus b
. He had to con-

tend for her with the river-god Acheloos, who turned himself

into a bull ; in which form one of his horns was broken off by

the victorious hero. The vanquished river-god gave him in

exchange for it the horn of Amaltheia c
. Heracles afterwards

assisted the Calydonians against the Thesprotians, and took

a TljXeQos, from eXaipos a hind. Its true signification is Far-shining (r/jXe^aos)

;

Auge (Avy/}) is Bright. The legend is connected with the worship of Athena

Alea (above, p. 158.). See Paus. viii. 47. Welcker, Kret. Kol. 12.

b When he met Meleagros in Erebos the latter besought him to marry his sister.

(Sch. II. xxi. 194.)
c Amaltheia (above, p. 79.) was the goat that suckled the infant Zeus ; the name

is probably derived from dfiaXos, tender, or from d^teXyo), to milk. It was a

pleasing fiction to make her horn pour forth ambrosia and nectar. According to

later writers Amaltheia was a nymph, the possessor of the horn, the daughter of

Oceanos (Sch. II. xxi. 194.), or Haemonios (Pher. ap. Apollod. ii. 7. 5.), or Olenos

(Theon. ad Arat. 64.).
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the city of Ephyra,over which Phylas reigned, by whose daugh-

ter Astyoche he became the father of Tlepolemos.

One day at the table of CEneus, as Eunomos the son of

Architeles was, according to custom, pouring water on the

hands of the guests, Heracles happening unawares to swing

his hand suddenly struck the boy and killed him a
. As it

was evidently an accident, the father forgave the death of his

son ; but Heracles resolved to banish himself, agreeably to the

law in such cases, and he set out with his wife for Trachis,

the realm of his friend Ceyx. On their way they came to the

river Euenos, where Nessos the Centaur had taken his abode,

and carried over travellers, saying he had received this office

from the gods as a reward for his uprightness. Heracles

went across through the water himself, having agreed on the

price for the conveyance of Deianeira. Nessos attempted to

offer violence to his fair freight. She resisted, and cried

out loudly ; and Heracles, hearing her screams, shot Nessos

through the heart as he came on shore. The dying Centaur

thought on revenge : he called Deianeira to him, and told her

if she would possess a philtre, or means of securing the love

of Heracles, to keep carefully the blood which flowed from his

wound,—an advice with which she incautiously complied.

As they were going through the country of the Dryopians

Heracles became extremely hungry, and meeting a man named
Theiodamas driving a wain with two oxen, he unyoked one of

them, and killed, dressed, and ate it. He took with him Hylas

the son of Theiodamas, who became his especial favourite.

While residing with Ceyx he aided ^Egimios, king of the Do-
rians, against whom the Lapiths under the command of Co-

ronos had made war, on account of a dispute respecting their

boundaries, and had besieged him in his town. Heracles slew

Coronos, and put iEgimios in possession of the whole country

that had been in dispute. He afterwards killed Laogoras king

of the Dryopians and his children, as he was feasting in the

sacred ground of Apollo, on account of his violence and his

aiding the Lapiths.

a See Fairy Mythology, vol. i. p. 206. note, for a somewhat similar proof of the

strength of Holger Dansk.
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As he was passing by the temple of Apollo at Pagaste he

was opposed by Cycnos the son of Ares, who was in the habit

of plundering those who brought the sacrifices to Pytho.

Cycnos fell in the combat ; and when Ares, who had wit-

nessed the fate of his son, would avenge him, he received a

wound in the thigh from the spear of the hero a
.

Returning to Trachis, Heracles collected an army, and made
war on Eurytos king of CEchalia (in Euboea), whom he killed,

together with his sons ; and having buried those of his own
men who had fallen, among whom were Hippasos the son of

Ceyx, and Argeios and Melas the sons of Licymnios, he plun-

dered the town and led Iola away captive. At the Eubcean

promontory Cenaeos he raised an altar to Zeus ; and wishing

to offer a sacrifice, sent to Ceyx for a splendid robe to wear.

Deianeira hearing about Iola from the messenger, and fearing

the effect of her charms on the heart of her husband, resolved

to try the efficacy of the philtre of Nessos, and tinged with it

the tunic which was sent. Heracles, suspecting nothing, put

on the fatal garment and prepared to offer sacrifice. At first

he felt no effect from it, but when it warmed the venom of

the hydra began to consume his flesh. In his fury he caught

Lichas, the ill-fated bearer of the poisoned tunic, by the foot,

and hurled him into the seab . He attempted to tear off the

tunic, but it adhered closely to his skin, and the flesh came

away with it. In this wretched state he got on shipboard

and returned to Trachis ; where Deianeira, on learning the con-

sequence of what she had done, hanged herself; and Hera-

cles, charging Hyllos his eldest son by her to marry Iola when

he was of sufficient age, had himself carried to the summit

of Mount (Eta, and there causing a pyre to be constructed,

ascended it, and directed his followers to set it on fire c
. But

no one would venture to obey ; till Pceas, happening to arrive

there in search of his stray cattle, complied with the desire

of the hero, and received his bow and arrows as his reward.

While the pyre was flaming, a thunder-cloud conveyed the

sufferer to heaven, where he was endowed with immortality

;

ft Hesiod, Shield of Heracles.

b From (Eta say Ovid (Met. ix. 165. 217.) and Milton (P. L. ii. 545.).

c See Sophocles' Trachiniae.

2 B
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and being reconciled to Hera he espoused her daughter Hebe,

by whom he had two children named Alexiares (Aider-in-war)

and Anicetos (Unsubdued).

Before we enter on the consideration of the mythology of

Heracles, we will give the beautiful and ingenious, but, as ap-

pears to us, fanciful view of it taken by a modern critic a .

This mythe is, according to him, one of extreme antiquity

and great beauty, setting forth the ideal of human perfection,

consecrated to the weal of mankind, or rather in its original

form to that of the hero's own nation. This perfection, ac-

cording to the ideas of the heroic age, consists in the greatest

bodily strength united with the advantages of mind and soul

recognised by that age. Such a hero is, therefore, a man

:

but these noble qualities in him are of divine origin ; and he

is made to be the son of the king of the gods, by a mortal

mother. To render his perfection the more manifest, the

poet gives him a twin-brother, the child of a mortal sire. As
virtue is not to be learned, Heracles exhibits his strength

and courage in infancy; he strangles the snakes, which fill

his brother with terror. The character of the hero through-

out life, as that of the avenger of injustice and punisher of

evil, must exhibit itself in the boy as the wild instinct of na-

ture ; and the mythe makes him kill his tutor Linos with a

blow of the lyre. When sent away by Amphitryon, he pre-

pares himself, in the stillness and solitude of the shepherd's

life, by feats of strength and courage, for his future task of

purifying the earth of violence.

The beautiful tale of Prodicus, on the choice of Heracles

between virtue and effeminacy, is a component part of the

original mythe, to which it suits so accurately. For if the

virtue of Heracles was to be of any value, it must be the re-

sult of choice, and he must be tempted and resist the tempt-

ation. It was also necessary for the perfection of virtue that

it should encounter continued opposition ; and Grecian my-
thology, which contained no being of pure and unmixed evil,

but gods of mingled character like men, furnished in the jea-

lous Hera a deity to oppose and afflict the son of Zeus. But if

* Buttmann, Mytholog. i. 246. seq.
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the object of the persecution of one power, he must be—in con-

formity to all analogy—under the protection of another ; and
Pallas-Athene, the goddess of wisdom and mental energy, ap-

pears throughout the ancient form of the mythe as the con-

stant guardian of the hero.

The number of tasks may not have been originally twelve,

though most accounts agree in that number ; but they were

all of a nature agreeable to the ideas of an heroic age,—the de-

struction of monsters, and bringing home to his own country

the valuable productions of other regions a
. These labours are

chiefly allegorical. The Hydra, for instance, was meant to

represent the evils of democratic anarchy, with its numerous
heads, against which though one may not be able to effect any-

thing, yet the union of even two may suffice to overcome it.

The toils of the hero conclude with the greatest and most

rare of all in the heroic age,—the conquest over death. This

is represented by his descent into the under-world, and drag-

ging Cerberos to light, as a proof of his victory. In the old

mythe he was made to engage with and wound Aides ; and

the Alcestis of Euripides exhibits him in conflict with Death.

But virtue, to be a useful example, must occasionally suc-

cumb to human weakness and the power of the evil principle.

Hence Heracles falls into fits of madness, sent on him by
Hera ; and hence, like the Rinaldo and Ruggiero of romance,

he becomes the willing slave of Omphale, the fair queen of

Lydia, and changes his club and lion's skin for the distaff

and the female robe. The mythe at length concludes most

nobly with the assumption of the hero into Olympos. His

protecting deity abandons him to the power of his persevering

enemy b
; his mortal part is consumed by fire, the purest of

elements ; his shade or image (elScoXov) c
, like those of other

a As Homer does not seem to have known anything of the Hyperboreans, the

task of going for the apples of the Hesperides is probably a fiction as late as the

time of Hesiod, or even later.

b 'AXXd e MoTp' edanatroe icai apyaXeos xoXos"Hp/;§.—II. xviii. 119.

c Od. xi. 602. It is not unworthy of notice, that in the Ilias (i. 3.) it is said

that the souls (-^vxas) of the heroes were sent to A'is, themselves (avrovs) were

made a prey for dogs and birds ; while, in tins place of the Odyssey, the image

(e'iSioXov) of Heracles was in the house of A'is, himself (avrbs) was on Olympos.

Two diametrically opposed species of psychology

!

2 B 2
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men, descends to the realms of Hades, while the divine por-

tion, himself (avros), ascends from the pyre in a thunder-cloud,

and the object of Hera's persecution being now effected,

espouses Youth the daughter of his reconciled foe.

Our chief objection to this beautiful theory is its making

the mythe of Heracles, from the very commencement, one

entire and consistent fiction, framed with a moral view. This

we regard as contrary to the mythic analogy, which, though

it might devise single mythes, like that of Ixion, in order to

illustrate some ethic principle, never conducted the heroes

through a long series of adventures like those of Heracles.

The mythology of this hero is of a very mixed character in

the form in which it has come down to us. There is in it the

identification of one or more Grecian heroes with Melcart,

a god of the Phoenicians, and perhaps with one of the deities

of Egypt. Hence we find Heracles so frequently represented

as the sun-god, and his twelve labours regarded as the passage

of the sun through the twelve signs of the zodiac.

The Grecian adventures of Heracles are placed in Thessaly

(chiefly about Mount (Eta), ^Etolia and the Peloponnese;

and as the Dorians, whose princes were supposed to be de-

scended from Heracles, had relations with all these countries,

Muller a views in him the national hero of the Dorian race.

He regards as the original exploits of the Dorian Heracles

the conquest of GEchalia, the marriage with Dei'aneira (that

is, the league between the Dorians and iEtolians for the in-

vasion of the Peloponnese), the taking of Ephyra, with which

he connects the wounding of Hades, and the whole of the

Heraclean Necyia, and even the carrying away of the cattle

of Geryoneus, whom with Hecataeus he places in Epeiros,

and finally the death on the summit of GEta. He thinks that

the Peloponnesian adventures were mostly invented after the

time of the Dorian invasion, which they were intended to

justify ; there may, he allows, have been an Argive hero of

perhaps the same name, who was the destroyer of the Ne-

mean lion ; but the enmity of Hera, the delay at his birth,

the servitude to Eurystheus, etc., are Dorian legends, and

" Dorians, book ii. chap. 11. 12,
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meant to represent the political and religious contests between

the ancient inhabitants and the invaders. The mythology of

Heracles at Thebes was, he thinks, introduced from Delphi,

or by the Doric Heracleids. That he did not belong to the

Cadmeian mythology, is proved by the legend of the coming

of Alcmena to Thebes, and by the fact of his temples there

being without the walls,—a fact which is quite conclusive, as

the ancient deities of a city always had their temples on or

near the citadel. Returning to the Peloponnese ; the adven-

tures there, he says, may be divided into two classes, the com-

bats with men and those with beasts. Of the former are the

conquest of Pylos, Laconia and Elis, and the establishment

of the Olympic games, in all of which there is a historic re-

ference. The latter are perhaps of a symbolical nature. Many
of the adventures out of Greece are to be referred to the Greek

colonists of the places which are made the scene of them.

We have thus given a sketch of the theory of this most able

mythologist, and there is much in it to which it is difficult to

refuse assent. But we think that, like his theory of Apollo,

it is too much affected by what appear to us his exaggerated

idea of the influence of Doric ideas and institutions in Greece.

There are, in fact, parts of the Heraclean mythology to our

apprehension almost inexplicable on this hypothesis: his name

too, Hera-renowned, seems quite unsuitable to a hero of the

Dorians anterior to the Migration. This however may be

obviated by supposing the name of the Dorian hero to have

been different, and that of the Argive to have been adopted

in its stead. But again, it does not seem likely that an Ar-

give hero should be the object of persecution to the Argive

goddess ; on the contrary, all analogy would lead us to sup-

pose him, from his name, to have been her favourite a
. We

would therefore hint as a possibility, that the original Hera-

cles was the conception of a Peloponnesian hero b
, w7ho, in obe-

dience to the great goddess ofthe country (the goddess of the

a All the compounds of this form seem to be in a good sense. Such are So-

phocles, Agathocles, Callicles, Hierocles, Themistocles, Eucles. Diodes, Hermocles,

Theocles, seem to intimate the divine favour.

b Heracles, son of the Strong-one (Alcmena) by Zeus-Amphitry6n {Wearer-out

or Vanquisher).
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earth), cleared it of the noxious animals that infested it, and,

it may be, went on toilsome journeys to distant regions to

bring home cattle and plants to adorn and improve it ; but

that when he was identified with the Doric hero a new series

of adventures was devised for him, and he was made the ob-

ject of the persecution instead of the favour of the Argive

goddess. We do not think that the identification with Mel-

cart had much influence beyond that of localising some of the

legends, such as that of Geryoneus.

In the Homeric poems there is, as we have seen, frequent

mention of Heracles ; and in the Theogony his birth at Thebes,

his combats with the Nemean lion, the hydra and Geryoneus,

his release of Prometheus and marriage with Hebe, are no-

ticed. In the Eoiae the conquest of Pylos and other events

were recorded ; the Shield relates the combat with Cycnos

;

and the iEgimios and Wedding of Ceyx, ascribed to Hesiod,

contained adventures of this hero. Of the age of these poems
however we can only make a conjecture; for it is well known
that some of the Hesiodic poems, as they are called, come
down even below the thirtieth Olympiad. Cinaethos of Lace-

daemon, who flourished about the fifth Olympiad, composed a

Heracleia, and Peisander of Cameiros (about Ol. 33.) another

very celebrated one ; Stesichorus of Himera (01. 48.) also com-

posed a lyric poem named the Geryone'is, on the expedition

to Erytheia ; Panyasis of Samos (Ol. 72.) wrote a Heracleia

in fourteen books, containing nearly as many verses as the

Odyssey.

Pherecydes, Hellanicus and Hecataeus all gave the adven-

tures of Heracles a place in their works ; and Herodorus of

Heracleia on the Pontus, a contemporary of Socrates, com-

posed a long Heracleia in prose. The Attic tragedians also

introduced Heracles into their dramas ; and as they viewed

him as a Bceotian, his character was treated with but little

ceremony on some occasions. Apollodorus and Diodorus re-

late the adventures of this hero ; they were also the subjects

of the verses of the Alexandrian and the Latin poets.
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Chapter V.

MYTHES OF ATTICA.

KeKpoyjr. Cecrops.

Ogyges, in whose time the Boeotic flood is placed, is said by

some to have been the first who reigned over Attica and Bce-

otia : his son Eleusinos was the founder of Eleusis.

But in general Cecrops is held to have been the first who

ruled over the country called Cecropia from him, and Attica

from its peninsular form. He is said by mythologists to have

been an autochthon, i. e. one who came from no foreign

country, but was born in, and as it were from, the land ; and,

like autochthones in general, to have had a body composed

of those of a man and a snake. In his time the gods began

to choose cities for themselves ; and Poseidon and Athena

both fixed on Athens. The former came and struck the

middle of the future Acropolis with his trident, and formed

the well of salt water in the Erichtheion ; Athena then came,

and making Cecrops witness of her taking possession, planted

the olive which stood in the Pandrosion. Twelve gods sat to

decide the cause ; and on the testimony of Cecrops, they ad-

judged the place to Athena. She named the city from her-

self, and Poseidon testified his anger by laying the Thriasian

plain under water a
.

Cecrops married Agraulos the daughter of Actseos, who

bore him a son Erysichthon, and three daughters, Agraulos,

Herse, and Pandrosos. Erysichthon died without children

;

Agraulos had by Ares a daughter named Alcippe b
, and Herse

by Hermes a son named Cephalos c
.

One of the earliest events recorded in modern histories of

Greece is the coming of Cecrops, at the head of a colony, from

" Apollod. iii. 14. For other marks of the vengeance of this god, see Sch. An-

stoph. Eccles. 473. Varro, Fr. p. 360. (Bip.)

b Above, p. 107.
f Above, p. 164.
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Sais in Lower Egypt to Attica, where he civilised the rude ab-

origines, gave them religion, marriage, and other social insti-

tutions, and taught them to cultivate corn for their subsist-

ence. This remarkable event is placed, on the authority of

the Parian Chronicle, B.C. 1582.

It may therefore seem strange that Cecrops should appa-

rently have been utterly unknown to Homer and Hesiod

;

that the cyclic and the lyric poets do not speak of him ; that

the logographers, and their follower Apollodorus, seem ig-

norant of his Egyptian birth ; that the same should be the

case with the dramatists ; and that Herodotus should speak

of the Athena of Sais and of the Attic Cecrops without giving

the slightest hint of any connexion between them. Plato is,

in fact, the first who intimates it; the priests of Sais, he says,

informed Solon out of their temple-archives that the goddess

Ne'ith or Athena was the founder of both their cities, but that

Athens was the elder by one thousand years. When in those

remote ages the people of the isle Atlantis invaded the coun-

tries within the Pillars of Heracles, the Athenians bravely re-

pelled them ; and in the war Cecrops, Erechtheus, Erichtho-

nios and Erysichthon distinguished themselves a
.

We should think it hardly necessary to inform the reader

that the whole story of the Atlantis, and everything relating

to it, is as pure a fiction as the Utopia or any other political

romance, and that Plato makes in it the same use of Solon

that he does of Socrates on other occasions. At all events he

gives not the slightest hint of Cecrops being an Egyptian,

but rather the very reverse. Elsewhere he states the genuine

Athenian creed of his day. " Neither a Pelops nor a Danaos,

nor a Cadmos, nor an ^Egyptos, nor any other, who, being

originally a Barbarian, has been naturalised among the Hel-

lenes, has settled among us. We are of pure Hellenic blood,

no mixed people, and thence the hatred of foreign manners

and customs is especially implanted in our city b."

The first notice of the Egyptian origin of the Athenians ap-

a
Timseus, 21. seg. Critias, 108. seg.

b Menexenus, 245. Isocrates (Enc. Hel. 20. Panath. 19.) omits Cecrops in his

list of Athenian kings ; and he speaks (Panath. 258.) of the Athenian autochthony

in the same manner as Plato. See also Euripides Fr. Erechtheus, i. 7. seg.
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peared in a work which went under the name of Theopom-

pus, but which was a forgery intended to injure him. It was

named Tpc/cdpavos, and it attacked the traditions and history

of Athens, Sparta, and Thebes. On the other hand Callistra-

tus and Phanodemus maintained that Sais was colonised from

Athens. In the time of the Ptolemies it became the fashion

to regard the Egyptians as the colonisers of half the world.

Still it is only in an imperfect fragment of Diodorus and in

Scholia that the Egyptian Cecrops occurs. Few then, we think,

will now dissent from the following judgement :
" The deri-

vation of Cecrops from Sais is a historic sophism and no

mythe a."

Cecrops then is purely an ideal being, and the names of his

family all relate to agriculture and to the worship of the tutelar

deity of Athens. Thus he is married to Field-dwelling (Agrau-

los), the daughter of the land (Actaeos). He has one son, Mil-

dew (Erysichthon), who dies childless and before himself;

and three daughters, Field-dwelling (Agraulos), All-dew (Pan-

drosos) and Dew (Herse). The first bears a daughter, Strong-

mare (Alcippe), to the god of war ; the third a son, Shady

(Cephalos), to the rural deity Hermes. There were temples oi

both Agraulos and Pandrosos at Athens; and, as Athena her-

self was called by these names b
, they were probably only per-

sonifications of her epithets. As Herse and Pandrosos are

the same in signification, it is probable that, like the Athenian

Graces and Seasons, the Cecropides were only two originally ,

There only remains to be explained the name Cecrops 01

Cercops ; and when we recollect that the ancient Athenians

wore golden tettiges or tree-hoppers in their hair to signify

their autochthony, as it was said, and that a species of this in-

sect was named Kepicdnrri, we have perhaps the simple origir

of Cecrops d
.

a See Midler, Orchom. 106. seq. Proleg. 175. Voss. Myth. Br. iii. 180. seq.

b Sch. Aristoph. Lys. 439. Harpocrat. v. "AypavXos.
c The Erechtheides Protogeneia and Pandora formed another pair.

d Mr. Kenrick, in his ingenious Essay on the Mythic Kings of Attica, in the Phi

lological Museum (ii. 357.), thinks that the original form was Kpt/co*// from /Cjoe/cw
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Kpavaos. Cranaiis.

Cecrops was succeeded by Cranaos, another autochthon, in

whose time the flood of Deucalion is said to have happened.

He married Pedias the daughter of Menytes ; and from his

daughter Atthis, who died a maid, he named the country At-

this, Cranaos was expelled by Amphictyon, also an auto-

chthon, or as others said the son of Deucalion, who after a

reign of twelve years was in his turn expelled by

^pt^BovLo^. Erichthonius.

Erichthonios was by some said to be the son of Hephaestos

by Atthis the daughter of Cranaos. Others relate, that Athena
coming one day to the workshop of Hephaestos to get some
arms, the artist was filled by Aphrodite with desire, and at-

tempted to offer violence to the maiden-goddess. She fled

;

he pursued, and though lame overtook her, but was unable to

overcome her resistance. The legend proceeds to relate the

birth of Erichthonios after a manner which gives no very

high idea of Athenian delicacy a
. The goddess resolved to

bestow immortality on the babe. She laid him therefore in

a coffer, which she gave in charge to Pandrosos the daughter

of Cecrops, with an injunction not to open it. Pandrosos

was obedient ; but the curiosity of her sisters made them un-

close the coffer, in which they beheld the babe, who termi-

nated in a snake. As a punishment Athena struck them with

madness, and they precipitated themselves from the Acropolis.

Erichthonios was reared by Athena in her temenos ; and when
he was grown up he expelled Amphictyon, and reigned over

Athens. He set up the statue of Athena on the Acropolis,

and instituted the festival of the Panathenaea. He is said to

have been the first who used the four-horsed chariot. He had
by the Nais Pasithea a son named Pandion, who succeeded

him. Erichthonios when he died was buried in the temenos

of Athena by his son ; or, according to others, by the goddess

herself, whose favourite he had been, and whom in life she had

often visited b .

Another account of the birth of Erichthonios says, that

a
Apollod. iii. 14, 5. 6. » Id v.l sup.
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Hepheestos having made golden seats for Zeus and the other

gods, Hera when she sat in hers was unable to rise. Hephae-

stos was called to set his mother free ; but he, who had done

it through malice for her having flung him out of heaven, re-

plied that he had no mother. Dionysos contrived to make

him drunk, and while in that state he released the goddess.

Zeus then desired him to demand a reward ; and Poseidon,

who bore a grudge to Athena, persuaded him to ask her in

marriage. Zeus granted his desire, but recommended his

daughter to stand on her defence a
.—The remainder of the le-

gend is nearly the same as the former one.

UavBlcov. Pandion.

Pandion succeeded his father in the kingdom. In his reign

Demeter and Dionysos came to Attica. The former was en-

tertained by Keleos, the latter by Icarios. Pandion married

Zeuxippe, the sister of his mother, by whom he had two sons,

Erechtheus and Butes, and two daughters, Procne and Phi-

lomela^

Upofcvrj, <&i\ofjLrj\a, teal Trjpeix;. Procne, Philomela, et Tereus*

Pandion, being at war about boundaries with Labdacos king

of Thebes, called to his aid Tereus the son of Ares out of

Thrace c
. Having with his assistance come off victorious in

the contest, he gave him his daughter Procne in marriage, by

whom Tereus had a son named Itys. After some time Procne

became desirous of seeing her sister, and at her request Te-

reus went to Athens and prevailed on Pandion to let Philo-

mela accompany him back to Thrace. On the way he vio-

lated her ; and fearing that the truth might be discovered, he

cut out her tongue and confined her : she contrived however

to communicate her story to her sister by means of characters

woven into a peplos. Procne then sought out and released

her sister ; and killing her own son Itys, served his flesh up

to his father. The two sisters fled away ; and Tereus, disco-

a Hygin. 166.
b Apollod. ut sup.

c He was said to be the prince of the Thracians, who were supposed to have

dwelt in the old times in Daulis. Thuc. ii. 29. Apollod. hi. 14. 8. Conon, 31,

Paus. i. 41, 8; x. 4, 8. Daulias was an epithet of the nightingale.
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vering the truth, pursued them with an axe. Finding them-

selves nearly overtaken by him, they prayed to the gods to

change them into birds ; Procne immediately became a Night-

ingale (arjSmv), and Philomela a Svjallow (xeXcSoov) ; Tereus

was also changed, and became a Hoopoo (erroyfr)
a

.

Like so many others, this story is told with considerable va-

riations. According to some, Tereus had early conceived a

passion for Philomela, and he obtained her in marriage by
pretending that Procne was dead b

. Again there is great dis-

crepancy respecting the transformations, some saying that

Procne, others that Philomela was the nightingale . This

last, which has the signification of the name in its favour d
,

was not however the prevalent opinion. It was also said that

Tereus was changed into a hawk e
, and that Itys became a

wood-pigeon f
.

This fable seems to be one of considerable antiquity. We
have already seen it under another form in the Odyssey s.

Hesiod in one placeh calls the swallow Pandionis, evidently

alluding to it ; and elsewhere he is said 1 to have related that

the nightingale had been deprived of all her sleep, the swal-

low of one half of hers, in consequence of that unhallowed

meal in Thrace. The legend is one of those invented to ac-

count mythically for the habits and properties of animals.

The twitter of the swallow sounds like Itys, Itys ; the note of

the nightingale was strangely regarded as lugubrious k
; and

the hoopoo chases these birds. Tereus (Orjpevs) the Hunter, or

the Fierce, was selected as the name of the husband, and its

resemblance to Teres, a name of the kings ofThrace, may have

a Apollod. iii. 13. Ovid, Met. vi. 424. seq. Hygin. 45. Conon, 31. Sch. Ari-

stoph. Birds, 212. Eudocia, 327. Serv. Buc. vi. 79.

b Apollod. ut sup. Hygin. ut sup.

c Procne is the nightingale in Msch. Sup. 51. seq. Apollod. ut sup. Sch. Ari-

stoph. ut sup. Conon ut sup. Paus. x. 4, 9. Varro, L. L. iv. Plut. Symp. viii. 7. 2.

Nonnus, ii. 131 ; xii. 75.—Philomela, in Ovid, ut sup. A. A. ii. 383. Hygin. ut sup.

Eudocia, ut sup. Hor. Carm. iv. 12. 5. Virgil, Geor. iv. 14. 513. Statius, Silv. v. 3.

84.

d Philomela is Song-loving. See Welcker, Der Ep. Cyc. 274, note.

e Hygin. ut sup. f Serv. Buc. vi. 79.

e See above, p. 337. h Works, 568. /Elian, V. H. xii. 20.

k On this subject see ' Tales and Popular Fictions/ p. 17.
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caused him to be regarded as a Thracian. If it be true that

the swallows did not build inDaulis a
, the reason is plain why

that country was made the scene of the legend.

'E/oe^eu?. Erechtheus.

On the death of Pandion his sons Erechtheus and Butes

divided his offices between them, the former taking the king-

dom, the latter the priesthood of Athena and Poseidon-Eri-

chthonios. Butes married Chthonia the daughter of his bro-

ther, and the sacerdotal family of the Butads deduced their

lineage from him.

Erechtheus married Praxithea, a grand-daughter of the

Cephissos, and had by her five sons, Cecrops, Pandoros, Me-

tion, Orneus, and Thespios ; and four daughters, Procris,

Creusa, Chthonia, and Oreithyia. Being engaged in a war

with the Eleusinians, he consulted the god about the event

;

and received for answer, that victory would fall to him who

should sacrifice one of his daughters. Erechtheus offered up

his youngest daughter Chthonia ; and her sisters, as they had

entered into a resolution that when one lost her life the others

would end theirs, all voluntarily put an end to themselves.

Erechtheus was victorious, and slew Eumolpos the son of

Poseidon, an ally of the Eleusinians, but was himself de-

stroyed afterwards by that god b
.

Upo/cpis zeal Ke^aXo?. Procris et Cephalus.

Procris, the eldest daughter of Erechtheus, was married to

Cephalos the son of De'ion the son of ^Eolos. They dwelt at

Thoricos in Attica, and were happy, till curiosity to try the

fidelity of his wife entered the mind of Cephalos. Feigning

a journey of eight years he disguised himself, and came to

Procris with a splendid jewel, which he offered to her as the

price of her favours. After much hesitation her virtue yielded

;

her husband then discovered himself and reproached her.

She fled from him in shame, but soon after they were recon-

ciled. Cephalos went constantly to the chase ; and Procris,

suspicious, as she had failed herself, fancied that he was at-

* Paus. x. 4, 9.
b Apollod. tit sup.
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tracted by the charms of some other fair-one. She questioned

the slave who used to accompany him ; and he told her that

his master frequently ascended the summit of a hill, and cried

" Come, Nephela, come! " Procris went to the designated hill,

and concealed herself in a thicket ; and on Cephalos' crying
(C Come, Nephela, come ! " she rushed forwards to her husband,

who in his astonishment and confusion threw his dart and

killed her a
.

This legend also is told with great variations. It was said

that Cephalos refused to comply with the wishes of Eos, plead-

ing his fidelity to his wife, and that the goddess changed his

form to put the faith of Procris to the test. Procris on find-

ing how she had been deceived fled to Crete, where Minos

gave her an inevitable dart, and a dog named Laelaps
(
Whirl-

wind), which no beast could escape. She then cut her hair

short, and attiring herself as a man came to Thoricos and

challenged Cephalos to a match at hunting. He was easily

overcome, and seeing the wonderful virtues of the dog and

dart he sought to obtain them. The terms were those he had

himself proposed to Procris. He yielded; Procris then dis-

covered herself and reproached him, but they were soon re-

conciled and she gave him the dog and dart. The story then

concludes as above related b .

According to another account the virtue of Procris had not

been proof against the offer of a golden coronet from Ptelion.

Her infidelity being discovered by her husband, she fled to

Minos king of Crete, whom she enabled to have children, and

received the dog and dart in return .

Cephalos for his involuntary crime was sentenced by the

Areiopagos to perpetual banishment. He went to Thebes,

which was at that time ravaged by a fox which nothing could

overtake, and joined Amphitryon in the chase of it : his dog

Laelaps ran it down; but just as he was catching it, Zeus

turned them both to stone d
. Cephalos then aided Amphi-

a Pherecydes, ap. Sch. Od. xi. 321.

b Hygin. 189. Ovid, Met. vii. 661. seq. Paus. ix. 19, 1.

c Apollod. iii. 15. 1. Anton. Lib. 41.

d Apollod. ii. 4. 7. From Photius (Lex. p. 428.) it would appear that this event

was celebrated in the Thcbais of the Epic Cycle.
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tryon against the Teleboans, and on their conquest he settled

in the island named from him Cephaloniaa
.

Procris is noticed in the Odyssey b
, and the story is pro-

bably one of some antiquity. Though, as we have seen, an

attempt was made to convert Cephalos into a historic per-

sonage, he is probably the son of Hermes and Herse, and his

name appears to signify the twilight (diluculum), which is

taken away by the Dawn c
. The name of Procris seems also

to refer to the early day (irpcot).

'npetdvla. Oreithyia.

As Oreithyia, the daughter of Erechtheus, was playing or

gathering flowers on the banks of the Ilyssos, she was beheld

by the wind-god Boreas. Enamoured of her beauty, he seized

and carried her away to Thrace, where she bore him the winged

youths Zetes and Calais; and two daughters, Chione and

Cleopatrad .

Chione was loved by Poseidon, to whom she bore a son

named Eumolpos; to conceal her weakness she threw the

babe into the sea to the protection of his father. Poseidon

took him to ^Ethiopia, and gave him to his daughter Benthe-

sicyme to rear. When Eumolpos was grown up, the husband

of Benthesicyme gave him one of his two daughters in mar-

riage ; but Eumolpos, attempting to offer violence to the sister

of his wife, was forced to fly. He came with his son Ismaros

to Tegyrios, a king of Thrace, who gave his daughter in mar-

riage to Ismaros. But Eumolpos, being detected plotting

againt Tegyrios, was once more forced to fly, and he came

to Eleusis. Ismaros dying, Tegyrios became reconciled to

Eumolpos, who returned to Thrace, and succeeded him in

his kingdom. War breaking out between the Athenians and

the Eleusinians, the latter invoked the aid of their former

guest, and Eumolpos fell in battle against Erechtheus e
.

a This is a mere coincidence of name. b Od. xi. 321.

c KecpaXos quasi icvecpaXos, from icvecpas. See Buttmann, Lexil. v. KeXaivos.

d Plato, Pheedr. 229. Apollod. iii. 15. 2. Apoll. Rh. i. 211. seq. cum Sch. Hel-

lanicus (ap. Sch. Od. xiv. 533.) said that Oreithyia was on the Acropolis as a basket-

bearer (icaviiQopos) in the worship of Athena-Polias when she was carried off.

e Apollod. ut supra.
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Here we find a physical mythe in union with a historical

legend. It was a tradition in Attica that the sacred family of

the Eumolpids belonged to the mythic Thracians, whom we

find sometimes on Helicdn, sometimes in Thrace. The pre-

sent legend, by making Eumolpos a son of the sea-god and

grandson of the north wind, and giving him a son named Is-

maros, plainly intended to deduce the Eumolpids from Thrace,

while the name Tegyrios would seem to point to Bceotia,

where there was a town named Tegyra.

The spouse of the north-wind was very appropriately named

Mountain-rusher (opos 0vco), their children are Blower (Z^tt/?),

Inflamer (KaXai?) % and Snow (Xcovrj), to whom for the sake

of uniformity another daughter was added, whose name shows

that she could not have belonged to the original mythe. It

is, we should think, quite evident that Oreithyia was not the

daughter of a king of Attica
;
yet the real Erechtheus may

have been her mythic sire.

Kpeovcra, Ho£)#o? koI "Iwv. Creusa, Xuthus et Ion.

Creiisa, the third daughter of Erechtheus, married Zuthos

the son of Hellen, to whom his father had assigned the Pelo-

ponnese. Her sons by him were Ion and Achaeos.

According to Euripides, in the drama named from him,

Ion was the fruit of the secret love of Creiisa with Apollo.

When she had given birth to him she laid him in the cave

where she had met the god ; and Hermes, at Apollo's desire,

conveyed him to Delphi. He was there reared and dedicated

to the service of the temple; and when some years after Zuthos

and Creiisa come to consult the oracle on the subject of pro-

geny, Ion was recognised by his mother, and as the true re-

presentative of the Erechtheids he occupied the throne, and

from his four sons Teleon, Hoples, Ergades and iEgicoreus

the four tribes of Attica were named.

a Zetes is easily deduced from £«a>, to blow. Calais is probably derived from

Kaioj to burn, like koXov firewood, /crjXeos burning, icnXas windy, as icnXas ve-

<pe\n cloud-portending wind, ktjXus i)fxepa a windy dag. See Welcker, Tril. 5G5,

note.
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HavSicov. Pandion II.

On the death of Erechtheus the sceptre passed to his son

Cecrops II. The successor of Cecrops was his son Pandion II.,

who was expelled by the Metionids. He retired to Megara,

where he married Pylia the daughter of king Pylos; who, being

obliged to fly for the murder of his brother Bias, resigned

Megara to his son-in-law, and retiring to the Peloponnese built

Pylos. Pandion had four sons, ^Egeus, Pallas, Nisos, and

Lycos, who conquered and divided among them the Attic ter-

ritory, ^Egeus, as the eldest, having the supremacy a
.

Nto-o? teal %/cvWa. Nisus et Scylla,

In the war waged by Minos king of Crete against the Athe-

nians, on account of the death of his son Androgeds, Megara

was besieged, and it was taken by the treachery of Scylla the

daughter of Nisos. This prince had a golden or purple lock

of hair growing on his head ; and as long as it remained uncut,

so long was his life to last. Scylla, having seen Minos, fell in

love with him, and resolved to give him the victory. She cut

off her fathers precious lock as he slept, and he immediately

died : the town was then taken by the Cretans. But Minos,

instead of rewarding the maiden, disgusted with her unnatural

treachery, tied her by the feet to the stern of his vessel, and

thus dragged her along till she was drowned b
. Another legend

adds, that Nisos was changed into the bird called the Sea-

eagle (aXtderos), and Scylla into that named Ciris (/cecpLs*1
) ;

and that the father continually pursues the daughter to punish

her for her crime. According to ^Eschylus e Minos bribed

Scylla with a golden collar.

Alyevs. JEgeus.

iEgeus the son of Pandion being childless went to Delphi

to consult the oracle. The meaning of the response which

3 Apollod. ut sup. Soph. Fr, iEgeus. Sch. Aristoph. Wasps, 1223.
b Apollod. ut sup. Sch. Eurip. Hyp. 1195.
c Ovid, Met. viii. 145. Virg. Ciris, and Geor. i. 403.

d From Keipio, to cut or devour,—from her cutting off her father's lock, says the

legend,—from the rapacity of the bird more probably.
e Choeph. 609. seq.

2 c
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he received being dubious% he took his way homewards
through Trcezen, in order to consult Pittheus the wise son of

Pelops. Pittheus, divining the sense of the oracle, made his

guest drunk, and put him to sleep with his own daughter

^Ethra ; and Poseidon, it was also said, took advantage of the

same night. iEgeus when departing charged iEthra if she

bore a son to rear him, and to tell no one whose he was. He
moreover placed his sword and shoes under a large stone, and

directed her to send his son to him when he was able to roll

away the stone and take them from under it.

iEgeus returned to Athens ; and when Medeia came thither

from Corinth, he married her. He also celebrated Panathe-

naean games ; in which Androgeos the son of Minos overcame

all his opponents. ^Egeus, envious of his worth, engaged

him to go and fight with the Marathonian bull, and the va-

liant youth fell in the attempt. According to other accounts,

^Egeus laid an ambush for him as he was going to Thebes,

where games were to be celebrated by Laios.

Minos made war on Athens to avenge the death of his son.

Megara fell as above related. Athens held out ; but being

closely pressed with hunger, the Athenians, according to an

ancient oracle, sacrificed on the grave of the Cyclops Gerae-

stos the four daughters of Hyacinthos, who had settled there.

This bloody deed was of no avail ; and the oracle declared,

that the naming of the satisfaction he required must be left to

Minos himself. He demanded seven youths and seven maids

to be sent every ninth year to be devoured by the Minotaur.

This hard condition was for some time complied with. At
length Theseus, the son of the king, voluntarily proposed to

attempt their deliverance. He went, and succeeded ; but he
forgot to change his black sails to white, as agreed on in case

of success ; and /Egeus, thinking that his son was lost, cast

himself from the Acropolis and perished b
.

3 The god said,

'Actkou rbv Trpovxovra noSaova, (ptprare Xciuiv,

Mi) ^<xys, 7rpiv es atcpov ' AQtivaiiov a<piicr]ai.

b Plut. Thes. 22. Diodor. iv. 61. Paus. i. 22, 4. Catull. lxiv. 242. Others said

he flung himself from a rock into the sea, which was named from him. Nicocrates

(ap. Sen. Apoll. Rh. i. 831.), Hygin. 43. Serv. Mn. iii. 74. Statins (Theb. xii. G25.)

savs from Snnion.
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®?;(7€u?. Theseus.

The son of ^Egeus by JEthra was named Theseus. When
grown to the proper age, his mother led him to the stone

under which his father had deposited his sword and shoes,

and he removed it with ease and took them out. He was now

to proceed to Athens and present himself to his father. As

the roads were infested by robbers, his grandfather Pittheus

pressed him earnestly to take the shorter and safer way over

the Saronic gulf; but the youth, feeling in himself the spirit

and the soul of a hero, resolved to signalise himself like Hera-

cles, with whose fame all Greece now rang, by destroying

the evil-doers and the monsters that oppressed the country

;

and he determined on the more perilous and adventurous

journey by land.

His first day's journey brought him to Epidauros, where

dwelt a man named Periphates, a son of Hephaestos. This

ferocious savage always went armed with an iron club, whence

he was called Cluh-bearer (Kopvv^t???) ; and all travellers stood

in terror of his cruelty. When he saw Theseus approach, he

immediately assailed him ; but he speedily fell beneath the

blows of the young hero, who took possession of his club, and

bore it ever afterwards as a memorial of his first victory a
.

Theseus now pursued his journey, and met with no inter-

ruption till he came to the Isthmus of Corinth. Here he found

another f faitour/ who, from the great mischief which he did

to all the surrounding country, was called by no other name

than that of Sinis b
, i. e. Evil-doer. His strength was so

great, that he was able to take by their tops the pine-trees

with which the Isthmus was at that time overgrown, and bend

them to the ground ; and hence he was called Pine-bender

(UiTvofcd/jLTTTrjs) . He posted himself on the road, and obliged

all passengers to take hold of a pine with him and bend it,

and when it was bent he would let it go, and the tree flying

up the unhappy stranger was dashed to the ground and killed.

Theseus, on being challenged, though he had never before at-

tempted such a feat, held down the tree with ease ; and then,

a Apollod. iii. 16. 1. Plut. Thes. 8. Diodor. iv. 59.

u From (tu'oj, to injure.

2 c 2
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to punish Sinis for his previous cruelty, killed him, and hung
him out of one of the pines a

.

Before he left the neighbourhood of the Isthmus, Theseus

delivered the people of Cromyon, a village near Corinth, from

a huge sow which ravaged their lands. He hunted and killed

this monsterb
.

As he approached the borders of Megara, he came to the

narrow path overhanging the sea, where the robber Sciron

—

from whom the pass derived its name—had fixed his abode.

The practice of Sciron was, when any stranger came to him,

to invert the duties of hospitality ; and instead of giving water

to wash the feet of his guest, to insist on the guest's washing

the feet of the host. This ceremony was performed on the

pass; and while the guest was engaged in the operation,

Sciron would give him a kick, which tumbled him down into

the sea, where a huge tortoise always lay ready to devour the

bodies of those who were thrown down. Theseus killed Sciron

himself, and flung his body down to the tortoise .

Theseus came now to Eleusis, where Cercyon, said to be a

son of Hephacstos, reigned. Like many of those whom Hera-

cles encountered, Cercyon forced all comers to wrestle with

him, and killed the vanquished. Theseus accepting his chal-

lenge overcame him, and paid him in his own coin d
.

Not far from thence, on the banks of the Cephissos, The-

seus met with Damastes, named the Beater-out or Stretcher

(Upofcpovarris:), and the Hurtful (UoXvTnjficov). This Damastes

had two iron bedsteads, one long, the other short. When a

stranger came, he took him, if short of stature, to the long

bedstead, and stretched and pulled him, as he said, to make

him fit it, till the life left him. But if the stranger should be

tall, he assigned him the short bedstead, and then cut as

much off him as made him of the same length as his bed.

But Theseus meted to him with his own measured

Having overcome all the perils of the road, Theseus at

length reached Athens, where new danger awaited him. He

a
Plut. and Diodor. ut sup. Hygin. 38.

b Plut. Thes. 9. Strabo, viii. 6. Pans. ii. 1, 3. Diodor. ut sup.

c
Plut. Diodor. and Hygin. ut sup. Sch. Eurip. Hyp. 983.

" Id. ib.
e

Id. id.
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found his father's court all in confusion. The Pallantids, or

sons and grandsons of Pallas the brother of iEgeus, had long

seen with jealousy the sceptre in the hands of an old man,

and meditated wresting it from his feeble grasp. Thinking

however that his death could not be very remote, they re-

solved to wait for that event, but they made no secret of their

intentions. The arrival of Theseus threatened to disconcert

their plan. They feared that if this young stranger should

be received as a son by the old king, he might find in him a

protector and avenger ; and they resolved to poison his mind

against him. Their plot so far succeeded, that ^Egeus was

on the point of sacrificing his son, when he recognised him,

and then acknowledged him in the presence of all the people.

The Pallantids had recourse to arms, but Theseus defeated

and slew them a
.

Medeia, it is also said, who was married to iEgeus, fearing

the loss of her influence when Theseus should have been

acknowledged by his father, resolved to anticipate that event;

and moved by her calumnies, ^Egeus was presenting a cup of

poison to his son, when the sight of the sword left with ^Ethra

discovered to him who he was b
.

The bull which Heracles had brought from Crete was now
at Marathon, and the country was in terror of his ravages.

Theseus, probably deeming this a good opportunity of recom-

mending himself to the people over whom he was likely to

reign, resolved to deliver them from the ferocious animal. He
went in quest of him, overcame and exhibited him in chains

to the astonished eyes of the Athenians, who did not know

which was the greater, their admiration of the victory or their

terror of the combat. Theseus then sacrificed the bull to

Apollo Delphinios c
.

The Athenians were at this period in deep affliction, on ac-

count of the tribute which they were forced to pay to Minos

king of Crete. Theseus resolved to deliver them from this

calamity, or to die in the attempt. Accordingly when the

third time of sending off the tribute came, and the youths and

maidens were according to custom drawn by lot to be sent, in

spite of the entreaties of his father to the contrary, he volun-

a
Plut. 13. b Id. 12. < Id. 11. Diodor. ut suj). Hygin. utsuj).
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tarily offered himself as one of the victims. The ship de-

parted as usual under black sails, which Theseus promised
his father to change for white in case of his returning victo-

rious. When they arrived in Crete, the youths and maidens
were exhibited before Minos ; and Ariadne the daughter of
the king, who was present, became deeply enamoured of The-
seus, by whom her love was speedily returned. She furnished
him with a clue of thread, which enabled him to penetrate in

safety the windings of the labyrinth, till he came to where
the Minotaur lay, whom he caught by the hair and slew. He
then got on board with his companions, and sailed for Athens.
Ariadne accompanied his flight, but was abandoned by him
on the isle of Dia or Naxos a

.

Before he returned to Athens, Theseus sailed to Delos to

pay his vow : for ere setting out on his perilous expedition,

he had made a vow to send annually, if successful, to the

temple of the god, a ship with gifts and sacrifices 15
. He also

consecrated in that island to Aphrodite a statue made by Dae-

dalos, on account of the aid she had given him. He more-
over, to commemorate his victory, established there a dance,

the evolutions of which imitated the windings of the laby-

rinth .

On approaching the coast of Attica Theseus forgot the

signal appointed by his father, and returned under the same
sails with which he had departed ; and the old king, thinking

he was bereaved of his newly-found son, ended his life. The-

seus, with the general approbation, mounted the vacant throne.

The hero now turned his thoughts to legislation. The Attic

territory had been divided by Cecrops into twelve Demes or

villages, each of which had its own government and chief

magistrate, and was almost wholly independent. The con-

a
Plut. 15—19. See below, chap. xii. Ariadne.

b Plut. 21. The practice of sending a ship annually to Delos—whatever may
have given occasion to it—long continued. While it was absent no sentence of

death could be executed in Athens ; because, as it was said, it commemorated the

deliverance of the youths and maidens. The ship sent, called the Paralian Galley,

was maintained to be the very same one in which Theseus had sailed ; though it

had been so often repaired, as to give occasion to a celebrated question among the

sophists respecting its identity. Plut. Thes. 23.

This is evidently founded on the lines of Homer, II. xviii. 590, seq.
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sequence was, frequent and sanguinary wars among them. No-

thing but pressing external danger forced them to union, which

was again dissolved as soon as the storm was over.

Theseus therefore invited not merely the people of Attica,

but even strangers and foreigners, to settle at Athens, then

nothing but a castle on a rock. By his prudence and his au-

thority he induced the heads of the villages to resign their

independent sovereignty, and entrust the administration of

justice to a court, which should sit constantly at Athens, and

exercise jurisdiction over all the inhabitants of Attica. He

abolished the former division of the people of Attica into four

tribes, and substituted that of a distribution into three classes,

of the Nobles, the Agriculturists, and the Manufacturers.

The nobles were put in possession of all offices and dignities

;

but the choice of the persons from the body of the nobles to

fill them was left to the people.

The result of these judicious regulations was the increase

of the town of Athens, and of the population in general ; the

establishment of just liberty, and at the same time the aug-

mentation of the royal power, and the reduction of that of the

nobles, heretofore the source of such continual broils and dis-

sensions. As a further means of uniting the people, Theseus

established numerous festivals, particularly the Panathenaga,

solemnized with great splendour every fifth year, in comme-

moration of this union of the inhabitants of Attica.

Theseus firmly established the boundaries of the Attic ter-

ritory, in which he included Megaris, and set up a pillar on

the Isthmus of Corinth to mark the limits of Attica and the

Peloponnese. Near this pillar he renewed the Isthmian games,

in imitation of the Olympic lately established by Heracles.

These civic cares did not prevent Theseus from taking part

in military enterprises : he accompanied Heracles in his ex-

pedition against the Amazons, who dwelt on the banks of the

Thermodon ; and distinguished himself so much in the con-

flict, that Heracles after the victory bestowed on him, as the

reward of his valour, the hand of the vanquished queen An-

tiope. When the Amazons afterwards in revenge invaded the

Attic territory, they met with a signal defeat from the Athenian

prince.
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Theseus was also a sharer in the dangers of the Caiydonian

hunt ; he was one of the adventurous band who sailed in the

Argo to Colchis ; and he aided his friend Peirithoos and the

Lapiths in their conflict with the Centaurs. The friendship

between him and Peirithoos was of a most intimate nature

;

yet it had originated in the midst of arms. Peirithoos had

one time made an irruption into the plain of Marathon, and

carried off the herds of the king of Athens. Theseus, on re-

ceiving information, went to repel the plunderers. The mo-

ment Peirithoos beheld him, he was seized with secret admira-

tion ; he stretched out his hand as a token of peace, and cried,

"Be judge thyself! What satisfaction dost thou require?"

—

" Thy friendship," replied the Athenian ; and they swore in-

violable fidelity.

Like faithful comrades, they aided each other in every pro-

ject. Each was ambitious in love, and would possess a daughter

of the king of the gods. Theseus fixed his thoughts on He-

lena the daughter of Lecla, then a child of but nine years.

The friends planned the carrying her off, and they succeeded.

Placing her under the care of his mother ^Ethra at Aphidnas,

Theseus prepared to assist his friend in a bolder and more

perilous attempt : for Peirithoos, after the death of Hippoda-

meia, resolved to venture on the daring deed of carrying away

from the palace of the monarch of the under-world his queen

Persephone. Theseus, though aware of the risk, would not

abandon his friend. They descended together to the region

of shadows ; but Aides, knowing their design, seized them, and

placed them on an enchanted rock at the gate of his realms

;

where they sat unable to move, till Heracles passing by in his

descent for Cerberos free'd Theseus, but was by a divine in-

timation prevented from aiding his friend, who remained there

everlastingly in punishment of his audacious attempt a
.

After the death of Antiope, who had borne him a son named

Hippolytos, Theseus married Phaedra the daughter of Minos

and sister of Ariadne. This princess was seized with a vio-

3 Those who would assign a historical foundation to the wild and fanciful fictions

of ancient poets, tell us that Persephone was wife to Aidoneus king of the Molos-

sians ; that his dog was called Cerheros, who tore Peirithoos to pieces, etc. We
have already expressed our dissent from this tasteless mode of procedure.
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lent affection for the son of the Amazon,—an affection pro-

duced by the wrath of Aphrodite against Hippolytos for neg-

lecting her deity, and devoting himself solely to the service

of Artemis, or against Phaedra as the daughter of Pasiphae.

During the absence of Theseus the queen made advances of

love to her step-son, which were indignantly repelled by the

virtuous youth. Filled with fear and hate, on the return of

her husband she accused to him his innocent son of an at-

tempt on her honour. Without giving the youth an oppor-

tunity of clearing himself, the blinded prince, calling to mind

that Poseidon had promised him the accomplishment of what-

ever wish he should first form, cursed and implored destruc-

tion on his son from the god. As Hippolytos, leaving Trcezen,

was driving his chariot along the sea-shore, a monster sent by

Poseidon from the deep terrified his horses ; they burst away

in fury, heedless of their driver, dashed the chariot to pieces,

and dragged along Hippolytos entangled in the reins, till life

abandoned him. Phaedra ended her days by her own hand

;

and Theseus, when too late, learned the innocence of his son a
.

The invasion of Attica by Castor and Polydeukes, to avenge

the carrying off of their sister, and an insurrection of the Pal-

lantids, brought on Theseus the usual fate of all great Athe-

nians,—exile. He voluntarily retired to Lycomedes, king of

the island of Scyros, and there he met with his death, either

by accident or by the treachery of his host : for ascending

with Lycomedes a lofty rock, to take a view of the island, he

fell or was pushed off by his companion, and lost his life by

a The circumstance of women accusing those who have refused their favours

is common to the history and the fable of most countries. The earliest instance

on record is that of Joseph and Potiphar's wife ; and, under the names of Yoosuf

and Zooleikha, their adventure is the theme of romance over the Mohammedan

East. The stories of Peleus, Bellerophontes, Hippolytos and Muenos (Plut. de

Fluv. 8.), occur as we may perceive in Grecian mythology, and those of Sir Lanval

(Fairy Mythology, i. p. 54.) and of Tristan and Belinda (Tristan de Leonnois) are

to be found in the romance of the middle ages. The case most similar to the pre-

sent occurs in the Persian Shah-Nameh, where Siyawush the son of Ky Kaoos,

king of Persia, is, on rejecting the amorous advances of his step-mother Soodabeh,

accused by her to his father ; but the gallant youth clears himself by going through

the ordeal of fire, riding in golden helm and snowy raiment between the naming

piles, kindled by two hundred men. Another case is that of the sons of Camar-

ez-Zemfm, in the Thousand and One Nights.
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the fall. The Athenians honoured his memory by feasts and
temples, placed him among the gods,, and called their city the

town of Theseus.

We will now pursue the explanation of the legendary hi-

story of Attica from the time of Cecrops.

It is not necessaiy for us, we presume, to set about proving

that king Rocky or Hilly (Cranaos), his wife Plain (Pedias)

and his daughter Attica (Atthis) are not historical personages.

It is equally needless to show that Amphictyon, or rather Am-
pliation,—the personification of the people who dwelt about

(d^cf)LKT loves) Thermopylae and were united for a common po-
litical and religious object,—could not have been a real person,

much less a king of Attica. We will therefore commence
with Erichthonios or Erechtheus, whom the more ancient

tradition viewed as the first Attic king.

We have seen how entirely Cecrops and his family belong
to the worship of Pallas-Athene. Beside this goddess, the

symbol of the mild celestial heat, the ancient people of Attica

adored Hephaestos, the terrestrial fire or heat which was the

origin of metallurgy ; Hermes the deity who wrought within

the earth, giving increase to fruits and cattle ; and Poseidon,

the great nourishing principle of water. These are the only

deities whom we find noticed in the early Attic mythes.

Erechtheus and Erichthonios are the same person, and are

nothing more than the name by which Poseidon was wor-
shiped on the Acropolis. It is well known that none but the

ancient deities of the nation ever had temples or altars on the

citadel ; but we find a part of the temple of Athena-Polias

named the Erechtheion, and sacred to Erechtheus, and in it

there were altars of Hephsestos, Butes and Poseidon, on which
last sacrifices were made to Erechtheus a

. In this temple also

was the well of salt water which Poseidon wTas said to have

produced with his trident; it was called the 'Erechthean

SeaV That Erichthonios and Erechtheus were the same,

a
Pans. i. 26, 5.

b
Ba\a<Tffa'Epex9riis. Apollod. iii. 14.1. Compare Herod, viii. 55. Paus.ut sup.
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appears from this, that Homer and Hesiod tell of the latter

what others relate of the former. In fact Erechtheus is only

the abbreviated form of the name which signifies Earth-

shaker*. It need not surprise us to find this deity, when
made a hero, assigned the origins above related. It is pro-

bable that in the more ancient legend there was a Holy Mar-
riage (tepo? rydfjuos) of Hephaestos and Athena, the celestial

and terrestrial heat, of which the offspring was a serpent-

formed son, that is, the tender twining plant which proceeds

from the seed, and of which the care was committed to the

sisters Dew and Field-dwelling. The other circumstances of

the legend may be referred to the imagination of those who
took on them to embellish and extend it, and to the freaks of

etymology in which the ancients found such pleasure in in-

dulging. The ascribing to Erichthonios the invention of the

four-horse chariot, is a confirmation of his identity with Po-

seidon ; and it may be observed, that his Trojan namesake
was renowned for his studb .

It may be that Pandion is indebted for his Attic royalty to

his part in the mythe of the nightingale and swallow, which

was perhaps only appropriated by the Athenians, like that of

Oreithyia, and possibly that of Cephalos and Procris, though

this last seems to be a genuine Attic mythe. As for Cecrops II.

and Pandion II., they are manifestly employed merely to esta-

blish a connexion between the Erechtheids and Theseus ; and

Pylos would probably never have been king of Megara, if the

Neleids of Pylos had not come to Attica at the time of the

Dorian Migration.

We are now to consider Ion, the personification of the Io-

nians. The mythe above noticed was evidently devised to

account for the abode of the Ionians in Attica, where their

settlement was probably effected by conquest. Whence they

came is uncertain ; but the name of the Ionian sea would

seem to place their original abode on the north coast of the

a 'EpexOoxOovLos, from epcxOw to shake, and %0wv earth, softened on account

of the aspirates to "EpixQovios, and then reduced to 'EpexQevs. Tzetzes (Lye. 156.

158.) calls Poseidon Erechtheus, Traod to epe^0w to kivw.—Athenagoras says

(Leg. 1.), 'O Se 'AOijvaTos 'EpoxQ^ IlocreuVjj'i Over, and Phavorinus, 'EpexOev?,

lIo<rei$oji> cv 'A9r]vais. b II. XX. 221.
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Peloponnese a
. As Ion is the son of Apollo (for Xuthos is

apparently nothing more than an epithet of that god b
), they

are to be regarded as the introducers of the worship of Apollo
into Attica, where it seems to have been originally confined to

the military class. The name Creiisa (Princess) in this legend,

(like that of it and Creon (Prince) in so many others,) shows
that it was a mere fiction, and did not speak of real persons.

Lycos, Pallas and Nisos, the sons of Pandion, have as little

claim to reality as any of the others. As the Lyceion at

Athens was said to have been named from Lycos, and there

was on it a temple of Apollo Lycios c
, it is not unlikely that

the god and the prince were the same person. Pallas may
in like manner have been connected with the patron-goddess
of the city d . The port of Megara (or perhaps the peninsula
which formed it) was named Nisaea e

, and thence probably was
derived the name of the king Nisos. The story of him and
his daughter Scylla is one of the many tales of maidens be-

traying their parents and country for love or lucre. We shall

find it repeated in Pterilaos and Comaetho, and every one has
heard of the Roman Tarpeia f

.

^Egeus is plainly only another name for Poseidon, who was
also named ^EgaeosS and ^Egae6nh . In fact it was also said

that Poseidon was the father of Theseus, who comes from
Trcezen (where Poseidon was the guardian-god

—

iroXiovxos),

and clears the Isthmus (which was sacred to that god) of

a Mr. Kenrick's derivation of this name is very plausible ;—'Rwv'ia, 'Inovla,
'laovia, the sea-coast.

b EovOos, yellow-haired, is the same as ZavQos. c
Paus. i. 19, 3.

d We are also told of a giant Pallas, from whom the goddess derived her name;
and in the iEgeus of Sophocles,

riis de yr}s to 7rpos votov
O cricXtjpbs ovtos Kal yiyavras etcrpetyiov

E'lXrjxe TIdWas,

is said of this son of Pandion.
e Ni<xaia is plainly the same as vijvaia.
f The daughter of the governor of the castle of Ahydos thus betrayed it to the

Turks. In the Shah-Nameh, Meliketh (Princess), daughter of an Arab chief, de-
livers him and his castle up to Shah-pur, with whom she had fallen in love.

e Pherecydes, ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 831.
h Callim. Fr. (Bentl.) 103. Lye. 135. Ilesychius and Phavorinus s. v. Sec Ap-

pendix (D.).
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monsters and evil-doers. We also find that Theseus was

worshiped on the eighth day of the month, which was the sa-

cred day of Poseidon a
. There seems to have been a distinc-

tion between the ancient Poseidon-Erechtheus of the agri-

cultural Pelasgic people of Attica and the Poseidon-^Egeus of

the IonianS, to whom Theseus evidently belongs, the latter

being regarded more as the god of the sea and of navigation,

corresponding with the more active military character of the

Ionian race. In proof of Theseus being of this race, we may

observe that he seems to be rather in opposition with the an-

cient deities of the place. Some of the evil-doers whom he

slays are sons of Hephsestos ; and though the veneration of

the Athenians for their guardian-goddess, and that analogy

which did not admit of enmity between the ruling deity and

the hero of the place, prevented Athena's being viewed as

hostile to him, we may perceive that he is almost the only

hero whom she does not assist. In the mythology of Theseus

we only meet the Ionian deities Poseidon and Apollo.

Theseus, whose name signifies the Orderer ox Regulator,

can only be regarded as an imaginary person. Being the

patron-hero of the people among whom literature flourished

most, he is presented to us under a more historic aspect than

the other heroes. Though his adventures are manifestly

formed on those of Heracles, whom he is said to have emu-

lated, we are struck by the absence of the marvellous in them.

If we except,the descent to Erebos, they are hardly more won-

derful than those of Aristomenes. The poem which recorded

them was apparently of no great merit, and the history of

Theseus yielded few subjects to the Attic dramatists. When

they brought him on the stage it was hardly ever as the prin-

cipal character of the piece. He always however appears as

the model of a just and moderate ruler, the example of a strict

obedience to the dictates of law and equity, the protector of

the suppliant, the scourge of the evil-doer, and the author of

wise and good regulations. In the spirit of casting splendour

on actual political relations by throwing them back to the my-

thic ages, the dramatists and orators of Athens did not hesitate

to make Theseus the founder of the democracy

!

a Plut. Thes. 3G. See Muller, Proleg. 271. 272.
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AaiSaXos zeal "I/capo?. Daedalus et Icarus.

Daedalos was the son of Eupalamos, son of Metion, son of

Erechtheus : he was celebrated for his skill in architecture

and statuary, of which latter art he was regarded as the in-

ventor. His nephew, named Talos or Perdix, showed a great

genius for mechanics ; having, from the contemplation of a

serpent's teeth, invented a saw, and applied it to the cutting

up of timber. Daedalos, jealous of the skill, and apprehensive
of the rivalry of the young man, cast him down from the Acro-
polis and killed him. For this murder he was banished by
the court of Areiopagos, and he betook himself to Minos king
of Crete, for whom he built the Labyrinth. He also devised

an ingenious species of dance for Ariadne the daughter of that

monarch a
; but having formed the wooden cow for Pasiphae,

he incurred the displeasure of the king and was thrown into

prison. Having by means of Pasiphae escaped from confine-

ment, he determined to fly from Crete ; but being unable to

get away by sea, he resolved to attempt flight through the air.

He made wings of feathers united by wax for himself and his

son Icaros. They mounted into the air ; but Icaros ascending
too high and approaching too near the sun, its heat melted the

wax, and the youth fell into the sea and was drowned. Dae-
dalos arrived in safety in Sicily, where he was kindly received

by Cocalos king of that island, who took up arms in his de-

fence against Minos when he pursued him thitherb .

Daedalos, as his own name (which perhaps was merely an
epithet of Hephaestos) and those of his progenitors show, was
a personification of manual art. He was the Eponymos of
the class of Daedalids or statuaries at Athens, and there were
various wooden statues preserved till late times, and said to be
the work of his hands. Icaros (from eltca), like eUcbv, foe\o?)

was a suitable name for his son, and the resemblance between
it and the name of the Icarian sea probably gave occasion to

the legend of the flight through the air.

a
II. xviii. 590.

b Apollod. iii. 15, 9. Ovid, Met. viii. 103. seq. Diodor. iv. 76. 77. Hygin. 39. 40.
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Chapter VI.

MYTHES OF CORINTH.

The ancient name of Corinth was said to have been Ephyra,

so called from one of the Ocean-nymphs a
. Its situation ren-

dered it in the earliest times a place of great commerce, for it

was the thoroughfare between Hellas and the Peloponnese

;

and as it had a port on each sea, the wares of the East and the

West usually passed through it, the voyage round cape Malea

being considered so very dangerous. As might be expected,

the principal object of worship at Corinth was the god of the

sea. Poseidon and Helios, said the legend, once contended

for the possession of the land ; Briareos was chosen arbitrator,

and he assigned the Isthmus to the former, the Acrocorinth

or citadel to the latterb . We shall therefore find the Co-

rinthian legends relating chiefly to trade and navigation.

2ta-u(/>o?. Sisyphus,

Sisyphos, the son of ^Eolos, was said to be the founder of

Ephyra. He married Merope the daughter of Atlas, by

whom he had four sons, Glaucos, Ornytion, Thersandros and

Halmos c
.

When Zeus carried off ^Egina the daughter of Asopos, the

river-god in his search after her came to Corinth. Sisyphos,

on his giving him a spring for the Acrocorinth, informed him

who the ravisher was. The king of the gods sent Death to

punish the informer ; but Sisyphos contrived to outwit Death,

and even to put fetters on him ; and there was great joy among

mortals, for no one died. Hades however set Death at li-

berty, and Sisyphos was given up to him. When dying he

a Eumelos ap. Paus. ii. 1, 1.

b Paus. ii. 1, 6. As Briareos was also called /Egaeon (II. i. 403.), he is here pro-

bably Poseidon himself.

c Paus. ii. 4, 3.
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charged his wife to leave his body unburied ; and then com-
plaining to Hades of her unkindness, he obtained permission

to return to the light to upbraid her with her conduct. But
when he found himself again in his own house, he refused to

leave it. Hermes however reduced him to obedience; and
when he came down, Hades set him to roll a huge stone up
a hill, a never ending still beginning toil, for as soon as it

reached the summit it rolled back again down to the plain a
.

The craft of Sisyphos, of which the following is an instance,

was proverbial. Autolycos the son of Hermes, the celebrated

cattle-stealer, who dwelt on Parnassos, used to deface the

marks of the cattle, which he carried off in such a manner as

to render it nearly impossible to identify them. Among others

he drove off those of Sisyphos, and he defaced the marks as

usual ; but when Sisyphos came in quest of them, he, to the

great surprise of the thief, selected his own beasts out of the

herd ; for he had marked the initial of his name under their

hoofs b
. Autolycos forthwith cultivated the acquaintance of

one who had thus proved himself too able for him ; and Sisy-

phos, it is said, seduced or violated his daughter Anticleia (who
afterwards married Laertes), and thus was the real father of

Odysseus .

Homer calls Sisyphos 'the most crafty of men d / Hesiod

speaks of him in a similar manner e
; Odysseus sees him roll-

ing his stone in Erebos f
. Of the antiquity of his legend there

can therefore be little doubt.

Sisyphos, that is the Very-ivise, or perhaps the Over-wise^,

seems to have originally belonged to that exalted class of

mythes in which we find the Iapetids, Ixion, Tantalos and
others, where, under the character of persons with significant

names, lessons of wisdom, morality and religion were sensibly

a Pherecydes {ap. Sch. II. vi. 153. Sch. Soph. Aj. 625.). Sch. Pind. 01. i. 97.

Theognis, 702. seq.

b The ancient form of the 2 was C, which is of the shape of a horse's hoof.
c Pherecydes ap. Sch. Od. xix. 432. Sch. II. x. 267. Tzetz. Lye. 344. Eudo-

cia, 375. ^sch. Fr. 162. Soph. Ajax, 190. Sch. in loc. Philoct. 625.
d II. vi. 153. e Ap. Sch. Pind. Pyth. iv. 252. f Od. xi. 593.
G 2<<7i></>os quasi Si-tro^os, by a common reduplication.
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impressed on the minds of men. Sisyphos is then the repre-

sentative of the restless desire of knowledge, which aspires to

attain a height it is denied to man to reach, and exhausted

in the effort falls suddenly back into the depths of earthly

weakness. This is expressed in the fine picture of the Odys-

sey, where every word is significant, and where we may ob-

serve Sisyphos is spoken of in indefinite terms, and not as-

signed any earthly locality or parentage a
.

In the legendary history however we find him placed at Co-

rinth, and apparently the representative of the trading spirit

of that city. He is a son of /Eolos, probably on account of

his name b (in conformity with a very usual practice in anti-

quity) ; or it may be that the crafty trader is the son of the

Windman c
, as the wind enables him to import and export his

merchandise. He is married to a daughter of the symbol of

navigation, Atlas, and her name would seem to indicate that

he is engaged with men in the active business of life d . His

children are Glaucos, a name of the sea-god, Ornytion (Quick-

mover), Thersandros (Warm-man) and Halmos {Seaman), who
apparently denote the fervour and bustle of commerce e

.

The legends above narrated probably have their sole origin

in the name of Sisyphos.

Be\\epocj)6vT7)<;. Belleropkon.

The adventures of this hero, the son of Glaucos the son of

Sisyphos, form a pleasing episode of the Ilias f
, where they

are related to Diomedes by Glaucos the grandson of Bellero-

phontes.

The gods had endowed Bellerophontes with manly vigour

and beauty. Anteia, the wife of Prcetos king of Argos, fixed

her love upon him, and sought a corresponding return. But

a See Welcker, Tril. 550.

b Ai'oXos, cunning. Hesiod calls Sisyphos aloXofinTis.
c See Od. x. 1. seq. The primary meaning of alSXos is swift.

d Mepo7res, mortals, from fiopos death ; o\p is a mere adjectival ending.
e For all the subjects here touched on see Welcker in Schwenk, 320. seq. Tril.

550. seq. Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 118. seq.

( II. xi. 144. seq. The genuineness of this episode is doubted of by Bbttiger.

See Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 118. note.

2 D
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the virtuous youth rejecting all her amorous advances, hate

occupied the place of love in the bosom of the disappointed

queen. She accused him to Prcetos of an attempt on her ho-

nour. The credulous king gave ear to her falsehood, but

would not incur the reproach of putting him to death, as she

desired. He therefore sent Bellerophontes to Lycia, to his

father-in-law the king of that country, giving him i deadly

characters' written in a sealed tablet a, which he was to present

to the king of Lycia, and which were to cause his death.

Beneath the potent guidance of the gods Bellerophontes

came to Lycia and the flowing Xanthos. Nine days the king

entertained him, and slew nine oxen ;
6 but when the tenth

rose-fingered Dawn appeared/ he asked to see the token {arrj^a)

which he had brought from his son-in-law. When he had re-

ceived it, he resolved to comply with the desire of Prcetos

;

and he first sent his guest to slay the Chimaera, a monster

with the upper part a lion, the lower a serpent, the middle a

goat (^Ifiatpa) , and which breathed forth flaming fire. De-

pending on the signs of the gods, Bellerophontes slew this

monster, and then was ordered to go and fight the Solymians;

and this he said was the severest combat he ever fought. He
lastly slew the e man-like Amazons ;' and as he was returning

the king laid an ambush for him, composed of the bravest men
of Lycia ; of whom not one returned home, for Bellerophontes

slew them all. The king now perceiving him to be of the race

of the gods, kept him in Lycia, giving him his daughter and

half the royal dignity, and the people bestowed on him an

ample temenos of arable and plantation land. By this princess

Bellerophontes had three children, Isandros, Hippolochos, and

Laodameia ; which last was by Zeus the mother of Sarpedon.

Falling at length under the displeasure of all the gods, ' he

wandered alone in the ' Plain of Wandering* {irehiov aXrjiov),

consuming his soul, shunning the path of men.'

Later authorities tell us b that Bellerophontes was at first

named Hipponobs : but having accidentally killed one of his

a
It is a disputed point whether these characters were letters, or of the same

kind with the Mexican picture-writing. See Wolf's Prolegomena to Homer.
b Apollod. ii. 3. Pind. Isth. vii. 63. seq. Hygin. 57. Id. P. A. ii. 18. Sch.

II. vi. 155. Tzetz. Lvc. 17.
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relatives named Belleros, he thence derived his second name.

He was purified of the bloodshed by Prcetos, whose wife is also

called Sthenobcea, and the king of Lycia is named Iobates.

By the aid of the winged steed Pegasos Bellerophontes gained

the victory over all whom Iobates sent him to encounter.

Sthenoboea, hearing of his success, hung herself. Bellero-

phontes at last attempted by means of Pegasos to ascend to

heaven : Zeus, incensed at his boldness, sent an insect to

sting the steed ; and he flung his rider to the earth, where he

wandered in solitude and melancholy till his death.

Though Homer makes no mention of Pegasos, this steed

forms an essential part of the mythe of Bellerophontes. In

the Theogony it is said of the Chimsera that she was killed by

Pegasos and the ' good (ia&Xbs;) Bellerophontes5 a
. But though

all seem agreed in giving the winged steed to the hero, none

tell us how he obtained him. Here however Pindar comes to

our aid with a very remarkable legend, which connects Bel-

lerophontes with Corinth (and it is the only account that

really does so), and furnishes us with a key to his mythe.

According to this poet b
, Bellerophontes, who reigned at

Corinth, being about to undertake the three adventures above

mentioned, wished to possess the winged steed Pegasos, who
used to come to drink at the fount of Peirene on the Acro-

corinth. After many fruitless efforts to catch him he applied

for advice to the soothsayer Polyeidos, and was directed by

him to go and sleep at the altar of Athena. He obeyed the pro-

phet, and in the dead of the night the goddess appeared in

a dream to him, and giving him a bridle bade him sacrifice

a bull to his sire Poseidon-Damaeos (Tamer), and present the

bridle to the steed. On awaking, Bellerophontes found the

bridle lying beside him. He obeyed the injunctions of the

goddess, and raised an altar to herself as Hippeia (Of-the-

Horse) . Pegasos at once yielded his mouth to the magic bit,

and the hero mounting him achieved his adventures.

We do not well see how this narrative can be made to ac-

a Theog. 325. 'EcQXbs and <iya9bs in the old Greek poets answer exactly to

the good of the romances of chivalry, where the good knight is the brave knight.

b 01. xiii. 85. seq.

2 d 2
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cord with the Homeric tale, which was however known to

Pindar ; for there is not the slightest allusion in it to Prcetos

and Anteia, or to Lycia, and the hero apparently sets out on

his adventures from Corinth. It would not surprise us if the

ancient form of the legend was that a prince of Corinth had,

by the aid of a winged horse, ridden through the air, and

achieved adventures in various parts of the world.

But in reality the foundation of this mythe lies still deeper.

In Bellerophontes we have only one of the forms of Poseidon,

namely as Hippios. This god is his father a
; and he is also

the sire of Pegasos b
; and in the two combined we have a

Poseidon-Hippios, the rider of the waves,— a symbol of the

navigation of the ancient Ephyra. The adventures of the

hero may have signified the real or imaginary perils to be en-

countered in voyages to distant countries ; and when the ori-

ginal sense of the mythe was lost, the King (Prcetos, 7t/?coto?),

and his wife Foe (Anteia, from dvra) c
, and the common love-

tale were introduced to assign a cause for the adventures.

In this mythe too we find that mysterious connexion be-

tween Poseidon and Pallas-Athene and the horse more fully

revealed than elsewhere. They are the parents of Pegasos

(for Athena and Medusa are the same), that is, probably of

the ship d
; and he is worshiped as the Breaker (Aa/nafos), she

as the Bridler (XaXtwu?) e
. Whether the legend viewed the

goddess in her physical or in her moral character, it is diffi-

cult to determine.

Bellerophontes is a name, if possible, more enigmatic than

Argeiphontes and Persephone. It is probably derived from

some word of which no traces are now to be found f
.

a Pind. ut sup. ver. 99. Sch. II. vi. 155. Glaucos is, like ^Egeus, an epithet of

the sea-god.

b See above, p. 253. c Or E?itreater, from dvridio.

d In the Theogony, ver. 282, it is said,

T^> fiev (Trvjvvfiov r\v or' dp' 'Qiceavov irepl 7rr)yas

YevO'.

It may also be derived from IIHrQ, irtiyvvpi, to construct or build. There are

other instances of legends founded on different derivations of the same name.
e There was a temple of Athena under this name at Corinth, Paus. ii. 4, 1, 5;

and Poseidon was there named Damaeos. Sch. Pind. 01. xiii. 98.

f According to Eustathius and others rd eWepa are rd kukq.
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Chapter VII.

MYTHES OF ARGOLIS.

The chief seat of the legendary lore of the Peloponnese was

the Argolic peninsula ; and here we meet a mythic cycle to-

tally distinct from those of Hellas Proper. The great pa-

triarch of the latter was Deucalion, whose posterity were

brought into connexion with the Cadmeians of Thebes and

the Erechtheids of Attica, and to whom the principal legends

of the north and west of the Peloponnese also refer. The Ar-

give mythic history commences with the river Inachos and his

son Phoroneus. It is, moreover, in this cycle alone that we

find an attempt at connecting Greece and Egypt in the my-

thic period ; for, as we have shown above, the Egyptian origin

of the Attic Cecrops is a historic sophism, and not a mythic

tradition.

v
Iva%o? ical <&opcDvevs. Inachus et Phoroneus.

Inachos, a son of Oceanos and Tethys, married his sister

the Oceanis Melia, by whom he had a son named Phoroneus a
,

the first man according to one tradition, while another makes

him collect the rude inhabitants into society and give them

fire and social institutions 13
. He also decided a dispute for the

land between Hera and Poseidon in favour of the former, who

thence became the tutelar deity of Argos c
. By the nymph

Laodice Phoroneus had a son named Apis, from whom the

peninsula was named Apia ; and a daughter Niobe, the first

mortal woman who enjoyed the love of Zeus. Her offspring

by the god were Argos and Pelasgos, and the country was

named from the former, the people from the latter.

Nothing can be more simple than this genealogy. The

a Apollod. ii. 1.
b Paus. ii. 15, 5.

c
Id. ib. The river-gods Inachos, Cephisos, and Asterion were his assessors

;

and Poseidon in revenge caused them all to fail in dry weather.
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principal river of the place is the parent or origin of the first

man Phoroneus, that is, the Rearer or Feeder*, the introducer

of the worship of the productive earth [Hera], and of agricul-

ture and social institutions. One of his children is an ancient

or poetic name of the peninsula ; the other is the young land

blooming with verdure b
, to whom the people and country or

town are given for offspring. We conceive it hardly possible

for any one versed in mythology to see real persons here.

v
Ap7o?. Argus,

Among the descendents of Phoroneus we meet another

Argos, named All-seeing (TravoTrTrjs), as having eyes all over

his body. His strength was prodigious : and Arcadia being

at that time infested by a wild bull, he attacked and slew him,

and afterwards wore his hide. He moreover killed a satyr,

who carried off the cattle of the Arcadians ; and watching an

opportunity, when he found the Echidna (the daughter of

Tartaros and Earth, who seized all passers-by,) asleep, he de-

prived her of life : he also took vengeance on the murderers
for the death of Apis. When Io had been changed into a

cow, Hera gave the charge of watching her to Argos c
.

'Ico. Io.

Io, the daughter of Iasos d
, was priestess of Hera e

, and un-

happily for her she was loved by Zeus. When he found his

amour suspected by Hera, he changed Io into a white cow,

and swore to his spouse that he had been guilty of no infi-

delity. The goddess, affecting to believe him, asked the cow
of him as a present ; and on obtaining her, set ' all-seeing Ar-

gos*5
to watch her. He bound her to an olive-tree in the grove

of Mycenae s, and there kept guard over her. Zeus, pitying

her, directed Hermes to steal her away. The god of ingenious

devices made the attempt ; but as a vulture always gave Ar-

a From Qepco, 0ep/3d>, tofeed. Welcker in Schwenk, 299.

b See above, p. 338. c Apollod. ut sup.

d Or, as the dramatists said, of Inachos. e jEsch. Sup. 306.

' Acusilaiis and iEschylus (Sup. 318.) call him Earth-bom.
E The name resembling /xvicau), to low. Another legend derived it from the

bellowing of the Gorgons when in pursuit of Perseus.
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gos warning of his projects, he found it impossible to succeed.
Nothing then remaining but open force, he killed Argos with
a stone, and hence obtained the name of Argos-slayer ('Ao-

<yec<f)6vT^). The vengeance of Hera was however not yet
satiated ; and she sent a gad-fly to torment Io, who fled over
the whole world from its pursuits. She swam through the
Ionian Sea, which derived its name from her ; then roamed
over the plains of Illyria, ascended Mount Haemus, and crossed
the Thracian strait, thence named the Bosporos, rambled on
through Scythia and the country of the Kimmerians ; and,
after wandering over various regions of Europe and Asia, ar-

rived at last on the banks of the Nile, where, touchedbj Zeus,
she assumed her original form and bore a son named Epa-
phos a

.

The legend of Io would not appear to have attracted so

much of the attention of the elder poets as might have been
expected. Homer never alludes to it, unless his employment
of the term Argeiphontes is to be regarded as intimating a
knowledge of Io. It is also doubtful if she was one of the
heroines of the Eoiae. Her story however was noticed in the
iEgimios, where it was said that her father's name was Peiren,

that her keeper Argos had four eyes, and that the isle of Eu-
boea derived its name from herb

. Pherecydes c said that Hera
placed an eye in the back of Argos' neck and deprived him of
sleep, and then set him as a guard over Io. iEschylus intro-

duces Io in his ' Prometheus Bound/ and he also relates her
story in his ( Suppliants.'

The general opinion respecting Io seems to be that she is

the moon, and Argos the starry heaven, which, as it were,
keeps ceaseless watch over her ; her wanderings are thought
to denote the continual revolutions of this planet d

. In con-

a Apollod. ut sup. Ovid, Met. i. 583. seq. Val. Flac. iv. 351. seq.
b See Apollod. ii. 1. 3. Sch. Eurip. Phcen. 1132. Steph. Byz. v. 'Aflavrts.
c Ap. Sch. Eurip. ut sup.
d See Welcker, Tril. 127. seq.

To behold the wanderiny moon
Riding near her highest noon,

Like one that had been led astray

Through the heaven's wide pathless way.

—

Milton.
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firmation of this theory, we are assured that in the dialect of

Argos lo signified moon 9-; and in proof of the Egyptian

theory, presently to be noticed, it is added, that lo has the

same signification in Coptic b
.

This hypothesis appears to us to be more ingenious than

true. Analogy would lead us to view in lo a form of the Ar-
give goddess Hera, with whom she is so closely connected;

and as Hera is the earth, lo cannot well be the moon c
. Io

and Hera in this legend seem to stand in the same relation as

Callisto and Artemis in one hereafter to be related : in both

the nymph is an epithet of the goddess d
, in both the love of

Zeus is the cause of offence, in both the nymph is changed

by the goddess into her sacred animal e
. Argos is probably

merely the dog* set to watch the cow ; and Hermes the rural

god kills him, as dogs are driven off or killed by the country-

people. A gad-fly then persecutes the cow, and she runs wild

all through the country. Such was perhaps the original simple

legend, and it may have had its source in the notions of the

loves, the marriages, the jealousies related of Hera.

The wanderings of Io were gradually extended. The name
of the Ionian sea caused her to be made to ramble along its

shore; when Byzantion was founded, there wereArgives among
the colonists, who carried with them their domestic legends,

and in honour of Io they named the adjacent strait Bosporos
(Cow-ford), feigning that she had swum across it?. A similar

strait into the Maeotis received the same name, and Io of

course had wandered thither. Finally, when the Greeks first

settled in Egypt and saw the statues of Tsis with cow's horns,

they in their usual manner inferred that she was their own Io,

with whose name hers had a slight similarity. At Memphis
a

Ilesych. and Suidas, v. 'Iw.

b Jablonski, Panth. iEgypt. ii. 4. seq.

c Neither is Isis the moon. See above, p. 227.
d Io is perhaps derived from IEO, o/jut, to send, an epithet of Hera the earth-

goddess, as the sender-up of vegetation. Those who make Io the moon deduce it

from (w, elfit, to go. Buttmann (Mythol. ii. 178. seq.) makes it the feminine of
Ion, and the personification of the Ionian race.

e Io was transformed by Hera. iEsch. Sup. 312.
1 Argos is the name of Odysseus' dog (Od. xvii. 292.), and of one of Action's

hounds (Apollod. hi. 4, 4. llygin. 181.).
B Midler, Proleg. 133.
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they afterwards beheld the worship of the holy calf Apis, and

naturally supposing the calf-god to be the son of the cow-

goddess^ they formed from him a son for their Io, whose name

was the occasion of a new legend of the mode of her being

restored to her pristine form a
. And now the wanderings of

Io were extended to Egypt as their ultimate limit.

Advaos /cat AcyvTrros. Danaiis et JEgyptus.

Epaphos, the son of Io, is the instrument by which Gre-

cian vanity derived the rulers of more ancient countries from

its own gods and princes. He married, we are told, Memphis

the daughter of the Nile, by whom he had a daughter named

Libya, who bore to Poseidon Agenor the father of Cadmos
and Europa, and Belos, who had by another daughter of the

Nile named Anchinoe two sons, Danaos and ./Egyptosb .

Belos assigned the country of Libya to his son Danaos ; to

iEgyptos he gave Arabia. The latter conquered the country

of the Melampodes, and named it from himself. By many
wives he was the father of fifty sons.

Danaos had by several wives an equal number of daughters.

Dissension arising between him and the sons of ^Egyptos,

they aimed at depriving him of his dominions ; and fearing

their violence, he built with the aid of Athena a fifty-oared

vessel,—the first that was ever made,—in which he embarked

with his daughters and fled over the sea. He first landed on

the isle of Rhodes, where he set up a statue of the Lindian

Athena ; but not willing to abide in that island, he proceeded

to Argos, where Gelanor, who at that time ruled over the coun-

try, cheerfully resigned the government to the stranger who

brought thither civilization and the arts. The people took

the name of their new monarch, and were called Danaans c
.

a Miiller, Proleg. 183. 184. Apis, he observes, with the Coptic article Pe pre-

fixed (that is, Pe-Apis), was easily changed into Epaphos, which signified the Touched.

It is well known how fond people are of turning foreign words into such as have

a signification in their own language, ex. gr. Beefeater and Sparrowgrass. The

Italians named sir John Hawkwood the condottiere Aguto, and the Frank king

Pharamond (Wahrmund) Fieramonte.

b The legend of Danaos and his family will he found in Apollod. ii. 1, 4. Hygin,

168-170. Sch. II. i. 42 ; iv. 171. Sch. Eurip. Hec. 872.

e The Scholiast on Euripides says nothing of the flight of Danaos, he seems to

make Argos the original abode of the brothers.
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The country of Argos being at this time extremely deficient

in pure and wholesome water (Poseidon having dried up the

springs) a
, Danaos sent forth his daughters in quest of some.

As Amymone, one of them, was engaged in the search, she

saw a deer, at which she flung her dart; but, missing the

game, the dart wounded a satyr who was sleeping in the neigh-

bouring thicketb . Starting from his sleep, he beheld the

beauty of the maid, and rushed toward her filled with desire.

She prayed to Poseidon for aid ; the god appeared, and flung

his trident at the satyr, who fled; Amymone submitted to

the embraces of the god, and he revealed to her the springs

of Lerna c
.

The sons of JEgyptos came now to Argos, and entreated

their uncle to agree to bury in oblivion all enmity, and to give

them their cousins in marriage. Danaos, retaining a perfect

recollection of their injuries to him, and distrustful of their

promises, consented to bestow his daughters on them, whom
he divided among them by lot. But on the wedding-day he
armed the hands of the brides with daggers, and enjoined

them to slay in the night their unsuspecting bridegrooms. All

but Hypermnestra obeyed the cruel orders of their father ; and
cutting off the heads of their husbands, they flung them into

Lerna, and buried their bodies with all due rites outside of

the town. At the command of Zeus, Hermes and Athena
purified them from the guilt of their deed.

But Hypermnestra had spared Lynceus, for the delicate re-

gard which he had shown to her modesty. Her father, at first,

in his anger at her disobedience, put her into close confine-

ment. Relenting however after some time, he gave his con-

sent to her union with Lynceus, and proclaimed gymnic

games, in which the victors were to receive his other daughters

as the prizes. It was said, however, that the crime of the

Danaides did not pass without due punishment in the under-

a See above, p. 405 note
c

.

b ./Eschylus wrote a satyric drama named Amymone, hence probably the satyr

in the legend. Welcker, Nacli. znr Tril. 309.
c Apollod. ut sup. Hygin. 169. This last writer also says that Amymone fell

asleep, and while she was in that state the satyr attempted to violate her. He
adds, that when Poseidon flung his trident at the satyr it stuck in a rock, and on

the maiden's drawing it forth at the command of the god three streams of water

followed it.
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world, where they were condemned to draw everlastingly water

in perforated vessels a.

The son of Amymone by Poseidon was called Nauplios.

He attained a great age, and passed his time on the sea la-

menting the fate of those who were lost in it. At length he

himself met the fate which he deplored in others b . He had

three sons, Palamedes, Oi'ax, and Nausimedon.

In this celebrated legend we have a very heterogeneous

mixture of peoples and countries. The city Memphis is very

naturally called the daughter of the Nile, on whose banks it

stood ; but Libya is preposterously made the daughter and

Egypt the grandson of that city, and the Phoenician god Belos

or Baal the father of Danaos and ^Egyptos, i. e. the Argives

and the Egyptians. The whole only serves to show the care-

less manner in which these national genealogies were fabri-

cated.

From what has been said above respecting Cadmos, the

reader, we should hope, will be prepared to regard the tale of

an Egyptian colony at Argos as somewhat suspicious. In

fact there was no part of Greece more thoroughly Hellenic,

none which had less similarity in religion or institutions with

Egypt. Moreover the origin of Danaos and his family may
be easily traced to the physical character of the land.

In Homer and Hesiod Danaans is a common name of the

Greeks, who are also called Argeians and Achaeans. The

names of nations have never, except among nomadic tribes,

been derived from persons ; they always come from the cha-

racter of the people or that of the soil c
. Now Argos was

greatly deficient in water (whence Homer calls it thirsty, tto-

\v$tyiov), and the word <Wo? signifies dry. We have here

then a simple derivation for the name Danaans, namely the

people of the thirsty land of Argos ; and in the usual manner

a Sch. Eurip. ut sup. Hygin. 168. Serv. Ma. x. 497.
b Apollod. ut sup. This is a very obscure legend.
c In Plato's Laws (iv. 704.) it is said, respecting the name of the city to be

founded, tovto juev Tax av i<ro»s Kal 6 KaroiKio/jLos aurfjs, i) rts tottos, ?/ TtOTa^ov

tivos ?) Kpljvrjs y 6ewv e7rit)Wfiia tiov ev Tip TOTrif), KpooQeit) ti)v avriov tpijfiTjv

tzaivy yevopevy ry irokei. It is, we may see, not supposed that it would be named

from the kutoikkttiis or founder.
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the personification of their name is a hero, Danaos a
. Again,

springs are daughters of the earth, as they are called by the

Arabs; the nymphs of the springs are therefore daughters of

Danaos, that is of the thirsty landb
. Further, a head (Kprjvrj)

is a usual name for a spring in many languages, and a legend-

ary mode of accounting for the origin of founts is to ascribe

them to the welling forth of the blood of some person who was
slain on the spot where the spring emitted its waters . The
number fifty is probably an arbitrary one, for we cannot dis-

cern in it a relation to the weeks of the year d
. It is to be ob-

served that the founts of the Inachos were in Mount Lyrceion

or Lynceion e
, and here perhaps lies the origin of Lynceus,

who in one form of the legend fights with and vanquishes

Danaos f
; that is, the stream from Mount Lynceion overcomes

the dry nature of the soil. We see therefore that the physical

legend may have existed long before there was any intercourse

with the great land of mystery, and like that of Io have been

subsequently modified so as to suit the new theory of an Egyp-
tian colony at Argos?.

Upolro<; icai al Ylpoirihes. Proetus et Prcetides.

Lynceus succeeded his father-in-law on the throne. He
had by Hypermnestra a son named Abas, to whom he left

his kingdom. Abas had twin children, Prostos and Acrisios,

who struggled—ominous of their future discord—in their

mother's womb. When they grew to be youths, they con-

tended for the kingdom ; and on this occasion are said to have

been the inventors of shields. Proetos was worsted, and driven

a Hesiod named Danaos. He says (ap. Eustath. on II. iv. 171,).

"Apyos dvvdpov ebv Aavabs Troitjaev evvSpov.

b Four of the daughters of Danaos, namely Amymone, Peirene, Physadeia and

Asteria were names of springs.

c The hlood of Pentheus and Actaion gave origin to springs on Cithaeron (Phi-

lostr. Im. i. 14.). See also Paus. ix. 33, 4, and the legend of St. Winifred's well in

Drayton's Polyolhion, Song x. " A fountain is said to have hroke out in the place

where St. Osithe was beheaded, which is seen to this day near the town of Chich."

Britannia Sacra, p. 154. See Welcker, Tril. 400.
d Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 192. seq.

e Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 125. f Sch. Eurip. ut sup.
e Herod, ii. 91. 171. 182. See Miiller, Orchom. 109. seq. Proleg. 184. seq.
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out of Argos. He fled to Lycia, where the king Iobates gave

him his daughter Anteia or Sthenoboea in marriage, and, bring-

ing him back with an army of Lycians to the Peloponnese,

made him master of Tiryns, which the Cyclopes walled for

him. Acrisios was now obliged to divide their paternal terri-

tory with Proetos : he reigned himself at Argos, and his bro-

ther dwelt in Tiryns. Proetos had three daughters, Lysippe,

Iphinoe, and Iphianassaa
.

When these maidens grew up they were seized with insanity,

and roamed in madness over the plains, the woods, the wastes

of Argos and Arcadia,—fancying themselves changed into

cows b
. Proetos was greatly afflicted at the condition of his

daughters. Melampus, the son of Amythadn a soothsayer,

and the first who exercised the art of medicine, promised to

restore them to their senses, if Proetos would agree to give

him a third of his kingdom. The demanded fee appeared

out of all reason, and the father declined accepting the re-

covery of his daughters on such high terms. But speedily

the madness of the maidens increased, and even extended to

the other women, who killed their children, abandoned their

houses, and fled to the wilds. The reluctance of Proetos was

now overcome : he offered to comply with the terms of Me-
lampus ; but the Mantis would not employ his art without

another third of the realm being given to his brother Bias.

Proetos now, fearing that delay would only make him advance

further in his demands, consented ; and the prophet set about

the cure. He took a number of the ablest young men of the

place, and made them with shouts and a certain inspired kind

of dance chase the maidens from the mountains to Sicyon. In

the chase Iphinoe, the eldest of the Proetides, died ; but the

others were restored to sanity ; and Proetos gave them in mar-

riage to Melampus and his brother Bias. He had afterwards

a son named Megapenthes c
.

The madness of the Proetides was sung in the Eoiae, where

it was ascribed to the vengeance of Dionysos for their con-

tempt of his rites, and he would appear to have struck them

* Apollod. ut sup. Sch. Eurip. Orest. 955.

b Virg. Buc. vi. 48. Serv. in loco.
c Apollod. ut sup.
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with leprosy and with inordinate lust a
. Pherecydesb and Acu-

silaos c however ascribe their madness to the anger of Hera;
the latter says that they made light of the statue of the god-
dess,—the former, that they ridiculed her temple, saying

that their father's house was much finer. It was also said

that they were the priestesses of the goddess and were pu-
nished by her for taking the gold off her robe and converting

it to their own use d
.

It is remarkable that the characteristic trait of their fancy-

ing themselves changed into cows is only to be found in the

Latin poet Virgil. Nothing can be more certain than that

he did not invent it, and it has every appearance of being a
part of the original mythe. In such case the legend of the

Proetides would have some analogy with that of Io.

'A/ep/crto?, Aavarj, ical Hepaevs. Acrisius, Danae, et Perseus,

Acrisios married Eurydice the daughter of Lacedasmon, by
whom he had a daughter, whom he called Danae. He in-

quired of the oracle about a son ; and the god replied, that

he would himself have no male issue, but that his daughter

would bear a son whose hand would deprive him of life. Fear-

ing the accomplishment of this prediction, he framed a brazen

subterranean chamber e
, in which he shut up his daughter and

her nurse, in order that she might never become a mother.

But Zeus had seen and loved the maiden ; and under the form

of a golden shower he poured through the roof down into her

bosom. Danae became the mother of a son, whom she and
her nurse reared in secrecy until he had attained his fourth

year. Acrisios then chanced to hear the voice of the child at

his play. He brought forth his daughter and her nurse ; and
putting the latter instantly to death, drew Danae in private

with her son to the altar of Herceian Zeus, where he made
her answer on oath whose was her son. She replied that

he was the offspring of Zeus. Her father gave no credit to

her protestations. Inclosing her and her child in a coffer, he

a Apollod. ut sup. Eustath. on Od. xv. p. 1746. Suidas, v. pax^oavvr].
b Ap. Sch. Od. xv. 225. c

Apollod. ut sup. d Serv. ut sup.
e The Latin poets call it a brazen tower (turris aenea). See Ilor. Carm. iii. 16, 1

.

Ovid, Amor. ii. 19. 27. De A. A. iii. 416. Claudian, In Eutrop. i. 82.
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cast them into the sea to the mercy of the winds and waves a
.

The coffer floated to the little isle of Seriphos, where a man
named Dictys drew it out in his nets (Bl/crya) ; and delivering

Danae and Perseus, treated them with the kindest attention 15
.

Polydectes the brother of Dictys, who reigned over Seri-

phos, fell in love with Danae ; but her son Perseus, who was

now grown up, was an invincible obstacle to the accomplish-

ment of his wishes. He had therefore recourse to artifice to de-

liver himself of his presence ; and feigning that he was about

to become a suitor to Hippodameia, the daughter of CEno-

maos, he called together his vassals, and among them Perseus,

to a banquet, and requested of them to contribute toward his

bride-gift. Perseus inquiring what was the object of the ban-

quet, Polydectes replied horses, and Perseus made answer

that he would bring him even the head of the Gorgon. The

king said nothing at the time ; but next day, when the rest

brought each his horse, he desired Perseus to keep his word

and fetch him the Gorgon's head.

Perseus full of grief retired to the extremity of the isle,

where Hermes came to him, promising that he and Athena

would be his guides. Hermes brought him first to the fair-

cheeked Graeae, whose eye and tooth he stole, and would not

restore until they had furnished him with directions to the

abode of the Nymphs who were possessed of the winged shoes,

the magic wallet, and the helmet of Hades which made the

wearer invisible. The Graeae complied with his desire, and

he came unto the Nymphs, who gave him their precious pos-

sessions : he then flung the wallet over his shoulder, placed

the helmet on his head, and fitted the shoes to his feet. Thus

equipped, and grasping the adamantine scimitar (harpe) which

Hermes gave him, he mounted into the air, accompanied by

the gods, and flew to the Ocean, where he found the three

Gorgons fast asleep . Fearing to gaze on their faces, which

changed the beholder to stone, he looked on the head of Me-

3 See the beautiful fragment of Simonides on the subject of Danae.
b There was a legend in Italy that Ardea, the capital of the Rutulians, had been

founded by Danae. (Virg. Mn. vii. 372. 410. Serv. in locis.) It was probably

caused by the resemblance between Danae and Daunia. Daunus is the father of

Turnus.
c See p. 253.
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dusa as it was reflected on his shield, and Athena guiding his

hand he severed it from her body. The blood gushed forth,

and with it the winged steed Pegasos and Chrysaor the father

of Geryoneus, for Medusa was at the time pregnant by Po-

seidon. Perseus took up the head, put it into his wallet, and

set out on his return. The two sisters awoke, and pursued

the fugitive ; but protected by the helmet of Hades he eluded

their vision, and they were obliged to give over the bootless

chase a
.

Perseus pursued his aerial journey till he came to the coun-

try of the JEthiopians b
. Here he beheld Andromeda, the

daughter of Cepheus king of the country, fastened to a rock,

a prey for a huge sea-monster c
. Cassiopeia, the wife of Ce-

pheus, having offended the Nereides by her presumption in

setting herself before them in point of beauty, Poseidon sym-

pathized with the anger of the sea-maidens, and laid waste

the realms of Cepheus by an inundation and a sea-monster.

The oracle of Ammon, on being consulted by Cepheus, de-

clared that only by the exposure of Andromeda, the daughter

of Cassiopeia, to the monster, could the evil be averted. The

reluctance of Cepheus was forced to give way to the determi-

nation of his subjects, and the unhappy princess was bound

to a rock. Perseus beholding her there, was seized with love,

and he forthwith promised Cepheus to deliver his daughter

from the monster if he would give her to him in marriage

when saved. Cepheus joyfully consented, and each party

swore to the agreement. Perseus then attacked and killed

the monster, and delivered Andromeda ; but Phineus the bro-

ther of Cepheus, to whom the princess had been betrothed,

plotted to destroy the hero ; who, coming to the knowledge of

his designs, displayed the Gorgon's head, and turned him and

his partisans to stone.

Perseus now proceeded to Seriphos, where he found that

u Hesiod, Shield, 230. seq.

b This is probably the ^Ethiopia mentioned by Menelaos (Od. iv. 84.) in the

Mediterranean, to which sea the Nereides were confined.
c The scene was localised at Joppa, where the marks of the chains were to be

seen on a rock, as also the bones of the monster which M. Scaurus brought to

Home and exhibited in his aedileship. See Plin. H. N. ix. 5. Strabo, i. 2. Mela, i. 11.

Josephus, Bell. Jud. hi. 9, 3.
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his mother and Dictys had been obliged to fly to the protec-

tion of the altar from the violence of Polydectes. He imme-
diately went to the royal residence ; and when at his desire

Polydectes had summoned thither all the people to see the

formidable head of the Gorgon, it was displayed, and each

became a stone of the form and position which he exhibited

at the moment of the transformation. Having established

Dictys as king over Seriphos, Perseus returned the shoes, the

wallet, and the helmet to Hermes, by whom they were brought

back to the Nymphs. He gave the Gorgon's head to Athena,

who set it in the middle of her shield.

Accompanied by his mother and his wife Andromeda, Per-

seus now set out for Argos ; but Acrisios, fearing the fulfil-

ment of the oracle, left his kingdom, and retired to Larissa in

Thessaly. Perseus went thither to persuade him to return to

Argos. Acrisios consented; but Teutamias, the king ofLarissa,

happening at that time to celebrate funeral games in honour

of his father lately dead, Perseus engaged in them. As he

was throwing the discus it fell on the foot of Acrisios, who
died of the wound. After this unlooked-for fulfilment of the

oracle, Perseus buried his grandfather before the city, and
returned to the Peloponnese. But feeling ashamed to take

the inheritance of one who had died by his means, he pro-

posed an exchange of dominions with Megapenthes the son

of Prcetos, and thenceforward reigned at Tiryns. He afters-

wards built and fortified Mycenae and Mideia a
.

According to Pindar, Athena conducted Perseus, when on

his way to the Gorgons, to the country of the Hyperboreans,

where he was hospitably entertained by that happy people b
.

He is also said to have turned Atlas into a mountain on his

return , and the drops of the Gorgon's blood which fell on

the sand-wastes of Libya, as he flew over them, gave origin to

the numerous broods of serpents by which they have ever

been infested d
. The origin of the coral is also deduced from

a The whole preceding narrative, excepting the deliverance of Andromeda, is

contained in the Fragments of Pherecydes {Ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 1091. 1515.).
b Pyth. x. 49. seq. 70. seq. c See above, p. 288.
d Apoll. Rh. iv. 1513. Ovid, Met. iv. 617.

2 E
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the sea-weed which Perseus placed under the Gorgon's head a
.

When Dionysos came to introduce his orgies into Argos he

was vigorously opposed by Perseus ; but by the intervention

of Hermes amity was effected between the two sons of Zeus b
.

Others say that it was Acrisios who opposed the introduction

of the Bacchic orgies into his dominions .

Andromeda bore to Perseus six sons and one daughter.

The sons were Perses (who was born in ^Ethiopia, and being

left with his grandfather became the ancestor of the kings of

Persia d
), Alcaeos, Mestor, Electryon, Sthenelos and Eleios.

The daughter was named Gorgophone ; she married Perieres

the Laconian. From Perseus the royal line at Argos were

named the Perseids.

The mythe of Perseus is probably one of great antiquity.

It is alluded to in the Ilias e
, and in the Theogony f the cutting

off of Medusa's head is spoken of as a well-known event.

There does not however appear to have ever been a poem
solely dedicated to the adventures of Perseus, but it is likely

they were related at length in the Eoiae.

A mythe so very ancient as this appears to be was probably

a physical one in its origin, and this supposition is confirmed

by many circumstances in the beautiful fairy tale under whose

form it has been transmitted to us. But still it is extremely

obscure, and we can only arrive at glimpses of the significa-

tion. The following conjectures may perhaps approach to

probability.

The cutting off the Gorgon's head is the main action of

the mythe, and Pallas-Athene aids the hero and enables him

to achieve the adventure. This goddess was one of the most

ancient deities of Argos, for she had a temple on the Larissa

or citadel?, whence she was named, like Hera, Of-the-Height

(A.Kpta or A/c/)/<?)
h

. Hence it is probable that, as at Athens,

she was regarded as a physical power. Further, we invariably

find the Gorgon (not the Gorgons) connected with this god-

a Orph. AiOiKii, 552. seq. Ovid, Met. iv. 740. seq.

b Paus. ii. 20, 4. Nonnus, xlvii. 475. seq. c Ovid, Met. iii. 559; iv. GOG.

d Herod, vii. 61. 150.
e

II. xiv. 319. l Theog. 280.
g Paus. ii. 24, 3. b Hesvchius. s. v.
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dess, and moreover Gorgo is one of her own appellations a
.

The Grecian deities, as the authors of evil as well as good,

were usually viewed under two different aspects, and hence

Gorgo was probably the injurious, inimical Pallas. With re-

spect to the other names in the mythe, Acrisios is apparently

connected with the Larissa, the height (ciKpov) where tradi-

tion said he lay buriedb ; Danae seems to refer to the dry land,

and Perseus to belong with Persephone and others to a family

of words denoting light or feeding . Further, Polydectes is

an epithet of Hades d
, of which Dictys (Netter) may be a

kindred term. At Athens there was an altar of Dictys and

Clymene at the temenos of Perseus, as being his deliverers 6
;

which seems to identify Dictys with Hades, and that appa-

rently under a beneficent point of view.

Muller therefore thus explains the mythe f
. The parched

land of Argos (AavaTj 'A/cpicrubvTJ), over which Pallas presides,

longs for rain? ; Zeus descends in a golden fructifying shower,

and Perseus is born. But the god of the under-world will

take Danae, that is cover the land with gloom. This is pre-

vented by Perseus5 freeing the goddess from her opposite the

Gorgo, which makes the moonbeams poisonous and petrifies

the land. The efficacy of her look is then directed against

the under-world itself, and restrains its power in the depths

of the earth. The beneficent deity, the rearer of trees and

corn, recovers her full influence, and the clear fructifying

springs represented by Pegasos gush forth.

This explanation is ingenious but deficient in simplicity.

There seems to us to be an error in supposing Athena to be

always the ( Athenian Maid', and therefore the moon. The

mythe of Danae and Perseus being manifestly one of great

antiquity and peculiar to Argos, we should feel rather dis-

posed to see the Argive goddess in the Athena who appears

in it. As this goddess was the earth, the mythe in this view

3 See the proofs, Appendix (L). b Clem. Alex. Protrep. p. 29.

c See above, p. 180. d Horn. Hymn to Demeter, 9.

e Paus. ii. 18, 1.

f Proleg. 307. seq. See also Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 200. seq.

E The chamber of Danae may have been called brazen to denote the hardness

of the ground (see above, p. 32.), but the ancient Cyclopian treasuries appear to

have been lined with brass. See Leake, Travels in the Morea.

2 e 2
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forms a parallel to that of Demeter-Erinnys a
, and Pegasos

corresponds with Areion. The opposite characters of the soil

of Argos and Arcadia will account for the different forms of

the mythic narratives.

We have already hinted that mythes were generally very

simple in their origin, and gained, like streams, in their pro-

gress. It is probable that this of Perseus at first consisted of

no more than the account of his birth and the killing of the

Gorgon Medusab
, and that the exposure in the sea, the two

immortal Gorgons, Andromeda, and so forth, were posterior

additions. Pallas-Athene having become the guide of heroes

at the time when the mythe was extended, she may have been
substituted for the original goddess . We cannot believe that

Hades ever belonged to the mythe ; the names Dictys and
Polydectes are sufficiently explained by the story.

'A/jb^LTpvoov teal 'A\/c{i?]V7). Amphitryon et Alcumena.

Perseus was succeeded by his son Alcaeos, who had a son
named Amphitryon. Alcaeos left the throne to his brother

ElectryQii, who had married his daughter Anaxo, by whom
he had several children.

Mestor, the third son of Perseus, married Lysiclice the

daughter of Pelops, by whom he had a daughter named Hip-
pothoe, whom Poseidon carried off to the Echinadian isles.

She there bore him a son named Taphios, who settled at Ta-
phos, and called his people Teleboans, because he had gone far
from his native landd. He had a son named Pterolaos, whom
Poseidon made immortal by setting a golden lock of hair on
his head. Pterolaos had several sons, and one daughter who
was named Comaatho {Hair-burner).

When Electryon succeeded to the throne of Mycenae, the
sons of Pterolaos came with an army of Taphians, and claimed
it in right of their great-grandfather Mestor, who was elder

brother to Electryon ; and on his refusal to comply with their

demands, they drove off his cows. The sons of Electryon

a See above, p. 1 78.

b Medusa, i. e. Mistress, answers to the Arcadian Despoena. See above, p. 179.
c

See above, p. 326. note a
. <• on rtjXov efir).
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came to the rescue of their cattle. A fight ensued, in which
all the sons of Electryon met their death except Licymnios,

who was still a child, and all the sons of Pterolaos fell but

Eueres, who was in charge of their ships. The Taphians fled

in their vessels, leaving the cattle, which they had driven away,
in the charge of Polyxenes king of the Eleians. Amphitryon
pursued them to Elis, and redeemed them; for Electryon,

desirous to avenge the death of his sons, had given to Am-
phitryon the kingdom and his daughter Alcmena, binding

him by oath not to claim a husband's rights until he had re-

turned from his expedition against the Teleboans. But as

Amphitryon was driving home the cattle which he had re-

covered, one of the cows chancing to run aside, he flung the

stick he had in his hand after her, which happening to strike

Electryon on the head killed him. Sthenelos, the fifth son

of Perseus, taking advantage of this unlucky deed, drove Am-
phitryon from Mycenas and Tiryns ; and sending for his ne-

phews Atreus and Thyestes, the sons of Pelops, settled them
at Mideia.

Amphitrydn, accompanied by his wife Alcmena and her

half-brother Licymnios, retired to Thebes, where he was pu-
rified by Creon, who gave his daughter Perimede in marriage

to Licymnios. Alcmena still refusing to admit the embraces
of Amphitryon till he had avenged her brothers, he applied

to Creon to assist him in the war. To this Creon assented,

on condition of his guest's first freeing Cadmeia from the fox

which ravaged it, and which was fated never to be caught.

To this animal the Thebans were obliged to give a child every

month, to save the rest. Amphitryon undertook the task,

and with the aid of Cephalos and his dog succeeded a
.

Strengthened by a number of auxiliaries, Amphytrion now
went against the Teleboans. He landed, and ravaged their

islands ; but so long as Pterolaos lived, he could accomplish

nothing. At length Comaetho, the daughter of that prince,

falling in love with Amphitryon, pulled out the fatal golden

lock, and he died, and the islands were conqueredb
. Amphi-

a See above, p. 382.
b See above, p. 385. We may here observe that the Grecian mythes frequently

borrowed from each other. Compare those of Cadmos and Iason, of Andromeda
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tryon, putting to death Comaetho, sailed with his booty to

Thebes, giving the islands to his ally Cephalos and his uncle

Eleios. The remainder of the history of Amphitryon has been

already related a .

1

AaK\T]7ri6<;. JEsculapius.

Asclepios is called by Homer an excellent physician {afivficov

IrjTrjp), who had been instructed by Cheiron. His sons Poda-

leirios and Machaon, who were also renowned for their skill

in treating wounds, led to Troy the men of Tricca, Tthome

and CEchalia in northern Thessalyb
.

As has been already related , Asclepios was the son of

Apollo by Coronis the daughter of Phlegyas. The care of his

education was committed to Cheiron, who taught him the

healing art d, in which he arrived at such perfection as to be

able to restore life to the dead. He is said to have thus re-

called from the nether-world Capaneus and Lycurgos e
, Tyn-

dareos f
, Glaucos the son of Minos, and HippolytosS. Zeus

on the complaint of Hades struck him with thunder, and
Apollo in revenge killed the Cyclopes, for which deed he was
banished from Olympos.

The tradition at Epidaurus (the great seat of the worship

of Asclepios) was that Phlegyas, having come to explore the

strength ofthe Peloponnese, was accompanied by his daughter,

who was at the time pregnant by Apollo, but unknown to her

father. Her labour came on in the country of Epidaurus, and
she exposed the babe on Mount Myrtion, afterwards named
Titthion (tit6t) a nurse). Here one of the goats that fed on
the mountain gave it suck, and the goatherd's dog kept guard

over it. The herdsman, missing his dog and goat, went in

search of them. He thus discovered the babe, and on ap-

proaching to take it up he perceived that its body emitted a

and Hesione, of Tereus and Thyestes, of Cadnios and Ilos, of Pelens, Heracles and

Menelaos with the sea-deities, etc. The same appearance is presented in the

chivalric romances of the middle ages.
3 See above, p. 350.
b

II. ii. 731 ; iv. 194. 219 ; xi. 518.
c See above* p. 119.

A Pind. Pyth. iii. 75. seq.
e Stesichorns, ap. Apollod. iii. 10, 3.

f Panyasis, ap. eund. E The Nanpactics, ap. eund.
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brilliant light, at which proof of divinity he drew back. The

fame of the healing powers of the wonderful child was quickly

spread over sea and land a
.

The Messenians asserted that Asclepios first saw the light

in their country. His mother was Arsinoe the daughter of

Leucippos, and the places from which his sons led the troops

to Troy were in Messene, and not in Thessaly. They showed

at Gerenia the tomb of Machaon, and at Phara the temple of

his children 1*.

Asclepios was one of those who sailed in the Argo. He

had by Lampetia the daughter of the Sun two sons, Machaon

and Podaleirios, and three daughters, Panakeia (All-heal),

Iaso (Health), and Mg\e (Brightness) .

At Epidaurus Asclepios was represented under the form of

an old man with a venerable beard, wrapt in a mantle and

leaning on a staff round which a serpent was twined. It was

said that when he was about to raise Glaucos a serpent came

and crept to his staff; he struck and killed it. Soon after

another serpent came, bearing a herb in its mouth, which

it laid on the head of the dead one, who instantly recovered.

Asclepios took the herb and by means of it restored Glaucos d
.

Others said that Athena had given him the blood of the Gor-

gon, and with what flowed from the veins of the left side he

injured men, while with that of the right side he cured them e
.

From all that is related of Asclepios it is plain that he was

an original deity, probably of the Phlegyans or Lapiths.

There is much resemblance between him and Trophonios.

His union with Apollo is merely mythologic, as they were

never worshiped together. It is probably founded on the

epithet Paan of this god f
.

* Paus. ii. 26, 3-5.

b Id. iv. 3, 2. Asclepiades, ap. Sch. Pind. Pyth. iii. 14.

c Hermippus, ap. Sch. Aristoph. Plut. 701. d Hygin. P. A. ii. 14.

e Apollod. iii. 10, 3. f See Midler, Orchom. 199. seq. Dor. i. 307.
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Chapter VIIL

MYTHES OF ARCADIA.

Arcadia, fenced in by its mountains, never suffered from the

revolutionary movements of the rest of the peninsula. Its

population may therefore be regarded as unmixed Pelasgian

;

and its principal deities are those which seem to have been
worshiped by that people, namely Zeus, Hermes, Demeter,

Artemis and Poseidon. The Arcadian legends, which are

very scanty and of a peculiar character, all refer to the wor-
ship of these deities.

Avtcatov. Lycaon,

Pelasgos a was by the Oceanis Melibcea or the nymph Cyl-

lene the father of Lycaon king of Arcadia.

Lycaon had many wives, by whom he became the father of

fifty sons, who were like himself impious and cruel. Zeus,

to satisfy himself of the truth of the reports that reached him,

disguised himself as a poor man and sought their hospitality.

To entertain the stranger they slaughtered a boy, and mingling

his flesh with that of the victims, set it before their guest. The
god, in indignation and horror at the barbarous act, overturned

the table (whence the place derived its future name of Tra-

pezos), and struck with lightning the godless father and sons,

with the exception of Nyctimos, whom Earth, raising her

hands and grasping the right-hand of Zeus, saved from the

wrath of the avenging deity. According to another account,

Zeus destroyed the dwelling of Lycaon with lightning, and
turned its master into a wolf. The deluge of Deucalion which
shortly afterwards occurred is ascribed to the impiety of the

sons of Lycaon b
.

a Hesiod (qp. Apollod. iii. 8, 1.) calls him an autochthon, and Asius said (Paus.

viii. 1, 4.),

'AvTiOeov tie TleXaayov h.v v\ptKofioiaiv opeaai

Ydia fieKaiv dveScjKev, 'iva Ovtjtwv yevos eltj.

b Apollod. iii. 8. Ovid, Met. i. 216. teg. Ilygin. 1/6. P. A. ii. 4. Tzctz. Lye. 481.
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In Arcadia Zeus was worshiped under the title of Lycaaos

on the summit of Mount Lycaeon, at the foot of which stood

the town of Lycosura, said to have been built by Lycaon, who
established there games called Lycaea a

. At Mount Lycaeon

there was a sacred inclosure or temenos of Zeus, within which
neither man nor beast cast a shadow, and any one who en-

tered it designedly was put to death 5
. These names and cir-

cumstances might lead to the supposition that Zeus Lycaeos

was in Arcadia what Apollo Lycios was elsewhere ; and that

the true root in this case also was ATKH, lax, light ; and
similarity of sound gave occasion to the legends of wolves, of

which there were many in Arcadia. In this case Lycaon
would be only another name for Zeus, to whom he raised an
altar, and he could not therefore have been described as im-

pious in the primitive legend. The opposition between his

name and that of Nyctimos strongly confirms this hypothesis.

It may indeed be said that Zeus derived his appellation from
the mountain ; but against this is to be observed, that there

was an eminence in the territory of Cyrene or Barce in Libya

dedicated to Zeus Lycaeos .

KaXXtcrTa) koI "Ap/cas. Callisto et Areas.

Beside his other sons, and Nyctimos who reigned over Ar-

cadia at the time of Deucalion's flood, Lycaon had a daughter

named Callisto d
, who dedicated herself to the service of Ar-

temis, and vowed to the goddess the maintenance of perpetual

virginity. But Zeus saw and loved Callisto ; and changing

himself into the form of the huntress-goddess, accompanied

the maiden to the chase, and surprised her virtue. She long

concealed her shame; but at length, as she was one day
bathing with her divine mistress, the alteration in her person

was observed ; and Artemis, in her anger, turned her into a

bear. While in this form she brought forth her son Areas,

who lived with her in the woods, till the herdsmen caught

both her and him, and brought them to Lycaon. Some time

a Paus. viii. 2, 1. b Id. ib. 38, 6. Plut. Q. G. 39.
c
Herod, iv. 205.

d Eumelos ap. Apollod. iii. 8. 2. Asios said that Nycteus, i. e. Nyctimos, was
her father ; Pherecydes said Keteus. Apollod. ut sup. Sch. Eurip. Orest. 1662,
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afterwards she went into the temenos of Zeus Lycaeos, which

it was unlawful to enter. A number of Arcadians, among
whom was her own son, followed to kill her ; but Zeus, in

memory of his love, snatched her out of their hands, and

placed her as a constellation in the sky a
.

This fable is narrated with great difference in the circum-

stances. Some say it was the form of Apollo that Zeus took.

In some versions it is Zeus who turns Callisto into a bear to

conceal her from Hera ; and this goddess persuades Artemis

to kill her with her arrows as a noxious beast ; Zeus then, it

is said, took the unborn infant and gave it to Maia to rear.

It is also said that Areas, having been separated from his

mother and reared among men, meeting her one day in the

woods, was on the point of slaying her, when Zeus transferred

the mother and son to the skies. Finally it was, according

to others, Hera herself who transformed Callisto b .

Areas succeeded Nyctimos in the government. He was
the friend of Triptolemos, who taught him agriculture, which

he introduced into his country, now called from himself Ar-

cadia, and instructed its inhabitants in the mode of making
bread. He also showed them how to manufacture wool,—an

art which he learned from Aristaeos c
.

In Callisto we have another instance of the practice of con-

verting an epithet into an attendant. On the way from the

town to the Academy at Athens there was an inclosure sacred

to Artemis, in which were wooden statues of Ariste and Cal-

liste. These Pausanias (who says he is borne out by some
verses of Sappho) regarded merely as epithets of the god-

dess d
. He further tells us e that in Arcadia, on a large mound

planted with various kinds of trees, and named the Tomb of

Callisto, stood a temple ofArtemis-Calliste; and he adds that it

Avasthe ancient poet Pamphos who first gave Artemis this

epithet in his verses, having learned it from the Arcadians.

a Apollod. iii. 8. Ovid, Met. ii. 401. seq. Fasti, ii. 155. seq. Hyginus, 177.

P. A. i. It was also fabled that, at the request of Ilera, Tethys forbade the con-

stellation of the Bear to descend into her waves.
b Apollod. ut sup. llygin. vJ sup.

c
Pans. viii. 1, 1.

11

Id. i. 29, 2.
c M. viii. 35, 8.
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When we add that the Fair-one (a /caXa) is a frequent epithet

of Artemis in the Attic drama, little doubt, we should think,

will remain of the identity of Artemis and Callisto a .

From the analogy between Io and Callisto, it seems to fol-

low that the bear was sacred to Artemis. This is strongly con-

firmed by the fact that at Braurdn in Attica young girls be-

tween the age of five and ten years, and called Bears (ap/croc),

used to perform the sacred rites of this goddess, on which oc-

casion they went round the temple clad in yellow, imitating

bears. One of the reasons assigned for the origin ofthis custom

was, that Brauron, not Aulis, was the scene of the sacrifice of

Iphigeneia, and that it was a bear, not a hind, that had been

substituted 15
.

The resemblance between Areas and ap/cros may also have

had some effect on the formation of this legend .

^AraXdvTT}, Atalanta,

Iasos or Iasion, a descendant of Areas, was married to Cly-

mene the daughter of Minyas. He was anxious for male off-

spring ; and on his wife's bringing forth a female, he exposed

the babe in the mountains, where she was suckled by a bear,

and at last found by some hunters, who named her Atalanta

and reared her. She followed the chase, and was alike distin-

guished for beauty and courage. The Centaurs Rhcecos and

Hylaeos attempting her honour perished by her arrows. She

took a part in the Argonautic expedition, was at the Calydo-

nian hunt ; and at the funeral games of Pelias she won the

prize in wrestling from Peleus d
.

Atalanta was afterwards recognised by her parents. Her
father wishing her to marry, she consented, but only on con-

dition that her suitors should run a race with her in the fol-

lowing manner. She Avas to be armed, and the suitor to have

the odds ; if she overtook him she was to kill him, if not he

was to win her hand. Many had thus run and perished, and

a See Muller, Proleg. 73. seq.

b Sch. Aristoph. Lys. 645. Suidas, v. dptcros. Harpocr. v. apKreixo. Miiller,

ut sup.
c Welcker, Kret. Kol. 75.

d Apollod. iii. 9, 2. Callim. iii. 215. seq. /Elian, V. H. xiii. 1.
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their heads were fixed round the place of contest, when her

cousin Meilanion offered himself to contend. He had three

golden apples, which Aphrodite had given him ; these he threw

as he ran ; Atalanta went out of the course to pick them up,

and Meilanion won the race. Atalanta became his wife, and

they had a son named Parthenopseos. It is added that they

afterwards profaned the temenos of Zeus with their love, for

which offence they were turned into lions a
. Other authorities

make the name of the victor Hippomenes, and say that on

his neglecting to give thanks to Aphrodite for her aid, she

inspired him with a sudden passion, which led to the profa-

nation of the temple of Zeus and the transformation of him-

self and his bride b
.

According to other accounts Atalanta was the daughter of

of Schceneus the son of Athamas, and therefore a Boeotian.

There is no necessity for supposing two of the same name, as

has usually been done. They are both, as we see, connected

with the Minyans, and are only examples of different appro-

priations of the same legend.

Atalanta is apparently Artemis again as a nymph. She is

reared by a bear, she is devoted to a single life and the chase,

and she kills the two Centaurs as Artemis did Otos and Ephi-

altes. Her name was probably an epithet of the goddess sig-

nifying the Joyful^.

a Theognis, 1279. seq. Apollod. ut sup. Hygin. 185. Ovid, Met. x. 560. seq.

Sch. Theoer. iii. 40. Musseus, 153.
b Ovid, ut sup. Sch. Theoer. ut sup.
c Hesiod ap. Apollod. ut sup. Ovid, ut sup. Hygin. ut sup.
d From a and raXas, raXavrepos.
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Chapter IX.

MYTHES OF LACONIA.

TvvSdpeo<; real AtfSa. Tyndareus et Leda.

Laced,emoNj the son of Zeus and Taygcte the daughter of

Atlas, married Sparta the daughter of Eurotas, the grandson

of the autochthon Lelex, by whom he had Amyclas and

Eurydice, which last was married to Acrisios king of Argos.

Amyclas had, by Diomede the daughter of Lapithas, Cynortes

and Hyacinthos. Cynortes left a son named Perieres, who was,

by Gorgophone the daughter of Perseus, father of Tynda-

reos, Icarios, Aphareus, and Leucippos. According to others,

the two last and (Ebalos were the sons of Perieres, and CEba-

los was the father of Tyndareos, Icarios, and Hippocoon a
.

Hippocoon had twelve sons, who drove their uncles Icarios

and Tyndareos out of Laconia. They sought refuge with

Thestios king of iEtolia, whose daughter Leda Tyndareos

married. Heracles afterwards vanquished the sons of Hippo-

coon, and restored Tyndareos to his country ; whither he led

with him his ^Etolian spouse, who bore him Timandra, who

was married to Echemos, Clytaemnestra the wife of Agamem-

non, and Philonoe whom Artemis made immortal. Zeus,

taking the form of a swan, sought the embraces of Leda ; and

in the same night her husband Tyndareos caressed her. By

the deity she conceived Polydeukes and Helena ; by the mor-

tal, Castorb
.

r

E\eva. Helena,

There are different accounts of the birth and parentage of

the celebrated Helena. The common and probably the most

ancient one is that given above, that she was the daughter of

Leda by Zeus, who took the form of a white swan. Accord-

ing to the Cypria she was the offspring of Zeus and Nemesis,

a Apollod. iii. 10, 4. Paus. iii. 1. Sch. Eurip. Orest. 619.

b Apollod. ut sup.
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who had long fled the pursuit of the god, and to elude him
had taken the form of all kinds of animals a

. At length, while

she was under that of a goose, the god became a swan, and
she laid an egg, which was found by a shepherd in the woods.

He brought it to Leda, who laid it up in a coffer, and in due

time Helena was produced from itb . Hesiod, on the other

hand, called Helena the daughter of Oceanos and Tethys c
.

In the Ilias Helena is termed c begotten of Zeus d/ and she

calls Castor and Polydeukes her ( own-brothers whom one

mother bore with her e .' In the Odyssey f these are expressly

called the sons of Tyndareos. This however does not prove

that Helena was held to be his daughter ; and we shall see

reason for supposing that she was always viewed as the child

of Zeus.

The beauty of Helena is proverbial. Theseus carried her

off while yet a child, and, as we shall see, her frailty caused

the war of Troy. It was fabled that after death Helena was
united in marriage with Achilleus in the White Island (Aev/ci])

in the Euxine, where she bore him a son named EuphorionS.

Uo\vSev/c7]<; teal Kdarcop. Pollux? et Castor,

The earliest exploit of these twin heroes, who were born at

Amyclce, was the recovery of their sister Helena from the

power of Theseus, whose mother iEthra they dragged in re-

turn into captivity. They took part in all the great under-

takings of their time, were at the Calydonian hunt, accom-
panied Heracles against the Amazons, sailed in the Argo, and
aided Peleus to storm Iolcos. Polydeukes was the most di-

stinguished pugilist, Castor the most expert charioteer, of his

day. Hermes bestowed on them the fleet steeds Phlogios and

a Ap. Athen. viii. 334.
b Apollod. ut sup. These circumstances are not in the fragment of the Cypria,

but they were probably contained in the poem. Sappho said (ap. Athen. ii. 57.),

<pa<ji de Trore AfjSav

"Q'iov ebpeiv.

It was probably the war of Troy that made Nemesis the mother of Helena.
c Sch. Pind. Nem. x. 150. d

II. hi. 418.
e

II. iii- 238. f Od. xi. 298.
E Paus. iii. 19, 13. Conon. 18. Ptol. Ileph. iv. See above, p. 310.
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Harpagos, the children of the Harpy Podarge : Hera gave
,

them the swift Xanthos and Cyllaros.

The brothers themselves fell into the very same offence

which they had punished in Theseus. Being invited to the

wedding-feast by their cousins Idas and Lynceus the sons of

Aphareus, who had married their cousins Phoebe and Hilaeira

the daughters of Leucippos, they became enamoured of the

brides, and carried them off. Idas and his brother pursued

the ravishers. In the conflict Castor fell by the spear of Idas;

and Polydeukes, aided by the thunder of Zeus, slew the two

sons of Aphareus a
.

Another account says that the four heroes joined to drive

off the herds of the Arcadians. Idas was appointed to divide

the booty. He killed an ox ; and dividing it into four parts,

said that one half of the prey should fall to him who had first

eaten his share, and the remainder to him who next finished.

He then quickly devoured his own and his brother's part, and

drove the whole herd to Messene. The Dioscuri (Zeus-sons),

as Castor and his brother were called, made war on Messene.

Driving off all the cattle which they met, they laid themselves

in ambush in a hollow tree ; but Lynceus, whose vision could

penetrate the trees and the rocks, ascended the top of Tay-

geton, and looking over all the Peloponnese saw them there;

and he and his brother hastened to attack them. Castor fell

by the spear of Idas ; Polydeukes pursued the slayers, and

coming up with them at the tomb of their father Aphareus,

was struck by them in the breast with the pillar belonging to

it. Unretarded by the blow, he rushed on, and killed Lyn-

ceus with his spear ; and Zeus, at the same moment, struck

Idas with a thunderbolt b
. Polydeukes was inconsolable for

the loss of his brother ; and Zeus, on his prayer, gave him his

choice of being taken up himself to Olympos, and sharing the

a Sch. II. iii. 243. Sch. Pind. Nera. x. 112. Hygin. 80.

t> Acipa de AvyKem

Tqvyerov TrpoGeflaive iroaiv ra%ee(7<7i 7re7roi0ws*

'

AicporaTOV 8' dvaftas 8ie8epKero vr\aov aTraaav

TavTciXidov IIe\o7ros, raxa & elffiSe kv8i/xos tfpojs

Aeivols d(j)BaXfioTinv ecru) koiXijs 8pvbs ctficpio,

Kavropa 0' 'nnrodctfiov kcci de9Xo<popov UoXvdevicea.

The Cypria ap. Sch. Pind. Nera. x. 114. and Tzetz. Lye. 511.
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honours of Ares and Athena, or of dividing them with his

brother, and for them to live day and day about in heaven
and under the earth. Polydeukes chose the latter, and di-

vided his immortality with Castor a
.

The remarkable circumstance of the two brothers living and
dying alternately leads at once to a suspicion of their being
personifications of natural powers and objects. This is con-
firmed by the names in the mythe, all of which seem to refer

to light, or its opposite. Thus Leda differs little from Leto,

and may therefore be regarded as darkness ; she is married to

Tyndareos, a name which seems to be of a family of words rela-

ting to light, flame or /teaf'> ; her children by him or Zeus, that

is by Zeus-Tyndareos, the bright god, are Helena, Brightness

(e\a, light)
i Castor, Adorner (/ed&)s and Polydeukes, Dewful

(Sevco. Sev/eife), In Helena therefore we have only another
form of Selene ; the Adorner is a very appropriate term for

the day, whose light adorns all nature ; and nothing can be
more apparent than the suitableness of Deioful to the night.

It is rather curious that in the legend Helena is connected by
birth with Polydeukes rather than with Castor. The brothers

may also be regarded as sun and moon, to which their names
and the form of the mythe are equally well adapted .

To proceed to the other names of the legend, Idas and Lyn-
ceus, that is Sight and Light, are the children of Aphareus
or Phareus, that is Shiner ((jxico) ; and the two daughters of

Leucippos, or White-horsed (an epithet of the Dioscuri d
), are

Phoebe, Brightness, and Hilaeira, Joyful (iXapbs), which last

is an epithet given to the moon by Empedocles e
. In the

Cypria they were called the daughters of Apollo f
.

a Pind. Nem. x. 103. seq. cum Sch. Theocr. xxii. 137. seq. Apollod. iii. 11, 2.

Tzetz. Lye. 511. Ovid, Fasti, v. 699. seq.

b Tyndareos may be merely a reduplication of Dareos (from data), v being in-

serted, as was often done. See Scliwenk, 193. Possibly there may have been a
Pelasgian word akin to the German ziindea and A.-Sax. renban, whence tinder.

c Welcker (Tril. 130. 226.) makes Castor the same as Astor {Starry), and Po-
lydeukes the same as Polyleukes {Lightful), and views them as sun and moon.
ft- 271- d Eurip. Hel. 639.

B "HXios 6%v(3e\j)s, r/ 8' av IXaeipa creX^vn.

Ap. Pint, de Fac. in Orb. Luna:, 2.

f Paus. iii. 16, 1. The moon was the daughter of the sun : see above, p. 61.
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That these were original divinities is demonstrated by

their being objects of worship. The Tyndarids, Dioscuri or

Kings ("Ava/ce?), as they were named, had their temples and

statues a
; as also had the Leucippides b

, who, in perhaps the

more correct form of the legend, are their wives . Helena,

in like manner, had her temples d
; and there is some reason to

suppose that she was identified with Eileithyia e
. The Apha-

rids were not objects of worship ;
perhaps because they had

merely been devised as opponents to the Tyndarids, to give a

mythic ground for the alternate life and death of these last,

or possibly because in the legend they are Messenians.

The Dioscuri were afterwards confounded with the Cabei-

rean deities, and were regarded as the protectors of ships in

tempests f
; and the St. Elmo's fire was ascribed to them.

They were also said to be the constellation of the Twins.

a Paus. i. 18, 1 ; ii. 22, 5 ; iii. 14, 6. 20, 2.

h Id. iii. 16, 1. Leda's egg hung in their temple.

c Apollod. iii. 11, 2. Paus. ii. 22, 5. Apollodorus unites Hilaeira with Castor,

but Propertius (i. 2. 15.) says,

Non sic Leucippis succendit Castora Phoebe,

Pollucern cultu non Hilaira soror.

a Eur. Hel. 1666. Paus. iii. 15, 3.

* See Welcker, Tril. 227. f Eur. Orest. 1653. Hel. 1663.

2 F
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Chapter X.

MYTHES OF ELIS.

The mythic tales of which Elis is the scene are confined to

the district between the Alpheios and the Neda, formerly called

Pylos, where the Neleids reigned; and to Pisatis, the ancient

realm of the Pelopids. Between the former and the part of

Thessaly about the Pagasaic bay there appears to have been

a very early connexion, as its mythic heroes are all ^Eolids.

It was probably colonised by the Minyans.

2a\//,o>veu9. Salmoneus.

Salmoneus, one of the sons of vEolos, settled in Elis, where

he built a city. He was a bold impious man, who asserted

himself to be Zeus, and claimed all the honours due to that

god. He fastened dried hides and brazen kettles to his cha-

riot, and their clatter, he said, was thunder; and flinging

lighted torches against the sky, he called them his lightnings.

Zeus, incensed at his impiety, struck him with thunder, and
consumed his city and all its inhabitants a

.

Tvp<i). Tyro.

Tyro the daughter of Salmoneus was, after the death of her

father, brought up in Thessaly by his brother Deion. She
was in love with the river Enipeus, to whose waves she often

made her moan. Poseidon saw and loved her ; and assuming

the form of the river-god, embraced her at the mouth of the

stream, whose bright waves arched over them, concealing the

god and the mortal maid. The god declared then who he
was, and enjoining secrecy dived into the sea. Tyro con-

ceived from the divine embrace two sons, whom when born

a Apollod. i. 9. 7. Eudocia, 372. Diodor. iv. 68. Virg. Ea\. vi. 585. Hesiod
(ap. Sch. Pind, Pyth. iv. 252.) calls him ddiKos, while Homer (Od. xi. 235.) styles

him duvuu)v.
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she exposed. A troop of mares, followed by the herdsmen,

passing by where they lay, one of the mares touched the face

of one of the infants with her hoof, and made it livid (ireXiov).

The herdsmen took and reared the babes, naming the one

with the mark Pelias, the other Neleus. When they grew
up they discovered their mother, and resolved to kill her step-

mother Sidero, by whom she was cruelly treated. They pur-

sued her to the altar of Hera ; and Pelias, who never showed

any regard for that goddess, slew her before it. The brothers

afterwards fell into discord, and Pelias abode at lolcos, but

Neleus settled in Elis, where he built a town named Pylos.

Tyro afterwards married her uncle Cretheus, to whom she

bore three sons, iEson, Pheres, and Amythaon a
.

N^Xeu? teal YlepacXvfAevos. Neleus et Periclymelius.

Neleus married Chloris the daughter of Amphion, the son

of lasos of the Minyan Orchomenos b
. By her he had several

sons, of whom the principal were Periclymenos and Nestor,

and one daughter named Pero. When Heracles attacked

Pylos c
, he killed Neleus and all his sons but Nestor, who was

a child, and reared among the Gerenians. Periclymenos had

been endowed by Poseidon with the power of changing him-

self into various forms ; and he took successively those of an

eagle, a lion, a serpent, an ant, and other animals. He was

detected by Athena as he was sitting in the form of a bee or

a fly on the pole of Heracles5
chariot, and he was killed by

the hero d
.

The mythic family of the Neleids seem all to relate to the

sea and water. At the head of the genealogy is iEolos
(
Wind-

man), whose son is Salmoneus, i. e. Halmoneus (Sea-man), by

whose daughter Poseidon is the father of Neleus, i. e. Nereus,

whose sons are Nestor (Flower) e and Periclymenos, a name

a Od. xi. 235. seq. Apollod. ut supra.

b Od. xi. 281. seq.
c

See above, p. 366.

d II. xi. 690. Hesiod ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 156. Apollod. i. 9. 8. Ovid, Met.

xii. 556. seq.

e As f.ti)(TT<op comes from MAQ,soN/j<7rwp,Ne<7rW|0,maYCome fromvaw, inflow.

2 f 2
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answering to an epithet of Poseidon, kXvtos. The wisdom
of Nestor, and his brother's power of changing his form, re-

mind us also of the sea-deities. Pero may be connected with

the fount Peirene a
; Tyro may be Tryo (Penetrator), like Tri-

ton and Amphitrite b
.

MeXdfjLirovs koI B/a?. Melampus et Bias.

Amythadn the son of Cretheus and Tyro settled at Pylos.

He married Eidomene the daughter of his brother Pheres, by
whom he had two sons, Bias and Melampus. This last lived

in the country. Before his house stood an oak-tree, in a hole

of which abode some serpents. His servants finding these

animals, killed the old ones, whose bodies Melampus burned;

but he saved and reared the young ones. As he was sleeping

one day, these serpents, which were now grown to full size,

came, and getting each on one of his shoulders, licked his

ears with their tongues. He awoke in some terror ; and to

his astonishment, found that he understood the voices of the

birds which were flying around; and learning from their

tongues the future, he was able to declare it to mankind.

Meeting Apollo on the banks of the Alpheios, he was taught

by him the art of reading futurity in the entrails of victims,

and he thus became an excellent soothsayer .

Meanwhile his brother Bias fell in love with Pero the

daughter of Neleus. As the hand of this beautiful maiden
was sought by most of the neighbouring princes, her father

declared that he would give her only to him who should bring

him from Thessaly the cows of his mother Tyro, which Iphiclos

of Phylace detained, and had them guarded by a dog whom
neither man nor beast could venture to approach. Bias, re-

lying on the aid of his brother, undertook the adventure. Me-
lampus, previously declaring that he knew he should be caught
and confined for a year but then get the cattle, set out for

Phylace. Everything fell out as he had said. The herdsmen
of Iphiclos took him, and he was thrown into prison, where*
he was attended by a man and a woman. The man served

a From Trepdw, ireipoj, to penetrate.
h From rpvu), (Passow, s. v.), nrpato, Latin tero, to penetrate or wear away.
c

Apollod. i. 9. 11. Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 118.
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him well, the woman badly. Toward the end of the year he

heard the worms in the timber conversing with each other.

One asked how much of the beam was now gnawed through;

the others replied that there was little remaining. Melampus

immediately desired to be removed to some other place ; the

man took up the bed at the head, the woman at the foot, Me-

lampus himself at the middle. They had not gotten quite

out of the house, when the roof fell in and killed the woman.

This coming to the ears of Iphiclos, he inquired, and learned

that Melampus was a Mantis. He therefore, as he was child-

less, consulted him about having offspring. Melampus agreed

to tell him, on condition of his giving him the cows. The seer

then sacrificing an ox to Zeus, divided it, and called all the

birds to the feast. All came but the vulture ; but none was

able to tell how Iphiclos might have children. They there-

fore brought the vulture, who said that Phylacos the father of

Iphiclos had pursued him with a knife when he was a child,

for having done something unseemly ; but not being able to

catch him, had stuck the knife in a wild pear-tree, where the

bark grew over it. The terror, he said, had deprived Iphiclos

of his generative power ; but if this knife was gotten, and

Iphiclos, scraping off the rust, drank it for ten mornings, he

would have a child. All was done as the prophet desired,

and Iphiclos had a son named Podarkes. Melampus drove

the kine to Pylos, and Pero was given to his brother a
.

The cure of the Prcetides by Melampus has been already

relatedb .

The Melampods, of whose Eponymus the history is here

related, were a soothsaying family of the mythic ages belong-

ing to the Peloponnese. Amythaon or Mythaon {Speaker,

fivdos) and Eidomene (Seer), are appropriate names for the

parents of a soothsayer. Melampus is (like CEdipus) an am-

biguous name ; and Black-foot is as dubious an interpretation

as Swollen-foot.

a Od. xi. 287. Sch. in loc. xv. 225. Apollod. ut supra. Sch. Theocr. iii. 43.

There was a poem named Melainpodia ascribed to Ilesiod. Heyne thinks it was

only a part of the Eoiae.

b See above, p. 413.
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'Ia/u-o?. Iamus.

The nymph Pitane, the daughter of the river-god Eurotas?

conceived by Poseidon the tf violet-tressed ' Euadne. She con-

cealed her state; and when the babe was born sent it to

^Epytos, the son of Eiatos the son of Areas, who dwelt at

Phaesane on the banks of the Alpheios in Arcadia. When
Euadne grew up, her charms attracted the love of Apollo.

The consequence of her intercourse with the god did not

escape the observation of ^Epytos ; who, filled with anger and

concern, journeyed to Pytho, to consult the oracle about this

unhappy affair. While he was absent, Euadne, who had gone

to the fount, felt her pains come on. She laid down her silver

pitcher and loosed her e purple-yellow' girdle, and beneath the

dark foliage brought forth her £ divine-minded' son. The
' gold-haired' god had sent the mild Eleutho and the Moirae

to ease her labour, and bring his offspring to the light. The
mourning mother left her new-born babe on the ground, and
two ' green-eyed' serpents came by the direction of the gods,

and fed him on tf the innocuous venom (Ibv) of bees.'

When iEpytos returned from f rocky' Pytho, he inquired

after the child which Euadne had borne; for Phcebos, he

said, had told him that he would be a renowned prophet, and
that his race would never fail. All declared that they had
seen or heard nothing of the babe, who was now five days

old, but lay concealed in the rushes and extensive thicket,
c his tender body bedewed with the yellow and purple rays'

i. e. of the violets (tW) which surrounded him ; and hence his

mother called him lamos

—

Violety.

On attaining ' the fruit of pleasing gold-crowned youth,'

lamos went into the stream of the Alpheios ; and by night in

the open air called on Poseidon his £ wide-powerful ' ancestor,

and on 'the bow-bearing guardian of god-built Delos,' to

grant him public honour. The voice of his father replied,

directing him to follow ; and unseen, he brought him to the

hill of Kronos at Olympia, where he gave him the double

treasure of prophecy by augury and by entrail-inspection.

When Heracles came to Olympia, and established the festival
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of Zeus, Iamos by his direction founded a temple, at which

he and his posterity the Iamids continued to officiate a.

The Theban bard here sings the mythic origin which had

been assigned to the soothsaying Iamids of Olympia. The

tradition appears to have been that they came from Arcadia.

Poseidon, we may observe, is placed at the head of the ge-

nealogies of both them and the Melampids ; and we are to

recollect the soothsaying properties of the water-deities, and

the inspiring influence of streams and founts b
. Pindar here

plays very agreeably on the relation of the name Iamos to the

violet.

'EvSt>/uW. Endymion.

In the legendary annals of Elis, Endymion was the son of

Aethlios, the son of Zeus by Protogeneia (First-bom), the

daughter of Deucalion ; and he was the father of Paeon, Epeios

and iEtolos. He proposed the succession to the kingdom as

the prize of a race to his sons ; Epeios won, and the people

were named from him ; Paeon retired in resentment to the

banks of the Axios, far away in the north, and the country

there derived from him its name, Paeonia c
.

Endymion, it is also said, gained the love of the goddess

Selene, and she bore him fifty daughters d
. Zeus as a favour

allowed him to live as long as he pleased e
, or as others said,

granted him the boon of perpetual sleep. The place of his

repose was a cavern of Mount Latmos in Caria, and thither

Selene used to repair to visit him. Some said he was made

immortal for his righteousness ; others that, like Ixion, when

raised to heaven he made love to Hera, was deceived by a

cloud, and was hurled to Erebos f
.

There can be very little doubt that this mysterious being

a Pind. 01. vi.
b See above, p. 189.

c
Pans. v. 1.

d Paus. ut supra.
e Tapiav eh-ai Qcu'drov, ore OeKoi oXeaOai. Sell. Apoll. Rh. iv. 57. from He-

siod.

f Sch. Apoll. Rh. ut sup. from Hcsiod, Peisander, Acusilaus, Pherecydes, Epi-

menides, Meander and others.
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was originally an object of worship, and that he was converted

into a hero in the usual manner. As the ancient Epeians are

said to have been Lelegians, and this people also dwelt in the

neighbourhood of Latmos, it has been thought^ with much
probability, that Endymion was a deity whom they worshiped.

The sire assigned him is nothing more than a personification

of the Olympic games [ae&Xa) ; his sons express the kindred

between the Epeians and ^Etolians. His union with the moon,

and their fifty daughters, will perhaps furnish a key to his true

nature. In these daughtersBoeckh b sees the fifty lunar months

which formed the Olympic cycle of four years. In such case

Endymion would probably be the sun, who with the moon is

the author of the months ; or supposing this to have been a

Lelegian mythe, and therefore long anterior to the institution

of the Olympic games, the daughters may have been the

weeks of the year (the round number being employed as

usual), of which the sun and moon are the parents. The con-

junction of these bodies at the time of new-moon is a matter

of common observation. Milton uses a very remarkable ex-

pression when he speaks of the moon as being at this time

' hid in her vacant interlunar cave.' Endymion is perhaps

the setting sun who goes into (ivhvei) the sea, or possibly in

the Lelegian mythe the cavern where he meets the moon.

The rationalisers said that Endymion was a hunter who
used to go to the chase at night when the beasts came out to

feed, and to sleep in a cavern during the day; and hence he

was supposed to be always asleep c
.

a
Miiller, Proleg. 223. b On Pind. 01. iii. 18.

c
Sch. Apoll. Rh. ut sup. Our own Fletcher (Faithful Shepherdess, Acti.) tells

How the pale Phoebe, hunting in a grove,

First saw the boy Endymion, from whose eyes

She took eternal fire that never dies

;

How she conveyed him softly in a sleep,

His temples bound with poppy, to the steep

Head of old Latmus, where she stoops each night,

Gilding the mountain with her brother's light,

To kiss her sweetest.
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KreaTos ical EypvTo?. Cteatus et Eurytus.

In the Ilias a Nestor mentions twoEpeian youths, the sons

of Poseidon j whom he calls the Actorions (A/crop [cove) and

Molions (MoXlove) . The poet elsewhere b names them Cteatos

and Eurytos. Hesiod c said that their bodies grew together,

and Ibycus d that they sprang from a silver egg. They married

Theronice and Therophone the daughters of Dexamenos e
:

they fell, as we have seen, by the arm of Heracles : their sons

Amphimachos and Thalpios led the Epeians to Ilion f
.

That this mythe is not without a meaning is a point of

which few will doubt ; but it is one not very easy to discover.

A modern mythologists regards these twins as the symbols of

foreign trade, they being the children of the sea, or oiBringer

("A/crap from ayco) and Comer, (MoXiovr) from fioXew) and

named Acquirer {KreaTos) and Wealthy, or one to whom
wealth flows (ev pvros). Another critic 11 takes a widely dif-

ferent view of the mythe, seeing in it only an Eleian popular

fable of the two millstones. Hence, he says, they are joined

in the body ; their mother's name is Mill (fivXy mold), their

father is theBreaker (ayco, ayvvfu),the son ofFeeder (Phorbas) *,

theirown names are Possessor and Hold-fast^, and they are mar-

ried to Corn-subduer and Corn-maker (®r)povifcr) and ®rjpo^>6 vtj) l

,

the daughters of Trough (Aefajxevos) . Perhaps this last theory,

though carried somewhat too far, may be the truth.

a
II. ix. 709. 750; xxiii. 638. b

II. ii. 621.

c Apud Sch. II. xxiii. 638.

d Tows re XevKiinrovs Kovpovs

Teicva MoXiovas nrdvov

"AXiicas, i<roK€(pdXovs, eviyviovs,

'AfMporepovs yeyawras ev we^t dpyvpeqt.

Ap. Athen. ii. 58.

e Paus. v. 3, 3.
f II. ii- 621.

g Hermann, Ueber das Wesen, &c. 55.

b Welcker in Schwenk. 306. seq. ' Paus. v. 1,11.

k See Buttmann, Lexil. v. epveoQai.

1 Welcker regards the Onp in these names as dOrip ; and as d0i)pa isfurmety ac-

cording to Hesychius, he thinks that it signified corn in general, from Oepw, <pep(t>,

See above, p. 132, note h
.
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TdvraXos. Tantalus.

Odysseus, when relating to the Phaeacians what he had be-

held in Erebos, says a
,

And Tantalos I saw great woe enduring,

Placed in a lake that reached up to his chin.

Like one athirst he seemed, but could not drink
;

For when the old man stooped to drink intent

The water shrank absorbed, and round his feet

The sable earth appeared ; God dried it up.

Above his head tall leafy trees displayed

Their fruit, pomegranates, pears and apples bright,

And luscious figs and olives green and ripe
;

But when the old man would grasp them in his hands,

The winds straight tossed them to the shady clouds.

Pindar says that if ever mortal man was honoured by the

dwellers of Olympos it was Tantalos ; but that he could not

digest his happiness. They admitted him, he adds, to feast at

their table on nectar and ambrosia, which made him immor-
tal ; but he stole some of the divine food and gave it to his

friends on earth. For this Zeus hung a stone over his head,

which always menacing to descend and crush him deprives

him of all joy b
. This poet does not mention the place of his

punishment, but Euripides says that it was the air between

heaven and earth, and that the rock was suspended over him
by golden chains . The offence of Tantalos, according to him,

was his not restraining his tongue, that is, probably his di-

vulging the secrets of the gods.

Tantalos was said to be the son of Zeus by the nymph Pluto

{Wealth), and he was the father of Pelops and of Niobe the

wife of Amphion. His residence was placed at the foot of

Mount Sipylos in Lydia. Zeus, said another legend, cast this

mountain atop of him ; for Pandareos having stolen the golden

dog which had guarded the goat that reared the god, gave it to

Tantalos to keep. Hermes being sent to reclaim the dog,

Tantalos denied all knowledge of it, and for his falsehood the

mountain was thrown on him d
.

This last trifling legend is, as we may easily see, one of the

a Od. xi. 581. seq. b Find. 01. i. 85. seq.
c

Crest. 6. 7. 972. seq. " Sell. Pind. 01. i. 97. Anton. Lib. 3G.
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many attempts at localising the ancient mythes, for Sipylos it

is plain was designed to take the place of the mythic rock.

The name Tantalos is, like Sisyphos, a reduplication% and

his mythe is evidently one of those handed down from the an-

cient serious Pelasgic times. The root of Tantalos is probably

0aX\(o, and he represents the man who is flourishing and

abounding in wealth, but whose desires are insatiable. The

Homeric picture livelily exhibits the misery of such a state,

and this is probably the more ancient form of the legend. The

other form b perhaps represents the cares and fears attendant

on riches ; or it may be, as has been ingeniously conjectured,

an image of the evils of ambition and the inordinate pursuit

of honours ; for when Tantalos, it was said, had attained his ul-

timate desire, and was admitted to the table of the gods, his

joy was converted into terror by his fancying a rock suspended

over his head and ready to crush him, and he sought permis-

sion to resign his place at the celestial table c
.

It was probably the idea of the great wealth of Lydia that

caused the mythe of Tantalos to be localised at Sipylos.

IIe\oi|r. Pelops.

At an entertainment given to the gods by Tantalos, he is

said to have killed and dressed his son Pelops, and to have

set him for food before them. Demeter had eaten one of the

shoulders before the gods were aware of the horrid banquet

of which they were about to partake. At the desire of Zeus,

Hermes put all the parts back into the pot, and drew forth

from it the boy perfect in all but the shoulder, which was re-

placed by an ivory. one d
. Poseidon, smitten with the beauty

of Pelops, carried him off in his golden car to Olympos. But

when his father had drawn on himself the indignation of the

a 0a\0a\os, for euphony made TdvraXos : G and r, \ and v are frequently com-

muted. See Welcker in Sclvwenk. 265, and Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 355.

b Archilochus was the earliest writer who to Pausanias' knowledge (x. 31, 12.)

had mentioned the stone.
c Alcman ap. Sch. Pind. ut sup. Nicolaus Damasc. Tlepi Hapaoiruv ap. Stob.

xiv. 7. Welcker, Das Epische Cyclus, 280. seq.

" Sch. Find. 01. i. 38.
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gods, they set Pelops once more among the ( swift-fated race

of men a.'

When Pelops had attained to manhood he resolved to seek

in marriage Hippodameia, the daughter of CEnomaos, son of

Ares, king of Pisa. An oracle having told this prince that he

would lose his life through his son-in-law, or, as others say,

being unwilling on account of her surpassing beauty to part

w ith her, he proclaimed that he would give his daughter only

to him who should conquer him in the chariot-race. The race

was from the banks of the Cladios in Eiis to the altar of Po-

seidon at the Isthmus, and it was run in this manner : OEno-

maos placing his daughter in the chariot with the suitor,

gave him the start ; he followed himself with a spear in his

hand, and if he overtook the unhappy lover ran him through.

Thirteen had already lost their lives when Pelops came b
.

In the dead of the night, says Pindar, Pelops went down
to the margin of the sea, and invoked the god who rules it.

Suddenly Poseidon stood at his feet, and he conjured him by
the memory of his affection to grant him the means of obtain-

ing the lovely daughter of (Enomaos, declaring that even

should he fail in the attempt, he regarded fame beyond inglo-

rious old-age. Poseidon assented to his prayer, and bestowed
on him a golden chariot, and horses of winged speed .

Pelops then went to Pisa to contend for the fair prize. He
bribed Myrtilos, the son of Hermes, the charioteer of CEno-
maos, to leave out the linch-pins of the wheels of his chariot,

or as others said to put in waxen ones instead of iron. In
the race therefore, the chariot of CEnomaos broke down, and
falling out he was killed d

, and Hippodameia became the bride

of Pelops. To celebrate the wedding Poseidon assembled the

Nereides, and raised on the strand of the sea a bridal-chamber

of the waves, which arched in bright curves over the marriage-

bed 6
.

Pelops is said f to have promised Myrtilos for his aid one

a
Find. 01. i. 60. seq. b Sch.Pind. 01. i. 114. Hygin. 84. Diodor. iv. 73-

c Pind. 01. i. 114. seq.

d Apoll. Rh. i. 752. seq. cum Sch. where Pherecydes is quoted. Tzetz. Lye. 156.

Hygin. 84.

c Himerius, Or. i. 6. r Hygin. ut supra.
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half of the kingdom, or as other accounts have it, to give him

a share in the favours of Hippodameia. Unwilling, however,

to keep his promise, he took an opportunity as they were

driving along a cliff to throw Myrtilos into the sea, where he

was drowned. Others say, that Hippodameia being thirsty,

Pelops went in search of water for her ; during his absence

Myrtilos attempted to offer her violence a
, and Pelops on her

complaint flung him into the seab . To the vengeance of

Hermes for the death of his son were ascribed all the future

woes of the line of Pelops .

Hippodameia bore to Pelops five sons, Atreus,Thyestes, Co-

preus, Alcathoos and Pittheus, and two daughters, Nicippe

and Lysidice, who married Sthenelos and Mestor the sons of

Perseus.

In this mythe also there is much obscurity. We will com-

mence our examination of it by inquiring into the Lydian ori-

gin of Pelops, a thing taken for granted by all historians from

Herodotus and Thucydides d down to our own days.

Homer, when giving an account of Agamemnon's sceptre,

says e that Zeus gave it to Hermes, by whom it was given to

'horse-lashing' Pelops, which signifies that Pelops was a

prince rich in flocks and herds who ruled by a legitimate title.

This certainly does not contradict the notion of his being a

foreigner, but it does not confirm it; and it seems very strange

that Homer should never have alluded to the Asiatic origin

of the Atreids if it was a matter of belief in his days. Hesiod f

probably related the winning of Hippodameia. In the Cypria

it was said, that from the summit of Taygetos Lynceus looked

over the < whole isle of Pelops Tantalides's • which passage is

the earliest intimation that we have of any connexion between

Pelops and Tantalos, as it is the first mention of the Pelo-

ponnese. Pindarh calls Pelops a Lydian.

The name Pelops'-isle or Peloponnese is, we think, decisive

a Tzetz. ut supra.

b The Myrtoan sea was said to derive its name from him. Euripides (Orest. 984.

seq.) makes the deed to take place at Cape Geracstos in Eubcea.

c Soph. Elec. 504. seq. Eurip. ut sup. and 1563. seq.

* Herod, vii. 8. 11. Time. i. 9.
e & ii. 103. 104.

f Sch. Pind. 01. i. 127. g See above, p. 431. note. h 01. i. 37.
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of the whole question. There was no such practice known
in remote antiquity as that of calling a country or even a

town after a person; Pelops must be therefore either the per-

sonification of a people the Pelopians, or of some natural qua-

lity or property of the land. Some therefore derive Pelops

from e\a, splendour, and render it the Illustrious, an honorific

appellation ofprince or people a
. Others connect it with irrfKbs,

e\o?, and the family ofwords relating to water and the land by
marshes and streams b

. This last theory is supported by the

horsemanship of Pelops and the connexion between him and

Poseidon; and possibly Pelops may be only another name of

the water-god whom we find with so many names at the

Isthmus. The origin of the name Peloponnese, which is cer-

tainly post-Homeric, still however is enveloped in obscurity

;

for in those times lands were not called after gods any more
than after men.

Pelops, the water-land, is made the son of Tantalos the

flourishing, and the brother of Niobe, the young green earth.

The legend of his being cut up and eaten raw by Demeter c

may denote the breaking up of the ground in order to renew
it. Hermes the rural god restores Pelops to life, and the same
Hermes, under the name of Myrtilos, that is Myrtos, or the

protector of the myrtles that love the sea-shore, enables him
to win the prize. The connexion between this god and Pelops

is also intimated in the tradition that the first temple of Her-

mes in the Peloponnese was built by Pelops.

If the principle which we have advanced in the case of Pe-

gasos, of different kinds of mythes arising from different deri-

vations of the name being related of the same object, Pelops,

i. e. the Pelopians d
, may also have been regarded as a physical

a Welcker in Schwenk. 336.

b Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 351. seq.

c As wfibs raw, and w/ios shoulder, only differ in accent, iofio(payia raw-eating,

easily became shoulder-eating when the original sense of the mythe was lost. The

ivory shoulder was a poetic adjunct.

d The Pelopians, i. e. Illustrious, would be then like the Phlegyans (see p. 347.),

the Achscans (p. 301. note f
), to which perhaps we may add the Cadmeians (p. 328.),

and even the Hellenes (from e\ri) ;
just as the Goths were the Good, i. e. Brave,

the Franks the Free, &c. It must not be concealed that there is no tradition

whatever of a people named Pelopians.
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being, and the mythes above related may owe their origin to

this view of his character.

"Arpevs real ©uecrrT??. Atreus et Thyestes.

Atreus and Thyestes, the sons of Pelops and Hippodamcia,

having out of jealousy killed their half-brother Chrysippos,

were banished by their father, and at the same time, it is

added, he pronounced a curse on them that they and their

posterity should perish by mea'ns of one another. They re-

tired to Mideia, whence on the death of Pelops Atreus came

with an army to Elis and took possession of the throne a
.

Thyestes, it is said, afterwards seduced Aerope the wife of

Atreus, who for this offence drove him from his kingdom; and

Thyestes, out of revenge, sent Atreus5 son Pleisthenes, whom
he had brought up as his own, to murder his father. Atreus

taking the youth to be the son of Thyestes put him to death,

and the curse of Pelops thus began to be accomplished 13
.

Another legend thus accounts for the enmity between the

brothers. Hermes, in order to avenge his son Myrtilos whom
Pelops had murdered, put a gold-fleeced lamb into the flocks of

Atreus, between whom and Thyestes, according to this legend,

the kingdom was. disputed. Atreus, in order to prove that

the kingdom by right was his, said he would produce a gold-

fleeced lamb : Thyestes, however, having corrupted Atreus'

wife Aerope, had gotten the lamb; and when Atreus could not

exhibit it as he promised, the people thinking he had deceived

them deprived him of the kingdom. Sometime after however

Atreus returned and said that to prove his right he would let

them see the Sun and the Pleiades moving from west to east.

This miracle Zeus performed in his favour, and he thus ob-

tained the kingdom and drove Thyestes into exile c
.

Another legend continues the tale in a more tragic and hor-

rible form. Atreus, it is said, invited his brother to return,

promising to bury all enmity in oblivion. Thyestes accepted

the proffered reconciliation ; a feast was made to celebrate it

;

a Hellanicus ap. Sch. II. ii. 105. b Hygin. 86.

c Sch. Eurip. Orest. 802. 995. Eudocia (77.) relates the story of the lamb some-

what differently.
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but the revengeful Atreus killed the two sons of Thyestes and

served their flesh up to their father ; and while Thyestes was

eating he caused the heads and hands of his children to be

brought in and shown to him. The Sun, it is said., at the

sight of this horrible deed checked his chariot in the midst of

his course a
.

Thyestes fled to Thesprotia, whence he went to Sicyon,

where his daughter Pelopia dwelt. He arrived on the very

night in which she was to offer a sacrifice to Athena, and not

wishing to disturb the ceremony, he hid himself in the grove.

As Pelopia was joining in the sacred dance, she slipped in the

blood of the victims and defiled her clothes. Quitting the

dance, she went down to the river to wash the dirt from her

garment. When she had taken it off, Thyestes, covering his

head that he might not be known, sprang from his lurking-

place, and forcibly embraced her. In the struggle she drew

his sword from the sheath, and taking it back with her, con-

cealed it in the temple of Athena.

The next day Thyestes presented himself to the king of Si-

cyon, and besought him to restore him to his native country.

Meantime famine and plague had come to punish the crime

of Atreus ; and the oracle had responded, that to remove it

Atreus should bring back his brother. He went to Thesprotia

in search of him, where he beheld Pelopia the daughter of

Thyestes ; and supposing her to be the daughter of the king,

demanded her in marriage. Thesprotos gave her to him. She

was already pregnant by her father, and shortly after her

marriage brought forth a son, whom Atreus caused to be ex-

posed ; but the herdsman, taking pity on him, reared him on

the dugs of a she-goat (alybs)—whence he derived his name,

iEgisthos. Atreus, hearing he was alive, had him sought for,

and brought him up as his own son.

Atreus afterwards sent his sons Agamemnon and Menelaos

in search of Thyestes. They went to Delphi, where they met
him, who was also come to consult the god on the nature of

the vengeance which he should seek to take on his brother.

They seized and brought him to Atreus, who cast him into

prison. Atreus then called /Egisthos, and directed him to

a Sch. Eurip. Orest. 802. Ilygin. 88. 258. Seneca, Thyestes.
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put the captive to death. iEgisthos went to the prison, bear-

ing the sword which his mother had given him ; and the mo-
ment Thyestes beheld it, he knew it to be that which he had
lost, and asked the youth how he had come by it. He re-

plied that it was the gift of his mother. At the desire of Thy-
estes, Pelopia came, and the whole deed of darkness was

brought to light. The unfortunate daughter of Thyestes,

under pretence of examining the sword, plunged it into her

bosom. zEgisthos drew it forth reeking with blood, and

brought it to Atreus as a proof of having obeyed his com-

mands. Rejoiced at the death, as he thought, of his brother,

Atreus offered a sacrifice of thanksgiving on the shore of the

sea ; but while he was engaged in it, he was fallen on and

slain by Thyestes and iEgisthos a
.

This is the most horrible legend in the Grecian mythology.

It is evidently post-Homeric, for exclusive of the fact that

such atrocities are quite repugnant to the spirit of the heroic

ages as portrayed in the Homeric poems, it is utterly irrecon-

cilable with the account of the Pelopids given in them. Of
Agamemnon's sceptre it is said that Hephaestos made it and
gave it to Zeus, who gave it to Hermes, by whom it was pre-

sented to f horse-lashing* Pelops, who gave it to Atreus the

shepherd of the people, who when dying left it to i lamb-

abounding ' Thyestes, who left it to Agamemnon b
. Here we

have a family of princes rich in cattle legitimately transmitting

the sceptre from one to the other, a state of things totally at

variance with the atrocities above related. It was probably

at the time when the Greeks had become familiar with Asia

and the barbarous regions round the Euxine that the name-
less deeds of e Pelops5

line
5 were invented. The author of

the Alcmseonis, whoever he was, is said to have related the

story of the gold-fleeced lamb c
. We know not who first told

of the horrid banquet, but we find it frequently alluded to by
iEschylus d

, though he does not appear to have made the

deeds of Atreus and Thyestes the subject of a drama. So-

phocles wrote two Thyestes, and Euripides one; and we have

a
Hyginus, ut sup. b

II. ii. 101. seg.
c

Sch. Eurip. Orest. 995.
d Agam. 1101, 1228. seg. ; 1594. seg. Choeph. 1065.
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probably their contents in the legends transmitted to us by
Hyginus.

There is a difficulty in the Homeric account of Agamem-
non5

s being the successor of Thyestes, for he calls him more
than once the son of Atreus% and in the Odyssey he is mur-
dered by ^Egisthos the son of Thyestesb

. The common solu-

tion of Atreus having left his kingdom to his brother in charge

for his son, who was not of age, is not, we believe, agreeable to

the Homeric usage.

a
II. ii. 23; xi. 131.

b Od. iv. 517. seq.r, xi. 408. seq. If Nitzsch's suspicion of iv. 514-520 being

an interpolation be correct, Homer may not have made iEgisthos the son of Thy-

estes.
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Chapter XL

MYTHES OF ACHAIA.

MeXdvnnros kclI KopcuOco. Melanippus et Comcetho.

Artemis was worshiped at Patrae under the name of Triclaria.

Her priestess was always a virgin, who held her office till she

married. This priesthood was once filled by a beautiful virgin

named Comaetho. A youth named Melanippos, also distin-

guished for his beauty, conceived a violent passion for the fair

priestess, which was participated in by its object, but the pa-

rents of both the lovers refused their consent to the union.

Thus thwarted in their lawful wishes, the youth and maiden
lost sight of prudence, and they polluted the sanctity of the
temple by the unhallowed gratification of their passion. The
goddess was offended ; disease and pestilence testified to the

people her displeasure.

Envoys were sent to consult the Pythian oracle, and the
voice of the god fixed the guilt on Comaetho and Melanippos,
whom he ordered to be sacrificed to Artemis, and a youth and
maiden of superior beauty to be offered annually as victims to

the goddess. For many years this cruel rite remained in use,

and the stream which flowed by the temple derived from it

the name of Implacable (a/a-iX^o?). An oracle, however, held
out hopes of its ceasing, when a stranger should arrive in the
country bearing with him an unknown deity.

On the division of the spoils at Troy, Eurypylos the son of
Euaemon had gotten a coffer containing a statue of Dionysos,
the work of Hephaestos, as was said, and given to Dardanos
by Zeus. Cassandra, it was also said, had thrown this coffer

in the way of the Greeks, knowing that it would prove inju-

rious to whoever should find it. Eurypylos opening it saw
the statue, and immediately lost his senses : his reason how-
ever did not entirely depart, and he had lucid intervals. In
consequence of this calamity, instead of going home to Thes-
saly, he sailed to Cirrha, and consulted the oracle at Delphi

2 g 2
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for relief of his disorder. He was directed to take up his

abode, and dedicate the coffer, where he should find people

sacrificing after a strange fashion. He re-embarked, and the

wind carried him to Aroe on the coast of Achaia, where he

saw a procession moving along the shore, leading a youth and

maiden to be sacrificed on the altar of the Triclarian Artemis.

He at once perceived the accomplishment of the oracle given

to him ; the Achaeans saw that theirs also was fulfilled, the

human sacrifices ceased, the stranger was restored to his rea-

son, the coffer ofDionysos was dedicated, and the river changed

its appellation to that of Mild (/xe/A-t^o?) a
.

Kopeo-o? teal KaWippoTj. Co?'esus et Callirrhoe,

In Patrae stood a temple of the Calydonian Dionysos, whose

statue had been brought thither from Calydon. The follow-

ing legend was related respecting it. While Calydon flourish-

ed, a man named Coresos was priest of Dionysos in that coun-

try. A maiden named Callirrhoe became the object of his

love, but unhappily the fervour of his attachment only aug-

mented the hatred and aversion of the maiden to her lover.

When neither gifts nor entreaties could avail to win her love,

the priest in despair turned him to his god, and besought him
to avenge his sufferings. The god heard the prayer of the

suppliant, and an insanity similar to intoxication fell on the

Calydonians, of which many of them perished.

In their distress, they had recourse to the oracle of Dodona,

and they learned that their calamity was the infliction of Dio-

nysos, and would not cease till Coresos had sacrificed Callir-

rhoe, or some one who was willing to die in her stead. It was

resolved to obey the oracle. Callirrhoe could find no one pos-

sessed of sufficient affection for her to pay so high a penalty

;

friends, kindred, parents, all shrunk back, and the unhappy

maiden was forced to submit to her cruel fate. As a victim,

she was crowned and led to the altar, where Coresos stood to

perform the appointed sacrifice ; but at the sight of her, love

overcame every other sentiment in the bosom of the priest,

and he slew himself instead of the beautiful victim. This last

a
Pans. vii. 19.
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and decisive proof of true affection quite vanquished the hither-

to relentless maiden ; her violent hate was converted into ar-

dent love; and filled with pity for her lover, and shame at her

own ungrateful insensibility, she retired to a fountain near

the port of Calydon, and there cut her own throat and died.

The spring derived from her its name,—Callirrhoe, i. e. Fair-

flovnng*.

SeXe/^vo? /ecu 'Apyvpa. Selemnus and Argyra,

Selemnos was a beautiful youth, who pastured his flocks

near the shore of the sea. Argyra, one of the sea-nymphs,

beheld and loved him, and frequently emerging from the waters,

came to enjoy his society on the banks of a river. But the

beauty of the youth departing, the fickle sea-maiden ceased

to regard him, and no longer sought his company. Grief at

her loss killed the deserted shepherd, and Aphrodite in com-

passion changed him into a river of his own name. But his

love still continuing, Aphrodite again moved with pity exerted

her divine power, and caused him to forget Argyra. The
waters of the Selemnos became in consequence a remedy for

love, inducing oblivion on those who bathed in them b
.

a Pans. vii. 21. The legend was evidently invented to account for the name of

the spring. As the reader may perceive, it is the foundation of Guarini's pastoral

drama, II Pastor Fido.
b Pans. vii. 23. Near the river Selemnos was the fount Argyra ; hence the

origin of the legend.
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Chapter XII.

MYTHES OF THE ISLES.

The principal mythic cycle which the isles present is that of

Crete, an island remarkable for its estrangement from the rest

of Greece during the historic period; for though Cretan

archers served all parties as mercenaries, the people of Crete

took no share in the Persian, Peloponnesian, or other wars.

The political insignificance of Crete in this period might lead

one to doubt of the power and dominion of the Cretan mo-
narch Minos in the mythic period ; and perhaps the truth of

that dominion was too readily adopted from the Athenian le-

gends by Thucydides, the introduction to whose admirable

work has had too much influence on the minds of some mo-
dern inquirers, who seem to forget that he had only the same
sources of information respecting the mythic ages as we our-

selves possess, and that the art of historic criticism was un-
known in his time. The Cretan cycle is confined to the Mi-
noic family, at the head of which are placed Zeus and Europa.

JLvpco7rr]. Europa.

Zeus, says the legend, becoming enamoured of the beauty
of Europa the daughter of Phoenix or of Agenor, changed him-
self into a beautiful white bull, and approached her 'breathing

saffron from his mouth ' as she was gathering flowers with her

companions in a mead near the sea-shore. Europa, delighted

with the tameness and beauty of the animal, caressed him,
crowned him with flowers, and at length ventured to mount
on his back. The disguised god immediately made off with
his lovely burden, ran along the waves of the sea, and stopped
not till he arrived at Crete, not far from Gortyna. Here he
resumed his own form, and beneath a plane-tree embraced
the trembling maid a

. The fruits of his caresses were three

a
Theophrast. H. PI. i. 13. Pliny, H. N. i. 1. It was asserted that this tree

never shed its leaves. See Pashley, Travels in Crete, i. 95.
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sons, Minos, Rhadamanthys, and Sarpedon. Asterion king

of Crete espoused Europa, and reared her sons a
. He was

succeeded in his kingdom by Minos.

In the Ilias b Zeus says that the daughter of ' far-famed'

Phoenix bore to him Minos and c godlike' Rhadamanthys.

Hesiod probably related the story at length ; but he does not

appear to have made Europa a Sidonian, as was afterwards

the practice. We know not when this commenced or how

she became the sister of Cadmos. It probably originated in

the name of her father ; and as the legend very appropriately

made Agenor the sire of Cadmos, Europa was also said to be

his daughter, while her mother Telephassa became the inap-

propriate mother of Cadmos. We shall presently see the real

nature of Europa.

M^va)?,
f

Pa8d/nav6v$, koX l^apir^hcov. Minos, Rhadamanthus,

et Sarpedon.

These three brothers fell into discord for the sake of a beau-

tiful youth named Miletos, the son of Apollo, or of Zeus. The

youth testifying most esteem for Sarpedon, Minos chased them

out of Crete. Miletos going to Caria, built a town there, which

he named from himself. Sarpedon went to Lycia, where he

aided Cilix against the people of that country, and obtained

the sovereignty of a part of it. Zeus is said to have bestowed

on him a life of treble duration d
.

Rhadamanthys ruled with justice and equity over the islands.

Having committed an accidental homicide, he retired to Bee-

otia, where he married Alcmena, the mother of Heracles. Ac-

a Hesiod and Bacchylides ap. Sch. II. xii. 292. See also Apollod. iii. 1. Moschus,

Idyll, ii. Ovid, Met. ii. 833. seq. Fasti, v. 605. seq. Nonnus, i. 45. seq.

»> II. xiv. 321.
c Herodotus (i. 2.) is the earliest extant author who calls Europa a Sidonian.

d Apollod. ut sup. Sarpedon, i. e. Harpedon, is evidently derived from the carry-

ing-off (apTrayi]) of Europa. See Welcker, Kret. Kol. 9. for examples of this pro-

cess. Homer does not name him among the children of Europa. It is not un-

likely that it was the resemblance of sound in Lycia and Lyctos that gave occasion

to the legend in the text. Another ace imt said that Lycia was named from Lycos

the brother of .Egeus king of Attica. Herod, i. 1 73.
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cording to Homer a
, Rhadamanthys was placed on the Elysian

Plain among the heroes to whom Zeus allotted that blissful

abode. Pindarb seems to make him a sovereign or judge in

the Island of the Blest. Later poets place him with Minos
and ^Eacos in the under-world, where their office is to judge
the dead.

Minos married Pasiphae, the daughter of the Sun and Per-
seis, by whom he had several children, the most celebrated of

whom were Androgeos, Glaucos, Deucalion, Ariadne, and
Phaedra. The Cretans hesitating to give him the royal dig-

nity after the death of Asterion, to prove his claim to it he
asserted that he could obtain whatever he prayed for. Then
sacrificing to Poseidon, he besought him to send him a bull

from the bottom of the sea, promising to sacrifice whatever
should appear. Poseidon sent the bull, and Minos received

the kingdom. He ruled, according to Homer c
, for nine years

at Cnossos, and was the intimate friend (bapiar^) of Zeus,

who gave him wise laws and regulations for his people. Minos
was victorious in war, and extended his dominion over the isles

of the iEgaean.

Minos had a brazen man named Talos given to him by He-
phaestos, or to Europa by Zeus, who compassed the isle thrice

in each clay to prevent the landing of enemies. His mode of

destroying them was to make himself red-hot in the fire and
then embrace them. When the Argo approached Crete, Me-
deia persuaded Talos that she could make him immortal : he

suffered her to pull out the pin in his heel, and let the ichor

run out from his only vein, and he thus died d
.

The bull which Poseidon had sent out of the sea being of

large size and of a brilliant white hue, appeared to Minos too

beautiful an animal to be slain, and he put him in his herd,

and substituted an ordinary bull. Poseidon offended at this

act made the bull run wild, and inspired Pasiphae with a

strange passion for him, but which she had no means of gra-

tifying. Daedalos, the celebrated Athenian artist, being at

that time in Crete, having fled from home for homicide, un-

* Orl. iv. 564. b 01. ii. 137. c
Od. xix. 178.

d Apollod. i. 9. 26. Apoll. Rh. iv. 1638. seq. Sch. Od. xx. 302. Plat. Min.

320.
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dertook to accomplish the wishes of the queen. He accord-

ingly formed a hollow cow of wood, covered with the hide of

a real cow, in which he inclosed Pasiphae, and placed it in the

mead where the bull used to feed. All succeeded as was de-

sired, and Pasiphae became the mother of Asterios, called the

Minotaur, from his having the head of a bull joined to the body

of a man. Minos, in compliance with an oracle, made D;e-

dalos build for him the Labyrinth, an edifice with numberless

winding passages and turnings, from which egress was almost

impossible for those who entered it. In this he placed the

Minotaur, where he preyed on the victims given to him a
.

The principal actions of Minos have been already related 1'.

He is said to have fallen in a war against Cocalos king of Si-

cily, who protected Daedalos. He was succeeded in his king-

dom by his son Deucalion, whose son Idomeneus led the

troops of Crete to the war of Troy c
.

'AptdSvr) real <&al8pa. Ariadne et Phaedra.

Ariadne the daughter of Minos, as has been related above,

fell in love with Theseus when he came to Crete, and furnished

him with the clew which enabled him to thread the mazes of

the Labyrinth. She fled with him from her father ; but The-

seus, says Homer, did not reap the fruits of her love ; for when

they arrived at the isle of Dia or Naxos, Artemis slew her on

the testimony of Dionysos d
. Another legend says that she

was deserted by Theseus, to whom Athena appeared as he

slept, and desired him to leave her and make sail for Athens

;

and that as Ariadne was weeping, Aphrodite came and con-

soled her by an assurance that she should be the bride of

Dionysos. The god appeared, enjoyed her love, and gave

her a golden crown, which was afterwards placed among the

stars e
; she bore him a son named CEnopion.

Phaedra was married to Theseus. The tale of her love for

her step-son Hippolytos has been already related.

a The Labyrinth is a pure poetic fiction ; no such edifice ever did exist in Crete.

The real Labyrinth of Egypt gave occasion to it. See Hoeck's Kreta, i. p. 56. seq.

b See above, p. 385. seq.
c Ih xiii. 451. seq. d Od. xi. 325.

e Pherecydes, ap. Sch. Od. xi. 321. Ovid, A. A. i. 527. yq. Catull. lxiv. 70. seq.
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In the Theogony a it is said that

The gold-haired Dionysos made the blond

Ariadne Minos' maid his blooming spouse,

And Kronos' son gave her immortal life.

Ariadne {Much-pleasing) evidently belongs to the mythology

of Dionysos, with whom she was associated in the Naxian
worship. The Athenians, always anxious to enlarge their own
narrow cycle at the expense of others, seem to have joined

her with their Theseus, and it was thus perhaps that she be-

came the daughter of Minos. The passage in the Odyssey

would be decisive on this point, were it not that the Athe-

nians were such tamperers with the works of the old poets

that one cannot help being suspicious of all passages relating

to them. The passage of the Ilias in which Ariadne is men-
tioned is, we think, justly regarded as a late addition b

.

T\av/co$. Glaucus.

Glaucos the son of Minds pursuing, when a child, a mouse,

fell into a jar of honey, and was smothered. When he could

not be found, his father sent to inquire of the oracle about

him. The answer he got was, that there was a three-coloured

cow in his herd, and that he who could best tell what she was

like could restore his son to life. The soothsayers were all as-

sembled ; and Polyeidos the son of Coiranos said, her colour

was that of the berry of the briar,—green, red, and lastly black.

Minos desired him to find his son ; and Polyeidos, by his skill

in divination, discovered where he was. Minos then ordered

him to restore him to life ; and on his declaring his incapacity

so to do, shut him up in a chamber with the body of the child.

While here, the soothsayer saw a serpent approach the body,

and he struck and killed it. Another immediately appeared

with a plant in its mouth, and laid it on the dead one, who
instantly came to life. Polyeidos, by employing the same herb,

recovered the child c
.

Minos, before he let him depart, insisted on his communi-

a Theog. 947.
b II. xviii. 591. Payne Knight in loco. It perplexed the ancient critics. See

the Scholia. %
c Sec above, p. 423.
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eating his art to Glaucos. He did so ; but as he was taking

leave, he desired his pupil to spit into his mouth. Glaucos

obeyed, and lost the memory of all he had learneda .

On taking a survey of the circumstances of these Cretan

legends, and the names of the persons who occur in them, it

is difficult to avoid recognising a worship of the celestial bo-

dies, more particularly of the Moon, of which last the names

of the Minoic family would appear to have been appellations.

Thus Europa [Broad-face) is the daughter of Phcenix (Red)

and Telephassa (Far-shining), and mother of Minos, a name

not unlike Menh (Mrjv, Moon) ; and she marries Asterion

(Starry). The wife of Minos is Pasiphae (All-bright), the

daughter of the Sun and Perseis ; and their daughter is Phae-

dra (Bright). Though we do not believe that the mystic mode

of viewing the sun as a bull and the moon as a cow prevailed

in early Greece, the horns of the latter gave occasion to the

idea of her riding or driving steers ; and perhaps the legend

of Europa passing over the sea on a bull is an ancient expres-

sion of this idea. The same may have been the origin of the

tale of Pasiphae's love for the bull, and of her offspring by

him, the Moon-bull, as Minotaur may best perhaps be ren-

dered. The circumstances of the legends are mostly the in-

ventions of the Athenians, at the hands of whose dramatists

the characters of the Minoic family suffered severely.

Though we thus see in the Cretan cycle only personifica-

tions of the moon, Minos and his family may have been real

persons named after their favourite deity. We regard this

hypothesis however as being by no means probable. The

connexion of Minos with Poseidon, the naval power ascribed

to him, and the names Glaucos and Deucalion among his chil-

a Apollod. iii.3.1.2. Hygin. 136. Tzetz. Lye. 811. It is evidently alate fiction.

* Menoo is the name of"the Hindoo legislator : Menes was the first mortal king

of Egypt : Manes was the first king of Lydia: Minyas one of the earliest kings of

Greece : Minos the first king and lawgiver of Crete. To these Buttmann (Mythol.

ii. 232. seq.) joins the German Mamma, Man ; and supposing this last to be the

true meaning of all these names, infers, in his usual manner, the original unity of

all these peoples and their traditions.
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dren, might seem to indicate a Cretan worship of the god of

the sea.

AtWo? koI TeXa/jbcov. JEacus et TeJamon.

The river-god Asopos married Metope the daughter of the

river-god Ladon, and had by her several children. His daugh-

ter ^Egina attracting the love of Zeus, the amorous monarch

of the gods carried her off, and struck with a thunderbolt

Asopos when he pursued them, and forced him to go home
again ; and hence it was said, that the waters of the Asopos

carried coals along them a
.

Zeus carried his fair prize into the desert isle of GEnone,

afterwards named from her /Egina, where she brought forth

a son named ^Eacos, who being weary of solitude, when he

grew up, his father to relieve him turned all the ants in the

island into men and women b
. ^Eacos married Endeis the

daughter of Cheiron, who bore him two sons, Telamon and

Peleus. By the Nereis Psamathe, who changed herself into

a fount to escape his embraces, he had another son named
Phocos c

, whom his brothers, envying his superior skill in the

gymnic exercises, killed with a blow of a discus, and concealed

his body in a wood : but the murder coming to light, iEacos

drove them both from the island d
.

JEacos was distinguished for his piety and his favour with

the gods. When Poseidon and Apollo were set to build the

walls of Troy, they made him the associate of their toil e
. It

is said, that Greece being afflicted with sterility and dearth,

on account of the crime of Pelops, who had cut into pieces

Stymphalos king of Arcadia, and scattered the pieces about f
;

and application having been made to the oracle, the response

given was, that it would only be removed on the prayer of

a Apollod. iii. 12, 6.

b Hesiod ap. Sell. Pind. Nem. iii. 21. This legend is very pleasingly told by

Ovid (Met. vii. 517. acq.), who says that the isle was thus replenished after a pes-

tilence. It is indebted for its origin to the resemblance in sound between f.ivpfu]£
t

an ant, and Myrmidons, the tribe who are said to have dwelt in /Egina.
c
Theog. 1004. d Apollod. ut sup.

e Pind. 01. viii. 41. seq.

f Others ascribed it to the prayers of Minos to Zeus to avenge his son Andro-

gcos. Diodor. iv. 01.
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^Eacos. The righteous son of Zeus preferred his petition,

copious rains descended, and the land once more flourished.

When iEacos died, the keys of the nether-world were by Pluto

committed to his custody a
.

Telamon, when banished by his father, fled to the neigh-

bouring isle of Salamis, where Kychres the son of Poseidon

by Salamis the daughter of Asopos then reigned, having slain

a serpent which ravaged the island. He gave his daughter in

marriage to Telamon, and left him the kingdom. Telamon

accompanied Heracles to Troy ; and the hero gave him He-
sione the daughter of Laomedon, by whom he had a son

named Teucros. By Peridaea the grand-daughter of Pelops

he had already a son called Aias ; for Heracles having prayed

for male issue for his friend, an eagle (derbs) appeared in an-

swer to his prayer, and the child wras named from it b .

As in the cycle of the Tyndarids there appeared to be a

reference to light and fire, so perhaps in that of the ^Eacids

there is one to water. Thus we have in it Asopos, ^Egina,

Psamathe, Phocos, Thetis, Peleus (7^X09, eXo?), Achilleus

(aqua), Teucros (SevKpb?}), Telamon (eXo??), Hesione, Aias

(the name of a river ), and iEacos, which is perhaps of the

same origin d
.

The following are astronomic mythes, which we place here

for the sake of convenience.

y

£lpicov. Orion.

The hero Orion is not mentioned in the Ilias ; but in the

Odyssey e we are told by Calypso, that ' rose-fingered' Eos
took him, and that f holy, gold-seated' Artemis slew him with

her c gentle darts' in Ortygia. In another place his size and

a
Apollod. ut sup.

b Piud. Isth. vi. 60. seq. Apollod. iii. 12. For everything relating to /Egina,

see Midler's /Eginetica.
c

llecatanis thus named the Aobs in Illyria. Strabo, vii. 5.

d See Appendix (G).
c Od. v. 121.
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beauty are praised a
. Odysseus b

, when relating what he saw
in Erebos, says,

Then next the huge Orion I beheld,

Chasing the beasts o'er the asphodelian mead,

Which in the lonely mountains he had slain,

Bearing his brazen aye-enduring club.

Orion was said to be the son of Poseidon by Euryale the

daughter of Minyas ; and his father gave him the power of

wading through the depths of the sea, or, as others say, of

walking on its surface . He married Side, whom Hera cast

into Erebos for contending with her in beauty d
. It is also

said that Orion was earth-born e
.

Hyria, a town of the Tanagraic or Theban territory in Bce-

otia, is said to have been the birth-place of Orion. As Zeus,

Poseidon, and Hermes were one time, says the legend, taking

a ramble on earth, they came late in the evening to the house

of a small farmer f named Hyrieus. Seeing the wayfarers,

Hyrieus, who was standing at his door, invited them to enter

and pass the night in his humble abode. The gods accepted

the kind invitation, and were hospitably entertained. Pleased

with their host, they inquired if he had any wish which he

desired to have gratified. Hyrieus replied, that he once had

a wife whom he tenderly loved, and that he had sworn never

to marry another. She was dead : he was childless : his vow
was binding : and yet he was desirous of being a father. The
gods took the hide of his only ox, which he had sacrificed in

their honour ; they buried it in the earth ; and ten months
afterwards a boy came to light, whom Hyrieus named Uridn

or Orion s.

When Orion grew up he went to the isle of Chios, where

he became enamoured of Merope the daughter of CEnopion

a Od. xi. 309. b Od. xi. 572.
c Hesiod. ap. Sch. Nicandr. Ther. 15. d Apollod. i. 4. 3.

c Id. ib. Nonnus, xlviii. 400. 419.

f So Ovid calls him ; he is usually styled & prince.

g 'A7ro tov ovpelv. Euphorion ap. Sch. II. xviii. 1, 8G. Ovid, Fasti, v. 495. seq.

llygin. 195. P. A. ii. 34. Eudocia, 441. Pindar also would seem to have related

it (Strab. ix. 1.). The unseemly legend owes its origin to the name Orion, and

was the invention of the Athenians (Midler, Orchom. 99.)- In Hyginus Hyrieus

is Byrseus (from the hide, ftvpva).
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the son of Dionysos and Ariadne. He sought her in mar-

riage ; but while wooing, seized a favourable opportunity, and

offered her violence. Her father, incensed at this conduct,

having made Orion drunk, blinded him when asleep, and cast

him on the sea-shore. The blinded hero contrived to reach

Lemnos, and came to the forge of Hephsestos, who taking-

pity on him, gave him Kedalion {Guardian), one of his men,

to be his guide to the abode of the Sun. Placing Kedalion

on his shoulder, Orion proceeded to the East; and there

meeting the Sun-god, was restored to vision by his beam.

Anxious for vengeance on CEnopion, he returned to Chios

;

but the Chians, aware of his intention, concealed the object

of his search under the ground, and Orion unable to find him

retired to Crete a
.

The death of Orion is differently related. As all the legends

respecting him are evidently later than the time of Homer,

none ventures to assign any other cause to it than the god-

dess Artemis, whose wrath (though Homer rather says the

contrary) he drew on himself. Some said that he attempted

to offer violence to the goddess herself; others, to Opis, one

of her Hyperborean maidens, and that Artemis slew him with

her arrows ; others again, that it was for presuming to chal-

lenge the goddess at the discus. It was also said, that when

he came to Crete, he boasted to Leto and Artemis that he

was able to kill anything that would come from the earth.

Indignant at his boast they sent a huge scorpion, which stung

him, and he died. It was said, finally, that Artemis loved

Orion, and was even about to marry him. Her brother was

highly displeased, and often chid her, but to no purpose. At

length, observing one day Orion wading through the sea with

his head just above the waters, he pointed it out to his sister,

and maintained that she could not hit that black thing on the

sea. The archer-goddess discharged a shaft : the waves rolled

the dead body of Orion to the land ; and bewailing her fatal

error with many tears, Artemis placed him among the stars b .

a
Ilesiod ut suj). Apollod. ut sup. llygin. ut sup.

b Ilesiod, Euphorion and others, ut supra.
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IlAetaSe? koI 'TaSe?. Pleiades et Hijades.

The Pleiades were said to be seven in number, the daugh-

ters of Atlas and the Oceanis Pleione. Their names were

Maia, Electra, Taygete (the mothers by Zeus of Hermes,

Dardanos and Lacedaenion), Halcyone and Celaeno (who bore

to Poseidon Hyrieus the father of Orion and Lycos), Sterope

(the mother of (Enomaos by Ares), and Merope, who married

Sis3rphos a
.

These nymphs led a single life, and hunted with Artemis.

Orion happening to see them became enamoured, and pur-

sued them ; in their distress they prayed to the gods to change

their form, and Zeus in pity turned them to pigeons, and then

made them a constellation in the sky b
. Though their number

was seven, only six stars are visible, for Electra, it is said, left

her place that she might not behold the ruin of Troy ; or Me-
rope concealed her face out of shame for having alone espoused

a mortal . According to Pindar, the Pleiades were passing

through Bceotia with their mother when they were met by

Orion, and his chase of them lasted for five years d
.

The Hyades are by some also called daughters of Atlas,

but according to the best accounts they were nymphs of Do-
dona, to whom Zeus committed the nurture of Dionysos.

Their names, Pherecydessays e
, were Ambrosia, Coronis, Eu-

dora, Dione, ^Esula, and Polyxo ; by Hesiod f they are named
Phaesula, Coronis, Cleeia, Phaeo and Eudora. They went
about with their divine charge communicating his discovery

to mankind, till being chased with him into the sea by Ly-
curgos, Zeus in compassion raised them to the skies?.

The Hyades are in the head, the Pleiades in the hinder part

of the sign of the Bull.

* Sch. II. xviii. 486. Apollod. iii. 1. Hygin. P. A. ii. 21.

b Sch. II. ut sup. from the Cyclic poets.
c Sch. II. ut suj). Hygin. ut sitp. ^
d Et. Mag. v. HXeias. Ilygiuus {ut supra) says seven years.
e Ap. Sch. II. ut sup. t Ap. Sch. Arat. 172.
g rhcrecydes ut supra.
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The well-known line of Homer and Hesiod,

The Pleiads, Hyads and Orion's strength,

exhibits these constellations as they appear in the sky, and
beyond all doubt they were thus named long before they were
converted into a hunter and nymphs on the earth. It has been
clearly shown that it was the union of astronomy with my-
thology in the Alexandrian period that gave occasion to the
catasterism of so many heroes and heroines a

; but with Orion
and these nymphs the case seems to have been reversed, the
constellations having been brought down from the sky, and
not the mortals raised to it.

Man loves to trace in natural objects resemblances to other
objects with which he is familiar. Hence many legends of
rocks, mountains, and such like. The sky too offers its simi-

litudes ; there is, for example, the Crown, with its legend of
Ariadne ; there is the ' Man in the Moon/ which some said

was Cain, others the man who was stoned for gathering sticks

on the Sabbath. The resemblance of the 'Wain' (afia^a) to

a rude carriage is obvious enough, and the similitude seems
to have struck both Greeks and Scandinavians b

. It still more
resembles a Plough, its name in some countries. Its likeness

to an animal is not so obvious, yet the Greeks and the North
American Indians agree in naming it the c Bear,' and the
Foollahs of Africa call it the < Elephant ', while the husband-
men in ancient Italy named it the ' Seven Oxen' (Triones d

.)

The Spaniards call the Pleiades the ( Seven She-goats' e
; our

own popular name for them is the c Hen and Chickens' ; and
the Germans term them the < Clucking Hen' (Gluckhenne) .

These last similitudes lead us to think that the original con-
ception of the Pleiades was the c Pigeons' (TreXetaSe?) f

, as they

3 Midler, Proleg. 191. seq., where the suhjeet of astronomical mythes is treated
with this writer's usual ahility.

b Its ancient name in the North is Karlsvagn, the ' Carle's or Oldman's Wain.'
The Carle, Magnusen says, is Odin or Thor. Hence our * Charles' Wain.' The
Icelanders call the Bears « Stori {great) Vagn/ and ' Litli Vagn.' Edda Sajmundar,
in. 304.

c
Mollien, Travels in Africa, p. 297. d Varro, L. L. vi. p. 94. (Bip.)

e See Don Quixote, Book iii. chap. 9.

{ The prevalent derivation of their name from -n-Xeu) to sail, though apparently

so obvious, does not seem to have occurred to the ancients.

2 H
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are sometimes named, and with which supposition the legends

told of them will accord. Their clustering together (whence

they were also named the i Bunch' a
) might easily have sug-

gested the idea. In like manner we think it probable that

the true signification of the Hyades lies in their Latin name
Suciil<2, or e Little Pigs/ given them for a similar reason b

.

The Latin name of the Pleiades was Vergilice, or rather per-

haps Virgili(B, i. e. the 'Bunch-stars/ like the Greek name c
.

Orion was named by the Latins Jugvla\ or the i Warrior/

and his Greek name probably signifies the Ronser or Exciter

(OPX1, opivw), in allusion to his hunting, or to the storms

which he raised e
.

To the Grecian herdsman or hunter therefore at particular

seasons of the year the nocturnal sky would have presented

the following appearance. The broad brilliant constellation

Orion with Sirius behind him would be a hunter and his dog,

before whom the Pigeons were flying, while the Bear, the ob-

ject of his pursuit, kept watching him. Thus there would be

a chase in the sky similar to those on earth, and legends would
naturally arise which would be localised and expanded in the

usual manner.

For as the stars rise out of the sea, as it were, nothing was

more obvious than to make Orion the son of Poseidon and

Euryale [Wide-sea) ; then again, as the dawn, as it were,

takes away the stars, Orion is carried oft by Eos ; and as the

mild effulgence of the moon dims and effaces the light of the

stars, so Orion is slain by the gentle darts of c holy ' Artemis.

The beauty and size of the constellation caused the hero to

be represented as the largest and handsomest of mortals.

Their relative positions in the sky gave occasion to the mythe
of his love and pursuit of the Pleiades ; and the proximity be-

tween the signs Orion and the Scorpion led to the Alexan-

drian fiction of the mode of the hero's death.

The story of Orion and CEnopion is perhaps explicable on

a Borpvs, Sch. II. ut supra.

b See Appendix (M.), and Nitzsch on Od. v. 269-275.
c Nitzsch ut supra. d Varro, L. L. vi. p. 91.
e The Latins termed Oriun nimlosvs, proceUosus, aquosus, turbidus, nigor, vehe-

ment.
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the same principle. The constellation which rises in July
loves with an ardent passion the daughter of the vine. When
the grapes are gathered and pressed, they are, as it were, taken

out of his sight, or he is made drunk with new wine and
blinded. His journey to the East denotes the heliacal rising

of the star ; and when he comes back the vine is hidden from
his power within the ground 51

.

It is probable that many of the individual names of the

Pleiades and Hyades are those of nymphs who were previously

placed in other relations. Thus Maia is in the Hymn to

Hermes merely an Arcadian nymph. Taygete refers to Mount
Taygeton, and Merope {Mortal) is simply the nymph united

to the mortal. Electra and Sterope refer to brightness ; and
Halcyone and Celaeno, whom the legend unites to Poseidon,

are plainly related to the sea. Among the Hyades we find

Dione, the ancient goddess of Dodona ; Ambrosia, Coronis,

Eudora are names evidently given from their nourishing na-
ture as nymphs b

, while Phaso, Phaesula, Cleeia and Polyxo,

denote the bright stars c
.

The poet of the Odyssey, when describing the Wandering
Rocks, says d

,

There pass no birds along that way, not even
The fluttering pigeons which the ambrosia bear

To father Zeus, but always the smooth rock

Takes one away, then to keep up the number
The Father adds another.

Many of the ancients e supposed that the Pleiades were here

meant ; and when we consider the sportive tone of the poet,

this idea will not appear entirely devoid of credibility.

a See Volcker, Myth, der Jap. 112. seq.

b Coronis, from KOPEQ, Kopevvvfii, to satiate.
c Phaeo and Phaesula, from 0<iw; for Cleeia see Appendix (G.), for Polyxo,

above, p. 338.
d Od. xii. 62. seq. e Athen. xi. 490. Eustath. and Sch. on Od. xi. 62.

2 h 2
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Chapter XIII.

MYTHIC WARS AND EXPEDITIONS.

Ta 'ApyovavriKa. The Argonautic Expedition.

Iason having undertaken to sail to Colchis for the Golden

Fleece, applied to Argos the son of Phrixos ; who, with the

aid of Athena, built for him a fifty-oared galley, called from

himself the Argo. In her keel Athena set a piece of timber,

cut from the speaking-oak of Dodona. When the ship was

completed Iason consulted the oracle, and was directed to in-

vite the greatest heroes of the day to share in the dangers and

glories of the voyage.

The call was readily responded to, and numerous sons of

gods hastened to embark in the Argo. From the Pelopon-

nese came Heracles, Castor and Polydeukes, sons of Zeus.

Peleus and Telamon, grandsons of that god, also came with

Theseus, Erginos and Ancagos, sons of Poseidon, Augeias son

of Helios, Zetes and Calais sons of Boreas. There were like-

wise the Apharids, Lynceus and Idas, and Meleagros, Laertes,

Periclymenos, Nauplios, Iphiclos, Iphitos, Admetos, Acastos,

Butes, Polyphemos, Atalanta, and many others. Idmon the

seer, the son of Apollo, came from Argos ; Mopsos, also a pro-

phet, from Thessaly, and Orpheus, the son of the Muse Cal-

liope. The steersman was Tiphys son of Agnios, from Siphae

in Bceotia. The entire number was fifty a .

When the heroes were all assembled, Mopsos took auguries,

and the signs being favourable, they got on board; Iason

standing at the poop poured a libation from a golden cup,

and called on Zeus, the Winds, the Sea, the Days, the Nights,

and the Fate presiding over their return. Thunder then

rolled in the clouds, propitious lightnings flashed through the

sky ; the joyful heroes grasped each his oar at the word of the

a Burmann, in his edition of Valerius Flaccus, gives the different lists of the Ar-

gonauts.
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soothsayer ; and while Orpheus struck his lyre in concert with

his voice, their oars kept time to the harmony. The gods

looked down from the sky, the nymphs of Pelion gazed in

wonder at this first of ships, and Cheiron leaving his moun-
tain-cave cheered them, and prayed for their happy return a

.

At the close of day they had reached the mouth of the bay

of Pagasae. Here they remained for two days, and then rowed

along the coast of Magnesia, and, passing the peninsula of

Pallene, at length reached the isle of Lemnos, in which there

were at that time no men, and Hypsipyle the daughter of

Thoas governed it as queen. For the Lemnian women ha-

ving, it was said, offended Aphrodite, she caused them to have

an ill smell ; so that their husbands, unable to endure them,

took to their beds the captives whom they had brought from

Thrace. The Lemnian wives, incensed at this neglect, mur-
dered their husbands. Hypsipyle alone saved her father,

whom she kept concealed. This event had occurred about a

twelvemonth before. The women seeing the Argonauts took

them for their enemies the Thracians, and came down in arms

to oppose their landing ; but on ascertaining who they were

they retired and held a council, in which, on the advice of

Hypsipyle's nurse, it was decided that they should invite

them to land, and take this occasion of having children. The
Argonauts readily accepted the invitation, Heracles alone re-

fusing to quit the vessel. They gave themselves up to joy

and festivity, till on the remonstrances of that hero they tore

themselves from the Lemnian fair ones, and once more handled

their oars.

They then came to Samothrace, and thence pursued their

voyage through the Hellespont into the Propontis, where they

came to an island with a lofty hill in it named the Bears5
Hill,

inhabited by giants with six arms. The adjacent country was

possessed by the Dolionians, whose king was named Cyzicos.

Having been hospitably entertained by this prince, and having

slain the giants who opposed their departure, they set sail, but

were driven back by adverse winds. It was in the night that

they returned, and the Dolionians taking them to be their

enemies, the Pelasgians, attacked them ; and several of the

a
Pind. Pvth. iv.
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Dolionians, and among them Cyzicos, lost their lives. With
day-light discerning the error, the Argonauts shore their hair,

and shedding many tears buried Cyzicos with solemn magni-
ficence.

. They then sailed to Mysia, where they left behind them
Heracles and Polyphemos ; for Hylas, a youth beloved by the

former, having gone for water, was laid hold on and kept by
the nymphs of the spring into which he dipped his urn. Po-
lyphemosy hearing him call, went with his drawn sword to

aid him, supposing him to have fallen into the hands of rob-

bers. Meeting Heracles, he told him what had happened

;

and both proceeded in quest of the youth. Meantime the

Argo put to sea, and left them behind. Polyphemos settled

in Mysia, and built the town of Kios : Heracles returned to

Argos a
.

The Argo next touched at Bebrycia, where Amycos the son
of Poseidon and Bithynis reigned. Every stranger who ar-

rived in this country was forced by Amycos to engage him at

the cestus. He therefore challenged the Argonauts ; and Po-
lydeukes engaged and killed him. The Bebrycians, seeing

the fate of their prince, fell on the victor ; but his companions
coming to his aid, they were repelled with great loss b

.

Leaving Bebrycia, they sailed to Salmydessos on the Thra-
cian coast, where Phineus, the prophet-prince, dwelt in blind-

ness and misery. He was the son of Agenor (or of Poseidon),

and was married to Cleopatra the daughter of Boreas and
Oreithyia. She died, leaving him two sons; and he then
married Idaea the daughter of Dardanos. Jealous of her step-

children, Idaea maligned them to their father, who, believing

the slander, deprived them of sight. The gods, to punish

a According to Theocritus (Idyll, xiii.), the hero proceeded on foot to Colchis.

In the poem named ' The Wedding of Ceyx,' Heracles is said to have been left be-

hind at Aphetse, where he went for water (Sch. Apoll. Rh. i. 1290.). It was an

ancient custom of the Bithynians, we may observe, to lament in the burning days

of midsummer, and call out of the well, into which they fabled he had fallen, a

god named Hylas. The Maryandinians lamented and sought Bormos, the Phry-

gians Lityorses, with dirges, in a similar manner. This usage of the Bithynians

was adopted into their mythology by the Greek inhabitants of Kios, and connected

in the manner above narrated with the Argonautic Expedition and the history of

Heracles. See Midler, Orchom. 293. Dor. i. 367. 457. Prolog. 108.
b The combat is described at length by Theocritus, Idyll, xxii.
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him, struck him blind, and sent the Harpies to torment him:

these fell monsters came flying the instant food was set before

him, carried off the greater portion of it, and so defiled what

they left that no mortal could endure to eat it a. The Argo-

nauts coming to consult Phineus about their future course,

he promised to direct them on condition of their delivering

him from the Harpies. This they undertook to do. The table

was spread : the Harpies instantly descended screaming, and

seized the victuals. Zetes and Calais the winged sons of Bo-

reas then drew their swords and pursued them through the

air b . The Harpies flew along the Propontis, over the iEgaean

and Greece to some islets beyond the Peloponnese, where

their pursuers came up with them, and were about to slay

them, when Iris appearing forbade the deed, and the Harpies

were dismissed on their oath never more to molest Phineus.

The isles were thenceforth named the Strophodes, because

the Boreiads there turned back c
.

Freed from his tormentors. Phineus now instructs his de-

liverers in the nature of their future voyage. The Symple-

gades were the first danger which they had to encounter.

These were huge floating rocks, which were at times driven

together by the winds, and crushed whatever came between

them. Mist enveloped them, and loud was the crash when

they met. Even to the birds the passage was then impossible.

Phineus directed the heroes to let fly a pigeon, saying if she

came safely through, the Argo might venture to follow her.

They obeyed the directions of the prophet ; the pigeon passed

through safely with the loss of her tail ; watching then the

recession of the rocks, and aided by Hera and Athena, they

rowed the Argo vigorously on, and escaped so narrowly, that

the rocks as they rushed together carried off some of her

stern-works. The Symplegades now became fixed ; for so it

a Others said he was thus punished for having revealed the will of Zeus to men

(Apoll. Rh. ii. 180.), or for having shown Phrixos the way to Scythia (Hesiod ap.

Sch. on ver. 181.).

b It is plain that the Harpies in this legend, as in the Theogony, are but two in

number. Virgil seems to make a flock of them.
c

Apoll. Rh. ii. 281. seq. Apollodorus relates the conclusion of the chase some-

what differently.
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was in the fates, since a ship had passed through them unin-

jured.

Having escaped the Symplegades, they came to the country

of the Mariandynians, whose king Lycos received them kindly.

Here died Idmon the seer, wounded by the tusks of a wild

boar. Tiphys also dying here, Ancaeos undertook the steerage

of the vessel.

They now kept along the southern coast of the Pontos till

they came to the isle of Aretias, which was haunted by birds

that shot feathers sharp as arrows from their wings. These

they drove off by clattering on their shields ; and while they

remained in the isle
5
the sons of Phrixos, who were on their way

to Greece, were cast on it by a storm, and they became their

guides to Colchis, where they shortly after entered the Phasis.

lason lost no time in informing king ^Eetes of the cause of

his coming, and in requesting him to give him the Golden

Fleece. The king assented, provided he could yoke the brass-

footed bulls. These were the gifts of Hephaestos to ^Eetes,

in number two, and breathing flame from their throats. When
he had yoked these, he was to plough with them a piece of

land, and sow the serpents teeth which ^Eetes possessed, for

Athena had given him one halfof those which Cadmos sowed

at Thebes.

Iason was in perplexity about the accomplishment of these

hard tasks, when Medeia, the daughter of the king, who had
conceived a sudden affection for him, proffered her aid, if he

would swear to marry her, and take her with him to Greece.

Such aid was not to be rejected : the hero swore : Medeia,

who was an enchantress, gave him a salve to rub his body,

shield, and spear. The virtue of this salve would last an en-

tire day, and protect alike against fire and steel. She further

told him, that when he had sown the teeth, a crop of armed
men would spring up and prepare to attack him. Among
these she desired him to fling stones, and while they were
fighting with one another about them, to fall on and slay

them. The hero followed the advice of the princess : he en-

tered the sacred grove of Ares, yoked the bulls, ploughed the

land, and slaughtered the armed crop which it produced.
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But Metes refused to give the Fleece, and meditated to burn

the Argo and slay her crew. Medeia, anticipating him, led

Iason by night to the Golden Fleece : with her drugs she cast

to sleep the serpent which guarded it ; and then taking her

little brother Apsyrtos out of his bed she embarked with him

in the Argo, and the vessel set sail while it was yet night a
.

^Eetes, on discovering the treachery and flight of his daugh-

ter, got on shipboard and pursued the fugitives. Medeia see-

ing him gaining on them cut her brother to pieces, and scat-

tered his limbs on the stream b
: while ^Eetes was engaged in

collecting them the Argo escaped . He then dispatched a

number of his subjects in pursuit of the Argo, threatening if

they did not bring back his daughter to inflict on them the

punishment designed for her.

At length, by a route which we shall presently trace, the

Argo entered the West Sea and came to ^Eaea, the isle of Circe.

The goddess performed the usual rites of purification to re-

move the blood-guilt of the death of Apsyrtos. The heroes

then departed. Ere long they came to the isle of the Sirens,

charmed by whose entrancing strains they were about to land

on that fatal shore, when Orpheus struck his lyre, and with its

tones overpowered their voices. Wind and wave urged on

the Argo, and all escaped but Butes, who flung himself into

the sea to swim to the Flowery Isle. Aphrodite to save him
took him and set him to dwell at Lilybaeon. The Argonauts

now passed Scylla and Charybdis, and also the Wandering
Rocks ; over these they beheld flame and smoke ascending,

but Thetis and her sister Nereides guided them through by the

command of Hera. Passing Thrinakia, the isle of the Sun,

they came to the island of the Phaeacians. Some of the Col-

chians who were in pursuit of the Argonauts arriving there,

seized on the Argo, and requested Alcinoos to give Medeia
up to them. He assented, provided she was yet a maid. His
wife Arete hearing this, lost no time in joining the lovers in

wedlock ; and the Colchians then fearing to return, settled in

a Pherecydes ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 223. b Id. ib.

c This event was afterwards transferred to the north side of the Euxine, where

the town of Tomi (rojuoi cuttings) was said to have derived its name from it.

Apollod. i. 9, 21. Ovid, Trist. iii. 9.
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the island. Sailing thence, the Argo was assailed by a tre-

mendous storm which drove it to the Syrtes on the coast of

Libya. After being detained there for some time they pro-

ceeded on their homeward voyage and came to Crete, where
the brazen man, Talos, prohibited their landing ; but Medeia
by her art deprived him of life. On leaving Crete the night

came on so black and dark that they knew not where they

were ; but Apollo, taking his stand on the rocks called the Me-
lantian Necks, shot an arrow into the sea : the arrow flashed

a vivid light, and they beheld an island, on which they landed.

As this isle had appeared {ave^varo) so unexpectedly, they

named it Anaphe a
. Here they erected an altar to Apollo

^Egletes (Lightner), and offered sacrifices ; they thence pro-

ceded to ^Egina, where they watered; and they finally arrived

at Iolcos after an absence of four months.

When Pelias in Pindar b is urging Iason to this celebrated

adventure, he says that a dream and the response of the Del-

phic oracle had directed him to go to iEaea and fetch back the

soul of Phrixos and the e thick-wooled 5 skin of the ram which

had saved him. From various circumstances it seems clear

that the Argonautics were mysteriously connected with the

worship of the Laphystian Zeus c
; that they belonged to the

Minyans and to them alone ; that Heracles, Theseus, and the

other heroes who did not belong to this people were added to

the cycle in the progress of time by the poets and by the va-

nity of those whose patron-heroes they were. It may also

have been that the commercial voyages of the Minyans were

united with the mythic expedition. If the gold-mines of Tha-

sos or Pangaeos were wrought so early, their produce may
have given its golden hue to the fleece. This however is no

essential part of the mythe, as it is also said to be ivhite or

purple^.

There can be little doubt that the direction of this mythic

voyage was north-east, for Lemnos and Samothrace occur in

a Anaphe was one of the Sporades. It and the Melantian Necks were near

Thera.
b Pyth. iv. 283. seq.

c Above, p. 334.

d Simonides and Acusilaiis ap. Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 177. 1 147. Sch. Eur. Med. 5.

Purple (-rroptpvpios) is simply Iriyht (from irvp).
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all accounts of it. Where it originally terminated cannot be

said with certainty ; for its limit advanced with the progress

of nautical enterprise and colonisation. At Lampsacos, Cyzi-

cos, Kios, Byzantion, and other places along the Hellespont,

Propontis and Bosporos, we meet with Argonautic traditions.

When it entered the Pontos the mythe took two different di-

rections, just as the colonies themselves did, the one north-

wards to the Tauric Chersonese or Scythia, and this was pro-

bably the earlier one, as this was the first direction of the Gre-

cian colonies ; the other along the southern coast, and finally

reaching the Phasis and Colchis, which last place is first named

by the Corinthian poet Eumelos, who did not flourish till after

Ol. 20. This became the prevalent opinion, and the establish-

ment of Heracleia and other Grecian colonies on this coast

enlarged the cycle with traditions of the country, or with fic-

tions of the inhabitants of the colonies a
.

In the ancient ante-Homeric Argonautics it is probable that

the adventurers returned by the road they went ; but the poet

of the Odyssey (if our hypothesis respecting him be correct),

in order to augment the marvels of the sea, which he made

the scene of his hero's wanderings, transferred thither the

abode of iEetes and the Wandering Rocks through which he

makes the Argo pass on her return with the same danger as

she encounters in the Argonautics on her outward voyage.

The fame of the Odyssey soon made it an established article

of belief that the Argonauts returned home through the Me-
diterranean, and, as we have seen, they were made to pursue

the same route in it with Odysseus. The only question was

how to bring them thither from Colchis.

The first course was that taken by Hesiod, who was fol-

lowed by Pindar, Hecatasus and Antimachus b
. This was to

make them go up the Phasis, which in accordance with the

early geographical ideas was held to flow out of the Ocean,

which they then entered and proceeded along it southwards.

Hecatceus made them then sail down the Nile and so home,

but according to the others they landed on the south coast of

a There is nowhere so much information on the Argonautics to he found as in

Muller's Orchomenos, to which we refer our readers.

b Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 259. 284. Pind. Pyth. iv. 44. seg.
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Libya, and carrying the Argo on their shoulders across it,

(for twelve days, says Pindar) launched it on lake Tritonis and

thus entered the Mediterranean. It being afterwards proved

by Artemidorus and Eratosthenes that the Phasis had its

source in the mountains, this course had to be given up ; a geo-

grapher named Timagetas then fixed on the Ister, for he sup-

posed this river to flow out of a great lake in the Celtic moun-

tains, from the opposite end of which another stream flowed

into the Tyrrhenian sea ; he was followed by Apollonius and

by another poet named Peisander a
. The geographer Scym-

nus however showed that this could not be, as the Ister flowed

directly from the Alps, and he maintained that they must

have gone up the Tanais ; in this however he had been pre-

ceded by the historian Timaeus b
. According to their view,

the Argonauts went up the Tanais to its head, they then car-

ried their vessel overland to the northern ocean, where they

launched it, and so sailed down the west side of Europe to

the Mediterranean ; the only poet who adopted this view is

the pseudo-Orpheus, who assigns them the following course.

They sailed up the Phasis to the point where it divided,

and then went down the other branch named the Saranges

into the Maeotis, whence another stream ran northwards with

great velocity. They entered this and were whirled along for

nine days, on the tenth they were carried through the gorges

of the Rhipaean mountains, and the Argo rushed through the

narrow stream and came into the Ocean, called in that part

by the Hyperboreans tf the Cronian Main and Dead Sea/

Having rowed for some time through its sluggish waters, they

disembarked, and dragging their vessel along came on the sixth

day to the country of the Long-lived (Macrobii), to whom the

poet gives all the qualities and all the felicity of Hesiod's

Golden Men. They then reached the land of the Kimme-
rians, which lay on the same coast ; and having passed by the

isle Iernis (Ireland}), on the twelfth morn the sharp-sighted

Lynceus descried on the verge of Ocean f the piny isle, in

which is the extensive abode of queen Demeter,' as it lay en-

veloped in mist. Orpheus having warned him of the danger

of approaching it, Ancaeos steered for the isle of Circe, which

a
Sell. Apoll. Rh. tit sup. b Id. ib.
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they reached on the third day. Leaving it, they entered the

strait of Tartessus, and passing the Pillars of Heracles arrived

in the Mediterranean.

The literature of this cycle is as follows. Iason and the Argo
are noticed by Homer a

; Hesiod briefly narrates the principal

events b
; it is the subject of one of Pindar's finest odes c

, and
of the epic of Apollonius named from it ; it is narrated in de-

tail by Apollodorus and by Diodorus. Ovid also relates a

a good part of it, and there is an unfinished poem on it by
the Latin poet Valerius Flaccus, which displays genius and
originality. There is also the Argonautics of the pseudo-Or-
pheus, a poem to which the ablest critics on different grounds
assign a date long posterior to the commencement of the Chris-

tian asra. To these are to be added the detached notices in

other writers and in the various Scholia. Of the dramas on
this subject not a single one has been preserved*1

.

Ta ®v/3dL/ca.—Tke Theban Wars.

When CEdipus, on the discovery of his involuntary crime,

had either died or abandoned his throne, his sons Eteocles
and Polyneices agreed to reign on alternate years. Accord-
ing to some, Polyneices governed for the first year, and then
resigned his throne to his brother ; others say that Eteocles
was the first occupant of the royal seat : all are agreed that

when his year was expired he refused to make way for his

brother. Polyneices taking with him the collar and robe of
Harmonia fled to Argos, where Adrastos the son of Talaos son
of Bias then reigned. It was night when the Theban exile ar-

rived at the house of the king: before the door he met another
stranger, Tydeus the son of CEneus, also a fugitive : a quarrel

arose between them : at the clamour Adrastos came forth and
put an end to the conflict. An oracle had told this prince

that he should marry his two daughters to a lion and a bear,

and he now saw its accomplishment, for such were the orna-

ments on the shields of the strangers. He gave Deipyla to

a
II. vii. 469 ; xxi. 41. Od. xii. 09. h Theog. 992. seq.

c The fourth Pythian. d Unless we except the Medeia of Euripides.
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Tydeus, and Argeia to the Theban prince, engaging to restore

each to his country. The expedition against Thebes was the

first resolved on, and each valiant warrior was invited to share

in it.

Amphiaraos the son of Oicles was a soothsayer, and he

knew by his art that it was fated that Adrastos alone should

survive the war : he therefore declined taking part in the ex-

pedition, and warned the others against it. Polyneices was
advised to endeavour to gain Eriphyle, the sister of Adrastos

and wife of Amphiaraos, to his interest ; for on his marriage

Amphiaraos had agreed, that whenever he and Adrastos should

differ in opinion, the decision should be left to Eriphyle. Po-

lyneices therefore gave her the collar of Harmonia, and the

prophet was reluctantly forced to share in the war. He de-

parted with evil forebodings, charging his sons to avenge his

fate on their mother a
.

The leaders were seven : Adrastos, Amphiaraos, Capaneus,

Hippomedon,—Argives ; Parthenopaeos, an Arcadian ; Poly-

neices, a Theban ; Tydeus, an JEtolian b
.

The host marched to Nemea, where Lycurgos then reigned.

Being in want of water, Hypsipyle, the Lemnian princess,

whom her country-women had sold when they found that she

had saved her father, and who was now nurse to the infant

child of Lycurgos, undertook to guide them to a spring. She

left the child Opheltes lying on the grass, where a serpent

found and killed him. The leaders slew the serpent, and bu-

ried the child. Amphiaraos augured ill-luck from this event,

and called the child Archemoros c
. They then celebrated fu-

neral games in his honour. Adrastos gained the prize in the

horse-race, Eteocles in the foot-race, Tydeus in the cestus,

Amphiaraos in jumping and throwing the discus, Laodocos in

casting the javelin, Polyneices in wrestling, Parthenopaeos in

archery.

When they came to the banks of the Asopos near Cithaeron,

they despatched Tydeus to Thebes, to claim a restitution of

a See Od. xi. 326 ; xv. 244. seq.

b For the two last some gave Mecisteus and Eteocles son of Iphis.

c Opheltes (from o0is) as he died by the bite of the serpent. Archemoros

{Fate-beginner) as indicative of the evils which were to befall the chiefs.
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the rights of Polyneices. He arrived as the Cadmeians were

feasting in the halls of Eteocles ; and, after delivering his em-
bassy, challenged them to a trial of skill and strength, and
easily vanquished every one who contended with him. They
laid an ambush of fifty men for him on his return, all of whom
except Maeon, one of their leaders, he slew a

.

The Argive host appeared before the walls of Thebes. Each
chief chose one of its seven gates to attack ; Adrastos, the

Homoloian ; Capaneus, the Ogygian ; Amphiaraos, the Prce-

tian; Hippomedon, the Oncaian; Polyneices, the Hypsistian;

Parthenopasos, the Electrian ; Tydeus, the Crenian. Eteocles

set chiefs equal in number over the Thebans, and prepared

vigorously for defence. He consulted Teiresias, who declared

that victory would fall to Thebes, if Menceceus the son of

Creon gave himself a voluntary victim ; and that heroic youth
learning the response, slew himself at the gates of the city.

The fight began : the Cadmeians were driven into the city

:

Capaneus set a ladder against the wall, and was ascending,

when Zeus offended at his impious language struck him with

a thunderboltb
. The Argives fell back, and many were slain.

Both hosts now resolved that the brothers should decide their

quarrel in single combat. They fought, and fell by each

other's hands. The battle was then rekindled with fury, and
the four sons of Astacos greatly distinguished themselves, Is-

maros killing Hippomedon, Leades Eteocles, Amphidicos

Parthenopaeos, and Melanippos wounding Tydeus mortally.

As he lay expiring, Athena hastened to him with a medicine

which she had obtained from Zeus, and which would make
him immortal ; but Amphiaraos, who hated him as a chief

cause of the war, perceiving what the goddess was about, cut

off the head of Melanippos, whom Tydeus though wounded
had slain, and brought it to him. The savage warrior opened

it, and devoured the brain, and Athena in disgust withheld

her aid d . Amphiaraos himself fled from the spear of Pericly-

menos, along the Ismenos. A thunderbolt launched by Zeus

opened the ground, and he, his chariot, and his charioteer

3
II. iv. 283 ; v. 802. seq. ; x. 285. seq.

b Capaneus, from kcittvos, smoke.
c Bacchylides qp. Sen. Aristoph. Birds, 1536. d Eur. Fr. Meleag. 18.
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Bato, were swallowed up a
. Adrastos alone, owing to the

fleetness of his steed Areion, escapedb .

Creon, now king of Thebes, forbade the bodies of the Ar-

gives to be buried. Regardless of the menaced penalties, An-

tigone gave sepulture to the body of her brother Polyneices,

and was by Creon remorselessly entombed alive. Adrastos

flying to Athens took refuge at the altar of Mercy ; and The-

seus leading an Athenian army against the Thebans, forced

them to give the dead bodies to their friends. As Capaneus

lay on his burning pyre, his wife Euadne flung herself amidst

the flames, and expired.

Ten years afterwards the children (JLttljovoi, descendents)

of the chiefs who had fallen resolved to avenge the fate of

their sires c
. The god when consulted promised them victory

if led by Alcmse6n the son of Amphiaraos. Alcmaeon would

however first punish his mother ; but Eiyphile, who had re-

ceived the robe of Harinonia from Thersandros the son of Po-

lyneices, persuaded both him and his brother Amphilochos

to join in the expedition. ^Egialeus son of Adrastos, Dio-

medes of Tydeus, Promachos of Parthenopaeos, Sthenelos of

Capaneus, Eurypylos of Mecisteus, were the other leaders.

Alcmaeon had the chief command'1
.

They ravaged the villages about Thebes. A battle ensued,

in which Laodamas the son of Eteocles slew ^Egialeus, and
fell himself by the spear of Alcmaeon. The Thebans then

fled ; and by the advice of Teiresias, they secretly left their

city, which was entered and plundered by the Argives, and
Thersandros placed on the throne.

Alcmaeon on learning that his mother had taken a bribe

against himself, as well as his father, consulted Apollo, and
by his advice put her to death. He was immediately assailed

by her Erinnys. In phrenzy he roamed through Arcadia,

came first to his grandfather Oiclcs, and from him went to

Phegeus at Psophis, who purified him, and gave him his

a Find. Nem. ix. 57. seq.

b We have already (above, p. 178. note.) given what is perhaps the original sig-

nification of the name Adrastos ; but it may also be rendered Do-nought (a and
dpaio) adapted to this mythe. c

II. iv. 405.
a Pindar (Pyth. viii. 68. seq.) makes Adrastos command in this war also.
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daughter Arsinoe in marriage. He presented his bride with

the fatal collar and robe ; his disorder however still continued,

and the Pythia said that the Erinnys would never quit him

except in a place which the sea had disclosed posterior to his

parricide a
. He went to Calydon, thence to Thesprotia, whence

he was expelled, and coming to the springs of Acheloos was

purified by the river-god himself, who gave him to wife his

daughter Callirrhoe. On the soil just deposited by the stream

at its mouth he fixed his dwelling 13
.

Callirrhoe now longed for the collar and robe of Harmonia,

and refused to admit the embraces of her husband until she

had obtained them. Alcmaeon returned to Psophis, and telling

Phegeus that his madness would never end till he had depo-

sited the collar and robe at Delphi , got them from him ; but

his servant betraying his secret, the sons of Phegeus by order

oftheir father lay in wait for and slew him. Arsinoe on upbraid-

ing them with the murder was put by them into a chest and

brought to Agapenor the son of Ancaeos, at Tegea, and ac-

cused of the crime which they had committed.

When Callirrhoe heard of the fate ofher husband, she prayed

to Zeus, who had loved her, that her sons by Alcmaeon might

at once attain to manly age, to avenge their father. Her prayer

was granted, and they hastened to vengeance. The sons of

Phegeus on their way to Delphi to consecrate the collar and

robe, stopped at the house of Agapenor : here they met the

sons of Alcmaeon, who slew them, and then went to Psophis

and killed Phegeus and his wife. The Psophites pursued

them to Tegea ; the Tegeans and some Argives aided them,

and the Psophites were forced to retire. The youths returned

to their mother with the collar and robe, which by the direc-

tion of Acheloos they consecrated at Delphi, and then went

to Epeiros, and founded Acarnania.

In the preceding narrative we have probably the contents

a
Paus. viii. 24, 8.

b The Eehinades. See Thuc. ii. 102.

c Ephorus (Athen. vi. 232.) says that when Alcmpeon consulted the god about

the removal of his insanity, he got the following reply

:

Ti/a/ev fi' airels SCJpov fxaviav cnroTravvai'

Kai <tv Qepeiv Tifxriev t/xot yepas y 7tot€ firjrijp

'A/.i<piapaov eKpv\p' vtto yijv avrolcn avv ott\oi<s.

2 i
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of three of the poems of the Epic Cycle, namely the Thebais,

the Epigoni and the Alcmaeonis, but intermixed as usual with

the arbitrary fictions of the tragedians. The wars of Thebes
shared in antiquity the popular interest with that of Troy

;

and their claims to credibility as historic facts are perhaps

equally well founded. For our own part, as we doubt of the

proper historic character of every part of the mythic story of

Hellas, we feel disposed to view in the destiny of the Lab-
dacids a fine fiction, or series of fictions, constructed on per-

haps a slight foundation of reality, with a moral or religious

object; to show how in the order of nature punishment is

provided for the most secret and even unconscious violation

of its laws, and how the sins of the parents are visited on the

children, which we must recognise to be a law of nature. As
usual, the names of the chief persons are significant ; Laios is

the Unlucky, CEdipodes the Swollen or Inflated, Eteocles True-

glorious, Polyneices Strife-full, Antigone Contrary-birth*, and
so forth. There is also a moral intended to be conveyed in

the failure of the first expedition, led by arrogant boastful

chiefs, who despised the signs sent by the gods, and the suc-

cess of that conducted by their more pious sons, who acted

in obedience to the will of heaven. The story of Alcmaeon is

a parallel to that of Orestes, perhaps framed in imitation of

it ; and, as we may see, it is connected with the topography
of western Greece.

The cyclic poems have perished, as also has the Thebais of

Antimachus ; but the Thebais of the Latin poet Statius re-

mains, and the prose narratives of Apollodorus, Diodorus and
Hyginus, beside the scattered notices in the Scholiasts, Pau-
sanias and other authors. Of the dramas on this subject

there have come down to us the noble ' Seven against Thebes'
of ^Eschylus, the ' CEdipus King,' ' (Edipus at Colonos,' and
c Antigone' of Sophocles; and the c Phcenissae' and ' Sup-
pliants' of Euripides.

*

a
Ismene, the other sister, was probably invented for the sake of uniformity.
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Ta Tpcoi/ca. The Trojan War.

Zeus was, by Electra the daughter of Atlas, the father of

two sons, Iasion and Dardanos. The former was loved by
Demeter ; but Zeus on coming to the knowledge of this at-

tachment struck him with lightning a
. Dardanos afflicted at

the death of his brother left Samothrace, where they had
dwelt, and passed over to the main-land, where Teucros the

son of the river Scamandros and the nymph Idaea then reigned,

from whom the people were called Teucrians b
. He was well

received by this prince, who gave him his daughter Bateia c in

marriage, and a part of his territory, on which he built a town
called Dardanos. On the death of Teucros, he named the

whole country Dardania. He had two sons, Ilos and Eri-

chthonios, the former of whom died childless ; the latter, who
succeeded to the kingdom, was the most wealthy of men. His

three thousand mares and their foals fed in the marsh ; and
Boreas falling in love with them, changed himself into a horse,

and by them had twelve foals, which like the celestial steeds

could run on the ears of corn or the waves of the sead. By
Astyoche, daughter of the Simois, Erichthonios had a son

named Tros, who succeeded him on the throne.

Tros married Callirrhoe daughter of the Scamandros, who
bore him a daughter Cleopatra, and three sons Ilos, Assaracos,

and Ganymedes. This last was for his beauty carried off to

Olympos by the gods, to be the cup-bearer of Zeus, who gave

Tros in compensation some horses of the Olympian breed e
.

Assaracos married a daughter of the river Simois, by whom
he had a son named Capys, who was by Themis the daughter

of his brother Ilos father of Anchises, to whom Aphrodite bore

a son, iEneias. By secretly giving mortal mares to the ce-

a See above, p. 177. b This name does not occur in Homer.
c See II. ii. 813. d

II. xx. 220.
e Compare II. v. 265. 266. with xx. 234. 235. and these last with iv. 2. 3. See

Horn. Hymn iv. 202. seq. One of the Cyclic poets (ap. Sch. Eur. Orest. 1370.)

said that Zeus gave Laomedon a golden vine for Ganymedes.

*A[nre\ov i)v Kpovicjjs eiropev ov naidbs aicoiva

Xpvaeirjv ayavolaiv (pvWoiaiv KOfiooixrav

RoTpvai, roi>s "H^ttioros h.Tzaanr\(ja% irarpl doxev,

AvTup b Aaofiedovn iropev ravvfju'ieios dvn.

2 i 2
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lestial steeds of Tros, Anchises obtained six foals of surpassing

fleetness, four of which he kept, and two he gave to draw the

war-car of his son a
.

Ilos went to Phrygia, and won at wrestling, in games given

by the king, fifty youths and as many maids. The king also

in obedience to an oracle, gave him a spotted cow, and told

him to build a city where she should lie down. Ilos followed

the cow till she came to the hill of Ate (Mischief), where he

built the town of Ilion, named from himself. He prayed to

Zeus to give him a sign, and the following day he found the

Zeus-fallen Palladion lying before his tentb . This image of

Pallas-Athene, we are told, was three ells long, with its legs

joined, holding in one hand an elevated spear, in the other a

distaff and spindle.

Laomedon the son of Ilos married Strymo the daughter of

the Scamandros, by whom he had Tithonos (who was carried

off by Eos), Lampos, Clytios, Hiketaon, Priamos c and He-
sione, and two other daughters ; by the nymph Calybe he had

a son named Bucolidn d
.

Priamos reigned over Ilion after his father. He married

Hecabe (Hecuba), the daughter of Dymas the Phrygian e
, who

bore him nineteen f children, of whom the chief were Hector,

Paris or Alexandras, Deiphobos, Helenos, Troilos, Polites,

Polydoros, Cassandra^, Creiisa and Polyxene.

When Hecabe was about to lie-in of Paris, she dreamed
that she brought forth a burning torch, which set all Ilion in

flames. On her telling this dream to Priamos, he sent for his

son yEsacos, by a former wife Arisbe the daughter of Merops,

who had been reared and taught to interpret dreams by his

grandfather. ^Esacos declared that the child would be the

destruction of his country, and recommended to expose it.

As soon as born, the babe was given to a servant to be left

a
II. v. 268.

b Apollod. Paus. i. 28, 9. Arctinos {ap. Dion. Hal. A. K. i. 69.) said it was
given to Dardanos.

c
II. xx. 237 ; the genealogy from Dardanos to this point is given II. xx. 215-

239. d
II. vi. 23.

e
II. xvi. 718. Others said of Cisseus. See Eurip. Hec. 3.

f II. xxiv. 496.
g See above, p. 120. The story of Cassandra is unnoticed by Homer.
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on Ida to perish. The servant obeyed, but on returning at

the end of five days, he found that a bear had been nursing

the infant. Struck with this strange event, he took home

the babe, reared him as his own son, and named him Paris.

When Paris grew up he distinguished himself by his strength

and courage in repelling robbers from the flocks, and the

shepherds named him Alexandros a
. He was recognised by

his parents in the course of time, and he verified his mother's

dream b
.

Beside his children by Hecabe Priamos had several by

other women. The whole number of his offspring was fifty .

The preceding Trojan history has been formed, as we may
see, by Apollodorus and others from various hints in the Ilias,

especially the narrative of ^Eneias in the twentieth book. We
will now proceed to relate the war of Troy, following the Epic

Cycle, of which the first portion was the Cypriaof Stasinos.

Zeus seeing the earth overstocked with people, consulted

with Themis how to remedy the evil. The best course seem-

ing to be a war between Hellas and Troy, Discord, by his di-

rection, came to the banquet of the gods at the nuptials of

Peleus and Thetis, and flung down a golden apple, inscribed

" The apple for the Fair" (Tfj KaXfj to (ifjXov) d
. Hera, Athena

and Aphrodite claiming it, Zeus directed Hermes to conduct

them to Mount Ida to be judged by Alexandras the son of

Priamos. The prize was awarded to Aphrodite, who had pro-

mised the judge the beautiful Helena in marriage e
. Aphro-

dite then directs him to build a ship, and she desires her son

^Eneias to be the companion of his adventure. The sooth-

saying Helenos and Cassandra announce in vain the woes

that are to follow ; the vessel puts to sea, and Alexandros ar-

rives at Lacedaemon, where he is entertained by the Tyndarids.

At Sparta he shares the hospitality of Menelaos, the husband

of Helena. The Trojan at the banquet bestows gifts on his

fair hostess, and shortly after Menelaos sails to Crete, direct-

ing his wife to entertain the guests while they stayed. But

a 'Atto tov d\e£,eiv rods avdpas.
b Apollod. iii. 12. 5. This history of Paris is unknown to Homer. It is the le

gend of (Edipus, of Telephos, of Cyrus, of Romulus and Remus, etc.

c See Ii. xxiv. 495. d See Tzetz. Lvc. 93. e Sec II. xxiv. 28.
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Aphrodite joins Helena and Alexandros in love, and filling

the ship with the property of Menelaos they embark and de-

part. A tempest sent by Hera drives them to Sidon, which

city Alexandros takes and plunders, and sailing thence to Ilion

he there celebrates his marriage with Helenaa
.

Menelaos being informed by Iris of what had occurred, re-

turns home and consults with his brother Agamemnon about

an expedition against Ilion ; he then repairs to Nestor at Py-

los, and going through Hellas they assemble chiefs for the

war. Odysseus, loath to leave home, feigned madness, but

Palamedes b discovered his artifice by placing his young son

Telemachos before his plough. The chiefs at length all as-

sembled at Aulis in Bceotia ; and as they were sacrificing to

the gods at a fount beneath a plane-tree, a serpent came out

of the altar, and ascending the tree, where was a sparrow's

nest with eight young ones, devoured them all, and then the

mother herself; after which Zeus turned him into stone,

whence Calchos the soothsayer announced that they wTould

war against Troy for nine }^ears, and take it on the tenth d
.

They then set sail e
, and reached Teuthrania in Mysia on the

coast of Asia, and taking it for Troy they landed and ravaged

it. Telephos f the king of the country came to oppose them;

he killed Thersandros the son of Polyneices, but was himself

wounded by Achilleus. As they were sailing thence their fleet

was dispersed by a storm, and Achilleus being driven to the

isle of Scyros, espoused Deidameia the daughter of Lyco-

a According to Herodotus (ii. 117.) the Cypria made Alexandros reach Troy on

the third day.

evaei re

TlvevficiTi xp^caftevos \eiy re QakaoGy.

See Muller de Cyclo, p. 87.

b This name does not occur in Homer.
c

In the Ilias (xxiv. 765.) Helena says that she had been twenty years at Troy.

According to Tzetzes (Antehom. 168.) the Greeks were ten years preparing for

the war.
d See II. ii. 305. seq.
e According to Tzetzes (Lye. 570.) the poet of the Cypria made the Greeks stop

at Delos, where Anios the son of Apollo urged them to remain for the nine years,

assuring them that his three daughters would support them. These maidens were

named CEno (Wine-yiver), Spernio {Seed-yiver), and Ela'is (Oil-yiver),

f See above, p. 367.
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medes a
. Telephos having by direction of an oracle come to

Argos in search of a cure for his wound, he is healed by Achil-

leus, and undertakes to conduct the Greeks to Troy.

The fleet again assembled at Aulis, but Agamemnon having

killed a deer at the chase, boasted that he was superior in skill

to Artemis, and the offended goddess sent adverse winds to

detain the fleet. Calchos having announced that her wrath

could only be appeased by the sacrifice of Iphigeneia, the

daughter of the offender, that maiden was brought to the

camp under the pretence of being married to Achilleus. As

they were in the act of sacrificing her, the goddess moved

with pity snatched her away, leaving a hind in her place, and

carried her to Tauria, where she made her immortalb
.

The wind now proving fair the fleet made sail, and reached

the isle of Tenedos ; and here Philoctetes being bitten by a

water-snake, the smell from his wound proved so offensive,

that they carried him to the isle of Lemnos and left him there c
.

Achilleus having joined them at Tenedos, a quarrel took place

between him and Agamemnon ; but it was made up, and the

Achaean host passed over to the coast of Troy. The Trojans

came to oppose their landing, and Protesilaos fell by the hand

of Hector ; but Achilleus having slain Cycnos the son of Po-

seidon, put the enemy to flight. An embassy was then sent,

requiring the Trojans to give back Helena and the property

taken with her, but a refusal was returned. An assault on

the town having failed, the Achaeans turned to ravaging the

a The common account is that Thetis had concealed him as a maiden among the

daughters of Lycomedes, and that Odysseus discovered him hy going as a pedlar

with some arms among his women's wares, which at once attracted the attention

of Achilleus. This narrative, which is directly contrary to that of the Ilias and the

Cypria, occurred in the Epic Cycle according to the scholiast on II. xix. 332.

b The name and story of Iphigeneia {Strong-born) are unnoticed by Homer.

Iphigeneia is probably an epithet of Artemis. She is the same with the Artemis-

Orthia of Sparta, at whose altar the boys were scourged. It was probably this rite

that caused Iphigeneia to be identified with the * Virgin,' to whom human victims

were offered by the Taurians (Herod, iv. 103.). The story of Iphigeneia was then

invented to account for the similarity. There may however have been an ancient

Grecian legend of Iphigeneia. See Miiller, Dor. i. 397. seq. This writer thinks

that Lemnos was the original mytliic Tauria, whence the name was transferred to

the Euxine.
c See II. ii. 721.
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surrounding country, and took several towns. Soon after

Achilleus being desirous of seeing Helena, he had an inter-

view with her by means of Thetis and Aphrodite ; and when

the Achaeans had thoughts of giving over the enterprise he

prevented their departure. He then took some other towns,

killed Troilos, and captured and sold for a slave Lycaon, an-

other of the sons of Priamos. In the division of the spoil a

maiden named Briseis fell to the share of Achilleus, and Chry-

seis the daughter of Chryses, the priest of Apollo, to Aga-

memnon. Odysseus, who had long meditated vengeance on

Palamedes, now carried it into effect ; a forged letter, as from

king Priamos, was placed in his bed, and he was stoned by

the troops as a traitor a .

Chryses came to the camp to ransom his daughter, but he

wras driven away with insult by Agamemnon. At his prayer

Apollo sent a pestilence among the Achaeans. Achilleus ha-

ving called an assembly to inquire into the cause of it, Cal-

chos declared the truth, adding that it would not cease till

the maiden wras restored to her father. Agamemnon ex-

pressed his willingness to give her up, but said that some
maiden must be given to him in her place. A violent dispute

between him and Achilleus arises ; the assembly breaks up

;

Chrysei's is sent back to her father, and the heralds of the

king take Briseis away from Achilleus. The injured prince

complains to his mother, at whose entreaty Zeus promises to

punish the Achaeans, by giving victory to the Trojans. Ac-
cordingly Achilleus abstains from war ; and though the Achae-

ans build a wall to defend their tents and ships, they are un-

able to resist Hector and the Trojans favoured by Zeus. The
ships are on the point of being burnt, when Achilleus allows

his friend Patroclos to lead forth his troops. The Trojans

are driven back to their town, but Patroclos at last falls by
the hand of Hector. Rage and grief at the death of his friend

overcome the wrath of Achilleus. He is reconciled to Aga-
memnon ; his mother brings him armour made by Hephaestos;

he goes forth to battle, routs the Trojans, and slays Hector,

whose corpse he binds to his chariot, and drags round the

a Thus far the narrative of the Cypria ; that of the Ilias succeeds.
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walls of Troy. He then gives a magnificent funeral to Patro-

clos, and on the supplication of the aged Priamos, who comes
to his tent by night with a ransom, he restores the body of

Hector, which the Trojans burn with due solemnity a
.

Penthesileia, daughter of Ares, queen of the Amazons, now
leads her female warriors to the aid of Troy. But in the first

engagement she falls by the hand of Achilleus, who struck

with her beauty gives her body back to the Trojans that they

may perform her obsequies. Thersites railing at the hero,

as if he had been in love with the slain, is killed by him ; this

causes a dissension, and Achilleus sails to Lesbos, where ha-

ving sacrificed to Leto, Apollo and Artemis, he is purified of

the bloodshed by Odysseus.

Memnon the ^Ethiopian, the son of Eos, now comes to the

aid of the Trojans b
. He was arrayed in Hephaestean armour,

and Antilochos the son of Nestor falls by his hand ; he is him-
self slain by Achilleus, but his mother obtains immortality for

him from Zeus. Achilleus chases the Trojans to the city, and
as he is forcing his way in he is slain by Paris and Apollo. A
furious fight arises over his body, which Aias at length takes

up and carries to the ships, while Odysseus keeps off the Tro-
jans. Thetis comes with her sisters and the Muses and mourns
her son ; she snatches him from the pyre and conveys him to

the White Isle. The Achaeans heap up his mound, games are

celebrated, and Thetis proposing his armour as the prize of

him who had done most to save his corse, Aias and Odysseus
contend for it c

.

The judges, who were Trojan captives, having awarded the

arms to Odysseus, Aias loses his senses and falls on and
slaughters the cattle in the camp, and then slays himself.

Odysseus soon after takes Helenos by stratagem, and havino-

learned from him how Troy might be captured, Diomedes is

sent to Lemnos to fetch Philoctetes, who being cured by Ma-
chaon kills Alexandros. Menelaos mutilates the corse, which
the Trojans then receive and give to the pyre d

. Deiphobos

a The iEthiopis of Arctinos follows. b See Od. iv. 188.
c The iEthiopis ends here, and the Little Ilias of Lesches commences.
d Paris when a shepherd had married the nymph (Enone, who warned him

against the consequences of his voyage to Greece. She at the same time told him
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marries Helena, and Odysseus fetches from Scyros Neoptole-

mos, the son of Achilleus, and gives him his father's armour.
The shade of Achilleus appears to the young warrior, who
slays Eurypylos the son of Telephos, an ally of the Trojans,

whose town is now closely beleaguered. By the directions of

Athena Epeios constructs a huge horse of wood. Odysseus
meantime disfiguring himself enters Troy as a spy ; he is re-

cognised by Helena, and concerts with her the mode of taking

the cjty. He kills some of the Trojans and escapes to the

ships. Diomedes then steals the Palladion out of Ilion,

and the horse being completed the bravest warriors conceal

themselves in it, and the rest set fire to their tents and sail

away to Tenedos. The Trojans, thinking their toils and dan-

gers all over, break down a part of their walls, and drawing

the horse into the city indulge in festivity a
.

There was a debate what to do with the horse ; some were
for throwing it from the rock, others for burning it, others for

consecrating it to Pallas-Athene b
. This last opinion prevailed,

and the banquets were spread. Two huge serpents now ap-

peared and destroyed Laocoon and one of his sons, dismayed

by which prodigy ^Eneias forthwith retired to Mount Ida.

Sinon then, who had gotten into the town by means of a forged

tale, raised torches as a signal to those at Tenedos. They re-

turn,the warriors descendfrom the horse, and the town is taken.

Neoptolemos slays Priamos at the altar of the Herceian Zeus.

Menelaos kills Deiphobos and leads Helena to the ships. Aias

Oi'leus seizing Cassandra, she grasped the statue of Athena,

which he dragged with her; the Achaeans were about to stone

him, but he fled to the altar of the goddess. Odysseus killed

Astyanax the young son of Hector, whose widow Andromache
became the prize of Neoptolemos. Polyxene was sacrificed on
the tomb of Achilleus.

to come to her if ever he was wounded, as she alone could cure him. He did so

now, but offended at his desertion of her, she refused her aid, and he died on his

return to Ilion. Repenting of her cruelty (Enone hastened to his relief, but coming
too late she threw herself on his pyre and died. Apollod. hi. 12. 6. Quint. Smyr.
x. 259. seq. Conon, 22. Parthen. 4. It must have been in the Epic Cycle.

a Here ends the Little llias ; the remaining narrative is from the Destruction of

Ilion of Arctinos.
b See Od. viii. 505. seq.
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Such is the narrative of the Trojan war as it appeared in the

Epic Cycle. It was a subject above all others however sub-

ject to variation and addition, and were we to give all these

details we should extend our narrative to a disproportionate

length. We shall therefore only enumerate the names of the

principal heroes mentioned by Homer. These were Agamem-

non and Menelaos sons of Atreus (the former of whom had

the chief command) , Nestor the son of Neleus, and his sons

Antilochos and Thrasymedes, Odysseus son of Laertes, Dio-

medes and Sthenelos sons of Tydeus and Capaneus, Aias

(Ajax) and Teucros sons of Telamon, Aias son of O'ileus, the

Cretan princes Idomeneus and Meriones, Thoas the /Etolian,

and Tlepolemos son of Heracles. The warriors from the dif-

ferent parts of Thessaly were led by Achilleus son of Peleus

and Thetis and his friend Patroclos, Eumelos son of Admetos,

Philoctetes son of Poeas, Podaleirios and Machaon sons of

Asclepios, Protesilaos and other chiefs. The number of ships

was one thousand one hundred and eighty-six, and they car-

ried upwards of one hundred thousand men a
. The Trojans

were led by Hector son of Priamos and his brothers, by ^Eneias

son of Anchises, and by the sons of Antenor, and they were

aided by the warriors of all the adjoining countries, led by

Sarpedon the son of Zeus, by Glaucos, Pandaros, Asios, and

other princes.

01 NocrTot. The Returns.

After the destruction of Troy, the Achaean chiefs held a

council to deliberate on their return home. Agamemnon ad-

vised to stay some days, and offer sacrifices to conciliate the

gods: Menelaos urged an immediate departure: the chiefs

and the people were divided. Next morning Menelaos, Nestor,

Diomedes, Odysseus, and one half of the army passed over

to the isle of Tenedos. Odysseus however quitted them, and

returned to Agamemnon ; and the others, with the exception

of Menelaos, sailed away and reached their homes in safety b .

a See the Catalogue. The Boeotian vessels carried one hundred and twenty men

(II. ii. 510), the Thessalian only fifty (II. ii. 719; xvi. 170.). A mean gives the

ahove result.

h Od. iii. 137. seq.
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Cassandra the daughter of Priamos had fallen to the share

of the king of Mycenae in the division of the spoil, and she

was the companion of his return. A storm arising, he was

driven to that part of the coast where iEgisthos the son of

Thyestes resided. During his absence /Egisthos had carried

on an adulterous intercourse with Clytaemnestra, the queen of

Agamemnon, and he had set a watchman, with a promise of

a large reward, to give him tidings of the return of the king.

As soon as he learned that he was on the coast, he went out

to welcome him, and invited him to his house. At the ban-

quet in the evening, he, with the participation of Clytaemnes-

tra, placed twenty men in concealment, who fell on and slaugh-

tered him, Cassandra, and all his companions ; who, however,

died not unrevenged, for ^Egisthos alone was left alive a
.

yEgisthos now occupied the throne ; but Orestes the son

of Agamemnon was still alive. He had been saved by one of

his sisters, and sent to Phocis to Strophios, with whose son

Pylades he formed a strict friendship. When he grew up he

and Pylades secretly returned to Mycenae b
, where he killed

his mother and iEgisthos. The Erinnyes of his mother per-

secuting him, he fled to Delphi, whose god had urged him to

commit the deed, and thence went to Athens, where he was

acquitted by the court of Areiopagos. He took possession of

the throne of his father, and married Hermione the daughter

of Menelaos, by whom he had two sons, Tisamenos and Pen-

thilos, who were driven from their country by the Heracleids.

Some say that Orestes killed at Delphi Neoptolemos the son

of Achilleus, to whom Menelaos had given Hermione in mar-

riage .

The daughters of Agamemnon were Laodice or Electra,

Chrysothemis, and Iphianassa or Iphigeneia d
. The tale of

the sacrifice of this last at Aulis to obtain a favourable wind

has been already related e
.

Menelaos stayed at Tenedos after his companions, whom he

a Od. iv. 512. seq. xi. 405. seq.

b Homer (Od. iii. 307.) says he came in the eighth year from Athens.

c See the tragedians and Apollodorus.

d II. ix. 145.
c See above, p. 487.
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overtook at Lesbos. He and Nestor kept company until they

reached Cape Sunion in Attica. Apollo here slew with his

c gentle darts' Phrontis, the pilot of Menelaos' ship, who was

obliged to stay to bury him. Having performed the due rites,

he again put to sea ; but as he approached Cape Maleia, Zeus

sent forth a storm which drove some of his vessels to Crete,

where they went to pieces against the rocks. Five, on board

of one of which was Menelaos himself, were carried by the

wind and waves to Egypt 81
.

During the eight years of his absence Menelaos visited all

the adjacent coasts, Cyprus, Phoenicia and Egypt, the /Ethio-

pians, Sidonians and Erembians, and Libyab
, where the lambs

are born horned, and the sheep yean three times a year,

and milk, cheese, and flesh are in the utmost abundance, for

king and shepherd alike. In these various countries he col-

lected much wealth ; but leaving Egypt on his voyage home-
wards, he neglected offering sacrifices to the gods, and was in

consequence detained by want of wind at the isle of Pharos,

which was distant from Egypt a day's sail of a ship with a

favouring breeze. They were here twenty days : their stock

of provisions was nearly run out, and they were obliged to

pass the day in endeavouring to catch fish to support them

;

when the sea-nymph Eidothea the daughter of Proteus met
Menelaos wandering alone, and informed him how to catch

her father, and learn from him what he was to do. Menelaos

followed her directions ; and by the advice of the old sea-god c

he returned to the river ^Egyptos, and there offered due sacri-

fices to the immortal gods. A favourable wind was then sent

by them, which speedily carried him homewards; and he

arrived in his native country on the very day that Orestes was

giving the funeral feast for his mother and ^Egisthos, whom he

had slain d .

Helena was, according to Homer, the companion of all the

wanderings of Menelaos ; but the Egyptian priests pretended

a Od. iii. 276. seq.

b Od. iv. 81. seq. We thus see that Menelaos visited all the eastern as Odys-

seus did all the western part of the Mediterranean. Libya must have bordered on

the Lotus-eaters.
c

See above, p. 247. d Od. iv. 351. seq.
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that Paris was driven by adverse winds to Egypt, where Pro-

teus, who was then king, learning the truth, kept Helena and

dismissed Paris ; that the Greeks would not believe the Tro-

jans, that she was not in their city, till they had taken it ; and

that then Menelaos sailed to Egypt, where his wife was re-

stored to him a
.

Odysseus sailed with the part of the army which left Aga-

memnon as far as Tenedos ; but he there quitted them and

returned to the kingb
. On again setting out homewards he

landed in the country of the Ciconians in Thrace, where his

men took and burned the town of Ismaros ; but delaying on

the coast and feasting, they were attacked by the Ciconians

and driven to their ships, with the loss of six men out of each.

Sailing thence they were assailed by a storm, from which they

were obliged to seek refuge on shore. On the third day, the

weather clearing, they put again to sea, and had a prosperous

voyage till they were doubling Cape Maleia, when a violent

north-east wind arose, and carried them to the country of the

Lotus-eaters.

The wanderings of Odysseus until his arrival in the island

of the Phaeacians have been already related d . He was most

hospitably received by Alcinoos the king of that people, and

one of their magic vessels conveyed him and the gifts which

they had given him to his native isle ; the sailors departed,

leaving him, who was asleep, with his wealth on the shore.

On awaking he was informed by Athena where he was ; and

going to the house of his swineherd Eumaeos, there met and

revealed himself to his son Telemachos. After a variety of

adventures, he succeeded in killing the princes who wooed his

chaste spouse Penelope and wasted his substance e
.

After the death of the suitors Odysseus having offered a

a Herod, ii. 113—121. The fiction was as old as the time of Stesichorus, who said

that Proteus gave Paris a phantom (e'idojXov) of Helena, which he took to Troy.

See Plato, Rep. ix. 586. Phaedr. 243. Eudocia, 35. 329. Euripides in his ' He-

lena' follows this account.

b Od. iii. 162.
c
Od. ix. 39. seq.

d See ahove, Part I. c. xix.

e The Odyssey ends here ; in the Cycle the narrative was continued by the Te-

legonia of Eugammon.
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sacrifice to the Nymphs sailed over to Elis to look after his

cattle, and on his return he went as directed by Teiresias to

Thesprotia, where he married the queen Callidice. Heading

her subjects in a war against the Brygians, he was opposed

by Arcs and aided by Athena, and Apollo interfered to ter-

minate the contest. After the death of Callidice Odysseus

gave the kingdom to his son by her, named Polypcetes, and
returned to Ithaca. Soon after, Telegonos, his son by Circe,

coming in quest of him, landed and began to plunder the isle,

and Odysseus going to oppose him fell by his hand a
. Tele-

gonos, on learning whom he had unwittingly slain, took Pe-

nelope and Telemachos and the body of his father with him
to his mother's isle. Circe there made them immortal, and

she herselfmarriedTelemachos, and Penelope became the bride

of Telegonos.

The literature of the Trojan war was very copious. Of
the original poems the Tlias and Odyssey alone have come
down to us ; fragments only exist of the remaining parts of

the Cycle ; to judge by those of the Cypria it must have been

a very beautiful poem ; those of the others are too scanty to

enable us to form an opinion of their merit. The brief abs-

tract of their contents given above is derived from two frag-

ments of the Chrestomathy of Proclus, of which the one, con-

taining the epitome of the Cypria, was discovered by Tychsen

in a manuscript of the Ilias in the library of the Escurial, the

other, containing the remainder,by Siebenkees in a manuscript

Homer at Venice. It is by these fragments that critics have

been able to ascertain what the Epic Cycle really was.

The Cycle, as we have observed, existed long after the com-

mencement of the Christian aera, and various poems appear

to have been made from it. That of Quintus Smyrnreus in

fourteen books, contains the narrative from the end of the Ilias

a In our remarks on the story of Soohrab in the ' Tales and Popular Fictions

'

(p. 164.) we should have said, " The circumstance of a son th?is slain by his father,

etc." for the subject of the Euryalos of Sophocles was the death of a son of Odys-

seus, whose birth was somewhat like that of Soohrab, and who was sent in quest

of him by his mother, and through the artifice of Penelope falls by Ids hands.

Parthen. Erot. 3.
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to the taking of Troy, which last event is the subject of the

poem of Tryphiodorus, while Coluthus sang the abduction of

Helena, and Tzetzes in three books put into verse the events

before, in, and after the Ilias. To these later times also belong

the tasteless pragmatised narratives in prose ascribed to Dic-

tys of Crete, and Dares the Phrygian, two notorious forge-

ries. Much matter relating to the war of Troy will be found

in Eudocia and the scholiasts, and in the Latin Hyginus.

iEschylus' magnificent trilogy, the Oresteia, consisting of

the Agamemnon, the Choephoras, and the Eumenides, is the

only portion of his works on this subject which has reached

us; of Sophocles we have the Philoctetes, Ajax and Electra,

and of Euripides the Hecuba, Troades, Andromache, Helena,

Electra and Orestes ; we have also the Rhesus ofanother poet.

The Cassandra of Lycophron with the notes of the Tzetzes

contains much Troic matter. Ovid gives the war a place in

his Metamorphoses, and Statius has left an imperfect poem on

the subject of Achilleus.

Having arrived at the closing event of the Grecian mytho-

logy, we will now briefly consider the question of its reality.

Of the number of ships and warriors before Troy we shall say

nothing, it being the palpable exaggeration of national and
local vanity. Who could believe, for example, that Athens, in

a quarrel not her own, sent to the coast of Asia, there to re-

main for ten years, a force the one half of that which she op-

posed to the Barbarians when fighting for her existence a at

Marathon ? The question is, did a confederated Hellenic army
actually invade and conquer a powerful realm on the coast of

Asia?

To this we are inclined to answer in the negative. We have

seen the personages and events of Grecian mythology gra-

dually dissolve into air as we approached them, at times how-
ever showing a slight substratum of reality which gave them
support. Such was the voyage of the Argonauts ; such too

a The Catalogue gives the Athenians fifty ships. But what is this to the ninety

of Pvlos ?
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Ave think was the war of c Troy divine.' As the former rested

on the voyages of the Minyans, so the latter had its origin in

the early settlements of the Greeks on the coast of Asia and

the contests they had to sustain with the original owners of

the soil. These settlements were probably long before the

time of the Dorian Migration ; for we must not give implicit

credit to what is called the early Grecian history, which is

nothing but a scientific product from epic poems and local

traditions a
. We have before noticed the Grecian habit of

supposing that their gods or heroes had already visited or con-

quered the country which they themselves had acquired, and

supposing therefore Achseans from the Peloponnese to have

conquered a tract about the Hellespont, they may easily have

conceived that the great hero of Argos, Heracles, had done the

same, or that a monarch of Argos had led a host thither and

taken and plundered a large city. This may have been at first

a simple tradition; it may have been then expanded in ballads;

the number of warriors have been increased as colonists from

other parts of Hellas came to partake in them ; the artificial

mounds which lie scattered over the plain, the tombs probably

of princes and warriors of an extinct race, have been regarded

as those of Trojan and Achaean chiefs b
; and thus the war may

have finally acquired the magnitude and importance which it

displays in the Ilias.

A cause for this war was to be assigned, and the manners

of the age may have suggested that of the abduction of a Gre-

cian princess . But we have shown that the person selected

is a purely imaginary being, a mere personification of the moon.

Other names indicate ideal personages also : those ofAgamem-
non and Menelaos appear to denote the lonrj stay of the army

before Troy; Odysseus is apparently the Wanderer; while

Achilleus, Nestor, and others are merely the heroes of dif-

ferent parts of Hellas introduced into the cycle of the Trojan

a See Buttmann, Mytholog. ii. 184. 210.

b See Ritter, Vorhalle, &c. p. 248. seq. There are six of them marked on Gell's

map of the Troas.
c Payne Knight (Proleg. § 54.) finds the cause in the great magnitudes of the

empires of Agamemnon and Priamos, and thence their mutual jealousy. He also

supposes the Pelopids to have meditated the recovery of the dominion of which

the Dardanids had deprived Tantalos.

2 K
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war. Again; when we find the Greeks at war with any real

people, we may observe that the names of the adverse leaders

have no similarity to Grecian ones ; but all those of the Tro-

jans and their allies are if possible more Greek than those of

some of the Achaean chiefs. Such are Deiphobos, Antenor,

Alexandros, Andromache; Hector plainly signifies the de-

fender (e%a>), equivalent to that of his son Astyanax a
; the

leaders of the people of the far-off Alybe are named Odios

and Epistrophos. It is thus that significant names are given

to the Centaurs, the Amazons, and above all to that beautiful

poetic creation, the Phaeacians.

The union for a common object ascribed to the Greeks in

this mythe is totally repugnant to their natural character

;

even the invasion of Xerxes failed to unite them. The length

of the war too is incredible ; no volunteer army would ever

have remained so long absent from their homes and families.

We very much doubt if the war-car ever was used in Greece,

as no vestige of such a custom was to be found in the historic

times. It is not unlikely that this Asiatic usage was trans-

ferred by the poets to the mythic ages of Hellas. We could

make many more objections than these, but we will abstain,

as it is probable that our scepticism may only serve to alienate

some of our readers. Our conviction however is, that the

siege of Troy is little more real than that of Albracca, of

which ( romances tellV

The War of Troy and the Returns terminate the mythic

history of Greece. The Dorian Migration, or Return of the

Heracleids, though greatly mingled with fable, is a real event.

For some centuries the history of Greece is semi-mythic ; such

is the form of even the Persian war. After that it is related

by contemporary writers, and becomes as true as that of any

other people.

We have thus seen that the heroes, like the gods, of Greece

were the pure creations of imagination. At the waving of the

a " Olos yap epvero"l\iov"EicT(op." II. vi. 403. See Plato Cratyl. 394. Welcker,

Tril. 288.
b Most of the objections here urged will be found in Bryant's ' Dissertation on

the War of Troy,' an essay which we had not read when the above was written.
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mythologic wand they have all melted into air5 and Grecian

history appears to us emerging from a kind of fairy-land.

This is in our eyes a beautiful prospect. No one can believe

the mythes in their present form ; and nothing can be more

dry and insipid than the manner in which the pragmatisers

seek to convert them into real history. Yet in the earlier and

better days of Greece they were undoubted articles of actual

belief; and Hesiod probably gave no more than the popular

creed when he said of the heroes^

And now with minds free from all care they dwell

In the Islands of the Blest, by Ocean's deep-

Eddying stream, the heroes fortunate,

For whom the bounteous earth thrice every year

Yieldeth fair blooming fruit as honey sweet a
.

1 Works, 170. seg. The inventors of the mythic legends however could hardly

have believed them to be true. Anaxagoras and other early philosophers regarded

even the Ilias as an ethic allegory ; but this was a mistaken view. Single mythes,

such as those of Ixion and Tantalos, certainly were such. It is possible that the

Isles of the Blest, exclusively reserved for the Heroes, were a fiction similar to the

Isle of Venus of Canioes (one of the most beautiful creations of modern genius),

which he assures us was an allegory. The original lines are so fine, that we cannot

refrain from quoting some of them.

Que as nymphas do Oceano tao formosas,

Tethys, e a ilha angelica pintada,

Outra cousa nao he que as deleitosas

Honras que a vida fazem sublimada :

Aquellas preeminencias gloriosas,

Os triumphos, a fronte coroada

De palma e louro, a gloria e maravilha,

Estes sao os deleites desta ilha.—Os Lusiadas, C. ix. st. 89.

2 k 2





MYTHOLOGY OF ITALY.

Chapter I.

INTRODUCTION.

Early State of Italy and Rome,

No fact of the times anterior to history seems to be more sa-

tisfactorily ascertained, than that of Italy having been long be-

fore the foundation of Rome a highly populous and industri-

ously cultivated region. But all records of those times, if

such did ever exist, are lost never to be recovered ; and it is

only from the remains of their operations on the solid surface

of the earth—their gigantic buildings, lakes, and canals—that

we are left to conjecture the state of the ancient inhabitants

of Italy a .

In the times of the early history of Rome, three principal

nations possessed the central part of the Peninsula. These

•were the Etruscans, the Latins, and the Sabellians. The city

of Rome, whose origin is involved in such obscurity, rose on

the confines of these three nations : her population was formed

out of them : she derived from them all her institutions ; and

among others her religious doctrines and rites, which she

moulded and mingled in such a manner as to make it now
nearly impossible to assign with certainty to each its part in

the combined whole which Roman story displays.

Popular poetry is, as the example of ancient Greece shows,

the great preserver of the popular religion in a society where

it is of a complex and varied nature. That of Greece teemed

with legends of the adventures of its gods ; each of which be-

came the theme of popular verse, passed from mouth to mouth,

was sung at the festivals of the deity whose acts it recorded,

a Niebuhr's Hist, of Rome, i. 1 70. seq.
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was varied, changed, and modified by the narrators ; and when
at length, by opening an intercourse Avith Egypt, Greece ob-

tained, in the papyrus, the means of preserving her literature,

numbers of these legends were secured from the weakness and

defects of the memory. Thousands of others still floated about,

and were gradually sunk in the stream of oblivion.

But in Italy the case was different: the people of this country

seem not to have possessed the lively fancy and ready inven-

tion of the natives of Hellas. Their religion was, as far as we
can discern, of a more serious character ; no wars or crimes

polluted the beings whom they adored ; and the virtue of the

Italian maids and matrons was safe from the lust of the gods

who ruled over mankinds Hence the most fruitful source of

Grecian legend was wanting in Italy ; and the poet, when he

would raise a hymn to accompany the sacrifice to a god, could

only, like a Christian bard, extol his goodness and implore his

favour. When, therefore, the papyrus made its way to Italy,

though it might have found numerous ballads in praise of il-

lustrious men, and hymns in honour of the gods to record, it

met no love-adventures of the latter to impress on its pages.

The cause of this character of the Italian religion it is scarcely

possible to assign ; even at the present day Italy yields to

Spain in the number, variety and poetic character of the le-

gends of the lives and miracles of the Saints, as she did to

Hellas in the mythes of gods and heroes b .

Beside the religious systems and deities of the three nations

above enumerated which Home adopted, she early,—even in

the regal period,—began, with that facility which always dis-

tinguished her, to appropriate the gods of Greece. Her know-
ledge of them was, it is probable, chiefly derived from the Gre-
cian colonies in Italy; from whom she also obtained those

oracles called the Sibylline Books, which are known to have

a See the praises which Dionysius (Antiq. Rom. i. 18, 19.) hestows on this ac-

count on the religion of the Romans, which we may observe had no deity answering

to the Eros of the Greeks. In our observations above we include all the religions

of Italy ; and we allude to the Hellenic, not the Pelasgian form, of the Grecian

mythes. In their original and true sense they were, as we have seen, perfectly

pure and moral.
b In like manner Spain is much richer in romances of chivalry.
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been Greek, and which always enjoined the adoption of Gre-

cian rites and Grecian deities.

When her arms had penetrated to the south of the Penin-

sula, and the cities of Magna Grascia acknowledged her do-

minion, poets of this country sought the favour of the Mistress

of Italy, by celebrating her origin and her deeds in her own
language. Naevius the Campanian sang, in Saturnian verse,

(the ancient measure of Italian poetry,) the chief events from

the voyage of /Eneas to the end of the first Punic war. The

Calabrian Ennius boldly and contemptuously sought to banish

the rude free form of measure in which the Romans at their

banquets sang the deeds of their fathers, and digested in Gre-

cian hexameters the events which it recorded into his Annals.

Grecian forms now supplanted ail the old Italian ones : Gre-

cian mythology, with all its legends, was rapidly poured in

upon Rome. Each succeeding age saw the Graeco-mania in-

crease : the people of education looked with contempt on the

rude lays of their forefathers and their simpler religion ; the

homely old ballads of the Cossi and Cethegi fell into oblivion;

the entire literature of Rome became Grecian ; and the extant

Roman poetry is little more than a transcript of that of

Greece.

Italian mythes, as has been observed, do not exist. In Vir-

gil and Ovid we meet a few adventures of the old Italian dei-

ties framed in imitation of those of Greece, but totally repug-

nant to the religious ideas of Italy. For our knowledge of the

objects of Italian worship we are chiefly indebted to these

poets, and to Varro, Gellins, Macrobius, and the Latin Fa-

thers of the Church. In all of them we discern the influence

of the principles of Euhemerus introduced into Rome by

Ennius.

The Etruscan Religion.

The disposition of the Etruscans was melancholy and se-

rious ; their form of government a rigid aristocracy, admi-

nistered by an hereditary race or caste of priestly nobility.

Their religion was founded on peculiar views of the world and

its periods, and the art of learning the will of the supernal

powers by the thunder, the lightning, and other aerial phoe-
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nomena. The rules and principles of this science were con-

tained in books ascribed to a subterranean daemon named
Tages, who, the Tuscan legend said, had risen up, a babe in

form, an aged man in wisdom, from under the soil before the

plough of a peasant of Tarquinii as he was at his work, and

who instructed the people in divination a
.

According to the doctrine of the Etruscans there were two
orders of gods, the one superior, veiled and nameless, with

whom the supreme god took counsel when about to announce

by lightning any change in the present order of things b
. The

other consisted of twelve gods, six male and as many female,

his ordinary council. These were called by the common name
of Consentes or Complices (the Latin of the Etruscan word),

according to Varro c because they are born and die together.

The general Etruscan term for a god was iEsar d
.

The supreme god of the Tuscans, answering to the Zeus of

the Greeks, the Jupiter of the Romans, was named Tina e
. A

goddess named Kupra was called by the Romans Juno ; and
another, named Menerfa or Menrfa, was the original of the

Minerva of Rome. These three deities had always contiguous

temples on the citadel of every Etruscan city f
. Hence the

united temples of Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva, which crowned
the Capitol at Rome.
A goddess named Nortia, answering to the Roman Fortuna,

was worshiped at the Tuscan cities of Sutri and Vulsinii?.

Vertumnus also was one of the principal deities of Etruria h .

The Tuscan god of the under-world was named Mantus 1
, and

there was a goddess of it called Mania. The Lars, which
form so conspicuous a portion of the Roman religion, it is

probable belonged originally to the Etruscan system.

The Etruscans had also deities answering to the Neptunus,
Mars, Saturnus, Janus, Vulcanus, Summanus, Vejovis and
others of the Romans. Nine were held to have the power of

a
Cic. De Div. ii. 23. Ovid; Met. xv. 558. Joh. Lydus, De Ostentis, iii.

b Seneca, Qu. Nat. ii. 41. Festus v. Manubiae.
c Ap. Arnob. iii. 123. d Suetonius, Octav. 97. Dion. Cass. lvi. 29.
e Said to be a corruption of Zy)va.

f Serv. Mn. i. 422. * Livy, vii. 3. Juvenal, x. 74. Tertul. Apol. 24.
h Varro, L. L. iv. p. 14. (Bip.)

5 Serv. iEn. x. 199.
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casting the lightning, namely, Jupiter, Juno, Minerva, Ve-

jovis, Summanus, Vulcanus, Saturnus, Mars. It is uncertain

who was the ninth.

As soon as an intercourse was opened between Etruria and

Greece or her colonies, the Grecian mythology made most

rapid progress in that country ; and the deities and legends

of Greece became so closely interwoven in the system of

Etruria, that it is with difficulty any vestiges of the original

domestic system can be traced a
.

The Romans, previous to their acquaintance with Greece,

always looked up to Etruria as their instructress. The patri-

cian children were sent thither for education ; all the royal

and consular ornaments were borrowed from that country

;

and the science and the religious ceremonies of Rome were

almost entirely derived from Etruria.

The Latin Religion.

Late writers have made it extremely probable that the La-

tins were a mixed people, formed out of the aboriginal inha-

bitants of the country, and the Pelasgians, that extensive race

which originally possessed Greece and a portion of Lesser

Asia. This is perhaps the best principle on which the great

similarity of the Latin and Greek languages can be accounted

for ; and it will also in a great measure, taken however in

combination with the general one, explain the agreement of

their religious systems, and the facility with which the reli-

gion and mythology of Greece were adopted at Rome.
It cannot be determined which of the Roman gods are to

be regarded as those of their Latin forefathers ; but it is pro-

bable that Saturnus, Ops, Janus, Jana, Pales, Pomona, and
those deities relating to agriculture (to which the Latins were

greatly devoted), were derived by the Romans from their Latin

forefathers. We shall perhaps not err if we regard as Latin

all those deities whose Sabine or Etruscan origin does not ap-

pear.

a On the Tuscan religion and deities see Midler's Etrusker, Buch iii.
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The Sabellian Religion.

Under the name of Sabellians may be comprised all the

tribes of the Apennines east of Latium. It is therefore in-

clusive of the Sabines, Samnites, Marsians, and their kin-

dred clans ; and it is by no means improbable, that the Um-
brians to the north and the Oscans to the south of them were

of the same race with the Sabellians.

The rigid virtues of a portion of the Sabellian race, parti-

cularly the Sabines, were always the theme of praise at Rome.

Grazing and agriculture were the chief employments of these

hardy tribes, and their religion was intimately connected with

these arts ; and consequently, we may suppose, bore much
resemblance to that of the Latins. It has always been as-

serted that a great portion of the Roman religion was of Sa-

bine origin.

The Sabines adored Sancus and Sabus, or Sabinus, as the

origins of their nation a
. Mamers or Mars was also one of

their deities ; an erect lance was the symbol before which he

was worshiped. According to the ancient Annals of Rome b

Tatius the Sabine king raised altars to Ops and Flora, Diovis

and Saturnus, Sol and Luna, Vulcanus and Summanus, and

to Larunda, Terminus, Quirinus, Yortumnus, the Lars, Diana

and Cloacina.

The Marsian portion of this race were as remarkable for

their skill in detecting the will of the gods in the flight and

voice of the birds, as the Etruscans for discerning it in the

electric phenomena of the sky.

It is a very remarkable feature in the ancient religion of

Italy, that though it admitted not of the births, marriages

and generations of its deities, like that of Greece, it usually

represented them in pairs, each consisting of a male and a

female divinity . Thus we meet with Saturnus and Ops, Sa-

a
Sil. Ital. viii. 422. seq. Virg. Ma. vii. 1 78.

b Varro, L. L. p. 22. (Bip.)
c " Duplicis sexus minima esse dicuntnr, ut cumin actu sunt mares sint, feminae

cum patiendi habent naturam."—Serv. ^En. iv. 638.
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turnus and Lua, Mars and Neriene, Quirinus and Hora. In

some cases the name of the goddess is only the feminine form

of that of the god, as Janus Jana, Tellumo Tellus, Luper-

cus Luperca, Volumnus Volumna, Vitellius Vitellia. This

principle probably ran through the whole of the ancient lan-

guage, for we find animus and anima used of the vital powers,

and Rome and other Italian towns politically divided into a

Populus and a Plebes a
.

Another peculiar feature of the old Italian religion, and

which testifies for its purity, warmth and simplicity, is that

of calling the gods Fathers (Patres), and the goddesses Mo-

thers (Matres),—titles of veneration or affection given by the

Greeks to none but Zeus and Demeter or Earth. As this is

a circumstance that seems to have almost totally escaped the

notice of modern inquirers, we will here give some proofs of

such being the usage among the Romans.

Cicero, when laying down laws for his ideal republic, says b
,

" Patrum delubra esse in urbibus censeo ;" and that by patres

he means the gods, is evident from what follows ; for he pro-

ceeds, " I do not follow the Persian Magi, at whose impulsion

Xerxes is said to have burnt the temples in Greece, because

they shut up within walls the gods, to whom all should be

free and open, and whose house and temple this whole world

should be." In the e Council of the Gods5 of the old satirist

Lucilius were the following lines c
:

Ut nemo sit nostrum quin pater optimus Divum,

Ut Neptunus pater, Liber, Saturnus pater, Mars,

Janus, Quirinus pater nomen dicatur ad unum ;

on which Lactantius observes, that " every god who is wor-

shiped by man must in solemn rites and prayers be called

Father, not only for the sake of honour but from reason, both

because he was before man, and because like a father he gives

life, health and food." To this we may add the testimony of

Servius, who says d that " the ancients called all the gods fa-

thers." We have not the same direct evidence of the god-

desses being called mothers e
, but we will show by induction

a See Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, i. 417. b Laws, ii. 10.

c Ap. Lactant. Div. Inst. iv. 3.
d iEn. i. 155.

e Varro however says (Fr. p. 222. Bip.), " Diis quibusdam patribus et deabus

matribus, sicut hoininibus, ignobilitatem accidisse."
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that such was the case. As Lactantius observes, it was chiefly

in prayer that the terms Father and Mother were used ; but

they adhered to some of the gods, such as Jupiter. Liber

does not often occur without a pater ; neither does Dis ; and

we usually meet Mater Matuta.

The Romans were fond of using their political vocabulary,

even when speaking of their gods. Thus we read of gods of

the Greater Houses a
, the Ramnes and Titienses, as it were,

of heaven ; and of the Select Gods b
, like the Select Judges

;

and we also meet with a Plebs among the divinities . It

cannot perhaps be asserted that these divisions were made se-

riously, or were used by the hierarchy ; but Varro d gives the

names of twenty Select Gods ; and there stood in the Forum
twelve gilded statues of Consentian deities e

, which were pro-

bably those enumerated in the following lines of Ennius, and
which, by the way, are exactly the same with the twelve gods

of the Greeks,

Juno, Vesta, Minerva, Ceres, Diana, Venus, Mars,

Mercurius, Jovis, Neptunus, Vulcanus, Apollo.

a Cicero, Tusc. i. 13. " Varro, Fr. p. 223. (Bip.)
c

Ovid, Met. i. 173. Ibis 81. A Ut supra.
e

Id. R. R. i. 1. He in this place names the following twelve, which he calls

Consentian gods of the country : Jovis and Tellus, Sol and Luna, Ceres and Libera,

Robigus and Flora, Minerva and Venus, Bonus Eventus and Lympha.
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Chapter II.

THE SELECT GODS.

Varro & enumerates twenty deities, whom he terms Select,

namely, Janus, Jovis, Saturnus, Genius, Mercurius, Apollo,

Mars, Vulcanus, Neptunus, Sol, Orcus, Liber Pater, Tellus,

Ceres, Juno, Luna, Diana, Minerva, Venus and Vesta. We
shall here treat of them, but in a different order.

Jovis, Juppiter, Jupiter.

Like the Greek Zeus, the Latin Jovis, which is evidently a

kindred term 5
, signified originally God. Hence we find it used

in the plural, Joves. Divus, Dius, or Deus Jovis, was con-

tracted to Dijovis and Diovis c
, and Jovis Pater became Ju-

piter, answering to the Zeu? iraryp of the Greeks. In the

more ancient monuments of the Roman religion Jovis or Ju-
piter does not occur unaccompanied by an epithet.

The principal Jupiter was the Capitoline, or the Jupiter

Optimus Maximus, whose temple combined with those ofJuno
and Minerva adorned the Capitol in Rome, and who was re-

garded as the great guardian of the fortune of the city.

Jupiter Elicius Avas so named, as we are told, from the fol-

lowing circumstance 11
. In the time of Numa there occurred

great thunder-storms and rain. The people and their king were
terrified, and the latter had recourse to the counsel ofthenymph
Egeria. She informed him that Faunus and Picus could instruct

him in the mode of appeasing Jupiter, but that he must em-
ploy both art and violence to extract the knowledge from them.

Accordingly by her advice he placed bowls of wine at a foun-

tain on Mount Aventine, whither they were wont to come to

drink, and concealed himself in a neighbouring cavern. The

a Fr. p. 223. b Like Zvybv m&jugum, Z}]\otvk ia, jealousy

.

c Varro, L. L. iv. p. 20. Gellius, v. 12.

d Ovid, Fasti, iii. 285. scq. Plut. Numa, 15.
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rural gods came to the fount, and finding the wine drank co-

piously of it: they immediately afterwards fell asleep, and

Numa quitting his retreat came and bound them. On awa-

king, they struggled, but in vain, to get free ; and the pious

prince, apologising for what necessity had obliged him to do,

entreated that they wrould inform him how Jupiter was to be

appeased. They yielded to his prayer, and on his loosing them

drew down (" eliciunt") Jupiter by their charms. He de-

scended on the Aventine hill, which trembled beneath the

weight of the deity. Numa was terrified, but recovering he

implored the god to give a remedy against the lightning. The

ruler of the thunder assented, and in ambiguous terms con-

veyed the relief: "Cut a head"—"of an onion from my gar-

den" subjoined the king,—" of a man"—" the topmost hairs"

quickly replied Numa ;—" I demand a life
"

—

a of a fish." The

deity smiled, and said that his weapons might thus be averted,

and promised a sign at sun-rise the following morning.

At dawn the people assembled before the doors of the king:

Numa came forth, and seated on his maple throne looked

for the rising of the sun. The orb of day was just wholly

emerged above the horizon, when a loud crash was heard in

the sky : thrice the god thundered, without a cloud ; thrice

he sent forth his lightnings. The heavens opened, and a light

buckler came gently wafted on the air and fell to the ground.

Numa having first slain a heifer, took it up and named it An-

cile. He regarded it as the pledge of empire ; and having had

eleven others made exactly like it by the artist Mamurius, to

deceive those who might attempt to steal it, committed them

to the care of the priests named Salians.

AsLatiaris or Of-tke-Latins, Jupiter was annually worshiped

by the Latins on the Alban Mount. The festival was named the

Latin Holidays (Ferico) ; its institution was ascribed to Tar-

quinius Superbus. Jupiter Anxur was the chief deity of Anxur

or Tarracina. Jupiter Indiges was worshiped on the banks

of the Numicius, and was said to be the deified ^Eneas.

Jupiter was named Feretrius or Bearer, as the spoils of the

enemy's general if slain by a Roman commander were borne

to him. He was also called Victor and Stator, as the giver

of victory and stayer of flight. We also meet with Jupiter
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Pistor, whose altar was on the Capitol a
. In the usual Roman

manner a historical origin was given to all these names.

Jupiter was called Lucetius b as the author of light (lucis),

for a similar reason he was named Diespiter, i. e. Dies Pater

or Father Day c
. When the Greek philosophy was introduced

into Rome Jupiter was regarded as the material heaven, as in

the well-known line of the Thyestes of Ennius,

Aspice hoc sublime candens quern vocant omnes Jovem.

Juno.

The feminine to Jovis was Jovino, which was contracted by
use to Juno. This name therefore must have originally sig-

nified simply goddess, and we find it used in the plural—Ju-

nones d
; female slaves for example swearing by the Junones

of their mistresses, that is their protecting deities e
.

Juno Romana or Capitolina, as one of the great tutelar

deities of Rome, had her share in the stately temple on the

Capitol. On the adjacent Arx, on the site of the house of the

unfortunate M. Manlius, stood the temple of Juno Moneta f
.

As this temple was made the mint, the word money oddly

enough comes from her name, ofwhich the origin is quite un-

certain s,

Juno Regina, the Kupra of Etruria, had a temple on the

Aventine. During the siege of Veii she had been evoked in

the usual manner and promised a stately temple at Rome; and

after the capture of that city, says the legend, when the Ro-
man youths appointed for the purpose approached the statue,

it gave an audible reply to their demand if it was willing to

be removed to Rome h
.

3 Ovid, Fast. vi. 349. seg.

b Naevius ap. Cell. v. 12. Festus, s. v. Servius (iEn. ix. 570.) says this was his

name in Oscan. It had gone so completely out of use that Virgil (ut supra) makes

it the name of an Italian warrior.

c Plaut. Capt. iv. 4. 1. Poenul. iv. 2. 48. Hor. Carm. i. 34. 5. ; hi. 2. 29. Dies-

piter is not Pater diet, for that is contrary to analogy. See Varro, L. L. iv. p. 20,
d See Marini Atti de' Fratelli Arvali, 368. 414.
e See below, Genius. f Liv. vii. 28. Ovid, Fasti, vi. 183. seq.

B Cic. Div. i. 45 ; ii. 32. Suidas, s. v. Moneta was the ancient Latin transla-

tion of Mnemosyne " Nam diva Monetas filia docuit." Livius, Odyssea.
h Liv. v. 21. 22. Plut. Caniill. G.
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As the patroness of married women Juno was named Ma-

trona. She was called Jugalis as presiding over marriage a
,

Cinxia from the loosing of the bride's girdle b, and Fluonia as

restraining the menstrual discharges during conception . Juno

Lucina, identified by the Greeks with their Eileithyia d
, wras

probably so named as bringing children to the light. She was

invoked by women in labour% and into the treasury of her

temple, which stood on the Esquiline, a piece of money was

paid for the registry of every birth f
.

Juno Caprotina was honoured by an annual sacrifice on the

nones of July. At this sacrifice, which was offered under a

wild fig tree (ccqjrificus), of which tree the milk or juice and

twigs were used on the occasion, both free women and slaves

assisted. On this occasion they wore the toga prcetexta. Of
this festival, which was common to all Latium, and which pro-

bably had a rural origin, the Roman annals told a legend con-

nected with the political history of the state?.

Juno Sospita, or Sispita, that is the Protectress, was wor-

shiped from the earliest times at Lanuvium. She was repre-

sented with a goatskin about her, a spear in her hand, a small

shield on her arm, and with shoes turned up at the points 11
.

Another, probably Sabine, title of this goddess was Curis or

Curitis 1
. Juno was generally represented armed, and it was the

custom of the Romans to divide the hair of a virgin-bride with

the point of a small spear k .

Minerva.

Minerva, or Menerva, corresponded in some measure with

the Pallas-Athene of the Greeks. She was the patroness of

arts and industry, and all the mental powers were under her

a Serv. JEn. iv. 16. It does not appear that Pronuia was a title of Juno.
b Festus, s. v. c Id. s. v. Arnob. iii. 30. August, de Civ. vii. 2. 3.

d Dion. Hal. iv. 15. In Italy, during the middle ages (and perhaps it is so at

the present day) the place of Juno Lucina was occupied by the Virgin. See

Dante, Purg. xx. st. 7 ; Par. xv. st. 45.
e Terence, passim. { Dion. Hal. ut sup.

e Varro, L. L. v. p. 56. Macrob. Sat. i. 11. For the legend see our History of

Rome, 121.

h Cicero, N. D. i. 29. Liv. viii. 14 ; xxix. 14.

! Pint. Ivomul. 29. Festus, v. Curitim. k Ovid, Fasti, ii. 559.
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care a
. She was the deity of schools : her statue was always

placed in them, and school-boys got as holydays the five days of

her festival called the Quinquatrus, celebrated in the month of

March : at the expiration of them they presented their master

with a gift called Minerval b
. According to Varro c

, Minerva

was the protecting goddess of olive-grounds ; but it may be

doubted whether this was not a transference to her of one of

the attributes of the Grecian goddess Pallas-Athene.

The temple or chapel of Minerva on the Capitol was under

the same roof with those of Jupiter and Juno, to the right of

that of the former deity, for in the Roman religion she seems

to have ranked before Juno. On the side of the Caelian hill

stood a temple of Minerva Capta, the origin of which name is

uncertain d
.

The festivals of Minerva were named Minervalia or Quin-

quatrus. They were two in number. The former, called the

Greater, was celebrated in March, the time when, according

to the Tuscan discipline, Minerva cast her lightnings e
. It was

named Quinquatrus as being on the fifth day after the Ides f
:

the ignorance of the Romans made them extend the festival to

five days ; it was followed by the TubilustrumS. The Lesser

was in the Ides ofJune, and the flute-players celebrated ith . As

both the trumpet and flute came to the Romans from Etruria,

this proves Minerva to have been introduced from that coun-

try. No derivation of her name can therefore be given, for it

does not seem to be a translation.

Vesta,

The same obscurity involves this goddess as the correspond-

ing Hestia of the Greeks, with whom she is identical in name

and office. There is every reason to believe her worship to

a Hence various expressions, such as crassa Minerva, invito, Minerva, mea Mi-

nerva, used when speaking of the mind.
h Varro, De R. R. iii. 2.

c
Id. ib. i. 1.

d Ovid (Fasti, iii. 835. seq.) offers several derivations. Midler (Etrusk. ii. 49.)

seems to prefer the one from the taking of Falerii.

e Serv. JEn. xi. 259.
f Varro, L. L. v. p. 55.

B Ovid, Fasti, iii. 849. Varro, ut sup. Laur. Lyd. de Mens. p. 85.

h Ovid, Fasti, vi. 651. seq. Varro, ut sup. Festus, v. Minusc. Quinquat.

2 L
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have been unborrowed by the Romans, and a part of the re-

ligion of the ancient Pelasgic population of Latium a
, as it is

by all testimony carried back to the earliest days of the state,

and its introduction ascribed to Numab
. Like Hestia she was

a deity presiding over the public and private hearth : a sacred

fire, tended by six virgin-priestesses called Vestals, flamed in

her temple at Rome. As the safety of the city was held to be

connected with its conservation, the neglect of the virgins, if

they let it go out, was severely punished, and the fire was re-

kindled from the rays of the sun.

The temple of Vesta was round : it contained no statue of

the goddess . Her festival celebrated in June was called Ves-

talia : plates of meat were sent to the Vestals to be offered up;

the millstones were wreathed with garlands of flowers, and

the mill-asses also crowned with violets went about with cakes

strung round their necks d
.

In the Forum at Rome there was a statue of the Stata

Mater, placed there that she might protect the pavement from

the effect of the fires which used to be made on it in the night

time. The people followed the example, and set up similar

statues in several of the streets e
. Stata Mater is generally

supposed to have been Vesta. We find this last also called

Mater f
.

Ceres.

Ceres was the goddess who presided over corn and tillage,

thus corresponding with the Grecian Demeter. Her temple at

Rome was under the care of the sediles, as she was the god-

dess of the agricultural plebeians s. Festivals called Cerealia

were celebrated in her honour at Rome, in the month of April,

with a pomp, and horse-races h . The country-people previous

to beginning the harvest kept the Ambarvalia to Ceres, in

which they offered her honey-combs covered with wine and

milk, and a victim which they led three times round the corn-

a Dion. Hal. ii. 6G.

b Id. ib. Liv. i. 20. Plut. Num. 9-11. Camill.,20.

c
Ovid, Fasti, vi. 295. seq.

d Id. ib. 311. 347. Propert. iv. 1, 23.

e Festus, s. v. f Cicero, pro Fonteio, 17. Virg. Geor. i. 498.

b Niebulir, Hist, of Rome, i. 610. b Ovid, Fasti, iv. 389. seq.
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field ; the swains all followed, crowned with oak, and dancing

and singing a
. A similar festival named the Paganalia was

celebrated when the sowing of the seed was overb .

The name Ceres may come from creo. Servius c says that

in the Sabine language Ceres signified bread ; but it may have

done so only figuratively.

Venus.

Venus is a deity about whom it is difficult to learn anything

satisfactory. She has been so thoroughly confounded with

the Grecian Aphrodite, that almost everything peculiar to her

has disappeared. She cannot however have been one of the

original deities of Rome, as her name did not occur in the Sa-

lian hymns, and we are assured that she was unknown in the

time of the kings d
. She seems to have been a deity presiding

over birth and growth in general, for as Venus Hortensis she

was the goddess of gardens e
. She was held to be the same

as Libitina the goddess of funerals, because, says Plutarch f
,

the one and the same goddess superintends birth and death.

A temple of Venus at Rome was built with the fines imposed

on matrons convicted of adultery £; but as this was long after

the introduction of the Grecian deities, nothing can be col-

lected from it respecting the original office and character of

the goddess.

Venus Cloacina or Cluacina, was so called, says Plinyh, from

cluere, to purify ; because when the Sabines and Romans of

Tatius and Romulus were reconciled, they purified themselves

on the spot with myrtle-vervain, and a statue to Venus Clua-

cina was afterwards erected there. Another account 1 says,

that a statue of an unknown deity being found in the Cloaca,

it was consecrated to Venus, under the name of Cloacina.

a Virg. Geor. i. 345. seq. b Ovid, Fasti, i. 661. seq. c Geor. i. 7.

d Cineius and Varro ap. Macrob. Sat. i. 12.

e Coquus edit Neptunum, Venerem, Cererem : i. e. fisb, vegetables, bread.

—

Naevius ap. Festum s. v. Coquus. Adveneror Minervain et Venerem, quarum unius

procuratio obveti, alterins bortorum.—Varro, R. R. i. In Plautus (Rud. ii. 1. 16.)

tbe fisbermen pray to Venus to give tbem success.

« Qiuest. Rom. 23. Dion. Hal. iv. 15. s Liy. x. 31.

h H. N. xv. 29. ; Lactant. i. 20.

2 L 2
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There was at Rome a temple of Venus Fruti a
, which last

seems to be merely a corruption of Aphrodite. It may how-

ever be connected with fructus, and refer to her rural cha-

racter. In the Circus stood a chapel of Venus Murtia, so

named it is said from the myrtles which had grown there b
.

At Lavinium there was a temple of Venus common to the

Latin nation, and there was another similar temple at Ardea c
.

There were two festivals at Rome named Vinalia, in each

of which there appears to have been a reference to this god-

dess. The first was on the 23rd of April, the second clay from

the Palilia. The offering was made to Jupiter, but the day

was also sacred to Venus d
. Ovid directs the meretrices to go

and worship on this day at the temple of Venus Erycina near

the Colline gate, whence we may collect that such was their

practice ; and we have here a proof of the identification of the

Roman deity with those of other religions, for that Venus was

the Phoenician Astarte. The second Vinalia, called the Rus-

tica, was on the 21st of August; and here we find Jupiter and

Venus again united, for on this day the Flamen Dialis, having

first sacrificed a ewe-lamb, himself commenced gathering the

grapes ; and the gardeners kept it as a holiday, for we are told

that " a temple was dedicated to Venus on this day, and gar-

dens are placed under her protection e."

Perhaps it may form a presumption in favour of the ori-

ginal rural character of Venus, that, like Pales, her name is of

both genders. Thus we meet with Dens and Dea Venus, and

with Venus almus, and Venus alma f
. The name Venus, or

rather Veneris, may, as was supposed, come from venio, but

its origin is very doubtful.

a Festus v. Frutinal.

b Varro, L. L. iv. p. 43. It was afterwards corrupted to Murcia (Plin. ut supra)

and derived from murcidum, " quia facit hominem murcidum, id est nimis desi-

diosum." Aug. Civ. Dei, iv. 10.

c Strabo, v. 3.

tl
Plin. H. N. xviii. 29. Ovid, Fast. iv. 863. with our notes.

e Varro, L. L. v. pp. 56. 57. Festus v. Rustica Vinalia.

f Macrobius (Sat. iii. 8.) gives the following passages, u Pollentemque deum
Venerem."—Calvus. " Venerem igitur almum adorans, sive femina sive mas est."

—Laevinus. He also quotes " Descendo ac ducente deo," Virg. iEn. ii. 632. on

which see Servius.
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The name of the ancient Italian god identified with the

Grecian Dionysos was Liber, and Pater was so generally joined

with it that we do not often meet Liber alone. It is to be ob-

served that Liber had no share in the Vinalia ; his festival,

named the Liberalia, was celebrated on the 1 7th of March,

on which day his priestesses, mean old women crowned with

ivy, sat in the streets " with cakes (libels), and a portable fire-

place (foculo), sacrificing for the purchaser;" on the Libe-

ralia also the young men assumed the toga virilis, or libera*.

We have here instances of the effect of names in the cere-

monies of the ancient religions. On the Liberalia the people

bought liba, and youths assumed the toga libera ; and there

could hardly be any other reason for these practices. We also

see the introduction of the ivy of Dionysos.

According to Varro, on the festival-days of this god the

Phallus was carried in procession on a carriage through the

fields and lanes about Rome, and then into the city. He adds,

that in Lavinium, where the festival lasted a month, the most

indecent language was used while the Phallus was carried

through the market, and that one of the most respectable

matrons was obliged to place a garland on it in public b . This

was probably a practice derived from the early times, and the

emblem of fructification was thus supposed to exert a bene-

ficial influence on the fields, and promote the production of

the fruits of the earth.

When the worship of Demeter, Kora and Hades was in-

troduced into Rome, the Kora was named Libera, and the

conjoined deities were honoured as Ceres, Liber and Libera.

The name Liber or Liberus signifies perhaps the Pourer

(from libo), and he was probably a god of productiveness by

moisture. There was near Rome a grove, which was the scene

of the Bacchanalian revels, when they were introduced into

that city; it was sacred to a goddess named Stimula or Si-

mila, which name is most probably only a Latin corruption

of Semele c
.

a Varro, L. L. v. p. 55. Ovid, Fast. iii. 713. seq.
b Fr. p. 225.

c Ovid, Fast. vi. 503. with our note.
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Neptunus.

Neptunus was the god of the sea, like the Greek Poseidon,

whose attributes and actions were afterwards bestowed on him.

The honours of the Ludi Circenses or Consualia were shared

by this deity, as horse-races formed a part of them. Tt may
however be very much doubted whether the original Italian

Neptunus was held to be the patron of the horse.

The origin of the name Neptunus cannot be discovered

;

that given by the Latin writers is absurd. We find him called

Pater a
, and a goddess named Salacia is joined with him.

Mercurius.

This god, whose name is so evidently derived from Merx,
presided over the business of the market, and trade and com-
merce in general b

. He does not appear to have exercised any

other office of the Grecian Hermes.

Vulcanus or Mulciber.

Vulcanus was the god of fire, the Hephaestos of the Greeks;

but he is not represented as an artist. He was said in a not

very delicate legend to be the father of Servius Tullius, whose
wooden statue was in consequence spared by the flames, when
they consumed the temple of Fortune in which it stood . He
was also the reputed sire of Caeculus, the founder of Praeneste,

the legend of whose birth is nearly similar to that of Servius d
.

His first name is of uncertain origin ; the last very probably

comes from mulceo, to soften e
.

Vulcanus was united with a female power named Maia,

which was probably the earth.

a Virg. JEn. v. 14. Sil. ltd. xv. 161.
b Festus v. Mercurius. Plaut. Arnphit. Prol. Ovid, Fast. v. 671. seq.
c

Ovid, Fasti, vi. 627. Dion. Hal. iv. 40.
rt Virg. JEn. vii. 678. seq, Serv. in loco.
c

GeUius, xiii. 22. Macrob. Sat. i. 12.
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Apollo,

This deity with an ancient Grecian name can hardly have

belonged to the original system of Italy : his worship was pro-

bably adopted in the time of the Tarquins from the Italiote

Greeks. By the poets he is made to possess all the attributes

of the Grecian god : he was also, chiefly under his name Phoe-

bus, identified by them with the Sun a
. A legend of wTolves

caused the god, who was worshiped on Mount Soracte, to be

regarded as Apollo b
.

Mamers, Mavors, Mars,

Mars is usually regarded as a god of war, yet it is doubtful

if such was his original character. In Cato c we meet with

Mars Silvanus ; and he also seems to have been one of the

twelve rural Lars invoked in the hymn of the Arval Brethren d
.

At the Suovetaurilia the swains prayed to Father Mars to avert

disease, blight, storm and other evils, and to prosper the corn,

vines, cattle, servants and family e
. On the Ides of October

there was a chariot-race at Rome, at the end of which the

right-hand winning horse was sacrificed to Mars as an offer-

ing for the happy termination of the harvest*.

Marspiter, i. e. Mars Pater, was a usual appellation of this

god, both from the general principle, and because the late le-

gend made him the father of the founder of Rome. A legend

of his own birth, framed also in imitation of those of Greece,

is related by Ovid, and is alluded to in one of the etymons

given of his title GradivusS. Juno, it said, jealous of the

birth of Minerva, was on her way to make her complaint to

Oceanus and Tethys, when coming to the abode of Flora a

flower was shown her by that goddess, on touching of which

she conceived and gave birth to Mars.

There was a female deity associated with Mars in the usual

a Horace, Carmen Seculare. b See below, Soranus.
c De R. R. 134. <» Miiller, Etrusk. ii. 91. 105.
e Cato, R. R. 141. t Festus v. October equus. Plut. Q. R. 97.
B Ovid, Fasti, v. 229. seq. Festus v. Gradivus, " quia gramme sit natus."
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manner. She was named Neria or Neriene, i. e. Strong-one*

;

and some of the Hellenisers said she was Minerva, that is,

Pallas-Athene. On the day of the Tubilustrum at Rome
there was a sacrifice to Mars and Neriene b

.

Diana.

An ancient Latin name of the moon was Jana c
. In the

Salian hymns she was invoked as Deiva Jana, which became

Deivjana, and ultimately Diana, who was therefore the same

with the Selene and Artemis of the Greeks. By the poets all

the attributes of this last goddess wTere given to Diana.

Diana was an especial object of veneration to the agricul-

tural Latins. Accordingly when Servius Tullius concluded a

league with the Latin federation, a temple was built to Diana

on the Aventine, which was common property, and in which

the record of the league was preserved on a tablet d.

This goddess was worshiped under the name of Nemorensis,

in a grove (nemus) at Aricia, at the foot of the Alban Mount.

The priest of this temple, named Rex Nemorensis, was a run-

away slave, who had obtained his office by killing his prede-

a The feminine of Nero, which in the Sahine language signified Strong (Sueton.

Tib. 1.). Gellius (xiii. 22.) has the following passages relating to this goddess.

" Nerienen Mavortis." Ennius. " Nerienen Martis." Pontifical Books. " Neria

Martis te obsecro pacem dare, uti liceat nuptiis propriis et prosperis uti, quod de

tui conjugis consilio," &c. Speech of Hersilia to her father T. Tatius in the annalist

Cn. Gellius.

Nolo ego Neaeram te vocent, sed Nerienem,

Cum quidem Marti es in connubium data.

Licinius Imbres, Nesera.

Mars peregre adveniens salutat uxorem suam Nerienen.

Plaut. Trinum. ii. 6. 34.

Te, Anna Perenna, panda kcu Xard, Pales,

Neriones et Minerva, Fortuna ac Ceres.—Varro, 2/cio/ia^ia.

b See our note on Ovid's Fasti, hi. 849.

c Nigidius ap. Macrob. Sat. i. 9. " Nunquam rure audistis, Octavo Janam cres-

centem et contra senescentem ?" Varro, R. R. i. 37. It was an ancient custom at

Rome for the pontiff, on the day of new moon, to cry out (according to the distance

of the nones) Quinque kalo Jana novella, or Septem kalo Jana novella. Varro, L. L.

v. p. 59. where however the word is Juno, but we agree with Scaliger (De Em.

Temp. p. 174.) that the proper word was Jana.

d Liv. i. 45. Nieb. Hist, of Rome, i. 361.
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cessor ; and he always went armed with a sword to preserve

himself from the attempts of other aspirants a
. A festival of

the goddess, named the Nemoralia, was celebrated here on
the ides of August b

.

Diana Nemorensis was regarded as a beneficent being, the

averter of disease. A subordinate deity named Virbius, whose
statue no one was permitted to touch, was worshiped here

with her ; his form was that of an old man ; and it was per-

haps this similarity in appearance and office with the Ascle-

pios of Epidaurus, together with an etymological sleight with

his name
(
Vir bis) c

, that gave occasion to the legend of his

being Hippolytos, whom at the prayer of Diana iEsculapius

had restored to life. It was probably after the invention of

this legend that horses were prohibited from entering the sa-

cred grove, as they had caused the death of Hippolytos d
.

Janus.

The masculine of Jana is Janus, the Deivos Janos of the

Salian hymns, by the usual contraction Dianus. This god
must therefore have been the S*m, and all that we can learn

respecting him agrees with this hypothesis.

Janus was usually represented with two faces, whence he

was named Bifrons and Biceps. It is said that at the taking

of Falerii a statue of Janus was found with four faces ; and at

Rome there was a temple of Janus Quadrifrons, which was

square, with a door and three windows on each side e
. There

was also an ancient statue of this god in the Forum, said to

be as old as the time of Numa, of which the fingers were so

formed^ that those of one hand represented three hundred

(CCC), those of the other fifty-five (LV), the number of days

in the ancient lunar year f
. All this is explicable on the sup-

a Straho, v. 3. Ovid, Fast. iii. 271. 272. b Statius, Silv. iii. 1, 55. seq.
c The derivation, given by Buttmann, from a common root with verbena, seems

to be the true one.

d Virg. Mn. vii. 761. seq. Serv. in loc. Ovid, Met. xv. 492. seq. See Buttmann's

ingenious essay on Virbius and Hippolytos, Mythol. ii. 145. seq.

e Senilis, Mn. vii. 607.

f Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 7. Macrobius (i. 9.) and Lydus (De Mens. iv. 1.) say 365.

This last savs that the statue had 300 counters in one hand and 65 in the other,
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position of Janus being the sun, the author of the year, with

its seasons, months and days. There were some however
who regarded Janus as the heaven [mundus)*-, or even as the

world itselfb ; but this seems to have been founded on an ab-

surd etymology.

Janus was invoked at the commencement of most actions
;

even in the worship of the other gods the votary began by
offering wine and incense to Janus d

. The first month in the

year was named from him ; and under the title Matutinus he

was regarded as the opener of the day e
.

It was probably the similarity of sound in their names that

led to the placing of gates (jani) and doors (janiwe) under the

care of this god f
. Hence perhaps it was that he was repre-

sented with a staff and key, and that he was named the Opener

(Patulcius) and the Shutter (Clusius).

The Janus Geminus, or Janus Quirinus, was the celebrated

gate (not temple) which stood on the way leading from the

Palatine to the Quirinal, and which was to be open in time

of war, shut in time of peace. To understand this much-mis-

taken subject (for nothing is more common than to speak of

opening or shutting the temple of Janus), we must go back

to the early days of Rome.
The original Rome lay on and about the Palatine, while a

Sabine colony had settled on the Quirinal, whose town was

most probably the original Quires or Cures, and the gate of

Rome on that side was naturally named the Quirine Gate

—

Janus Quirinus s. Further, the Roman gates were always

double, that is, consisting of two arches, by one of which

people went in, while they went out by the other ; hence this

was called a Janus Geminus, and very possibly this is the

a Varro, Fr. p. 224. b Festus v. Chaos. Ovid, Fast. i. 103. seq.

c Hor. Serra. ii. 6, 20. seq. The country people previous to reaping the corn

invoked Janus and Jovis with a strues, Kferctum and wine. Cato, R. R. 134.
d Ovid, ut supra, 171. seq.

e Hor. ut supra.

f Buttmann (Mythol. ii. 80.) gives as an example the making St. Valentine (in

Germany pronounced Falintin) the protector against the falling sickness. An-

other instance perhaps is St. Vitus' dance (vite). The water-spite is in German

and the Northern languages Nixe, Nokke, Neck, and hence St. Nicholas became

the patron of seamen.
e This is a usual practice at the present day.
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simple origin of the two faces given to Janus after he became

the keeper of doors and gates a
. We doubt if the relation of

this gate to war and peace be the tradition of an ancient

usage ; it seems to be rather a fiction of the times when Rome
was engaged in ceaseless warfare, which certainly was not her

condition in the early days of the republic. The only time it

was closed was after the end of the first Punic war.

The root of the names Janus and Jana is probably eo, and

Janus would thus correspond with the Greek Hyperion. As
Janus was so much the object of worship, the Pater is fre-

quently joined to his name.

After Ennius had introduced Euhemerism into Rome Janus

shared the fate of the other deities, and he became an upright

mortal king, Avho received Saturnus when he fled to Italy.

He is also said to have married his sister Camesa, or Came-
senab ; and an amour quite in the Grecian style was invented

for him with the nymph Carna, or Carda, to whom as a com-
pensation for the loss of her honour he gave the office of pre-

siding over door-hinges c
.

Saturnus,

This ancient Italian deity was probably regarded as the

male power of the earth, the god of production ; for we find

him united with Ops d
, the female power, and his statues bore

the sickle, the emblem of agriculture 6
. At Rome the treasury

was in his temple, intimating, it is said, that agriculture is the

source of wealth f
. The Nundines or market-days were also

sacred to this gods.

We find another female deity besides Ops united with Sa-

turnus. She was named Lua Mater ; and all we know of her

is that she was one of those to whom the spoils of conquered

enemies used to be dedicated 11
.

a The " Janum Quirini" of Horace (Carm. iv. 15, 9.) is just such an error as the

" Socii nominis Latini" of Livy. See our Hist, of Rome, p. 170, note.

b Macrob. Sat. i. 7. Lydus de Mens. iv. 1. Draco of Corcyra ap. Athen. xv. 692.

It was a fiction of the Greeks. The Janiculan hill was in the regio Camisene.
c Ovid, Fasti, vi. 101. seq. d Macrob. Sat. i. 10.
e Varro, Fr. p. 224. Fcstus v. Opima Spolia.

« Plut. Q. R. 42. « Id. ib.

h Gellius, xiii. 22. Liv. viii. 1 : xlv. 33.
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The Saturnalia was celebrated in December. This festival

at first lasted but one day (the 19th) ; it was then extended
to three,, and in the time of the emperors to seven a

. The ut-

most liberty prevailed at that time : all was mirth and festi-

vity; friends made presents to each other; schools were
closed; the senate did not sit; no war was proclaimed, no
criminal executed ; slaves were permitted to jest with their

masters, and were even waited on at table by them. This last

circumstance probably was founded on the original equality

of master and slave,—the latter having been in the early times
of Rome usually a captive taken in war, or an insolvent debtor,

and consequently originally the equal of his masterb
.

As the Golden Age of Greek tradition had been under Kro-
nos, this festival offered another means of identifying him with

Saturnus. He was said to have fled from before the arms of

Jupiter, and to have concealed himself in Latium, where he
civilised the rude inhabitants.

First from Olympus' height ethereal came
Saturnus, flying from the arms of Jove,

An exile, of his realms despoiled. The race

Untaught and scattered on the lofty hills

He drew together, and unto them gave

Laws, and the Latin race would have them called,

Because he in this country lay concealed (latuisset).

The Golden Age of which they tell was then,

Beneath this king,— he in such placid peace
Ruled o'er the peoples

;

and the Saturnalia was regarded as commemorative of those
happy days of primeval innocence and equality.

The name Saturnus is usually derived a satu d
; but perhaps

a derivation from saturo is to be preferred. Its original form
was probably Saturinus, the Satisjier.

Ops. Tellus.

These were two names of the earth (Terra), under which
she had temples at Rome. She was also named Bona Dea, or

14

Macrol). Sat. i. 10. «> Dion. Hal. iv. 24. Nieb. Hist of Rome, i. 319.
e Virg. JEn. viii. 318. seq. " Cic. N. D. ii. 25. Varro, L. L. iv. p. 19.
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Good Goddess, Maia, Fauna and Fatuaa. Viewed mascu-

linely, in the usual Italian manner, the earth was named Tel-

lumo, Tellurus, Altor and Rusorb
.

The name Ops or Opis is plainly connected with opes, wealth,

of which the earth is the bestower. Under this name she was

united with Saturnus ; and her festival, the Opalia, was on

the same day with the original Saturnalia .

The first of May was the festival of the Bona Dea, and the

anniversary of the dedication of her temple on the Aventine d
.

She was worshiped by the Roman matrons in the house of

the chief pontiff; everything relating to the other sex was

carefully excluded. As the most probable derivation of the

name of this month is that from Maia, we have here a proof

of this goddess and the Bona Dea being the same. Maia is

apparently the female of Maius, which is said to have been a

name of Jupiter at Tusculum e
; and most probably the Tus-

culan Jovis-Maius was only a male Earth. Fauna is the fe-

minine of Faunus ; and these two might also have been names

of the earth. Of Fatua it is difficult to trace the origin ; Al-

tor is Alitor, the Nourisher ; Rusor is perhaps connected with

rus or ruris f
. We meet with Mater Tellus and Mater Terras.

In their usual tasteless manner the Romans said that the

Bona Dea was Fauna or Fatua, the daughter of Faunus, who

out of modesty never left her bower, or let herself be seen of

men ; for which she was deified, and no man entered her

templeh .

Genius.

The Genius was a very remarkable part of the religion of

the Romans. They derived it from the Tuscans, in whose

system it formed a prominent feature. The word Genius is

evidently a Latin translation of a Tuscan term signifying Ge-

nerator, and the Genius was therefore viewed as a deity who

had the power of producing 1
. In the Tuscan system he was

a Macrob. Sat. i. 12. b Varro, Fr. p. 226. Mart. Capel. i. 30.

c Macrob. Sat. i. 10. Varro, L. L. v. p. 57.

d Ovid, Fast. v. 148. seq.
e Macrob. i. 12.

f In Latin r and * are comuvutable. E Macrob. iii. 9. Liv. viii. 6.

h Macrob. i. 12. l Varro, Fr. p. 225.
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the son of the gods and the parent of men a
; and as, accord-

ing to the ancient Italian doctrine, all souls proceeded from

Jupiter, and returned to him after death b
, the Genius Jovia-

lis was viewed as the great agent in giving life to the human
embryo.

It was the belief of the Romans that every man had his

Geniusc
, and every woman her Juno d

; that is, a spirit who
had given them being, and was regarded as their protector

through life e
. On their birth-days men made offerings to

their Genius, women to their Juno f
. The offerings to the

Genius were wine, flowers and incense s. It was customary

to implore persons by their Geniush
, as the Orientals do by

their Soul ; and in the Latin writers it is sometimes not easy

to distinguish a man's Genius from himself 1
. The distinct

worship of the Genius continued down to the demise of Pa-

ganism, for we find it noticed in the Theodosian Code k
.

Places were also believed to have their Genii or protecting

spirits 1
.

Horace, in speaking of the Genius, calls him c changeable

of countenance, white and black

'

m
; and in the well-known

appearance of his evil Genius to Brutus, the spirit was black 11
.

This would seem to intimate that a man had two Genii, a

good and an evil one°; but this does not appear to have been

a
Festus. v. Genium. b Macrob. Sat. i. 10.

c Hor. Ep. ii. 2, 187. seq. Varro ut sup.

d Hence the Genial (marriage) bed was laid out to Genius and Juno ; hence

also, in the case of Horatius, expiatory sacrifices were made to the Juno of his

sister and the Genius of the Curiatii, or perhaps only to that of her lover. See

Dion. Hal. hi. 22, with Reiske's note. In this passage of Dionysius, and in Fes-

tus (v. sororium tigillum), the word is Janus, not Genius ; but we adopt Reiske's

emendation. The change is like that of Jana to Juno, above, p. 520.
e Plaut. Capt. iv. 2, 100. Mensech. i. 2, 29. Hor. ut sup. " Genius est deus

cujus in tutela ut quisque natus est vivit." Cens. de Die Nat. 3.

f Plaut. Capt. ii. 2, 40. Tibull. ii. 2, 1. seq. iv. 5. Varro, Fr. p. 323. Persius,

ii. 1. seq. For the worship of Juno on birthdays, Tibull. iv. 6.

* Tibull. ii. 2, 3. Hor. Epist. ii. 1, 144. De A. P. 209. See also Carm. iii. 17, 14.

11 Hor. Epist. i. 7, 94.

1 Hence the phrases indulgere Genio, defraudare Genium.
k " Nullus Larem igne, mero Genium, Penates nidorc veneratus accendat lu-

mina, imponat thura, serta suspendat." De Paganis.

1 Virg. iEn. v. 95. (" Nullus locus sine Genio." Serv.) vii. 136.
m Ep. ii. 2, 189.

n
Floras, iv. 7. ° See Serv. M\\. iii. 63.
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the Italian belief, though such a notion perhaps prevailed in

Greece ; for the philosopher Empedocles said that two Moirae

receive us at our birth, and get authority over us a
.

Orcus, Ditis or Dis.

The god of the under-world of the old Latin religion, cor-

responding with the Hades of the Greeks, the Yamas of the

Hindoos, and similar beings of other systems, was named

Orcus or Ditis b
, which last was contracted to Dis, and Pater

was so generally and closely connected with it, as to form one

word, Dispiter.

We are told c from Verrius that the ancients pronounced

Orcus, Uragus, or rather Urgus, whence it would signify the

Driver (from urged), answering to the Hades-Agesilaos of the

Greeks. This etymon is, however, very doubtful d
. There is

no derivation given of Ditis ; but its similarity to our word

Death is very remarkable.

Sol et Luna.

As Helios and Selene were distinct from Apollo and Arte-

mis, so Sol and Luna seem to have been very early distin-

guished from Dianus and Diana. Tatius, as we have seen,

worshiped both Diana and Luna ; we meet with Luna Mater.

3 Apud Plut. de Tranq. Anim. 1 5. He thus names some of the pairs :—

"EvQ' waciv X9ovh] re /ecu 'RXioTTt] TavaoJms,

Ar/pk- 9' cdnaroeaaa /cat 'Ap[xovit] Oepepuiiris,

KaXXtffrw t Aitrxpi'l re, 06w<ra re Aijtmir) re,

Nj/juepr/'/s r' epoeaaa fiekayKapTtos r 'Atra^eia.

Menander {Id. ib.) said that a daemon, a good guide of life, comes to a man when

he is born.

b " Ditis Pater." Cic. Verr. iv. 48. See Appendix (G.).

c Festus v. Orcum.
d In the Fairy Mythology (ii. 237.) we hinted that the Italian Oreo and the

French Ogre were derived from Orcus. The plates in the works of Inghirami

and Micali represent Mantus (the Etruscan Orcus) as a coarse large man with a

wild look and pointed ears, and armed with a huge mallet. This is nearly the

very form of an ogre. See Midler, Etrusk. ii. 99. seg., and Festus v. Manducus.
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Chapter III.

THE REMAINING ITALIAN DEITIES.

Quirimts.

QuiRiNUS,we are told, was a war-god, answering to the Eny-

alios of the Greeks a
. He is said to have been the deified

founder of Rome. Like the other gods, he was addressed as

Pater, and a goddess named Hora was associated with him b
.

Quirinus was evidently a Sabine deity ; and the derivation

usually given of his name from quiris, a spear, would seem to

make him an original war-god. It is, however, not impro-

bable that he was only the deified symbol of the town of

Cures c
, and that the symbols of Rome and Cures were united

in one deity. Tertullian d speaks of a Pater Curis of the Fa-

liscans.

Bellona,

Bellona, anciently Duellona, the goddess of war, was so

called from bellum, in old Latin duellum. She corresponds

with the Enyo of the Greeks.

The temple of Bellona at Rome was without the city, near

the Carmental Gate. Audience was given there by the senate

to foreign ambassadors. Before it stood a pillar, over which

a spear was thrown on declaration of war against any people e
.

The priests of Bellona used to gash their thighs in a terrific

manner, and offer to her the blood which flowed from the

wounds.

Libitina.

Libitina was the goddess presiding over funerals : at her

a Dion. Hal. ii. 48.

* b " Teque Quirine pater veneror Horamque Quirini." Ennius. Nonius, (s. v.) says

that Hora was Juvcntas. Ovid (Met. xiv. 851.) makes her the deified Hersilia.

c Buttmann, Mythol. ii. 91. d Apol. 24.

e Ovid, Fast. vi. 199. seq. with our notes.
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temple were sold all things requisite for them ; and by an in-

stitution ascribed to Servius Tullius, a piece of money was

paid there for every one who died, and the name of the de-

ceased entered in a book called Libitince ratio*. We have

seen b that she was held to be the same as Venus : her name,

in that case, might possibly come from the old verb libeo.

Consus.

This deity was, as his name denotes, the god of counsel.

His altar was in the Circus Maximus, and was always covered,

except on his festival-day, the 18th ofAugust, called the Con-

sualia. Horse- and chariot-races were celebrated at this fes-

tival, and the working horses, mules and asses were crowned

with flowers, and allowed to rest c
: hence Consus has proba-

bly been confounded with Neptunus Equestris, as this latter

god was called, to identify him with the Greek Poseidon. It

was at the Consualia that the Sabine virgins were carried off

by the Romans.

Laverna.

Laverna was the patron-goddess of thieves, who were an-

ciently called Laverniones d
, and of all in general who prac-

tised artifice and fraud e
. At Rome she had an altar by the

temple of Tellus, near the gate which was called from her the

gate of Lavernaf
. There was also a temple of this goddess

near FormiaeS. Her name is probably derived from lateo,

significatory of darkness or obscurity 1*.

3 Dion. Hal. iv. 15. Suet. Nero, 39. b See above, p. 515.

c Dion. Hal. i. 33. Plut. Q. R. 48. d Festus, s. v.

e Pulchra Laverna,

Da mihi fallere, da justo sanctoque videri

;

Noctem peccatis et fraudibus objice nubem.

Hor. Ep. i. 16, 60.

* Porta LavernaUs, Varro, De L. L. iv. p. 45. s Cicero, Att. 7, 8.

h It is ratber curious that t and v should be commutable, yet there are many

instances of it, such as riXXco and vello, 0e\<o and volo, kXitvs and clivus. To these

may perhaps be added Latinus and Lavinum, and certainly vallis and the German

thai and English dale.

2 m
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Sancus.

Sancus was, beyond question, an ancient Sabine deity% but

his exact nature is not known. He was very early confounded

with the Grecian Heracles ; but the Ara Maxima, and the

priesthood of the Potitii and Pinarii, together with the gen-

tile worship of the Fabii who were of Sabine origin, must all

have belonged to the old Sabine god. As a further proof, we

may observe that the temple of Sancus stood on the Gtuirinal,

the Sabine part of the city b
. In this temple was preserved

the original treaty concluded by Tarquinius Superbus with

the Gabians c
. There also stood in it a brazen statue of Caia

Cecilia, the thrifty spouse of Tarquinius Priscus, according

to the ancient legend ; and her spindle and sandals had once

been preserved there d
.

Sancus was also named Dius Fidius e and Semo f
; the

former, perhaps, in consequence of the resemblance of his

name to the word sanctus ; the latter is said to be semihomo.

Ovid, when addressing him, calls him in the usual manner,

Semo Pater s.

The festival of Sancus was on the nones of June. People

when going on a journey used to sacrifice to himh
.

Summanus, Vejovis, Soranus.

We place these three together, as being deities of the un-

der-world.

Summanus was a god of Etruria, whose worship was

adopted, probably very early, at Rome. A temple was erected

to him at the Circus Maximus in the time of the war with

Pyrrhus 1
; and his earthen statue stood on the top of the tem-

ple of Jupiter on the Capitolk . Nocturnal lightnings were

a Dion. Hal. ii. 49. Ovid, Fast. vi. 216, 217. Sil. Ital. viii. 422.

*> Dion. Hal. ix. 60. Ovid, Fast. vi. 218.

c Dion. Hal. iv. 58. Compare Hot. Epist. ii. 1, 24, 25. d Plut. Q. R. 30.

e Hence the oath Meclius Fidius, answering to Mehercle.

f Livy (i. 20.) calls him Sancus Semo.
g Fast. vi. 214. In our note on this passage of Ovid will be found most of the

authorities on the subject of Sancus.

h Festus v. Propter viam. J Ovid, Fast. vi. 731. k Cic. Div. i. 10.
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ascribed to Summanus, as diurnal ones were to Jupiter a
; and

when trees had been struck with lightning, the Arval brethren

sacrificed to him black wethers b
. He may therefore have

been only a god of the night ; but we are assured that he was

Pluto and Dispiter c
. Varro joins him with Vulcanus, as one

of the gods worshiped by the Sabine Tatius d
.

As his Roman name was probably a translation, the usual

derivation of it, Summus Manium, is perhaps founded on truth.

His festival, the Summanalia, was on the 20th of June, when
cakes shaped like a wheel were offered to him.

Vejovis or Vedius was also an Etruscan god, for he cast

lightnings. These had the property of causing previous deaf-

ness in those whom they were to strike e
. The temple of Ve-

jovis at Rome stood in the hollow between the Arx and the

Capitol (Inter duos lucos) f
. His statue was that of a youth

with darts in his hand, a she-goat stood beside it, and a she-

goat was the victim to himg. Hence some viewed him as

Young Jupiter, while others saw in him the avenging Apollo

of the Greeks 11
. He was however certainly a god of the un-

der-world 1
, and his name signifies Injurious Godk .

Soranus was a god worshiped on Mount Soracte. He was

similar to the Roman Dis or Orcus 1
. His priests, named

Hirpi or Hirpini, used to walk barefoot over heaps of burn-

a
Plin. H. N. ii. 53. August. C. D. iv. 23.

Nocte sub illuni et somno nictantibus astris

;

Talibus infestat populos Summanus et urbes

Cinctus ceerulieae fumanti turbine flammae.

Milton, In Quint. Nov.
b Gruter, Inscrip. p. 121.
c " Pluto qui etiam Summanus dicitur." Mart. Cap. ii. 40. Arnob. adv. Gent,

v. 37. P. Victor calls the temple at the Circus Maximus JEdes Ditis patris.

d L. L. iv. p. 22.
e Aram. Marcel, xvii. 10, 2.

f Ovid, Fast. iii. 430. B Id. ib. Gellius, v. 12.

h Ovid, ut sup. Gellius, ut sup.

1 " Pluton quern etiam Ditem Vejovemque dixere." Mart. Cap. ii. 9. " Nee

Vedium [Plutonem] cum uxore conspexerit sicut suadebat Etruria." Id. ii. 7.

" Dispater, Vejovis, Manes, sive vos quo alio nomine fas est nominare." Carmen

Devotionis ap. Macrob. Sat. iii. 9.

k Gellius, ut supra. ' Serv. JEn. xi. 785.

2 m 2
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ing coals of pine-wood, carrying the entrails of the victim a
.

There was a legend of wolves connected with this worship,

which had its origin in the name of the priests, (hirpus being

the Sabine for ivolf,) and this led to an identification of the

god with the Grecian Apollo b
. Soranus was probably the

Sabine name of Orcus.

Camenae, Egeria, Carmenta.

As the Latins used the term Camena for the Greek Musa,

we are to suppose that their Camenae or Casmenae were dei-

ties of a nature similar to the Muses . We only meet with

them in the legend of Numa, whom Egeria used to lead to

the grove and fount which they haunted, to receive their in-

structions d
. Numa is said to have enjoined the Romans to

honour especially the Camena, Tacita or Silence e
.

Egeria, the spouse and instructress of Numa, was by some

regarded as one of the Camenae ; by others she is called a

nymph f
. Her fount was in the vale and grove of Aricia, and

pregnant women used to sacrifice to her, that they might have

a safe delivery &.

Carmenta seems to have been a deity similar to the Came-

nae, for she is always represented as a prophetess. The le-

gend makes her the mother of Evander h
. That she was an

ancient Italian deity is clear, for she had a Flamen 1 and a

festival. The Carmentalia were on the 11th and 15th of

January k
. Carmenta was worshiped by the Roman matrons.

They prayed on this occasion to two deities, named Porrima,

a Serv. ut sup. Plin. H. N. vii. 2. Sil. Ital. v. 176. seq.

b Same authorities.

c Varro's (L. L. vi. p. 87.) derivation of Casmena, quasi Carmena, from carmen,

is not improbable.

* Plut. Numa, 8, 13. Liv. i. 21. Ovid, Met. xv. 482.

e Plut. ut sup. This was probably invented after Numa was made a Pythagorean.

* Plut. ut snip. Dion. Hal. ii. 60.

g Festus v. Egeria. The name of the fount probably gave origin to the goddess,

and her name then to this last notion, alvum eyerens.

& Dion. Hal. i. 31. Ovid, Fast. i. 471. seq.

1 Cicero, Brut. 14.
k Ovid, ut svp. 461, 616.
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Prosa, or Antivorta and Postvorta, for a safe delivery in child-

birth 51
. The legend said, that one time when the senate had

forbidden the Roman ladies to use carriages (carpenta), in

their rage they caused abortions ; the senate rescinded their

decree, and the matrons built a temple to Carmentab
.

Matuta, Aurora.

Mater Matuta, as she is almost always called, was, beyond

question, the goddess of the dawn, the Eos of Greece ; for

Lucretius says c
,

Tempore item certo roseam Matuta per oras

iEtheris auroram defert et luraina pandit.

The identification of Matuta with the Greek Leucothea is

a curious instance of the effect of similarity in the signification

of names ; for as manum signified clarum^, Matuta was the

Clara Dea. The festival of Matuta, named Matralia, was

on the 11th of June, and the matrons prayed at it for the

prosperity of their nephews and nieces e
.

Atilius Romulus is said to have vowed a temple to Pales

Matuta f
.

Fortuna.

This deity was of much greater importance in the eyes of

the Italians than in those of the Greeks. Under the name of

Nortia she was adored in Etruria ; she was also worshiped at

Antium£, Praeneste 11 and elsewhere ; and at Rome there were

two temples to her, both ascribed to Servius Tullius, the one

of Bona or Virgo Fortuna, the other of Fors Fortuna 1
.

Bonus Eventus.

Bonus Eventus is one of the gods addressed by Varro in

a See our note on Ovid's Fasti, i. 633.

b Ovid, ut sup. Plut. Q. R. 56. A play of etymology in the usual Roman style.

c De Rer. Nat. v. 655, 656. d Nonius, s. v.

e See our notes on Ovid's Fast. vi. 550. seq.

f Interp. Vet. Virg. Geor. iii. 1. e Hor. Carm. i. 35. h Strabo, v. 3.

1 See our notes on Ovid's Fast. vi. 569. seq. 776. seq.
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the commencement of his work on agriculture, where he joins

him with Lympha. He prays to this deity, as without his

aid nothing could come to a happy termination. Bonus

Eventus was represented with a patera or cup in one hand,

and ears of corn in the other a
.

Vertumnus,

Vertumnus, or Vortumnus, is a god of very dubious cha-

racter. According to some he was like Mercurius, a deity

presiding over merchandise b
. Varro c in one place says he

was a Tuscan god, and that therefore his statue was in the

Tuscan street at Rome; in another d
, he sets him among the

gods worshiped by the Sabine king Tatius. Horace e uses

Vertumni in the plural number ; and the Scholiast observes,

that his statues were in almost all the municipal towns of

Italy.

Vertumnus (from verto) is probably the translation of a

Tuscan name ; and the most probable hypothesis respecting

this god is, that he was a deity presiding over the seasons

and their manifold productions in the vegetable world f
. Ceres s

and Pomona were associated with him. The Vortumnalia

wrere in Octoberh .

Anna Perenna.

The ambiguity of the name of this goddess, from its resem-

blance to annus, amnis, anus, and also to the Semitic proper

name Anna, has led to various opinions respecting her. The

most probable is, that she was a deity of the year', as prayer

was made to her for a long life 1
. She was said by some to be

the Moon, or Themis, or Io, or the Atlantis Maia who reared

Jupiter k . These latter suppositions are quite improbable, as

she was an ancient Roman deity. Anna the sister of Dido,

a
Plin. II. N. xxxi. 8.

b Asconius, on Cic. in Verr. ii. 1, 59. Scholiast on Hor. Epist. i. 20, 1.

c De L. L. iv. p. 14. d lb. p. 22. e Epist. ii. 7, 14.

f See Propert. iv. 2., and Midler, Etrusk. ii. 51. seq.

6 " Ara Cereri et Vortimo." Victor, Reg. viii. Urbis.

h Varro, L. L. v. p. 57. ' Ovid, Fasti, iii. 531. k Id. ib. 567. seq.
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another account says, followed ^Eneas to Italy after the death

of her sister; Lavinia, jealous of the kind reception he gave

her, meditated her death. Apprised by her sister in a dream,

Anna fled, and coming to the banks of the Numicius, was

seized by the god of the stream. When those who were in

search of her came thither, her voice was heard declaring that

she was a nymph of the Numicius, and was to be called Anna

Perenna, because she lay in the perennial river a.

Those who derived her name from anus said, that at the

time of the Secession there was an old woman named Anna

who lived at Bovillae, who every morning baked cakes and

brought them to the people. On their return to Rome, they

erected a statue to her under the name of Perennab
.

The festivals of Anna Perenna were celebrated on the ides

of March,—a further proof of her presiding over the year,

which anciently began in that month c
. They were held near

the banks of the Tiber ; dancing, singing, drinking and re-

velling were the occupations of both sexes, and they prayed

to live as many years as they drank cyathos.

Terminus.

This ancient deity, worshiped by Tatius and Numa, pre-

sided, as his name denotes, over boundaries. His statue was

a rude stone or post, set in the ground as a mere landmark

to distinguish adjacent properties. On the twenty-first of

February his festival called Terminalia was celebrated. The

owners of the adjoining lands met at his statue, on which they

placed garlands, and then raising a rude altar, offered on it

some corn, honeycomb, and wine, and sacrificed a lamb or a

sucking-pig ; they concluded by singing the praises of the

god d
.

a Ovid, Fasti, iii. 545. seq. Sil. Ital. viii. 28. seq. It is a curious fact that she is

still worshiped in Latium under the name of Anna Petronilla. See Blunt, Vestiges

of Ancient Manners, &c, p. 92.

b Id. ib. 661. seq.

c Nee mini parva fides annos hinc isse priores

Anna quod hoc ccepta est mense Perenna coli.—w. 145, 146.

11 Id. ib. ii. 641. seq. The offering, Plutarch says (Numa, 16. Q. R. 15.), was

originally bloodless. We everywhere meet proofs of the mildness and purity of

the ancient religion of Latium.
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When Tarquinius Priscus set about building the Capitoline

temple, it was necessary to remove the altars of the deities

who already occupied the summit of the Capitol. The assent

of each deity was sought by the augurs, and all yielded it but

Terminus and Juventas. The altar of Terminus therefore

always stood in the temple a
. The roof was open over the

stone which represented the god, who can only be worshiped

in the open airb .

The altar of Juventas also stood in the vestibule of the

temple of Minerva c
. There was a temple of this goddess in

which a registry was kept of the names of the young men
who were of the military age d

.

Silvanus.

Silvanus was a deity who had the care of fields and cattle e
;

he also presided over boundaries^ Groves were consecrated

to himg, hence perhaps his name. He was usually represented

as old, and bearing a cypress plucked up by the roots 11
; and

the legend of Apollo and Cyparissos was transferred to him 1
.

The usual offering to Silvanus was milk k
. He was termed

Pater like the other gods 1
.

According to the Agrimensors every possession should have

three Silvans, one domestic for the possession itself, one agre-

stic for the herdsmen, a third oriental for whom there should

be a grove {lucus) on the boundary 111
. The meaning of this

obscure passage probably is, that Silvanus was to be worshiped

under three different titles as protector of the family, for we
meet an inscription Silvano Larum; ofthe cattle, perhaps those

on the public pastures ; and of the boundaries, that is, of the

whole possession. The Mars Silvanus to whom Cato n directs

a
Dion. Hal. iii. 69. Liv. i. 55. v. 54.

b Ovid, Fast. ii. 672. Serv. Mn. ix. 448.
c

Dion. Hal. ut sup. d Id. iv. 15.

e
Virg. ,En. viii. 601. f Hor. Epod. 2. 22.

K Virg. ut sup. Plaut. Aul. iv. 6, 8. h Virg. Geor. i. 20.

j Serv. Geor. i. 20. k Hor. Epist. ii. 1, 143.

1 Id. Epod. 2. 21.
m See Scaliger's note on Festus v. Marspcdis.

* R. 11. 80.
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prayer to be made for the health of the oxen is probably the

second, the third is the tutor fiyiium of Horace.

Silvanus used, we are told a
, to molest lying-in women at

night. They were therefore committed to the care of three

deities, named Intercido, Pilumnus, and Deverra. Three men
went by night round the house to signify that these deities

were watchful : they first struck the threshold with an axe,

then with a pestle (pilum), and finally swept (deverrere) with

brooms; because trees are not cut {cceduntur) and pruned
without an axe, corn bruised without a pestle, or heaped up
without brooms. Hence the names of the deities who kept
the wood-god away from the lying-in woman.

Faunus. Lupercus. Inuus.

Faunus was a rural deity perhaps resembling the Grecian
Pan, to whom he is so similar in name and with whom he
was identified b

. He was held to have the power of foretelling

the future . In later times he was mortalised like all the other

Italian gods, and said to have been a just and brave king,

greatly devoted to agriculture, the son of Picus and father of
Latinus d

. Like Pan too, he was multiplied; and as there

were Pans, so we also meet abundant mention of Fauns. The
poets gave to Faunus and the Fauns the horns of a goat and
feet of the Satyrs. Faunus Pater occurs e

. The feminine of
his name, Fauna, was a name of Earth; hence he may himself

have been originally the same with Tellumo and Saturnus.

Lupercus and Luperca were worshiped as the protectors of

flocks from wolves (lupos arcentes) f
. The Lupercalia was on

the 15th of February ; the victims offered were goats and dogs,

and the Luperci cutting the goatskin into thongs ran through
the city striking all whom they met. Married women used
to place themselves in their way, as the stroke of the hallowed
thong was thought to cause fecundity. The god in whose

a Varro, Fr. p. 231. b Ovid, Fast. ii. 424 ; iv. 650. Hor. Carm. i. 17, 1,
c Ovid, ut sup. Virg. JEn. vii. 81. seq.

d Virg. .En. vii. 47. Probus, Geor. i. 10.
e Calpmn. Ec. i. 9. 37; ii. 13. f Arnob. iv. 3. Serv. Mn. viii. 343.
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honour the feast was celebrated was in the later times called

Faunus or Pan a
.

Inuus was another name of the rural deity b
. There was

a place named Castrum Inui in Latium , and another near

Caere in Etruria d
.

Picus.

Picus, says the legend, was the son of Saturnus,, and cele-

brated for his beauty and his love of horses and hunting : he
was married to Canens, the daughter of Janus and Venilia,

renowned for the sweetness and power of her voice. One day
Picus went forth to the chase clad in a purple cloak, bound
round his neck with gold. He entered the wood where Circe

happened to be at that time gathering magic herbs : she was
instantly struck with love, and implored the prince to corre-

spond to her passion. Picus faithful to his beloved Canens
indignantly spurned her advances, and Circe in revenge struck

him with her wand, and instantly he was changed into a bird

with purple plumage and a yellow ring round its neck. This

bird was called by his name Picus, the Woodpecker e
.

This legend seems to have been devised to give an origin

for the Woodpecker in the manner of the Greeks.

Pales.

Pales was the goddess presiding over cattle and pastures.

Her festival, called the Palilia, was celebrated on the twenty-

first of April, and was regarded as the day on which Rome
had been founded. The shepherds on the Palilia lustrated

their flocks by burning sulphur, and making fires of olive, pine,

and other substances. Millet, and cakes of it and milk were

offered to the goddess,, and prayers made to her to avert dis-

ease from the cattle, and to bless them with fecundity and
abundance of food. Fires of straw were kindled in a row, and

a See Ovid, Fast, ii. 267. seg. b Liv. i. 5.

1 Virg. /En. vi. 776. d Rutil. Itin. i. 232.
e Ovid, Met. xiv. 320. seg. Plut Q. R. 21. Servius (Mn. vii. 190.) says that

Picus ^as married to Pomona.
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the rustics leaped thrice through them ; the blood of a horse,

*he ashes of a calf, and bean-stalks were used for purification*.

The statue of Pales was represented bearing a sickleb . Pales

was also regarded as a male deity c
.

Pomona.

Pomona (from pomiim) was a goddess presiding over fruit-

trees. Her worship was of long standing at Rome, where

there was a Flamen Pomonalis, who sacrificed to her every year

for the preservation of the fruit.

The story of Pomona and Vertumnus, alluded to above and

probably a late fiction, is prettily told by Ovid d
. This Ha-

madryas (i. e. nymph) lived in the time of Procas king of

Alba. She was devoted to the culture of gardens, to which

she confined herself, shunning all society with the male dei-

ties. In vain Satyrs, Pans, Priapus, Silvanus, sought her

love. Vertumnus too was enamoured of her, and under va-

rious shapes tried to win her favour : sometimes he came as

a reaper, sometimes as a hay-maker, sometimes as a plough-

man or a vine-dresser : he was a soldier and a fisherman, but

to equally little purpose. At length, under the guise of an old

woman, he won the confidence of the goddess, and by enlar-

ging on the evils of a single life and the blessings ofthe wedded

state, by launching out into the praises of Vertumnus, and

relating a tale of the punishment of female cruelty to a lover,

he sought to move the heart of Pomona : then resuming his

real form, clasped to his bosom the no longer reluctant nymph.

Flora.

Flora was the goddess of flowers. She was a very ancient

Italian deity, being one of those said to have been worshiped

by Tatius. The Floralia were celebrated in the end of April

and beginning of May. They greatly degenerated in time,

and became so lascivious as not to bear the presence of vir-

a Ovid, Fasti, iv. 721. seq. Tibull. i. 1, 36 ; ii. 5, 87. seq. Propert. iv. 1, 19
;

4, 73. seq. See our notes on Ovid, ut siq).

h Tibull. ii. 5, 28.
c

Serv. Geor. iii. 1.
a Ovid, Met. xiv. 623. seq.
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tuous characters. The story of Cato the Censor, at whose
appearance the feast was suspended, is well known a

.

The Romans, who in general displayed very little elegance

of imagination in the origins wrhich they invented for their

deities, said that Flora had been a courtezan, who having by
her trade acquired immense wealth (at Rome in the early days

of the Republic !), left it to the Roman people, on condition of

their always celebrating her birth-day wdth feasts b .

Flora being an ancient original Latin deity wras addressed

by the honorific title Mater c
.

Feronia.

This goddess may perhaps be placed among the rural dei-

ties. She was of Sabine origin d
. At her grove, at the foot

of Mount Soracte, great markets used to be held during the

time of her festival. She had also a temple, grove, and fount

near Anxur. Flowers and first-fruits were the offerings to

her, and the interpretation of her name given in Greek was
Flower-bearing or Garland-loving, while some rendered it Per-

sephone 6
. She was also called Juno Virgo f

. Feronia was
regarded as the goddess of emancipated slaves ; they received

the pileus in her temple s.

Falacer. Farina.

These two were perhaps rural deities, for Varro h places their

Flamens with those of Volturnus or Vertumnus, Palatua
(Pales?), Flora and Pomona. From their having Flamens,
there being a festival named Furinalia, and Falacer being
styled Divus Pater 1

, it is plain that they were ancient deities,

and that they must have been of importance in the early days
of Rome. Yet the most learned Romans did not know even
who or what they were. Concerning Falacer we do not meet
with so much as a conjecture, and of Furina Varro says, "her

a Val. Max. ii. 10. t> Plut. Q. R. 35. Lactant. i. 24.
c

Cicero, Verr. v. 14. Lucret. v. 738. On the subject of Flora see Ovid's Fast,

v. 183. seq. with our notes.

d Varro, L. L. p. 22. e Dion. Hal. iii. 32. * Serv. JEn. vii. 799.
g Id. ib. viii. 564. Compare Liv. xxii. 1.

h L- k vi- P- 90. i /$. iv . p . 25.
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name is now hardly known to a few a." There was a sacred

grove of this goddess beyond the Tiber (in which C. Gracchus

was slain), and this with the similitude of the name led Cicero

and others to identify Furina with the Furies b
. The Furina-

lia were on the twenty-fifth of July.

Vacuna. Marica.

The first of these was a Sabine deity: her name apparently

comes from vaco, and she was identified with Diana, Ceres or

Minerva c
. Marica had a grove near Minturnae, into which if

anything was brought it was not lawful to take it out again d
.

Some said she was Circe, others Venus ; Virgil makes her

the mother of Latinus e
.

Beside the above, there was a crowd of other deities held

to preside over all the operations of agriculture and all parts

of the country.

Rusina presided over the whole country : Collina over the

hills, and Vallonia over the valleys. Epona had charge of

horses f
, Bubona of oxen. Seia or Segetra looked to the seed

and the springing corn. Runcina was invoked when the fields

were to be weeded ; Occator, when they were to be harrowed.

Sator and Sarritor presided over sowing and raking. Robigus

or Robigo was worshiped to avert mildew ; the Robigalia were

held on the twenty-fifth of April, just before the Floralia.

Stercutius, or Sterculius, was the god of dunging the ground.

Nodosus attended to the joints of the stalk ; Volusia to the

folding of the blade : Patelina had charge of the ear when it

appeared: Lactens or Lactura minded it when milky; and

Matura brought it to ripeness. Mellona presided over honey.

Fornax was the goddess of baking: the Fornicalia were cele-

brated in February s.

a
Is Falacer connected with fate, and Furina with/ar orfurfur?

b Cic. N. D. iii. 18. Plut. C. Grac. 17. Martian de Nupt. ii. 40. "Ad Furinse

Satricum versus" occurs in Cicero ad Q. F. iii. 1. 2.

c Sck. Hor. Epist. i. 10, 49. Ovid, Fast. vi. 307.

d Plut. Marius, 39.
6 Virg. Mn. vii. 47. Serv. in loco. Lact. i. 21.

{ Juv. Sat. viii. 157.

g For these and other similar deities see Pliny, H. N. xviii. 2. Servius, Geor. i. 21.

Tertul. ad Gent. 16. 25. ad Nat. i. 11 ; ii. 9.
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The Italians had also deities of the waters. Such were the

following.

Portunus vel Portumnus.

The only male deity of the sea beside Neptunus in Italian

mythology is Portunus, who presided over ports and havens.

His festivals, called Portunalia, were held at Rome, on the

day on which a temple had been dedicated to him at the port

of the Tiber a
. The Romans, we know not for what reason,

identified him with the Palaemon of the Greeks.

Portunus was perhaps only another name for Neptunus.

We meet with Pater Portunus b
.

Salacia et Venilia.

These were goddesses of the sea ; the former, whose name

was, not very correctly, derived from solum, was regarded as

the wife or sister of Neptunus , and was considered identical

with Amphitrite or even Tethys d
. The name of the latter

was deduced from venio or venia, whence some viewed her as

Hope e
. Salacia was thought to preside over the retiring,

Venilia over the approaching waves. Virgil f makes Venilia

the mother of Turnus ; in Ovid she is the wife of Janus.

Juturna.

Juturna was a water-nymph : her fountain was near the

Numicius ; its waters, owing to her name (from juvo), were

held to be very salubrious : the sick drank thems, and the

Romans used them in their sacrifices. A temple was built to

Juturna in the Campus Martius, and there was a festival

named the Juturnalia 11
. Virgil, as usual, Euhemerising the

old Italian deities, makes her the sister of Turnus. She was,

he says 1
, violated by Jupiter, and made by him in recompense

a goddess of the lakes and streams.

a Varro, L. L. v. p. 57. b Virg. Mn. v. 241.
c Varro, L. L. iv. p. 21. Gell. xiii. 22.

d Serv. Mn. i. 144. 720. Fcstus, s. v.
e Tert. ad Nat. ii. 11.

f Mn. x. 76. g Varro, L. L. iv. p. 21.

* Serv. /En. xii. 139. Ovid, Fast. i. 464. ' Mn. xii. 139.
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The rivers, such as the Tiber, the Almo, the Spino, the

Numicius, were held by the Romans to be presided over by

peculiar deities a
. This was probably an original part of the

old Italian religion.

The domestic gods were the Penates and Lars :

—

Penates.

The Penates, so named from the Penus or pantry, in which

they were worshiped, were the gods who were held to attend

to the welfare and prosperity of the family. Cities also had

their Penates, such were those of Rome and Lavinium. There

were four classes of beings from which men selected their

Penates, those of heaven, the sea, the under-world, and the

deified souls of deceased menb
; these last were probably the

same with the Lars.

Lars.

In the Tuscan language the word Larth or Lars signified

lordc
, whence it follows that the Roman Lars were of Tuscan

origin, and not Sabine. The Greeks translated the word

Heroes d
, and everything conspires to prove that the Lars

were regarded as the deified spirits of men ; and by a beau-

tiful conception, the family Lars were held to be the souls of

the ancestors who watched over and protected their descend-

ents.

The doctrine of the Lars is closely connected with that of

the Genius, and the Genius and the Lar are often confounded e
.

For the Genius, as we have seen, gave being to the man, and

attended him through life ; and then the soul, if virtuous,

became itself a kind of Genius, that is, a protecting power.

The old Latins, we are told f
, called the soul, when it left the

a Cic. N. D. iii. 20.
b Arnobius, iii. 40.

c The resemblance between Larth and lord, though casual, is curious.

d Dion. Hal. iv. 2. 14.
e Serv. ;En. iii. G3. Censor. D. N. 3.

f Apuleius op. Serv. ut supra.
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body, a Lemur ; and if the Lemur was good, they believed

that it became a family-Lar ; if it was bad, it became a Larva

to haunt the house : as it was not known to which class a

departed soul belonged, the general term Dii Manes, that is,

Good Gods a
, was employed in speaking of the dead.

The term Manes seems related to Mantus and Mania, the

Tuscan god and goddess of the under-world, and Mania is

expressly called the mother or grand-mother of the Manes b
,

and the mother of the L^rs c
, which proves the identity, as we

may term it, of these classes of beings. Mania is called their

mother, perhaps as giving them a new birth to return to earth

as protecting spirits.

Another name of the mother of the Lars was Acca Laren-

tia, to whom the Accalia or Larentilia were celebrated on the

23rd of December, the day after the Compitalia, or feast of

the Lars. This deity was afterwards converted into a prosti-

tute (lupa), and the nurse of Romulus and Remus ; and the

rural Lars, whom the Arval brethren invoked in their songs,

became her twelve stout sons in her cottage on the Aventine.

This goddess was also named Lara or Larunda. A legend,

in the Greek taste, was invented of her having been a nymph,

the daughter of the Almo, whose tongue, for her tattling, (\a-

\ia) Zeus cut out, and then sent her under the conduct of

Mercurius to the nether-world. Her keeper violated her on

the Way, and she became the mother of the two Lars d
.

Genita Mana seems also to have been a name of this god-

dess. It was the custom to sacrifice a dog to her, and to pray

that no good house-slave (verna) might go away e
.

The Lars were usually represented in pairs. The statues

of the household Lars were set at the fire-place, arrayed in

dog-skins, with the figure of a dog beside them f
. Garlands

a In old Latin manus, manuus, or manis was good. Festus v. Manuos. Serv. ut

sup. It remains in immanis. The Arcadians called the dead xprjaroi (Plut. Q.

R. 52. Q. G. 5.). The term, like so many others, was placatory; the Irish and

Africans call the fairies Good People. Fairy Myth. ii. 327.
b Festus v. Maniac. c Varro, L. L. ix.p. 142. Marini. Atti. &c. ii. 373.

d Ovid, Fast. ii. 585. seq.

e Plin. II. N. xxix. 4. Plut. Q. R. 52. firjdeva %p»;(rr6v dxo(5fjvai t£>v o'iko-

yevtov.

f Plut. Q. R. 51.
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were hung on them, and offerings of food, wine and incense

were made to them a
. In each of the streets (compita) of

Rome there was a niche for the street-Lars (as at present for

the Saints), in which, at the Compitalia (December 22), cakes

were offered to them by the slaves who lived in the streetb .

The Lars being presiding powers {praestites), there were

Lars of the heaven, the sea, the roads, the villages, the streets,

the towns and the country, as well as of private houses .

Among the domestic deities may be classed those presiding

over marriage,—Jugatinus, Domiducus, Domitius, Manturnia,

Subigus, Prema, and Partunda : and those presiding over the

birth and rearing of children,—Natio, Vagitanus, Cunina,

Rumina, Edusa, Potina, Statilinus, Fabulinus, Adeona, Abe-

ona, Volumnus and Volumna, and others whose names will

explain their offices. Sacrifices were made to them when the

action over which they presided commenced. Thus when

the child began to speak, the parents sacrificed to Fabulinus

:

Domiducus was worshiped when the bride was brought home

to the house of her husband. Orbona took care of those who

were bereft of their parents ; when death came, Nenia looked

to the performance of the dirges and the funeral d
.

In the deification of moral qualities, the Italian religion far

exceeded that of Greece. At Rome the altars and temples

reared to them were numerous. Among those thus honoured

were Hope, Fear [Favor and Metus), Peace, Concord, Health

(Salus), Liberty, Virtue, Honour, Shame and many others.

From the preceding account of the Italian religion, it will

be easily seen how very much it differed from that of the

Greeks, and how injudicious it is to confound them, as is so

generally done. Between the Greek Hermes and the Roman

Mercurius, it will be observed there is but one point of resem-

a Ovid, Fast. ii. 634. Plaut. Aul. Prol. 24. b Dion. Hal. iv. 14.

c Coelo2)otentes,permarini, viales, vicorum, compitales, civitatum, rurales, grun-

dules, domestici etfamiliares. See Midler, Etrusk. ii. 90. seq.

A These deities are noticed by Pliny, Festus, Nonius, and the Fathers of the

Church.

2 N
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blance ; and the Roman Venus, the goddess of the gardens

and of vegetable increase, is a personage very different from

the Aphrodite, whose acts and attributes are so uniformly be-

stowed on her, that few are able to disunite them in their

minds.

We have now brought our labours to their termination,

and we trust that attention will gradually awaken to the beau-

ties and the philosophy of the mythes of Hellas. The history

of man's religious ideas is a most important portion of the

history of the human mind ; and the arrival of a time when

the cultivation of the physical sciences, and mere practical

philosophy, shall have so completely extinguished all poetic

feeling, as to render the elegant mythology of Greece the ob-

ject of neglect and contempt, is a consummation not to be

desired by any true friend of mankind.



APPENDIX.

A. Page 34.

The Hyperboreans.

AMONG the many errors which J. H. Voss has introduced into mythic geogra-

phy, there is none which has less foundation than that of placing the Hyperbo-

reans in the West, as not a single passage of the classics, rightly understood, fa-

vours this view.

As is observed in the text, the simple signification of the name denotes a north-

ern site ; and Herodotus (iv. 36.) says, that if there are Hyperboreans, there must

be also Hypernotians. Hesiod and the author of the Epigoni, the first, he says,

who mention them, cannot now be cited as witnesses to their northern position

;

but Aristeas the Proconnesian (in the time of Cyrus) said, that to the north of the

Scythians dwelt the Issedonians, northwards of whom were the one-eyed Arima-

spians, then the Griffons that watched the gold in the mountains, and finally the

Hyperboreans, who dwelt thence to the sea, that is, the northern ocean (iv. 13.).

Pindar no doubt places the sources of the Ister (which Herodotus knew rose in

the west) in the country of the Hyperboreans ; but at that time the more general

opinion was that the Ister flowed from the north ; and this must have been Pin-

dar's own opinion, for he places his Hyperboreans 7rvoias oniOev Bopea xpvxpol.

iEschylus also (Sch. Apoll. Rh. iv. 284.) placed the sources of the Ister in the

north. Theopompus (Ml. V. H. iii. 18.) told a strange tale of the people of the

huge continent which lay without this world having resolved to invade it ; but

when they landed in the country of the Hyperboreans, and learned that they were

the happiest of its inhabitants, they turned back in contempt. About the time of

Alexander, Hecataeus of Abdera wrote expressly on the subject of the Hyperbo-

reans. He placed them in an island of the size of Sicily in the ocean opposite ' the

Celtic' ; and the fertility of the island, and the piety and happiness of the people

were related in terms similar to those used of Panchaia and other happy places

(Diod. ii. 27.)- The poet Pherenicus said (Sch. Pind. 01. iii. 28.)

'A}i<pi 0' 'YTrepflopiwv, o'i r ecrxara vaieraovcri,

Njjy vtt' 'A7t6\Xojvos, aTze'ipnToi TroXefioio'

Tot's [lev apa 7rpoTepu)V k'i aifiaros vpveiovffi

1itt]vu)V (3\a<TT0VTa$, vtto dofiov aiQprjevTa

THaooaaQai Bopeao.

All subsequent authorities, down to Tzetzes, place them in the north.

At the time when the fiction of the Hyperboreans was devised, the Greeks had

not yet learned by experience the fact of there being cold regions in the north,

and warm in the south of the earth ; they also believed in the existence of the

high range of mountains which sustained the heaven ; and their experience of the

chill of caverns may have led them to infer that the cold Hosts (piirai) of Boreas

issued from caverns of this mountain-range, and thence to conceive the happiness

of living beyond these mountains,—the only place exempt, in their apprehension,

from the northern blasts.

On the subject of the Hyperboreans see Volcker's Mythische Geographie, i.

chap, vi., and Muller's Dorians, i. book ii. chap. iv.

2x2
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B. Page 35.

The ^Ethiopians.

As the imagination of the Greeks produced the Hyperboreans, a people exempt

from the cold which they themselves experienced, so their observation of the ef-

fect of the sun in embrowning the skin led them to conceive that the people who

dwelt near his rising must be more affected than others by his beams, which they

thought to have most power in that region (Herod, iii. 104.). Hence they ima-

gined the ^Ethiopians or Sunburnt men. Homer evidently places this people in

the East 8
, and Mimnermus (above, p. 54.) sets them in direct opposition to the He-

sperides, who. as iheir name proves, belong to the West. There is a well-known

passage of the Odyssey (i. 23, 24, Nitzsch in loc.) which divides the /Ethiopians

into two portions, the eastern and the western ; but of its genuineness strong

doubts are entertained, and the above-mentioned places of Mimnermus testify

strongly against such a division. Homer also (Od. iv. 188, xi. 521.) makes Me-

mnon, the prince of the /Ethiopians, a son of Eos. vEschylus (Fr. 178.) and Euri-

pides speak of /Ethiopians only in the East. When the Greeks had become ac-

quainted with the heat of Africa, they transferred the /Ethiopians thither, and

/Ethiopia has continued to be vhe name of the country to the south of Egypt.

SeeVolcker's Homerische Geographie, page 87 ^., and Mytliische Geographie,

page 114 seq.

C. Page 36, 158.

KXvros. KXvfjevos. KXetros. TXcwkos. rXavKwins.

It is well known that many words which denote moral qualities were, in their

origin, physical terms ; we are inclined to regard icXvrbs as an instance. That in

many places of Homer it signifies renowned or illustrious is not to be doubted

;

but it also occurs in connexion with words where we think bright would give a

better sense : such are tcXvrct revxea, Stbfiara, eifiara, prjXa ; kXvtos, the epithet

of Oceanos and Poseidon, would also seem to refer to the brightness of vhe surface

of the Ocean and the Sea ; kXvtotcxv,)?. the epithet of Hephrostos, would ex-

press the brilliancy of his w orks. This would also give a good sense to kXv/acvos

and kXvtottuXos as epithets of Hades, making thou placatory, and thus calling

him the bright instead of the dark god. We meet both Clytia and Clymene among
the Ocean-nymphs ; and the most natural cause seems to he in Ihe brightness of

the Ocean-stream. Eos carries off Cleltos, perhaps the Bright One. The name of

her sister would seem to indicate that the Spartan Charis Cleta was also a Bright-

one (see p. 193.).

It is not unlikely that brightness was also the primary idea in the Latin verb

clueo, as in

Magna me facinora decct efficere,

Qua) post mini clara et diu clueant.—Plaut. Pseud, ii. 1, 16.

Detulit ex Heliconc perenni fronde coronam,

Per gentcs Italas hominum (rase clara clueret.—Lucret. i. 119.

Bright or white was perhaps also the original meaning of yXavicos ; it seems

a Od.v. 282. We cannot agree with Volcker, that in II. xxiii. 205. Iris is going

to the West. The Winds seem to be there, and she has to go back (avris) to

share the feasts of the ^Ethiopians.
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akin to ydXa, ydXaicros, to dyXaos, aiyXr), ya\r)vn, and to the Teutonic grau,

gray. Homer (II. xx. 172. Heyne) and Hesiod (Shield 430. Gotrling) use the

word yXauKioojv of the fierce bright glare of the lion's eye. Empedocles (above,

p. 62.) called the moon y\auKW7ris, which could only refer to her brightness.

Pindar (01. vi. 70.) applies this term to the eyes of serpents, and Plato (Phssdr.

273.) to those of fiery steeds, neither of which are blue or green. Theocritus (xvi.

5.) has yXavKav dQ, the bright dawn, and Tryphiodorus (ver. 514.) yXavKov irvp.

Apollonius (i. 1280.) calls the Dawn xaP 07r h'i anfl the Scholiast says it is "dia

to Xct[nrpvi>eiv tov depa teal (jxtrriZctv. To 8e yXavicbv teal xapoTibv (jwuvvptos

Xeyeraf dfi^orepa yap eirl tov Xafiirpov "09ev Kal i) 'kOnvd yXav-

KUJ7TIS."

In Celtic Gealis bright, and Geallach, full-moon.

D. Page 52, 274, 299, 461.

'O/cea^os. 'Q.yvyrjs. 'Glyvyia.

It is plain that in these words the root is QK or or, probably signifying water,

which in Latin is aqua, in Sanscrit ogha (Asiat; Res. viii. 326.), in Celtic iske, in

Anglo-Saxon eage
;
the Scandinavians named the sea Ogn, and its god iEgir. To

these perhaps may be added the Latin aquor, and the Anglo-Saxon Egor (Mag-

nusen Lex. Myth. 989.).

'Qyr/v and 'Qyi'jvos were older forms of 'Qtceavos*; Ogyges is the symbol of

the deluge, Gyges is the same name, made a king like Ogyges ; Homer speaks of

a Gygeian lake (II. ii. 865.), and a lake-nymph, Cygcea in Lydia (II. xx. 390. Herod,

i. 93.). Pvctaiuing the y, and merely changing the vowels according to the principles

of etymology, we have alyes, waves, /Egmon, JEgvos and /Egeus, names of Poseidon,

JEgce, his abode, the JEgtean sea, the isle Mgina, and other cognate terms.

The Ogygian Isle, and not Ogygia, is the proper name of Calypso's island. It

is given this name to denote its position in the great expanse of waters, oQi r

dfMpaXbs e<JTi OaXdccrn's.

E. Page 64, 255.

Compounds in -yerrjs, -yevetct.

These compounds are generally taken in a passive sense, but some understand

them actively. We think the general opinion right, with however one exception.

We have rendered i)piyeveia air-born, as we view rjpi as the dative of dt)p, and

hold the derivation of jjws from aw, ai]\ii to be correct. The Latin Aurora, same

as Jura (Lucret. v. 656.), confirms this ; and it is further proved by the fact of

such being the order of nature in the South.

Cia Vaura messagiera erasi desta

Ad annnnziar che sene vien VAurora.—Tasso, Ger. Lib. iii. st. 1.

'Rpiyeveia may however also signify Gloom- or Darkness-sprung, darkness being

the usual sense of dyp in Homer, and thus denote the very brief twilight of the

South. The derivation from tbe adverb vpi early, perhaps amounts to the same,

this being in reality the dative of di)p.

a Suid. and Hesych. s. v. " yT\v icai wy i\vov Kai rd wy//vov £w/*ara," Phere-

cyd. ap. Clem. Alex, Strom. 6. p. 621.
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AlOprjyevijs, the epithet of the north wind, is perhaps to be understood actively*,

in accordance with what we may observe in Nature, where this wind dispels mist

and vapour, and brings clear and cloudless skies (II. v. 522—26., compare Milton,

P. L. ii. 488. seq.). Virgil says

At si quum referetque diem, condetque relatum,

Lucidus orbis erit ; frustra terrebere nimbis,

Et claro silvas cernes Aquilone moveri.—Geor. i. 458.

'.' The north-wind driveth away rain " occurs in the Proverbs of Solomon (xxv.

23.); and in Dante (Parad. xxviii. st. 27, 28.) we read

Come rimane splendido, e sereno

17 hemisperio de 1' aere, quando soffia

Borea da quella guancia, ond' e piu leno,

Terche si purga, e risolve la roffia

Che pria turbava, si che '1 ciel ne ride

Con le bellezze d'ogni sua paroffia.

F. Page 73.

Nectar and Ambrosia.

Nectar was to the Homeric gods what wine was to men. It is termed red,

epvdpbv (II. xix. 38. Od. v. 93.) ; it is mixed in a crater (Od. ut sup.), and handed
about in cups at the celestial meals (II. i. 598. iv. 3.). It is not easy to decide

whether the Ambrosia was a solid or a fluid. When Calypso is about to entertain

Hermes (Od. ut sup.), she fills the table with ambrosia, and mixes nectar, and he

eats and drinks. The river- god Simoeis gives the horses of Hera ambrosia to feed

on (II. v. 777.)- On the other hand, this goddess, when about to dress herself

(xiv. 170.), first washes her whole person with ambrosia, and then anoints herself

with ambrosial oil; while the corpse of Sarpedon is washed with water, and

anointed with ambrosia (xvi. 670.). Thetis pours both nectar and ambrosia into

the nostrils of that of Patroclos to keep it from corruption (xix. 38.). Eidothea

puts ambrosia under the noses of Menelaos and his comrades, to overcome the

smell of their seal-skins (Od. iv. 445.). It is also said (xii. 63.) that the ambrosia

was fetched from Ocean to Zeus by pigeons.

In Hesiod and Pindar we find nectar and ambrosia spoken of together, whence

it would seem to follow that they regarded the latter as meat rather than drink.

Alcseus (Athen. ii. 39.), however, said that the gods ate nectar, and Sappho (Id.

ib.) says

dfifipojaias [lev Kpartjp eiceicparo,

'Epfias d' eXujv epinv Oeols q)vox6r]<Tiv.

The comic poet Anaxandrides introduced Hermes (it would appear), saying

to veKrap ecrOioj Ttavv

Mdrrojv Sicnrivu) r dufipioaiav Kal r<£ Ail

Aiaicovio icai cefivos eifx' e/caorore,

"Hpa Xa\(Zv Kal KvKpidi TrapaKaOrjfievos.

* Apollonius (iv. 765.) uses it of all the winds ; rots aWpav Kal i^v^os noioixn,

Sch. in toe. See also Sch. Od. v. 296, and Orphic Hymn lxxx.
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'A/xfipotjit) is plainly the feminine of dfifipuaios, and signifies immortal food

(edu>8>)), or drink (7ro(xis), (Butt. Lexil. v.). Nesrap is a substantive, probably of

the same signification, from the negative ve- or vn-, and the obsolete verb KTAQ
to kill. It was a beautiful conception to make the gods feast on Immortality at-

tended by Youth.

G. Page 90, 527.

"Aidris. Orcus. Dis.

Aides or Hades is in Homer and Hesiod always the name of a person, never

that of a place. We meet the phrase eiv or els 'AiSao frequently ; but it is ma-
nifest that dofiois, which is expressed on other occasions, is there to be understood.

There are, however, two passages of the Ilias in which Aides would seem to be
the place ; the one is II. viii. 16.,

T6(T(TOv evepO' 'AiSecj, baov ovpavos ear' and yairjs,

but as it is a genitive, we may very well suppose ddfiuv to be understood. The
other passage (II. xxiii. 244.) is more difficult,

ElcroKev avrbs kyojv "A'idi K6v9(o/jiai.

One MS., however, (Mosc 2.) reads "ALSos, and the Scholiasts read nXevOcJixai,

and say it is the abbreviation of KeXevOw/xai, i. e. 7ropevoj[iai.

The gate or door of Aides ('Aidao irvXai) is plainly nothing more than the en-

trance into the house of Aides. The x^ovlov 'Aida arop,a of Pindar (Pyth. iv. 77.)

has nearly the same signification. When Herodotus (ii. 122.) says " Karafinvai

Karix) es tov oV'EWijves d'idnv vofiiZovcri elvat icai iceWi, k. t. \.," there is no
necessity for our supposing didrjv to be a place ; for ets or es is used of persons

as well as places. The " Kara, yfjs epxerai els 'AtSnv " of Mimnermus (ii. 14.)

may be understood in the same manner. The few places of the Attic dramatists a

in which Hades would seem to be the place, have it in the genitive ; and we may
perhaps venture to assert, that in no Attic prose writer is Hades other than a per-

son. Their usual phrase is es, eg, or ev "Aidov. It was probably the employment

e£ "AlSov that led to the taking of Hades for the place, a practice which we find

fully established by the Alexandrians b
: writers however, such as Lucian, who

aimed at purity, followed the practice of the Attics.

Dis and Orcus, in like manner, always, we may venture to assert, are the person,

never the place. Some passages of the poets may seem ambiguous c
; but of the

a Soph. Trach. 282. Aias 517. Eurip. Ale. 366.

b See Theocr. ii. 33. Mosch. i. 14. Callim. hi. 222. They used Pluto for the

person, Hades for the place : thus " nXowrwv de Tt)v ev tfdy." Apollod. i. 2, 1.

Hades occurs in this sense also in the New Testament, Luke xvi. 23, Rev. xx. 13,

14. It is very remarkable that our own word Hell has undergone a similar change

;

for in the Edda Hel is the goddess of the under-world, called from her Hel, and
distinguished from the place named Niflheim, as Erebos is from Tartaros.

c Thus in Terence (Hec. v. 4, 12.) :
" Egone qui ab (not ex) Oreo mortuum me

reducem in lucem feceris ? " and Lucan (i. 455.), " Ditisque profundi Pallida

regna ;" and (vi. 714.) " primo pallentis hiatu Orci." The " janua Orci" (vi. 762.),

and " tenebras Orci . . . vastasque lacunas" (i. 1 16.) of Lucretius ; and the "janua,

mcenia, spiracula, Ditis" and "fauces Orci" of Virgil are similar to the 'Aidao

7rvXai of Homer.
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usage in the prose writers there can he no doubt. Yet modern writers of Latin

almost always use Orcus for the place, Plato for the person, in utter contradiction

to the ancient Latin prose writers, who never, we helieve, used this last term 3
.

That most in use was Dis or Ditis ; but Plautus, Lucretius and Horace always em-

ployed Orcus.

Both Hades and Orcus, we may observe, occasionally signified death b
.

It is remarkable that neither the Greeks (for Erebos went early out of use) nor

the Latins had any name for the nether world. The former said eis, etc. g.dov ;

the latter ad, apud, etc. inferos (deos) ; and as this last word could not he em-

ployed in heroic poetry on account of the metre, the poets were obliged to have

recourse to periphrases. The later Greeks sometimes used Acheron in this sense
c
,

and they were followed by Plautus, ex. gr.

Nam me Acheruntem recipere Orcus noluit.—Most. ii. 2, 68.

and Lucretius, and occasionally by Horace, Virgil, and other poets.

H. Page 321.

Interpolations in Homer.

That there are many interpolations in the Ilias is a matter about which there

is now little dispute ; few, for example, will undertake the defence of the tenth

book, the Doloneia. We are not however aware of any doubts being entertained

respecting the ninth book, except as to a very few verses d
; it may therefore ap-

pear rather hardy in us to say that we suspect it to be the most interpolated book
in the whole poem, and all that relates to Phoenix to be a late addition. Our
reasons for thinking so are as follows.

In the first place, the use of the dual number in vv. 182. 192. (rw de fiarnv) is

altogether unexampled if there were three envoys. The explanation given by the

scholiast that iUas and Odysseus were the envoys, and Phoenix only their guide,

is strained, for Nestor (v. 16S.) plainly designates him as one of the envoys; it

also seems strange that Achillcus (v. 197.) should take no notice of his old tutor.

Again, it is said that the dual may refer to the two parties, the envoys and the

heralds ; this however is refuted by v. 197. Finally, we are told that the dual is

used for the plural Od. viii. 35. 48 ; but by comparing these passages with II. iv.

393. we shall see that of the fifty-two youths spoken of two were commanders,
and it is of them that the dual is used (See Eustath. and Nitzsch in loco). In

II. viii. 1S4. seq. where Hector appears to address his four horses in the dual, the

line containing their names is spurious (see Scholia). Heyne (in loc.) has justly

explained II. i. 567, reading iovra instead of lovre.

There are other grounds for doubting if Phoenix formed a part of the original

a " Pluton Latine est Dispiter, alii Orcum dicunt." Ennius ap. Lact. Div. Inst,

i. 14.

b iEsch. Agam. 678. Soph. (Ed. Col. 1689. Eur. Ale. 13. Lucret. v. 994. Hor.
Ep. ii. 2, 178. This may explain the use of Orcus for Death by Macrobius. See
above, p. 94.

c Bion. i. 51. Mosch. i. 14. Anthol. vii. 25. 30. 181. 203. 396.
d Payne Knight we think justly rejects vv. 142-156, as repugnant to the man-

ners of the heroic age.
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embassy. Why should he alone of all the Myrmidons quit Achilleus and adhere

to Agamemnon ; he who had reared him (vv. 485-91.), and to whom Peleus had

given him in charge when sending him to Ilion (vv. 438-43.) ? Surely Achilleus

would have taken some notice of him when he came to his tent ; we might even

expect to hear a gentle reproach for having deserted him. On the whole, then,

we think that the introduction of Phoenix into the embassy was the work of some

one who saw what a good effect it would have ; and we would therefore reject

w. 168. 223. 426-022. 658-668. 690-692. in which are included the whole epi-

sode of Meleagros and the account of Apollo's carrying off Marpessa (above, p. 1 19.).

We do not say that the lines, which will thus become consecutive, will exactly

agree, for the interpolator doubtless altered them so as to suit his purpose.

I. Page 350.

Latin forms of Greek Names.

The changes which many of the names in Grecian mythology have undergone

in Latin, are a proof that the mythology of Greece was known at Rome long be-

fore the Grecian language and literature became objects of study to the Romans.

The change is similar to what took place in Europe with respect to Oriental names

in the middle ages, when Mohammed, for example, uecame Macometto, Mahomet,

Mafamede, Mafoma. Macone, and Mahound. Thus the Latin form of Leto (/Eolic

Lato) is Latona, of Persephone Proserpina, of Polydeukes Polluces, Pollux, of Aias

Ajax, of Odysseus Ulixes, of Cyclops Codes, of Canymedes Catamitus a
, of Lao-

medon Alumento b
. As there were no diphthongs in Latin answering to the et

and ev of the Greeks, the vowel e was usually substituted for them , as Achilleus

Achilles, Perseus Perses, Medeia Medea, iEneias iEneas ; and as the Latin lan-

guage was adverse to the clustering of consonants, Alcmena became Alcumena,

Heracles Hercules, Asclcpios iEsculapius. The termination in pos was changed

to er, as Meleagros Meleager, Tcucros Teucer, Alexandros Alexander. It is to

be observed, that the only deities whose names were altered are Leto, Persephone

and Asclepios, who had no Latin parallels, the Latin practice being to employ the

names of the corresponding deities of their own system.

It has often strack us that the Greek 'E<T7repm is the true origin of the Latin

Hispania, and probably of Iberia also. We need not inform the reader that no

letters are more commutable than n and r ; at all events the change is not to be

compared with that of Canymedes. Hesperia was the Greek term for the whole

of the West, including Italy, Spain, and the north-coast of Africa. The settling

of the Greek colonies in Italy caused that country to get a peculiar name ; and

a De Coclitura prosapia ted esse arbitror

Nam ii sunt unoculi.—Plaut. Cure. iii. 23.

Die mihi, nunquam tu vidisti tabulam pictam in pariete

Ubi aquila Catamitum raperet aut ubi Venus Adoneura ?

Id. Menaech. i. 2. 34.

b Festus s. v. Scaliger's emendation Laumento seems to have much in its

favour.
c

It would appear that ei was originally pronounced like the Portuguese ei, and

ev like the French eu. The employment of i for ei, as in Alcides, Pelides, seems

to belong to a late period.
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'Eff7repia, when confined to Spain, might easily have been corrupted to 'I/fypi'a,
and the principal river on the east coast have been thence named "lpnp, which
last may have been the cause of the long vowel in Iberia. We also suspect that
Hesperia may be the real origin of Afer, A/erica, Africa.

K. Page 358.

The Amazons.

In the Ilias (iii. 189; vi. 186.) the 'man-opposing' Amazons are mentioned as
invading Phrygia, and as fought with by BeUerophontes ; and in the ^Ethiopis they
come to the aid of the Trojans. They are represented as a nation of warlike
women

; their character is the same in the mythes of Heracles and Theseus. Va-
rious legends are told of their political condition and manners, among which that
of their cutting off their right breasts that they might draw the bow with the
greater ease, was framed in their usual manner by the Greeks from the name,
Amazons.

The actual existence of a nation of women is an impossibility. It however ap-
pears that among the Sauromatians, who dwelt on the north of the Euxine, the
women dressed like the men, went to the chase and war with them (Herod, iv.

110-117.) ;
and the sovereign power over these people is said (Plin. H. N. vi. 7.)

to have been in the hands of the women. This, then, may have been a sufficient

foundation for the fables of the Greeks respecting the Amazons, whom they always
place on either the north or the south coast of the Euxine, for the Libyan Ama-
zons of Dionysius (Diod. iii. 52-55.) are a pure fiction. But we also meet with
Amazons in connexion with the goddess of nature in Anterior Asia, where they
are said to have founded Ephesus, Smyrna, Magnesia and other towns. These are
supposed to have been the female ministers at the temples of this goddess, whom
they honoured by assuming the habit and manners of men (Creuz. Symb. ii. 171.).

There is a third theory which derives them from the mythe of Athena-Hippia, and
supposes them to have been only the personification of the martial properties of
that goddess (Vblck. M. G. i. 219.).

For our own part we look on the first theory as the most probable. At the
time when the Ilias was composed, the Greeks were, it is likely, sufficiently ac-
quainted with the peoples about the Euxine to know their manners, and it required
but little effort of the imagination thence to form their mythic Amazons. We
cannot lay any great stress on the legends of the Amazons of Ephesus, and other
places on the coast, as these are all apparently late fictions. The invasion of At-
tica by these female warriors is merely an audacious fiction of the Athenians, with-
out the slightest foundation in mythology ; for as they framed the adventures of
their Theseus on those of Heracles, they would make him also a conqueror of the

Amazons.

L. Page 419.

Athena- Gorgo.

The following passages prove that Gorgo was an appellation of Athena.

Merit Kovpav 8' de\\67rodes

'A pev to'£ois "ApTCfiis a Se

'Ev e
!

yx61 Fopyw 7r«j'07r\os.—Eur. Ilel. 1315.
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Ovd' dv reXeias xpvaeas re Fopyovos

Tpiaivav 6pQ>)v aruaav ev 7r6Xews (3a9pois.—Eur. Fr. Erech. i. 51.

Oi re KeXaivds

Xpvffoxopovs evefiovro ical IXaaTtjpia Topyovs.—Nonnus, xiii. 516.

KaXovm de rtjv ' AOrfvuv Kvpnvaioi Topyu).—Palaephatus, 32.

" Teque Tritonia Armipotens, Gorgona, Pallas, Minerva."—Pseudo-Cic. ad Pop. et

Equit. Rom.

With respect to the meaning of Gorgo, it seems to us to be, like Mormo Quop^w),

one of those mimetic terms to be found in all languages. Hence it may have been

employed to express the terrors of the sea (p. 254.), and the grim or hostile form

of Athena, or the Argive goddess (p. 419.).

M. Page 466.

The Pleiades.

In the following places the Pleiades are called ITeXeidtfes.

TdaSe fiporoi icaXeovai IleXeid^es.

Xei/xepioi duvovcn IleXetft^es.

Tfjfios airoKpv /nTov<Ji IleXeiades.

Hesiod, Astronomy.

AidtoTi devre <r' '~Epficis evaywvios

Ma'ias ev7r\oKdfxoio

ITaTs, erifcre d' "ArXas

'Bttto. iofrXoicafiLov (piXwv

Ovyaripojv rav e%oxov

E'iSos, a'i tcaXiovTCii

IleXeiddes ovpdvioi.—Simonides.

ev9a WKTepojv (pavTCHT/xariov

"¥a\ov(n [iop<pas a7TTepoi ITeXeid^es.—iEschylus.

Bare ITeXeid^as vtto [xecras

'Qpiwvd t evvvx^ov.—Eur. Hel. 1488.

"Qs d' a'vTtos Tpi)pu)(Ti ireXe'iamv auraae ri\ir\v,

A'i 6t) toi Qepeos Kai ^ei'/iaros dyyeXoi elaiv.

Moero. See above, p. 79. note.

Ai re TToravaTs ofiwvvfioi ireXeiaoiv aiOepi KeicQe.

Lamprocles.

See Athenaeus, xi. 490. 491.

On further consideration it appears to us that the interpretation of Jugula, given

in the text after Vossius, cannot be the true one. In the opinion of Varro (L. L.

vi. p. 94.), it was the country-people that named the constellations in Italy ; it is

therefore probable that Orion was in their eyes a yoke rather than a warrior : the

stars which form the belt appear to connect the two parts of the constellation ; so

it might be likened to the yoke {jugum) which kept the oxen together in the

plough or cart. Varro tells us in the same place that Temo or plough was an

Italian name of the Bear.
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ADDITIONS.

Page 32.—The Greeks do not appear to have had a peculiar term to express the

terrestrial disk ; the Latins named it orbis terrarum ; and as this is not the trans-

lation of a Greek term, it may possibly have arisen from the old Italian cosmology.

The
Et penitus toto divisos orbe Britannos

of Virgil (Buc. i. 66.) and the

circumfluus humor
Ultima possedit, soliduraque coercuit orbem

of Ovid (Met. i. 30.), and similar passages, become plain on this view of the orbis

terrarum. Lenz, by the way, seems to be the only one of the critics who has
rightly understood this place in Ovid. As orbis is in Latin always a circle or a
disk, the

Si fractus illabatur orbis

Impavidum ferient ruinas

of Horace (Carm. hi. 3, 7.) would appear to denote, not the fall of the solid

heaven, but the cracking of the orbis terrarum, and its descent into Tartaros.

Possibly the poet had in view the concluding lines of the Prometheus of iEschylus.

Page 60.—The following lines occur in the procemium to Fulgentius' Mytholo-
gies (p. 24. ed. Munck.)

:

Astrigeroque nitens diademate Luna bicornis

Bullatum bijugis conscenderat sethera tauris,

where see Muncker's notes. He tells us that Proclus, on Hesiod's Days, men-
tioned the mules of the Moon.

Page 66.—The epithets of the gods seem to have also become their children.

Such was Phaethon, and apparently Pan, Glaucos and others. Priapos (p. 236.) was
probably an epithet of Dionysos, JlpirjTrvos (J3pi, airvu) Loud-shouting. Homer
(II. xiii. 251.) gives it to Ares.

Page 92.—It is an error to employ Lethe and Elysium as proper names ; the

correct expressions are The River of Oblivion or of Lethe, and the Elysian Plain or

Fields. Yet such is the force of habit, that we find we have ourselves twice (pp.

39, 91.) fallen into this last error.

The river which Homer (II. xxiii. 73.) speaks of as compassing the realm of

Hades, woidd seem, according to him (II. viii. 369.), to have been the Styx. It

could not therefore have been the Ocean-stream.

Page 103.—According to Athenagoras (Leg. 18.), Empedocles called Hera <pe-

peafiio? as being the earth; by Nonnus (viii. 168.) she is called 7ra^i)r(op, an
epithet of Earth.

Page 1.98.—Both the views of Themis may be correct, as its root 0e<o may be

taken in either a physical or a moral sense.

Page 254.—The grammarian Herodian (See Muller, De Cyc. Ep. p. 186.) has

preserved the following lines of the Cypria

:

Tf/j v v7T0KVGGajihvn Tctce Fnpyovas, aiva 7re\iopa,

At ~2ap7r?]c6va vcuov kir' wiceavqi fiaOvSivy,

Ni}frov irerp-ijeffffav.

Page 499. note.—Compare Hor. Carm. iv. 8, 25. seq.
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V 8 The Latin Names are in Italics. (2), (3), &c. denote 2nd, 3rd, &c. of the Name.

Abderos, 357
Abeona, 545
Acastos, 309, 312
Acca Larenticif 544
Achaeans, 301
Acheloos, 188, 367
Achilles, 312, 553
Achilleus, 312, 311,

48G-489
Acis, 262
Acrisios, 414—420
Actason, 330, 332
Actaeos, 375
Actor, 312, 323; (2)441
Adeona, 545
Admeta, 100, 358
Admetos, 121, 306, 323
Adonis, 142
Adrastos, 178, 477—480
Adresteia, 202
^acos, 460
iEffia, 266
Aedon, 337
iEetes, 56, 312, 472
iEgeus, 383, 396
JEgialeus, 480
iEgimios, 368.

iEgina, 460
^gisthos, 448, 492
iEgle, 192; (2) 251;

(3) 423
^Egyptos, 409
Aello, 255
iEmathion, 64, 362
iEneias, 483, 485, 490
jEolia, 263
./Eolos, 263

; (2) 305
Aerope, 366

; (2) 447
^Esacos, 484
AEsculapius, 422, 553
JEson, 306, 307
jEsula, 464
^Ethiopians, 35, 548
Aethlios, 320, 439
iEthra, 386
iEtoIos, 320, 439

Agamedes, 347-349
Agamemnon, 486—488,

492
Agaue, 329, 335
Agendr, 320; (2) 325
Agla'ia, 109, 192
Aglaiopheme, 269
Aglaope, Aglaophonos,

270
Aglauros, 164
Agraulos, 375, 379
Agrios, 267 ;

(2)320,324
Aias,461,489; (2)490,

491
Ajax, 553
Aides, Aidoneus, 89
Aisa, 194
Alcaeos, 418
Alcathoos, 445
Alceides, 358
Alcestis, 306
Alcimede, 307
Alcippe, 107, 375, 377
Alcmaeon, 480
Alcmena, 350, 352, 420,

421
Alcumena, 420, 553
Alcyoneus, 262
Alea, 158
Alebion, 360
Aleeto, 196
Alectrydn, 106
Aleos, 367
Alexandros. See Paris

Aloens, 349
Aloeids, 349
Alpheios, 131—133
Alpheisea, Alpheionia,

Alpheioa, Alpheiusa,

132
Althaea, 320—324
Altor, 525
Amaleus, 337
Amaltheia, 79, 214, 367
Ambarvalia, 514
Ambrosia, 464

Amm on, 214
Amor, 145

Ampelos, 216
Amphiaraos, 323, 478,
477

Amphictyon, 378, 394
Amphidamas, 362
Amphidn, 335—339
Amphissos, 242
Amphitrite, 85, 436
Amphitryon, 350, 373,
420—422

Amycos, 470
Amymone, 410
Amythaon, 306, 436
Ancseos,323; (2)468,472
Anchises, 160, 483
Androgeos, 385, 386
Andromache, 490
Andromeda, 416—418
Anios, 486
Anna Percnna, 534
Antajos, 361
Anteia, 401, 404
Anteros, 147
Anticleia, 400
Antigone, 341, 482
Antilochos, 489, 491
Antion, 314, 315
Antiope, 312; (2) 336;

(3) 391
Antiphates, 265
Apha?a, 131
Aphareus, 429, 432
Aphrodite, 139—145
Apis, 405
Apollo, 113—128, 519
Apsyrtos, 473
Ai-achne, 155
Areas, 229, 425—427
Archemoros, 478
Areion, 178, 480
Areiopagos, 107
Ares, 104—107
Aretluisa, 131—133,

170; (2) 251
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Arge, 133, 134
Argeiphontes, 168
Arges, 43
Argo, 468
Argonautic Expedition,
468—477

Argos, 97, 406—408;
(2) 468

Argyra, 453
Ariadne, 390, 457
Aristaeos, 329—332
Artemis, 128— 138
Artemis of Ephesus, 226
Ascalaphos, 176, 363
Asclepios, 121, 422
Asia, 292
Asios, 491
Assaracos, 483
Asteria, 64, 81

Asterion, 455
Astraeos, 63, 65
Astydameia, 312
Atalanta, 323, 427
Ate, 203
Athamas, 332—335
Athena, 153

Atlas, 25,44, 286—288,

362
Atreus, 447—449
Atropos, 191
Atthis, 378
Attis, 224
Auge, 367
Augeas, 356, 366
Aurora, 62, 533
Autolycos, 164,307,400
Autonoe, 329
Auxo, 193

Bacchee, 216
Bacchos, 205, 217
Bassareus, 217
Bateia, 483
Battos, 163
Baucis, 83
Bellerophon, 401
Bellerophontes,401-404

Bellona, 528
Bendis, 225
Benthesicyme, 383
Bias, 436
Bona Dea, 525
Bonus Eventus, 533
Boreas, 255, 383, 483
Briareos, 43, 16, 49

Brimo, 67
Briseis, 486
Britomartis, 131
Bromios, 217
Brontes, 43
Bubona, 541
Bucolion, 484
Busiris, 361
Butes, 381, 473

Cadmos, 23, 325—329
Cagneus, Caenis, 317
Calais, 383, 384, 471
Calchas, 486, 488
Callidice, 172; (2) 495
Calliope, 185, 188
Callirrhoe,359; (2)452;

(3) 481
; (4) 483

Callisto, 425 -427
Calydonian Hunt, 321,
324

Calypso, 274
CamencB, 185
Camesa, Camesena, 523
Capaneus, 478, 479
Capys, 483
Carmenta, 532
Carna, Carda, 523
Carpos, 256
Carpo, 191
Cassandra, 120, 484,

490, 492
Cassiope, Cassiopeia,4 16
Castor, 323, 358
Catamitus, 553
Cecrops, 375, 377

; (2)
381, 385

Ceheno, 255
; (2) 464

Centaurs, 316, 318, 355
Cephalos, 63, 381; (2)

164
Cepheus, 323; (2)366;

(3) 416
Cerberos, 91, 363
Cercyon, 388
Ceres, 170, 514
Ceyx, 319
Chalbes, 362
Chaos, 43
Chariclo, 344
Charis, 109
Charites, 192
Charon, 91, 92
Chary bdis, 271
Cheiron, 69, 317, 356

Chimogra, 402
Chione,164; (2)383,384
Chloris, 337, 338
Chrysaor, 253
Chryse, 345
Chryseis, 488
Chryses, 488
Chrysogeneia, 345
Chrysothemis, 492
Chthouia, 381
Cinyras, 141—143
Cleeia, 464
Cleio, Clio, 185,186,188
Cleitos, 63
Cleopatra, 322 ; (2)383;

(3) 483
Cleta, 193

Cloacina, 515
Clotho, 194
Clvmene, 44, 286; (2)

57; (3) 427
Clymenos, 94; (2)320;

(3) 346
Clytaemnestra, 429, 492
Clytia, 58
Clytios, 484
Coios, 43, 64
Comaetho, 420, 421

;

(2) 451
Consus, 529
Copreus, 354, 445
Coresos, 452
Coronis, 119; (2) 464
Coronos, 368
Corybantes, 224
Cottos, 43, 46
Cotys, Cotytto, 225
Cranaos, 378
Creon, 309; (2) 340,

341, 480
Cretheus, 305, 306
Creusa, 309; (2) 381
Crios, 43, 65
Cteatos, 366, 441
Cunina, 545
Cupido, 145
Cybelg, 223—225
Cyclopes, 43,46,259,262
Cycnos,57,58; (2)361;

(3) 369; (4)487
Cyllaros, 431
Cyparissos, 120
Cyrene, 120, 330
Cyzicos, 469
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Daedalos, 398, 456
Damastes, 388
Danae, 414—420
Danaos, 409—412
Daphne, 118
Daphnis, 164, 240
Dardanos, 483
Deianeira, 320, 324, 3G7,

368, 369
Deidameia, 486
Deino, 252
Deion, Deioneus, 314
Deiphobos, 484, 490
Deipyla, 477
Delos, 81

Demeter, 44, 170—184
Demonica, 320, 324
Demophoon, 173
Deo, 170
Dercinos, 360
Deucalion, 297, 299;

(2) 457
Deverra, 537
Dexamenos,357; (2)441
Dia, 314
Diana, 128, 520
Didnus, 521
Dictynna, 131

Dictys, 415, 417, 419
Diespiter, 511
Dike, 190
Diomedes, 321,480, 489
—491

; (2) 357
Dione, 139, 464
Dion sos, 205—219,

320, 335
Dioscuri, 431
Dirce, 336
Dis, 527
Dithyrambos, 2] 7

Ditis, 527
Dius Fidius, 530
Domiducus, 545
Domitius, 545
Doris, 14
Doros, 305
Dos, 172
Dryades, 237
Dryope, 242
Dryops, 229; (2) 242

Earth, 43, 44, 524
Echidna, 44, 406
Echo, 240
Edtha, 545

Egeria, 247
Eileithyiae, 193
Eirene* 190
Electra, 44; (2) 464,

467; (3) 492
Electryon, 418, 420
Eleleus, 217
Eleusinos, 375
Elysian Plain, 35, 39
Empusa, 67
Encelados, 262
Endeis, 460
Endymion, 61, 439
Enyo, 105

; (2) 252
Eos, 62—64
Eosphoros, 44
Epaphos, 407, 409
Epeios, 490
Ephialtes, 349
Epicasta, 320 ; (2) 340,

342
Epigoni, 480
Epimetheus, 286, 288
Epona, 541
Epopeus, 336, 338
Erato, 185, 186
Erebos, 37, 90, 271
Erechtheus, 384, 394
Erginos, 346, 347, 352,

468
Eribcea, 349
Erichthonios, 378, 394

;

(2) 483
Erigone, 214
Erinnyes, 43, 47, 196
Eriphyle, 478, 480
Eros, 146—152
Ersa, 61

Erymanthian Boar, 355
Erysichthon, 177; (2)

375, 377
Ervtheia, 251

; (2)252;

(3) 359
Eryx, 360
Eteocles, 192,345; (2)

341, 477—479; (3)

478, 480
Euades, 216
Euadne, 438

; (2) 480
Eudora, 444.

Eudoros, 160
Euenos, 119
Euios, 217
Eumasos, 494
Eumelos, 122, 491

Eumenides, 196
Eumolpos, 175, 363,383
Eunomia, 190
Euonyme, 69
Euphorion, 430
Euphrosyn£, 192
Europa, 325, 454, 459
Euros, 256
Euryale, 253

; (2) 462
Eurybia, 44, 65
Eurydice, 187; (2)414,
429

Eurygeneia, 342
Eurylochos, 273
Eurymedon, 262, 275
Eurynome, 49; (2) 81,

192
Eurypylos, 365

; (2)
480

; (3) 490
Eurystheus, 353
Enrytion, 312, 323; (2)

316, 356, 357; (3)
359

Eurytos, 164; (2) 364,

369; (3) 366, 441
Euterpe, 185, 186, 188

Fabuli?ius, 545
Falacer, 540
Fates, 194
Fauna, Fatua, 525
Faunus, 268, 537
Fear, 105
Feronia, 540
Flora, 539
Force, 204
Fortune, 202, 533
Furies, 196
Furina, 540

Galateia, 245
Galli, 224
Ganymede, 11

1

Ganymedes, 483
Gelanor, 409
Genita Mana, 544
Genius, 525
Geryoneus, 359
Giants, 43, 46, 262
Glauce, 309
Glaucopis, 158, 549
Glaucos, 248

; (2) 399
;

(3) 401; (4) 458;

(5) 491
Gorgo,252,ll9; (2)320
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Gorgons, 2.52—254, 415

Gorgophone, 418
Graces, 192
Grssse, 252
Gyes, 43, 46

Hades, 89—95
Hsemon, 341

Haleyone, 319; (2)464
Halirrothios, 107

Halmos, 345, 399, 401

Hamadryades, 237

Harmonia, 23, 106, 326
Harpagos, 431

Harpies, 254, 471

Heaven, 43
Hebe, 110
Hecabe, 484
Hecaerge, 133

Hecate, 65—67
Hector, 484, 487—489
Hecuba, 484
Hegemone, 193

Helena, 429, 432, 485,

48S, 490, 493
Helenos, 484,485, 489
Helios, 53—59
Helle, 332, 333
Hellen, 305
Hemera, 62
Hephiestos, 107—110
Hera, 96—104, 212,308

Heracles, 350—371
Hercules, 350, 553
Hermaphrodilos, 164

Herme.-:, Hermeias, 159
— 169

Herse, 164, 375, 377
HesionS, 365

Hespeie, 251

Hesperides, 251, 361

Hestia, 44, 95
;
(2)251

Hikc'.aon, 484
Hilaeira, 431, 432
Hippocoon, Z66, 429
Hippocreue, 187

Hippodameia, 316; (2)

444
Hippoloclios, 402
Hippolyta,312; (2)358
Hippolylos, 393
Hippomedon, 478, 479
Hippomenes, 428
Hora?, 190

Horned Hind, 355

Hyacinthos, 120; (2)

188; (3) 386
Hyades, 464
Hydra of Lerna, 354
Hylas, 368, 470
Hyllos, 369
Hymenals, 163; (2)188
Hyperboreans, 34, 547
Hyperion, 25, 43, 44, 52
Hypermuestra, 410
Hypsipyle, 469, 478
Hyrieus, 348; (2) 462

Iamb6, 173
; (2) 232

Iamos, 438
Janus, 521
Iapetos, 43, 44, 286
Iasi6n, 177; (2)427
Iaso, 423
Iason, 307—312,468—
474

Iasos, 406; (2) 427;

(3) 435
Icarios,2 14, 379; (2)429
Icaros, 398
Icelos, 201

Idas, 119, 431
Idm on, 468, 472
Idomeneus, 491
Ilos, 483; (2)483,484
Inachos, 405
Ino, 249, 332-334
Intercido, 537
Inuus, 537
16, 406—408
Iobai.es, 403
Iocasta, 340—343
Iola, 364, 369
Iolaos, 354
Ion, 384
Juris, 78, 509
Iphicles, 350,351, 367
Iphiclos, 437, 468
Iphigeneia, 487
Ipbimedeia, 349
Ipbitos, 364, 468
Iris, 44, 198-200
Isandros, 402
Isis, 226
Ismaros, 3 S3

; (2) 478
Ismene, 311, 482
Itylos, 337
Itys, 379, 380
Jugatinus, 545
Juno, 96, 511

Jupiter, 78, 509
Justice, 190
Juturna, 542
Juventas, 110, 536
Ixion, 314-316

Kedalion, 463
Keleos, 172, 174, 379
Keres, 195
Keto, 43, 44, 245
Keuthonymos, 363
Kimmerians, 37, 271

Kronos, 23, 25, 43, 68—
71

Kupra, 504
Kychres, 461
Kytissoros, 335

Labdacos, 336
Lacliesis, 194
Lactens, Lactura, 541

Ladon, 251

Laelaps, 382
Lasstrygonians, 264
La'ios, 336, 340
Lampetia, 56, 423
Lampos, 62
Lampos, 484
Laocoon, 490
Laodameia, 402
Laodice, 405

; (2) 490
Laogoras, 368-

Laomedon, 358, 365, 484
Laonytos, 342
Lapitbs, 316—318
Lara, 544
Lars, 543
Ijarunda, 544
Latinos, 267
JmIom, 112, 553
Laverna, 529
Leades, 479
Learchos, 332, 333
Leda, 429, 432
Leimoniades, 237
Lenreos, 217
Leto, 44, 64, 112
Lencippides, 432
Leucippos, 429, 432
Lencopbryne, 134
Lencosia, 270
Leucothea, 58; (2) 249
TJbcr, 205, 517
Libera, 178, 517
Libitina, 528
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Lichas, 369
Licymnios, 421
Ligeia, 270
Limniades, 237
Linos, 187, 351
Lotus-eaters, 259
Loxias, 127
Loxo, 133
Lua, 523
Lucetius, 511

Lucina, 512
Luna, 60, 527
Lupercus-a, 537
Lyaeos, 217
Lycaon, 424

; (2) 488
Lycomedes, 393, 486
Lycos, 336,338; (2)385,

396; (3)358; (4)472
Lycurgos, 206, 213;

(2) 478
Lynceus, 410, 412; (2)

431
Lysidice, 420, 445

Machaon, 422, 423, 4S9
Maanades, 216
Mrera, 214, 218
Maia, 161,467; (2)464
Mala, 518, 525
Mains, 525
Mamers, 506, 519
Mania, 504
Manto, 344, 345
Mantumia, 545
Mantus, 504
Marica, 541
Maron, 207
Marpessa, 119
Mars, 104, 519
Marsyas, 123, 224
Matura, 541
Matuta, 249, 533
Mavors, 519
Mecisteus, 478
Medea, 307
Medeia, 307—312, 472
—474

Medusa, 253, 363
Megasra, 196
Megapenthes, 417
Megara, 352
Meilanion, 428
Melampus, 413, 436
Melanippos,451; (2)479
Melas, 320, 324

Meledger, 320
Meleagrides, 324
Meleagros, 320—324,

363, 367
Meliades, 237
Melian nymphs, 43, 46
Meliboea, 424
Melicertes,249,332,333
Mellona, 541
Melpomene, 185— 188
Memnon, 64, 490
Menelaos, 485, 490, 492
Menoeceus, 479
Mencetios, 44, 286,287;

(2) 360, 363
Mer cur ins, 159, 518
Mercy, 204
Merope, 462

; (2) 464
Meriones, 491
Mestor, 418
Metaneira, 172
Metion, 381

Metis, 80
Midas, 123, 234
Miletos, 455
Minerva, 153, 504, 512
Minos, 385, 386, 390,

398, 455—457
Minotaur, 390, 457
Minyans, 345—347
Minyas, 213, 345, 346
Mnemosyne, 43, 81, 185

Moirae, 194
Molionids or Molions,

366, 441
Molorchos, 353
Molpe, 270
Momos, 50, 201
Moneta, 511
Mopsos, 345

; (2) 468
Morpheus, 201
Mulciber, 518
Muses, 185—190
Myrrha, 141

Myrtilos, 164,444—447

Na'ides, 237
Napseae, 237
Narcissos, 240
Natio, 544
Nauplios, 411
Nausicaa, 276
Nausimedon, 411
Nausithoos, 275
Neis, 337

N^leus, 435
Nemean Lion, 353
Nemesis, 202, 283, 429
Nenia, 545
Neoptolemos, 490, 492
Nephele, 332, 333
NepU'tnus, 85, 518
Nereides, 245
Nereus, 43, 244
Neria, Neriene, 520
Nessos, 356, 368
Nest6r, 435, 486, 491,

493
Night, 50
Niobe, 336—339; (2)

405, 406
Nisos, 385, 396
Nodosus, 541

Nortia, 504
Notos, 256
Nycteus, 336, 338
Nyctimos, 424, 425
Nymphs, 237—243
Nysa, 219

Occdtor, 541

Oceanides, 244
Oceanos, 36,43,51,360
Ocypete, 255
Odysseus, 259—278,486
—491, 494

(Edipodes, \ 340— 343,

CEdipiis, j 482
CEneus, 320, 324
(Enomaos, 444
GEnopion, 462, 466
Ogyges, 299, 375
Ogygia, 135, 274
Oiax, 411
Olympos, 37, 72
Omphale, 365
Opheltes, 478
Ophion, 49
Opis, 133
Ops, 68, 225, 524
Orbona, 545
Orchamos, 58
Orcus, 89, 527
Oreiades, 237
Oreithyia, 255, 383
Orestes, 492
Orion, 63, 461—463
Orneus, 371
Ornytion, 401
Orpheus, 188,468, 473
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Orthos, 359
Ortygia, 278
Otos, 130, 349

Paeeon, 200
Pceon, 200

; (2) 439
Paganalia, 515
Palagmon, 249
Palamedes, 41 1 ,'486,488

Pales, 538
Palladion, 484, 490
Pallantias, 62
Pallantids, 389, 393
Pallas, 44, 65

; (2) 385,
396

Pallas-Athene, 153—
159

Pan, 229, 233
Panakeia, 423
Panchaia, 22
Pandareos, 337; (2) 442
Pandaros, 491
Pandia, 61

Pandion, 379; (2) 385
Pandora, 24; (2) 292
—297

; (3) 377
Pandoros, 381
Pandrosos, 16 1,375, 377
Parcce, 194
Paris, 484, 485, 489
Parthenopasos, 428, 478,

479
Partunda, 545
Pasiphae, 56, 456, 459
Pasithea, 192; (2) 378
Patelina, 541
Patroclos, 488
Pedias, 378, 394
Pegasos, 253, 403, 404,

419, 420
Peirithobs,316,323,392
Peision, 314, 315
Peitho, 192
Pelasgians, 301
Pelasgos, 424
Peleus, 312—314, 323,

460
Pelias, 307—310, 435
Pelopia, 448
Pelops, 443—447
Penates, 543
Penelope, 229, 494, 495
Penthesileia, 489
Pentheus, 335
Pephredo, 252

Perdix, 398
Peviclymenos, 435
Peridaea, 275

; (2) 340
Perieres, 305; (2) 418,

429
Periphates, 387
Pero, 435, 436
Perse, 56
Perseis, 56
Persephone, 170—184
Perses, 65, 268, 309;

(2) 418
Perseus, 414—420
Phsaacians, 275—278
Pha2dra, 392, 459
Phaenna, 193
Phseo, 164, 467
Phsesula, 464, 467
Phaethon, 57; (2) 62;

(3) 63
Phaetlmsa, 56, 273
Phantasos, 201
Pheres, 306
Philemon, 82
Philoctetes, 487, 489,

491
Philomela, 379—381
Philyra, 69
Phineus, 416

; (2) 470
Phiegvans, 345
Phlegyas, 106, 336, 345
Phlogios, 430
Phobeter, 202
Phocos, 460
Phoebe, 43, 64; (2)431,
432

Phoebos-Apollo, 113

—

128
Pholos, 355
Phorcys, 43, 245
Phoroneus, 405
Phosphoros, 55
Phrasios, 362
Phrastor, 342
Phrixos, 332—334
Phylacos, 307, 437
Phyleus, 356, 366
Picus, 538
Pierides, 187
Pilumnus, 537
Pittheus, 386, 445
Pitys, 232
Pleiades, 464—467, 555
Pleione, 464
Pleisthenes, 447

Plut6, 442
Pluton, 89
Plutos, 177, 204
Podaleirios,422,423,491

Podarge, 255, 431
Pceas, 369
Polites, 484
Pollux, 430, 553
Polybos, 340
Polydectes, 415—419
Polydeukes, 323, 430—

433, 470
Polydoros, 326, 335;

(2) 484
Polyeidos, 403

; (2) 458
Polymede, 307
Polymela, 312
Polymnia, 185, 186
Polyneices, 341, 477—

479, 482
Polyphemos, 260; (2)

470
Polyphontes, 340
Polyxene, 484, 490
Polyxo, 338

; (2) 464
Pomona, 539
Pontos, 43
Porphyrion, 262
Porthaon, 320, 324
Portunus, 249
Poseidon, 85—89
Potina, 545
Praxithea, 351

Prema, 545
Priamos, 365, 484, 490
Priapos, 235
Procne, 379—381
Procris, 384—386
Prcetides, I

412_4H
Prcetos, J

Prometheus, 286—297,
362

Proserpina, 170, 553
Protesilaos, 487, 491
Protogeneia, 377; (2)

439
Proteus, 246
Psamathe, 460
Psyche, 148—152
Ptelion, 382
Pterohios, 420—421
Pylades, 492
Pyrrha, 297—299
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Quinqudtrus, 513
Quirinus, 528

Rhadamanthys,352, 455
Rhakios, 344
Rhea, 23, 43, 68—71, 80
Rhesos, 188
Rhode, 85
Rhcecos, 240

; (2) 427
River-gods, 250
Robigo-us, ~\

Rumina, I r4 ,

Runcina,
f

Ritsina, J

Rusor, 525

SabinusA
oabus, )

Sabazios, 209
Salacia, 542
Salmoneus, 305, 434,
435

Sancus, 506
Sarpedon, 455

; (2) 491
Sarritor,

\
Sator, )

Satumus, 68, 523
Satyrs, 233
Scheria, 275
Schoeneus, 428
Sciron, 388
Scylla, 271

; (2) 385
Seasons, 190
Seia, Segetra, 541
Selemnos, 453
Selene, 24, 44, 60—62
Semele, 212, 329
Silenos, 234
Silvdnus, 536
Simila, 517
Sinis, 387
Sinon, 490
Sirens, 269—271, 473
Sisvphos, 399—401
Sleep, 200
Sol, 53, 527
Sordnus, 530
Spartans, 326, 329
Sphinx, 341
Stata, 514
Statilinus, 545
Stercutius, 541
Sterope, 464, 467
Steropes, 43, 46
Stheino, 253

Sthenelos, 418, 421
;

(2)480, 491
Sthenobcea, 403
Stimula, 517
Strife, 203
Stymphalid Birds, 357
Styx, 44
Subigus, 545
Summdnus, 530
Symplegades, 471
Syria, 278
Syrinx, 232

Tages, 504
Talos,398; (2)108,456,
474

Tantalos, 442
Tartaros, 32, 39, 43
Taygete, 429, 464
Tegyrios, 383
Teiresias, 343—345
Telemachos, 486, 494,

495
Telamon, 323, 365, 460
Telegonos, 495
Telephos, 367, 486, 487
Telepylos, 215
Tellumo, 1

Tellurus, V- 525
Tellies, J

Terambos, 242
Terens, 379—381
Terminus, 535
Terpsichore, 186, 188
Tethys, 43, 51

Teucros, 461, 491
; (2)

483
Thaleia, 185
Thalia, 192
Thai 16, 191

Thamyras, 187
Thaumas, 43, 44
Theia, 43, 52
Theiodamas, 368
Thelxiepeia, 269, 270
Thelxinoe, 270
Themis, 198
Themisto, 333, 334
Theophane, 86
Thersandros, 399, 401

;

(2) 480, 486
Theseus, 323, 387—398
Thespios, 381

Thestios, 320; (2) 351
Thetis, 313

2 o 2

Thoas, 469
Thoosa, 260
Thrasymedes, 491
Thrinakia, 273
Thureus, 320, 324
Thyestes, 447—450
Timandra, 429
Tina, 504
Tiphys, 468, 472
Tisiphone, 196
Titans, 23, 43, 47
Tithonos, 63
Tityos, 113
Tityros, 233
Tlepolemos, 491
Toxeus, 320, 324
Triptolemos, 175, 176
Tritogeneia, 158
Triton, 245, 436
Troilos, 484, 488
Trophonios, 347—349
Tydeus, 321, 477—479
Tyndareos, 429, 432
Typhoeus, 44, 263
Typhon, 263
Tyro, 434, 436

Vacuna, 541
Vagitdnus, 545
Vallonia, 54

1

Vedius, \ KO ,

Tr • • > 53 1
vejovis, )

Venilia, 542
Venus, 139, 515
Vertumnus, 534
Vesta, 95, 513
Vinalia, 516
Virbius, 521
Ulyxes, 553
Volumnus-a, 507, 545
Volusia, 541

Upis, 133
Urania, 185, 186, 188
Uranos, 24, 43
Vulcdnus, 107, 518

Xanthos, 431

Xuthos, 305, 384, 396

Zephyros, 63, 256
Zetes, 383, 384, 471
Zethos, 335—339
Zeus. 23, 25, 44, 78—85
Zeuxippe, 379
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Abode of the dead, 90, 93
Ambrosia and Nectar, 73, 550
Anemone, origin of, 142
Acedic schools, 17
Astronomic mythes, 465

Consentian Gods, 404, 508
Cosmogony, 42
Cosmology, 31

Milton's, 40
Cup of the Sun, 53

Deluge, 297—299

Epic Cycle, 28
Eastern colonies in Greece, 327,

376, 411, 445

Gods, life and occupations of, 72

Greece, early inhabitants of, 300

—

302
Grecian history, periods of, 303

Heroes, 304
Horse, origin of, 86
Hyacinth, origin of, 120

Ichor, 73

Man, origin of, 290, 291
first state of, 281, 289
Fall of, 292—297

Myrrh, origin of, 141

Mysteries, 20, 181

Mythes, 1

sources of, 6

rules for interpretation of, 14

Mythes arising from different deriva-

tions, 401, 404, 408, 419, 425, 446
Mythic cycles, 13

history, nature of, 304
personages, 302, 303

Mythology, 1

its origin, 2
Theories of, 1

1

Mythology of Greece, 16

Historic View, 19
' Literature, 26

Personifications, 5
Pragmatism, 21

Religions of Italy, 503—508
Rose, origin of, 142

Sacred Marriage, 99, 102
Select Gods, 508, 509

Theocrasy, 20
Theogony, 42
Twelve Gods, 76, 504, 508

World, 32
ages of, 282
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i.

In Two Volumes \2mo, Price 14s. in Cloth,

THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
« We have read Mr. Keightley's first volume, and we pronounce it to be eminently the

best, we almost mean to say the only, compendious History of England that is extant.

The author has availed himself of the labours of all his predecessors, and we see little

that has escaped his observation. His reflections are candid, sensible and judicious
;
his

sentiments on controverted points expressed with that propriety and moderation which

alone command respect and attention ; his style is clear, plain, and suitable to the subject;

and we think that a just and sound constitutional feeling pervades the work."—Gentle-

man's Magazine,

V The Second Volume will appear early in 1839; and the volumes will always be sold

separately. At the same time will be published an enlarged edition of the entire work

in octavo.

II.

In One Volume \2mo, Price 6s. 6d. in Cloth,

THE HISTORY OF GREECE,
SECOND EDITION.

" We sincerely say, that those schools or academies that do not use this History in pre-

ference to the miserable compilations from Goldsmith downwards, are wanting in justice

to themselves and their scholars."—Gentleman's Magazine.

III.

QUESTIONS ON

THE HISTORY OF GREECE. Price Is.

IV.

Just Published, in One Volume \2mo, Price 6s. 6d. in Cloth,

THE HISTORY OF ROME,
SECOND EDITION.

«' In this Volume there is really as much of the feeling and tone of scholars?iip as an ele-

mentary work will admit. The principles are sound and just, and there is hardly a page

in which (besides the narrative) a boy would not pick up some really valuable informa-

tion in matters of antiquity, customs, manners and phraseology. The Reviewer begs to

recommend the book most warmly."—British Magazine.

" The narrative is ful and spirited, often eloquent, and generally just as far as we can

judge .... To do the author justice, he is never afraid to stigmatise oppression, nor slow

to recognise and applaud true patriotism."—Eclectic Review.
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V.

QUESTIONS ON

THE HISTORY OF ROME. Price Is.

VI.

In One Volume l2mo, 6s. in Cloth, 6s. 6d. bound,

OUTLINES OF HISTORY.

" To concentrate, in one comparatively small volume, a complete epitome of the entire

history of the world, so treated as to present a correct image of it, would seem to be an

object to be wished for rather than expected : the ' Outlines of History,' however,

realize this object."

—

Asiatic Journal.

MISCELLANEOUS.

VII.

In \8mo, with a Plate and Wood-Cuts by W. II. Brooke, F.S.A., Price 4s. bound.

THE MYTHOLOGY OF ANCIENT GREECE AND ITALY,

ABRIDGED FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS.

Third Edition.

" Mr. Keightley has rendered most important services to the cause of literature. His

larger work on Classical Mythology is one of the most original and valuable works of

the day; and his Abridgement of it for the use of young persons, freed as it is from all

that can defile and degrade the youthful mind, ought ah*eady to have superseded every

one of those foul and feeble volumes which have too long been a pest in schools. His

work on ' Fairy Mythology ' displays a most remarkable knowledge of the mythology of

our European ancestors, and explains to us the origin of a thousand fables which amused

our infancy, and still beguile our attention."

—

British Magazine.

"This is precisely the volume which has long been wanted in schools. As an intro-

ductory manual, it contains all needful information relative to the gods and heroes of

antiquity ; and not an expression occurs which could offend the delicacy of the most

scrupulous female."

—

Christian Remembrancer.

" This Abridgement presents the information of the large Work to the young mind,

without its learning or its disquisitions ; and we can cordially recommend it as being

free from anything that can offend, and as giving to the youthful student a clue to much
that is valuable in the stores of ancient and modern poetic literature."—Christian Exa-

miner.

" A very delightful little volume, and well calculated for its purpose. The young
scholar may here acquire a general and accurate knowledge of the Classical creed, without

any of the usual drawbacks."—Literary Gazette.
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VIII.

In One Volume Octavo, Price 7s- 6d. in Cloth,

P. OVIDII NASONIS FASTORUM LIBRI VI.

Ovid's Fasti, with Notes and an Introduction.

"A better editor for such a work than Mr. Keightley could scarcely be found; he is

the only English writer that has treated the subject of Mythology philosophically ; and

his articles on Niebuhr, in the Foreign Quarterly Review, evince an intimate acquaint-

ance with the early history of Latium and Roman antiquities. The Introduction is re-

plete with useful information—the Notes brief, but satisfactory ; the student obtains from

them all the assistance necessary to understand the author, and his attention is never dis-

tracted by superfluous dissertations."—Athenaum.

" Ovid's Fasti is an excellent school-book, because it contains so much information

which boys want. And Mr. Keightley, who is admirably qualified for the task, has added

a very valuable Introduction and some very useful Notes."—British Magazine.

IX.

In One Volume Foolscap Octavo, with Embellishments from the Designs of W. H.

Brooke, F.S.A., Price 6s. 6d. infancy Cloth,

TALES AND POPULAR FICTIONS,

THEIR RESEMBLANCE, AND TRANSMISSION FROM COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.

CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I. Introduction—Similarity of Arts and Customs.—Similarity of Names—Origin

of the Work—Imitation—Casual Coincidence—Milton—Dante. CHAP. II. The Thousand and

One Nights—Bedoween Audience around a Story-teller—Cleomades and Claremond—Enchanted

Horses—Peter of Provence and the fair Maguelone. CHAP. III. The Pleasant Nights—The
Dancing Water, the Singing Apple, and the Beautiful Green Bird—The Three Little Birds—

Lactantius—Ulysses and Sinbad. CHAP. IV. The Sbah-Nameh—Roostem and Soohrab—Con-

loch and Cuchullin—Macpherson's Ossian—Irish Antiquities. CHAP. V. The Pentamerone—

Tale of the Serpent—Hindoo Legend. CHAP. VI. Jack the Giant-killer—The Brave Tailorling

—Thor's Journey to Utgard—Ameen of Isfahan and the Ghool—TheLion and the Goat—The

Lion and the Ass. CHAP. VII. Whittington and his Cat—Danish Legends—Italian Stories-

Persian Legend. CHAP. VIII. The Edda—Sigurd and Brynhilder—Volund—Helgi—Holger

Danske—Ogier le Danois—Toko—William Tell. CHAP. IX. Peruonto—Peter the Fool—Erne-

lyan the Fool—Conclusion. Appendix.

" A volume to which we earnestly call the attention of all who are wise enough to deem

this chapter in the history of the human mind one not unworthy of study. They will find

in the work before us, ingenious speculation, graceful learning, and abundance of amusing

narratives : and though they may not admit the validity of all the critic's arguments,

they must certainly award to them the merit of being agreeably and skilfully advanced."

—Thorns^ Preface to Lays a?id Legends of Various Nations.

"We have been much struck with the judicious reasoning, the extensive information,

and the good taste with which this volume has been composed. Mr. Keightley is evidently

master of his subject, and possesses a soberness of sense which has served him as excellent

ballast in his flights and gyrations with the enchanted beings among whom he has dwelt

so long."

—

Gentleman's Magazine.

« The stories will make this work a treasure to the young ; the curious information its

pages contain will recommend it to the learned ; and the grace, feeling, and ease with

which it is written will secure it a cordial welcome from the fair ladies of Britain."—New

Monthly Magazine.

" This is a delightful and amusing book, though the Utilitarian may sneer at it."—

Athenaeum.
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"Our author has sent forth a charming little volume, with appropriate engravings,
embodying these fancifui traditions with all the talent of Brooke's enchanted pencil."—
Literary Gazette.

" This is a volume full of the most pleasant philosophy and criticism. The author
views man « as an inventive and independent, rather than a merely imitative being,'

and finds very agreeable media of proof and illustration in various popular legends,

which he shows must have been of independent origin notwithstanding their many mar-
vellous coincidences It is impossible to quarrel with a writer, who tells his stories

with all the glee of a child, and comments on them with all the acumen of a critic."—

Monthly Repository.

" To show the resemblance between the Popular Tales of the most remote regions—
to fix upon such as seem to have been indigenous inventions—to point out those which
appear to have been derived from one original stock—and to trace the mode of trans-

mission from country to country—was almost a desideratum in popular literature. The
task, to be completely executed, required learning, acumen, and taste ; and perhaps to

no better hands than Mr. Keightley's could it have been intrusted. He has produced a
little book which, as regards knowledge and elegance, is unexceptionable."—Spectator.

" Mr. Keightley is the only learned writer of the day whose works do not partake
more or less of the dulness which is but the too frequent result of deep reading and
laborious research; for whilst his productions are perused by the scholar with the in-

terest which attaches to works of a scientific character, they are no less acceptable to

the idler and the man of taste."

—

United Service Gazette.

X.

In Two Volumes Foolscap Octavo, tvith 12 Plates and 32 Wood-Cuts by W. H.
Brooke, F.S.A., Price 15s. handsomely half-bound,

THE FAIRY MYTHOLOGY,
ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE ROMANCE AND SUPERSTITION OF VARIOUS COUNTRIES.

" Ample justice is here done to the fairies of every age and country; and the learning

and research which are brought to bear on and illustrate the subject in all its amusing
varieties, are as remarkable as the spirit and fancy of the tales themselves. We have
the Fairy Romance of the Persians and Arabians ; of the Middle Ages ; of Scandinavia
and the Northern Islands; of Germany, Switzerland, and Great Britain; of Greece,

Italy, France, and Spain; of the Finns and Slaves; and of the Africans and Jews; with

all which the author, with incredible labour and extent of investigation, has made himself

familiar. We are of opinion that this work will take its place as a text-book for fairy

lore. The illustrations from the pencil of Mr. W. H. Brooke are worthy of the subject,

and present us with scenes of the most grotesque and playful and fanciful kind."—New
Monthly Magazine.

" A book which can no more be summed up, or represented by specimen, than the

towers, palaces, and fairy islands of ideal romance can be represented by the detached

exhibition of the gorgeous pieces of their brilliant cloudwork."—Dublin University Re-
view.

"This is certainly one of the most delightful as well as curious books that we have for

many a day had the pleasure of perusing It must form part of the library of every
lover of poetical antiquities and every general scholar, we had almost said, ofevery reader
for mere amusement."—Athenaum.
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